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Foreword

“Fragile lives in fragile ecosystems: feeding the world’s poor from neglected rice
ecosystems” was the theme of the 1995 International Rice Research Conference
(IRRC). Held every two to three years, the IRRC is the world’s premier conference
for rice scientists. This 22nd IRRC attracted more than 250 participants from 38
countries.
During the first three days (13-15 February), conference participants assessed
progress in rice research and identified new research approaches for reducing constraints and improving productivity and sustainability of less favored and fragile rice
producing areas—these are the upland, rainfed lowland, and flood-prone ecosystems.
The scientific papers presented over four sessions and contained in these proceedings address 10 distinct concerns: emerging socioeconomic issues in rice production:
risk, risk management, and technology adoption; system sustainability; specific management techniques and research tools; options for risk and drudgery reduction;
intensification, diversification, and system flexibility; understanding variable environments and quantifying crop response to stress: pest management; modeling
rainfed rice; and novel breeding strategies for rainfed rice.
I acknowledge the efforts of the following IRRI scientists, who served as session
rapporteurs and spent a lot of time technically reviewing these papers and conferring
with authors: J. Bennett, B. Courtois, K.L. Heong, S.P. Kam, G.S. Khush, G.J.D.
Kirk, J.K. Ladha, S. Pandey, D. Senadhira, T.P. Tuong, S.S. Virmani, and L.J. Wade.
During the last two days (16-17 February), the conference provided a venue for
the first formal meeting of senior rice directors and policymakers from Asia. This
added dimension to the IRRC provided an opportunity for these two groups to
interact and develop an action plan for promoting key policy-research synergism. The
deliberations and outcome of this dialog are presented in a separate, companion
publication, Rice research and development policy: a first encounter, edited by R.S.
Zeigler.
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Netherlands, the Danish International Development Agency (DANIDA), and the
German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation (BMZ), whose generous partial
support helped make the 1995 IRRC possible.
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Director General
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Sustaining food security for
fragile environments in Asia:
achievements, challenges, and
implications for rice research
M. Hossain

Since 1966, when the release of IR8 triggered the green revolution in humid and
subhumid tropics in Asia, rice production has increased at 2.4% per year, faster
than the rate of population growth. The increase in production has come mostly
from investment in water-resource development that converted the variable
monsoon-dependent rice-growing environment into an irrigated ecosystem suitable
for the adoption of modern varieties developed by rice scientists. The rice yield has
remained low in rainfed lowlands and uplands, at 2.0 t/ha compared to 5.0 t/ha
for the irrigated ecosystem. Although most Asian countries have declared
themselves as self-sufficient in rice production, food insecurity and poverty are
widely prevalent in regions with unfavorable rice-growing environments. Increase in
supplies from the existing irrigated land may not help these people in rainfed
systems to meet their food needs because of the lack of purchasing capacity and
alternative opportunities for productive employment. Further expansion of
irrigation is constrained by rising costs and growing environmental concerns.
Scientists must take up the difficult challenge of developing resistances to various
abiotic stresses in high-yielding rice cultivars, and improving farming practices that
increase productivity of the rice-based systems, to help people in fragile
environments achieve and sustain food security.

Rice is the staple food and the principal crop in humid and subhumid Asia. The monsoon climate and the high temperature during periods of heavy rainfall favor rice cultivation in this region. From the Philippines in the east to eastern India in the west and
from southern China in the north to Indonesia in the south, rice accounts for 30-50%
of agricultural incomes and provides 50-80% of calories consumed by the people.
Because of its importance in providing national food security and generating employment and income for the low-income people in society, rice is regarded as a political
commodity and an important component of culture in many countries in Asia.

Achieving self-sufficiency in rice production and maintaining price stability are
important political objectives, particularly in low-income countries due to 1) lack of
foreign exchange to finance major international purchases, and 2) political sensitivity
of rice prices. Even the prosperous East Asian countries have tried to maintain selfsufficiency in rice production by providing price support to rice farmers through protection of the domestic market.
Most Asian countries have done remarkably well in meeting the food needs of the
growing population over the last quarter century. Many large rice-importing countries, such as India, Indonesia, Bangladesh, and Philippines, have achieved self-sufficiency in rice production and Vietnam has become a major rice exporter. But in
developing countries, population is still growing at an alarming rate, and the absolute
yearly increase in population in the 1990s is the highest in the history of humanity
(UN 1992). As the demand for food grows with the increase in population, many
land-scarce Asian countries will find it difficult to sustain the gains they have made in
achieving food security.
This paper maintains that the challenge to sustaining food security will be particularly difficult for the countries with a large proportion of area under unfavorable ricegrowing environments. The second section reviews the past achievements in the
availability and distribution of food, and assesses the impact on alleviation of poverty
and food insecurity in Asia, while the third section assesses the situation for different
rice ecosystems. The fourth section takes up the challenge to sustaining food security
in different parts of Asia by looking into the long-term prospect of increasing rice
supplies with existing technology to meet the growing demand for food. The fifth section draws implications of emerging trends for rice research for unfavorable environments.

Achievements in rice production and food security
Before the 1960s, the growth of rice production was slow and originated mostly from
the expansion of cultivated land (Barker and Herdt 1985). The growth in rice yield
was mainly limited to the humid subtropics and temperate zones of the East Asian
countries, where irrigation infrastructure was already developed. In South and Southeast Asia, rice yield was low and stagnant and the increased demand for rice was met
primarily by expanding the cultivated area.
The green revolution in the humid and subhumid tropics in Asia was triggered by
the introduction of IR8 in 1966 (Hossain 1994). Over the last three decades rice production increased at 2.4% per year, four-fifths of the growth was due to the increase in
rice yield (1.9% per year.) made possible through gradual replacement of traditional
varieties (TVs) by modern ones (MVs) developed in rice research stations. Over this
period, Asian population increased by 80% but rice production increased by 101%, and
per capita rice consumption increased by 15%. Many large rice-importing countries
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such as India, Indonesia, and the Philippines achieved self-sufficiency in rice production, and Asia’s share of global rice imports fell from 60 to 20%. Vietnam became the
third major exporter rice in the world market, as economic liberalization policies
induced rapid growth in rice production in 1980s (Pingali and Xuan 1992, Hossain
1994).
Food security, however, means access by all people at all times to enough food for
an active healthy life (Reutlinger 1987). Its essential elements are the availability of
food and the ability to acquire it. Although food may be available at the national level,
a segment of the population may not have the capacity to acquire it because of the lack
of employment opportunities, low productivity of labor, and low wage rates and
incomes (Sen 1987). People may suffer from seasonal and transitory food insecurity
because of fluctuations in food production and incomes due to variable climatic conditions.
The green revolution contributed to achieving food security mainly by inducing a
decline in real rice prices. The new technologies increased the dependence of farmers
on irrigation and chemical fertilizers, and substantially increased the cost of production per unit of land. But the increase in yield has been much higher than the increase
in cost, and hence the cost per unit of output has declined. The cost and returns studies
for selected Asian countries show that the cost per ton of rice output is about 20 to
30% lower in MVs compared to TVs, and in irrigated compared with rainfed rice
(IRRI 1991, FAO 1993). Since rice is a basic necessity, the price elasticity of demand
is low, and hence when supply increases faster than demand, the price declines disproportionately. Thus, the benefits of higher efficiency in the use of inputs and low
unit cost of production that the MVs and improved farming practices have generated,
have quickly passed on from farmers to consumers in the form of lower prices. The
price of rice adjusted for inflation declined by nearly 40% over the last three decades
(Fig. 1 ). The fall in prices has benefited the urban laboring class and the rural landless
much more than the upper income groups, because the former spend a much larger
proportion of income on rice than the latter.
In some countries, the decline in rice prices has been higher than the reduction in
the unit cost of production, implying that the rice farmer who produces for the market
faced a decline in profits per unit of output. Policymakers are concerned that this might
affect the farmers’ incentives to grow more food, and hence the long-term sustainability in the growth of production. But we should recognize that the adoption of MVs enables the farmer to increase rice yields two to three times higher than TVs, and the
development of irrigation facilities needed for the adoption of MVs facilitated doublecropping of rice in many areas. Thus, the farmer is now getting 8- 10 t of rice/ha/year
compared with 2.0-2.5 t/ha when he cultivated traditional varieties under rainfed conditions. With this large increase in output from the same size of farm, the household
income from farming has increased despite the decline in profits per unit of output.
The increase in the productivity of the rice land and improvement in efficiency in input
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use contributed by rice research has thus protected the interests of both rice consumers and farmers.
But there is no reason to be complacent about the past achievements. Asia is still
the home of the largest absolute number of poor and chronically undernourished people (World Bank 1990). The average energy intake of the Asian people has reached
closer to the level of the developed countries only in South Korea, China, and Indonesia. In Bangladesh, India, Nepal, Philippines, and Vietnam daily intake is still below
the 2400 kilocalories considered minimum to lead a healthy productive life (Fig. 1).
Over 60% of the children in India and Bangladesh suffer from malnutrition; the figure
is 30 to 40% for Indonesia, Philippines, Myanmar, and Sri Lanka. According to the

1. Child malnutrition and calorie intake, selected Asian countries, 1992.
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World Bank two-thirds of the estimated 1.1 billion poor people in the developing
world live in South Asia and Southeast Asia (World Bank 1992). About 40% of the
world’s poor live in India alone, while India’s share of the developing world’s population is 21%.

Differential performance across rice ecosystems
A main factor behind the existence of widespread poverty and malnutrition amidst
self-sufficiency of foodgrains at the national level is the regional differentiation in the
growth in rice production and the problem of distribution of rice among surplus and
deficit regions.
Large parts of Asia, particularly the uplands and rainfed lowlands are yet to benefit from the green revolution technology, as scientists have had limited success in
developing appropriate high-yielding rices that can adapt to floods, droughts, temporary submergence, strong winds, and problem soils that characterize these ecosystems. The available modern varieties may do well in normal years, but perform
poorly compared with traditional varieties if there is a prolonged drought or sudden
submergence of the plant due to vagaries of the monsoon. Thus, the rice farmer goes
for modern varieties and intensive cultural practices when there is good irrigation and
drainage facilities, or the rainfall is certain and evenly distributed throughout the
growing season. Where the rainfall is unreliable and the risk in cultivation is high,
farmers are still growing traditional varieties and use fertilizer in small amounts.
The increase in rice production over the last three decades has come mainly from 1)
the adoption of modern varieties on the existing irrigated land, and 2) large-scale public
and private investment on irrigation, flood control, and drainage for conversion of the
rainfed ecosystem to facilitate the adoption of modern varieties and improved farming
practices. The present rice yield is about 5.0 t/ha for the irrigated ecosystem, compared
with 2.3 t/ha for the rainfed lowland, 1.5 t/ha for flood-prone, and 1.1 t/ha for the
upland ecosystem (IRRI 1993). The difference in yield across countries for specific
rice ecosystems is low, but there are large inter-country variations in average yield at
the national level because of the difference in the composition of the ecosystems. For
example, in China the average yield is 5.8 t/ha compared with 2.7 t/ha in India, mainly
because in China 93% of the rice area is irrigated, compared with 45% in India. In
many districts with dependable irrigation facilities in Indian Punjab, Tamil Nadu, and
West Bengal the average farm level yield has reached 5.5 t/ha, closer to the level in
fully irrigated areas in China and Indonesia. In India itself the variation in rice yield
across states is highly correlated with the proportion of area under irrigation (Fig. 2).
Because there are no time series data we cannot review the trend in rice production by ecosystem. We have, however, classified the rice-growing countries and the
states and provinces in India and China into three groups—mostly irrigated (over
90%), largely irrigated (50-90%), and largely rainfed (less than 50% irrigated)—and
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2. Association between intensity of irrigation and rice yield in selected Indian states,
1991-92.

estimated the growth in rice production and the sources of the growth. The largely
irrigated countries have achieved a rate of growth of production at 3.0% per year,
three-fourths of which came from the increase in rice yields (Table 1). These are the
regions which expanded their irrigation infrastructure to take advantage of the modern rice technologies, and which also increased rice harvested area as the raising of
two rice crops during the year was possible. The mostly irrigated group (the East
Asian countries) already had high rice yields at the beginning of the green revolution
but still managed to increase the yield by 2.1% per year over the last three decades.
The rice yield for this group increased from 3.1 t/ha in 1964 to 5.6 t/ha in 1991 (Fig.
3). For the rainfed group, the growth has been only 1.4% per year, much slower than
the rate of population growth. A large part of the increase in production came from
the expansion of area under rice cultivation. The yield increased only marginally
from 1.4 to 1.8 t/ha during the 1964-91 period. The growth in yield was also unstable
compared with the other groups (Fig. 3).
We also classified Indian districts into the four rice ecosystems on the basis of
their dominant characteristics with respect to irrigation and flooding depth (Huke and
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Huke 1987) and estimated the trend in rice yield (Fig. 4). The growth in rice yield has
been respectable only for the irrigated ecosystem (2.6% per year) and has also been
relatively stable with a variation of 0.2% from one year to another. For the rainfed
lowland and flood-prone ecosystems, the growth in rice yield has been only 1.4% per
year, with larger yearly variations. The yield has remained almost stagnant in the
upland ecosystem and also has been most unstable.
Table 1. Growth in rice production (% per year) in Asian countries classified by the extent
of irrigation, 1964-93.
Country groups
Mostly irrigated (>90%)

Area

Yield

Production

0.3

2.1

2.4

Largely irrigated (50-90%)

0.7

2.3

3.0

Largely rainfed (<50%)

0.5

1.2

1.7

Asia

0.5

1.9

2.4

Source: author estimates.

3. Trends in rice yield by rice ecosystem, 1964-1991.
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4. Trends in rice yield by rice ecosystem, India 1960-1987.

The state level data for India shows a significant association between the extent of
poverty and the level of yield in foodgrain production (Fig. 5). Poverty is more acute
in regions such as Bihar, Orissa, and Madhya Pradesh, where the foodgrain yield has
remained low and the growth has been slower than in more progressive states such as
Punjab, Haryana, and Tamil Nadu. At low levels of income, staple foodgrain production is a major economic activity in rural areas and the main source of employment
and income for the people. The expansion of the rural non-farm sector which could
provide alternative job opportunities depends on the growth of agricultural production (Hossain 1988, Haggblade and Hazell 1989, Haggblade and Liedholm 1992).
The slow growth in productivity in rice thus has kept rural employment and incomes
at low levels and has constrained the economic capacity of people in unfavorable ecosystems to acquire food that is produced at a lower cost in the irrigated ecosystem.
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5. Trends in foodgrain yields and poverty level in rice-growing states in India.

Emerging demand and supply trends and the challenge of sustaining
food security
The problem of sustaining food security over the long-run is how to ensure increase in
food supplies to meet the growing demand, and to maintain the capacity of all sections of the population to acquire that food.
The growth in the demand for a particular food item depends on 1) the level of per
capita income and the rate of its growth, 2) the rate of growth of population, and 3) the
change in relative prices among different food items.
At low levels of income, rice is considered a luxury commodity. With increases in
income, people tend to substitute low-cost sources of energy, such as coarse grains
and sweet potato, for rice. But at high levels of income, rice becomes an inferior good.
As incomes rise further, consumers go for a diversified diet and substitute high-cost
quality food, such as vegetables, bread, fish, and meat, for rice. Japan, South Korea,
and Taiwan have already passed through these phases and have experienced a decline
in per capita rice consumption after reaching a high level in the mid-1970s. Recently,
Malaysia and Thailand are facing the same experience. But these high- and middleincome countries—where rice consumption has been declining—account for less
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than 10% of total Asian rice consumption. The income threshold at which higher
quality and more varied foods are substituted for rice has not yet been reached in
China, India, Indonesia, Bangladesh, Philippines, and Vietnam. Recent estimates of
income elasticities of demand suggest that with every 10% increase in per capita
income, the expenditure on rice may increase by 0.8% for Thailand and the Philippines, 1.2% for India, Bangladesh, and Indonesia, and 1.9% for China (IRRI, IFPRI
1994). These countries account for more than 70% of total rice consumption and
dominate the growth in demand for rice in the world. Thus, with increases in per capita income and alleviation of poverty, there would be some income-induced growth in
demand for rice, in future.
But the major force behind the increasing demand for rice in future is going to be
the continued high growth of population. The Asian population is expected to
increase by 18% during the 1990s, and by 53% in the next 30 years (UN 1992). Most
of the additional population will be located in urban areas and the marketed surplus of
rice has to increase to meet the growing urban demand. Recent projections show that,
at prevailing price levels, the demand for rice may increase by 69% by 2025, most of
it due to feeding a larger population. This means that Asian rice production must
increase to more than 800 million t over the next 30 years, from the present level of
about 480 million t.
Without a continuing growth in rice productivity, it will be difficult to ensure
growth in rice supplies of this magnitude. As the economy grows, prime rice land is
being lost to accommodate industrialization and urbanization. Salinization and degradation of irrigation infrastructure are reducing both the area under irrigation and the
quality of irrigated land. In China, the rice area harvested declined from 37 million ha
in 1976 to 32 million ha in 1992; in the Philippines, it declined from 3.7 to 3.2 million
ha within the same period. As rice area is expected to decline in the future, rice yield
has to increase faster to meet a targeted increase in rice supply.
Recent developments, however, suggest that yield growth has started to decline and
reversing the trend will not be easy. In the irrigated rice ecosystem, which accounts for
almost three-fourths of total rice supplies, most farmers have already planted highyielding modern varieties and the best farmers’ yields are approaching the potential that
scientists are able to attain with today’s knowledge in that particular environment.
Most of the increase in rice yields in favorable environments was achieved
through investment in irrigation and flood control that allowed intensive utilization of
agrochemicals on genetically improved varieties. But the cost of irrigation has
increased substantially, as easy options have already been exploited (Gershon and
Keek 1994). Also, the concerns for the adverse effects of irrigation and flood-control
projects on the environment have been growing. Already, there has been a drastic
decline in investment for the development and maintenance of large-scale irrigation
projects in many Asian countries.
A deceleration in the growth in rice supply has already set in. The annual growth
in global rice production was only 1.7% per year during the 1985-93 period, com-
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pared with 3.2% during 1975-85, and 3.6% the decade earlier (Fig. 6). The recent
growth of rice production was less than the population growth in the Philippines,
Myanmar, Thailand, and China. In the last decade, only in Vietnam, Indonesia, Bangladesh, and India has rice production grown at a respectable rate.
The challenge to sustaining food security will be more difficult for the lower
income countries in Asia, which have a large proportion of area under unfavorable
rice growing environments. With the alleviation of poverty, the per capita food consumption is expected to increase in these countries as people meet their unmet
demand for food. The experience of economic development shows that the lower the
level of income, the higher the rate of population growth and that the success in population growth comes with economic prosperity. The low-income countries of South
Asia and Indo-China are expected to experience much higher rates of population
growth and demand for food than the middle- and high-income countries in East and
Southeast Asia. The demand for rice will remain almost the same in South Korea and
will fall by 15% in Japan because of the decline in per capita consumption, but will
increase by over 70% in Bangladesh, Myanmar, and Vietnam, and by 60-70% in
India and Indonesia (Fig. 7).
The natural resource constraints to increasing rice production are severe also for
most of the low-income countries in Asia. As the frontier of cultivable land was closed
long ago, the per capita availability of arable land has been declining rapidly with growing population. In the rice-growing region, China now supports 17 persons per ha of
arable land; the figure is 13 for Bangladesh, 11 for Vietnam and 8 to 10 for India, Indonesia and the Philippines. Only Thailand, Myanmar and Cambodia have favorable
endowments of land, with 2 to 4 persons/ha. The population pressure is reflected in the
high cropping intensity for foodgrains production. The cropped area under foodgrains
per unit of arable land is 148% for China, 132% for Bangladesh, 112% for India, and
108% for Vietnam, compared with about 60% for Thailand and Myanmar (Fig. 8).
There will be economic pressure to release rice land in favor of vegetables, fruits, and
fodder, whose market becomes stronger with economic progress.
Water, which is usually regarded as an abundant resource in humid Asia, is also
becoming a scarce commodity. In absolute terms, annual water withdrawals are by
far the greatest in Asia, where agriculture accounts for 86% of total annual withdrawal compared with 38% in Europe and 49% in North and Central America (WRI
1992). The per capita availability of water resources declined by 40 to 60% in most
Asian countries over the 1955-90 period (Gleick 1993). By common convention
countries are defined as water scarce when per capita availability is less than 100
m3, and as water stressed when the availability is between 1000 m 3 and 1700 m3 per
capita. China, India, Sri Lanka, Pakistan, and South Korea are expected to reach
near stress levels by the year 2025 (Fig. 9). There is a need to reduce water consumption in rice cultivation and devise ways for harvesting and more efficient utilization of rainwater.
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6. Growth of rice production in Asia and other continents.
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7. Projection of population growth and the demand for rice, 1990-2025.

It is true that a country need not have self-sufficiency in rice production to achieve
or sustain food security. In Asia, Singapore and Hong Kong produce very little
foodgrain but have better records of food security than the major rice growing countries of South and Southeast Asia. Malaysia meets almost 40% of its rice needs
through imports. What is important is achieving food self-reliance. It is favorable
export growth at the national level that permits deficit countries to import food from
those with a surplus and, at the household level, productive employment and adequate incomes to acquire the needed food from the market.
As per capita rice consumption declines with economic growth, the middle- and
high-income countries of Asia should have some surplus rice available for exports to
the low-income food deficit countries. In Japan, peak rice harvest reached 18.8 million
t in 1967 but started to decline from that level and reached about 12 million t in 1992.
In Taiwan, China the peak reached 3.6 million t in 1976 while the present production is
only about 2.0 million t. These countries could have maintained their production levels
through exports of surplus rice to other countries, but they could not compete in the
world market with other exporting countries. With economic growth, land, labor and
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8. Population pressure and intensity of landuse for foodgrain production in selected
Asian countries, 1992-93.
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9. Projected change in per capita water resources in selected Asian countries. Source:
Gleick (1993).

water became more expensive and the cost of rice production went up in spite of more
efficient use of these inputs (through improved crop-management practices) and saving of labor through mechanization in rice cultivation. In 1987, the unit cost of rice
production (US$ per ton) was about 20 times higher in Japan and seven times higher in
South Korea than in Thailand (Table 2). As competition for scarce inputs grew with
the development of the non-farm sector, wage rates and land prices continued to
increase, and rice farming became uneconomic. More and more farm household members took up non-farm employment and became part-time rice farmers. The government has encouraged the rice farmers to divert land to other crops, but they were not as
profitable (Kada 1992). The government raised rice prices through protecting the
domestic market, and provided farm subsidies in order to keep the balance between
rural and urban household incomes (Park 1993, 1994). Thus, having an export surplus
from middle and high-income countries in Asia seems highly improbable.
There is considerable potential for expansion of the rice area in the humid tropics of Africa and Latin America. It is estimated that there are 20 million ha of
inland valleys in West Africa alone of which only 15% are currently cultivated. In
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Table 2. Rice yield and unit costs of production, selected countries.
Country

Season/type

Rice yield (t/ha)

Cost of production (US$)
Per ha of land

Bangladesha
Vietnamb
Chinaa

Per t of output

Wet season

3.37

327

97

Dry season

4.56

513

113

Autumn

3.80

353

93

Spring

5.35

333

62

Early season Indica

5.34

41 6

78

Middle season Indica

6.49

399

62

Japonica

6.58

513

78

Indonesiac

Irrigated

5.76

474

82

Rainfed

3.57

389

109

Thailandc

Irrigated

3.78

369

98

Rainfed

1.84

223

121

Irrigated

5.61

1144

204

Rainfed

4.71

914

194

Irrigated

4.33

1020

236

Rainfed

3.71

1117

301

Burkina Fasoc

Irrigated

4.73

1707

361

Rainfed

2.50

720

288

Zambiac

Irrigated

5.00

5515

1103

808

323

Colombia

c

Costa Rica

c

Rainfed

2.50

Korea, Rep c

Irrigated

6.50

4348

669

Italyc

Irrigated

5.87

31 88

543

Japanc

Irrigated

6.51

12935

1987

Long grain

5.94

1339

225

Medium grain

8.57

1889

220

USA

d

Sources:a Obtained through personal communication. China for 1991 and Bangladesh for 1993.
b FAO, Rice Policy in Vietnam for 1993.
c Yap (1991), for 1987-90 period.
d USDA-ERS for 1991.
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tropical South America, an additional 20 million ha of land may come under crop
production by year 2010 (FAO 1993). But the cost of rice cultivation is many
times higher in Africa and Latin America than in low-income Asian countries
(Table 2) because of labor scarcity, high wage rates, and poor infrastructure facilities. When food-deficit households have low income and surplus labor that cannot
be productively employed elsewhere, they would use that labor to produce food by
themselves, rather than acquiring high-cost food from the market. Thus, the African and Latin American countries will find it difficult to compete with the lowincome Asian markets.
Thailand, Myanmar, and Cambodia have considerable excess capacity to meet
potential shortages in other countries in South and Southeast Asia, and the cost of
production will remain competitive for some time at least in Myanmar and Cambodia. If rice prices go up, farmers will be encouraged to increase rice production
by investing in irrigation and chemical fertilizers, and adopting higher yielding
varieties. But achieving food security through international trade may not be possible, because of foreign exchange constraints in the low-income food-deficit
countries. Also, since rice production is a major rural economic activity at low levels of income, and land and labor cannot be easily diverted to other economic
activities during the monsoon season, low-income households may find it difficult
to acquire imported food. If economic conditions of small farmers and landless
laborers fail to improve due to stagnant productivity of the most important economic activity, the increase in rice prices will only aggravate the poverty situation
in the food-deficit countries.

Implications for rice research
The success of increasing rice outputs in the 1970s and 1980s was based on a research
approach of developing a genotype that could express the full yield potential and had
resistance to major insect pests and diseases. It was assumed that the constraint to
wider adoption of the technology imposed by variations in environment (different
water regimes, soil conditions, etc.) would be taken care of by investments in irrigation and drainage, and use of chemical fertilizers. It kept the cost of research low and
helped provide rice to the urban poor at affordable prices, but gradually increased the
gap in rice productivity between the favorable and unfavorable rice ecosystems. As
markets failed to distribute food between surplus and deficit areas at terms at which
the poor could access that food, food insecurity and poverty persists amidst relatively
plentiful supplies at the national and global level.
With the increase in the intensity of rice cultivation based on irrigation and everincreasing use of chemical fertilizers, concerns are growing regarding the maintenance of the quality of soil and water. There are signs that this system may not be able
to support present output (Cassman and Pingali 1995) let alone the increases needed
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to meet the growing long-term demand. If 1) progress in raising yield for the rainfed
ecosystem remains low, which has been the experience of the past three decades, and
2) there is no further expansion of irrigation and area under rice cultivation to ensure
sustainability of the natural resource base, rice yield in the irrigated ecosystem must
increase to 9.5 t/ha by year 2025 from the present level of 5.0 t/ha. That will require
application of nutrients from outside sources by an additional 200 to 250 kg/ha, which
even if technically feasible, can impose substantial negative side-effects on the environment. If rice science can help increase farmers’ yield in the rainfed system from
2.0 to 4.0 t/ha, the pressure on the irrigated ecosystem will be reduced, the increase in
yield required falling to about 8.0 t/ha (Fig. 10). These are hard scientific challenges.
To address the problems of unfavorable rice ecosystems, the concept of rice
research should change from “thinking globally and acting globally” to “thinking
locally but acting globally”. This will require a systems approach in conceptualiza-

10. Required increase in yield to meet the projected demand for rice for the years 2025-2050.
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tion and conduct of rice research, and effective partnership between national and
international scientists to better understand the nutrient-water-plant interaction for
efficient exploitation of the resource base in homogeneous agro/ecoregions.
The rainfed ecosystems share one major characteristic—uncertain moisture supply. Fields may have too much water, too little water, or both, within the same cropping season. The monsoon may come late or stop early, and although there may be
adequate rainfall during the entire growing season, the distribution may not be tuned
to the needs of the rice plant. The uncertainty and risk in rice cultivation, and the
adverse impact of crop failures on the sustainability of the resource base for subsistence living compels resource-poor farmers to go for less-intensive management practices and for traditional cultivars that can withstand the variable environments. Work
to enhance productivity must focus on understanding processes and mechanisms that
give traditional cultivars capacity to withstand the abiotic stresses, and use this
knowledge to develop high-yielding cultivars with more stable yields (Zeigler and
Puckridge 1995). Appropriate crop models are needed to simulate growth for variable
environments and examine the effects of variable weather on yields.
A number of Asian countries have been involved in a systematic study of the
farm-level constraints to increasing rice production during the collecting of information from experienced farmers and extension workers on their perceptions regarding
yield losses from, and the frequency of occurrence of, various biotic and abiotic
stresses. The synthesis of the findings show that abiotic stresses are relatively more
important constraints than biotic stresses and that drought, submergence, weeds,
nutrient deficiency, stemborer, blast, acidity, and bacterial blight account for more
than 80% of the production losses in rainfed lowland and upland ecosystems. Thus,
besides developing resistance in modern cultivars to common insects and diseases,
rice scientists should focus their attention to understanding the mechanism of tolerance to prolonged moisture stresses and sudden submergence from flash floods,
heavy rains, and tides.
The rainfed system is characterized by diversified cropping and economic activities. As the household struggles to survive, members try to exploit every available
economic opportunity—from raising multiple crops on the same land in different
rotations to participating in both farm and non-farm activities depending on the seasonality of agricultural activity. Efficient use of land, labor, and water for increasing
and stabilizing household incomes will require, under these production conditions, a
fundamental understanding of system dynamics, including farmers’ traditional practices and indigenous knowledge, and the interventions that rice research could make
for increasing productivity at the system rather than the crop level. For example,
developing early vigor in the rice plant, drought resistance during the vegetative
stage, and a more cost-effective method of weed control could induce farmers to go
for crop establishment through direct seeding with pre-monsoon rains, rather than the
traditional practice of waiting for the heavy rains needed for puddling the soil for
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transplanting of tall seedlings. This would not only allow the rice plant to avoid the
late season drought, but also permit the dry season crops that follow rice (coarse
grains, oilseeds, and pulses) to gain from residual moisture in the tail end of the monsoon season. Successful systems analysis and manipulation will require new efforts at
farm level participatory research, and crop and systems simulation modeling linked
to geographic information system.

Conclusions
Research problems in unfavorable ecosystems are more complex and challenging than
those for the relatively homogeneous irrigated ecosystem. To make headway on them
will require mobilizing the best of science and the best of scientists in national agricultural systems, international centers, and advanced institutions in industrialized countries through partnership research. Research relevance and effectiveness will depend on
close collaboration among research partners, selection of key sites, and the mechanism
of partnership research. It is true that the rate of return on research investment will not
be as high as that obtained in the past through targeting irrigated ecosystems, because of
the lower probability of research success and smaller extrapolation domains of research
outputs. But the trade-off is worth considering in view of the continuing problems of
poverty and hunger and of sustaining food security for the fragile environments in Asia.
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GATT and rice: do we have our
research priorities right?
P.L. Pingali

Viewed in the long-term perspective (2010 and beyond), salient features of the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) are summarized. In the context of
overall structural adjustments and economic liberalization, implications for
agriculture in general, and rice research in particular, are discussed. Post-GATT and
structural adjustment policies involving trade barriers, output price policies, input
subsidies and access, credit/infrastructural investments, and agricultural research
support are reviewed.

A lot has been said in recent months about GATT and its impact on developing country agriculture. Much of this discussion has been based more on perceptions than
facts. Impacts of GATT have been addressed more in terms of the short term rather
than the long term. What is missing in the discussion is an understanding of the long
term benefits of trade liberalization and the role of GATT in inducing long term structural adjustments.
This paper focuses on the agricultural sector, specifically on rice, and identifies
the short term and longer term consequences of GATT implementation. The implications of trade liberalization on rice research priorities are identified. It is argued that
the short term impact of GATT on rice production and trade could be modest. Over
the long term, however, agricultural transformation and the commercialization of rice
systems could lead to a substantial change in the world rice market. Asia could, over
the long term, import a part of its rice requirements from other continents. Sustaining
productivity growth in the irrigated lowlands and the intensification of the rainfed
lowlands could reduce the magnitude of imports required.

GATT: agreement on agriculture
“The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade—GATT—is a binding contract
between 105 governments which together account for 90% of world merchandise
trade. The objective of the contract is to provide a secure and predictable international
trading environment for the business community and a continuing process of trade
liberalization in which investment, job creation and trade can thrive. In this way, the

multilateral trading system contributes to economic growth and development
throughout the world.” (GATT 1992).
The final agreement on multilateral trade, resulting from the Uruguay round of
GATT negotiations, was signed by the contracting countries in December 1994 and
has gone into effect on 1 January 1995. The above, legally binding agreement, provides a comprehensive set of rules for the conduct of trade in agricultural commodities and for the conduct of domestic agricultural policy to the extent that it impinges
on international trade. An important factor determining the effectiveness of the agreement is that it not only establishes general rules to be observed in international trade,
but that all participating countries undertake specific commitments, expressed in
their schedules. This section discusses the major elements of the Agreement on Agriculture and highlights the agreed upon exceptions to it. Tangermann (1994) and
Josling et. al. (1994) provide a comprehensive discussion on the Agreement on Agriculture. FAO (1994) provides an assessment of GATT for developing country agriculture.
Commitments for agricultural reforms were made in three broad areas: market
access; export competition; and domestic support. The actual mechanisms for
encouraging trade flows are through reductions in tariffs, subsidized exports, and
domestic price supports, and through minimum access commitments. Developing
countries were treated differentially in terms of lower levels of commitments and
longer periods for compliance.
The implementation of the GATT agreement starts in 1995, and the reduction
commitments of the developed countries should be completed by the year 2000,
whereas the commitments of the developing countries should be completed by 2004.
The next round of GATT negotiations should start in 1999 and last for four years.
Market access
All participating countries have agreed to bind all tariffs, to convert all existing nontariff barriers into bound tariffs, and not to introduce new non-tariff measures. For
developed countries, bound tariffs have to be reduced by 36% over the 6-year implementation period (1995-2000), on a simple (unweighted) average basis, with a minimum rate of reduction of 15% for each tariff line. In the case of developing countries,
reduction commitments are only two-thirds of those for industrialized countries and
the implementation period is 10 years (2004). In the case of least developed countries,
there are no reduction commitments although they also are expected to bind their policies at the base period level (1986-88). A few countries, notably Japan and Korea,
had sought and obtained special treatment with respect to rice imports, the specific
features of the “rice clause” are discussed later in the paper.
In order to hasten the entry into traditionally closed markets, minimum access
provisions are being implemented. Where there are no significant imports, minimum
access equal to 3% of domestic consumption in 1986-88 will be established for 1995,
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rising to 5% of base year consumption at the end of the implementation period. In
cases where current access opportunities are more than the minimum, they will be
maintained during the implementation period. Importation of minimum access quantities is not guaranteed, although reduced tariff rates are provided as an incentive to
fill these quotas.
Export subsidies
Subsidized exports have been brought under the purview of international regulation
as part of the GATT treaty on agriculture. Countries have individually accepted
legally binding commitments regarding maximum export subsidies. Exporting countries have accepted commitments leading to a reduction in expenditure on export subsidies of 36%, and reduction in the quantity of subsidised exports by 21% during the
6-year implementation period. Participating countries have also agreed not to provide
export subsidies in the future for commodities that are currently not subsidized.
Developing countries generally do not subsidize exports and hence are largely unaffected by the above rule.
Domestic subsidies
Domestic subsidies are measures implemented by a country to reduce the costs of
production or increase the net revenues received by producers in the domestic market.
Domestic subsidies come under GATT purview to the extent that they have a trade
distorting effect. This is the first time that GATT has direct intervention capacity with
respect to domestic agricultural policy. Agricultural policies are divided into two
groups: 1) those with trade distortion effects, and 2) permitted policies-“green box
policies”-those with minimum distortion effects. The first set of policies, those that
lead to production beyond the economic optimum, are to be quantified and are known
as the aggregate measure of support (AMs). Developed countries will reduce their
AMS by 20% over a period of 6 years, starting in 1995. Developing countries are to
reduce their AMS by 13% over a period of 10 years, also starting in 1995.
Green box policies, those that encourage investments in agriculture and subsidize
production inputs critical to the development of agriculture in developing member
countries, are exempted from reductions. Green box policies include investments in
research, pest and disease control, training, extension and advisory services, inspection services, marketing and promotion, and infrastructure services.
Sanitary and phytosanitary measures
Participating countries agreed to greater transparency in rules and screening procedures for sanitary and phytosanitary measures. The idea was to make it easier to distinguish between genuine health and safety concerns and disguised protection.
Countries continue to have the right to set their own health and safety standards but
these are to be based on “sound scientific evidence”, and international standards are
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to be followed to the extent possible. International standards are to be based on the
guidelines provided by organizations such as: the Codex Alimentarius Commission,
the International Office of Epizootics and similar bodies.

Impact of GATT on rice trade and rice prices-short and medium term
This section provides a preliminary assessment of the impact of GATT rules on rice
trade. The period under consideration here is 2000 to 2004, which is short-to-medium
term response period. Additional supplies are assumed to be coming from existing
capacity, without substantial investments in increasing capacity, such as adding large
areas under irrigated rice production. Changes in food preferences follow current
trends over this period, no dramatic deviations from the trend are anticipated. Information on country-specific negotiated positions is summarized to the extent possible.
Market access—special treatment for rice
In the short-to-medium term a modest expansion in rice trade can be anticipated due
to the opening up of traditionally closed rice markets, such as Japan and Korea. However, due to a negotiated special treatment for rice the extent of market opening is not
as dramatic as it might have been. During the final stages of GATT negotiations,
political considerations led to the adoption of a special clause for certain commodities, because of the importance of rice importing countries in this negotiation it has
been dubbed the “rice clause”.
The special treatment given for rice is applicable to developing countries where
rice is the predominant staple and to developed countries that import less than 3% of
their consumption. Japan, Korea, and the Philippines availed the “rice clause”, and
Indonesia negotiated a separate agreement on rice imports. The above countries are
exempted from tariff reductions in exchange for minimum access quotas. For developed countries the quotas amount to 4% rising to 8% of domestic consumption over a
6-year period. In the case of developing countries, the corresponding quota is 1-2% in
the first 5 years, rising to 2-4% in the next 5 years.
Table 1 summarizes the negotiated rice imports of Japan, Korea, Philippines, and
Indonesia. Since the Philippines and Indonesia are currently importing amounts equal
to or greater than the negotiated levels, their settlement does not lead to additional
import requirements. The Japanese and Korean settlement, however, puts upward
pressure on the rice market. Starting with imports of a little over 400,000 t in 1995,
the two countries are expected to import over 1 million t by the year 2004. This is a
conservative estimate, however, since the rice exception for Japan will be renegotiated by the year 2000. Japanese and Korean imports are primarily japonica rice and
will put an upward pressure on a market that is severely constrained on the supply
side due to unique agroclimatic requirements.
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Table 1. Negotiated imports 1995-2004 ('000 t).
Country

1995

2000

2004

Japan

379

758

800a

Korea

50

100

200

Philippines

59

120

239

Indonesia

70

70

70

a to be renegotiated by the year 2000.

The share of japonicas in world trade is approximately 12% with the USA, Australia, and China as the main suppliers. Additional supply would have to come
through displacing existing importers, domestic consumers, and/or through the
expansion of area under japonicas. In the short-to-medium term, Japan and Korea can
outbid current importers and domestic users of japonica rice from the USA and Australia, leading to an increase in its price (USDA 1994). The US and Australian capacity to substantially expand areas under japonicas is severely limited by climatic and
water constraints. China can most readily increase japonica exports and will gain
from the higher prices and increased export volumes (USDA 1994). Given the high
domestic demand for long grain rice in China, major area reallocation to japonicas
will require high levels of long grain imports.
Long grain rice trade, which will also increase due to displaced importers of
japonicas, will be increasingly redirected to Thailand, Vietnam and, possibly, Myanmar. The last is the only one with significant excess capacity for medium term expansion once producer incentives have been reestablished (Pingali and Siamwalla 1993).
Reduced tariffs and export subsidies
The European Union (EU) and the USA have both agreed to reduce their tariffs on
rice by 36% by the year 2000. In the case of the USA, tariff reduction is not expected
to lead to an increase in exports (USDA 1994). The effect of tariff reductions on the
imports of speciality rices, such as Basmati, needs further examination. For the EU,
tariff reductions could lead to an increase in the imports of high quality rice. Table 2
indicates imports of as much as 300,000 t by the year 2004. Rice consumption in the
EU during 1986-88 period was approximately 1.7 million t; anticipated exports equal
18% of baseline consumption.
The world rice market will not be affected significantly by the reduction in export
subsides. Subsidies for rice are essentially provided by the US and the European
Union. In both instances, subsidy reductions have been negotiated, but subsidized
exports form a very small portion of total exports of the countries concerned.
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Table 2. Export subsidies for rice 1995-2000.
Country

Annual quantitya ('000 t)
1995

2000

1995

2000

USA

272.00

39.00

15,706

2369

(11.45)b

(1.64)
58

40

EU

177.00

145.00

(1 6.46)

(1 3.24)

Australia

None

None

Thailand

None

None

Vietnam

None

None

a Quantity
b Figures

Annual outlay ('000 US$)

exported with subsidy.
in parenthesis are % of subsidized exports in total exports for 1986-88.

Domestic policy—subsidies and producer support
In the case of developing countries, domestic subsidies take the form of fertilizer subsidies, and provision of certified seeds and other inputs at below market price levels.
Price support mechanisms are also considered part of producer support. Where the
sum total of support provided is less than 10% of the total value of production—the de
minis level—reductions are not required. Most developing countries claim subsidies
below the 10% level and hence the impact on production from this clause can be
expected to be minimal. Developed countries have negotiated settlements on domestic support that will not lead to reductions in production (Tangermann 1994).
Rice prices and supplies
The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) projects that rice prices will
rise by 11 % relative to trend estimates by the year 2000 and by 14% by the year 2005
(USDA 1994). The price increases are related to the shift in the demand for japonica
rice caused by increased purchases from Japan and Korea in the face of a relatively
inelastic supply. In the short-to-medium term, japonica rice price rises lead also to a
rise in the price of long grain rice due to increased competition for international supplies. Major increases in production are not anticipated in the short-to-medium term.
Long term prospects for prices and supplies depend on: 1) the emergence of new rice
suppliers, such as Myanmar, Latin America, etc; 2) economic incentives for sustaining current production levels in developing Asian countries; 3) changes in food preferences relative to population induced growth in rice demand; and 4) further
liberalization of the rice markets in East Asia. These issues are discussed further in
the next section.
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Implications for trade liberalization and economic
reforms on the rice sector
In this section we take a longer term (beyond 2005) and more speculative view of the
transformation of the rice sector. In order to understand long term changes in the rice
sector it is important to recognize that: 1) trade liberalization is a continuous process,
it does not end with the current GATT agreement; 2) GATT has direct impacts on the
relative profitability of rice vs nonrice agricultural enterprises; and 3) employment
generation and income growth in the nonagricultural sector due to GATT have significant impacts on the nature and organization of agricultural production. In essence,
the long term consequences of GATT can be understood only through a holistic
understanding of the interlinkages between the various sectors of the economy. The
point made in this section is that increased competitiveness for production resources,
both in the agricultural and nonagricultural sectors, could lead to movement away
from rice self sufficiency to self reliance with imports at the margin.
Income growth in the nonagricultural sector
Over the long term, GATT implementation could lead to significant growth in the
nonagricultural sector based on the principles of comparative advantage. Worldwide
income growth is projected to increase by as much as 5 trillion US dollars over 10
years (USDA 1994). While the gains are certainly not expected to be uniformly
spread across the developed and developing countries, one can still anticipate significant reorientation of production and income gains in the developing countries. The
Philippines, for example, expects GATT related annual benefits from the agribusiness sector alone to be: 1) 3.4 billion peso increase in agricultural trade earnings: 2)
60 billion peso increase gross agricultural value added; and 3) the creation of 500,000
additional jobs (DOA 1994). Gains in the agribusiness sector could be expected to be
relatively smaller than the anticipated gains from increased trade opportunities in the
industrial sector.
There are several implications for both the demand and supply of rice in the face
of rapid growth in the nonagricultural sector. On the demand side, over the long term,
one should expect a shift towards a more diversified diet that includes vegetables,
meat, and dairy products. The downward shift in the demand for rice induced by
income growth is tempered by continued rapid population growth. Rice supplies
could be expected to be negatively affected by competing demands, from the nonrice
and the nonagricultural sectors, for land, labor, and other factors of production. Several countries that are now self-sufficient in rice may find that it is more profitable to
import at least part of their rice requirements in exchange for diverting production
resources to more renumerative activities. The reorientation of agricultural production away from self sufficiency concerns is triggered more by the price responsiveness of individual farmers than by elaborate planning exercises performed by the
state.
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Realignment of land use in the high potential areas
Diversification out of rice monoculture systems is most likely to occur in the irrigated
lowland environments (Pingali 1992). Crop diversification can be both in terms of
permanent movement out of rice systems or in terms of seasonal diversification.
Where export markets are well established, the permanent switch from irrigated rice
systems to horticulture and aquaculture has been observed, the recent transition in the
Central Plains of Thailand is an example. Trade liberalization resulting from GATT
could, over the long term, create an environment that would be conducive to such permanent change in enterprises, although the area under such systems would be relatively small.
Domestic income growth that results from GATT could also lead to increased
diversification trends in the irrigated lowlands. The demand for vegetables and fodder crops could lead to dry season diversification, especially in peri-urban areas. Rice
would continue to be the crop of choice in the wet season due to the high drainage
costs of the alternatives.
Realignment of land use in unfavorable areas
In environments that are unfavorable to rice production, the response to trade liberalization could be expected to be different for the uplands as opposed to the rainfed
lowlands. In the uplands, improved transport infrastructure and market access could
lead to a shift away from subsistence rice production. The movement away from
upland rice is well under way in much of Asia today and one can expect the current
trends to accelerate with GATT. Soil conditions permitting, upland areas will tend to
specialize in high value commercial production systems.
In the case of the rainfed lowlands, one ought to expect rice to predominate because
the drainage requirements for growing a nonrice crop in the wet season are too high
and uneconomical. There are several changes in the organization of rainfed rice production that are to be expected with GATT. Given increasing nonfarm employment
opportunities and the consequent withdrawal of labor from the agricultural sector,
rainfed systems will be reorganized in order to make them competitive relative to
other opportunities. The movement from subsistence to market oriented rainfed production could follow a general pattern:
the abandoning of the highly drought prone environments, especially in areas
where the opportunities for ground water exploitation are limited;
the shift from small subsistence farms to mechanized cultivation of large farms;
and
where dry season water supplies are available, increased areas under vegetables,
fodder legumes, and other high value crops. With GATT, the rainfed lowlands
will have a comparative advantage in rice production, but given the productivity
differences, the bulk of market supplies will still have to come from the irrigated
environments.
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Prospects for the rice market and regional realignments
in rice production (within Asia and outside Asia)
Over the long term the reorganization of production resources in the traditionally
rice-growing environments of Asia, especially the diversion of high potential lands to
non-rice enterprises, could lead to a net increase in the import demand for rice in several Asian countries. Over the long term, changing comparative advantages could
lead the major rice consuming countries of Asia to import at least 5% of their consumption requirements. If India, Bangladesh, and China import 5% of their baseline
consumption requirements (1986-88 levels), it could lead to an increased pressure on
the world rice market of approximately 8 million t (Table 3). If the other rice importing countries of Asia are included, rice import requirements could rise by an additional 2 million t. Potential import demands, in the long term (beyond 2005), could
lead to an expansion in the world rice market from the current level of 14 million t to
24 million t, an increase of 70%. This additional demand is exclusive of the increased
import demands due to increased population growth and degrading current productive resources, such as the degradation of irrigation infrastructure in countries that are
currently self sufficient in rice.
Table 3. Potential trade access to South Asia and China ('000 t).
Country

Consumption

Imports
1986-88

Potential access
beyond 2005

Bangladesh

14.67

0.329

0.734

India

51.59

0.242

2.579

110.39

0.412

5.519

Chinaa

a China is not a signatory to GATT.

Can the current rice exporters provide the additional 10 million t required beyond
the year 2005? If not, what are the prospects for additional supplies coming from
countries that are currently minor exporters but with capacity for expansion? The
major current rice suppliers are Thailand, USA, and Vietnam. Expansion of exports
from these suppliers is severely constrained by agroclimatic conditions, increasing
costs of expanding irrigated areas, both monetary and environmental, and increased
competition for production resources devoted to rice. In Asia, rice export supplies
could potentially come from Myanmar and Cambodia. Pingali and Siamwalla (1993)
have argued that Myanmar could export approximately 2 million t with the existing
rice infrastructure if policy reforms bring about improved production incentives for
farmers. Cambodia used to export 0.5 million t of rice in the mid 1960s, this historic
share of the export market could potentially be reclaimed. With added investments in
irrigation and other infrastructure, long term prospects for exports from Cambodia
could go up to 1 million t.
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One could assume that approximately 4-5 million t of the additional exports could
come from within Asia. Even under such an optimistic scenario, approximately half
the additional rice supplies would have to come from outside Asia. The only two
regions with large unexploited potential are Latin America and Africa. If there is
assured demand from Asia, to the tune of 4-5 million t per year that is not expected to
be met by current suppliers, investments could be made to generate those supplies.
Latin America is likely to exploit its potential earlier than Africa, since it has the
broader road and transport infrastructure and also a strong research infrastructure
already in place. A more detailed analysis is required on the costs of exploiting
unused capacity in Africa and Latin America. The comparative advantage of the
above regions in commercial rice production also ought to be assessed.
Equity and environmental implications
Equity implications of GATT ought to be evaluated in the broader context of income
distribution changes that come about due to trade liberalization. Anticipated staple
food price increases resulting from GATT implementation also raise equity concerns
especially in terms of their impact on the rural and urban poor. It is not necessarily
true that the benefits of GATT will accrue only to large farmers and those in environments with high potential. GATT, over the long term, could potentially lead to a
reduction in income differential between the high potential and low potential environments by drawing surplus labor out of agriculture and into industrial-service sectors. The resulting increase in real agricultural wages benefits landless labor
households remaining in agriculture. Given the evidence on equalization of wages
across production environments (David and Otsuka 1994) there is every reason to
believe rising wages benefit the high potential and low potential environments. The
possible rise in real food prices could have serious consequences on poor consumers.
The supply responsiveness of nontraditional rice suppliers, such as Latin America
and Africa, could dampen the magnitude of the price rise.
Environmental impacts of GATT could be both positive and negative. The phytosanitary agreement discussed above provides a basis for standardizing and promoting safer pesticide use and reducing the incidence of residues on food products,
especially those exported. The use of persistent pesticides could decline with greater
international trade in food. In Asia, the move from monoculture rice systems in the
irrigated lowlands to a more diversified production system could have long term productivity benefits by improving soil fertility (Cassman and Pingali 1995, Pingali
1994). Increased chemical use for high value crops and increased herbicide use as a
substitute for hand weeding continue to be matters of concern both from an environmental and health point of view (Pingali and Roger 1995, Pingali et al 1995). Also, an
issue that needs careful attention is the impact of intensive cultivation of high value
crops in the uplands, especially in terms of soil erosion. In the case of the uplands, an
assessment is required on the role of improved property rights as a means of encouraging erosion control investments (Pingali 1990).
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GATT-related expansion of rice cultivation in non-Asian countries could also lead to
environmental concerns, specifically in terms of water. Intensive cultivation of rice
for exports would require expansion in irrigation and drainage infrastructure in Latin
America and Africa. The problems with intensive irrigation water use that were
encountered in Asia are relevant to these continents as they intensify rice production.
Specific attention ought to be given to water-induced paddy land degradation, such as
salinization, soil toxicity build up, waterlogging, etc. Given the experience of Asia, it
could be possible to pay greater attention to these environmental factors in the design
and development of irrigation infrastructure in Africa and Latin America.

Implications for rice research priorities
Research resource allocation for irrigated vs rainfed systems
The allocation of research resources between the favorable and the fragile environments is generally based on congruence analysis, reflecting the importance of the
above systems in terms of area and production. Strict congruence analysis would
indicate a research resource allocation of 70% for the irrigated lowlands and 30% for
the unfavorable environments. IRRI has modified the above allocations by explicitly
incorporating equity concerns in the analysis, since the majority of the rural poor live
in the unfavorable environments. The poverty modifier has resulted in a resource
allocation of approximately 50-50 between the two broad rice environments. Given
the long term impact of GATT on the increasing competitiveness of the irrigated
environments, for other crops and other non-rice enterprises, there is a need to modify
the above congruence analysis. The upland environments, as discussed in the previous section, also face increasing competition due to growing commercialization. At
the same time one would have to consider the productivity differences between the
favorable and the unfavorable environments and the probability of research success,
the latter being small for the unfavorable environments.
While a revised priority-setting exercise has yet to be conducted, one could speculate that the outcome would not be significantly different from an equal split
between the favorable and unfavorable rice environments. However, within the unfavorable environments themselves, one ought to expect a significant reduction in
emphasis on rice in the upland environments and on the highly drought prone rainfed
environments.
Intensification versus diversification
With growing commercialization trends, the emphasis of the irrigated environments
would shift from rice monoculture systems to diversified farming as discussed earlier. From a research point of view, understanding rice as part of a system in which
several crop and noncrop activities occur becomes crucial. The profitability of component rice production technologies ought to be assessed within the context of a
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diversified farming system. The relevant measure of system performance in such a
diversified system is no longer yield per hectare, but total household income and total
factor productivity.
In the case of the rainfed lowlands, intensification continues to be the most important research objective, both in terms of adding crops as well as increasing yield per
hectare per crop. Breeding and crop management activities designed to reduce water
stress are high priority activities in the rainfed lowland system. The concentration on
the uplands ought to shift from attempts to increase the productivity of the rice crop to
sustainable management of a diversified production system.
Yield enhancement versus quality improvements
Even with the diversification trends irrigated lowlands will continue to the main
sources of rice supply for the growing urban populations. Given the increasing diversion of some of the irrigated rice lands to nonrice activities and to nonagricultural
uses, such as urban and industrial uses, it imperative to continue the high research
emphasis on shifting the rice yield frontier. The new plant type, can be expected to
play an important role sustaining the yield productivity growth for rice. Even as the
emphasis remains on shifting out the yield frontier, increased attention ought to be
paid to enhancing rice grain quality. As incomes grow in Asia, the demand for higher
quality rice will increase and the research system ought to be able to respond with
high yielding, high quality rices.
Knowledge intensive technologies—increased opportunity cost of labor
Increasing opportunity costs of labor due to enhanced off-farm employment opportunities have significant implications for priorities in crop management research.
Recent work in crop management research has concentrated on increasing input use
efficiency through the use of knowledge intensive technologies, such as integrated
pest management, judicious use of irrigation water and improved fertilizer management. All of the above technologies require the farmer to spend time in management,
supervision, and use of the technology. Farmer time can be expected to become an
increasing expensive input in farm production and hence the profitability of knowledge intensive technologies for enhancing input efficiency is brought into question.
Research ought to concentrate on increasing input efficiencies while minimizing
farmer time requirement.
Private sector versus public funded rice research
With the implementation of GATT and the agreement on intellectual property rights
there is a growing perception that the private sector could carry out much of the
needed agricultural research. While it is true that the involvement of the private sector
in research will increase, it is unreasonable to expect that it will substantially replace
public funded research. The private sector will tend to concentrate on research
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activities from which it can fully capture the returns to its investment. Investments in
biotechnology, especially gene constructs and transgenic plant materials, and hybrid
rices are areas where the private sector can recoup its investments. In more traditional
breeding activities and in studies on understanding processes, the knowledge tends to
be freely available once it is generated. Because of its “public good” nature, public
sector investment in most agricultural research will continue to be essential. This is
particularly true for research on the less favorable environments, which tends to be
characterized by long gestation periods and low probability of success.
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Trends in rice supply and demand
in India
P. Kumar and M. W. Rosegrant

Urbanization, growth in the economy, and sizeable additions to population have
increased food demand in India. Recent trade liberalization in the field of agriculture
may open up prospects for exports of agricultural commodities. This is likely to
attract greater investments in agriculture and accelerate its growth. This emerging
scenario will change the supply and demand prospects for food in the next century.
The paper examines the growth in total factor productivity (TFP) for rice, and
estimates returns to rice research. The paper also projects the supply and demand
of rice in the next century and explores the possibilities of exportable surpluses. The
growth in TFP for rice accounts for more than one-third of output growth. Market
infrastructure, research, canal irrigation, and balanced use of fertilizers are the most
important sources of growth in TFP. The internal rates of return to the investment in
public rice research have been about 60%. Domestic demand for rice will be met in
future, with a small surplus of about 2 million t. If deceleration in TFP is not arrested,
the demand of rice will exceed supply in the year 2000 and India may experience a
shortage of rice of about 2 million t in the year 2005 and 5 million t in 2010. This
underlines the need for strengthening efforts to increase rice production by
maintaining or increasing TFP through public investment in irrigation, infrastructure
development, research, and balanced use of fertilizers.

Urbanization, growth in the economy, and sizeable additions to population have
increased food demand in India. Recent trade liberalization also opens up prospects
for exports of agricultural commodities. This is likely to attract greater investments in
agriculture and thereby accelerate the growth process. This emerging scenario will
change the supply and demand prospects for food in the next century. Rice is an
important foodgrain which is produced and consumed throughout the world. India
contributes 22% of total world rice production. Steps to improve the productivity of
rice, to meet growing domestic demand and to generate the exportable surplus for the
world rice market, require an evaluation of investment policies and in-depth analyses
of supply, demand, and policy structures for rice.
The introduction and rapid spread of high-yielding varieties (HYV) in the late
1960s and early 1970s resulted in a steady growth in output of rice. Public investment in
infrastructure, research, and extension, and a crop production strategy, have helped to

significantly expand rice production and stocks. Foodgrain production, which was 72
million t in 1965-66 rose to 182 million t in 1993-94. The buffer stock, which was just
2.2 million t in 1965-66 rose to 26 million t in July 1993. Nevertheless, the concern is
that the earliest gains from the green revolution have already been reaped and future
growth in production in many regions of the world can come only from increases in
inputs. Thus, the growth in productivity and returns to public research are declining.
This raises a number of questions. Is the growth in productivity declining? What has
been the impact of research on rice supply in the short and longer terms? Are the returns
to rice research still high? What are the investment policies required to meet the demand
for rice? In the light of these issues, this paper has the following specific objectives: 1)
to assess total factor productivity growth for rice in different regions of India; 2) to
examine the sources of productivity growth and estimate the returns to public investments in rice research; and 3) to project the demand and supply of rice in the years 2000
and 2010, and explore the possibilities for generating exportable surplus of rice.

The data
Farm-level data on yield, use of inputs and their prices for the period 1970-71 to 198889 collected under the “Comprehensive scheme for the study of cost of cultivation of
principal crops”, Directorate of Economics and Statistics (DES), Government of India
(GOI) were used in the analysis of total factor productivity (TFP) and supply projections. The missing years data on inputs and their prices are predicted using interpolations based on trends in the available data. The time series data on area, yield,
production, irrigated and HYV area for the rice crop, and source-wise area irrigated
were taken from the various published reports of DES. Crop production across the
country is diverse and agricultural production and use of inputs depend on the physical
environment, which includes factors such as soil quality and climate. The State-based
time-series data were aggregated into four regions: the eastern region, covering the
states of Assam, Bihar, Orissa, and West Bengal; the northern region, which includes
Haryana, Punjab, and Uttar Pradesh; the western region, covering Gujarat, Maharastra,
Madhya Pradesh, and Rajastan; and the southern region, covering Andhra Pradesh,
Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, and Kerala. The share of the hills region (Himachal Pradesh,
Jammu and Kashmir) in rice production is marginal and was not included in the analysis. The data on research and extension stock investment compiled by Evenson were
used in this study (for details see McKinsey et al 1991). National sample survey (NSS)
data on consumption pattern are used in projecting the demand for rice.

Growth in area, yield, and production
The increase in area and production of the crop is strongly associated with their relative profitability (Kumar and Mruthyunjaya 1989, Kumar and Rosegrant 1993). Rice
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area increased slowly, mainly through substitution of coarse cereals. During 1967-90,
rice area increased at an annual rate of 0.6% and output showed an increase of 2.7%,
mainly because of yield growth (Table 1). Northern states, which are not traditionally
rice-growing states, have contributed more to the growth of rice yield and production.
During 1967-81, rice production in the northern region increased at a rate of 7.1%
annually, with nearly two thirds of this increase contributed by yield gains. In the following decade, the rate of production increase declined to 5.2% per year, with yield
gains slowing to a still high 4.0% annually. In the southern region, the growth in production of 2.5% during 1973-81 and 3.5% during 1982-90 was virtually all from yield
increases due to increased proportion of rice area under modern varieties and irrigation. It is encouraging that the eastern region has realized high growth rates in area
and yield between 1982-83 and 1989-90. Although the western region faced irrigation constraints, a solid trend in production was observed.
The gains in rice output in the 1980s have come essentially from the steady
increase in yield. Rao (1994) has argued that output growth has come essentially from
better utilization of the existing infrastructure, stepping up the use of modern inputs,
and extending the green revolution to new areas. Steady growth in output was
observed in the eighties despite the decline in capital formation. Part of the explanaTable 1. Annual compound growth rates (%) in area, production, and yield of rice, India.
Region
Eastern

Western

Northern

Southern

India

1967-90

1967-72

1973-81

1982-90

Area

0.1

-0.0

-0.4

1.2

Prod

1.5

0.1

0.3

6.8

Yield

1.4

0.1

0.7

5.6

Area

0.7

0.7

1.2

0.2

Prod

2.2

-1.2

2.8

2.0

Yield

1.4

-2.0

1.5

1.8

Area

2.4

1.3

4.4

1.1

Prod

7.1

5.9

9.0

5.2

Yield

4.5

4.6

4.6

4.0

Area

-0.2

-0.6

0.2

-0.3

Prod

2.9

2.8

2.5

3.5

Yield

3.1

3.4

2.4

3.8

Area

0.6

0.3

0.8

0.7

Prod

2.7

1.4

2.8

4.7

Yield

2.1

1.2

2.0

4.0

Source: Directorate of Economic Statistics, Government of India.
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tion is that there are significant lags between investments in the infrastructure (irrigation, research, extension etc.) and realization of the potential created, and since a
large number of projects exist in the pipeline, some potential from past investments
would have been realized during the 1980s. The contributions to growth of these factors are examined below in the total factor productivity analysis.

Growth in inputs
Over the period of analysis, rice area under modern varieties and irrigation reached
very high levels in the southern region with over 80% under modern varieties and irrigation (Table 2). The growth in planting of modern varieties in the northern region
has been similar, but the irrigated area under rice is only 56%. The adoption of modern varieties and irrigation has been slower in eastern and western regions.
Average fertilizer use has reached 87% of the recommended dose in the northern
region, as against 65% in southern States, 28% in the western region, and only 19% in
eastern areas (Table 3). The growth in fertilizer use was 10.7% per year in the northern region, 2.9% in the southern region, 1.7% in the eastern region, and 3.6% in the
western region. Where relatively high levels of use have already been attained,
growth in the use of fertilizer and its marginal contribution to yield increases are
expected to be lower in future, especially in northern and southern regions. The eastern region has lagged behind the northern and southern regions with respect to application of HYV technology and fertilizer, and a further growth in input use and rice
yield in the eastern areas can be expected.
The evidence on the use of inputs revealed that the existing level of application of
modern inputs is relatively low in the eastern region. The further spread of inputs in
this region, or to other new areas where the existing level of application is relatively
low, would contribute to the rise in productivity per unit of input and ensure more
equitable distribution of benefits. A notable development during the 1980s was the
emergence of the eastern region as a major producer of rice. This followed increased
Table 2. Trends in area of rice under irrigation and modern varieties of rice in India.
Region

Irrigated area (%)

Modern varieties area (%)

1968-70

1978-80

1986-88

29

30

31

Western

18

21

Northern

25

42

Southern

82

India

38

Eastern

1978-80

1986-88

6

26

46

25

7

36

54

56

12

56

77

84

84

24

73

83

42

44

11

43

60

Source: Directorate of Economic Statistics, Government of India.
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1968-70

investment in minor irrigation, including pumpsets and bamboo tubewells, and
increased use of fertilizers. There is great scope for further increase in yield and output in the eastern States through substantial investment in flood control and in minor
irrigation (Bhalla 1994).

Total factor productivity growth
Increased inputs help the agricultural sector to steadily improve production. The use of
modern inputs may also induce an upward shift in the production function if they
embody a technological change. The total factor productivity (TFP) concept, which
implies an index of output per unit of total factor inputs, measures these shifts in output
properly, holding all inputs constant. Thus, TFP measures the proportion of the increase
in total output which is not accounted for by increases in total inputs. The Divisia-Tornqvist index is used in computing the TFP for rice based on farm-level data.
The average annual growth rates of output, inputs, and TFP indices are given in
Table 4. The results reveal that, in northern region, the input index during 1970/71 88/89, rose at a rate of 6.0%, whereas it was 1.1% in southern, 1.8% in eastern, and
1.7% in western regions. With increases in inputs and technological change, the output increased by 6.8% annually in the northern region, followed by the southern (3%),
eastern (2.2%), and western (0.8%) regions. Variation in TFP is due almost entirely to
variation in output, as total input use increased smoothly over time. Overall, the TFP
index has risen by around 1.85% annually in the southern region, and 0.76% and
0.36% in the northern and eastern regions. In the western region, due to wide fluctuations in weather, wide variation in the TFP index was observed and the estimated
annual growth was negative (-0.98), but insignificant. High variation makes it essentially impossible to measure productivity trends in the western region.
Productivity growth is responsible for 62% of total output growth in the southern
region, and 16% and 11% in eastern and northern regions. For India as a whole,
Table 3.Trends in fertilizer use in rice in India, by regions.
Region

Fertilizer use (kg nutrient/ha)

Fertilizer use (% of recommended)

1971-73

1980-82

1986-88

1971 -73

10

17

25

11

17

19

Western

8

21

29

9

21

28

Northern

50

57

167

25

30

87

Southern

63

122

77

49

88

65

India

24

45

69

24

39

51

Eastern

1980-82

1986-88

Source of basic data: Household survey data of cost of cultivation of principal crops, DES, GOI. For recommended dose of fertilizer: Fertilizer Statistics, FAI.
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excluding the western region because of the measurement problems noted above, the
TFP growth was 1.03%. Nearly one-third of output growth in Indian rice is contributed by TFP. Compared with the early period of the green revolution (1971-80), the
TFP growth between 1981 and 1988 has declined. This process is explored in more
detail below. Other authors have attributed this slowdown to a reduction of growth
following exploitation of early productivity gains from adoption of modern varieties
and declining investment in agriculture during the 1980s. The increasing subsidies
restricted investment in agriculture and slowed the rate investment in irrigation. The
real investment in irrigation by the public sector declined during the eighties at the
rate of 1.73% per annum (Rao 1993). Of even more importance are increasingly serious soil salinity problems (Joshi and Agrihotri 1982, Joshi and Jha, 1991).

Sources of growth in TFP
Changes in TFP can be induced by research, extension, human capital, infrastructure,
price policy, and climatic factors. As an input into public investment decisions, it is
useful to understand the relative importance of productivity-enhancing factors in
determining productivity growth. In order to assess the determinants of TFP, the TFP
index was estimated as a function of: RES, rice research stock/ha of rice area; EXT,
total extension stock/farm; MKTS, the number of regulated markets/’000 ha of
cropped area; PNRATIO, ratio of P to N nutrients used; CANALIRR, share of canal
irrigated area in total irrigated area; LITERACY, the proportion of the rural population who are literate; AGTOT, agricultural terms of trade, which is measured as the
Table 4. Annual rates of growth in total input, output and, TFP for rice, India, 1971/721988/89.
Region

Total input

Total output

TFP

Eastern

1.81**

2.17**

0.36*

Western

1.74*

0.76

Northern

6.03**

6.79**

0.76**

Southern

1.12**

2.97**

1.85**

-0.98

India (excluding western region)
1971-80

2.99**

4.30**

1.31**

1981-88

2.13**

3.10**

0.97**

1971-88

2.49**

3.52**

1.03**

Source of basic data : Household survey data of cost of cultivation of principal crops, DES, GOI.
Note: Trends estimated based on three-year moving averages.
* & ** denotes significance at the 5% and 1% level, respectively.
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ratio of composite price indices of agricultural to non-agricultural commodities;
JJARAIN, June-August rainfall; and YEAR, which is a linear trend variable.
The time-series data from the different regions were pooled, and dummy variables are included for regions, keeping the eastern region as the reference. Estimates
were made using a fixed effects approach for the pooled cross-section time-series
regional-level data set, with correction for serial correlation and heteroskedasticity
(Kmenta 1981).
The estimated parameters of TFP equation for rice are presented in Table 5.
Because of the confounding of TFP trends due to high weather variation, the inclusion of the western region in the analysis does not give sensible results. Thus, the
western region was not included in the decomposition analysis. However, the other
three regions included in the analysis cover 80% of the national rice area and account
for 85% of the national rice production. The development of rural infrastructure in
India (such as roads, communications, institutional support, and provision of storage
and warehousing) are closely associated with the establishment of regulated markets,
so the latter variable is used as a proxy for the level of infrastructure development.
The results show that the number of regulated markets had a significant and positive
effect on TFP. The extension stock variable was highly correlated with the research
stock stream, so the inclusion of the extension variable in the model could not give
Table 5. Estimated parameters of TFP decomposition for rice, India, 1971/72-1988/89.
Variable

Parameter estimate

Standard error

T-ratio

Intercept

2.5910

0.6600

3.92

MARKETS

0.0770**

0.0355

2.17

SCANALIRR

0.0172***

0.0069

2.47

LITERACY

0.0035

0.0118

0.32

RESEARCH

0.2920**

0.1413

2.07

0.1581*

0.0868

1.82

AGTOT

PNRATIO

-0.3617***

0.1465

-2.47

JJARAIN

0.1180***

0.0434

2.72

YEAR

-0.0143

0.0178

-0.80

Northern region

-0.1226

0.1576

-0.78

Southern region

-0.3224

0.2078

-1.55

Dummy

R2 between observed and predicted = 0.59.
Degrees of freedom:35.
Note: Asterisks indicate significance levels:*** = 1%, ** = 5%, and * = 10%. Dependent variable is the log of the
TFP index. All variables specified in logarithms, except LITERACY, SCANALIRR as these variables are
defined in percentage terms and YEAR. Extension variable is excluded because of multicollinearity problems.
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sound econometric estimates. However, in the absence of extension, the impact of
research cannot be fully realized, so it is likely that the impact of extension on the
growth of TFP is picked up by the research variable in the TFP equation. The stock of
research has a significant and positive impact on TFP.
The effect of canal irrigation on TFP is strongly positive, indicating that the canal
source has an impact on productivity over and above the contribution of irrigation
investment as a direct input into production. The ratio of phosphatic nutrients to
nitrogenous nutrients utilized is incorporated in the decomposition equation as a
proxy for the balanced use of plant nutrients in the soil. This variable also has a positive impact on TFP.
Agricultural terms of trade vis-à-vis the industrial sector as the measure of price
policy is a potentially important instrument to influence the efficiency and investments in agriculture. In India, the price policy of unfavorable agricultural terms of
trade is persistent, along with favorable technological frontiers. Although, it acted as
a disincentive to investment in agriculture, it shifted the incentives to utilize the available resources efficiently which, according to the results, has had a positive impact on
TFP. Rural literacy, a measure of human capital in farming, has the expected positive
sign but is insignificant. Literacy levels are not precise indicators of the schoolingacquired skills of farm managers. A better variable has to be identified to capture this
effect. Rains during June to August also have a significant positive impact on productivity. The results of decomposition of TFP confirm that research, market infrastructure, canal irrigation, balanced use of fertilizer, and the agricultural terms of trade are
the most important instruments of growth in TFP.
Using the elasticities of TFP with respect to each significant variable, and growth
rates of each variable, the contribution of each of the significant variables to TFP
growth was then computed (Table 6). Public research has accounted for about half of
the TFP growth followed by the agricultural terms of trade (19%), market infrastructure development (14%), and balance use of phosphatic and nitrogenous fertilizers
(10%). The declining trend in the ratio of canal irrigation to total irrigation has
affected TFP growth slightly (-0.3%). This has occurred because of declining public
investment in irrigation in the 1980s affecting the expansion of canal-irrigated area.
Table 6. Sources of total factor productivity growth in rice, India, 1971/72-1988/89.
Sources

Annual growth
rate (%)

Elasticity of
TFP

% share of TFP
growth explained

Research

5.86

0.292

57.2

Markets

5.60

0.077

14.4

P:N ratio

1.87

0.158

9.9

Agricultural terms of trade

-1.56

-0.362

18.9

Canal share in total irrigation

-0.56

0.01 7

-0.3
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Returns to rice research
Using the elasticity of TFP with respect to research stock one can readily estimate the
value marginal product (EVMP) of research stock (R) as:
EVMP(R) = b r × (V/R)
V = Q × FHP × STFP
where R is the research stock, V is value of rice production associated with TFP, Q is
the rice production, FHP is the farm harvest price, and STFP is the share of rice production accounted for by TFP growth, and br is the TFP elasticity of research stock.
The benefit stream is generated under the assumption that investment made in
research in period t-i will start generating a benefit after a lag of five years, will provide benefits at an increasing rate over the next nine years, will remain constant for
the next nine years, and thereafter will decline. Using timing weights estimated by
Evenson and Pray (1991), the investment of one rupee in year t-i will generate a benefit equal to 0.l*EVMP in year t-i+6,0.2*EVMP in year t-i+7, ... so on, and it will be
0.9*EVMP in year t-i+14. After this the benefit will be equal to EVMP up to the ti+23. Then the benefit for year t-i+24 onwards will be equal to 0.9*EVMP, and in ti+25 it will be 0.8*EVMP, and so on. This benefit stream can then be discounted at
the rate, say ‘r’, at which the present value of the benefit is equal to one. Thus ‘r’ is
considered as the marginal internal rate of return to public research investment.
Returns to public investment in research in different rice growing regions are estimated and presented in Table 7. For the full period 1971-1988 one rupee increment in
research stock, generated on average, additional income of Rs 14.7, indicating very
high rates of return to these public investments. Among the regions, the returns ranged
from Rs 2.8-28.8. The maximum (Rs 28.8) is for the southern region, followed by the
eastern (Rs 13.3), and northern (Rs 2.8) regions. After 1980, returns to investment conTable 7. Returns to rice research in India.
Region

1971-75

1976-80

1981-85

1986-88

1971-88

20.0

13.3

Value marginal product (Rupees)
Eastern

9.2

8.3

Northern

2.1

2.7

3.1

2.9

2.8

Southern

26.3

21.6

26.4

32.2

28.8

India

12.5

11.5

16.0

17.8

14.7

15.4

Internal rates of return (%)
Eastern

51.0

49.9

61.2

66.0

57.8

Northern

29.0

32.4

34.2

33.1

32.9

Southern

71.7

67.7

71.9

76.5

73.8

India

56.6

55.0

61.4

63.7

59.7
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tinued to rise in southern and eastern regions, whereas they stagnated in the northern
region. As shown in Table 7, the internal rates of return to public agricultural research
are very high, 58% in the eastern region, and 74% and 33% in southern and northern
regions. Taking all regions together, the internal rate of return is estimated to be about
60%. The returns to research have increased over time. The results suggest that further
investments on research will increase rice supply at a faster rate in the southern and eastern regions. Hence, to meet the growing demand for rice, the broad policy signals are
clear: there is need to exploit the potential of eastern and southern regions. The northern
region shows very high growth in production and yield mainly on account of intensive
use of inputs which may not be cost effective. Thus, the need in this region is to focus on
efficient use of inputs. It may be noted that, even with the sharp drop in rice prices as a
result of technological change, rice research still yields high returns.

Supply projections
The supply response system consisted of equations for determination of investment
in quasi-fixed inputs, choice of technique, and determination of optimal yield and
input demand (for details see Kumar and Rosegrant 1993). Long-run supply elasticities are estimated by dynamic simulation of price shocks within the supply response
system (Appendix 1). These dynamic rice supply elasticities are used for projecting
the supply under assumptions of prices and TFP growth as given in Appendix 2. Rice
supply projections are made under two scenarios: 1) that the growth in TFP will continue at a constant rate (1.03 %); and 2) that the growth in TFP will decline in future as
observed in the recent past.
The rice supply projections given in Table 8 reveal that, in the year 2000, domestic supply of rice will be about 89 million t and in 2010 will reach 109 million t.
Table 8. Domestic supply of rice in India.
Year

Scenario 1a

Scenario 2
Supply of rice (million t)

1995

79.8

79.5

2000

89.1

87.5

2005

98.7

94.7

201 0

109.3

102.5
Growth in rice supply (%)

1995-2000

2.24

1.94

2000-2010

2.06

1.59

a See text for explanation.
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During 1995-2000, domestic supply of rice will grow at an annual compound growth
rate of 1.94-2.24%. During 2000-2010, it will grow at slightly lower rate: 1.592.06%. The projected growth in rice supply is lower than achieved during 1980-88
(3.24%) and envisaged in the Eight Plan (3.95%). In most of the area, investment in
irrigation has remained static or has fallen. It therefore looks difficult to increase the
incremental rice output during the next decade, as achieved in the 1980s and envisaged in the Eight Plan. This would require large investment in irrigation, research,
and extension, and the development of market infrastructure.

Demand projections
The food characteristic demand system developed by Bouis (1992) at the International Food Policy Research Institute and based on demand for energy, variety, and
tastes of foods was used to derive the demand elasticities (Appendix 3). The expenditure and price elasticities are in accordance with a priori expectations. The expenditure elasticities of rice decline with the increase in total expenditure. Expenditure
elasticities for rice were positive for all expenditure groups except the non-poor high
income group, but price was highly inelastic. The results follow the historical trend in
per capita consumption of rice as observed in the NSS data. The demand elasticities
given in Appendix 3 are used for projecting the demand for rice under the assumptions that: 1) total expenditure grows at 4-7% per annum; 2) population grows at 2.0%
per annum during 1991 to 1995, 1.9% during I995 to 2000 and 1.8% during the
period 2000 to 2010; 3) pace of urbanization will be consistent with the recent historical trend; 4) the ratio of rural to urban per capita expenditure will be consistent with
the trend estimated for NSS data; and 5) inequality in expenditure will remain the
same as in 1987-88. In most of the studies, demand projections were made under the
assumption of constant prices (1987-88) and ignored the behavior of relative prices in
future. This assumption was relaxed and allowed prices to vary. Demand projections
are done at the predicted prices based on past trends under the assumptions of 4%,
5%, and 7% GDP growth at constant prices after adjusting for inflation.
Demand for rice under these scenarios of GDP growth was projected to the years
2000 and 2010 (Table 9). Despite the rise in per capita income and decline in the relative prices of rice, a slowing in the rate of growth in demand is observed. However,
the growth in human demand marginally exceeds (about 0.3%) the population growth
rate. The growth of total human demand for rice is mainly due to the growth of population, which accounts for more than 85% of the increase in demand for rice. Apart
from the demand for rice for direct human consumption, an increasingly important
component is the requirement for livestock consumption, seed, industrial use, and
wastage. After adding this requirements to the human consumption, the total domestic demand for rice is derived. In the year 2000, domestic demand for rice will be
about 87 million t, and in 2010 will reach 107 million t.
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During 1991-2000, domestic demand for rice will grow at an annual compound
growth rate of 2.3% and in the longer term (2000-2010) it will grow at a slightly lower
rate (2.1%). The deceleration in rice demand results from changes in tastes and consumption habits.

Conclusions and Policy Implications
The area under rice increased only slightly during the 1980s. The gains in rice production have come essentially from the improved utilization of the available infrastructure and from the resulting increase in yield per unit of land. Increase in yield at
increasing rate need not imply that the potential productivity from the inputs has been
fully realized. Spread of inputs in the new areas where the existing level of application is relatively low will contribute to a rise in the productivity per unit of input, as
well as ensuring more equitable distribution of benefits.
The estimated TFP for rice is 1.03%, which accounts for about one-third of output
growth during 1971-88. TFP and growth in crop inputs have contributed roughly
3.5% per year to rice production growth and have enabled India to increase rice production per capita in the presence of high population growth rates and limited land
resources. Market infrastructure, research, canal irrigation, and balanced use of fertilizers are the most important sources of growth in TFP. The marginal returns to public
investment in rice research in different regions are very high. Internal rates of return
Table 9. Projected demand for rice in India.
Income
growth (%)

Human demand (million t)
1991

1995

2000

Demand growth (%)
2010

1991-95

1996-2000 2000-2010

Household demand
4

67.4

73.9

82.5

100.8

2.33

2.27

2.02

5

67.4

74.0

82.5

100.6

2.50

2.27

2.00

7

67.4

74.1

82.7

100.6

2.36

2.28

1.98

Requirement as feed, seed, industrial use, and wastage
4

3.63

4.05

4.68

6.44

2.77

2.31

2.09

5

3.64

4.07

4.73

6.59

2.41

2.31

2.09

7

3.65

4.11

4.81

6.91

2.37

2.32

2.08

4

71.0

78.0

87.2

107.2

2.38

2.31

2.09

5

71.0

78.1

87.2

107.2

2.41

2.31

2.09

7

71.2

78.2

87.5

107.5

2.37

2.32

2.08

Domestic demand
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to public rice research have been more than 55%, and have increased slightly over
time. Future productivity gains in rice production will have to be achieved from the
eastern and southern regions of India.
Public policies such as investment in irrigation, infrastructure development, and
research, and pricing policies, have lowered unit cost of production and rice prices in
real terms and benefited both consumers and producers (Kumar and Rosegrant,
1993). Productivity of resources can be enhanced further by improving the management of infrastructure as well as by extending it to the less developed areas and by
introducing new technologies. A most disquieting feature in Indian agriculture is the
recent decline in real investment in irrigation which could be traceable to a paucity of
investible resources caused largely by a rise in subsidies. Subsidies on agricultural
inputs rose from about one-third of the combined plan expenditure by the central and
State governments on agriculture, irrigation, and Special Area Programs in the early
eighties to 90% towards the close of the eighties (Rao 1994). Removal of input subsidies where they have outlived their utility would not only generate investment in agriculture and but also promote efficient allocation of resources.
Looking at the supply and demand gap of rice in the years 2000 and 2010, it
appears that the demand for rice will be met in future with a marginal surplus of about
2 million t. If deceleration in TFP is not arrested, the demand for rice will exceed the
supply in the year 2000 and India may experience shortages of rice of about 2 million
t in the year 2005 and 5 million t in 2010. This underlines the need for strengthening
the efforts at increasing rice production by maintaining or increasing TFP through
public investment in irrigation, infrastructure development, research, and balanced
use of fertilizers.
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Appendices
Appendix 1. Dynamic long-run supply elasticities of rice.
Real price of

Elasticities

Rice

0.135

Coarse cereals

-0.089

Fertilizer

-0.069

Wages

-0.127

Note: Real price of crop output is derived by deflating the nominal price of the crop output by wholesale price
index. Real price of input prices is derived by deflating the nominal prices of the input by the nominal price of
rice.

Appendix 2. Assumptions of rice supply projections.
Growth rate (%)
1981-1989

1995-2000

2001-2010

6.4

10.0

8.5

8.5

4.8

13.8

10.0

8.5

-1.6

3.8

1.5

0.0

3.3

12.4

8.3

6.0

-3.1

2.4

-0.2

-2.5

2.5

10.0

4.2

2.5

-2.3

-3.8

-5.8

6.0

Nominal

8.5

8.5

8.5

8.5

Real

3.7

-5.3

-1.5

0.0

Constant TFP

1.03

1.03

1.03

1.03

Declining TFP

0.94

0.85

0.72

0.56

Wholesale price index

1990-1994

Rice price
Nominal
Real
Coarse cereals
Nominal
Real
Fertilizer price
Nominal
Real
Wages

Total factor productivity

Note: The real price of crop output is obtained by deflating the nominal crop output price by the wholesale price
index. The real price of inputs is obtained by deflating the nominal input price by the rice price.
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Appendix 3. Expenditure and price elasticities based on the food characteristic demand
system (Bouis 1992) by expenditure group for rural and urban population, India.
Income group

Expenditure elasticity
Rural

Very

Own price elasticity

Urban

Rural

Urban

poor0.150

0.069

-0.389

-0.215

0.080

0.041

-0.289

-0.213

Moderately poor
Non-poor lower

0.043

0.011

-0.300

-0.329

Non-poor higher

-0.021

-0.057

-0.152

-0.393

All

0.059

0.008

-0.248

-0.255

Very poor: Persons below 75% of the poverty line.
Moderately poor: Persons between 75% and poverty line.
Non-poor lower: Persons between poverty line and 150% of poverty line.
Non-poor higher: Persons above 150% of poverty line.
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Rice, rice and beyond:
understanding fragile lives in
fragile lands
G. T. Castillo

This paper reviews the following scenarios with respect to the social aspects of
fragile ecosystems:
Contra-indications to research concentration in irrigated systems
Rice as a bridge of interdependence between rural and urban worlds
Livelihood systems and coping mechanisms in fragile lands
Seasonal calendars and rhythms of life
Land use and land tenure diversities in diverse ecosytems
Labor allocation and labor arrangements
Gender roles in rice farming systems
Sharing and managing rice genetic resources.
The role for social science is outlined as follows: along with the biophysical
characterization of ecosystem, we must find patterns in livelihood systems; develop
quality of life profiles against which farming practices will be diagnosed and doable
technologies designed interactively with those who are expected to adopt them. All
these together will hopefully provide us the state of human well-being and will enable
us to assess the likely and actual impact of any changes introduced and/or adopted.
If our shared mission is one of working: “To sustain the poor, feed the hungry, and
protect the environment”; nowhere can this mission be best and most directly
operationalized than in fragile lands where fragile lives await the fulfilment of
promises for a better life.

On the occasion of IRRI’s Tenth Anniversary, I presented a paper entitled: The New Rice
Technology and Patterns of Rural Life in the Philippines (Castillo 1972). It was a subject
which was exciting to think about; inspiring to write; and easy to empirically substantiate. The green revolution was at its peak and so were the criticisms levelled against it.
New rice technologies then were quite specific, well-defined, readily identifiable: and
there were handy prescriptions on how to grow rice the modern scientific way, including
calendar spraying. As rich a harvest as rice, was the harvest of literature on the socioeconomic consequences of the seed-fertilizer-pesticide-credit-irrigation-extension programs. Comparative studies of adoption-non-adoption of modern varieties in irrigated

and in some rainfed areas quickly became passé because adoption was such an overwhelming phenomenon regardless of tenure status and farm size. Showing increased
productivity and attributing impact was relatively simple.
Looking back, socioeconomic research during those years included practically no
diagnostic studies except for a few pessimistic prognostications about the likelihood of
farmers adopting the so-called Cadillac varieties. Of course it did not take long for us to
be proven wrong. Since adoption was taking place rapidly, social scientists focused
their research attention on consequences of adoption, hence their major role then was to
monitor and assess impact. Diagnostic studies as input into the design of new rice technologies were not fashionable. After all, given a target of irrigated, favorable areas
comparable to experiment-station conditions, scientists seemed to know the architecture, nature, and habit of the rice plant they needed to develop, went ahead and produced
it. I don’t think they consulted too many farmers about farming practices and varietal
preferences. Scientists even succeeded in releasing good eating quality rice. Before this,
I only wrote about IR varieties but never ate them. These achievements convinced me
that plant breeders were about as close to God as we could get. An inertia of euphoria
went on for about 25 years and the contribution of science and technology for the welfare of rice-eating and rice-growing communities was almost taken for granted.
Then came Drs Cassman and Pingali etc. who made the observation of declining
factor productivity in irrigated intensive rice production systems. Rice yields even in
favorable environments seem to have “hit the ceiling” — a phenomenon they labelled
the “post-green revolution blues” (Cassman and Pingali 1995).
Such a chink in the armor of what was regarded as a stable and sustainable source
of rice productivity introduces a new twist to policy implications drawn from the
David and Otsuka (1994) seven-country study regarding allocation of research
resources for favorable and unfavorable areas. Their conclusion is as follows:
Rice research has historically focused on favorable environments because of the higher
probability of scientific success. The homogeneous nature of the irrigated areas also
implies wide adaptability of new technologies, ensuring a high research pay-off.
National and international rice research institutions, however, have been under pressure
to shift research priorities toward the unfavorable rice-production environments as a
way to improve income distribution and alleviate poverty. Yet this multi-country study
shows that factor and product-market adjustments largely counteract the potentially
adverse effects of differential modern variety adoption across production environments.
It is scientifically more difficult to develop new varieties, for unfavorable production
environments are highly heterogeneous, so that superior varieties, even if successfully
developed, can be diffused only in limited areas. Targeting rice research toward
unfavorable rice-growing environments, therefore will not be an efficient means of
improving income distribution. Furthermore, the potential gain in production efficiency
in the rice economy as a whole is largely sacrificed under such a strategy, and that would
have undesirable consequences on the welfare of poor rice consumers.
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In the meantime, rice research in fragile lands such as rainfed lowland, upland,
and flood-prone areas has been placed on the research agenda on a priority level it has
never had before. It is probably not an exaggeration to say that green revolution critics had contributed to the content of the current research agenda and donors supported
the increased importance given to areas by-passed by the green revolution. The theme
of this conference — Fragile Lives in Fragile Environments — is an affirmation of
the new priority accorded to fragility.
But nowadays, the demands on the talent and creativity of our scientists are going
to be put not only to the test of productivity-enhancing technologies but also of sustainability, safety, biodiversity, social acceptability, ecological integrity, equitability,
and gender sensitivity. This is a pretty tall order indeed! It is for this reason that
farmer-participatory approaches and interdisciplinary village and farm-level diagnostic analyses have been added to the researchers’ tool kit.
Furthermore, we must take seriously IRRI’s avowed goal and doubtless the goal
of every national rice research system which states:
To improve the well-being of present and future generations of rice farmers and
consumers, particularly those with low incomes.
With this as raison d’ètre, we must understand how fragile lives in fragile environments survive. The state of their well-being lies at the heart of what rice research is
all about. This paper explores the following “micro-scenarios’’ portrayed in many
studies conducted in a variety of settings, which hopefully will provide social meaning to rice production in less than ideal conditions.
Contraindications to research concentration in irrigated systems
Rice as a bridge of interdependence between rural and urban worlds
Livelihood systems and coping mechanisms in fragile lands
Seasonal calendar and rhythms of life
Land use and land tenure diversities in diverse ecosystems
Labor allocations and labor arrangements
Gender roles in rice farming systems
Sharing and managing rice genetic resources
These eight micro-scenarios are meant to be illustrative of the social issues in
fragile rice ecosystems. They are neither definitive nor even remotely comparative —
a reflection of the state of the literature on the subject.

Contraindications to research concentration in irrigated systems
The David-Otsuka policy prescription of concentrating rice research in favorable areas
as a macro-rational argument for efficiency is fraught with a number of contraindications not the least of which is the relatively recent recognition that even irrigated systems are not invincible but are also susceptible to decline in productivity despite inputs.
The hoped for equalization through migration away from unfavorable areas likewise
show signs of a reverse trend: Cruz et al (1992) estimate Philippines upland population
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increased at a rate of 2.3% per annum during 1980-90. Between 1980 and 1985 alone, a
total of 2.5 million migrants are estimated to have left the lowland rural and urban areas
for the uplands. De los Angeles (1994) finds evidence of considerable increase in agricultural cultivation of lands above 18% slope. For an illustration of the lowland doing
damage to the upland, de los Angeles studied a group of erstwhile lowlanders cultivating a watershed area in Luzon. Over a short three-year period, yields went down from
an average of 1.2 t/ha in 1978, to 0.6 t/ha in 1979 and only 0.4 in 1980. The lowlanders
in search of land to cultivate brought their lowland cultivation practices to the upland
thus creating rapid resources depletion (de los Angeles 1988).
Because the David-Otsuka study did not have village-level migration data, their
conclusion with regard to the direction of migration from unfavorable to favorable
areas is based on higher population growth rates and higher proportion of landless
households in more favorable areas. But perhaps in many such places, the saturation
point due to population pressure land fragmentation and declining productivity has
been reached and therefore migration direction is not just rural-urban but lowland to
upland and/or coastal. The latter continues to receive surplus labor thereby, resulting in
population stress (de los Angeles 1994). Mascariñas recent study (Mascariñas 1993) of
an irrigated rice village, found 40% of households have members who have migrated
mostly to Metro Manila. Cornista et al (1986) found the majority of upland inhabitants
in their research sites were migrants from lowland areas. Two general patterns of migration are observed: 1) the inflow of migrants not only from the lowlands but also from
other upland areas to gain access to land; and 2) the out-migration of the younger sector
of the population to seek employment.
A third contraindication comes from sustainability concerns because unfavorable
environments are natural settings for maintaining or enhancing biodiversity. What is
the pay-off or cost of ecological homogenization now and in the future?
David and Otsuka (1994) likewise argue that for the sake of distributive justice consistent with efficiency goals, investments in human capital (schooling) and in research
on crops more suitable to unfavorable areas should be made. If technology for unfavorable rice areas is difficult to develop, other crops and better access to better schooling
are not going to be easy either, even if as badly needed. At any rate research on those
“other crops” is going on anyway. Unfavorable areas are usually also unfavorable for
things other than rice. We cannot pass on the research task to another crop sector
because unfavorable ecosystems are almost always multicrop and rice is one component. Rice research must contribute to the search for improved and more sustainable
systems, where low productivity and deteriorating resource base are facts of life.
Finally, “putting all rice research investments in one irrigated basket may not be the
wisest policy” particularly where non-farm sources of food security are not yet in evidence. This is a situation which still prevails in most rice-producing countries where
poverty is also agricultural. In the Philippines, for example, rice farming contributes
24% of poverty incidence in agriculture (Balisacan 1993).
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China seems to be a special case. According to Justin Yifu Lin (1994):
1. Rice in China is planted only in areas with adequate irrigation which reduces the
environmental barriers for new rice varieties.
2. The uniqueness of China’s rice economy lies in its socioeconomic institutions.
From a system of collective ownership of land, the shift to the household responsibility system in 1979 led to land being fairly equally distributed, hence China
has no landless farmers.
3. Households with favorable production environments for hybrid rice production
increase their income by adopting hybrid rice, whereas households with unfavorable environments allocate their resources to non-rice crops or to non-farm jobs in
which they have a comparative advantage.
4. Hybrid rice adoption in China reduces income inequality because it has been
adopted most in the less favorable mountainous regions where average incomes
are lower than in the hills or lake-plain regions.
But hybrid rice is also a product of research which has proven to be adoptable in
less favorable and lower-income regions!

Rice as bridge of interdependence between rural and urban worlds
In international development fora, the discussions tend to center on urbanization and
urban poverty as if agriculture has “gone out of style”. Among the rice-growing countries, except for Brunei, Japan, North and South Korea, and Malaysia, the population
is still rural and employment remains agriculturally dominated (Table 1). But ruralurban are no longer the separate worlds we defined them to be in the 1950s, 1960s,
and 1970s. Rural-urban interactions are evident in such trends as: 1) farming affecting more families as a partial rather than as a main source of income; 2) even in typical rice-dependent villages, rice income is less than 50%; 3) the role of remittances in
the life of the rural household has increased considerably, 4) migration to rural areas
(particularly female migration) contributes to the rural household’s income, part of
which is invested in farming; and 5) improved food production benefits the urban
poor through lower prices (Castillo 1994).
More specific to rice is Table 2 which shows the share of poverty groups in total
populations and in national rice consumption. The trends are as follows:
More rice is consumed by the urban than the rural sector but the urban non-poor’s
share of 32% is more than its share of the population which is 26.5%. On the other
hand, the ultra poor’s share of consumption is less (9.5%) than its share of the
urban population (12.5%). This is probably a reflection of the urban poor’s lack of
purchasing power.
Just like the urban situation, the rural non-poor make up only 17.5% of the rural
population, but 21% of the rice consumption goes to them. On the other hand, the
reverse trend can be seen for the rural poor who make up 32.5% of the population
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but account for only 26.7% of rice consumption, with the ultra poor showing the
largest gap between share of total population (20.0%) and only 14.0% of national
rice consumption. One could hazard a guess that the ultra poor could be the landless and farm households in unfavorable areas, for whom rice food security is
inadequate and precarious at best.
Table 1. World population data sheet (Population References Bureau, Washington, D.C.
USA).
Population
mid-1994
Bangladesh
Bhutan
India

Percent
<15

Percent
65+

(millions)

Percent
natural
increase

11 6.6

2.4

44

0.8

2.3

91 1.6

Life expentancy

Percent
urban

Male

Female

3

54

53

14

39

4

50

48

13

1.9

36

4

57

57

26

22.1

2.4

44

3

51

51

8

Pakistan

126.4

2.8

44

3

59

61

28

Sri Lanka

17.9

1.5

35

4

70

75

22

0.3

2.6

36

3

69

73

58

Cambodia

10.3

2.9

44

3

47

50

13

Indonesia

199.7

1.6

37

4

58

62

31

Lao PDR

4.7

2.9

45

4

49

52

19

Malaysia

19.5

2.3

36

4

69

73

51

Myanmar

45.4

1.9

36

4

57

61

25

Philippines

68.7

2.4

39

4

63

66

44

Singapore

2.9

1.2

23

6

72

77

100

Nepal

Brunei

59.4

1.4

29

5

67

72

23

73.1

2.3

36

5

63

67

21

China

1 192.0

1.1

28

6

69

72

28

Japan

125

0.3

17

14

76

82

77

66

73

60

Thailand
Vietnam

Korea, North

23.1

1.9

29

4

Korea, South

44.5

1 .o

24

4

67

75

74

Mozambique

15.8

2.7

44

3

45

48

27

Tanzania

29.8

3.4

47

3

49

52

21

45

3

54

57

22

Madagascar

13.7

3.3

Source: Population References Bureau, Washington D.C., USA.
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While the rural sector grows rice for the urban population; urban employment of
rural migrants has its impact on rice farming systems, as shown in Padermchai and
Shinawatra’s (1992) study in Thailand. The authors found migration very high in the
age group 16-30 years but higher among women (40-43%) than men (30%). The proportion of male migrants returning home (26.4%), however, is higher than for females
(6%). While male migrants found such urban jobs in construction, factories, hotels, and
restaurants, more than 50% of the female migrants find themselves in the entertainment
business, often in the sex trade. Since this job is better-paying, remittances from femalemigrants are higher than from males. What is the impact of such out-migration?
“Migration causes labor-shortage, higher wage rates, adoption of mechanization
but farm households enjoyed increases in income from remittances especially from
female-migrants—even if they have lower education and less skills than the males.”
Their remittances are used to purchase farm equipment and other inputs (Paderchai
and Shinawata 1992).

Table 2. Share of poverty groups in total population and in national rice consumption
(Philippines 1991).
Population
Total Philippine
population

63,135,953

Urban

31,619,220

Share of poverty groups in Share of poverty groups in
total population
national rice consumption
Percent
(50.08)

Percent
(52.35)

Urban non-poor

16,758,186

26.54

32.04

Urban poor

14,861,034

23.54

20.32

Ultra poor

7,904,805

12.52

9.48

Near ultra poor

3,794,306

6.01

5.41

Poor
Rural
Rural non-poor

3,161,922

5.01

31,516,732

(49.92)

(47.65)

5.43

11,030,857

17.47

21.01

Rural poor

20,485,875

32.45

26.65

Ultra poor

12,606,693

19.97

13.98

Near ultra poor

4,412,342

6.99

7.22

Poor

3,466,840

5.49

5.45

Source: National Statistics Office, Family Income and Expenditures Survey 1991.
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Livelihood systems and coping mechanisms in fragile lands
The pure rice farmer is a rarity whether in favorable or unfavorable areas. In Thailand,
farm households earn as high as 67% of their cash income from non-farm sources, and
in the northeast, the figure is 76% (Shinawatra and Pitackwong 1994). In other countries, such as Nepal, Indonesia, Bangladesh, India, Philippines, Laos, Cambodia,
Myanmar, Vietnam, and China, depending upon their skills and access to non-farm
opportunities near urbanizing centers, farm households are engaged in diversified agriculture, off-farm labor, and different kinds of non-farm activities including remittances
from household members who have migrated to urban areas. Hence, it is more accurate
to describe their food security and cash-income-generating strategies as livelihood systems rather than cropping systems or even farming systems. One virtue in using the
farm-household rather than the commodity or even the ecosystem perspective is that we
begin to see the dynamics of diversified household strategies. It is not rice; it is not vegetables; it is not pulses; it is not fruits or forest trees; it is not livestock; it is not fish; it is
not non-food crops; it is not off-farm wage labor; it is not non-farm work; it is not remittances, but combinations of the above, sometimes in miniscule amounts but in unimaginable permutations. It is not just adult men but equally women and children who
participate in the production and decision-making process. It is not just field agriculture
but also household gardens. It is also a fact that, in some places, even irrigated lowland
rice-producing households are net purchasers of rice.
N.T. Castillo’s review of coping mechanisms employed by landless agricultural
workers (Castillo 1990) include the following:
Participation in different kinds of work groups (i.e. prenda/gama/sagod arrangements wherein landless workers weed the fields for free in exchange for harvesting
rights or shares of the harvest; pakyaw/Kabesilyahan wherein flat rates are given for
the performance of various farm operation; and work exchange groups for hire).
Cooperation (whether intra- or inter-family) as a form of “shared poverty” (i.e.
pooling together of labor and other resources to maximize income).
Engaging in diversified income and livelihood sources (i.e. carpentry, gardening,
livestock raising, vending, hiring oneself out as construction worker or domestic
helper). These activities may also be viewed as means by which the landless leave
the category of agricultural worker.
Borrowing money or selling/mortgaging whatever little assets (including future
labor) the worker has with relatives, friends, and usual sources of credit.
Borrowing money to repay previous loans which leaves the landless worker in a
state of perpetual indebtedness.
Migrating to other places or seasonal mobility in search of job opportunities.
Collective decision-making by the household or clan members regarding adoption of innovation or risk sharing.
Prayers or resignation to one’s fate.
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Upland farmers generally employ a two-pronged strategy which involves diversification of agricultural practices and diversification of income sources. These include
the following:
Niche shifting wherein the farm is extensively utilized during months of food
abundance and during the months of food scarcity swiddeners shift to wage labor.
Mixed cropping wherein subsistence/food crops and commercial/cash crops are
combined on the same piece of land. Upland farmers adopt mixed farming as a
reaction to their limited access to land resource and in response to market forces.
Thus, they raise subsistence crops for food, cash crops for immediate income
returns, and other perennial commercial crops for regular and long-term cash
returns.
Planting crops of different maturity periods to ensure that harvests are spread
throughout the year.
Changing the way agricultural products are disposed or used (e.g. instead of selling most of the agricultural products during periods of food scarcity, they are used
for home consumption only).
Niche diversification which is dependent upon the availability of resources. It
involves the simultaneous exploration of resources found in different environmental zones. An example of niche diversification would be for household members to go fishing in a nearby lake aside from gathering wild fruits/plants in the
forest.
Raising livestock or growing vegetables in the home garden.
Gathering of forest products to be used as alternative food resources.
Land sharing wherein upland households with no access to land are allowed to
cultivate small portions of the land which their relatives are not currently using.
This results in a shorter fallow period for the farm, and the uplanders who have no
access to land do this even though they are aware of the deleterious effects of such
a practice.
Practicing ecologically sound farming techniques or employing conservation
methods in order to protect the uplanders’ resource base.
Reliance on institutional support systems, such as (i.e. non-governmental organizations; credit facilities, etc.) or what Cadeliña had described as “social networks”.
Scarcity adjustment or making do with less (i.e. having meals once or twice daily
only instead of the usual three meals; tolerating low levels of nutrition and poor
health; eating root crops if rice is scarce, etc.).
Migration is the ultimate strategy resorted to by upland farmers after exhausting
all possible remedies in the village. Generally, migration helped the upland
households survive. Working outside the village during lean months enables the
household to buy rice and other prime necessities for the family. On the other
hand, staying in the village during hard times just after planting season would
mean hunger to some upland families.
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An intensive case study of socioeconomic relations within household food security in an upland village undergoing transition from subsistence to cash-crop farming
(Keasberry and Rimmelswaan 1993) shows that: “their relations with relatives,
friends and neighbors are involved with the exchange links of food, money, labor,
land and livestock.”
The analysis indicates that “all social relations of the case households are really
socioeconomic relations”. The role of these relationships in the household food security of the families is manifested in the following ways experienced by different
households:
Households who regard socioeconomic relations as contributing only to a shortterm solution for temporary seasonal food shortage.
Households who think that socioeconomic relations do not make them more food
secure since it enhances dependency on others. In the long run, they feel obliged
to give or do something in return. This feeling is stronger than the feeling of being
food secure for a short period. These families mainly receive more food or foodrelated items than they give and therefore have unequal relationships.
Households who consider their socioeconomic relations important to their household food security because they are interdependent with others or only more
dependent on kinship relations. This makes them equal partners in the exchange
of food or food-related items with non-relatives. The unequal relations with family members are experienced less obligatory because relatives have the responsibility for taking care of each other.
Households who regard the role of socioeconomic relations less important in their
household food security because they are not dependent on them for their food
supply. They give away more food than they receive. Therefore other people are
more dependent on them.
Households who think their relations are important to their food security are subsistence farmers who are experimenting with cash crops and the poorest cash-crop
farmers, who still derive a part of their food needs from subsistence crops supplemented with some off-farm or non-farm labor. These families perhaps manage to
maintain equal interdependent relations. The reason might be, that they are not
food-insufficient to such an extent that they become dependent on others. On the
other hand, they are not so self-sufficient as to be able to provide their annual food
needs.
Richest, cash-crop farmers consider their socioeconomic relations less important
for their household food security because they can supply their food needs from
the sale of crops and other more or less stable income sources.
None of the households is food secure through exclusively cultivating subsistence
crops or cash-crops. The families which are most food-secure are the really selfsufficient farmers who have the opportunity to cultivate rice. They provide most
of their annual quantity of rice needed for consumption supplemented with a
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variety of vegetables and fruits. Another way to feel food-secure is to have a large
quantity of cash crops from which the proceeds are good and which need little
investments, added with a cash income from stable, non-farm labor.
The Mascariñas study cited earlier (Mascariñas 1993) provides interesting
insights from rice-farming households who grow two crops of irrigated rice but only a
third of them reported adequate rice supply for the year. They have a food-gap (inadequate rice supply) for about 6 months of the year. Farmers mentioned two environmental factors contributing to this state of rice inadequacy: 1) occurrence of natural
calamities such as typhoons, floods, and volcanic eruptions. About 15-18 weather
disturbances a year hit their area and most of them hit at the time when rice fields are
ready for harvesting; and 2) lack of agricultural diversity. Irrigated lowland rice
accounts for almost 99% of their agricultural land. The nature of their resource base
and land-use restrains them from diversifying their rice-based cropping system for
fear that this would further threaten their already threatened food security. In other
words, inability to take the risk of diversifying out of rice makes them more food insecure given their vulnerability to natural calamities.
Irrigated, rainfed, and upland farm households exhibit different socioeconomic
characteristics, with upland households having lower education, lower income but
higher proportion of land ownership. However, they have fewer opportunities for
non-farm employment because of limited education and skills and relative isolation
from urbanizing centers. Tenancy and landlessness tend to be higher in irrigated, followed by rainfed areas (Luning 1976, Cornista et al 1986).
In Pascual’s study of upland and rainfed farm households (Pascual 1994), income
from farming constitutes only about a third of their income. The rest came from agricultural wage labor, non-farm labor; remittances etc. (about 70%). It is also interesting that the smaller the farm size, the higher the proportion of off-farm and non-farm
sources. About a third of rice produced is sold although there are periods of food scarcity when households resort to substituting root crops for rice. More than 30% of
maize, cassava, gabi, and bananas grown in the farm is consumed at home. Selling
rice is attributed to the immediate cash needs for other consumption items. Quite
often they end up buying rice for their use.
The composition of the rice farm households livelihood portfolio varies not only
across ecosystems; but also across socioeconomic statuses; farm size; ethnic groups;
proximity to industrializing or urbanizing centers; and the importance of rice in the
local economy. For example, in three Cambodian provinces surveyed, 47% of rainfed
households near Phnom Penh have non-farm employment while only 21% for similar
households in villages further away. Where the economy is based primarily on rice
agriculture; few cash crops are raised and few sources of alternative agricultural
income are available other than tapping sugar palms to produce sugar (Lando and
Mak 1994a).
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For the purpose of identifying and defining problems and designing relevant technologies, this livelihood composition has to be elaborated upon in greater detail and
particularities in order to discover underlying explanations for the variations.

Seasonal calendar and rhythms of life
Any diagnostic survey of fragile lands whether conducted for plant and soil science or
socioeconomic reasons or both, wisely starts with the rice cropping calendar which
details when different rice farm operations are carried out. There are time meanings
attached to such concepts as aus, boro, aman, spring rice, winter rice, dry season, wet
season, late, middle, early maturing varieties, photoperiod or non-photoperiod sensitive varieties, etc.
The calendar becomes more complicated when it expands into a cropping system
or a farming system calendar. These seasonal calendars assume much social significance because all the activities are managed by the household. The content and
sequence of events in the calendar determine the rhythms of life in a community and
reflect opportunistic, creative, experimental, and experienced “matching” or adjusting to rainfall; labor availability; nature not only of rice technologies but also of other
crops; subsistence needs; market demands; suitability to growing conditions; interaction with other components of farming systems (such as livestock, trees, fish,
tobacco, sugarcane, etc.) and non-farm livelihood systems. In the case of shifting cultivation as practiced in northern Laos and which accounts for 40% of the country’s
rice area but only 20% of national rice production, the rhythm of rice production is a
multiyear cycle. Fujisaka (1994) describes the system as follows:
With most commercial timber removed in Northern Laos, shifting cultivation is not an
“integral” system. Shifting cultivation in Luang Prabang and Oudomsay was
characterized by cutting, drying, and burning vegetation: largely rice monocropping;
field fallowing; and rotation to other lands held by villages for the next cycle. Cropping
intensity was greater in Luang Prabang where farmers generally cropped rice for two
years and fallowed lands for three. Oudomsay farmers fallowed fields for an average of 6
years after cropping only once. Farmers in both areas slashed field vegetation in early
February; burned and cleaned fields in March-April; seeded in May-June and harvested
in October-November. Each farmer planted one to four upland rice cultivars; and up to
16 cultivars were encountered in each area. They grew multiplle cultivars in order to
stagger maturation dates and to, in turn, get an earlier rice for consumption, stagger
demands for harvesting labor, and to stagger harvests so that timely harvests would
reduce loss to wild animals.

Based on diagnostic surveys in 5 countries—south-central Cambodia; central and
southern Laos; Northeast Thailand; the Terai of Nepal: and Madagascar’s middle
west—Fujisaka (1994) has this general description of rainfed lowland rice systems:
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The rainfed lowland rice ecosystem is difficult and heterogeneous: and although its
farmers are generally poor as a result, the shifting risks and uncertainties provided by the
farmer and the corresponding adaptations developed by the latter probably illustrate
farmer science at its best. Slight differences in elevation between fields result in different
soil and water conditions; and therefore in farmer management strategies tailored to each
plot. Rainfall, the key, varies each season — not necessarily so much in terms of absolute
amount — but in terms of the timing of its onset and cessation, and in terms of periods of
drought or flooding within. Rainfed lowland rice farmers survive by mastering the
different calculus imposed by a tricky environment.

With respect to deepwater rice (DWR) in Cambodia, the seasonal flood is a principal factor determining the success of the DWR crop. The flood—the timing of
accession, rate of rise, maximum depth and timing of recession—affects all Cambodian DWR fanners. DWR grows best where the flood rises no faster than 10 cm/day
and has a gentle current (Lando and Mak 1994b).
In Madagascar, farmers practice longer term crop rotations on upland fields.
Fields are fallowed 1-5 years. Upland rice was sown in October-November, handweeded one to three times as necessary, and harvested in March-April. Maize harvest
spanned early February (green maize) to late June for cobs “stored” on the stalks in
the field (allowing farmers to complete lowland rice harvest, threshing, and harvesting of other upland corps). Farmers reported difficulty in obtaining sufficient labor
for harvesting, transporting, and threshing. In the aggregate, farmers had different
cultivars suited to upland; lowland rainfed and irrigated conditions, both short- and
long-duration cultivars, and both traditional and improved materials (Fujisaka 1990).
To understand household food security and well-being in different fragile ecosystems, a rice cropping calendar is not enough (Verdonk and Vrieswijk 1992). We need
to put together information which would depict the following:
labor allocation calendar
food consumption calendar
illness calendar
income calendar
expenditure calendar
gender roles calendar.
When these calendars are superimposed on the basic cropping calendar, we will
discover periods of plenty and scarcity; peaks of labor; conflicting demands for labor
and land use; time for earning and time for borrowing; seasonality of malnutrition;
time for selling and time for spending etc. We might also discover that the period of
food scarcity coincides with peak of labor demand and of frequent illness; that gender
roles differ at different periods in the calendar such as when adult males engage in
non-farm wage labor elsewhere, women have to assume most of the farm activities;
that some households sell rice soon after harvest when the price is low and purchase
rice before the next harvest when the price is high.
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Land use and land tenure diversities in diverse ecosystems
In characterizing irrigated, rainfed, upland, and flood-prone ecosystems, each one is
treated as a particular ecosystem ostensibly managed by four different groups of
farmers known as irrigated farmers, rainfed, upland or flood-prone farmers. But in
real life, it is not unusual for farm households to manage more than one ecosystem. In
other words, there are farm households who are engaged in cross-ecosystem farming.
Lando and Mak’s baseline survey in Cambodia (Lando and Mak 1991) provides one
picturesque illustration of this phenomenon:
Despite the prominence of the dry season crop in the area irrigated by the Srey Amphal
system, the srok (District) is agriculturally diverse. Farmers have access not only to dry
season rice land: but also rainfed lowland rice land; cash cropping fields on islands in the
Mekong river; upland fields for rainfed maize and other cash crop production; household
garden plots and occasional specialty agricultural fields such as reservoirs for lotus
farming. Diverse kinds of cash cropping practiced provide substantial portion of the
agricultural income of farm families in the District. Farmers cultivate fruit and betel for
sale in their household gardens; rainy season maize, mungbeans and vegetables in the
upland fields; diverse vegetable cultivation on island fields in the Mekong river and
sugarcane and tobacco in fields between Route I and the bank of the Mekong River.
Cattle, and to a lesser extent buffalo are abundant in the District. Only some farmers use
cattle as draft animals because sale of calves is an important source of income.

Rainfed lowland rice tends to be dispersed, isolated locations. Flood recession
rice land is granted yearly on a rotating basis. Island field is the most desirable cash
cropping land (small but fertile garden crops). Lake fields and uplands fields grow
maize and vegetables.
An individual rainfed lowland rice farmer may be managing fields which fall into:
Rainfed shallow—favorable; rainfed shallow—drought prone; rainfed shallow—
drought and submergence prone; rainfed shallow—submergence prone; and rainfed
medium deep—waterlogged. All within a single land allocation which may not
exceed 1-2 ha. Farmers in deep water rice had 30-40% of their lands in rainfed lowland rice.
Traditional rainfed lowland rice varieties are chosen to best suit field levels:
Upper field—Early maturing varieties which are drought tolerant; subsistence
rices with good volume expansion; these are harvested at the time when stock of
stored rice is lowest.
Medium field—Late maturing varieties; good cooking quality and heavy grain
weight.
The dispersed nature of individual land allocations over 3 different fields with a
small size of 1.14 ha. and an average of 7 different plots increases the problem of varietal management. The small farm size means farmers cannot grow sufficient rice for
subsistence each year. As a matter of fact, 35% of households do not have sufficient
rice.
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The current system of land allocation originated from the Krom sammaki solidarity group which was the collective agricultural production unit to which each farm
belonged from 1982-1989. By 1989, the influence of Kroms was on the wane and by
the end of the year, they were defunct. However, this organization played a direct role
in farmers' land allocations and is still the focus for cooperative labor. Krom sammaki
lands were allocated to each family from each field type— a proportionally equal
share of each field type was received by all members of Krom sammaki. The intent
was to avoid an unfair allotment of a large portion of the more fertile desirable middle
or low fields to individual families. This organization has a profound effect on farmers' differential access to the size and diversity of their land allocations as well as the
nature of dry season agriculture in the system. They have allocations of irrigated dry
season rice land; rainfed rice land and garden crop land.
Another very complex household organization in relation to farming systems
under different environmental conditions is described in some detail by Bhuktan
(1990).
The major findings based on intensive studies of 18 rural communities from the
central region of Nepal to represent different agroecological subzones are as follows:
(1) The two agroecozones are mountain (upper hills, intermediate and foothills) and
Tarai (inner and center). There are 10 different land topographies with more favorable areas as altitude decreases.
(2) Although all 204 households were land owners, half of the land they cultivated
belonged to somebody else. They tilled other's land under legal tenancy, sharecropping and contract farming arrangements. Land constraint was more serious
among mountain than Tarai households. Usually a household engages in multiple
tenurial arrangements as a risk-adjustment strategy. Land fragmentation was such
that a hectare was made up of 5 parcels with average distance of 0.86 km. Farm
households have to engage in multiple types of labor, power and water arrangements to avail of resources for crops grown in distantly located parcels. Crops
have to be organized differently in the ecologically different land parcels.
(3) Socioeconomically a debt-free land-owning household was considered farming
under favorable conditions. Almost all households were indebted in different
degrees from multiple sources, with multiple credit arrangements and interest
rates. Ninety per cent of mountain households and 80% of Tarai households were
indebted and therefore farming under less favorable socioeconomic conditions.
(4) The average household grew 35 food and 31 non-food crops belonging to 13 crop
sectors organized temporally and spatially into 7 distinct cropping patterns in less
than 1 ha of fragmented farm land. Food crops consist of grain staples, pulses, oil
crops, vegetables etc. Non-food crops include fodder, fiber, fuel, fence building
materials, medicine, narcotics etc. All households grew some crops from all sectors, irrespective of ecological variations in their land. All parts of the crop-plants
are used in the household and every crop was multi-purpose. The food crops also
served several other non-food purposes.
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(5) All Tarai and 90% of mountain households grew rice as 13 spatio-temporal types
in 28 intra-crop combinations. Two-hundred-four households grew 56 rice varieties (14 modern varieties (MVs) and 42 local varieties) in 65 different varietal
combinations. Two-third of households had fitted MVs in half of their rice fields.
(6) The complex organization of diverse crops had resulted into 77 different cropping
patterns. An average household had 7 cropping patterns. Diverse cropping pattern
is not just due to bio-physical environment but also for sociocultural reasons.
Numerous types of crops were pushed into the base crop as dictated by specific
household needs. One of the important criteria that farmers used in selecting a
crop was its capacity to accommodate other crops. Maturity: period and sowing
time were seriously considered to avoid any constraining effects on the preceding,
succeeding, and/or simultaneous cropping. Different by-products were provided
at different seasonal intervals.
(7) Each type of animal was kept for a specific use. Eleven types of animals were kept
by 204 households organized into 30 different livestock patterns. Animals were
reared for food, fertilizer, power, fuel, medium of exchange, means of repaying
debt and collateral for credit.
(8) Since farm yard manure (FYM) is a highly valued source of nutrient for crop
farming, households had to organize livestock farming in relation to crop farming.
FYM is applied annually but Tarai had greater use for fuel, hence FYM was
applied only in alternate years.
(9) Most households acquired water for irrigation from private property, common
property, and government property arrangements.
In India, Grewal and Johl (l991) report that most of the rainfed states have higher
proportion of scheduled castes and scheduled tribes engaged in farming and the proportion of small and marginal operations is also high. They also had lower literacy
levels and higher proportions of female labor input in farm operations, 17% in Punjab
while rainfed states like Madhya Pradesh and Kerala where it was 42% and 64%
respectively for paddy crop. Gupta (1991) has also said that in a rainfed economy it is
not the crop but the livestock which is the main anchor of the household survival system in dry regions. Within livestock, the small ruminants, i.e. sheep and goats, are
owned by more vulnerable groups compared with the rest. Once this is recognized the
primacy of fodder, whether from grasslands, trees, or crop residues, vis-a-vis grain
becomes clear. As has been described earlier for Nepal, Gupta (1991) notes:
... different social classes of rural households have chosen different combinations of
crop, livestock, tree and other enterprises in different ecological regions. The historical
experience, accumulated debts/deficits or surplus in the household budgets, technology,
successive or alternate losses or gains besides future expectations are some of the major
factors which affect household perception of high risk environment, access to factor and
product markets, kinship networks, intra and inter household risk adjustment options.,
public and common property survival systems help in defining micro limits of the niches
of technological suitability.
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Shifting cultivation in the upland in countries like the Philippines seems to have
reached a point of “no return” or “little return” with declining levels of crop production and soil degradation. Campilan (1994) describes the situation as one of shorter
fallow period; shorter cultivation cycle; smaller farm size; limited cropping system
with a shift from planting cereals to root crops; increased erosion; cogon infestation
and insufficient labor supply. Toward a more socially tolerant environment for the
short fallow system, some people decide to cultivate farms in the more remote upland
areas which have been left generally idle. Although this is more laborious, the practice avoids social conflict by not directly competing with others for available land.
Security of land tenure has always been assumed to have an impact on adoption of
sustainable agricultural practices. The evidences are still scanty and the conditions
under which this relationship holds are rather ambiguous. At any rate, upland farmers
also exhibit various tenurial arrangements such as: claimant cultivators in public
lands; owner-cultivators in private lands; tenants in both public and private lands; and
farmers with mixed tenures. The latter cultivate several parcels of land under varied
tenure systems (Cornesta et al 1986). What is worth noting is the tendency of farmers
who have both upland and lowland parcels to dispose of the upland parcels in case of
dire need such as illness etc. Clearly, the lowland is of higher value to the farm household.
The connection between tenure security and adoption of different crop management practices in the uplands is important not only for the upland households themselves but also for the continuing productivity of the lowland. But the interactions
between the biophysical and the socioeconomic variables need to be better understood.
In sum, people in unfavorable ecosystems also live under unfavorable socioeconomic conditions including increasingly limited access to land. These areas can be
characterized as DCR in Chambers’ (cited in Campilon 1994) terminology: diverse
environments; complex farming systems; and risk-prone production conditions. To
these, we add varied labor and land tenure systems ranging from the egalitarian intentions of countries who have just decollectivized: to less favorable sharing arrangements under tenancy; decreasing farm size; land fragmentation but increasing land
consolidation in others; higher incidence of true landlessness etc. Unlike in the past,
the present agricultural landless are those who have no access to land to cultivate, let
alone own.
Myanmar seems to be an exception to this trend, as Hossain and Oo (1994) point out:

Myanmar is one of the few rice growing countries in Asia with abundant natural
resources and substantial excess capacity in agricultural production. Only 9.9 out of an
estimated 67.7 million ha of land area has been brought under crop cultivation, with only
one-fourth of the net sown area having mixed or multiple cropping. Nearly half of the
country is under forest and woodland.
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Labor allocations and labor arrangements
From the review of farm- and village-level diagnostic studies in unfavorable ecosystems in Laos, Cambodia, Nepal, Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam, Madagascar, and
India, labor shortage is commonly cited as a constraint in farm activities and a deterrent to adoption of crop management practices such as green manuring, economic
threshold levels for IPM, weeding, nutrient management etc. Because of this labor
constraint, the diagnostic studies suggest that very careful attention be given to labor
requirements in the design and development of more productive technologies. Quite
often the romanticism of low-input technologies means high-labor expenditures. But
the real puzzle lies in the phenomenon of people plenty but labor short. At the macro
level, these countries are still characterized by relatively high rates of population
growth and/or large populations. Where are all these people demographers say we
have lots of? There are several likely explanations for this puzzling phenomenon:
complex and labor-demanding but low-yielding production systems; competition
from off-farm jobs and non-farm livelihood opportunities; low energy levels of farming households; limited availability of non-human power sources; unattractiveness of
farming particularly to the young; rural-urban migration; lack of labor-saving but
knowledge intensive practices; high proportion of young school-age population who
are deliberately being educated out of farming, and shifting labor arrangements from
cooperativete/xchange toward hired labor paid in cash.
For a glimpse of what is happening to labor arrangements, we present the following as illustrations:
In Northern Laos where shifting cultivation is still practiced, Fujisaka (1994)
reports that cooperative work groups decide the shift from lands being cultivated to a
fallowed area for the next season’s cultivation. Cambodia probably exhibits more varied arrangements than other countries. For rainfed lowland rice, the primary source of
labor outside the household is exchange labor despite the difficulty of scheduling labor
exchanges for rainfed cropping operations. Households that exchange labor did so primarily with former members of their Krom sammaki. Plowing is done individually or
cooperatively. Weeding is exclusively family labor. Transplanting makes the greatest
use of cooperative labor. Threshing is family and cooperative labor and although harvesting is cooperative, labor scheduling is difficult hence family labor is resorted to for
varieties of different maturities (Lando and Mak 1994a).
Exchange labor is important in deepwater rice but hiring labor for harvesting and
transplanting is now routinely done. Labor requirements often conflict with those for
other crops. For example, labor required for plowing DWR fields is at the same time
needed to prepare for early wet-season cash cropping in rainfed lowland rice fields
(Lando and Mak 1994b).
Bhuktan’s Nepalese study (Bhuktan 1990) shows that the average household
combines 75% of household labor; 18% exchange and 7% hired labor. Seventy-nine
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per cent of labor is allocated for staple food and rice received the maximum labor
allocation. More than half of the households plow with their own oxen; 35% use
exchange animals and 12% hire animals. Pure Brahmins have cultural taboos against
plowing land with oxen so they hire non-Brahmins. Mountain households use more
exchange labor than in the Tarai where more hired labor is used. Furthermore,
mountain crop farm is three-fifth female labor while Tarai is three-fifth male labor.
In Madagascar, labor is increasingly hired; communal cooperative efforts are
minimal or non-existent. Exchange labor continues only in smaller, usually poorer
but more egalitarian communities (Fujisaka 1990).
Thailand’s response to the tighter labor market is mechanization. Farmers tend to
hire others for almost every farming task. Farmers also rent out the land to those who
have smaller farms or lower quality land because the latter have smaller land-labor
ratio than the former. This results in an active land rent market. In the dry season
farmers will also rent out part of their land for vegetable and watermelon growers.
The largest group of farmers tends to grow the least labor-intensive crops so it will
have more time for non-agricultural employment (Poapongsakorn 1994).
Vietnam’s underlying principle of equality among households was applied in the
reallocation of field crop land. Tenants who make up about 12 percent of total farmers
practice leasing-in to use more labor or leasing-out for those who have insufficient
labor. Market transactions also enable farmers to consolidate their landholding in
accordance with their farming capacity and eliminate the prevalence of tiny, scattered
plots to promote large-scale farm operations (Chung and Weber 1994).
Exchange labor has practically disappeared in Philippine lowland-rice but some
of it is still practiced in the uplands. But the most important change in labor arrangements is the shift in rice harvesting systems, from the share of the threshed crop for
the harvester (Hunusan) under an open policy of every villager being allowed to participate in harvesting, to the gama system which limits participation in harvesting to
those who weed for free in order to receive a share of the output of a certain plot (Hayami et al 1988).
Broadly speaking, family, exchange and cooperative labor are the major labor
arrangements in unfavorable areas particularly in countries where decollectivization
has taken place and where alternative non-agricultural employment is limited. However, hired labor paid in cash or kind has already taken over some specific tasks. Farm
households practice 2 or 3 different labor arrangements for different farm operations,
different crops and different ecosystems. For industrializing economies, hired labor
has become the standard practice along with mechanization, leasing in or leasing out
of land as ways of adjusting to labor shortage.
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Gender roles in rice farming systems
Twelve years after the conference on women in rice farming systems, there is a host
of studies providing empirically-based evidences from gender role studies in unfavorable areas in the Philippines, Indonesia, Thailand, Bangladesh, Nepal, India, Cambodia, Vietnam, Japan and Korea (Paris and del Rosario 1993, Shinawatra and
Pitackwong 1994, Paris et al 1992, Chi et al 1995, Alcober 1992, Morales et al 1993,
Escalada et al 1992, Padermchai and Shinawatra 1992, Paris et al 1994a,b, Paris
1992, 1993, Paris and Carangal 1993). They tell us that: women play a major role in
rice farming systems not only in terms of physical labor but also in supervisory and
managerial roles in many of the tasks they carry out. The significance of their role
expands considerably when non-rice, off-farm, and non-farm activities are taken into
account. In other words, rice farming systems owe their productivity and continuing
viability to women. Because women are not exempt from traditional female household and family responsibilities, even when they are actively involved in farming
operations, it is no exaggeration to say that, in total, women spend more hours working than men.
Besides the general trend identified regarding the quantity of female labor input,
there are several other research findings about fragile lives in fragile lands:
Females from landless households spend more hours working as wage laborers in
rice than females from farming households.
The demand for female labor in non-rice and non-farm activities is higher in unfavorable than in favorable areas.
Of the total annual off-farm income, women contribute more than men. However
in non-farm activity, men spend more time than women.
Among female-headed households their contribution to rice production is higher
than male-headed households.
Stressed environments have consequences not only on rice yields but drought also
affects people — especially women. With low productivity, men migrate in search
of work and women have to take over the management of farms. Increasing the
demand for female labor in rice production, processing, animal care, collection of
animal fodder and fuelwood may lead to changes in cooking practices (fewer
meals), less time devoted to child care and breast-feeding. During periods of
drought, the problem of looking for food and collecting animal fodder are mainly
borne by women (Paris et al 1994c).
Although there are places where gender roles are rigidly defined, Tisch and Paris
(1994) found that labor substitution between Filipino farming husbands and
wives occurs in response to economic pressures rather than restricted by predetermined gender roles. Work roles are more fluid than suspected.
Unlike many other gender studies, the WIRFS (Women in Rice Farming Systems) research program and network went beyond gender analysis and tried to iden-
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tify and/or develop technologies which would make the role of women more
productive, reduce drudgery, increase income and improve the knowledge, skills and
status of women. In this regard, Paris (1994) asks the question: “Do agricultural technologies help or hurt poor farm women?” Her own reply to this question is as follows:
Assessment of the employment implications of labor saving has to be done in a holistic
sense rather than within the marginal confines of the farm operations under question. In
several instances, reduction in labor for one operation may lead to an increase in labor
for other operations and hence the net effect on employment may be smaller than
originally perceived. Also, people, especially poor households. are flexible, they move
and adjust as market opportunities open up.

What does the future hold for agricultural labor and rice farming systems in unfavorable areas? Pingali’s analysis of agricultural diversification and commercialization (Pingali 1994) concludes that:
The opportunities for dry season diversification in the rainfed lowlands and the deep
water areas is limited by water availability. A similar situation is faced by upland areas
which depend on level and distribution of rainfall. It is important to remember that even
with increased commercialization and diversification trends, rice will continue to be the
most important staple food in Asia, in relative and absolute terms.

Korea best exemplifies this pattern. According to Park (1994), the crop area for
rice has remained virtually constant at 1.2 million hectares for the past 30 years but
agricultural labor has declined as rural-urban migration accelerated. By 1990, 18% of
6.7 million farmers were over 60 years old and 34% of farmers were between 20 and
50 years old. Younger and better educated household members have migrated out of
the rural community, leaving women and elderly people in farming. Accompanying
this reduction in the agricultural labor force is increased mechanization, fertilizer use
and cost of farm labor. Similar trends can be observed in Thailand (Poapongsakom
1994) and Indonesia (Pasandarad and Sayaka 1994) as non-agricultural employment
opportunities expand. Of course Japan has been on this path much earlier. Kada and
Kada (1985) show a predominance in part-time farming while the labor force is aging
and the proportion of women in the older age groups is also increasing. Ohki (1985)
points out that despite mechanization, the number of hours devoted by women per
household per year has remained unchanged since 1965. As a result, accidents caused
by machinery and chemicals have frequently occurred and health problems caused by
the increase in stress due to the rapid change of technology and life style have
appeared. Farm women have three urgent demands: more chances to acquire knowledge and skills for better agricultural management; guarantees of individual free
time; and security in old age.
On the issue of gender, nothing can be more fascinating than to find out what is
happening to farm women in countries moving toward a market economy.
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Sharing and managing genetic resources
One virtue of fragile lands is the diversity they offer in terms of rice varieties, growing
conditions, varietal preferences and uses, and crop and farming system mixes. Not
many farmers purchase seeds. They usually plant seeds from previous harvest or
exchange with neighbors and friends on a shared and reciprocal basis. At the moment,
we do not know much about the dynamics of informal rice seed systems and seed
exchange and how farmers manage genetic diversity at the farm level. We find it rather
curious that seeds which are the source of life of plants and of people have not received
as much research attention. The relatively new interest in the relationship of seed health
and seed management to crop yield is therefore a welcome addition to the research
agenda. We hope the social components of seeds particularly in fragile land will be
incorporated in this so we can better understand how seeds function as medium of
exchange, sharing of hope, and a way of maintaining diversity even as they also serve as
valuable bearers of local knowledge but perhaps also of disease and weeds.
At the international level, Plant Genetic Resources (PGR) might be the last of our
common heritage which is still being shared and INGER (International Network for
Genetic Evaluation of Rice) is a beautiful illustration of humanity working together
for our common future in a world filled with social conflicts, tribal wars, and fierce
competition over control of natural resources. We must continue to share even as
countries declare national sovereignty over PGR.

Fragile lives in fragile lands: a capsule scenario
Our review of eight scenarios in fragile lands in rice-growing countries leads us to the
following observations and extrapolations:
1. There are contraindications to the arguments for concentrating research resources
only on irrigated systems. The latter are showing signs of vulnerability while
unfavorable areas, despite their fragility have become the destination of those in
search of a place to live their lives even in poverty. These ecosystems are not
likely to fade away in the foreseeable future. As the 1993 IRRI Program Report
points out: “Even for Thailand as a fast-growing economy, deep water rice
(DWR) farmers want to continue growing this rice because there is little alternative employment and DWR is the only crop that can survive in the wet season. A
similar situation exists in Bihar State where there are 18 flood-prone districts
which support 40 million people.”
2. As a bridge of interdependence between the rural and urban sectors, rice is
increasingly being consumed more by the urban than the rural population and proportionately more by the non-poor than the poor. The urban poor have limited
purchasing power while the rural poor do not harvest enough to eat. In the meantime, urban remittances support farm households and even purchase rice inputs.
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3. Rice growing is part not just of a cropping or farming system but of a livelihood
system which includes non-farm sources and social mechanisms for coping with
food insecurity.
4. Seasonal calendars reflect periods of plenty and of scarcity; of malnutrition: of
labor demand; of cash flows; of illness; of migration in search of work; of feasts
and celebrations etc. Rhythms of life are determined by the interrelatedness of
livelihood sources; of caste and class and the household’s stage in the family life
cycle.
5. A purely rice-growing household probably will not survive in an unfavorable
environment. At the household level, there are diverse uses of land; diverse tenure
systems for different crops, livestock, and trees in different ecosystems, often in
more than one parcel of land not always contiguously located. Many such farm
households can be better described as cross-ecosystem farmers.
6. The agricultural labor situation in several countries can be characterized by the
phenomenon we labelled people plenty but labor short. Labor constraint which is
a problem repeatedly cited has implications for the nature of technologies which
will be developed and assessed for their adoptability.
7. Without any doubt, women contribute substantially not only to rice production
but also to non-rice; non-crop; off-farm and non-farm activities in addition to traditional household roles. But even more significant in urbanizing societies is the
tendency for the young and educated to migrate to the city, leaving behind older
men and women to do the farming. This picture of an aging labor force accompanied by increasing feminization of farming is taking place in Japan and Korea.
Thailand and Indonesia seem to be on a similar path. For countries on the road to
market economy, the impact on women’s roles can amount to a major social transformation.
8. The social aspects of seed sharing and exchange and the dynamics of on-farm
management of genetic diversity are little understood. It could be an exciting venture to deliberately promote something like a local INGER along the lines of traditional reciprocity.
Is there a role for social science? Along with biophysical characterization of ecosystems, we must find patterns in livelihood systems; develop quality of life profiles
against which farming practices will be diagnosed and doable technologies designed
interactively with those who are expected to adopt the. All these together will hopefully provide us the state of human well-being and will enable us to assess the likely
and actual impact of any changes introduced and/or adopted. With the availability of
analytical tools for dealing with complexities, the task should not be an impossible
one. At any rate, we are through doing the easy things.
Spectacular successes in the past three decades may not be replicable in unfavorable environments but incremental changes can make a lot of difference where low
productivity, degrading resource base, and poverty are everyday facts of life.
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Finally, if our shared mission is one of working: “To sustain the poor, feed the
hungry; and protect the environment” nowhere can this mission be best and most
directly operationalized than in fragile lands where fragile lives await the fulfilment
of promises for a better life. For most of them, life can never be better without rice.
They deserve the best of science and scientists to take them there.
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Natural resource and
environmental consequences of
rice production
P. Crosson

Current projections of Asian population and income growth suggest that the critical
period for rice production systems will be in the short to medium term—to about,
say, 2005. After that, slower population growth and per capita income levels such
that per capita rice consumption may begin to decline would likely pose a much
reduced challenge to production. Over the next 10 years, however, persistent
problems of increasing yields in intensively cultivated systems where yields are now
high could raise serious questions about the ability of rice producers to satisfy
demand at acceptable economic and environmental costs. Pressure to increase
production in rainfed lowland and upland areas could result in not only rising
economic costs but also higher environmental costs associated with increased soil
erosion and use of agricultural chemicals. Institutional constraints could make
problems of dealing with the environmental costs particularly difficult. Meeting the
challenge will require increased natural and social science research. It may make
sense also to examine policies to open up the rice trading system, encouraging
countries where the yield barrier appears intractable to import rice from those where
barriers to Increased yields have not been encountered so far.

Rice production occurs in four agroecological environments: irrigated, mostly in
lowlands; rainfed upland and lowland areas; and so-called deepwater areas along rivers and in deltas where production is based on annual flooding. The natural resource
and environmental consequences of rice production in the four environments depend
in part on the levels of production in those environments. These levels, in turn,
depend on global demands for rice and on the percentage share of each environment
in satisfying those demands. These shares reflect the competitive strength of the several environments relative to one another in satisfying rice demand. The four environments thus constitute an integrated production system. Consequently, assessment of
the natural resource and environmental consequences of rice production in any one of
the environments must take account of the consequences in the others as well.
This perspective dictates the structure of this paper. I begin with a brief sketch of a global demand scenario for rice, although because 90% of rice production and consumption

is in Asia, essentially the scenario is for that region. The sketch is brief because that is all I
need, and other papers at this conference treat future demand in detail.

A demand scenario
Rice “utilization”, which includes all uses of rice, not just that for human consumption, rose at an average annual rate of 3.5% per year from 1975/76 to 1980/81, at 2.7%
per year from 1980/81 to 1985/86, and at 1.6% per year from 1985/86 to 1991/92
(USDA 1992). The falling rate of increase in utilization over the 16-year period
occurred despite a decline in the price of rice.
Mitchell and Ingco (1993) project that global consumption of rice will continue to
increase at an average rate of 1.6% from 1990 to 2010. This rate is the same as the
United Nations medium projection for world population over that period. Mitchell
and Ingco thus implicitly assume no global increase in per capita consumption of rice
over the 20-year period. But 90% of global rice consumption is in Asia, so it is more
useful to compare the Mitchell and Ingco projection of consumption with the UN’s
projection of population in Asia, which is 1.5% per year between 1990 and 2010
(United Nations 1991). The Mitchell and Ingco projection thus probably implies
some small increase in per capita rice consumption in Asia.
Mitchell and Ingco assume that per capita income growth in Asia will continue to
be vigorous (as do Agcaoili and Rosegrant 1994), so it is plausible to believe that any
increase in per capita rice consumption in Asia over the next decade will be small.
The reason, as Mitchell and Ingco (1993) argue at some length, with many citations to
the literature dealing with changing patterns of per capita rice consumption in Asia, is
that as per capita income rises from very low levels per capita rice consumption at
first increases, but then levels off and eventually declines as consumer preferences
shift to wheat and animal products, and fruits and vegetables. In the Mitchell and
Ingco scenario, per capita consumption of rice increases with rising income in some
very poor developing countries, but in others with higher income, per capita consumption levels off or declines. The net outcome is the abovementioned projection of
no change in per capita consumption between 1990 and 2010 on a global scale, and
probably no more than a small increase in Asia over that period. Agcaoili and
Rosegrant (1994) project global demand for all grains to increase 1.6% annually from
1988 to 2010. Like Mitchell and Ingco (1993), Agcaoili and Rosegrant argue that as
per capita income increases above some level, per capita demand for rice grows more
slowly than demand for other grains. In a number of important rice-consuming countries, per capita income is evidently above this level already, and by 2010 others also
will probably exceed it. The Agcaoili and Rosegrant projection for all grains therefore implies less than 1.6% annual growth in global demand for rice between 1988
and 2010.
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Crosson and Anderson (1992) projected rice consumption in the developing
countries to increase 1.3% annually from 2005 and 2030. I now consider this projection to be too high. There are two reasons. The UN’s medium population projection
for Asia is 1% per year for 2005-2010 (UN 1991), so the Crosson and Anderson projection for rice in that period would imply some increase in per capita consumption.
(This assumes that almost all rice consumption will continue to be in Asia.) Such an
increase now seems implausible, given the Mitchell and Ingco (1993) argument that
as per capita income increases, per capita rice consumption reaches a peak, then levels off or declines.
The second reason I now think that the Crosson and Anderson demand projection
for rice may be too high is an argument put by Seckler (1994) that the UN’s low population projection for the 35 years 1990 to 2025 is more likely than its medium projection, the one used by Mitchell and Ingco (1993). Seckler asserts that the principal
reason for the differences among the UN’s high, medium, and low projections is different assumptions about rates of fertility decline in developing countries. Seckler
argues that the fertility rate assumptions underlying the UN’s low projection are in
fact more in accord with recent experience than those underlying either the medium
or high projections. Moreover, Seckler argues, the “modernization” process as it
bears on fertility is spreading rapidly in the developing countries. The major components of “modernization” are “ ... women‘s education and liberation, urbanization,
rising per capita income, decreasing infant mortality rates, and, not least, radio and
television” (Seckler 1994). According to Seckler, the recent spread of modernization
has been at a pace hardly imaginable even a decade ago.
The UN’s (1991) low projection has global population increasing at 0.8% annually between 2005 and 2025. On the plausible assumption that per capita rice consumption would decline over this period, total consumption would grow at something
less than 0.8% annually, substantially less than in the Crosson and Anderson (1992)
projection of 1.3%.
This view of the future suggests that the problem of increasing rice production at
satisfactory economic and environmental costs in response to rising demand will be
more severe over the next decade than over the subsequent period. That is to say,
achieving a satisfactory response to annual demand growth of 1.6% over the next decade should be more difficult than in the 10 or 20 years after that when annual demand
growth now looks to be 1% or less. Given this aspect of the demand scenario, the
main focus of the discussion here is the period to 2005.

Rice production environments
Rice production environments are classified as irrigated lowlands, rainfed lowlands,
rainfed uplands, and deepwater. Estimates of the amounts of land and production in
each environment vary slightly, depending on the source. Table 1 gives a composite
set of estimates drawn from several such sources.
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Table 1. Estimates of land areas and rice production from irrigated lowlands, rainfed
lowlands, rainfed uplands, and deepwater ecosystems.
Land type

Production
Million ha

% of total

Million t

% of total

378

73

78

53

Rainfed lowlands

38

26

88

17

Rainfed uplands

19

13

23

4

Deepwater

12

8

29

6

Total

47

100

51 8

100

Irrigated

Sources: Total land and production are 3 year averages for 1990-1992 from USDA (1992). The distribution of
the totals among irrigated, lowlands, and uplands is based on IRRI (1992a,b, 1993) The numbers for deep
water are residual differences between the totals and the sums of the three other environments.

The environment of irrigated rice production
Over 90% of irrigated rice land is in Asia (Barker and Herdt 1979). In China and other
parts of East Asia virtually all rice land is irrigated (Barker and Herdt 1985). China,
with a little over 30 million ha of irrigated rice (FAO 1991) accounts for about 40% of
all irrigated rice land and for almost 45% of such land in Asia. Of the some 80 million
ha of rice land in South and Southeast Asia (USDA 1992) about one-third is irrigated
(Barker and Herdt 1985). Although irrigated rice production is found across all agroecological regions, it is concentrated in the subtropical regions of Asia (Zeigler et al
1994).
From Table 1 it can be calculated that, at 4.8 t/ha/year, irrigated rice yields are
twice the yields in rainfed lowlands and deepwater environments, and four times the
yields in rainfed uplands. The main reason for the yield differences, of course, is that
in rainfed and deepwater systems the high-yielding modern varieties (MVs) of rice
and the associated technology, e.g. high levels of fertilizer, usually are not profitable
to farmers, while in irrigated systems they are highly profitable. It is no surprise,
therefore, to find that in the mid-1980s MVs were planted on 95% of the land under
irrigation, but on only 40% of rainfed lowlands, and not at all on rainfed uplands and
deepwater systems (Byerlee 1994a).
Between 1965/67 and 1990/92 global rice production increased 95% and area harvested increased 17% (USDA 1992). The increase in area therefore accounted for
18% of the production increase, and higher yields, reflecting the widespread adoption
of MVs and the associated technology on irrigated land, accounted for 82%. Over the
10 years from the mid-1960s to the mid-1970s yield growth averaged 2.0% annually,
then accelerated to 2.5% from the mid-70s to the mid-80s. After the mid-80s, however, yield growth declined sharply, falling to l.4% per year from 1984/86 to 1992/94
and to 1.1% from 1988/89 to 1992/94 (USDA 1993).
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Yield is the average return to only one input, land. Its declining rate of increase
would not necessarily be troubling if returns to other inputs were increasing enough
that total productivity, the ratio of output to all inputs, continued to rise at a satisfactory rate. But this seems not to have been the case. Evidence indicates that, in the
1980s, total productivity growth in much of rice-growing Asia leveled off and then
declined (Byerlee and Pingali 1994, Cassman and Pingali 1995). Moreover, these
estimates of total productivity include only marketed outputs and inputs. If costs of
unmarketed damages to the environment, e.g., from erosion, were included among
the inputs, the growth of total productivity likely would have been less and its subsequent decline more pronounced.
The collapse of the rate of increase of yields and total productivity for rice has
aroused deep concern among researchers and policy people with responsibilities for
the rice economy. Should the recent relatively low rates of yield increase persist, it
would be impossible to meet the projected 1.6% annual increase in rice demand over
the next 10 to 15 years without bringing more land into rice production. High and
increasing land scarcity in much of Asia, the high costs of bringing more land under
irrigation, and the likelihood of rising environmental costs with additional land clearing in rainfed environments, suggest that expanding the area in rice would encounter
rising economic and environmental costs prejudicial to the welfare of Asian societies.
Given the dominance of irrigation in total production it seems apparent that the
sharp decline in the rate of yield increase in the 1980s occurred mainly in irrigated
areas, although I have not seen data bearing this out. The reasons for the decline are
much discussed in the literature but remain unclear. Pingali and Rosegrant (1994)
identified two such reasons: 1) declining rice prices discouraged investments in new
imgation projects and in rice research and extension; 2) diminishing returns to fertilizer and other non-land inputs used in intensive irrigated rice production. Pingali and
Rosegrant note that inflation-adjusted prices of rice have been on a declining trend
since the beginning of the century, with a particularly sharp decrease in the 1980s.
The lower prices weakened farmers’ incentive to apply more purchased inputs, which
slowed the rate of yield and total productivity increase. The declining price trend also
weakened incentives for both public and private investments in irrigation for rice production, and for public investments in research and extension.
These economic factors could plausibly account for the slowing rate of increase in
yields up to the mid-1980s, but it is not so clear that they explain the sharp fall in the
rate since then. One would expect the negative yield effects of declining investments
in irrigation, research and extension to be gradual, not precipitous. And Pingali and
Rosegrant (1994) do not present data on the amounts of purchased inputs applied by
farmers before and after the mid-1980s so one is not able to judge the likelihood that
declines in those inputs could account for the sharp post-mid-80s decline in yield and
total productivity growth since the mid-1980s.
It is interesting to note that the collapse in the rate of yield increase after the mid1980s coincided precisely with an almost equally sharp decline in the rate of increase
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in rice utilization. This is a bit of a puzzle. Given the decline in the increase in utilization, it is not surprising to observe a comparable decline in the increase in total production (USDA 1993). But why should the decline in the rate of production increase
take the form of slower yield growth, not a slower increase in the amount of land?
Perhaps the answer—this is pure speculation—is that the institutional conditions of
water supply and management on irrigated land in Asia make it more attractive to
farmers to reduce, or slow the increase, in production, when market conditions call
for that, by reducing applications of non-land inputs, thus reducing yield growth, than
by reducing the amount of land in production.
Whatever the answer to the question, the temporal association of the decline in
yield growth with the decline in the growth of utilization suggests that at least some of
the disappointing yield performance since the mid- 1980s is explained by farmer
responses to the demand side of rice markets. That is part of what Pingali and
Rosegrant (1994) said, although they did not make the particular demand side argument made here.
As already mentioned, Pingali and Rosegrant (1994) also single out environmental effects of long-term intensive cultivation as a factor in accounting for the decline
in the rate of yield growth. “Long-term intensive cultivation” here means continuous
cultivation on the same land of two or three crops of rice per year over a couple of
decades. Production under these conditions leads to “1) build up of salinity and waterlogging; 2) micronutrient deficiencies and increased incidence of soil toxicities; 3)
formation of a hardpan (subsoil compaction); 4) decline in soil nitrogen supplying
capacity; and 5) increased pest build-up and pest-related yield losses” (Pingali and
Rosegrant 1994). In their discussion of these effects Pingali and Rosegrant make a
persuasive argument why the effects can develop under long-term continuous rice
production and why they would adversely affect yields. The authors do not, however,
tie the development of the adverse effects to the specific experience with rice yield
growth over the last several decades or, more specifically, show why the effects
would cause the observed precipitous decline in yield growth since the mid-1980s.
The list of five adverse environmental effects on yields discussed by Pingali and
Rosegrant does not include sedimentation of irrigation systems resulting from soil
erosion. The authors, however, assert that such sedimentation has occurred in parts of
Asia and has reduced the service area of irrigation systems. Pingali and Rosegrant
link this result to the decline in rice prices relative to prices of other crops, saying that
the consequent switch to other crops intensified pressure on land in the upper watersheds of irrigation systems, leading to increased erosion and downstream sedimentation damage.
It is argued that erosion and resulting sedimentation also has significantly damaged irrigation systems for rice production in China, particularly in the northeastern
part of the country (Huang and Rozelle 1993). Deforestation resulting from population growth is given as the reason for the increase in erosion. According to Huang and
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Rozelle (1993) officials in Guangxi province “claim that more than 20% of their provincial irrigation systems have been destroyed or completely silted up by erosion,
leading to large declines in grain yields”. The area affected by salinity problems
increased from 7.3 million ha in 1985 to nearly 7.6 million ha in 1990 (Huang and
Rozelle 1993). These numbers represent about 25% of China’s irrigated rice area, but
the increase of 300,000 ha from 1985 to 1990 seems too small to have had much
effect in reducing the rate of rice yield increase in China since the mid-1980s.
Like Pingali and Rosegrant (1994), Huang and Rozelle (1993) argue that increasing the intensity of rice production, such as moving to 2 or 3 crops a year, can reduce
yields or yield growth by diminishing soil nutrient supplies, increasing soil toxicity
from use of pesticides, and increasing soil compaction by more use of tractors. A
study reported by Nambiar (1994) found the same negative yield effects of intensification in the Indian State of Orissa.
The literature describing the negative yield effects of increasing intensification of
rice production ascribe these effects to unfavorable changes in environmental conditions of production, e.g. salinity build-up, problems of maintaining soil nutrient supplies, increasing problems with insects, weeds and disease, etc. From an agronomy
standpoint, it is quite appropriate to call these unfavorable changes “environmental”
since the changes are in qualities of the soil, water, and pest populations. From the
standpoint of environmental economics, however, the environmental changes are
only those that impose costs on others than those that are responsible for them. The
productivity losses imposed on downstream farmers by increasingly saline irrigation
water passed to them by upstream farmers are an example of an environmental cost as
economists understand the term.
Byerlee (1992) gives two other examples of such environmental costs in the
Indian Punjab. Much irrigated production in that region is by drawing water from an
aquifer that underlies the area. The water is a “an open access” resource, meaning that
no individual or group has a property right in the water so no one can exclude anyone
else from using it. The consequence is that no farmer has incentive to take the future
value of the water into account when deciding how much to pump “today” because
the farmer has no assurance that such conserving behavior will increase the supply of
water available to him “tomorrow”. With every farmer acting in this way, the amount
of water pumped each year from the aquifer is socially excessive. From the economic
standpoint, this is an “environmental” cost because by his action each farmer imposes
economic costs on all other farmers, and on future generations to whom water will be
more scarce, and hence more costly,
The other example Byerlee (1992) gives of an environmental cost of irrigated production in the Indian Punjab is the increased health risk imposed on non-farm users of
groundwater polluted by infiltration of nitrates or pesticides from farmers’ fields. The
increased risk represents an environmental cost because the risk is borne not by the
farmers responsible for the groundwater pollution but by others who drink the water.
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The intensification of irrigated rice production involved a rapid increase in the use
of pesticides, particularly insecticides. Herbicides, because they substitute for labor,
were largely confined to East Asia, except China, where rural wage rates where relatively high, and rising (Barker and Herdt 1985). It is plausible that the increased use
of insecticides would have imposed higher environmental costs. i.e. damage to others
than the farmers who applied the insecticides, but convincing documentation of this is
hard to find. In a study of consequences of insecticide use in the Philippines, Antle
and Pingali (1994) found that the materials significantly injured the health of the
farmers and farm workers who applied them, with consequent negative effects on
productivity. These productivity losses, however, are economic, not environmental
costs of insecticides because the losses occurred on the farms where the insecticides
were used.
Note that the risk of insecticide use in the Philippines studied by Antle and Pingali
was the same as the risk of groundwater pollution reported by Byerlee (1992) in the
Indian Punjab: a threat to human health. However the threat in the Punjab represents a
true environmental cost, while that studied by Antle and Pingali is an economic cost.
The difference is that, in the Punjab, the threat is not to the particular farmers responsible for it, while the pesticide threat is borne by the farmers and the labor they may
hire who apply the pesticides.
Of course the distinction between environmental and economic costs in these two
cases is of no importance to the people whose health may actually have been
impaired. The distinction is important, however, for understanding the incentives that
lead farmers in the Punjab to down play, if not ignore, the threat and those studied by
Antle and Pingali (1994) to necessarily take it into account in deciding about the use
of pesticides. Understanding these incentives, in turn, is a condition for devising policies to reduce the threats.
Many of the costs imposed by deteriorating environmental conditions under
intensified rice production are economic, not environmental, as economists use these
terms. The costs are part of the on-farm costs of production in the same sense as the
costs to the farmer of labor, fertilizer, machinery, and other inputs that he buys or provides himself. Farmers thus have incentive to control or reduce the damages incurred
by intensified irrigated rice production. That they have so far not succeeded in doing
so—at least that seems to be the message of yield performance since the mid- 1980s—
must reflect lack of understanding of the problem, or lack of the resources needed to
act on the understanding.
In any event, there are strong arguments for believing that the increased intensity
of rice production in lowland irrigation environments in Asia contributed to slower
yield growth in the 1980s, thus tending to increase production costs, whether the costs
are considered to be environmental or economic. As they stand, however, the arguments do not seem sufficient to explain the sharp drop in the rate of yield increase over
the last 7 or 8 years, unless there is some kind of threshold yield effect of increasing
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intensification, which was passed in the mid-1980s. The literature reviewed in preparation of this paper revealed no such threshold. The explanation of the rice yield experience since the mid-1980s thus remains elusive, although the economic and
environmental factors identified by Pingali and Rosegrant (1994) seem likely to
prove important in whatever explanation finally emerges.
Rainfed lowland environments
Table 1 indicates that in the early 1990s these environments accounted for 38 million
ha (26%) of total land in rice and for 88 millions t (17%) of total production. In South
and Southeast Asia about one-third of rice land is in rainfed lowlands (IRRI 1992b).
In the mid-80s rainfed lowland rice yields averaged 2.3 t/ha/year, about half of
yields on irrigated land. The literature reviewed for this paper did not indicate the
yield experience of rainfed lowland rice over the last couple of decades, but yields on
some of this land must have increased because by the mid-1980s some 40% of lowland rainfed rice land was planted to modern rice varieties (MVs) (Byerlee 1994a).
The MVs have not been adopted more widely in this environment because over about
two-thirds of the area (Fujisaka 1990) the climate is adverse, soils are poor, many of
them suffering particularly from deficiencies of phosphorus and zinc (Zeigler et al
1994), and poverty among farmers makes it difficult for them to buy the fertilizers
and other inputs needed to make cultivation of the MVs profitable (IRRI 1992b).
Where MVs have not been adopted such production increase as has occurred has been
through bringing more land under cultivation. Cropping intensity has not increased;
neither has per capita production. Non-agricultural development in these non-MV
areas has been sluggish, not enough to absorb all entrants to the labor force, which has
put downward pressure on wage rates (Zeigler et al 1994).
Among the environmental limitations of the rainfed lowlands the variability of
rainfall may be most important in inhibiting wider adoption of MVs. Precipitation is
sufficiently erratic that over a few years farmers may face conditions varying from
severe drought to damaging floods. The resulting uncertainty weighs heavily in the
decisions farmers make whether to adopt MVs, and sharpens the risk of severe loss
where many farmers already are living close to the margin of subsistence (IRRI
1992a, Fujisaka 1990).
A study of more than 6 million ha of rainfed rice farming in Cambodia, Lao PDR,
Thailand, Nepal, and Madagascar found farmers confronting these various adverse
environmental conditions and coping with them more or less well, albeit at a low
level of productivity (Fujisaka 1990). Yields were low, and not tending to increase.
Soils generally suffered from deficiency of micronutrients and low pH. Most farmers
fertilized with farmyard manure. Supplies of this resource, however, are diminishing
because animal numbers are declining as farmers shift land out of pasture and forest
to produce crops. Moreover, deforestation has increased the demand for manure as
fuel.
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Population growth in the rainfed lowland areas is inexorably leading to more
intensive use of those lands. Farmers are shortening fallow periods to plant more rice,
and other crops (IRRI 1992a). Zeigler et al (1994) assert that increasing intensification of production in these areas can lead to the same pollution problems as in intensively cultivated irrigated areas. The authors do not say so but the statement
presumably applies to the 40% of the rainfed lowland area where MVs are planted
(Byerlee 1994a) since it is on that land that cropping intensity would be highest and
the use of fertilizers and pesticides most pronounced. It is not clear in the Zeigler et a1
statement whether “pollution” means off-farm damages of rice production, e.g.
through agrochemicals in runoff, or whether the damage is to the production site
itself. In the first case “pollution” is an environmental problem (for economists); in
the second it is an economic problem resulting from on-site degradation of the natural
resource base.
Most of the natural resource problems associated with rice production in this environment seem not to be consequences of production but rather to be inherent in the
environment itself, e.g. the uncertain precipitation and poor quality soils. Because
production is rainfed, salinity build-up and waterlogging cannot be major problems.
Consequently, depletion of already scarce soil nutrients may be the principal effect of
rice production on the natural resource base of rainfed lowland environments.
In the 40% of these environments where MVs are planted there may be some
environmental problems of agrochemicals in runoff, although I have seen nothing
indicating that the problems might be serious. In the 60% of the area where MVs have
not been adopted it is a fair inference that the environmental consequences of production probably are small. The low per hectare use of fertilizers and pesticides supports
the inference. And the relatively flat terrain on which production occurs in this area
suggests that soil erosion, hence off-farm sediment damage, is not a major problem;
at least it did not feature in the literature reviewed in preparing this paper.

Rainfed upland environments
In the mid-1980s these environments accounted for 19 million ha (13%) of total rice
land and for 23 million t (4%) of total production (see Table 1). At 1.2 t/ha/year, average yields in these environments are only one-half those in rainfed lowland areas and
only one-quarter of irrigated yields. Upland soils generally are well-drained but nutrient poor, and lack of soil moisture often is limiting to crop growth. Nearly 100 million
people, most of them at subsistence income levels, farm in these upland environments
(IRRI 1993).
The upland rice ecosystem in Asia is extremely diverse (IRRI 1993). Almost onefifth of the rice area is on slopes of 0-8% and about one-tenth on slopes of more than
30%. Annual rainfall varies from 1-4.5 m and soils vary from highly fertile volcanic
and alluvials to highly weathered, infertile, and acidic types. Phosphorus deficiency
is a main constraint on many of these upland soils. Only 15% of the soils are of the
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fertile type. Rice is often planted on plots of less than 0.5 ha, with most of the work
done by hand. Much of the rice area is in a shifting cultivation system with crops
planted for 1 or 2 years and a rotation period to previously cleared land of 3 to 10
years. Weed control is probably the main biological constraint faced by rice growers
in upland environments (IRRI 1993).
The poor growing conditions characteristic of the uplands and the poverty level of
most of the rural population have totally discouraged the adoption of MVs and the
associated technology in the area (Byerlee 1994b, IRRI 1993). Harrington (1993)
describes the uplands of Asia as “fragile”, meaning that under cultivation they are
vulnerable to irreversible damage, especially from erosion; that they are inaccessible
to lowland markets for agricultural inputs and outputs; and that they are highly heterogenous in their characteristics of climates, soils, terrain, and other natural features,
which inhibits the specialization in cropping that would promote higher productivity.
By all accounts erosion is the most serious natural resource and environmental
consequence of rainfed upland rice production. Zeigler et a1 (1994) assert that erosion
is the primary constraint to rice production in the sloping uplands of Thailand, Indonesia, and the Philippines. The constraint is not only felt on the land where the erosion
occurs. The resulting sediment loads may have severe negative effects on lowland
areas as a result of siltation of reservoirs and drainage ditches, and increased flooding
“ ... which can destroy very large lowland rice areas” (Zeigler et a1 1994, IRRI 1992a).
Zeigler et al (1994) and IRRI (1992a) attribute the increasing erosion in the rainfed
upland rice environment to the natural fragility of the environment, combined with
increasing population which, in the absence of technical change, has reduced fallow
periods and spurred deforestation so that more land could be planted to rice and other
crops. The argument is plausible. Yet the fact is that we have very little systematic
and comprehensive information about how much soil erosion is occurring in Asia or
what its soil productivity and environmental consequences might be. In a recent survey of present knowledge about the soil productivity effects of erosion in Asia,
Dregne (1992) states that:
Assessment of the permanent soil productivity loss due to human-induced erosion in
Asia is handicapped by the inadequacy of the data base. National reports of erosion
commonly deal in generalities, seldom cite sources of information, and rarely contain
maps delineating affected areas. If soil productivity loss is mentioned the basis for the
conclusion drawn usually is not stated.

With respect to China, Dregne states that, although most discussion of erosion and
its consequences have focused on the loess soils of the northern plateau, there is a
consensus that erosion is a problem in the hills of central and southern China also.
Data confirming the consensus are hard to find, but an aerial view suggests that erosion in the hills and mountains of that region appears to be responsible for silt-laden
streams in the watershed of the Yangtze river, east and southeast of the agriculturally
important Sichuan Basin. There is an abundant literature on erosion of the loess plateau soils. Sheet erosion has not much damaged productivity on the these soils
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because they are so deep. Large-scale gullying clearly has reduced productivity on
the gullied land, but the extent of the productivity loss is not known. Dregne cites
studies in India indicating that some 57% of the countries cropland ‘‘needs” conservation treatment, but what “needs” means here is not clear. Although “no areas of erasion-induced permanent soil productivity loss in Southeast Asia can be specifically
identified, there is little doubt that such areas exist. Thailand, Indonesia, Sarawak and
the Philippines certainly have experienced locally severe erosion and, probably, productivity loss” (Dregne 1992). Java, according to Dregne (1992), “ ... must be one of
the most eroded places in Asia, if not the world”. The Indonesian Government classifies some 1 million ha of cropland—about 8% of the total—as critically eroded,
meaning that the land, if not now, then soon, is so badly degraded that it will be unable
to sustain even subsistence agriculture. Extensive land clearing and cropping since
the end of World War II have resulted in severe erosion in some parts of the Philippines, leaving, according to one report, some 9 million ha of the country’s 13 million
ha of cropland eroded to some extent. As elsewhere in Asia, however, the extent of
the erosion-induced loss of productivity in the Philippines is not known.
A worldwide survey of land degradation done under the leadership of the International Soil Reference and Information Centre (ISRIC) in the Netherlands, showed
that 38% of the cropland in Asia, 20% of the permanent pasture, and 27% of forest
and woodland had suffered to some extent from human-induced land degradation
(Oldeman et a1 1991). Over 80% of the degradation was due to water and wind erosion, with water erosion about twice as important as erosion by wind. The survey categorized land degradation as light, moderate, and strong/extreme. Oldeman et a1
(1991) do not report the amount of land in each category in Asia, but on a global scale
38% of the land is lightly degraded (agricultural productivity reduced “somewhat”,
full restoration of productivity possible by local modifications in farming practices),
46% was moderately degraded (“greatly reduced” productivity, full restoration only
with major improvements beyond the means of farmers in developing countries), and
the rest (16%) strongly-to-extremely degraded (virtual total loss of agricultural productivity, restoration generally beyond the means of developing country governments). Asia accounted for almost one-third of the land in the ISIRC survey, so the
global percentages of degraded land by degree of degradation probably are reasonably representative of the situation in Asia.
Crosson and Anderson (1992) acknowledged the ISRIC survey as a major advance
toward improved information about land degradation, but they raised a question about
the degree of productivity loss involved in “moderate” degradation. The ISRIC survey
classified much of the land in the American midwest in this category. Crosson and
Anderson cited crop yield experience in that area over the last several decades and a
study by Crosson and Stout (1983) showing very low erosion-induced losses of productivity there as evidence that the ISRIC survey probably overstates the severity of
the erosion-productivity problem in that region. Crosson (1995) concluded that most
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of the global erosion-induced losses of soil productivity has occurred on the 16% of
the land the ISRIC survey showed to be severely-to-extremely degraded.
Both the Dregne and ISRIC surveys deal specifically with productivity effects of
erosion, Dregne nonetheless makes frequent references to the off-farm consequences
of sediment originating on farmers’ fields in Asia, e.g. diminished water quality, siltation of reservoirs, increased flooding, etc. The off-farm, hence environmental, costs
of sediment damages in Asia are no better known than the on-farm, hence economic,
costs of erosion-induced losses of soil productivity. The available anecdotal evidence
suggests to me that the environmental costs are higher than the economic costs, but
this is only a guess.
The 19 million ha of rainfed upland rice land is only 3.5% of agricultural land in
Asia (Oldeman et al 1991). However, upland areas generate substantially more erosion per hectare than land in general, so the contribution of rainfed upland rice production to total erosion in Asia must be more than 3.5%. Even if the contribution were
double or triple that number, however, it still would be small relative to the total erosion problem in Asia. The upland areas, however, must be responsible for practically
all the erosion resulting from Asian rice production generally. But, as the review of
current knowledge about erosion and its consequences indicates, there is no present
basis for judging how important the erosion-induced economic and environmental
costs of rainfed upland rice production may be.
Deepwater environments
In the mid-1980s these environments accounted for 12 million ha (8%) of the global
total of land in rice and for 29 million t (6%) of total rice production (see Table 1).
[IRRI (1992-93) estimates some 15 million ha of land in deepwater rice. The difference between this estimate and the 12 million ha given in the text is not significant for
this discussion.] At 2.4 t/ha/year deepwater rice yields were about the same as in
rainfed lowland production, about twice as much as rainfed upland yields, and half of
yields on irrigated land.
Deepwater rice is direct seeded or transplanted in the rainy season in flood plains
or in delta soils where flooding occurs to a depth of 50 to 300 cm (IRRI 1992a). Most
deepwater production is in the deltas of the major rivers of South and Southeast Asia
(Barker and Herdt 1985). The crop grows as the flood water rises and is harvested
after the water recedes. Because farmers have little control over the timing or extent
of flooding, deepwater rice production is subject to high uncertainty. This, and the
fact that many delta soils suffer from salinity and toxicity problems, probably
accounts for the fact that in the mid-1980s MVs were not planted in deepwater environments. Byerlee (1994a) indicates zero use of MVs in these environments. Despite
these generally unfavorable growing conditions, more than 100 million people are
dependent on deepwater rice production (IRRI 1992a).
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The natural resource and environmental consequences of deepwater rice production appear to be mild compared to the other three growing environments. Because
MVs are not grown in deepwater areas, use of agrochemicals is quite limited. It seems
a fair inference that environmental damage by these materials would be similarly limited. Given the relatively level terrain and conditions of production in deepwater
areas, erosion would not likely be a major problem. In any event it was not mentioned
as a problem in the literature reviewed for this paper.
Potential of the four environments for meeting the demand scenario
Recall that in the demand scenario global rice consumption, mostly in Asia, grows 1.6%
annually over the next decade, and at 1% or less in subsequent years. Because of the difference in consumption growth rates, I suggested that the next 10 years would present the
major challenge to achievement of rice production systems able to meet rising demand at
sustainable economic and environmental costs. I also indicated that the shares of the four
environments in meeting the demand scenario would depend on how their relative economic and environmental costs respond to the pressure of rising demand.
Were it not for the still imperfectly understood fact of the sharp drop in the rate of
yield increase in irrigated areas since the mid- 1980s, one could confidently predict
that most of the increase in production over the next decade would occur in these
areas. It is fair to say that, given presently available technology, good water control is
central to achieving high-yield, low-economic-cost rice production. Irrigated areas
have a clear water-control advantage over rainfed or deepwater areas.
But with demand for rice rising, it is the prospective behavior of marginal economic and environmental costs in the four environments that is relevant to their
respective shares in satisfying the increase in demand. And the almost stagnant yield
performance in irrigated production over the past 10 years raises a question whether
the marginal costs of irrigated production still compare as favorably as they obviously once did with those costs in the other growing environments.
It would seem to be of major importance to determine to what extent the sudden and
sharp decline in yield growth after the mid-1980s was a response to the coincident
decline in demand, or whether it reflected the sudden emergence of unfavorable growing
conditions resulting from increasingly intensive cultivation in irrigated environments. If
the demand-side explanation accounted for the recent yield experience one could reasonably conclude that the experience reflected a rational response of rice producers to changing market conditions. In this case, there would be no particular reason to doubt that,
should future demand conditions call for a faster rate of increase in yields, farmers would
be able to respond accordingly. One would expect then that most of the increase in
demand would be satisfied by irrigated production. However, if the recent yield experience fundamentally reflects supply-side problems, then the advantage of irrigated environments, relative to the other growing environments, would seems to be substantially
less. The shares of those environments in satisfying future demand likely would increase.
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If the yield problem arises primarily from supply-side factors then the question of
research priorities among the four growing environments emerges much more
sharply than it would if the problem reflected demand-side factors. For if the problem
is on the supply side, the evolution of markets will not automatically ensure that production can be increased on sustainable terms in response to the demand scenario.
New knowledge will be required that will break the emerging supply bottlenecks.
This is not the place for detailed discussion of how research priorities should be set
among the four production environments, a discussion which I am, in any case, not
competent to undertake. A number of points suggest themselves, however. One is that
rainfed upland rice environments present formidable obstacles of climate, soils, and terrain that would have to be overcome to obtain significant advances in productivity.
Increasing production in that environment in ways that would contribute significantly
to meeting rising demands for rice, and would be profitable to farmers, while avoiding
higher risks of erosion and other environmental costs, likely would be difficult. Increasing at 1.6% annually from the early 1990s, global demand for rice would rise about 25%
by 2005, or 130 million t of paddy. In the early 1990s rainfed upland production was
some 19 million t, about 4% of total production. Suppose that research made it possible
for rainfed upland production to supply 10% of the increment of production needed by
2005, or 13 million t. Production in that environment would rise from 19 million t in,
say, 1992 to 32 million t in 2005, an average annual rate of increase of 4%. Would such
a rapid rate of production increase in that environment be feasible with even a major
increase in research resources devoted to that end? And suppose the research undertaking succeeded. Ninety percent of the needed production increase still would have to be
provided by some combination of expansion in the other three environments.
The same kinds of questions could be raised about a strategy emphasizing
research to increase production in deepwater environments, and for the same reasons,
natural constraints to expanded output in that environment look formidable, and even
a highly successful research program to overcome the constraints would contribute
relatively little to the additional production needed to meet the demand scenario over
the critical next decade.
Of course, if the research devoted to increasing output in the rainfed uplands and
deepwater environments had lagged badly over the last decade or so, the marginal
returns to increased investment in those areas might be relatively high, despite their
generally unfavorable growing conditions. But apparently research on those environments has not lagged. Byerlee (1994a) asserts that crop-breeding research devoted to
fragile areas, which would include most of the rainfed upland and deepwater environments, has been substantial, in some cases proportionally greater than the shares of
these environments in total value added in production.
The rainfed lowlands look more promising. The fact that by the mid-1980s 40%
of the land in that environment was in MVs (Byerlee 1994a) suggests that the natural
resource and environmental constraints to the application of improved technology in
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the rainfed lowlands are less than in the upland and deepwater environments. Writing
in the late 1970s, Barker and Herdt (1979) stated that the total payoff to research in
rainfed rice—most of which is in the lowlands—might be greater than that focused on
irrigated rice. “There are indications that modest investments in research for rainfed
rice to date has paid high dividends” (Barker and Herdt 1979). IRRI (1993), while
noting the adverse affects of climate and soils in rainfed areas, nonetheless asserts
that “The world’s rainfed lowlands offer tremendous potential for increasing rice production and for making rice farming an attractive enterprise“.
Yet even with good success in increasing rainfed lowland production, it appears
that the main burden of meeting the demand scenario over the next decade will fall on
existing irrigated environments. The present size of this environment relative to the
other three in percentage contribution to total production seems to point inexorably to
this conclusion. Cassman and Pingali (1995) take this position, asserting that most of
future increases in rice production “must come from existing intensive irrigated rice
systems in Asia.” They take the same position with respect to future increases in
cereal production generally.
If the rice production increase needed is achieved at satisfactory economic and
environmental costs, it almost surely would have to come through increased yields.
The high costs of bringing more land under irrigation supports this conclusion as does
the likelihood that in East and Southeast Asia growth in demand for non-rice food and
for non-agricultural output probably will reduce the amount of irrigated land now in
production (Zeigler et a1 1994). If supply-side factors were primarily responsible for
the decline in the rate of yield increase on irrigated land since the mid-1980s the challenge to research to reverse the decline would appear formidable. But it may make
sense to think of alternatives in addition to crop-breeding research to confront the
challenge. Pingali and Rosegrant (1994) show that China was a major contributor to
the decline in yield growth after the mid-1980s but that in India the rate of yield
growth doubled, rising from an average rate of 1.6% from 1973/75 to 1981/83 to
3.2% from 1981/83 to 1988/90. Perhaps it would make sense to take a close look at
the Indian experience to determine what promise it might have for increasing rice
yields, not only for India but for irrigated systems elsewhere in Asia. As recently as
October 1994, it was observed that eastern India, while still a relatively low-yield
area, nonetheless has high potential for substantial yield growth (Byerlee 1994b).
The relative India/China experience suggests a general proposition: perhaps those
with research and policy responsibilities for rice ought to think of the desirability, and
feasibility, of opening the rice system to more trade among countries. The 1994
GATT agreement seems likely to move rice trade in this direction in any case. With
only about 4% of global rice production now traded internationally the opportunities
under GATT for expanding such trade may be substantial. “Substantial” here means
something like a doubling of the share of global production that might be traded
among countries. By far the greater part of production still would be consumed in the
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respective producing countries. But with some important irrigated areas now bumping against seemingly intractable yield ceilings, it may make sense to think of
expanded trade as an alternative to yield-increasing efforts in those areas if, as seems
to be the case, the economic and environmental costs of increasing yields elsewhere
would be lower. Increased research to raise irrigated yields clearly seems indicated.
But greater use of the trading option might ease the research task.
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Confronting uncertainty in rainfed
rice farming: research challenges
J.R. Anderson

The uncertainties involved in rainfed rice farming are manifold, and farmers are
faced with considerable challenge in dealing with these on a day-today and seasonby-season basis. This paper outlines some of the major sources of uncertainty, and
overviews farmers’ strategies for dealing with them. It then details a simple model
for explicating the strategic alternatives available to farmers, and to researchers
working on their behalf. The model emphasizes the particular advantages of
diversification and maximizing income from sources not strongly connected to rice
farming, technological improvements such as breeding for stress resistance and
using risk-reducing crop management practices, and research-based opportunities
for reducing the variability of rice production.

The Asian rainfed rice farmer, as are similar farmers elsewhere, is faced with a multitude of tasks ranging from choice of most appropriate technologies through to familysurvival management, as well as sundry chores of resource custody, particularly of
the land resource, and household economic development, especially through enterprise diversification and income growth for improved family welfare. The nature of
rainfed farming being what it is, all these varied burdens are made even more complex by the prevalence of uncertainty (IRRI 1992, 1993a).
Uncertainties arise most importantly from the natural environment, through
unpredictable variations in precipitation, radiation, other atmospheric phenomena
such as strong winds, hail, and extremes of temperature, and events such as flooding
and submergence (Anderson 1991b). But uncertainties are not confined to the natural
environment. They are rife in the economic environment (Anderson 1991c), and
include unpredictable price levels for both inputs and outputs, and in the policy environment, which may link to market phenomena in some cases, or may directly affect
farm decision-making through changes to land tenure, taxation, and marketing
arrangements.
Thus, the rainfed rice farmer can usefully be thought of first as a manager of risk
and uncertainty. Rice research surely has much to offer such managers, whether it be
production, product, or socioeconomic research (IRRI 1993b). The purpose in what
follows is to explore some possibilities for increasing the beneficial outcomes of

research addressed to improving the welfare of such farmers (Anderson and Scandizzo 1984). In so doing, I will be less than comprehensive and will thus pass up the
opportunity to discuss some risks that are surely significant but beyond my present
purpose. I have in mind particularly the health risks associated with agricultural
chemicals, especially pesticides. The results of pioneering work at IRRI in this regard
are important, albeit troubling, but they are a story for another day.

General principles for dealing with uncertainty
Risk management is an important element of farm management generally, although it
is not always well recognized as such. Certainly it is something that is best positively
approached, and the field can be overviewed through a listing of active verbs that capture the essence of several basic steps. The first is for a farmer to identity/clarify/confront the nature of risks that are faced. Some of these may be quite trivial uncertainties
that have little consequence for decisions, and the idea here is that the more significant risks should be identified so that they can be grappled with overtly.
A second generic step is to analyze the nature of such identified risks, and synthesize information that is pertinent to their management. Clearly such work is largely
artistic in nature, and will depend on basic skills, experience, and some creative imagination. The latter will be particularly important in the next generic step of strategizing and planning about how to handle risks. Several broad strategies can be
envisaged, such as to stabilize through choice of technology and farm planning
arrangements, for example, to save for times of shortage, to flexify so that there is a
plan for adaptation of farm activities in response to changing circumstances, to diversify by having a mix of technologies, enterprises, economic activities, and so on—but
more on this later, and to tactize, which will usually involve some combination of systematic monitoring and observation, perhaps supplemented by recording and structured learning.
The list here could be long but, for brevity, I will not elaborate here having done
so recently in the context of Australian dryland farming (Anderson 1994) and more
generally in a didactic treatment for FAO (Anderson and Dillon 1992). Instead, let me
focus more specifically on the uncertainties of rainfed rice farming.

Stylized model of an Asian rainfed rice farm
Consider an Asian rainfed rice farm with rice area A (ha), rice yield y (t/ha), a subsistence “requirement” S (t/y), receiving price p ($/t) for marketed surplus, and outlaying
v ($/ha) in variable costs of production. The net returns X ($/y) from the rice component of the farm enterprise over and above subsistence, can then be written as:
(1)
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where A can be regarded as a known "decision"variable (although it may, in fact, be
severely constrained by the total agricultural land area available to the farmer), and S
can conveniently and realistically be regarded as a known family demand, predictable
at least in the short run. Thus, uncertainty enters this model primarily through y and p,
although in practice some of the components of the decision variables and prices that
enter v may also be less than fully predictable.
Expected rice returns can readily be written under these assumptions as:
(2)
where b is the simple correlation between p and y, E [ ] is the expectation operator and
C [ ] is the coefficient of variation operator.
Quantifying the uncertainty in X is, unfortunately, not so straightforward. First,
there is the tendentious matter of choosing a statistic that can serve as a reasonable
measure. For reasons of simplicity and some virtue, the one preferred here is the coefficient of variation (for one thing it is unit free). Thus, following Anderson (1989, p.
48, eqn. 1.8a), we have:
(3)
which is cumbersome enough to suggest why so few analysts take the trouble to
indulge in the quantification of uncertainty. To get a feel for the formula, if
To take a concrete illustration of the model to this point. consider the case of
Then from equation
and from equation
Now consider how the rice-farming activity fits into the overall farm enterprise.
Again for simplicity, this is handled by defining all other farm (e.g., other crops, horticulture, fishery, livestock) and nonfarm earnings as Y, giving a total risky income of
T, so that
(4)
One could go further in such modeling by defining a risk-preference (or utility)
function over T, characterizing it in various ways, and exploring the implications for
risk management. For brevity, let me short-circuit such steps and jump to a result
from risky project analysis and observe that sensible farmers — and aren't they all! —
will want to and will thus tend to "behave" in generating X as if maximizing
(5)
where D is a proportional "risk deduction":
(6)
where r is the applicable coefficient of relative risk aversion and g is the simple correlation between X and Y, i.e., rice and non-rice income, and Z = E [ X ] / E [ Y ] is the ratio of
mean rice returns relative to other mean returns.
D thus provides an index of the extent to which risk impedes the economic efficiency of the rice-farming contribution to the farm business. A farmer will be "better
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off ” if D is a very small number, and the implicit challenge to the risk manager is to
make it as small as possible. The difficulty is that the elements of D are tricky to
shrink. The value of r is probably around 2 or more for many small-scale rice farmers
and could approach 1 as they become less impoverished. The C[X ] term, notwithstanding the achievements of IRRI (Rensberger 1994) and its NARS partners, is
probably around 0.4 in many rainfed situations but, for the present purposes, let us
continue with the former illustrative value of 0.22. The Z term in the absence of Chinese-style village-enterprise development is probably quite large, perhaps of the
order of 3 (assuming that 75% of earnings derive from rice growing), and non-rice
earnings may be even more volatile than those for rice (say, C[Y ] = 0.6). Although
less than perfectly correlated with rice earnings, these will typically be positively
associated (say, g = +0.2). Under this parametrization we would have:
D = (2)(0.22) {(0.5)(0.22)(3) + (0.2)(0.6)},
(7)
= 0.44{0.33+0.12},
~ 0.2,
which is a fairly hefty deduction/impediment/friction to endure, especially for a
resource-impoverished farmer. It thus sets a significant task to policy makers who
wish to be helpful, and to research workers who want to contribute usefully to farmers’ risk management.
To proceed analytically with such a model, one could substitute equations (2) and
(3) into equations (5) and (6) and perhaps further tease out the effects of specific contributions by relating, say, C[y ] to selection programs for enhanced yield stability.
Not only does this get a little messy algebraically speaking, it also becomes rather
demanding for concrete empirical assessments that I (for one and specifically for
rice) do not have to hand. Accordingly, let me pursue a less quantitative approach to
seeking implications.

Implications for rice research workers
The limitations to what can be “learned’ from any simple model of production (or
anything else) are inevitably severe, and so a disclaimer must be made initially about
what is here drawn from the above model. Fortunately, one does not even need such a
model to draw several clear implications for the contribution that research workers
may make to providing assistance for farmers in their dealing with uncertainty
(Anderson and Hazell 1989, 1994). The most obvious of these concerns the stability
of productivity (say, per unit of land), here rather imperfectly captured by the coefficient variation of yields, C[y ]. This measure in itself is subject to the influence of
many factors. Yield variability is driven primarily by variability in the natural environment, and the challenge to research workers is to confront such variability in productivity by genetic and input manipulations. On the genetic side, there is ample
evidence that considerable progress has been made, and can further be made, in
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exploiting natural tolerances to both biotic and abiotic stresses, from changeable
pathogens, through to drought and frost, for instance. The difficulty for plant breeders
is that most of these characteristics are intrinsically polygenic and thus are not easy to
make rapid progress on in a classical plant breeding program. The potential contribution of contemporary cell biology in speeding such processes is great and, although
yet uncertain, offers considerable prospect for more rapid advance in this field over
the next couple of decades (see, e.g., Persley 1994).
One of the inherent conflicts in such work is that the diversion of resources
towards risk reduction in phenotypic expression must be traded off against more
direct progress in terms of mean yield performance [Traxler et al (1995) provide
some evidence of the trade-off for wheat], performance that has traditionally been the
primary target of plant improvement programs. Having emphasized above the virtues
of stability improvement, it must be stressed quite explicitly that an even more important priority will be to continue to make progress in mean yield performance, across a
diversity of environments, especially the most productive (Crosson and Anderson
1992).
Some of the other implications are not particularly related to uncertainty management per se but, indeed, recognize the efficiency gains that could be made through
research. An obvious one is to continue improving the ratio of Y to v, for instance. The
mechanisms for achieving such productivity gains are diverse, albeit somewhat
uncertain in some cases, and include such practices as integrated pest management,
with the effect of reducing outlays on pesticide inputs, although involving the added
inputs of greater agricultural knowledge, and the more efficient use of other agricultural chemicals such as inorganic fertilizers—their placement, timing, rates, and integrated nutrient management. Some of these modified input practices may well also
have a marginal reducing effect on risk, although this is something of an empirical
question [see Roumasset et al (1989) and Anderson (1991a) for some reviews of
empirical evidence].
Equations (3) and (6) in the model feature a couple of correlations that are not so
amenable to direct intervention. For the first (b), there is clearly a stabilization advantage in somehow increasing the negative correlation between price and yield at the
farm level. In practice, however, this turns out to be rather difficult to do, and is not
advanced here as a major source of intervention.
Much more significant is the second correlation (g), namely, the simple correlation between rice-enterprise return and returns from the combination of all other
activities. There is clear advantage in this being a large and negative number and, in
this sense, it represents a research opportunity for social scientists who work on the
problems that rice producers face in rainfed areas. There will be particular benefit to
such producers if elements of “other” income can be found that are negatively correlated with the net earnings from the rice enterprise. There are many possibilities here,
some of which may be related to the rice industry, such as through investment in rice
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processing. The more “distant” one goes from the agricultural sector, however, the
more likely it is that the correlation between the rice enterprise and the component
will tend towards zero, in which case there is little risk-deduction benefit to be gained,
although there may be considerable economic gain in diversifying out of the agricultural sector.
A further implication from considering equation (6) and its link to contributing to
farmer welfare as depicted in equation (5) is to reduce the coefficient of variation of
net earnings from the rice activity. The foregoing discussion of rice productivity
reduction has clear applicability here. So also, however, does government intervention in the form of inducing greater stability in the rice market so that there is little
variability in the unit price of rice (i.e., having the C [ p ] terms in equation (3) approach
zero). Effective stabilization methods may, if well managed, reduce this source of
uncertainty to farmers and thus enable greater focus on the productivity side of stabilization of the rice income. This is much easier said than done, however.

Conclusion
The opportunities for research workers canvassed here are limited and modest in
scope. With little doubt, the major advances in rice research will relate to the dual
issues of enhanced average productivity, and greater effectiveness in responsible
management of natural resources, especially in what IRRI in 1993 termed “crucial”
environments (in 1995, “fragile”). Agricultural natural resource custody per se was
not included as a separable item in the simplified model presented here, but it is surely
important, as is increasingly recognized in national and international rice research
agenda.
Risk also has an important role to play because it is indeed such an impediment to
adoption of techniques that otherwise seem like they are “improved” in the sense of
being more productive on average. Another related issue for social science research
in the rice industry is the perception that producers have of all these factors. It is one
thing to speculate about such matters in the absence of concrete data but if, indeed,
producers systematically misperceive the opportunities presented to them as being
rather more risky than they find tolerable, there is need both for quantification of such
effects (e.g., Anderson and Hamal 1983, Griffiths et a1 1987) and for remediation
through appropriate extension programs to address the issue.
Amongst the several ends left “loose” in this paper, there are some that constitute
good research questions in themselves and that should be addressed as part of a strategic study of rice research. I look forward to discovering that many of these matters
have already been satisfactorily addressed by other speakers and participants.
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Risks, rainfed rice technologies,
and farm-level ex-ante adoption
patternsinamarginalenvironment:
savanna agro-ecological zone of
Cote d’lvoire
A.A. Adesina and A.D. Ouattara

Rice is produced in Cote d’lvoire under predominantly upland systems. Given the low
levels of use of external inputs and the declining soil fertility resulting from reduction
in fallow lengths, yields are low. Low and erratic rainfall, and uncertainty in the
structure of output and input prices, create a plethora of risks for farmers. New rice
technologies must fit within this risky natural and policy environment. Large scale
agronomic on-farm trials of improved upland rice technologies have been conducted
on farmers’ fields in the Savanna agroecological zone of Côte d’lvoire since 1990.
However, there has been no economic assessment of the influence of risks and
farmers’ risk attitudes on the adoption of the technologies. This paper determines,
using risk programming models, the effects of risks and farmers’ risk attitudes on
the ex-ante adoption patterns of rainfed rice technologies on manual tillage, oxen
tillage, and tractorized farms in the Savanna zone of Côte d’lvoire. In addition, the
paper simulates the effects of alternate output and input pricing policies on the exante adoption patterns and farm-level impacts of these rice technologies. The
results of the paper suggest that, in marginal environments where farmers are
generally risk-averse, new rice technologies that have high yield stability and higher
yield-net returns are more likely to be adopted by farmers and should therefore be
emphasized.

Rice is a very important crop in West Africa. It accounts for 59% of the total cropping
area and 56% of the production in sub-Saharan Africa (Adesina 1992). Rice consumption in Africa is rising at rates much higher than for the traditional food crops.
Per-capita consumption for rice rose by an annual rate of 3.0% in 1970-89 compared
with 0.6% and 0.2% for the coarse grains (sorghum, millet, and maize) and roots and
tubers (yams, cassava, and potatoes), respectively. However, the region relies heavily
on imports, which are estimated to cost over US$500 million each year. The major

cause of the high imports has been the low and erratic yields obtained by farmers
under the predominantly low-input rainfed rice systems.
Côte d’Ivoire, the focus for this study, is the second largest importer of rice in
West Africa, estimated at 2.84 million t/year or 17% of West Africa’s import volume.
Yields are very low (averaging 1.1 t/ha) due largely to the fact that most of the rice
systems are under rainfed low-input or shifting cultivation systems. The savanna agroecological zone of Côte d’Ivoire, which accounts for over 34% of the total rice produced in the country, is characterized by low rainfall and high intra- and interseasonal
variability in the amount and distribution of rains. In recent periods (1985-1991)
average rainfall in this zone has been low (977 mm) and variable (CV 21 %). The
issue of risk in rice production is very important for the savanna zone because 90% of
the estimated total rice area in the zone is under rainfed systems—mainly upland rice
and rainfed lowlands or flood plains (Becker and Diallo 1992). In addition, recent
rapid changes in rice sector pricing policies, following the commencement of structural adjustment programs, have led to high perturbations in the structure of input and
output prices, exacerbating income risks faced by rice farmers. As is characteristic of
most of sub-Saharan Africa, these low and highly erratic rainfall patterns (Bunting et
a1 1975, Nicholson 1983, Sivakumar 1988, Lamb 1983), and the absence of institutional innovations (e.g., crop insurance, disaster payments, emergency loans etc.) to
shift part of these risks from farmers to the public sector makes risk-management a
critical part of farmers’ decision-making under rainfed agricultural systems (Matlon
1990, Adesina and Sanders 1991, Adesina and Brorsen 1987, Shapiro et a1 1993,
Anderson et a1 1985). New rice technologies developed for rice farmers in Côte
d’Ivoire must accommodate these risks. While several agronomic tests of new rice
technologies have been conducted on farmers’ fields in the Côte d’Ivoire, no study
has examined the effects of income risks and farmers’ risk attitudes on the farm-level
ex-ante adoption of the rainfed rice technologies. This paper uses risk programming
models to determine the effects of risks and farmers’ risk attitudes on the ex-ante
adoption patterns of rainfed rice technologies on manual tillage, oxen tillage, and
tractorized farms in the savanna zone of Côte d’Ivoire. It also includes a simulation of
the effects of alternate output and input pricing policies on the ex-ante adoption patterns and farm-level impacts of these rice technologies. While some risk studies have
been conducted for cereals (sorghum and millet) in West Africa (Adesina and Sanders 1991, Adesina and Brorsen 1987, Adesina et al 1988, Shapiro et al 1993, Kristjanson 1987), no study has examined the effects of risks and farmers’ risk attitudes on
adoption of new rice technologies in this agroecological zone of West Africa.

Technologies and study zone
The rice technologies examined in this paper were developed by the Institut des
Savannes (IDESSA), the national agricultural research institute of Côte d’Ivoire,
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which is charged with the agricultural development of the savanna agroecological
zone. The four technologies considered involve combinations of an improved
short-cycle rice variety with alternate combinations of fertilizer and herbicides. In
addition, the technologies (Table 1) involve alternative methods of sowing (i.e.,
broadcasting versus drilling). Technology 1 (denoted as T1) has the following components: improved rice variety, 200 kg/ha of NPK, and 100 kg/ha of urea; weeding
by herbicide (Ronstar) at 4 liters/ha sowing by broadcasting. Technology 2 (T2) is
similar to T1 except that seeding is by drilling. Technology 3 (T3) is similar to T2
except that weeding is done by hand. Technology 4 (T4) is the highest level of
intensification. The component technologies are similar to T3 except that additional fertilizer input consisting of 400 kg/ha of tri-calcium phosphate was applied.
All the technologies were tested from 1990 to 1992 on farmers’ plots where the preceding crop was cotton.
Analysis of the yield performance of the technologies indicates that, across the
three years of tests on farmers’ fields, the improved technologies performed better
than the average yields obtained by farmers (Table 2). Examination of the risks of
returns indicates that the improved technologies have low coefficient of variation of
yield and income compared with existing upland rice technology and are thus likely
to be preferred by risk averse farmers. It is, however, important to determine the
effects of farmers’ risk attitudes and the farm-level impacts of the technologies within

Table 1. Characteristics of new rice technologies compared with other crops in the
farming systems, northern Côte d’lvoire.
Technology

Preceeding
crop

Variety

Fertilizer method

Weeding
method

Sowing method

Broadcast

Upland rice
:T1

cotton

IDSA10

200 kg NPK

4 liter/ha

100 kg urea

Ronstar
4 liter/ha

:T2

cotton

IDSA10

200 kg NPK

Drilling

100 kg urea

Ronstar

:T3

cotton

IDSA10

200 kg NPK

Manual

Drilling

200 kg NPK

4 liter/ha

Drilling

100 kg urea

Ronstar

100 kg urea
:T4

cotton

IDSA10

400 kg tri-calcium
phosphate
Source: Charpentier, IDESSA/DCV, lnstitut des Savannes, Côte d’lvoire.
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the existing farming systems of northern Côte d’Ivoire. To do this, we conducted
intensive cost-route studies for 12 months in three representative villages located in
the Sudan-Savanna and the Guinea-Savanna agroecological zones of northern Côte
d’Ivoire. One village (Mbengué) was located in the Sudan-Savanna zone and two
(Napié and Sirasso) in the Guinea-Savanna zone. These villages were selected to capture the variability in the rainfall distribution, methods of tillage, and degrees of population and land pressure that characterize the agricultural systems of northern Côte
d’Ivoire. In total, a sample of 83 farms was surveyed: 47% manual, 49% oxen, and
4% tractorized. This represents fairly well the share of these type of farms in northern
Côte d’Ivoire. The villages in the Guinea-Savanna agroecological zone have higher
mean rainfall than the village in the Sudan-Savanna zone. However, all the three villages have high rainfall variability, with the coefficient of variation of rainfall being
highest in Sirasso. Another distinguishing factor between the villages is the extent of
population pressure. Mbengué and Sirasso are villages with low population pressure
(10 and 11 persons/km2, respectively) while Napié is a village with very high population density (51 persons/km 2 ). Due to space limitations, we limit ourselves in this
paper to Mbengué village. Details on the other villages are available elsewhere (Ouattara 1994).
The major crops in the farming systems of Mbengué are maize, upland rice, irrgated rice, cotton and peanuts. Farm sizes vary by type of farm with the average areas
cultivated by the oxen and tractor farms being much higher than for the manual farms
(i.e., 3 ha for the manual tillage farms, and 8 ha and 26 ha, respectively, for the oxen
tillage and tractorized farms).

Empirical model
Several approaches exist for incorporating risks in farm-programming models,
including mean-variance (E-V) analysis using quadratic programming, stochastic
Table 2. Yield characteristics of new upland rice technologies, northern Côte d’lvoire,
1990-1992.
Year

Technology and yield (kg/ha)
T1

1990

2175

T2

T3

T4

Traditional

2294

2431

2408

n.a

2456

n.a

1991

2223

2342

2480

1992

2058

2177

2314

2291

n.a

Mean

2152

2271

2409

2385

1534

Source: Charpentier, IDESSA/DCV, lnstitut des Savannes, Côte d’lvoire.
Note: The yields for the traditional technology covered the period 1986-1991.
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programming (Adesina and Sanders 1991), or a linearized variation of the E-V
approach (MOTAD) (Hazell 1979). The MOTAD approach—which measures risk in
terms of absolute deviations of incomes from mean income—overcomes the two
restrictive assumptions of the E-V analysis. i.e., that farmers must have either a quadratic utility function or incomes must be normally distributed. The model and its variants have been used extensively in risk analysis of farmer decision making (Maleka
1993, Adesina et al 1988, Mapp et al 1979). The variant of the MOTAD model
applied in this study allows the integration of farmers' risk attitudes.
The empirical model used in the analysis is simplified below:

where:
Xj is the area in cropj (ha)
aij are the respective input-output coefficients that captures the level of use of
resource i in the production of crop j.
bi is the available resource endowment for factor i;
cjt is the revenue of crop j in year t ( t = 1,2 ...T)
E(cj) is the sample mean revenue for the crop, across all of the T years
dt is the measure for the absolute value of negative deviations in total revenue
= 2s/T is a constant, and s = (T p / 2 ( T -1 )) ½ is the square root of the Fisher’s constant (Hazell and Norton 1986)
E(p)
F

is the expected profit from the crop production plans
(the risk aversion parameter) measures the attitude of the farmer towards risk

s(p)
is the MAD (i.e., Mean Absolute Deviation) estimate of the variance of profits from crop production over the T years in the analysis;
The objective function is the maximization of a utility function L ( E, )that
depends on the expected profit discounted by the weighted standard deviation of
profits, the weight being the risk aversion parameter for the decision maker.
The second set of equations, which is highly disaggregated, models the farm
resource use patterns. Land type or ecosystem constraints were specified for each crop.
For rice, this includes upland, lowland, and irrigated ecosystems. Irrigated land constraints were further subdivided, based on the crop season, into first (March/April to
August) and second season crop (August to December). For the other crops (i.e., maize,
cotton, and peanuts), crop-specific upland ecosystem constraints were specified for
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each crop, based on the observed cropping patterns in the field data. Labor use patterns
(in labor-days/ha) were modeled using monthly (intraseasonal) labor constraints for
crop cultivation. Both household and external labor were considered. Due to the existence of active labor markets during certain periods in the season, flexibility for monthly
labor hiring activities was allowed (using transfer rows) for complementing available
household labor in each period. The wage rate in each of these periods was set equal to
the on-going wage rate paid for hired agricultural labor in each village.
In addition to labor, oxen and tractor availability constraints were specified, based
on the number of hours these technologies could be used in the season. As rental markets for oxen and mechanical services exist at certain periods in the season, hand tillage farm-models permitted the possibility of renting oxen and mechanical services.
An annual cash constraint was used to model the trade-offs between own-liquidity
and credit use. Expenditures for purchased inputs (e.g., fertilizers, herbicides, and
insecticides) could be met from farmers’ own-liquidity, with or without complementary credit. Only official credit use (from the cotton company, Compagnie Ivorienne
des Textiles, CIDT) was considered as it was impossible to obtain reliable information from farmers on their use of informal credit: the predominantly Islamic society in
the savanna zone does not “permit” interest charges.
Several accounting or balance rows were used to ensure internal consistency for
the total production of each crop. For each crop, these accounting rows specified that
the amount of crop sold plus the on-farm consumption requirements cannot exceed
total production. Crop-specific subsistence requirements were specified to account
for economies of scale in farm-household size. Based on the age and sex of household
members, consumer adult-equivalent requirements (CAEU) were developed for each
crop (Eponou 1983). These were then aggregated to the household level to determine
the minimum consumption requirements for each crop. Additional provision above
this minimum requirement was permitted to allow farm-households to keep extra
grains against other social obligations such as marriages, baptisms, burials, etc. that
often form an important part of the household expenditures. Other constraints in the
models include use of external inputs, which were specified by crop and input-type
based on the averages from the field data.
The third set of equations are the MOTAD constraints, which measure the deviation (i.e., d t ) of incomes in any given year from the mean incomes across all the years.
Together with the fourth set of equations, these constraints are used to determine the
mean absolute deviation of income returns over all crops in each of the T years considered. This involves the transformation of the sum of the income deviations into an
estimate of standard deviation of income (i.e., s ) using the Fisher constant (Hazell
and Norton 1986). The crop prices and yield trends collected from regional statistical
reports of CIDT for the period 1986-91, complemented by the field data collected in
the villages in 1992/93, were used to generate distribution of crop incomes for the
seven years (i.e. T=7) used in the risk analysis.
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Empirical results
Using this model framework, representative farm models for manual, oxen, and tractor farms in the villages were developed. An initial calibration of these models was
performed and validated against the observed average cropping patterns. The results
indicate that the observed and calculated areas allocated to each crop were identical
(Ouattara 1994). Risk-efficient solutions were then obtained by allowing farmers the
possibility to adjust relative areas in various crops. The evaluation of the new rice
technologies was done with these risk-efficient models. Risk-efficient crop plans
(after technology introduction) were generated for three different levels of risk aversion (risk neutral case, F = 0; low risk aversion, F = 0.5; and high risk aversion, F =
1.5). To permit the examination of the effects of ex-ante technology introduction, the
results of the farm models are presented with and without the introduction of the new
technologies, for the different farm-types.
Manual farms
Under each level of risk aversion, introduction of the new technologies leads to significant changes in the crop production patterns on the manual farms (Table 3).
Regardless of the level of risk aversion of the farmer, the more risky traditional rice
technology was displaced by the less risky new technologies. The results show that
T2 and T3 were adopted by both risk neutral and risk averse farmers, with the risk
neutral farmers preferring T3 (100% of the cultivated upland rice area), while the risk
averse farmers diversified their new technology portfolio to include both T2 and T3.
For low risk averse farmers, 52% of the upland rice area is allocated to technology T3
and 42% to technology T2. For highly risk averse farmers, 80% of the upland rice
area was devoted to the technology T3 compared with 20% to technology T2. The
dominance of the new technologies in the optimal solution indicates that the technologies are risk-efficient. While the area under maize remained constant after the introduction of the new technologies regardless of the level of F, the area under cotton
declined in general. Marketed sales for rice increased substantially following the
adoption of new technologies and was inversely related to the level of risk aversion.
Expected incomes and the riskiness of the farm plan (measured by the standard deviation and coefficient of variation of profits) declined with each level of risk aversion,
indicating that risk averse farmers select crop enterprise and technology combinations that provide lower risks while trading off higher expected incomes. Risk-efficient crop mix selected following new technology introduction had substantially
higher expected incomes. Income gains from technology introduction were highest
for the risk neutral farmers. In the absence of new technologies, average expected
incomes ranged from $380 (exchange rate: 506 FCFA/US$) for risk neutral farmers
to $360 for low-risk averse and high-risk averse farmers. With the adoption of new
technologies and the reallocation of the crop mix, expected incomes increased by
132, 89, and 56% for risk neutral, low-risk averse, and highly risk averse farmers,
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respectively. It is important to note also that income risks (measured by the coefficient of variation of incomes) are lower for the solutions with the new technologies.
For example, the coefficient of variation of incomes for the risk neutral farmers
declined by 46% following adoption of new rice technologies, while the that of
incomes for the low-risk averse and the highly risk averse farmers declined by 37 and
80%, respectively.
Oxen farms
As reflected in the field data, the cultivated areas in the optimal solutions of the oxen
tillage farms are substantially larger than for the hand tillage farms (Table 4). For
example, for the risk neutral farms, cultivated area was 3.3 ha under hand tillage and 7
ha under oxen tillage farms. For the oxen farms, the introduction of the new rice technologies leads to a significant reallocation of the crop mix by both the risk neutral and
risk averse farmers. The cultivated area under the traditional upland rice technology
declined with each level of risk aversion. It is worth noting that both risk neutral and
risk averse farmers selected the new upland rice technologies. Under each level of
risk aversion, 100% of the upland rice area was cultivated under the new technologies. It is important to note also that the area devoted to the new technologies was significantly higher than for hand tillage farmers. Volume of rice sold was significantly
higher under the new technologies and declined with increase in the level of risk averTable 3. Effects of farmers’ risk attitude on the adoption of new upland rice technologies
for risk neutral and risk averse farmers, before and after introduction of new technologies:
manual farms, Mbengué village.
Crops (ha)

Risk neutral f = 0
Before

After

Before

After

Before

After

Maize

0.35

0.35

0.35

0.35

0.35

0.35

2.8

–

1.8

–

1.7

–

Upland rice (traditional technology)

Risk averse f = 0.5 Risk averse f = 1.5

Upland rice (new technology)
:T2

–

–

–

1.2

–

0.30

:T3

–

2.4

–

1.3

–

1.2

Cotton

0.14

0.50

1.2

0.5

1.2

1.4

2.2

3.9

1.2

3.8

1.1

2.2

Standard deviation of expected
profits ('000 FCFA)

Rice sales (t)

151

146

109

129

108

33

Expected Profit ('000 FCFA)

192

350

183

345

182

285

78

42

59

37

59

12

Coefficient of variation of expected
profits (%)
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sion. Compared with the hand-tillage farms, oxen-tillage farms sold substantially
higher amounts of rice, reflecting their higher cultivated areas. For example, for the
risk neutral oxen-tillage farmer, marketed rice output was 10 t following the adoption
of the new rice technologies compared with 3.8 t for the hand-tillage farms.
Average expected incomes in the absence of new technologies range from $1279
for the risk neutral farmer to $1253 for the highly risk averse farmer. However, for the
oxen farms, the income gain following new technology introduction is marginal.
Expected income increased by 18, 9, and 9%, respectively, for risk neutral, low-risk
averse, and highly risk averse farmers. This marginal effect may be due to the relatively high yields that oxen farms already obtain under traditional technology (average yield = 2.0 t/ha, compared with the average yield across technologies T 1 to T4 of
2.3 t/ha). Nonetheless, the expected incomes for the oxen farms following new technology introduction are 118, 105, and 142% higher than that of the hand-tillage
farms, for the risk neutral, low-risk averse, and highly risk averse farmers, respectively. Expected incomes are inversely related to riskiness of returns, with risk averse
farmers selecting enterprise combinations that have lower risk. As observed for the
manual farms, the coefficient of variation of incomes declined, in general, following
the introduction of new technologies.
Table 4. Effects of farmers' risk attitude on the adoption of new upland rice technologies
for risk neutral and risk averse farmers, before and after introduction of new technologies:
oxen-tillage farms, Mbengué village.
Risk neutral F = 0 Risk averse F = 0.5 Risk averse F = 1.5

Crops (ha)

Maize
Upland rice (traditional technology)

Before

After

Before

After

Before

After

0.52

0.52

0.52

0.52

0.52

0.52

4.5

3.1

4.5

1.5

3.6

0.1

Upland rice (new technology)
:T2

3.1

:T3

2.0

Cotton

1.6

Lowland rice

1.6

2.7

2.4

0.22

Peanuts

3.7

2.6

0.50

0.21

0.21

0.21

0.21

0.21

0.21

Rice sales (t)

8.2

11

8.2

9.6

6.3

4.2

Standard deviation of expected
profits ('000 FCFA)

190

291

190

112

174

91

Expected profit ('000 FCFA)

647

762

647

708

634

688

29

38

29

16

27

13

Coefficient of variation of expected
profits (%)
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Tractorized farms
The farm plan of the tractorized farms (Table 5) shows that there are distinct divergences between the risk neutral and risk averse farmers. Before technology introduction, the major difference in the cropping patterns of risk neutral and risk averse
farmers is the importance given to maize in the farm plan. Risk neutral farmers
devoted 28% of the total farm area to maize (i.e., 6.3 ha) compared with about 1%
for risk averse farmers. The coefficient of variation of income for the risk neutral
farmers is the highest for all the crop plans of all the farm-types in the Mbengué village. Examination of the relative risks of all the crops in the village indicate that
maize is the most risky crop, both in terms of yields and prices (Adesina and Ouattara 1994). This explains the high coefficient of variation of incomes for this group
of farmers who devote a significant share of their cultivated area to maize. With the
introduction of new rice technologies, a number of patterns are observed: (a) the
area in maize dropped substantially for the risk neutral farmers, who reduced maize
area from 6.3 ha to 0.2 ha; (b) area in traditional upland rice technology declined
substantially for each level of risk aversion; (c) risk neutral farmers drastically
reduced the cotton area; (d) the new rice technologies were adopted on very large
areas by the risk neutral farmers (total area of 29 ha), and risk averse farmers (14 ha
Table 5. Effects of farmers’ risk attitude on the adoption of new upland rice technologies
for risk neutral and risk averse farmers, before and after introduction of new
technologies: tractor farms, Mbengué village.
Crops (ha)

Risk neutral f = 0 Risk averse f = 0.5 Risk averse f = 1.5
Before

After

Before

After

Before

After

Maize

6.3

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.20

Upland rice (traditional technology)

3.7

-

3.7

1.8

3.7

-

:T2

-

26

-

-

-

-

:T3

-

4

-

14

-

15

12

-

13

13

13

14

-

-

Upland rice (new technology)

Cotton
Lowland rice

0.83

0.83

0.83

0.83

Peanuts

0.24

0.24

0.24

0.24

0.24

0.24

6.0

52

6.0

29

5.0

27

Standard deviation of expected
profits (‘000 FCFA)

2458

2580

486

264

41 6

204

Expected profit (‘000 FCFA)

1670

3246

1608

291 8

1535

2845

147

79

30

9

27

7

Rice sales (t)

Coefficient of variation of expected
profits (%)
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and 15 ha, respectively, for low-risk averse and highly risk averse farmers). Risk
neutral farmers devoted 87 and 13%, respectively, of the total upland rice cultivated
area to technologies T2 and T3; (e) with the adoption of the new rice technologies,
coefficient of variation of incomes declined substantially for each level of risk
aversion; (f) expected incomes increased by 94, 81, and 85%, respectively, for the
risk neutral, low-risk averse, and highly risk averse farmers, following the adoption
of the new technologies.

Effects of pricing policy on adoption patterns of new rice technologies
To encourage farmers to adopt new technologies, policy instruments that can be
used are output and input pricing policies. This section of the paper presents the
simulated results of the effects of alternate prices for paddy and rate of interest on
credit on the ex-ante adoption patterns of new rice technologies. Such policy simulations are common in the literature on ex-ante technology adoption within agricultural systems (Adesina and Sanders 1991, Maleka 1993). The results for the paddy
price simulations show that cultivated area in the new rice technologies increased
with price incentives, for the manual-tillage (Table 6), oxen-tillage (Table 7), and
tractorized farms (Table 8), accompanied by increases in marketed output supply.
Using the simulated results, estimates of normative acreage response elasticities
were computed for the three farm types following the introduction of the new technologies. The results indicate that acreage response elasticity was very high for the
tractorized farms (1.6) compared to the oxen-tillage (0.8) and hand-tillage farms
(0.4). This reflects the low population density and the elastic land supply in the village. Thus, farms with tractors and oxen are able to significantly expand cultivated
area. This result also supports the evidence from studies that have shown that in
sub-Saharan Africa the use of mechanical equipment for area expansion has more
marked effect in land surplus areas with low population pressure (Pingali et a1
1987, McIntire et a1 1992).
To examine the effects of changes in the rate of interest on the farm-level
adoption patterns of the new technologies, simulations were carried out using
three levels of interest rate: 12 (actual level), 20, and 30%. Among the conditions
attached to the rescheduling of the external debt of Côte d’Ivoire by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank is the elimination of all subsidies and distortions in the capital market. With state withdrawal from credit
subsidies it is evident that rates of interest will rise. The simulation results
showed that increased rates of interest (within the range of 12 to 30%) have no
effect on the farm-level adoption patterns of the new rice technologies. However,
increased rates of interest on official credit lead to a decline in both the amounts
of credit used and, in consequence, the level of external input use intensity on the
new technologies.
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Table 6. Simulation of the effects of variations in the price of paddy on the farm-level
adoption patterns of new upland rice technologies: manual farms, Mbengué village,
Côte d’lvoire.
Crops (ha)

Maize
Upland rice (old technology)

Risk neutral

= 0

Risk averse

= 0.5

Risk averse

= 1.5

P1

P2

P3

P1

P2

P3

P1

P2

P3

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

-

Upland rice (new technology)
:T2

-

1.2

-

-

0.3

1.2

1.2

:T3

2.4

3

3

1.3

3

3

1.2

1.3

1.3

Cotton

0.5

-

-

0.5

-

-

1.4

0.5

0.5

Rice sales (t)

3.8

4.8

4.8

3.8

4.8

4.8

2.2

3.8

3.8

350

610

730

341

610

730

285

554

649

Expected profit (’000 FCFA)

Note: P1 represents the current price for paddy in the village, 80 FCFA/kg: P2 = 135 FCFA/kg and P3 = 160
FCFA/kg.

Table 7. Simulation of the effects of variations in the price of paddy on the farm-level
adoption patterns of new upland rice technologies: oxen farms, Mbengué village, Côte
d’lvoire.
Crops (ha)

Maize
Upland rice (old technology)

Risk neutral

=0

Risk averse

= 0.5

P1

P2

P3

P1

P2

P3

P1

P2

P3

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

3

3

3

1.5

4.1

0.1

4.1

4.1

4.1

Risk averse

= 1.5

Upland rice (new technology)
:T2

3.1

:T3

-

3.1

3.1

2

2

2

2

2.4

2.4

0.2

0.6

0.6

-

0.6

0.6

0.5

0.6

0.6

-

2.7

-

-

3.7

12

12

1384

1686

Lowland rice
Cotton
Rice sales (t)
Expected profit (’000 FCFA)

11

12

12

5.6

12

12

4

762

1399

1695

708

1384

1686

688

Note: P1 represents the current price for paddy in the village, 80 FCFA/kg: P2= 135 FCFA/kg and P3 = 160
FCFA/kg.
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Table 6. Simulation of the effects of variations in the price of paddy on the farm-level
adoption patterns of new upland rice technologies: manual farms, Mbengué village,
Côte d’lvoire.
Crops (ha)

Maize
Upland rice (old technology)

Risk neutral

= 0

Risk averse

= 0.5

Risk averse

P1

P2

P3

P1

P2

P3

P1

P2

P3

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

-

1.2

-

-

0.3

1.2

1.2

3

1.3

3

3

1.2

1.3

1.3

= 1.5

-

Upland rice (new technology)
:T2
:T3

2.4

Cotton

0.5

-

-

0.5

-

-

1.4

0.5

0.5

Rice sales (t)

3.8

4.8

4.8

3.8

4.8

4.8

2.2

3.8

3.8

350

610

730

341

610

730

285

554

649

Expected profit (’000 FCFA)

3

Note: P1 represents the current price for paddy in the village, 80 FCFA/kg: P2 = 135 FCFA/kg and P3 = 160
FCFA/kg.

Table 7. Simulation of the effects of variations in the price of paddy on the farm-level
adoption patterns of new upland rice technologies: oxen farms, Mbengué village, Côte
d’lvoire.
Crops (ha)

Maize
Upland rice (old technology)

Risk neutral

=0

Risk averse

= 0.5

P1

P2

P3

P1

P2

P3

P1

P2

P3

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

3

3

3

1.5

4.1

0.1

4.1

4.1

3.1

3.1

2

2

2

2

2.4

2.4

0.6

-

0.6

0.6

0.5

0.6

0.6

-

2.7

-

-

3.7

-

4.1

Risk averse

= 1.5

Upland rice (new technology)
:T2

3.1

:T3

-

Lowland rice

0.2

0.6

Cotton
Rice sales (t)
Expected profit (’000 FCFA)

11

12

12

5.6

12

12

4

12

12

762

1399

1695

708

1384

1686

688

1384

1686

Note: P1 represents the current price for paddy in the village, 80 FCFA/kg: P2= 135 FCFA/kg and P3 = 160
FCFA/kg.
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Table 8. Simulation of the effects of variations in the price of paddy on the farm-level
adoption patterns of new upland rice technologies; tractor farms, Mbengué village, Cote
d’lvoire.
Risk neutral f = 0

Crops (Ha)

Maize

Risk averse f = 0.5

Risk averse f = 1.5

P1

P2

P3

P1

P2

P3

P1

P2

P3

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

-

1.8

3.7

-

-

3.7

3.7

Upland rice (old technology)
Upland rice (new technology)
: T2

2.6

-

:T3

4.0

30

30

14

26

30

15

14

23

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

-

0.8

0.8

-

13

-

-

14

12

3

Lowland rice
Cotton
Peanuts
Expected profit (’000 FCFA)

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

3246

6157

7506

2918

6056

7506

2845

4603

6884

Note: P1 represents the current price for paddy in the village, 80 FCFA/kg; P2 = 135 FCFA/kg and P3 = 160
FCFA/kg.

Conclusions
This paper examined the effects of risk and farmers’ risk attitude on the farm-level
ex-ante adoption patterns for improved upland rice technologies developed and tested
on large scale on-farm trials in northern Côte d’Ivoire. The results show that the
improved technologies appear to be risk-efficient and that the technologies should be
adoptable by both risk neutral and risk averse farmers. Given the technology set that
we utilized, risk aversion was found to be no constraint to ex-ante fam-level adoption
of the technologies. This is not surprising given that the technologies have not only
higher mean yields than the existing technologies, but also have lower yield and
income risks for farmers. The results of the paper suggest that, in marginal environments where farmers are generally risk averse. new rice technologies that have high
yield stability and higher yield-net returns are more likely to be adopted by farmers
and should therefore be emphasized.
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Selection of appropriate
technologies for upland
rainfed rice growing on the
Bihar plateau, India
D. K. Bagchi, P. Banik, and T. Sasmal

Studies conducted through experimental trials and field survey on the cropping
systems adopted by subsistence farmers in the Giridih region of south Bihar plateau
in eastern India reveal water management to be the key factor in rainfed cultivation.
Agroecological and socioeconomic factors are important in determining the risk
efficiency of alternative rice-based cropping systems in the locality. A switch to short
duration varieties (85-105 days) from medium duration local varieties (120-130
days) in the medium and uplands can help escape periodic drought during the rainy
season. In addition, such varieties help increase cropping intensity as they fit well in
sequential or mixed/intercropping patterns. Capital-intensive improved agricultural
practices were not acceptable to marginal farmers, who are risk aversive.

Agricultural productivity of the eastern States of India is generally low, as exemplified by the Bihar plateau. This upland area makes up 46% of Bihar State. Only 31% of
the plateau is cultivated. Forest covers 274 of the total area, although with mostly
denuded coverage. Double cropping is practiced on about 3% of the area (Mohsin
1990). Rice-based cropping is most widely practiced, but average productivity barely
exceeds 1 t/ha.
The region experiences moderate annual rainfall of between 1200-1300 mm, of
which 85-90% occurs in the monsoon months from June through early October, in the
cropping season. Yet it is one of the lowest productivity regions. This may be attributable to 1) rainfall uncertainty with improper management of rainwater resources, 2)
forest denudation, 3) inefficient crop varietal planning and 4), most importantly, lack
of complementarity between the prevailing socioeconomic system and the natural
resources base. The region is inhabited largely by small and marginal farmers who
make up 76% of the total population, and a substantial tribal group (RBI 1980).
Dryland farming technologies, although considered appropriate, are very rarely
adopted by small and marginal farmers. Past development efforts have met with little success. There are many reasons for this. Implementing agencies attribute the

phenomenon to the reluctance to adopt innovative practices. Farmers, however,
cope with uncertainty by adopting risk-aversive strategies to secure minimum subsistence from the available resources, mainly land and water.
This paper while concentrating on rice-based farming systems of uplands and
medium lands on the Bihar plateau, will attempt to prioritize technologies that not
only have potential to overcome the natural and social constraints.

Data base
Data used in this paper came largely from field experiments (Adhikary et al 1991,
Banik et al 1993, Banik and Bagchi 1993, 1994) at the Agricultural Research Station
of the Indian Statistical Institute, Giridih, and farm surveys of the hill farming systems in three villages (Bandyopadhyay et al 1990) and on the "Usri" river watershed
of the Giridih district in South Bihar plateau (Maiti and Bagchi 1993). The area under
study is located between latitudes 20°4'-24°31'N, and longitudes 86°5'-86°26'E. Total
land area of the catchment is 86,920 ha of which 38,808 ha are identified as the problem area. The biophysical and socioeconomic environments are typical of the Bihar
region in general.

Characteristic features
Agroecological and socioeconomic characteristics of the sampled households and
villages in the "Usri" watershed are summarized in Table 1. Because of lack of waterharvesting facilities, the area is entirely dependent on rainfall. Thus, even with traditional crops and systems, chances of yield stability are rather remote. Our studies suggest that in these situations, because of the uncertainty in the present farming system,
farmers are receptive to new technologies, provided they are low-input, simple to
adopt, and give subsistence and a short-term return with minimum risks.

Rainfall pattern
Rainfall data collected over 22 years at Giridih have been analyzed (Fig. I). Normal
annual rainfall is about 1350 mm with a 36% coefficient of variation (CV). Some
75% of annual rain falls between June and September. Pre-monsoon (10 May-I5
Jun), peak monsoon (16 Jun -24 Sep), receeding monsoon or "Haita"(25 Sep- 10 Oct)
and winter (rest of the year) rainfalls are, respectively, 93, 1029, 100, and 136 mm
with CVs of 88, 42, 98, and 62. Hatia or withdrawal rain, long a regular feature of plateau areas, is very beneficial for medium- and long-duration rice and follow-up crops
on medium lands. The Hatia has become very irregular recently. Monsoon onset and
withdrawal are in the 24th (11-17 Jun) and 39th (24-30 Sep) standard meteorological
weeks with 8.3% and 7.2% CV.
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Figure 1 suggests that between the 24th and 39th standard week the monsoon can
be expected to continue, but with a strong possibility of dry spells occuring just after
onset and from the middle of September (towards the end of monsoon) onwards. The
growth stages of rice indicate that dry spells are a risk at the flowering stage of
medium- and long-duration rice cultivars, whereas short-duration cultivars can be
expected largely to escape this spell, especially on bunded medium land. Long duration cultivars growing in harvested water in bunded fields can tolerate drought,
whereas rice growing on medium land, which has very few water-harvesting facilities, is subject to high risk from late season dry spell. This suggests that a high priority
in new technology to overcome drought risk should be proper selection of cultivars
and the growing system.

1. Average weekly rainfall (mm) at Giridih, Bihar, India in rainy season with occurrence
of drought weeks and 7-day dry spells (average of 22 years).
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Clay loam to loam
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c) Texture

d) Soil depth

e) Bunding status
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Medium if bunded

h) Run-off and erosion

Wheat, mustard (with irrigation)

2) Dry (Rabi)

lndigenous medium-duration rice, wheat

Mono and double cropped with irrigation

Traditional in rice and improved with wheat

Medium to high depends on irrigation

Medium

c) Varieties

d) Cropping system

3. Technology used

4. Risk

5. Management status

June-November

November-March

1) Kharif

2)) Rabi

b) Cropping period

Rice (medium duration 135 days)

1) Wet (Kharif)

a) Crops:

2.Crops and cropping system

Medium

230 mm

1) Qualitative

2) Quantitative

g) Moisture status per meter depth

Low

Medium

Land situation
Mid-upland (3)

Low

Very high

Traditional in rice and other Kharif cereals

Sole and mixed cropping during monsoon

lndigenous

June-October

Rice (medium duration), maize, sorghum, ragi,
pigeonpea, Kulthi and Niger occasionally

High

190 mm

Poor

Medium to poor

No

Poor

9.53

40.59

b) Fragmentation

Medium land (2)

a) Percent of cultivated area

1. Soil and land

Characteristics (1)

Indifferent

Very high

Traditional changing to improved in crop choice

Sole and mixed cropping during monsoon

Indigenous

June-September

Rice (gora paddy), sorghum, finger millet, minor millets

Very high

145 mm

Very poor

Very poor

No

Very poor

Sandy loam to sand with high proportion of gravel

Low

8.79

Eroded upland (4)

Table 1. Agroecological features and management pattern for uplands and medium lands, Bihar plateau, India.
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farmers are slowly switching over to the other two crops. Changes to varietal selections of maize such as BAU 8041 and Suwan-1, and pigeonpea such as UPAS-120,
were found to be sustainable in our field trials (Adhikary et al 1991, Banik and Bagchi
1994).
Cropping systems
Medium land situations as indicated in Table 1 are moderately moisture retentive
and with the possibility of growing Kharif rice during 22-24 standard weeks through
to 38-40 standard weeks. Success rates of follow-up crops such as Indian mustard,
lentil, linseed, and barley were high (Banik et al 1993). Farmers in the watershed see
the potential of this land to support follow-up crop such as wheat or mustard. However, rainfed late-sown wheat gives low yields. Crops occasionally grown with
residual soil moisture in the area are gram, linseed, safflower, and kulthi (a pulse
crop). Success of follow-up crops is heavily dependent on “Hatia” rains and 1-2 winter showers.

Table 2. Grain yield (t/ha) of different short-duration rice cultivars on upland areas, Bihar
plateau, India.
Cultivar

Land Duration
situation (days)

Grain yield (t/ha)

Mean

CV%

1991

1992

1993

RR-167-982 (Vandhana) Upland

77-80

2.49

1.64

1.47

1994
2.14

1.94

20.88

Kalinga-3

75-77

2.11

1.10

1.31

2.05

1.64

27.05

RR-50-3

72-76

1.72

1.12

1.01

2.33

1.55

34.15

RR-151-3

70-75

1.98

1.14

1.36

2.08

1.64

24.34

Birsha-101

70-75

1.18

0.93

1.10

2.05

1.32

32.99

Pusa Jaldi Dhan-5

77-88

2.28

1.67

1.08

1.70

1.68

25.22

Pusa Jaldi Dhan-10

77-90

1.83

1.47

1.00

1.20

1.37

22.63

Pusa Jaldi Dhan-11

77-88

2.40

2.26

1.08

1.16

1.73

35.13

Culture-1

85-93

1.53

1.21

0.73

1.16

1.16

24.54

90-100

1.18

1.12

0.90

1.25

1.16

13.78

90-103

2.66

1.75

1.82

2.10

2.12

22.47

95-110

1.84

2.67

1.85

2.16

2.14

19.19

120-130

1.85

2.30

1.25

2.20

1.90

24.96

MW-10
Culture-1
MW-10
Local (Ladusal)
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Medium
land

On mid-uplands and uplands, farmers are also practising mixed cropping, with
rice one of the components and 1 or 2 crops of mainly maize, blackgram, or pigeonpea. Here yield stability is the prime consideration where drought risks are spread
over two to three crops. Intercropping has rarely been noted. Our farm trials suggest
better yield potential and land-equivalence ratios with rice-based row intercropping
with legumes (Banik and Bagchi 1994). However, in selecting combinations, contrasting growth habit with rice is preferred and thus pigeonpea, as noted in our trial
(Banik and Bagchi 1993), thus seems to be the ideal choice.

Potential for sustainability
Data collected during the survey of Usri watershed have clarified the potential of the
area, while indicating scope and constraints of resource utilisation (Maiti and Bagchi
1993). It should be pointed out that our sampling indicated an alarming increase in the
dependence of the population on a low productivity, degraded watershed. Overall, the
situation in the rice ecosystem reflects that farmers in low land parcels who are getting low but subsistence rice productivity through traditional systems are reluctant to
adopt improved management practices perceived as risk prone in circumstances of
uncertain resource availability. However, in medium and mid-upland areas, traditional practices are also subjected to high risk and thus selections of crops, varieties,
and cropping systems of rice seem to be accepted by the farmers if efficient resource
utilization technologies are recommended. Dependence on crop-based agriculture
must be supplemented with animal husbandry and low input demanding activities.
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Risk management by rainfed
lowland rice farmers in eastern
India
H. N. Singh, J. N. Singh, and R. K. Singh

Weather-induced instability of farming is the principal source of risk in monsoondependent agriculture. The problem presents itself in its most serious form during
drought and flood years. Through the experience of generations, farmers have
evolved several adjustment devices to manage their survival. In this paper an effort
is made to investigate different devices farmers have used to minimize their
possible losses in production. A study of 50 farmers was conducted in the Faizabad
district of eastern Uttar Pradesh, India. A three-stage stratified sampling procedure
was adopted to select block, village, and households. Secondary sources of
information were used in conjunction with biological indicators to identify the rainfed
lowland region. Wealth-ranking procedures aided in identifying locally generated
criteria of resources (rich, medium, and poor farmers) and weighted means were
used to conduct the risk-adjustment strategies.
Risk-management strategies employed by farm households were grouped into
two generic types: risk-minimizing strategies and loss-management devices. Riskminimizing strategies have evolved over time to compensate for the long-term
expectation of ecologically induced risk. Devices such as diversified enterprise
portfolio, resource diversion, and agronomic management were the major
ingredients of long-term risk-minimizing strategies. Short-term loss-management
and survival strategies included drawing down of inventory, asset disposal, selling of
labor, mortgage of jewellery and agricultural lands, seasonal and permanent outmigration, credit, and remittances.

Ecological conditions determine the agricultural enterprise mix in a particular region.
Dependence on the monsoon in eastern Uttar Pradesh (UP) coupled with high agroecological heterogeneity over short distances make agriculture a risky proposition. In
spite of this, farmers of this region have survived the vagaries of nature, highlighting
their ingenuity and innovativeness in coping with ecological risks. There have been
no systematic efforts, however, to collect reliable information from rainfed areas on
the risk-coping mechanisms evolved by rice farmers. This study was conducted to
generate systematic information on the adjustment strategies of rainfed rice farmers
of the Faizabad district in eastern Uttar Pradesh, India.

Problem areas
Eastern India, comprising Assam, Bihar, eastern UP, Madhya Pradesh, Orissa, and
West Bengal, accounts for about 58% of total area under rice in India, and contributes
roughly 48% to the total rice production. Barring nearly 20% (4.92 million ha) irrigated area in kharif, the entire region remains rainfed, and often affected by flood or
drought. Environmentally unfavorable areas such as eastern India in general and eastern UP in particular, have benefited little from green revolution technologies suited
mainly to irrigation-assured production environments. Per capita investment on agricultural infrastructure is the lowest in eastern India where the density of population is
also the highest (Singh et a1 1992, Singh 1993).
The major research efforts in the past have been in the area of commodity-based
irrigated agriculture, with little attention paid to less favorable environments. Further,
there has been little emphasis on a systems approach, which holds the key for
improvement, particularly in the complex, diverse, and risk-prone (CDR) circumstances of rainfed agriculture.
Conceptual framework
Biotic, edaphic, and climatic factors are the main determinant of the agricultural
enterprises in a particular region. Weather-induced instability is the principal source
of risk in monsoon-dependent agriculture in India. The problem presents itself in its
most magnified form during flood and drought years, which are frequent in rainfed
lowland regions. On such occasions, farming may fail to ensure even subsistence of
people and livestock. However, over many generations, farmers have evolved several
adjustment devices to manage their survival during droughts and floods in rainfed
regions.
Of all the elements of weather, the most important for agriculture is rainfall. The
performance of rainfed crops is largely determined by the timely availability of
appropriate amounts of rain during different phases of crop growth. The timing of
floods (water regime, submergence, and deep water) in relation to crop growth phases
affects crop performance and farmers’ adjustment devices. For instance, if flood
occurs at the beginning of the cropping season, all operations are delayed, resulting in
declines in crop area and productivity. Occurrence of drought or floods during the
middle stages of the crop-growth cycle retards crop growth and, in extreme cases,
may lead to heavy losses and necessitate a variety of salvage operations. The occurrence of water stress towards the end of season may cause withering or losses of
promising rice crops and create adverse conditions for rabi (post-monsoon) crops.
However, in keeping with the overall goals of the adjustment strategies in rainfed
rice ecosystems, risk is defined in this investigation as: “prospects which offer lower
returns than normally received or expected.” The adjustment devices against risks
thus involve measures aimed at minimizing the probability of losses due to risk
(Jodha 1978a).
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Phases
The most common adjustment strategies are completed in two phases. Phase one concerns the maximization of yield of rice through adjustment of different crop production processes, while phase two consists of measures to supplement the lower returns
by other sources of income, or to manage with lower returns by different loss management devices. The readiness with which the aforesaid devices can be adopted
depends on the level of preparedness of farming systems to face such eventualities.
Research methodology
A three-stage stratified sampling design was adopted to select the block, village, and
households from Faizabad district in eastern UP. A wealth ranking procedure (Grandin 1988, Singh 1993) was adopted to select 50 households consisting of 6 resourcerich, 16 medium resource, and 28 resource-poor households from the village of
Mungishpur Mathiya, which falls under rainfed lowland rice ecosystem. The pattern
of rainfall during the survey year (1989-90) was unimodal. Rain started in the third
week of June and ended in the last week of October. Heavy rain occurred during the
season, amounting 1300 mm and causing submergence for 120-130 days.
Farm household data
The sample households were interviewed three times during June-August 1989 with
the help of pre-designed, pre-tested questionnaires and schedules. The first-round of
survey was carried out to make inquiries about the validation of risk-proneness in the
rainfed lowland region and land use pattern, crops grown during kharif, resource use
for crops, and area affected by flood. A second-round survey was carried out during
October-November 1989 for kharif crop harvest and validation of losses in yield of
rice. The third and final part of the survey was carried out during April-May 1990 to
ascertain the rabi harvest and input used in rabi crops, and access to credit through
informal institutions. Data regarding risk attributes and the perception of risks and
risk adjustment strategies in the risk-prone areas were also collected.
Risk perception
Farmers were asked to reveal their perception of occurrence of (flood) risk in the
region. Most farmers answered that there was a severe risk every third year. A few
thought that the floods occurred every fourth year.
Risk-minimizing strategies adopted by farm households
Tabular analysis was used to identify the production adjustment mechanisms adopted
by farm households. Risk-minimizing practices embodied in the cropping strategies
of the lowland region could be subdivided into those that relate primarily to resource
and enterprise diversification and those that relate to adjustment within the cropping
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system and operational practices. The rationality of these techniques was judged on
effectiveness in dealing with risks, specially as perceived by farmers.
Risk-management strategies evolved by the farm households
Besides risk minimizing strategies, the risk-management strategies adopted by the
households were identified based on survey data.

Results and discussion
Demographic and socioeconomic feature of sample households
Data on land holdings, percentage of irrigated area in rice, cropping intensity, and
proportion of rice acreage to total cropped area in kharif were analyzed and are presented in Table 1. The average size of holding varied from 0.56 ha on resource-poor
to 2 ha on resource-rich farms with an overall average of 0.96 ha. The farm size is
directly related to wealth status. The proportion of net irrigated area also declines
with fall in wealth category.
The data further revealed that rice was the dominant crop and occupied about 77%
of total cropped area on sample farms in kharif season. One of the reasons is that a
major portion of area is lowland. The cropping intensity was 174, indicating that only
a small portion of cultivated land was under fallow. The cropping intensity was low
on resource-rich farms, but high on medium-resource farms.
Table 1. Land resources of survey households, 1989-90.
Wealth categories

No. of
households

Average
holding size
(ha)

Proportion of
net irrigated
area to total
(%) in paddy

Cropping
intensity (%)

Percentage of
rice area to
cropped area
(%)

6

2.03

15

141

74

Medium-resource

16

1.20

10

195

77

Resource-poor

28

0.56

8

169

78

Average

50

0.96

12

174

77

Resource-rich

Loss-minimizing devices
Faced with the threat of flood, farmers in the study area have devised several mechanisms to withstand risks. The mechanisms are either resource-centered or crop-centered. It appeared from survey and investigation of lowland areas that the ultimate
objectives of farmers were to exploit different dimensions and, at the same time,
guard against heavy losses, particularly in stress situations. The efficiency of the
mechanisms from the farmers’ viewpoint is given below. Farmers use many methods
to minimize risk or transfer it to someone else.
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Diversification of crops or resources. Diversification of crops depends on climatic conditions and the resources available to farmers. It was observed that 724 of
farmers adopted crop diversification (Table 2) practices that directly related to wealth
categories. Most of the resource-rich farmers (83%) diversified their crops on different land toposequences according to season and rainfall pattern, while only 68% of
the resource-poor farmers adopted crop diversification. The rest of the farmers had no
option for crop diversification since their lands are in the lowland toposequence. In
this process, maize, early rice, pulses, and oilseed crops were planted in uplands,
whereas rice is the main crop in lowland areas. Diversification in resource allocation
was also adopted by farmers on the basis of the perceived climatic conditions over
years. For example, under favorable conditions, allocation of land area, fertilizers,
and chemicals to the rice crop was increased.
Table 2. Loss-minimizing strategies, 1989-90. Figures are numbers of households with
percentages in parentheses.
Resource rich

Medium resource

Resource -

Overall

poor

percent

No. of farmers

6

16

28

50

1. Diversification

5

12

19

72

(83)

(75)

(68)

Different devices

2. Mixed cropping or crop mixtures

6
(100)

3. Adjustment in sowing, transplanting
and spacing
4. Resowing, gap-filling and thinning
5. Early season change
6. Biusoni and bidahani
7. Salvage operation

6
(100)

24
(85)

16
(100)

28

2

10

18

(62)

(64)

2

11

24

(33)

(68)

(86)

6

14

20

(100)

(87)

(71)

4

88
100

(100)

(33)

(67)
8. Reallocation of resources

14
(87)

12

10

(75)

(36)

4

10

23

(67)

(62)

(82)

60
74
80
52
74

Mixed cropping or crop mixtures. These practices are followed in lowlands in the
rabi season and on uplands in both kharif and rabi seasons. The proportion of mixed
cropping is directly related to resource category (Table 2). The most-important
upland and lowland crop mixtures being practiced by all categories of farmers in
kharif and rabi season are as follows:
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Upland - kharif
1. Maize + bajra + urd
2. Maize + urd + patson
3. Arhar + maize + urd
4. Rice + bajra + patson
Lowland - rabi
1. Wheat + mustard + linseed (border)
2. Gram + mustard
3. Pea + mustard + linseed
4. Berseem + mustard
5. Lathyrus + mustard + linseed (Paracrop)
6. Lentil + mustard + linseed (Paracrop)
7. Wheat + mustard + pea etc.
The above mixed cropping or crop mixture practices safeguard the farmers
against environmental risk and also fulfill the need for subsistence. The farmers need
most of these crops for their day-to-day household requirements. The risks of abiotic
and biotic stresses are minimized owing to variability in crop durations and stage of
susceptibility to various environmental stresses.
Adjustment in sowing and transplanting dates, seed rate and plant spacings.
Adjustment in sowing and transplanting time, seeding rate, and spacing are some of
the loss-minimizing devices used against weather-induced risk in lowland and upland
areas. Farmers adopt an earlier sowing/transplanting for rice in the submergenceprone areas in the kharif season (i.e. last week of June to first week of July) due to the
fear of water stagnation and late sowing of rabi crops when water recedes. Since fluctuation occurs in the sowing or transplanting time of crops, the seeding rate of crops is
varied according to the time and the condition of plots. Farmers try to maintain plant
population in their plots in the light of expected yields. Higher seeding rate or number
of seedlings per hill of rice was observed when sowing/transplanting was done late
and vice-versa. In upland portions, sowing of kharif crops starts with the onset of the
monsoon. Similarly, rabi crops are sown early to avoid moisture stress as it enables
utilization of residual moisture as well as better use of winter rains (Dec-Jan).
Resowing, gap filling, and thinning. Resowing, gap-filling, and thinning operations are much practiced and found to be inversely related to the resource category
(Table 2). The medium and resource-poor farmers have been found to make better use
of these practices because of small and fragmented holdings. Gap-filling was
observed to be a common practice in transplanted rice mainly in lowland areas, while
resowing and thinning were found to be predominant practices in rabi crops.
Early season changes. Early season operational changes depend on sudden shifts
in climatic conditions. In the event of heavy rains and damage to other upland crops,
an early change to rice becomes the common practice of farmers in the study region.
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Also, the planning for dry-seeded rice is substituted by transplanting in the second
stage in the same plot during the same season.
However, a long dry spell resulting in the failure of the rice crop due to severe
drought brings toria, urd, and sweet potato into the cropping system during mid season.
Beushening and bidahani. Beushening and bidahani practices were observed in
upland rice where severe weed infestation was a common problem. In Beushening,
the broadcasted rice fields (6 to 9" water depth) were plowed by country plow and
planked for proper spacing of plants, soil aeration, rice roots development, and checking of weed growth (weeds suppressed in soil and converted into organic manure by
decomposition). Breakage at the base of rice plants during this process stimulates
emergence of new tillers from the root zone (Fujisaka et al 1991, Singh et al, 1994).
All farmers in the resource-rich category have adopted beushening practices, while
the medium and resource-poor farmers opt for hand weeding. Biusoni was practiced
on a large scale on all the resource categories of farms (80%) in the upland portion of
the lowland ecosystem.
Salvage operations. Salvage operation is conducted to save the by-product
instead of main product in severe stress conditions. Table 2 shows no specific pattern
of salvage operations in the study region. However, the medium-resource category of
farmers followed this practice more frequently than the other two resource categories.
By giving life-saving irrigation if available to rice in the dry season, the by-product of
crop (long-duration) can be saved. A similar practice can be followed for maize and
other crops in kharif season.
Reallocation of resources. Table 2 indicates that there was no definite pattern in
reallocation of resources among the different resource groups. It was perhaps influenced by the different proportions of land types the farmers had. When environmental
conditions were adverse, farmers either ceased or reduced inputs of fertilizer. interculture operation, etc. Surplus resources were utilized for other crops in the same or
following season. If the environment was favorable, farmers applied additional fertilizer doses to rice.
Loss-management devices: household survival mechanisms
Households do not respond arbitrarily to variability in food supply. People who live
in circumstances where their main source of income is at recurrent risk have developed self-insurance strategies to minimize risk to their food supply and livelihood
(Corbett 1988). The risk-management strategy includes asset disposal, migration to
places where income can be earned, land sale or mortgage, use of inter-household
transfers and loans, use of credit from merchants and money lenders, remittances,
gifts, and distress migration.
Asset disposal. In disposing of assets, the farmer generally decreases his inventory with high carrying costs and reduces his current commitments. Table 3 reveals
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that the average income per household from asset depletion during stress periods
(flood year) amounted to Rs. 1047. Livestock, trees, and jewellery accounted for 55,
39, and 8% of total depleted assets. The position of asset depleting among resource
groups revealed an almost equal contribution from livestock (small and large ruminants) and trees (fruit and timber), i.e. about 48% each. on medium-resource farms,
while livestock contributed most on resource-poor farms and trees on resource-rich
farms. Since the resource-poor households encountered food and fodder crises simultaneously during stress days, these households relied mainly on livestock sale. Sale/
mortgage of jewellery was practiced by medium- and poor-resource households
when they had no other options to save their productive capacity. The cycle of asset
depletion and acquisition was so common in the region that any outsider may obtain a
false impression that the process by which households even-out consumption during
periods of flood operate smoothly and at low cost (Mishra and Singh 1990). On the
contrary, the loss of productive assets (livestock) during flood years reduces the
capacity of households to hold on to their farms. It tends to convert them into tenant
farmers and landless laborers (Jodha 1979).
Credit. The possibilities for strengthening farmer adjustment mechanisms
through credit, rely on proper understanding of the adjustment mechanism itself and
the role of credit in it. Informal lending agencies played a major role during scarcity
periods. The amount of non-institutional credit was found to be Rs. 467 per household (Table 4). Borrowing decreased with an increase in resource richness. Of the
various sources of credit, moneylenders had the biggest share (40%) followed by big
farmers and merchants (23%) each, and relatives and friends (14%). On average
about half the total amount borrowed was received from moneylenders. This was so
because it was easier to borrow from moneylenders than from institutional agencies.
The relative net indebtedness was greater in the case of resource-poor farmers. In
extreme cases, laborers worked on resource-rich farms, and in building and road construction, etc. to earn their livelihood. In relative terms. medium households had to
depend more on sale of assets and disposal of old-stock of grain, while rich farmers
depend more on borrowing from relatives and friends, and on asset disposal. The
credit was used for sustenance i.e. current consumption. maintenance of livestock,
and for current production, medical, schooling and miscellaneous expenses etc.
The various interest rates charged are shown in Table 4. They ranged from 0 to
72% per annum, with a major share (67%) of total credit obtained at interest rates of
60-72% per annum. Resource-rich households mostly borrowed at no interest from
very close relatives and friends.
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Table 3. Income (rupees/household) from asset disposal by households during flood year
in lowland region of eastern India, 1989-90. Figures in parentheses are percentages.
Details
A.

Resourcerich

Mediumresource

Resourcepoor

Average

1. Small ruminant

233

314

311

303

2. Large ruminant

250

263

207

230

Livestock

3. By-product of livestock a
Sub-total (A)

B.

33

39

32

610

557

565

(39)

(48)

(63)

(54)

177

130

19

73

67

37

55

51

55

73

Trees
1. Fruit product
2. Fruit tree
3. Timber tree

137

79

Others b

383

352

89

208

Sub-total (B)

765

598

218

405

(61)

(47)

(25)

(39)

-

56

105

77

-

(4)

(12)

(7)

4.

C.

483

Sale of jewellry

Total A+B+C

1248

1264

880

1047

(100)

(100)

(100)

(100)

a lncludes value of farmyard manure, dung cake and hair of pigs

blncludes value of bamboo and sarpat (weed) from homestead.

Out-migration. Out-migration was common in the medium and resource-poor
households in response to the adverse conditions due to climatic hazards. In these
periods, households had no work on their own farms and a paucity of consumable
goods. They migrated to better-endowed areas to earn income and returned when they
needed to work on their own farms. Table 5 indicates that about 59% of out-migration
was seasonal, and 41% a response to crises. For resource-poor households, only 33%
of migration incidents were in response to crises. The reverse trend was observed in
the case of medium-resource households. Out-migration of resource-poor households was to nearby areas because their families required their frequent support and
supervision. The average duration of out-migration per person in the year was highest
in resource-poor households (99 days), followed by medium-resource households
(71 days). This indicates that poorer households had more needs for outside employment during stress conditions than had the other wealth categories.
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Table 4. Credit (rupees) obtained by households through different lending agencies, and
interest rates charged, during flood year in lowland region of eastern India, 1989-90.
Figures in parentheses are percentages.
Details

Resource
-rich

Mediumresource

Resource
-poor

Average

317

428

522

467

239

187

A.

Amount of credit (Rs)
(Average per households)

B.

Percentage share of agencies in (A)
1. Money lender

-

167
(40)

(46)

(40)

2. Big farmers

-

66

152

106

3. Merchants/traders

-

142

(15)

4. Friends and relatives

Total

C.

317

(29)

(23)

113

109

(33)

(22)

(23)

53

18

65

(100)

(12)

317

428

522

(3)

467

(14)

(100)

(100)

(100)

(100)

Proportion of credit obtained at different rates of interest
Without interest

317

53

18

65

(100)

(12)

(3)

(14)

Zero

-

53

51

45

(10)

(10)

36 per cent

-

64

36

(1 2)
-

(12)

(8)
21

48 per cent

-

-

39

60 per cent

-

134
(32)

175
(34)

142

-

187

175

158

(44)

(34)

(34)

317

428

522

467

(100)

(100)

(100)

(100)

(7)

72 per cent

Total
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(4)
(30)

Table 5. Incidence of out-migration for employment during flood year in lowland region
of eastern India, 1989-90. Figures in parentheses are percentages.
Details

Resource rich

Medium resource

Resource poor

Average

5

8

6

(45)

(67)

(59)

6

4

4

(55)

(33)

(41)

71

99

78

21

19

36

34

Incidence of out-migration for employment
1. Nature of migration
a. Seasonal

b. Distress

-

-

2. Average duration of out-migration
(days/year)

-

3. Average income (Rs./day)

-

4. Percentage of households
affected by out-migration

-

23
44

Miscellaneous source of income. Among the miscellaneous sources of income
(Table 6), farm and non-farm labor contributed most (average Rs. 770), followed by
remittances (Rs. 414), credit in kind (Rs. 265), old-stocks of grain (Rs. 188), mortgage of cultivable land (Rs. 102), and crafts (Rs. 22). The total amount was higher on
resource-rich farms (Rs. 2654), followed by resource-poor (Rs. 1703) and medium
resources (Rs. 1575). The situation indicates that resource-rich households did not
change their daily requirements even during stress times as compared to medium and
poor-resource households.
Comparison of resource groups reveals that working for wages was a major
source of income for resource-poor and medium-resource farms (63 and 34% of total
miscellaneous income) in abnormal years. The resource-poor households performed
all types of jobs in their locality. They worked in the fields of large farms, in building,
digging drains and channels, thatching, earth works, maintenance of roads, and in
plantations in the Government Rural Work Programme (Jawaher Rojgar Yojna).
Medium-resource households, on the other hand, were selective, working in plantations, building, etc. The better the resources of households, the less was earned from
outside work and vice versa.
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Table 6. Miscellaneous sources of income (rupees/household) during flood year in
lowland region of eastern India, 1989-90. Figures in parentheses are percentages.
Details

Resource
-rich

Medium resource

Resource
-poor

Average

-

532
(34)

1071
(63)

770
(43)

1.

Laborer work
(farm and non-farm)

2.

Credit in kind
(value in rupees)

150
(6)

316
(20)

260
(15)

265
(15)

3.

Old-stock of grain
(value in rupees)

487
(18)

312
(20)

54
(3)

188
(11)

4.

Mortgage of cultivable
land

150
(6)

106
(7)

89
(5)

102
(6)

5.

Remittances

1867

269

185

414

(70)

(17)

(11)

(23)

-

30

23

22

(2)

(1)

(1)

-

10
(1)

21
(1)

27
(1)

1575

1703

1778

(100)

(100)

(100)

6.

7.

Crafts

Gifts/incentives

Total

2654
(100)

Source of sustenance. Table 7 summarises the proportion of farmers’ sustenance
income attributable to various sources during scarcity years. The composition of sustenance income, in terms of source, reflects the differences in the adjustment patterns
of rich and poor-resource households. First, despite crop failures, rich households in
most of the areas were able to obtain some income from cultivation (48%) and animal
husbandry (19%). Further, because of their better asset position (10%) and strong
social links with relatives and friends for borrowing, they were able to derive more
sustenance income through asset disposal and remittances. A sense of social position
prevented many of them from laboring for income.
The average sustenance income was Rs. 8301. It was highest on resource-rich
farms, and declined with falling resource status of farms. The resource-poor groups
gained the bulk of their income from sources other than crop and animal husbandry.
Miscellaneous sources such as on-farm and non-farm laborer work and credit (in kind
and cash), during out-migration, contributed substantially to the sustenance income
of medium and poor-resource households.
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Table 7. Sources of sustenance income (rupees/household) of households during flood
year in lowland region of eastern India, 1989-90. Figures in parentheses are percentages.
Details

Resource
-rich

Medium resource

Resource
-poor

Average

6

16

28

12930

8762

7046

(100)

(100)

(100)

(100)

1. Cultivation

6242

3000

2194

2938

2. Animal husbandly

2469

No. of households
Sustenance income

8301

Proportion from

(48)

(19)
3. Asset disposal

1248
(10)

4. Laborer work

(34)
1392
(16)
1261
(14)
532
(6)

5.

Borrowings a

617
(5)

6. Out-migration
7. Others b

850
(10)

(18)

(12)
880
(12)
1071
(15)
871

(35)
1241
(15)
1046
(13)
600
(7)
834

(12)

(10)

877

848

(13)

(12)

(10)

611

262

625

1115

2354

(31)
890

(7)

(4)

(8)

a

Borrowing Includes money value of credit, kind and mortgage of land.
b
Others includes crafts, remittances, gifts/incentives, and old stock of grains.

Concluding remarks
In conclusion, farmers in the study area adopted a number of risk-minimizing, agronomic management practices based on long-term agroecological expectations. These
included crop diversification, mixed cropping, early season changes, beushening and
bidhani in rice, etc. In addition, certain short-term survival strategies for loss management were also enlisted, including asset disposal, land mortgage, credit (cash and
kind), migration, and remittances.
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Farmers’ strategies for minimizing
risk in rainfed lowland rice
farming systems in eastern India
D. Chandra

About 56% of rice in India is rainfed. In eastern India, approximately 19 million ha is
planted to rainfed rice. The productivity of rice in these environments is low, ranging
from 0.87 t/ha in the uplands to 1.61 t/ha in the lowlands. Mixed and intercropping
of rice and diversification of cropping systems can insure against the risk associated
with rice monoculture. With the selection of appropriate rice varieties, mixed
cropping with red gram, green gram, mustard, and lentil can be practiced in the
uplands.
Possibilities exist for reducing risk through improved nutrient management, early
planting, and selection of appropriate varieties. In addition to these rice-related risk
adjustments, diversification improves farmers’ capacity to withstand income risk.

India has the world’s largest area under rice (28%) covering 42.2 million ha with a
total production of 73.7 million t (milled rice) (1991-1992). Of this, 39 million ha are
cultivated during the wet season (autumn/winter) and 3.3 million ha during the dry
season, with respective productivities of 1.66 t/ha and 2.70 t/ha. The rice-growing
environments are classified into three broad categories: rainfed upland, rainfed lowland, and irrigated medium land, covering about 16, 39, and 45% of the total rice area
in the country. In these areas, the economy and development of farmers are closely
linked with productivity of rice.
A large proportion (>70%) of the rice area in India is rainfed and has been receiving greater attention from researchers and extension personnel. To meet the foodgrain
needs of 1000 million population by the year 2000, the rice requirement has been estimated to be 97 million t. This calls for an increase in productivity of rice from the
present 1.73 t/ha to 2.37 t/ha, from the existing land area. The eastern region has to
produce 18.5 million t of additional rice by 2000, amounting to an increase in productivity from 1.16 t/ha to 1.93 t/ha.
The rainfed rice environment is further divided into uplands and lowlands. The
lowlands include shallow water (up to 30 cm), intermediate (up to 50 cm), semi-deep
(up to 100 cm), and deep (more than 1 m). In these sub-ecosystems, different types of

farming practices exist, and diversity, rather than uniformity/similarity, is the rule.
This paper focuses on only the rainfed lowland ecosystem in eastern India.

Rainfed lowland rice ecosystem in eastern India
In India, nearly 10 million ha of rice area are affected annually due to excessive water
logging and occasional flash-flooding. Such areas are mostly located in eastern India.
Productivity of rice in this climatologically handicapped rainfed ecosystem is low
and unstable due to various kinds of biotic and abiotic stresses (Pande and Reddy
1984). Water stress, caused by either deficit or excess of water in the early stages of
growth, results in poor seedling emergence and death of young plants, whereas
excess water in the later stages causes plant mortality and restricted tillering, leading
to poor crop stand. Drainage of this excess water in the catchment and coastal areas is
not feasible and therefore crop productivity can be improved only by adopting appropriate cultural practices, including efficient management of fertilizer (Reddy et a1
1991).
The rice crop in the different categories of lowlands suffers from the following :
Inadequate crop stand
Suppressed tillering and mortality of tillers due to deeper submergence
Low use of inputs, particularly fertilizers
Iron toxicity, particularly in acidic soils
Premature lodging of tall varieties
Delayed planting due to inadequate draught power and labor constraints
Incidence of pests such as gall midge and stem borer and diseases such as bacterial leaf blight, sheath blight, and brown spot
The problem of coastal salinity in Orissa with high water table containing saline
water (5-8 mmhos/cm), and tidal inundation.

Technology available for rainfed lowland farmers in eastern India
Varieties
New rice varieties developed for rainfed lowlands perform well with the adoption of
improved cultural practices. The Central Rice Research Institute, Cuttack has
released semi-tall and photoperiod-sensitive rice varieties which withstand waterlogging and produce high yields at moderate fertility. The yields of a semi-dwarf variety
CR1009 (Savitri) ranged from 4.6 to 5.0 t/ha over a 10-year period (1977- 1987) under
shallow lowlands (Patnaik 1988). The yield potential of recently released lowland
rice varieties is 200 to 400% higher than that of the local varieties (Table 1). Lowland
rice varieties and production technologies have been adopted successfully by farmers
in coastal areas of Orissa, resulting in grain yields of 3-5 t/ha compared with 1.8 t/ha
with local variety and management (Mahapatra 1990).
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Table 1. Yield performance of transplanted lowland cultures in the Pata areas of
Raghunathpur Block, Cuttack district, Orissa (average of 11 trials).
Culture/variety

a

Grain yield (t/ha). Mean of 4 years (1984-87)

CR292-5258

4.04

Savitri

4.89

CR1010

4.35

Gayatri

6.08

Utkalprabha

3.50

CR 260-77

4.24

Tulasi

4.35

CR301-3066

3.46

Panidhan

3.92

Cuttack Chandi

1.88

T-1242

1.60

Athagaria

1.86

Gurmatia

1.77

Burhamunda

1.83

a

Fertilizer dose: 40 kg N, 30 kg P 2 O5 and 30 kg K 2O/ha was applied basally.
Source: Jha (1987).

The rice varieties Panidhan, Tulasi, CR260-77 and CR301-3066 performed well
in intermediate lowlands and possessed tolerance to stem borer, gall midge and premature lodging. These varieties also have a superior grain quality which fetches a
higher market price. The local varieties rarely yielded more than 2 t/ha in spite of best
management practices. Varieties such as Savitri, CR1010, and Gayatri have coarse
grain yield (4-5 t/ha). During 1993 at Kantapada, lowland varieties, Panidhan, Utkalprabha, Tulasi, Moti, Gayatri yielded more than 5 t/ha with a fertilizer input of 60 kg
N + 30 kg P2 O5 + 30 kg K2O/ha, compared with 2 t/ha for local varieties. Some promising high-yielding rice varieties released during the 1980s for eastern states are listed
in Table 2.
Time of seeding
The results of various experiments conducted in farmers' fields in the Cuttack district
showed that the best time for seeding is the first week of June. Sowing from the end of
May to early June in eastern India ensures a good crop stand and grain yield. Delayed
sowing after mid-June results in reduction of grain yield due to excess water in the
field which, in turn, causes rotting of the sprouted seeds or retards seedling vigor.
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Method of seeding
In the traditional method of broadcast seeding, a major proportion of the seeds are left
on the soil surface. In the event of a rainfall gap of two weeks after seed germination,
the sprouted seeds die due to drought. On the other hand, seeds drilled or dibbled
behind the plow remain at 3-5 cm depth in the soil. Rainwater from the first few
showers soaks into the profile and is stored in the 0--15 cm layer of the soil. A longer
gap of up to 2 weeks in the rain from mid-June to early July does not affect deep-sown
seeds as the roots are able to draw on moisture stored in the soil profile. Line seeding
and transplanting produced similar grain yields when tested in the farmers’ fields.
Beaushening is practiced in direct-sown shallow lowland rice in Orissa, Madhya
Pradesh, Bihar and, to a lesser extent, in West Bengal, Assam, and Uttar Pradesh to
control weeds, optimize crop stand, and provide soil aeration. In Madhya Pradesh,
this is called as “biasi”. The operation of beaushening or biasi at 50 days after sowing
increased the yield by 22%. Chandra (1991) conducted a study in shallow submerged
lowlands to determine the effect of line sowing and beaushening (in broadcast sown
crop) under hand-weeded and unweeded conditions. Beaushening was superior to
line sowing with hand weeding in varieties T141 and Moti while it was inferior in
Padmini. Under unweeded conditions, beaushening was superior to line sowing in
varieties Moti and Padmini (Table 3).
Response to nitrogen
Nitrogen is the most deficient and highly mobile nutrient in soil, and therefore its management in waterlogged rice fields faces many problems as regards to its time, method,
rate, and form of application. The grain yield of rice was found to decrease with
increase in water depth but the response to N was significant at all water depths (Fig. 1)
(Sharma 1994). Yield plateau occurred at a progressively lower level of N with increase
in water depth, the highest response being obtained under intermediate deep water and
the lowest under deep water. Basal N application was essential to provide the needed
vigor to the seedlings to tolerate the unfavorable environment of excess water (Pande
and Reddy 1984, Rao et al 1985, Reddy et al 1985). Fertilization of the lowland rice
crop with up to 60 kg N/ha under intermediate deep water and 40 kg N/ha under semideep to deep-water conditions was adequate for achieving near maximum yield.
The results on methods of N application have shown that basal application of
prilled urea (PU) or urea supergranules (USG) behind the plow furrow or between the
seed rows were equally effective in increasing the yield and were superior to broadcast incorporation or foliar spraying of PU. Further, USG placement early in the season when water is shallower gave a response on par with furrow placement of USG of
sowing (Sharma 1994). Mahapatra (1985) reported that in a flood-prone area, split
application of PU—half broadcast incorporated at sowing and half as soil incubated
urea at tillering—proved inferior to basal broadcast incorporation or drilling behind
plow of PU, probably due to washing away of the top-dressed N with the free-flowing
floodwater.
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Savitri

Aditya

Tara

Vanaprabha
Heera

Shankar,

Srabhani

(CR1007)
Dharitri

Padmini
Samalei

Sneha

Shaktiman,

Moti

Pathara

Mahalaxmi

Sattari

Neela

Rudra, Gauri,

Ramakrishna
Kanchan

Sarathi, IR36,

Keshari

Pratap, Daya,

Sarasa, lndira

Kalyani-ll

Lalat, Bhuban,

Seema

Gayatri
Tulasi

Utkaprabha

Panidhan

Kalashress

Rambha

Dinesh

Khira, Ananga,

Amulya

Sabita

Nalini

Matangini

Sudha

6

Minal

Suresh

Biraj

Mandira

5

Semi-deep

Rainfed lowland
Intermediate

Lakhmi

Kunti

Neeraja

Kalinga-Ill

Sughandha
Jayashree
Rajashree
Jogen

Vandana

Birsa Dhan 202

Khitish

Birsa Dhan 201

Kanak

Radha

4

Shallow

KHP2

Birsa Dhan 101

3

Rainfed upland

Kamini

2

Irrigated

Udaya
Continued on next page

Orissa

West Bengal

Bihar

1

State

Jaladhi-2

Jaladhi-1

Janaki

7

Deep

Table 2. Some of the promising high yielding rice varieties released during '80s and thereafter for different ecosystems in eastern
states.
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Pradesh

Madhya Pradesh

Uttar

Assam

1

State
4

Shallow

Ashwani
Govind

Narendra 7

Narendra 2

Deepti

Abha

Asha

Usha

Samridhi

Ruchi

Radhe

Poova
Tripti

Kranti

Narendra 97

Narendra 80

Sarjoo 52

Narendra 188

Manohar

Maniram

TTB14-1

Madhuri

Ranjeet

Piolee

Rangili
Kushal

TTB2-6-1

TTB15-1

Bhogali

3

Rainfed upland

TTB417

2

Irrigated
5

Intermediate
6

Semi-deep

Rainfed lowland

Jalnidhi

Jalmagna

7

Deep

Table 2. (contd) Some of the promising high yielding rice varieties released during '80s and thereafter for different ecosystems in
eastern states.

Table 3. Effect of beaushening on the grain yield (t/ha) of rice varieties, kharif 1992.
Weeding treatment

Variety

Line sown

Broadcast sown with
beaushening

T141

2.40

2.80

Moti

4.05

4.30

Padmini

3.70

1.80

Mean

3.38

3.23

T141

2.37

2.05

Moti

1.35

2.60

Padmini

0.45

0.40

Mean

1.39

1.73

Hand weeded

Unweeded crop

Date of sowing-12 June 91
Date of beaushening-04 August 92

1. Response of rice to N fertilizer under different water depths (means of 3 years data).
Varieties used were: intermediate deepwater – Savitri, Gayatri, CR1016, Utkalprabha,
Panidhan, Tulasi, CR260-77; semi-deepwater – Nalini, Amulya, CN593-299-2-1, CR62626-2-3; deepwater – Jaladhi-1, Janaki, CN-566-363-3-1.
Source: Sharma (1994)
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The effect of graded levels of nitrogen was studied on different lowland rice varieties at the village of Gopalpur in Raghunathpur block, Cuttack district.
Three rice varieties, Tulasi, Panidhan, and CR301-3066 were direct-sown by the
end of May and fertilized basally with 0, 20, 40, 60, and 80 kg N/ha. It was found that
the grain yield of Tulasi and Panidhan increased significantly with up to 40 kg N/ha.
The yield of CR301-3066 was also highest at 40 kg N/ha, and there was significant
decrease as the N fertilizer rate was increased further. At higher levels of N, the plants
became tall and lodged prematurely before flowering. It is concluded that an application rate of 40 kg N/ha was adequate for rice under intermediate lowland conditions
(Sharma 1994).
Fertilization with P and K
Coastal alluvial soils are generally rich in P and K and responses to these nutrients are
therefore not as marked as that to N (Pande et al 1985). However, under adverse conditions such as flash-flooding, a healthy crop with balanced fertilization withstands
submergence stress better and recovers faster during the post flood period than an
unhealthy, unfertilized crop (Pande and Reddy 1984). Therefore, balanced use of N,
P, and K is indispensable for increasing the rice yield. Combination of P and K with N
increased the grain yield significantly compared with the treatment without P and K
combination. The rice yield increased by 145% when the crop was fertilized at 90 kg
N/ha compared with the treatment of 60 kg N/ha. Rice yield was appreciably higher at
all the N levels along with P and K than with N but without P and K (Chandra and
Mishra 1991).
Green manuring
Green manuring of rice with legume crops is a well established practice and is
reported to save about 50-100 kg N/ha (Yadvinder Singh et al 1991). The grain yield
of rice sown broadcast along with “dhaincha” (Sesbania aculeata or Sesbania rostrata) and incorporating the latter after 40 days through beaushening was comparable
with fertilizer N at 40 kg/ha (Manna et al 1988). Green manuring can substitute up to
50% of the chemical N fertilizer when the N requirement of rice is up to 90 kg N/ha
under shallow-water or irrigated conditions. However, in intermediate deepwater
lowlands the nitrogen requirement of direct-sown rice of 40 kg N/ha can be fully met
through intercropping with “dhaincha”.
Insect and disease management
Although any type of insect can appear, their intensity and range are more important.
Stem borer is a universal pest, not only in different states, but in all rice ecosystems.
Next in order is green leaf hopper in terms of its widespread occurrence. Insects such
as BPH and leaffolder are also causing alarm in different rice ecosystems. Among
diseases, BLB, both in terms of intensity and widespread nature, occupies number
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one position in eastern India, followed by stem rot and blast. Of late, false smut is
making an appearance in different ecosystems of eastern India. Tungro and brown
spot are also appearing but infrequently.
Rice-cum-fish culture
The possibility of successful culturing of fish along with rice in lowland fields has
been demonstrated. The yield of fish (freshwater Indian major carps and common
carps) varied from 70-180 kg/ha within a period of about 90 days, in addition to 3-4 t/
ha of rice.

Future strategies
For increasing rice production from rainfed lowlands in eastern India priority should
be placed on the identification of appropriate rice varieties in the farmers' fields.
While making continuous efforts to transfer proven technologies to the farmers'
fields, due emphasis should be given to further refine the technologies based on feedback from farmers, and taking account of their changing priorities. Transfer of technology has to be undertaken on the basis of the whole farming system. Farmers
should be provided with quality seeds and other inputs, along with necessary credit
facilities. Front-line demonstrations need to be conducted to motivate farmers to
adopt improved technologies.
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Carbon and nutrient pools in rice
croppingsystems
G. Blair, R. Lefroy, Yothin Konboon, Sodchol Wonprasaid, and
Kunnika Naklang

Cultivation and crop residue management are major factors that control the amount
and quality of carbon and the amount of other nutrients that cycle in cropping
systems. When residues with rapid breakdown rate, such as many legume green
manures, are incorporated into soil, the episodic release of C and nutrients often
occurs before the main crop is planted resulting in significant leaching losses of C
and nutrients. On the other hand, incorporation of residues with a wide C: nutrient
ratio can result in temporary immobilization of nutrients.
A simple and cheap method has been developed at the University of New England
(UNE), Australia that enables estimation of potential residue breakdown and nutrient
release rates. The UNE perfusion device has been used to show that factors such as
leaf tenacity are often more critical in determining leaf breakdown rate than C:N or
C:nutrient ratio.
An oxidation technique which uses 333 mM KMnO 4 has been developed to
estimate the pool of labile C in soil, and this, together with total C, is used to
calculate a carbon management index (CMI). This relates the labile and non-labile C
in an agricultural soil to a soil of the same type in the same area which is under a
stable or near stable management system. The CMI index, used in conjunction with
the nutrient status of the soil, indicates whether the system is in a degradation or
rehabilitation cycle.

Management of crop residues and green manure crops, and conservation of soil carbon (C) are key elements in managing global C and nutrient cycles. Ranjhan (1986)
estimated that more than 100 million t of rice straw are produced each year in Southeast Asia (Table 1). The fate of this material is important in defining C and nutrient
dynamics. Data on C and nutrient pool sizes in rice cropping systems are sparse and
scattered. The data in Table 2 are an estimate of pool sizes for a lowland rice site at
Klaten, Indonesia. Although the amount of C and nutrients contained in the plant pool
is small relative to the total soil pool, the turnover rate of the plant pool is vitally
important in maintaining both the physical and chemical fertility of the soil.
The large amount of C and nutrients contained in rice residues means that their
fate and management can greatly affect the long-term sustainability of the production

system. The following are the four major pathways of straw use and the consequences
for the system.
a) Straw retained: This is the most conservative of the systems where the only losses
are in grain removed and, for carbon, in respiration losses from the standing straw
and during incorporation into the soil. The return of straw provides C and nutrients to microorganisms which recycle the nutrients to the plant.
b) Straw grazed: The grazed straw represents a partial loss of C and nutrients from
the system. When grazed in situ, the C and nutrients in animal products are lost
from the system, but the indigestible C plus nutrients which result from rumen
digestion and the soluble C and nutrients in urine, may be deposited in dung and
urine patches across the field.
Table 1. Rice straw production in Southeast Asia (Ranjhan 1986).
Country

Production (t)

Brunei

10,000

Myanmar

15,103,000

Indonesia

38,306,000

Cambodia

1,760,000

Lao PDR

1,040,000

Malaysia

2,009

Philippines

11,535,000

Thailand

22,841,000

Vietnam

14,926,000

Total

107,530,000

c) Straw removed: This is potentially a major C and nutrient loss pathway. The magnitude of the loss depends on the fate of the straw. If it is fed to ruminants off-site
then the fate of the dung determines whether it represents a total loss from the system. If the dung is spread on home gardens, as is frequently practiced, there is a
net transfer of C and nutrients from the rice paddy, but they remain within the
farm system. If the straw is removed from the farm for feed or industrial uses there
is a major loss of carbon and nutrients.
d) Straw burnt: This results in an almost complete loss of C from the system and a
significant loss of nutrients via volatilization. Some of the nutrients lost during
burning may be returned in rain, either directly or from neighbouring farms, but
the low rainfall during periods when residues are burnt reduces the chances of significant nutrient return in rain.
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The losses of C and nutrients in grain and straw can be measured relatively easily,
although they are seldom quantified. The losses in animal products and the returns in
dung and urine also can be measured, although with some difficulty. However, the
losses due to burning and the direct effects of burning on nutrient cycling have been
measured less frequently.
Crop residue burning has long been used as a method of residue management and
as the major method of straw disposal in many countries (Tanaka 1978). Concerns
have been voiced regarding the detrimental effect of loss of nutrients and organic
matter (Hooker et al 1982). Biederbeck et al (1980) reported that the dry matter of
wheat straw was reduced to 33% by burning, while a study by Rasmussen et al
(1980), which directly measured carbon loss, indicated that 35% remained after burning of wheat straw.
Table 2. Estimates of C, N, and S pool sizes (kg/ha) in a wet season lowland rice crop at
Klaten, Central Java, Indonesia.
Nutrient
Residue management

C

N

S

Straw

Ash

Straw

Ash

Straw

Ash

Removed in grain

3285

3285

73

73

9.5

9.5

Returned in residues

4680

468

42

13

10.1

6.2

Returned in roots

1800

1800

12

12

3.2

3.2

Total returned

6480

2268

54

25

13.3

Crop pools

Soil pool 0-20 cm

36,400

3640

9.4
260

Annual burning of residues or grasslands not only reduces soil organic matter, but
also can reduce microbial activity and, consequently, lead to the immobilization of
applied N (Boerner 1982). Rasmussen et al (1980) indicated that repeated burning
decreased microbial soil organic matter and microbial activity and Biederbeck et al
(1980) suggested an immediate decline of 95% in the fungal population and 70% in
the bacterial population in the burnt treatments at one location. The reduction in
microbial activity subsequently affects the mineralization of soil organic matter and
limits nutrient availability (Raison 1980). Thus in the short term, straw burning can
decrease nutrient availability and increase the fertilizer requirement (Leggett 1959).
On the other hand, the addition of ash can increase soil biological processes through
increased rates of nutrient cycling (Broadfoot and Pierre 1939, Kucera and Ehrenreich 1962), sometimes leading to increased N fixation (Jorgensen and Wells 1971).
Burning also results in direct loss of nutrients. Burning of grasslands and wheat
residues is estimated to result in a loss of between 50 and 70% of the residue N (Daub-
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enmire 1968, Biederbeck et al 1980). Rasmussen and Rohde (1988) estimated that if
60% of residue N was lost during burning of wheat straw, this represented about 13%
of the total N requirement of the subsequent crop. Significant losses of S also occur
during burning. Burning of forest litter resulted in a loss of 50% of the S (Evans et al
1976, Ewel et al 1981), while Lefroy et al (1994) recorded losses of between 40 and
60% of S and 65 and 70% of N when rice straw was burnt. In terms of total losses
from a rice system, Ponnamperuma (1984) suggested that burning 5 t/ha of rice straw
resulted in a loss of 45 kg of N, 2 kg of P, 25 kg of K, and 2 kg of S to then atmosphere.
If the combustion of plant material is nearly complete, then most of the C, H, O, N,
and organic S and P are transferred to the air, while many of the cationic elements are
rendered water soluble and hence immediately available for plant uptake, retention
on the soil cation exchange, or leaching. Where combustion is inhibited, the ash will
be black and contain residual organic matter (Jordan 1965).
Ash affects soil chemical properties by increasing soil pH and available nutrients (Smith 1970). Properties at the soil-ash interface and upper soil layers are initially most affected by ash deposition, but with incorporation or leaching of soluble
components, lower depths become affected (Grier 1975). The extent of increases in
soil pH and available nutrients depends on the composition and amount of ash
deposited and on the buffering capacity of the soil (Tryon 1948). Compared with
biological decay of plant remains, burning rapidly releases some nutrients into a
plant available form. The amounts of P, Mg, K and Ca released by burning forest
and scrub vegetation are closely related to both the total and available quantities of
these elements in soils (Nye and Greenland 1964). Lefroy et al (1994) demonstrated
that the S that was returned in ash was more easily available to the subsequent crop
than S returned in unburnt residue, but considering the losses during burning, this is
only a short term benefit.
The loss of C and nutrients, and the relative availability of the forms returned,
requires further quantification, especially with regard to the availability of C and
nutrients in dung and urine, the losses during burning, and the effects of ash on C and
nutrient return and biological activity.

The annual C and nutrient cycle in rainfed lowland rice
The annual cycle commences at crop harvest, when considerable quantities of C and
nutrients are removed from the field in grain (Table 2). If straw is removed, there is an
additional significant loss of C and nutrients. If straw is left standing then the cycle of
OM degradation and mineralization commences.
If conditions remain extremely dry, as occurs in the wet/dry tropics, then the straw
carries forward to the land preparation stage at the commencement of the next wet
season. The condition of the straw is similar to the condition at harvest except that
considerable leaf shattering and stem breakage bring more of the residue in close contact with the soil. This facilitates colonization by fungi and bacteria, if moisture is
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available, and results in the turnover of C and nutrients, and the subsequent loss of C
in respiration and release of nutrients to the soil pool.
In areas where intermittent rain occurs after harvest, microbial attack of the residues is facilitated and breakdown and mineralization commence well before the next
land preparation. Leaching of soluble inorganic nutrients, such as K, also occurs.
These processes in combination can result in significant losses of nutrients before the
next crop is planted.
At the commencement of the following wet season, land preparation both breaks
down the rice residues into smaller fragments and mixes them with the soil, both of
which make them more accessible to microbial attack. The accumulation of weed
biomass during the fallow and/or the growth of a green manure crop after the rice harvest can provide additional sources of C and nutrients which are incorporated during
land preparation. The green manure and weed biomass generally has more rapid turnover rates than the rice residues.
Maximum efficiency of the system would be expected if the rate of decomposition, mineralization, and nutrient release occurred at a rate similar to the nutrient
demand of the following crop. This seldom occurs. A more normal situation is that
the residues and/or green manure crop are incorporated into warm, moist soil,
resulting in an episodic increase in fungal and bacterial populations and the immediate commencement of degradation processes. This can result in an almost complete loss of C and release of nutrients before the crop is planted. The fate of these
mineral nutrients depends on soil mineralogy, redox conditions, and the hydrology
of the system. When the soil is flooded, aerobic and anaerobic zones form, resulting in different mineralization and breakdown patterns for the incorporated
organic debris.
Addition of fertilizer is a most significant event in the annual C and nutrient cycle.
If the incorporated residue has a wide C to nutrient ratio then addition of the deficient
nutrient or nutrients in fertilizer can result in a significant increase in the mineralization rate of the residue.
In the standing floodwater a whole series of sub-cycles take place. Watanabe and
Roger (1985) summarized available literature on the biomass components in floodwater (Table 3). Whilst the amount is low, with the exception of weeds in a poorly
managed crop, the turnover rate is high. Studies in the Philippines (Saito and Watanabe 1978) reported a total net C fixation rate of 500-600 kg/ha in 90 days.
In managing the total soil/plant/floodwater system, the aim should be to maximize the retention rate of nutrients and to moderate the organic matter breakdown rate
so that a supply of C to the microorganisms, to facilitate nutrient cycling, is maintained throughout the growth of the crop. In flooded rice the provision of organic
binding materials associated with soil structure is not important but it is when dry season, non-flooded crops are grown.
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Selecting crop residues or green manure crops with appropriate
breakdown rates
Temperature, moisture, and appropriate fungal and bacterial biomass are the edaphic
factors which determine the potential breakdown rate of plant residues. This potential
rate of breakdown can be reduced by factors such as the accessibility of the residue to
the microbes (standing, lying on the soil surface, or incorporated), ratio of soluble
carbohydrates to lignified material, leaf tenacity (accessibility to the soluble constituents), and presence of toxins or tannins which inhibit microbial growth.
Table 3. Biomass measured in rice floodwater (after Watanabe and Roger 1985).
Component
Bacteria

Biomass (kg/ha)
0.02 (fresh weight)

Algae

Up to 500 (dry weight)

Weeds

500-2500 (dry weight)

Zooplankton
Snails

A few kg (dry weight)
Up to 1000 (fresh weight)

The wide range of residue materials and the difficulty of conducting litter disappearance studies in the field provided the impetus to develop a device which allows
preliminary screening of the potential breakdown and nutrient release rate of crop
residues (Konboon and Lefroy 1995). This unit consists of a recycling system in
which 0.005 M CaC12 (representing the soil solution) is perfused through a sample of
plant debris in the presence of a stream of CO2-free air. The CO2 evolved is trapped in
KOH and used to estimate the C release rate. The perfusing solution can be sampled
at appropriate times to estimate the nutrients released from the material. Although to
date no studies have been conducted using rice straw, data from a study in which
wheat straw and legume residues were compared demonstrates the utility of this
apparatus (Konboon and Lefroy 1995). Daily C release rate from chickpea trash
reached a maximum after 3 days and then declined. This compares with a much lower
peak release rate from Flemingia macrophylla leaf and a very slow, constantly
declining release from wheat straw (Fig. 1).
As a result of the different breakdown rates, there are marked differences between
nutrients and residues in the rate of release of nutrients from the residues (Table 4).
These data suggest that incorporation of a residue such as chickpea trash would result
in an extremely rapid release of C and nutrients (Table 4), whereas the pattern of
breakdown and nutrient release from wheat straw would be too slow to meet microbial and crop requirements. In order to maximize the efficiency of the C and nutrient
cycles, selection pressure could be applied to produce less degradable residues of legumes and more easily degradable residues of rice and other cereals, which would
release C and nutrients at a rate closer to that required for crop growth. Plant selection
has revealed a range in the nutritional value to animals of rice and wheat straw; this
suggests that selection of more easily degradable straw is possible.
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Management of crop residues and legume leaf litter in rainfed lowland
rice in Thailand
An experiment with rainfed lowland rice was established at Ubon Ratchatani, northeast
Thailand, in 1992 to compare different legume residues and to rank them with inputs of
inorganic fertilizers. The experiment consists of a complete factorial design with legume
residue treatments, inorganic fertilizer rates, and rice stubble management. The legume
residue treatments were chosen to include residues with an expected range in breakdown
rates. They include no residue and the application of four legume residues: Cajanus cajan
(pigeon pea), Acacia auriculiformis, Samanae saman, and Phyllanthus taxodifolius. The
two inorganic fertilizer rates are mixed NPK fertilizer at a low (25-7-7 kg/ha) and medium
(50- 14- 14 kg/ha) rate. The rice stubble was either removed or returned at harvest.

1. The decomposition of plant residues measured as daily CO2 release in the perfusion
apparatus developed at the University of New England, Australia.
Table 4. Nutrient release (% of total) from different plant residues studied in the
perfusion apparatus developed at the University of New England, Australia.
Residues

C

N

P

K

Mg

S

Na

Chickpea straw

58.9 a

66.3 a

56.8 a

95.2 a

82.7 b

56.8 a

81.3 b

Flemingia leaf

23.3 c

14.5 c

50.4 ab

85.4 d

75.0 b

44.3 b

78.4 b

Wheat straw

11.9 d

47.5 b

41.4 b

86.5 cd

85.3 b

39.3 b

66.1 c

Numbers in each column which are followed by the same letter are not significantly different at the 5% level of
significance.
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Legume residues were applied and incorporated a week before transplanting at
the rate of 1.5 t dry matter/ha, except for the pigeon pea in 1992. which was applied at
half the rate due to a shortage of material. The phosphorus, potassium, and half of the
nitrogen were applied at transplanting and the balance of nitrogen applied at panicle
initiation.
In the first year, rice grain and stubble yields increased with all applications of
legume residues (Table 5). The pigeon pea residue, though applied at only half the
rate of the other residues, resulted in the highest grain and stubble yields. This is probably due to the high concentration of nitrogen (Table 5) and the faster breakdown and
nutrient release from the pigeon pea residue. Fertilizer also affected the rice grain and
stubble yields (Table 5).
Table 5. Effect of legume residue and chemical fertilizer on rice grain yield (kg/ha) in
1992.
Residue

(%N)

None

Low fertilizer

High fertilizer

889 a

999 a

Cajanus cajan

(4.33)

1354 c

1783 d

Samanae saman

(2.19)

1032 a

1195 b

Acacia auriculiformis

(1.89)

1171 b

1370 c

Phyllanthus taxodifolius

(1.58)

994 a

1324 c

Numbers in each column which are followed by the same letter are not significantly different at the 5% level of
significance.

In the second year, all legume residues resulted in higher rice grain and stubble
yields (Table 6). The pigeon pea residue, now applied at 1.5 t/ha, resulted in the highest yield, but the difference from other residues was smaller than in the first year. This
probably indicates that more of the other residues remained from the previous season,
due to their slower breakdown rates, this residual material improving soil fertility.
The higher residual value concurs with observations of the amounts of different residues remaining in the soil. Grain yield responded to chemical fertilizer when legume
residue was applied. This reflects the beneficial effect of residue on nutrient utilization efficiency and may also be related to improved soil moisture conditions when
residue was applied, particularly as the soil dries at the end of the season. The removal
of rice stubble from the field reduced grain yield in the second year by approximately
9.3%. This may also be related to the lower C and nutrient return and improved soil
moisture when stubble was retained.
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C dynamics in soil and C quality
There have been relatively few studies of short-term changes in soil carbon, changes
in the form of carbon and measurement of carbon movement in the soil profile.
Recently, Loginow et a1 (1987) developed a method of fractionating SOM and fractions or substrates of SOM based on susceptibility to oxidation by permanganate.
Modification of the method at the University of New England, Australia has
increased the precision and simplified the technique to measure soil carbon as labile
(CL) and non-labile (CNL) carbon. Measurements of total and labile carbon in the
infertile acid sandy soil of the Roi Et series (Aeric Paleaquult) used in the experiments at Ubon, shows the low carbon content of the soil, the low proportion of labile
carbon, and the low but significant amounts of C in the 10 to 30 cm and the 30 to 60
cm layers (Table 7). This movement is observed in the field as a darker colored layer
at or below the plow layer.
Table 6. Effect of legume, chemical fertilizer, and straw management on rice grain yield
(kg/ha) in 1993.
Stubble returned

Stubble removed

Low fertilizer
None

1440 ab

979 b

Cajanus cajan

1667 a

1638 a

Samanae saman

1469 ab

1072 b

Acacia auriculiformis

1526 ab

1524 a

Phyllantus taxodifolius

1199 b

1348 ab

None

1279 c

1129 c

Cajanus cajan

2035 a

2038 a

Samanae saman

1589 bc

1431 bc

High fertilizer

Acacia auriculiformis

2035 a

1641 ab

Phyllantus taxodifolius

1804 ab

1749 ab

Within each column, means followed by a common letter are not significantly different according to DMRT.

Carbon management index
The measurements of labile carbon have been used, in combination with similar data
from a soil of the same type in the same area, and which has stable or near stable soil
carbon content, to calculate a carbon management index (CMI) (formerly referred to
as the sustainability index (Lefroy and Blair 1994)). The CMI is used to indicate
whether the soil is in a degradation or rehabilitation cycle and therefore the relative
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sustainability of different agricultural systems. This index compares the changes that
occur in the total and labile carbon as a result of the agricultural practice, with
increased importance attached to changes in the labile, as opposed to the non-labile,
component of the SOM.
Table 7. Carbon pools in the Ubon soil (Roi Et series).
Depth

C T (mg/g)

CL (mg/g)

Lability of carbon (CL /CNL )

0-10 cm

3.48

0.35

0.11

10-30cm

1.80

0.23

0.15

30-60 cm

1.21

0.40

0.49

CMI = CPI × LI × 100
where CPI = carbon pool index = CT cropped sample/CT reference sample
LI = lability index = CL/NL cropped sample/CL/NL reference sample
In most agricultural systems, continuous cropping results in a decline in total carbon and a reduction in the proportion of carbon which is labile. This is a product of
changes in carbon inputs and changes in management, such as tillage, fertilizer application and water management, which affect carbon breakdown. Soil from the 0 to 10
cm layer of a fairly typical uncropped site on the Roi Et series soil has a total carbon
content of 9.62 mg/g and a labile carbon content of 1.55 mg/g. Using this soil as a reference, the top 10 cm of the cropped soil at Ubon has a CMI of 21, indicating the longterm degradation of this system. Less exploitative cropping systems, such as those
including a pasture ley, have higher CMI values (Lefroy and Blair 1994), and some
cropping systems, such as sugarcane with complete trash return, have values greater
than 100. These very high CMI values are indicative of the net increase in soil carbon
under these management systems.
As the experiments at Ubon and other field sites in Southeast Asia and Australia
continue, it is hoped that the reported techniques, for measurement of residue breakdown rate and changes in carbon dynamics can be used to identify more conservative
and sustainable cropping systems.
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Evaluation of environmentally
friendly fertilizer management for
rainfed lowland rice on tribal
farmers’ fields in India
S. Y. Daftardar and N. K. Savant

Resource-poor rice farmers of Asia need appropriate fertilizer management to increase
productivity of their small paddy fields in less-favorable rainfed regions. Twenty-six
farmer-participated trials were conducted on tribal rice farmers’ fields in the warm
subhumid tropical region on the west coast of India during the 1993 wet (southwest
monsoon) season. Three fertilizer managements were evaluated: (a) Farmers’
management — traditional transplanting and fertilizer use. (b) Conventional
management — conventional transplanting, basal application of P as single
superphosphate and two split applications of N as prilled urea. (c) Improved
management — Precision transplanting using bamboo transplanting guide method or
two-row transplanting method with modified 20 × 20 cm spacing, immediately followed
by hand deep placement of urea briquettes (UB) containing diammonium phosphate
(UB-DAT) @ 1 UB-DAP/4 hills. Fertilizer rates were 56 kg N/ha and 14 kg P/ha.
The improved management produced 88% (2.13 t/ha) and 52% (1.56 t/ha)
additional grain yields as compared with the farmers’ and conventional
managements, respectively, whereas the conventional management produced 24%
(0.58 t/ha) additional yield over the farmers’ management. These additional yields
for the improved management were obtained at 56% lower plant population (25
hills/m2 vs 39 hills/m 2). The use of modified spacing helped to reduce labor
required for the UB placement up to 50% (from 8-10 workdays/ha to 4-6 workdays/
ha). Value: cost ratios for the improved management ranged from 6.9 to 8.5 and that
for the conventional management was 2.8. The economic attractiveness of the
improved management increases if seed savings are also considered.

Rice is a staple food of South and Southeast Asia where the population continues to
increase and will nearly double by the year 2020. Rice scientists are therefore faced
with a challenge of unprecedented magnitude—to produce 60-70% more rice to provide food for the increasing population from nearly the same arable land by the year
2020, while preserving the natural resources and protecting the environment.

Rice farmers of irrigated areas have used the green revolution agrotechnologies and, as
a result, yields of irrigated rice have approached the agronomic maximum in most of the
areas. That means that easy gains in rice yield increases are over and more intensive cultivation of the irrigated fields for further yield increase may lead to rapid degradation of soils.
A potential option available to meet the challenge of food security and sustainable
agricultural developments is to increase productivity of millions of small paddy fields of
resource-poor farmers in less-favorable rainfed regions. Because green revolution agrotechnologies are not appropriate to the resource-poor farmers in less-favorable areas,
they continue to use traditional cultivation practices and harvest poor yields (1-2 t/ha)
year after year. These farmers number in the millions and need efficient and environmentally friendly fertilizer management practices to increase paddy yields. For more
than a decade, results of several field trials have demonstrated that deep placement of
spherical urea supergranules (USG) or pillow-shaped urea briquettes (UB) in transplanted rice is an agronomically efficient, economically viable, and environmentally
friendly practice (IRRI 1987, Kumar et a1 1989, Savant and Stangel 1990). Although the
practice of UB placement has been shown to have the potential to increase rice productivity of small fragmented fields in rainfed areas (Savant et a1 1991), small rice farmers in
favorable and unfavorable regions could not take advantage of this fertilizer management. This unfortunate situation could largely be due to either nonavailability of UB
material in local markets and/or the requirement for additional labor for UB placement
by hand after transplanting. Recent research and developments in small-scale urea briquetting technology, and field practices of transplanting and UB use have reasonably
resolved these two constraints and made the UB use for rice easier and more affordable
than before. Village-level production and supply of UB of the right weight at a price
affordable to farmers would be possible by using the small-scale urea briquetters (IFDC
1990, 1993). Use of modified planting geometry (or modified spacing) and controlled
plant population have potential to increase speed of UB placement (Savant and Stangel
1990)) and to offer some seed saving, which may help to partially offset the cost of extra
labor required for UB placement by hand (Savant et al 1993). Single deep placement of
UB containing P as diammonium phosphate (UB-DAP) immediately after transplanting
with modified 20 × 20 spacing has been found to be an appropriate N and P fertilizer
management strategy for rainfed rice (Savant et al 1993). These encouraging developments prompted testing of the agronomic and economic performance of the environmentally friendly UB-DAP use on farmers' fields in a rainfed lowland rice ecosystem.

Evaluation methodology
Region
The trial region of Sahyadri mountains on the west coast of the Maharashtra State,
India (Fig. 1) was chosen for conducting trials on farmers' fields during the 1993 wet
(southwest monsoon, Jun-Oct) season. The region is agriculturally backward. Many
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tribal farmers (about 70%) still grow tall local rice varieties and very seldom use fertilizers. The participating farmers range from 25 to 61 years of age, with little or no formal school education. They have large families with an average of about 8 persons/
family. The average land holding of the participating farmers is about 2 ha, while one
farmer is a landless laborer cultivating rented land. A wooden plow for puddling and
a wooden plank for leveling are the only implements owned by the farmers.
Based on the thermal zones and length of growing season, the region has been
classified as warm subhumid tropics and called agroecological zone 2 (AEZ 2) (Hunt
1993, IRRI 1993). During the 1993 wet season, the average rainfall of the region was

1. Map showing the region and approximate locations of the field trials, India, 1993, wet
season.
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2800 mm and temperature ranged from a minimum of 22°C (Oct) to a maximum of
40°C (May) with relative humidity ranging from 60 to 96%.
The soils of the region are mainly derived from basalt that has undergone mild laterization. They are highly variable in their color, depth, and composition depending
on their location in the catena. They are, in general, neutral in reaction (pH 6.5 to 7.3),
low to medium in organic carbon, and low in available P (Olsen-P 1 to 2 kg/ha).
Agronomic evaluation
In 26 farmer-participated field trials the following three fertilizer managements
(treatments) were evaluated:
1. Farmers’ management (control) — Farmers’ methods of random transplanting
and fertilizer use (generally broadcasting)
2. Conventional management — Farmers’ methods of random or line transplanting,
application of P as single superphosphate (SSP) at transplanting, and two split
applications of N as prilled urea (PU), 1/2 at transplanting + 1/2 topdressing 30 to
40 days after transplanting.
3. Improved management — Precision transplanting using inexpensive farm-made
Bamboo Transplanting Guide Method (Fig. 2) or simple-to-use Two-Row Transplanting Method (Fig. 3) with modified 20 × 20 cm spacing (Fig. 4) immediately
followed by hand deep placement of UB-DAP @ I UB-DAP/4 hills (Fig. 5).
Tablet-shaped UB-DAP material (each UB Weighing 2.7 g) was produced from a
blend of locally available PU and DAP (4:l N:P ratio) using tableting technology
without addition of binder. The bamboo guides and transplanting lines (nylon strings)
used for transplanting were prepared by the participating farmers during training
classes and demonstrations.
Each farmer planted a 10m × 10 m plot under each of the tree treatments or treatments 2 and 3, depending on availability of area in his field. Male and female farmers
(mostly family labor and/or cooperating neighbors) were trained to use the two transplanting methods. They were also trained to deep place UB-DAP by hand. When one
2.7 g UB-DAP was placed for every 4 hills with 25 hills/m2 . it supplied 56 kg N/ha
and 14 kg P/ha. The same rates of N (as PU) and P (as SSP) were used for the conventional management (treatment 2). For treatment 1, farmers were given choice in the N
and P rates used. Most of them could not afford to use fertilizers for treatment 1.
Except for one farmer who used a local variety, all others used seed of improved varieties that was supplied to them. The most common varieties used were: Karjat 184
(105 days), Ratna (110 days), Gujrath-10 (115 days), and Jaya (130 days). Four- to
five-week-old seedlings prepared by the farmers themselves were used in the trials.
Although both line transplanting methods were demonstrated, many farmers showed
preference for the bamboo transplanting guide method because 2, 3 or 4 family members could use it. On an average, it was estimated that, as compared with farmers’
methods, additional labor of 6 workdays/ha for transplanting with the bamboo guide
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3. Sketch showing precision planting using two-row transplanting method.
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and 23 additional workdays/ha for transplanting using the two-row method were
required. The higher labor requirement observed especially for the two-row method
in the trials can be attributed to the following facts: (a) a new batch of field workers
was trained and used for each trial; (b) the participating farmers had no experience or
practice in line transplanting — they have always practiced random transplanting;
and (c) after demonstration, the workers practiced only for a short time, generally 15
to 30 minutes. In this context, it is also important to remember that the same workers
said that these line transplanting methods were simple to use and could be adopted
with more practice. Because the workers were able to walk speedily in the traffic
lanes without disturbing the hills and could identify the UB-placement sites formed
by four hills of smaller 15 × 15 cm squares (see Fig. 4) easily and automatically, they
were able to save time in placing UB. Labor required for UB placement was therefore
reduced up to 50%; that is, from 8 to 10 workdaysha generally required for conventional deep placement of UB by hand after 7 to 10 days of transplanting with regular
20 × 20 cm spacing, to 4 to 6 workdays/ha.
In general, the participating farmers managed the rest of the agronomic operations
from land preparation to harvesting of the trials using their own skills and limited inputs.

4. Sketches showing regular and modified 20 × 20 cm spacings.
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5. Sketch showing a worker using traffic lane of modified 20 × 20 cm spacing for walking
during the UB-DAP placement by hand.

Statistical analysis
For comparing the mean grain and straw yields, least significant differences were
computed using the general linear model procedure (SAS 1985).
Economic evaluation
Value:cost ratio (VCR) indicates gross monetary returns on unit investment in fertilizer usage. It was calculated for the improved management and the conventional
management as compared with the farmers’ management from (a) additional yields
and (b) all additional variable costs of fertilizers applied, implements used, and extra
labor required for line transplanting and fertilizer applications (CIMMYT 1988,
Yadav 1993), using the following equation:
VCR = value of additional yield/additional costs of fertilizer and its use.
For identifying risk-efficiency associated with the three fertilizer managements,
first-degree stochastic dominance analysis was used (Dillon 1977).
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Results and discussion
Agronomic results
Minimum, maximum, and mean grain and straw yields of the trials as influenced by
the different fertilizer managements during the 1993 wet season are reported in Table
1. The improved management of fertilizers produced 88% (2.13 t/ha) and 52% (1.56
t/ha) additional grain yields as compared with the farmers' management and the conventional management. Similarly, the additional straw yields for the improved management were 61% (2.53 t/ha) and 47% (2.13 t/ha) over those for the farmers'
management and the conventional management. Note that increases in grain yield of
24% (0.58 t/ha) and straw yield of 10% (0.4 t/ha) were obtained from the conventional management over those obtained for the farmers' management. During the
1990-92 wet seasons, similar additional grain and straw yields due to the deep placement of UB-DAP in transplanted rice with modified spacings at N and P rates of 6080 kg N/ha and 15-20 kg P/ha were obtained on Inceptisols (Savant et al 1993).
The lower additional yields for the conventional management suggest that, in the
unfavorable rainfall and soil conditions of the region, the split applications of PU and
basal application of SSP were not very efficient, mainly because of the potential runoff losses of the applied nutrients (Bulbule et al 1995). On the other hand, the superior
agronomic performance in terms of yields in all 26 trials demonstrates enhanced
agronomic efficiency of the improved management. This can be attributed mainly to
the following factors (Gaudin 1988, Savant and Stangel 1990):
reduced surface runoff losses of the applied nutrients; and
improved rate, and prolonged duration of availability of the deep-placed nitrogen
to the plants at the right time.
The positive interaction between a plant population of 25 hills/m2 and deepplaced N and P was evident from the following two observations.

Table 1. Minimum, maximum, and mean rice yields of the farmer-participated field trials
as influenced by the fertilizer managements, west coast of Maharashtra, India, 1993 wet
season.
Fertilizer
management

Yield (t/ha)
Grain

Straw

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Improved

2.10

7.28

4.55 a (n = 26)

2.60

12.80

6.68 a (n = 24)

Conventional

1.08

5.68

2.99 b (n = 24)

1.28

9.65

4.54 b (n = 23)

Farmers'

0.75

4.96

2.41 c (n = 16)

2.20

8.20

4.11 b (n = 14)

Mean yields within a column followed by the same letter are not significantly different (P <0.05) according to
least significant difference.
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The substantial yield increases for the improved management were observed in
spite of 56% lower plant population (25 hills/m 2 ) versus an average population of
39 hills/m2 for the conventional or the farmers’ management). Similar extra
yields for the deep-placed UB-DAP at lower plant population are reported by
Savant et al (1993).
The average number of panicles/hill or so-called productive tillers/hill was 15 for
the improved management, whereas it was 11 for the conventional management
and only 8 for the farmers’ management. The improved management also
increased panicle length as compared with the other two managements (data not
reported).
Economic results
According to FAO (1987), a VCR of 3 or higher is considered sufficient for an adoption of improved fertilizer management in favorable rainfed areas. In these farmerparticipated field trials, VCRs estimated for the improved management as compared
with the farmers’ management ranged from 6.9 to 8.5 (without consideration of the
seed saving) (Table 2), and the VCR similarly estimated for the conventional management was 2.8 (Table 3). These VCRs suggest that for every additional Indian Rs.
100 (US$3.00) that the farmer spent on fertilizer (UB-DAP) and its use (labor for precision transplanting and deep placement) under the improved management, he
received a monetary benefit as net profit of Indian Rs. 590 to 750 (US$18-23); when
the conventional management was used, the net profit was Indian Rs. 180 (US$5.50).
These VCRs for the improved management are consistent with those reported earlier
for the deep placement of UB-DAP at similar fertilizer rates (Savant et al 1993, Bulbule et al 1995).
There is considerable potential for the VCR or net profit to increase when the
improved management is used by farmers, mainly because of possible additional savings in other agronomic inputs. Due to the lower plant population for the improved
management, the farmers used on average 56% fewer seedlings as compared with
those used for the farmers’ management, and therefore it is logical to estimate seed
saving in the same proportion. This seed saving alone can increase VCRs by 2 to 3
units (Table 2). The overall monetary benefits due to the adoption of the improved
management may further increase if the following observations made by the participating farmers are considered:
The lower seedling requirement could provide saving in other agronomic inputs
required for seedling preparation and uprooting (land, labor, fertilizers etc).
The additional labor required for line transplanting and UB placement may
decrease as workers get more practice with these improved practices.
Less weed stimulation (problem) may reduce labor requirement for weeding.
(This is mainly because there is very little or no fertilizer N and P in the floodwater and surface soil to promote weed growth).
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Less labor will be required for harvesting as there are fewer hills/m2 (25 hills/m2
versus 39 hills/m 2 with the farmers’ method of transplanting).

Table 2. Value:cost ratios for the improved management as compared with the farmers’
management (based on 1993 local market prices), west coast of Maharashtra, India, 1993
wet season.
Value or cost (Rs./ha)a

Calculation of value:cost ratio

Transplanting method
Bamboo guide

Two-row

a. Value of additional grain yield = 2.13 t/ha × Rs. 3850/t

8200

8200

b. Value of additional straw yield = 2.53 t/ha × Rs. 350 t

886

886

9086 (US$275)

9086 (US$275)

a. Cost of DAP/ha = 66 kg DAP × Rs. 7.7/kg

508

508

b. Cost of urea/ha = 95.9 kg urea × Rs. 2.63 kg

254

254

c. 15% additional cost of production of UB-DAP

114

114

d. Cost of bamboo transplanting guide

25

–

e. Cost of nylon line (string or rope)

–

25

I. Value of additional yield

A. Total value of additional yields
II. Cost of fertilizers, labor, etc.

f. Cost of extra labor for transplanting

• Bamboo guide method = 6 days × Rs. 15/day
• Two-row method = 23 days × Rs. 15/day
g. Cost of labor for UB-DAP placement = 5 days x Rs. 15/day
B. Total cost of UB-DAP, labor, etc. (variable costs)

90

–

–

345

75

75

1066 (US$32)

1321 (US$40)

III. Value:cost ratio (A ÷ B)
a. Without consideration of seed saving
b. With consideration of seed saving
Rs. 5/kg = Rs. 275

b,

i.e., 55 kg seed/ha ×

9086/1066=8.5 9086/1321= 6.9
9086/1065275= 11.5

9086/1321275= 8.7

a US$1 = Indian Rs. 33.
b Average plant population was 25 hills/m 3 for the improved management and 39 hllls/m 2 for the farmers’ man-

agement. Assuming workers planted on an average of six seedlings/hill and 1,000 seeds weigh about 23 g, the
estimated seed rate (kg/ha) is about 90 kg for the farmers’ management and about 35 kg for the improved management, i.e., estimated seed saving of 55 kg/ha.
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Table 3. Value:cost ratio for the conventional management as compared with the
farmers’ management (based on 1993 local market prices), west coast of Maharashtra,
India, 1993 wet season.
Value or cost (Rs./ha)a

Calculation of value:cost ratio
I. Value of additional yield
a. Value of additional grain yield = 0.58 t/ha × Rs. 3850/t
b. Value of additional straw yield = 0.4 t/ha × Rs. 350/t
A. Total value of additional yields

2233
140
2373 (US$72)

II. Cost of fertilizers, labor, etc.
a. Cost of urea/ha = 122 kg urea × Rs. 2.65/kg

323

b. Coat of SSP/ha = 210 kg SSP × Rs. 2.4/kg

504

c. Cost of labor for fertilizer application 2 days × Rs. 15/day

30

B. Total cost of fertilizer, labor, etc. (variable costs)

857 (US$26)

III.

2373/857=2.8

Value:cost

ratio

(A÷B)

a US$1 = lndian Rs. 33.

The first degree stochastic dominance analysis of the grain yields as influenced by
the three fertilizer managements is graphically presented in Figure 6. The entire curve
C for the improved management lies to the right of the curve A for the farmers’ management and curve B for the conventional management. The position of curve C
clearly suggests that the improved management is most risk-efficient (risk-free) compared with the other two managements and therefore it would be preferred by all policymakers as well as by farmers.
In general, the rainfed cultivation of rice is considered uneconomical in the region
if grain yields are less than 3 t/ha (Dr S.B. Kadrekar, formerly Vice Chancellor,
Konkan Agricultural University, Dapoli, Maharashtra, India, 1993, personal communication). The above results indicate that by adopting the improved management of
fertilizers the rice cultivation in this unfavorable rainfed region can be an economically viable proportion even for the small resource-poor tribal farmers.
Farmers’ reactions
Agroeconomic evaluation of the improved management of fertilizers would not be
complete without assessing the participating farmers’ reactions to it. The farmers
were asked questions to elicit their reactions about the adoption of the improved management vis-à-vis the conventional management and their own traditional management. The four main questions asked, and responses, are given below.
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6. Risk-efficiency analysis of the fertilizer managements using first-degree stochastic
dominance.

Question 1. What were the visible effects of the improved management of fertilizers?
Responses: More than half of the participants mentioned the striking increase in
the number of tillers/hill for the improved management. Their other observations
were (in order of frequency) longer panicle, more grains/panicle, prolonged effect of
deep-placed nutrients as noticed by stems remaining green for a longer time, more
crop height, better crop stand, and reduced weed problems.
Question 2. Would you like to follow the improved management next year?
Responses: All but two farmers said they would, because of substantial increases
in grain and straw yields and the prolonged effect of the fertilizers.
Question 3. Would you buy UB-DAP fertilizer next year although it would cost 15 to
20% more than prilled urea and single superphosphate?
Responses: All but two farmers said yes and gave the following reasons: single
application of N and P, higher yields, applied N as well as P staying in soil and not lost
in rainwater, and saving in seedlings. Surprisingly, two farmers said it was easier to
apply no fertilizer in the form of briquettes.
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Question 4. Do you have any comments or suggestions on the improved management
of fertilizers?
Responses: The farmers’ comments/ suggestions can be summarized as follows:
Women farmers should be given training/demonstrations to transplant in line with
modified spacing. (This is because transplanting is usually done by women workers).
The bamboo transplanting guide method is more adoptable than the two-row
transplanting method. Bamboo guides can be fabricated on farms.
Line transplanting and UB placement required more labor. A need for sufficient
practice was expressed. However, the farmers felt that the methods of transplanting were somewhat difficult until they became familiar with them.
A few farmers suggested reducing the size (weight) of briquettes used (mainly to
reduce N rate).
A few participants said less labor was required for transplanting and especially for
harvesting.
One farmer asked for Gliricidia saplings or cuttings at the beginning of monsoon
(so that he can practice Gliricidia green manuring in combination with the UBDAP use in the future).

Summary
The results demonstrate the environmentally friendly improved management of fertilizers in rainfed transplanted rice was agronomically efficient and economically
attractive. The overall response of the participating tribal farmers to this management
was favorable and encouraging, and indicated its adoptability. Therefore, it has the
potential to enhance productivity of millions of small paddy fields of resource-poor
farmers in rainfed lowland ecosystems.
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Rainwater management for
drought alleviation: opportunities
and options for sustainable
growth in agricultural productivity
A. R. Pal and S. I. Bhuiyan

Scarcity of water is a critical limitation to increasing productivity of rainfed farms in
about 40% of all rainfed lowland rice areas. These areas have characteristically a
unimodal rainfall pattern, one rice crop that may suffer serious water stress during
the crop growth period and, because of lack of water, little or no cropping in the postrice period for lack of water. The multiplicity of water insufficiency effects constitutes
a major obstacle to efficient and effective use of production inputs. Insufficiency of
water generally results from uneven distribution of rains, significant gaps between
rain events, and field water losses, rather than from low annual or seasonal rainfall
totals. This paper draws attention to two strategies to alleviate rainwater
insufficiency for crop production. One of them is to harvest excess rainwater in an onfarm reservoir during the wet season and use the conserved water for crop
production in both wet (as insurance against drought) and dry seasons. Research
results generated from use of this strategy at Raipur, M.P. State, eastern India, and
related economic analyses, are presented in this paper. The findings clearly
establish the merit of this strategy. The second strategy to address water scarcity is
to advance the establishment of the rice crop by using the dry-seeding technique.
Compared with transplanted rice, dry-seeded rice uses early season (pre-monsoon)
rains more effectively and provides a longer period of favorable soil water conditions
for crops planted after the rice crop. Results from research conducted in the fields of
farmers who utilized this strategy in northern Luzon, Philippines, are presented.
Strategic implications of adopting the dryseeding method are discussed, and future
research needs to make it widely applicable to diverse field conditions are identified.

It is often said that the green revolution has by-passed the less favorable environments. One may argue that, because modem technologies are (and will continue to
be) available for irrigated areas, rainfed crop production systems could be accorded
less attention without hurting the overall food supply potential. The argument has a
number of pitfalls. Even leaving aside the question of livelihood of millions of poor

farmers and laborers who depend on agricultural activities in the rainfed areas, the
irrigated crop production system seems to have its own limitations. There is growing
environmental and social opposition to development of large-scale irrigation
schemes. In India, these schemes have become enormously expensive, requiring
US$2,000 to US$l0,000 per ha of irrigation potential (Mishra et al 1986, Kanwar
1988, Stewart 1989). The true economic viability of such large investments is being
forcefully questioned. Canal irrigation has hardly provided the projected economic
returns. Average annual growth rate of irrigated agricultural area declined from
2.0% to 0.1% between 1975-80 and 1985-88 in South Asia and from 3.6% to 1.5%
over the same period in Southeast Asia (Svendsen and Rosegrant 1994). Opportunities for developing groundwater schemes, which generally have been found to be
more efficient than surface water schemes, are limited by the lack of suitable
groundwater resources. Rainfed agriculture is likely to remain highly important for
producing the food needed by the expanding populations of Asia in the foreseeable
future.
By nature, rainfall occurrences, both in timing and quantity, are erratic and often
result in water excess or drought problems. But drought is generally more widespread
and devastating than excess water. Fukui (1982) reported that drought is one of the
significant causes of year-to-year fluctuations in rice production in Sri Lanka, India,
Bangladesh, Myanmar, Thailand, and Philippines. Enormous losses of rice production occur every year from drought in different rice-growing regions of eastern India
(Widawsky and O’Toole 1990).
Rainfed rice technology generation for sustainable improvements in productivity
has remained a major challenge to rice scientists. Appropriate technology generation
may be expedited with a clearer understanding of the problems related to water availability for crop production and addressing them systematically. The objective of this
paper is therefore to present our current thinking and recent experiences about suitable technology options for improving rainwater availability for crop production and
farmer income enhancement in drought-prone rice-growing areas.

Characteristics of rainfed agriculture
Instability of crop performance
There is a great deal of instability of crop yields in rainfed agriculture. The instability
is accounted for not only by water stress effects on crop growth but also by the influence of water scarcity on the farmer’s decision about use of inputs. We present an
example of eastern Madhya Pradesh (M.P.) State, eastern India, to illustrate how
wide fluctuations in yield and land-use intensity occur from year-to-year in rainfed
agriculture.
High degrees of year-to-year fluctuation in rice yield in eight districts of M.P.
State, which are dominantly rainfed, are shown in Figure 1. The reasons for such fluc-
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tuations in yield and cropping intensity were explored through regression analysis, as
indicated in Table 1. For each of rice yield, fertilizer use, and cropping intensity as the
dependent variable in multiple regressions, the regression's capacity to explain variations (R2 ) improved greatly as fortnightly rainfall totals for the growing season (JunOct) were introduced as independent variables in the regression. The regression equations predicted rice yields and cropping intensity quite adequately. While a small
increasing trend in yield with time in individual districts (Fig. 1) was due to irrigation
expansion, large fluctuations were due to the sensitivity of the crop to rainfall amount
and distribution. Rice yields appear to have become more sensitive to rainfall fluctuations from 1980-81 onwards (Fig. 1). This is probably because in recent years fertilizer availability and use have increased substantially. When rainfall is favorable,
farmers are timely in performing weed control operations and apply significant doses
of fertilizers. In water-short seasons, fertilizer use and efficiency declines sharply; so
does rice yield. Rao et al (1988) suggested the existence of such sensitivity of rice
yields to fertilizer use fluctuations induced by rainfall variability for India. An important implication of the rainfall/fertilizer-use/rice-yield linkage seems to be that any
technology that reduces uncertainty of water supply to the crop would promote input
use and therefore should have good adoption potential.

1. Variations in the reported rice yield in districts of eastern Madhya Pradesh, India.
Source: Madhya Pradesh Agricultural Statistics, 1972-73 to 1990-91, Directorate of
Agriculture, Bhopal.

Multiplicity of water-insufficiency effects
The full potentials of managed rainwater in alleviating production constraints in
rainfed farming have not received adequate research attention in the past. A favorable
water regime in the field is desirable for almost all farmer activities: for land prepara-
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tion, to manage weeds, to plant a crop, to enable efficient use of fertilizer, to promote
nutrient uptake, to reduce nutrient losses, to maintain soil profile softness for deeper
root growth, to avoid soil cracking in rice, and so on (Fig. 2). Irreversible soil cracks,
caused by a dry spell, may disrupt the water economy for the rest of the growing
period. Fertilizer use efficiency in rice is reduced if the soil-water status cannot be
maintained above saturation for about a week from its application. Loss of applied
nitrogen in rice becomes very high due to nitrification and denitrification processes
under alternate drying and submergence of the soil. Similarly, uncontrolled weed
growth seriously constrains crop performance in eastern India if farmers fail to perform timely weed control by biasi (also called beusani, biyasi or bidahani) for want of
adequate rains. After drought, weed control is the most important constraint to raising
productivity of lowland rice in eastern India (Widawsky and O’Toole 1990).

Table 1. Rice yield, fertilizer use and cropping intensity in relation to irrigated area under
rice and rainfall (The relation fitted had the general form of
with a dummy or an year variable when applicable where y e = estimated
yield,
are the regression coefficients).
S.No.

Variables

Adjusted
R2

Dependent variable

Independent variable(s)

1.

Rice yield (t/ha)

% Irrigated area under rice (as x) and x2

0.21 **

2.

Rice yield (t/ha)

% Irrigated area under rice as x1, seasonal rainfall
total as x2 , x 1 2 and x22

0.44**

3.

Rice yield (t/ha)

% Irrigated area under rice (as x 1 ), fortnightly rainfall totals from June to October (as x2, x 3 ... x11), x1 2,
x2 2, x 3 2...x11 2 and a dummy variable a

0.72**

4.

Fertilizer use (kg/ha)

% Irrigated area under rice (as x) and x 2

0.22**

5.

Fertilizer use (kg/ha)

Fortnightly rainfall totals from June to September
(as x1 , x 2 , x 3...x8 ), x 1 2, x2 2, x 3 2 ,... x8 2

0.38**

6

Fertilizer use (kg/ha)

Fortnightly rainfall totals from June to September
(as x1, x 2 , x 3 ...x8 ), time variable in unit of years (as
x9 ) and x1 2, x 2 2, x 3 2... x 8 2

0.56**

7.

Cropping intensity (%)

% Irrigated area under rice (as x) and x2

8.

Cropping intensity (%)3 % Irrigated area under rice (as x 1 , fortnightly rainfall
totals from June to October (as x2 , x 3 , ... x11), x12 ,
x2 2, x 3 2 x11 2 and a dummy variable 2

0.76**
0.83**

a Dummy variable assumed the value of 1 for years with relatively favorable rainfall distribution but was
assigned the value of 0 for years when one of the following three conditions occurred: (1) delayed monsoon, (2)
excessive early rains causing the delayed sowing and (3) one of the fortnights from July to September receiving < 45 mm rains with < 150 mm rains in its preceding fortnight.
** Significant at 1% level.
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Figure 2 illustrates the various interactive ways in which rainwater supply affects
a wide range of processes to determine crop productivity. A fuller appreciation of
multiple water insufficiency effects may be of great practical significance to finding
ways and means to alleviate drought.

2. Schematic representation of some major rainwater supply effects influencing management decisions, soil properties and processes, crop water use, nutrient supply, and crop/
land productivity in rainfed farming.
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Sustainability
A production system can be considered sustainable in the long-term only if outputs
produced or lost can be balanced with inputs into the system (Lal 1993). Traditional
low-input, resource-degrading, and soil-fertility-mining agricultural practices found
in many rainfed conditions are not sustainable. Lack of sustainability in these systems
mostly has its roots in the inadequate control and/or supply of water for crop production. Improved rainwater management promotes appropriate soil, crop, and land
management practices that minimize water losses through wasteful and resourcedegrading routes, maximize crop water use to increase productivity, and increase
economic return. More and more it is being recognized that sustainability cannot be
assured without achieving economic stability and well-being of the people who
depend directly on use of the natural resource base. Proper management of rainwater
that improves local hydrology (soil-water storage, groundwater recharge, regulated
stream flow, and surface storage), lessens soil erosion and fertility loss from topsoil,
and reduces runoff losses of agricultural chemicals that can otherwise pollute the
water bodies and contribute to sustainability of the production system.

Challenges and opportunities
Rainfall variability
Rainfed rice is grown in areas with a wide range of rainfall, mostly with a unimodal
distribution. The growing period in the northern-latitude rice-producing countries
generally extends from June-July to September-October when about 80% or more of
the rain occurs. The monsoon’s delayed onset, in-season breaks and an early termination are the major source of drought risk in most areas (Bhuiyan and Goonasekera
1988).
In the major rice-growing area of eastern India, about 50% of rainfall occurs in a
few storms that last for a total of 20-30 hours (Pisharoty 1987) which is hardly 1% of
the total number of hours in the rainy season when rice is grown. A large amount of
water from these storms is lost by runoff, see page, and deep percolation. The remaining 99% of the crop-growing period has to depend on the remaining 50% of rainfall
which is not well distributed.
Figure 3 shows variability of rainfall at Raipur during the main growing season
over 4 years (1990-1993) and corresponding evaporation demand. Also shown in
the figure are expected rainfall at 50% and 75% probability levels, and average
evaporative demand, based on a long-term data base (1955-1986), indicating the
vulnerability of the site to drought once in 4 years during the rice season except for
about 6 weeks.
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3. Weekly evaporation and rainfall for 1990-1993 (A to D) for experimental site at
Raipur, eastern India, and mean evaporation and rainfall at two probability levels for the
location (E).

Field water losses
In traditional lowland rice systems, farmers generally try to control rainwater
through bunding and leveling practices which substantially improve water availability to rice, but they have limited success in most drought-prone environments.
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Factors that limit effective retention of water in rice fields that are leveled and
bunded are:
Excessive flooding is harmful for seed germination, early seedling growth, and
tillering. Farmers therefore keep field outlets open or drain out excess water during early crop growth stages.
Water losses by percolation increases with the depth of ponded water (Wickham
and Singh 1978), especially due to unpuddled areas underneath bunds (IRRI
1987, Tuong et al 1994). The percolation loss rate increases markedly as perched
water table recedes after break in rainfall.
Irreversible soil cracks developed during dry spells increase water loss from subsequent rains. This can badly disrupt water economy in rice fields.
Water inputs to lowland rice fields are in the form of direct rainfall, overflow
from higher fields, and subsurface interflow. It is the loss of water that threatens
rice with drought more often than insufficiency of rains. The prevalent land leveling and bunding practices provide appreciable benefits of reducing field water
losses and extending favorable water regime for rice, but partial to total crop failure
can still occur from prolonged drought in such fields due to high water loss (Moormann and van Breemen 1978).
Tailoring the technology to local conditions
Modern rice varieties of various growth duration can fit into location-specific rainfall
patterns and have better chances of escaping drought than traditional long-duration
rices. But the modern, dwarf, short-duration varieties often do not fit into farmers’
biasi practice of controlling weeds (IRRI 1992). This operation is delayed if rainfall is
not timely (30-40 days after emergence) and the growth of dwarf rices is severely
suppressed by intense weed competition. Fertilizer use efficiency is reduced under
these conditions and at times when water ponding on the field cannot be achieved due
to inadequate rainfall. Thus, due to hydrologic complexity of the rainfed rice environment (Barker and Herdt 1979), available modern short-duration varieties do not provide a complete match for rainfed farming. Even if high-yielding, insect-and diseaseresistant rice varieties were specifically developed for rainfed areas, improved water
regime and soil nutrient status will remain critically important for allowing these
varieties to express their yield potentials for successful rainfed farming.

On-farm rainwater management options
Two basic approaches that hold promise for alleviating the drought problem are: (i)
harvesting rainwater in situ in small on-farm reservoirs (OFRs), and (ii) advancing
the crop schedule by dry-seeding of rice. The two approaches are also compatible
with each other and hence can be used together for maximizing benefits. In this paper
we present results from several years of recent research that tested both the
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approaches. Whereas the OFR research was conducted on an experimental farm, dryseeded rice research assessed farmers’ practices in their own fields.
In-situ rainwater harvesting
The high potential of on-farm reservoirs (OFRs) in alleviating drought and increasing
productivity and stability of rainfed ricelands has been reported for the Philippines,
Indonesia, and Bangladesh (Bhuiyan and Goonasekera 1988, Fujisaka et al 1994,
Islam et al 1994, Maglinao et al 1994, Moya et al 1986, Syamsiah et al 1994, Undan et
al 1994, Watson et al 1987). Water conserved in the OFR helped in early establishment of rice when monsoon onset was delayed, provided supplemental irrigation to
rice during in-season drought, especially at the critical reproductive stage, and
allowed growing of second rice or upland crop, and raising of fish. Small farmers in
West Bengal are reported to be able to use this approach in low-elevation areas to
diversify their cropping systems with high-value vegetable crops (Das and Mandal
1991).
At the Indira Gandhi Agricultural University (IGAU), Raipur, eastern Madhya
Pradesh (M.P.) State, India, the potentials of this concept have been put under intensive tests. The soil (Vertisol) and rainfall characteristic (annual total = 1270 mm. unimodal pattern) of the site represents vast areas of the Chhattisgarh region of M.P.,
where rice is grown as the main, often the only, crop and yields are very low due to
drought. The experiment has the following components:
Creation of a small dugout OFR in the fields or a group of fields using about
10% of the area, such that enough catchment area is available to generate runoff
from major rainfall events to fill the reservoir. The excavated soil is used to
build embankments and to improve drainage of the catchment area for growing
upland crops.
Growing rice in the lower portion of the field (in about 30% of the field area) during the rainy season with support of rainfall/runoff collected in the OFR and using
optimal amounts of production inputs such that the total rice production from the
area is equal to, or more than, that produced from the whole farm before the OFR
was installed.
Growing high-value legumes such as soybean, pigeonpea, etc. in the catchment
area (about 60% of the field area) during the rainy season.
Growing a post-rice legume or other suitable dryland crops in as big an area as
feasible using water saved in the OFR.
Growing fish fingerlings in the OFR from July to October, as an optional activity
(not reported here).
Of 1.05 ha field area, a total of about 0.90 ha area under rice, soybean, and groundnut could be double-cropped. Only about 0.06 ha was under monocropping with
pigeonpea. which is a long-duration crop. The remaining 0.09 ha was used for constructing the reservoir.
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Figure 4 gives the schematic layout of the 1.05 ha experimental farm. The field
was protected against runoff water entering from outside its boundary. Rainwater was
the only source of water for the farm, except for an unavoidable groundwater contribution from upper reaches. Thus each such farm could be considered as a self-sustaining unit in terms of runoff generation for its OFR.

4. Schematic layout of the field experiment on rainwater management with on-farm reservoir (OFR). Arrows within the field boundary show directions of runoff water flow in
different field segments. The catchment area has a general slope of about 0.5% north to
south, and of <0.2% east to west.

Reservoir water balance. Table 2 gives water balance in the reservoir from 1990
to 1993. In 1990, water loss by percolation and seepage accounted for about 90% of
total outflow of water from the pond. This was substantially controlled in 1991 by a
simple technique of sodium carbonate treatment (500 g/m2) and puddling of the reservoir bed in the beginning of the rainy season. In subsequent years, puddling alone
was sufficient to check water losses to the level achieved in 1991, but it had to be
repeated after cessation of rains. The details of the puddling method used to achieve
percolation loss reduction have been described in an earlier paper (Pal et al 1994).
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Table 2. Water balance in the reservoir, IGAU, Raipur, M.P. State, India.
1990
m3
Total rainwater received in
the catchment

6771

1993

1992

1991
m3

%

m3

%

5703

m3

%

5733

%

8918

Inflows
Direct rainfall

564

207.7

336

18.2

522

27.7

1945

70.8

Runoff

2166

79.3

1515

81.8

1361

72.3

803

29.2

Total inflow

2730

100.0

1851

100.0

1883

100.0

2748

100.0

Irrigation/land preparation

85

3.1

712

38.5

726

38.6

1183

43.1

Percolation and seepage

2443

89.5

883

47.7

874

46.4

1269

46.2

Outflows

Evaporation

202

7.4

256

13.8

283

15.0

296

10.7

Total outflow

2730

100.0

1851

100.0

1883

100.0

2748

100.0

-

40.3

-

32.5

-

32.8

-

31.9

31 1

-

-

261

-

545

Collection of total rains (%)
Runoff out of the pond

326

Field water balance. Field water balance for the cropped area was established
using the following relations:
D Ws= Win - Wout ...... (1)
where D Ws is the change in water content of the soil profile. Win is the sum of water
inputs comprising rainwater (Wrain) and supplemental irrigation (Wirr) applied from
the OFR (no entry of runoff from outside the area was allowed), WOut is the water lost
from the field by evapotranspiration (Et). deep percolation (P), and run-off and/or
surface drainage (Ro). Equation (1) can thus be written as
Et + P = Wrain+ Wirr - Ro - D Ws ...... (2)
Initial soil moisture at the beginning of the rainy season was assumed at 180 mm
representing the wilting point (15 bar suction) for the 105 cm deep Vertisol profiles.
Rainfall was measured daily and summed for the seasonal totals. Runoff was estimated daily from increases in water volume in the OFR due to collected runoff, after
accounting for direct contribution of rainfall and water losses from the OFR. Field
water loss due to Et + P from the soybean field was determined from the difference
between rainfall and loss of water by runoff from the field plus soil profile moisture
balance after the crop harvest as given by equation (2). Field water loss due to P was
assumed to be zero for the post-rainy season as no rainfall or runoff occurred during
that period. Therefore, Et for post-rainy season crops was estimated by the relation
Et = Wirr - D Ws . The value of D Ws was estimated by gravimetrically measuring soil
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moisture depletion in different soil layers by successive soil sampling at 10-day intervals and summing the values for a seasonal total.
Et + P losses in rice were estimated by the relation:
Et + P = Wrain + Wirr - DW s - Ro + W ro ...... (3)
where Ro is the runoff from the ricefield and/or the water that was drained out of
the field to avoid excessive flooding of the crop and Wro is the excess runoff from
the catchment area that, after filling the reservoir, was diverted to the rice area,
constituting an input to the rice crop. For rice, DW s in addition to representing the
change in water content in the soil profile included change in ponded water depth
on the field.
The values of Et + P for soybean and rice fields also included evaporation from
bare surface after onset of rainfall and before establishment of the crops, which is estimated to be about 5 cm as the crop was established 7-15 days after onset of monsoon.
Tables 3 and 4 give the water balance in the experimental area, indicating the availability and use of water in the two cropping systems: soybean-chickpea (Table 3) and ricechickpea (Table 4). Rice in different seasons required only 28-317 mm of supplemental
irrigation from OFR water as it benefited from excess runoff from the catchment area.
Increasing use of stored water for supplemental irrigation of rice from 1990 to 1994
(Table 4) was related to dry spell incidences during the reproductive stage of the crop
during 1991-93 (Fig. 3), and also to increased water use for land preparation, urea top
dressing, and preventing soil from cracking. We realized with experience that water used
from OFR storage for such purposes would be compensated with subsequent rainfall
events during the remaining period of the monsoon, a process that is critically important
for increasing water harvest index and optimal utilization of the facility.
The post-rainy season crops like gram and mustard are generally grown in farmers’ fields with deep Vertisols/vertic Alfisols having about 170-180 mm of plantextractable water at the start of the season. The field data indicate that the residual soil
moisture after rainy season rice and soybean was sufficient to support gram and mustard. However, moisture loss from the soil surface layer after harvest of rainy season
crops was rapid, which made it difficult to achieve germination and establishment of
the post-rainy season crops. The water saved in the OFR at the end of rainy (rice) season was sufficient to provide a light irrigation of 21-45 mm in different years to help
establish the post-rainy season crops.
Except in 1990-91 and 1991-92, when timely light rains fell before or just after
seeding of the second crop, germination and establishment of the second crop would
not have been possible without use of water from the OFR. The water balance in soybean-mustard, groundnut-mustard, or groundnut-chickpea was nearly identical to
that in soybean-chickpea system. Similarly, the water balance in the rice-mustard
system (data not reported here) was identical to that in rice-chickpea.
Crop yields. Table 5 gives the yields of different crops that were tested during
rainy and post-rainy seasons in different years. Soybean performed best in the catch-
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ment and groundnut was the next, Pigeonpea grew well in the raised area with soil
shifted from the dugout area, but failed to grow due to poor drainage in other parts of
the catchment. Causes of yield variation of rice in these areas have been described
earlier (Pal et al 1994).

Table 3. Field water balance components of soybean-chickpea cropping in the
microcatchment of the reservoir.
Components of water balance a

Water (mm)
1990-91

1991-92

1992-93

1993-94

Average

1128

803

807

1256

999

0

0

0

0

0

1128

803

807

1256

999

Et + P

521

371

392

717

500

Runoff/drainage (R o)

413

259

229

351

313

Total

934

630

621

1068

81 3

194

173

186

188

186

PASM b

178

159

170

166

168

Rainfall

24

20

29

0

18

0

28

31

45

26

202

207

230

211

21 2

160

168

191

186

176

0

0

0

0

0

160

168

191

186

176

42

39

39

25

36

Rainy season (soybean)
i. Water gained (Win)
Rainfall
Supp. irrigation
Total
ii. Water used or lost (W out )

iii. Residual soil water b
Post-rainy season (chickpea)
i. Water gained (Win) and soil water

Supp. irrigation
Total
ii. Water used or lost (W out)
Et
P + Ro
Total
iii. Residual soil water b

a E = Evapotranspiration, P = Percolation, Ro = Runoff and/or drainage.
t

b Residual soil moisture values at the end of cropping and PASM (Plant Available Soil Moisture) represent

water content above the wilting point. The difference between residual soil moisture after the rainy season crop
and PASM is the water lost between harvest of the first crop and the establishment of the second.
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Table 4. Field water balance components of rice-chickpea cropping.
Components of water balance a

Water (mm)
1990-91

1991-92

1992-93 1993-94 Average

1128

803

807

1256

999

28

173

174

317

173

104

109

87

182

121

1260

1085

1068

1755

1293

E, + P

944

829

816

1429

1005

Runoff/drainage (Ro)

113

72

73

134

98

1057

Rainy season (rice)
i. Water gained (Win)
Rainfall
Supp. irrigation
Excess runoff from catchment
Total
ii. Water used or lost (W Out )

901

889

1563

1103

203

184

179

192

190

PASM b

193

179

173

188

183

Rainfall

24

20

29

0

24

0

21

25

35

27

217

220

227

223

234

145

201

200

190

184

0

0

0

0

0

145

201

200

190

184

19

27

33

50

Total
iii. Residual soil

water b

Post-rainy season (Chickpea)
i. Water gained (Win ) and available soil water

Supp. irrigation
Total
ii. Water used or lost (W out)
Et
P + RO
Total
iii. Residual soil water

b

72

aE = Evapotranspiration, P = Percolation, Ro = Runoff and/or drainage.
t
b Residual soil moisture values at the end of cropping and PASM (Plant Available Soil Moisture) represent

water content above the wilting point. The difference between residual soil moisture after the rainy season crop
and PASM is the water lost between harvest of the first crop and the establishment of the second.

The performances of chickpea and mustard were best in the 1991-92 season.
Light rains received just after sowing enabled germination of the two crops. OFR
water was applied on the 46th day after sowing, which benefited the crop by enabling a more favorable soil moisture regime to be maintained for a longer period
(Fig. 5). The situation in other years was similar to 1992-93 when soil became
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drier, as no water was left in the OFR for supplemental irrigation (Fig. 6). This
strongly suggests the need for controlling losses of stored water in order to
increase water availability for crop use, because even one extra irrigation during
the growth period can significantly boost the yield of these crops. Advancing rice
crop establishment through dry seeding, as discussed later, also helps in establishing the next crop without the use of irrigation water which could be applied later to
boost the yield.

Table 5. Yield performance of different crops in rainy and post-rainy seasons.
Crop and treatment

Grain yield (t/ha)
1990-91

1991-92

1992-93

1993-94

Mean

(a) Supplemental irrigation

4.30

4.60

2.68

3.86

3.86

(b) Rainfed

2.90

2.72

1.72

2.13

2.37

2.40

2.70

3.07

2.73

2.73

3. Groundnut

NT

1.30

0.81

1.11

1.07

4. Pigeonpea

1.03

0.86

1.22

1.57

1.22

5. Gram after soybean

0.92

1.89

1.12

0.82

1.19

6. Gram after rice

0.86

1.41

1.04

1.19

1.13

7. Mustard after soybean

0.51

1.05

0.86

0.53

0.74

8. Mustard after rice

0.34

0.61

0.73

0.24

0.48

Rainy season crops
1. Rice

2. Soybean

Post-rainy season crops

Economic returns and benefit-cost analysis. A benefit-cost analysis of the OFR
using input-output data from the experimental fields over 4 years, 1990-91 to 199394, and considering costs of the investments to develop and manage the OFR system,
are presented in Table 6. The results show the economic attractiveness of the OFR
approach. OFRs seem to be viable not only in terms of economic returns considered in
the analysis but also in terms of other unaccounted benefits such as increased employment (by more than 100 person-days/ha/year), reduced risk in crop production,
increased value of the land, and prospects of enhanced profitability by growing highvalue vegetables and fish culture. Furthermore, OFRs can improve local hydrology
(groundwater recharge, regulated stream flow, and surface storage), reduce soil erosion, siltation, and pollution of water bodies.
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5. Moisture in different soil layers during growth of chickpea after rice in Vertisol at
Raipur during 1991-92 cropping season.

6. Moisture in different soil layers during growth of chickpea after rice in Vertisol at
Raipur during 1992-93 cropping season.
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Table 6. Cost-benefit analysis a of OFR approach with rice-gram (0.3 ha), soybeanmustard (0.6 ha), and pigeonpea (0.06 ha), Raipur, M.P. State, India.
Particulars

With
OFR

Without OFR

Capital invested in OFR construction
(expected life 15 years)

$484

-

Fixed cost per annum ($484/15)

$32

-

Interest on fixed cost @ 12.5% per annum on
half capital cost

$30

-

Maintenance cost per annum @ 2%

$10

-

$72

-

1. Annual total cost of OFR
Investments on irrigation pump (3 h.p. diesel) and pipes
(70 m length)
Expected life

$420
15 years

Scrap value of machine and pipes after life
@ 10% of capital cost

$42

Depreciation per annum ($420-42)/15

$25

Annual interest on fixed capital Q 12.5%
2. Annual total cost of irrigation pump and pipes

$26
$51

Cost of crop production per annum
Seed, culture, fertilizer, insecticides, weedicides,
sowing and others

$1 85

Labor wages (Person days)

$1 69 (21 0)

$41
$79 (98)

3. Total cost of cultivation

$354

$1 20

4. Total cost of system (1+2+3)

$477

$1 20

5. Total gross returns

$775

$1 75

6. Net returns (5-4)

$298

$55

Benefit - cost ratio

1.45

IRR

68%

a S1 = Rs 31 The estimates are for 1.05 ha area with 1993 prices for inputs, produce and wages.

Dry seeding of rice
Availability of early-maturing and high-yielding rice varieties provides an opportunity to escape, or at least reduce, the adverse effects of late season drought in areas
with a relatively short rainy season and unimodal rainfall distribution. Also, these
varieties, when harvested early, may allow a longer period of favorable soil-moisture
conditions for growing an upland crop after rice. However, due to various reasons
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often associated with dry seeding, including the problems with dryland preparation
and weed control, most farmers still prefer transplanted rice established on puddled
fields.
Dry seeding is not a new method of rice crop establishment. It is probably the precursor of the transplanting system which has been popularized during the green revolution era of the late 1960s and the 1970s with the widespread use of modern varieties,
fertilizer, and irrigation water inputs. But as labor costs continue to rise, pressure on the
rainfed land to grow more crops continues to increase, and effective herbicides become
more easily available to farmers at reasonable prices, the dry seeding technique
assumes an increasingly important role in rice production in rainfed areas.
Various aspects of the dry-seeded rice (DSR) technology therefore deserve in-depth
studies to identify requirements for the techniques successful adoption and associated
opportunities and limitations, and to develop appropriate strategies and technologies for
alleviating the limitations. We present here findings based on a study conducted for 3
years, with a sample of 30 randomly selected farmers in four villages of Urbiztondo
municipality, Pangasinan province, Philippines. In these villages, most farmers transplant their rice, but a sizeable proportion of them have switched to dry seeding in recent
years. The soils are dominantly silty clay, with about 40% clay content. The site has no
long-term rainfall records, but the average annual in the past 4 years was 1830 mm, with
86% of it occurring during June-October. The nearest agrometeorological station with a
long-term rainfall record is at Dagupan which is about 40 km from Urbiztondo and has
an annual total rainfall of 2228 mm, also with about 86% of the total occurring during
June-October. However, Dagupan has a more favorable rainfall regime than Urbiztondo.
Therefore, the probability analysis based on Dagupan rainfall records for 41 years (195191) (Saleh and Bhuiyan 1995) used in this paper reflects a hydrologically more favorable
situation than that for Urbiztondo.
Dry-seeded rice technology has the following special features:
Dry plowing of the field before monsoon has set in. If tractors are used, plowing
can be completed in very low soil-moisture conditions, but for animal-powered
tillage some rains may be needed to soften the soil.
Broadcasting or row-seeding of rice seeds and covering them by harrowing.
Controlling weeds. This is generally done by use of appropriate herbicides. However, in some areas, as in Long An province, Vietnam (My et al 1994), manual
weeding is still widely used.
Use of early-maturing rice varieties to minimize the risk of drought in the reproductive stage of the crop and to enable an early start of a succeeding crop.
Dry-seeding and transplanting: contrasts and implications. For the study site,
DSR was found to be superior to transplanted rice (TPR) in respect of (i) opportunities for crop intensification, (ii) rainwater use efficiency, (iii) drought risk avoidance,
and (iv) resource use efficiency and farmer income (IRRI 1994). Each of these benefit
areas is discussed below.
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Crop intensification. DSR was established, using pre-monsoon rains, about 40
days earlier, in 1991 and 1992 and harvested about 10-12 days earlier than TPR. This
time advantage allowed the DSR fields a longer duration of favorable soil moisture
regime for growing mungbean after rice compared with fields grown to TPR. In 1993,
this time advantage for mungbean was only 4-5 days because of the late start of premonsoon rains. During 1991-94, 52% of all sample farms that grew DSR had an
upland crop after rice compared with only about 28% of those that grew TPR.
The extent of the time advantage with DSR is determined by the soil type, tillage
implements used and rainfall pattern. At the study site slightly over half of the farmers used hired tractor service, and the remaining depended on animal power for tilling, which requires softer soil (more rainfall) for ease of operation. Some farmers
used a combination of the two. About 150 mm of cumulative rainfall was required for
the completion of dry seeding. In an average year, i.e. at 50% probability, this amount
is expected by the end of May. In contrast, 620 mm of cumulative rainfall was
required to complete transplanting, which would be expected to occur, in an average
year, by 21 July. At 75% rainfall probability, i.e. 1 in 4 years, enough rain to complete
dry seeding is expected by 21 June but transplanting could be completed only by 1
September. Such a late start of TPR would eliminate any chance of growing another
crop after harvest of rice.
In Long An Province, Vietnam, where almost all rice farms (alluvial soil, 70% clay)
grow DSR during the summer-autumn season, farmers complete land preparation using
hired tractor services with much less rainfall than in Urbiztondo (My et al 1994).
Another advantage offered by DSR, which facilitates crop intensification, is the
low labor requirement for establishing (sowing) rice seeds. In many places, as in
Long An Province, Vietnam, transplanting has to wait for a considerable time due to
dependence on hired labor which is not readily available in all areas at the same time.
Most farmers growing DSR do not need to hire labor.
While Urbiztondo farmers had various motives for switching from transplanting to dry seeding, most Long An farmers adopted dry seeding to fit an extra crop
into the system (My et al 1994). One reason for the difference in perception may be
that farmers in Long An have grown DSR for much longer and the strength of the
technology is better perceived and utilized by them compared with their counterparts in Urbiztondo.
Rainwater use efficiency. Because of the early start of the crop, DSR utilized rainfall more efficiently than TPR. At our site, during the 3 years, on average about 420
mm of rainfall was used in DSR farms between early May and early July before seedlings were transplanted on the field for TPR. As stated before, on average, about 620
mm of cumulative rainfall was needed to complete transplanting, compared with 150
mm for dry-seeding. A similar water efficiency advantage was applicable to the postrice crop. At the study site in 1991 and 1992 mungbean grown after DSR was established about 10-14 days earlier, which allowed over 50% more soil-water to be used
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by the crop compared with that grown after TPR. The time advantage for mungbean
was reduced to 4 days in 1993 due to inadequate pre-monsoon rains. Probability analysis indicated that, in an average year, farmers growing mungbean after DSR can
expect to received 120 mm of rainfall during the growing season, which will meet
about 50% of the potential crop water requirement. In comparison, only 88 mm
would be expected for mungbean grown after TPR (Saleh and Bhuiyan 1995). This
hydrological advantage was consistently translated to crop yield advantage.
Drought risk. From the above, it clearly follows that DSR, and upland crops
grown after DSR, suffer less drought risk compared with the TPR and TPR-succeeding crops. For the unimodal rainfall pattern of the site, drought risks are mainly
associated with the planting date. Drought risk for DSR and TPR, and for mungbean following rice, was expressed in quantitative terms by estimating the relative
water supply (RWS) parameter for various rainfall probability values. RWS, which
is a widely-used concept for assessing the efficiency of irrigation water delivery
systems (Levine 1982), is defined as the ratio of water actually supplied and water
potentially required for the crop. For a perfect match RWS = 1.0, but for drought
conditions RWS <1.0. The lower the RWS value, the more severe is the drought. In
our case all water supply came from rainfall and potential water requirement for
rice was the sum of potential evapotranspiration and unavoidable percolation and
seepage loss of water.
Probability analysis conducted for water availability indicated that, in an average
year (i.e. at 50% probability), both DSR and TPR would have RWS slightly above 1.0
(1 .08 for DSR and 1.04 for TPR), indicating that no water stress is to be expected. But
at 75% probability, or 1 in 4 years, only 52% of the water requirement for TPR would
be met by rainfall, hence there would be serious yield loss due to drought. In contrast,
at this probability level, full water requirement of DSR should be expected. Likewise,
in an average year mungbean after TPR will suffer more drought than after DSR. A
similar conclusion applies also at 75% probability (Saleh and Bhuiyan 1995).
Resource use efficiency and farmer income. In Urbiztondo, an average farmer,
by dry seeding rice, saved about $68/ha on labor in the wet season. The savings
accrued mainly (90%) from reduced labor needs in crop establishment and the rest
from weeding (almost all farmers used herbicides for weed control). Land preparation cost was slightly higher in DSR farms, mainly because most farmers (55%)
hired a tractor service for dryland plowing. On average, farmers had higher returns
from DSR than TPR.
Looking from a cropping systems angle, we found that DSR adoption induced
higher profitability. Mungbean grown after DSR yielded more, for reasons discussed
earlier, and produced a significantly higher net return than after TPR. An average
farmer growing mungbean after TPR had very low returns (S6/ha) due to late establishment of the crop and consequently higher drought stress compared with that
grown after DSR.
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The rice-mungbean system was one of four cropping systems adopted by the
farmers in the study area. This system produced the highest profitability (Table 7).
More than 60% of the farms in this system had grown DSR and obtained higher rice
and mungbean yields than those with TPR. Mungbean contributed 35% of the net
return in the rice-mungbean system.
Table 7. Costs and returns by cropping system, Urbiztondo, Pangasinan, Philippines,
1991-1994. a
Cropping system b
Fa-Ri-Fa

Fa-Ri-Mu

Ma-Ri-Fa

Ma-Ri-Mu

2.7

3.6-0.3

0.3-2.0

0.23-2.6-0.18

Annual gross returns ($/ha)

550

923

567

837

Total variable costs ($/ha)

475

670

446

645

71

134

94

140

Mean yield (t/ha)

Material inputs
Labor and power

207

293

21 2

331

Labor rent

197

243

140

174

75

253

121

192

Material inputs

2.06

2.90

2.30

2.37

Labor and power

1.36

1.86

1.57

Land

1.36

2.04

1.87

Net returns ($/ha)
Rates of return ($/$)

1.58
2.10

Source: Adapted from IRRI (1994).
a

US$1 = P25.

b Fa-Ri-Fa = fallow-rice-fallow, Fa-Ri-Mu = fallow-rice-mungbean, Ma-Ri-Fa = maize-rice-fallow, Ma-Ri-Mu =

maize-rice-mungbean.

Rates of return to labor, power, and material costs were also the highest in the ricemungbean system that was dominated by DSR culture. The maize-rice-mungbean
system produced almost the same rate of return to land as that of rice-mungbean,
which implies that the additional pre-rice maize crop in the former system adversely
affected the performance of the whole system. The reason was that maize was grown
with no fertilizers and therefore produced very low yields. It was harvested, in most
cases, too late for dry seeding of rice (because the monsoon had already set in), leaving
no choice but to go for transplanting and thus rice yields were lower. Delayed harvest
of the TPR also caused lower yields of mungbean in this system.
Why more farmers are not switching to DSR. From the preceding discussion, one
could reasonably expect that more and more farmers, who now transplant their rice,
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should be switching to dry seeding. Is it really happening? In the study area, we see
that the change is taking place only slowly. The majority of farmers in the four study
villages are still transplanting rice although there are more adopters of DSR today
than in 1991 when the study was initiated.
The decision-making process and, particularly, the implementation of the decision to switch from transplanting to dry seeding is rather complex. A two-stage cognitive model of rice crop establishment decisions was recently developed and validated
for the study site (Lampayan et al 1994). The first stage of the model captures the
underlying motivations and externalities involved in the decision-making process
(Fig. 7). In the second stage, with the decision to dry seed already made, the model
systematically considers, in a time sequence, various existing physical (mostly
hydrologic and soil related) and socioeconomic conditions to match with the requirements of dry seeding for final action (Fig. 8). As seen in the figure, in certain prolonged ‘too-wet’ conditions farmers may find that it is not practical to continue dry
seeding, and therefore may revert to transplanting. The complexity of the situation
implies that a change from transplanting to dry seeding method of crop establishment
may remain a slow process at least for the time being. Some technological advances,
as discussed later, could certainly enhance this process.

7. The Stage 1 model for rice crop establishment decisions. The numbers on the decision
boxes indicate their relative ranking of important reasons for dry seeding, as indicated by
the sample farmers at Urbiztondo, Pangasinan.
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Critical research issues
From the preceding analyses, it is clear that the two technologies presented above
have, individually and collectively, major potentials for improving productivity and
farmer incomes in drought-prone rainfed rice areas. However, there remain various
limitations to their practical application on a wide scale. These limitations must be
clearly understood and appropriate remedies developed in order to achieve the
desired goal of sustainable improvements in food production and quality of life in the
rainfed environments. Major research issues that must be adequately addressed to
achieve this goal include the following.

8. The Stage 2 model (decision tree) for implementing decision taken in Stage 1 (adapted
from Lampayan et al 1994).
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On-farm reservoir technology
Controlling losses of stored water. Creating an on-farm rainwater storage facility
involves significant investment, which cannot be paid off if traditional production
technologies are used. A critical limitation to the use of the OFR concept, and the
successful adoption of agricultural production technology, is that much of the
stored water is lost through deep percolation during the season. In our experiments
nearly half of the total storage was lost by percolation. During discussion with
farmers in eastern Madhya Pradesh, we found that some of them had tried or contemplated constructing OFR but high seepage and percolation losses greatly discouraged them. High water losses by percolation and seepage have been reported
by other researchers (Syamsiah et al 1994, Watson et al 1987). Without cost-effective means of controlling percolation loss for various land and water conditions,
investments in OFR would be less profitable in many situations and unprofitable in
many others.
A number of techniques is available to control these losses (Cliff 1981,
Marheswari and Turner 1986), but they are costly and not applicable to the smallfarm conditions we are concerned with. Puddling of the reservoir bed with sodium
carbonate treatment, which is not very expensive, worked reasonably well in the
Vertisol situation of Raipur, M.P., India (Pal et al 1994), but it is not clear how
effective the method will be in other areas with different soil textures and water table
conditions. Furthermore, practical methods of predicting percolation losses from
proposed OFR sites are needed to guide investment decisions.
Efficient water capture and use strategies. An OFR has a limited capacity to store
water. However, the total storage during a season can be substantially greater than the
static storage capacity if water from the reservoir is used at strategic times during the
season, creating additional storage capacity to be filled during later rain. In this way, the
water harvest index, defined as the ratio between the total volume of water captured
during the season and the static storage capacity, can be maximized. For a given site, a
unique set of strategic decisions would be required to take the advantage of the system.
Appropriate specifications should be developed for various rainfall patterns and landbased parameters, which would help develop the guidelines needed for maximizing use
of direct rainfall and, at the same time, maintaining a high water harvest index.
Water use efficiency and associated benefits can be increased through appropriate
choices of crops to suit soil types. For example, deep-rooted soybean and pigeonpea,
two crops with high market value in eastern India, hardly suffer from drought when
grown during the rainy season on deep soils and hence may not require supplementary irrigation. But in shallow soils, these crops may face drought after termination of
rains and require 5-10 cm of irrigation water.
Appropriate crop choice can also support crop intensification in farms with
OFR. In eastern M.P. State, most farmers grow only one crop of rice in the rainfed
lowlands. In upland fields, a crop of pigeonpea, soybean, or minor millet is grown
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in the rainy season, or the field is fallowed during the rainy season after which
chickpea, lathyrus, mungbean, linseed, or lentil is grown. The water left in deep
soil profile after rice or soybean in the lowlands is nearly the same as after a rainy
season fallow in upland fields. Therefore, it should be possible to grow an appropriately chosen upland crop using the residual soil moisture following the rainy
season rice or soybean. The main problem is that, after the rainy season harvest,
the surface soil layer dries fast, hindering germination and establishment of the
next crop. Where water saved in OFR is small, the best strategy for maximizing
benefits from its use may be only to achieve germination and establishment of an
upland crop that can perform well using residual water in the soil profile. If additional water is available, it could be applied to irrigate the field at the most critical
stage. Alternative practical strategies and options for given soil type, rainfall, and
OFR situations should be developed for optimizing benefits from use of the limited water resource.
Extrapolation domain. In recent years a sizeable body of OFR-related information has been generated by researchers in the Philippines, Indonesia, India, and Bangladesh. Their findings invariably indicate high potentials that reside with use of the
OFR concept for alleviating drought and improving the productivity of water-short
rainfed lands. However, only limited information is currently available on the specific requirements for successful application of the OFR concept and practical means
of identifying rainfed areas that have favorable technical, environmental, and socioeconomic backgrounds.
Appropriate research-backed criteria need to be developed to support work on
OFR adoption domain extrapolation. Policy and planning efforts of government and
non-government organizations interested in drought alleviation can be greatly supported with such information and tools.
Impact assessment. A large number of small farmers has adopted the concept of
OFR in recent years in the Philippines (Undan et al 1994, Maglinao et al 1994), Indonesia (Syamsiah et al 1994) and, to a much smaller extent, eastern India (Das and
Mandal 1991). In both the Philippines and Indonesia, a government-sponsored program to disseminate the technology has been put in place (for the Philippine case, see
Fujisaka et al 1994). In M.P. State, eastern India, a government-sponsored watershed
development program has included the OFR concept as an integral part of the development program for its rainfed areas. In the Philippines, special arrangements have
been made to enable resource-poor farmers to obtain loans from rural banks to pay for
development costs of the OFR.
Comprehensive impact studies are needed to establish how OFR development
may be changing the land and resource-use scenarios, and affecting the well-being of
the farmer-users as well as the local society. Likewise, it is essential to identify the
failures or negative experiences involved in these endeavors. Both direct impacts of
stored water and indirect impacts of risk reduction associated with OFR use should be
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captured in such studies. Special emphasis should be given to issues of social and
environmental impact of the introduced OFR system.
Dry seeding of rice
From the above, it is evident that, in technically suitable areas, dry seeding of rice
could offer higher levels of crop production and farmer income than transplanting.
There are limitations with the present DSR technology components, which do not
allow its widespread use. Clear understanding of these limitations should be given a
high priority in research. Based on observations made during this study, the following
research issues merit serious consideration.
Better understanding of the drought problem and associated farming risk. Stochastic analyses of the rainfall patterns are needed to quantify the nature of the
drought problem and to identify areas where there are relative advantages of dry
seeding and transplanting of rice. Since dry seeding required pre-monsoon rains
for germination and early stage crop growth, it is also important to stochastically
analyze drought of various magnitudes during the pre-monsoon period of the season. These analyses should form the backbone of farming risk analysis and for
developing risk-reduction management practices. Extrapolation of existing or
future technologies dealing with dry seeding of rice will also hinge on drought
analysis results.
Soil and nutrient-related constraints. Our knowledge of the physical and chemical characteristics of soils that influence the success or failure of dry-seeded rice culture is still inadequate. In particular, the interplay of soil texture and depth in making
sufficient soil-water available to the crop should be better understood in order to identify crops that can be grown well after rice. It is critically important to develop costeffective methods of fertilizer application, especially urea application, for high
degree of fertilizer use efficiency under the fluctuating water regime conditions of
rainfed areas.
Weed control problem. One of the biggest challenges faced by farmers in growing
dry-seeded rice is weed control. There are usually significant changes that occur in
weed ecology of a field as the farmer changes his crop establishment method from
transplanting to dry seeding. The nature of these changes must be clearly understood
in order to find sustainable solutions to the weed problem.
Farmers in general have difficulty controlling weeds with herbicides because
weed species and density often significantly vary with the timing of both the premonsoon and monsoon rains and their intensity in relation to the time of sowing the
seeds. In a given farm, year-to-year fluctuations in these parameters may render a
chosen herbicide effective in controlling certain weeds in one year but not in another.
Research must be conducted to comprehensively address these weed ecology and
management issues and to develop appropriate guidelines for weed control in a costeffective and sustainable manner.
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Further, in the long term, effective substitutes for chemical weed control should
be developed in order to avoid possible contamination of freshwater bodies from
herbicide residues.
Suitable varieties lacking. Modern varieties that farmers presently use in dryseeded rice culture are those that were developed for transplanted rice in the well-irrigated environment. New early-maturing varieties that germinate well with minimum
water, compete well with weeds, and are tolerant to drought in both early and late
growth stages are needed. These varieties should have the potential of high yields in
hydrologically favorable conditions and stable, acceptable yields in water-short conditions. Success in this area could produce very significant increases in rice production in unfavorable, drought-prone areas.

Conclusion
Water limitations have all-pervading effects on agricultural crop production. Yet,
research attention given to improving the water availability for crop production and
reducing farming risk in rainfed environments has been inadequate in the past in most
NARS and IARCs. We have seen some new vigor in research in this area during the past
several years, which is encouraging. Adequate support should be given to such research.
What is also needed is the development of a system which ensures that the research is
conceived and conducted comprehensively and with full attention to interactions of
processes and practices. Better linkages should be established among scientists working
on relevant issues, in order to promote exchange of information and ideas, and to develop
a forum for collective stock-taking of progress and unaddressed challenges. The Rainfed
Lowland Rice Consortium seems to be an excellent mechanism and platform to promote
the desired linkages and to enhance research relevance among interested scientists.
Results from the two research activities discussed in this paper indicate their high
potential for alleviating drought and improving the productivity of drought-prone
rainfed farms in a sustainable manner. However, as indicated above, more research
must be done in order to make these two technologies widely acceptable to the varying conditions of the rainfed rice environments. It seems worth mentioning here that
often what is needed is not a complete “research” solution to the problem, but rather
the devising of method(s) to ease or relax the major constraint(s) to increasing production. Farmers’ ingenuity and innovations can work wonders when such possibilities have been opened up.
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Methane emissions from rainfed
rice fields
R. Wassmann, H. U. Neue, R. S. Lantin, M. J. Javellana, R. Diego, V.E.
Lignes, H. Hoffmann, H. Papen, and H. Rennenberg

This experiment encompassed three treatments with varying water regimes
representing irrigated rice with assured flooding and two types of rainfed rice
affected by droughts. Methane emission was recorded by an automatic closed
chamber system facilitating continuous measurements over the entire dry and wet
season of 1994. The methane emission rates in the dry season were generally
higher than in the wet season; the seasonal patterns of methane emission in the
individual treatments showed a high degree of similarity in both seasons. Midtillering drainage prompted a pronounced decrease in methane emission rates
which was attributed to the influx of oxygen into the soil. Low methane fluxes
prevailed even after the field was reflooded. In the other treatments, which were kept
flooded during tillering stage, methane emission rates stayed relatively constant.
Drainage at 14 days before harvest prompted a short-term increase of methane
emission rate which was attributed to a degassing of soil entrapped methane. In the
field that was flooded throughout the growing season, the process of harvesting was
also associated with the short-term release of large amounts of methane.
The results of this experiment demonstrate that 1) rainfed rice has a lower
emission potential than irrigated rice, 2) the impact of droughts on methane emission
depends on the actual growing stage the drought occurs, 3) methane emission from
rainfed rice will increase with advances gained in water supply, and 4) temporary
drainage can be an effective measure to reduce methane emission from rice.

The increase in global temperature due to entrapment of infrared light by trace gases
has become a worldwide concern in the past two decades (IPCC 1990, 1992). While
combustion is the primary cause of the increase of tropospheric concentration of CO2,
the most important greenhouse gas, other radiatively active gases are mainly of biological origin (GEIA 1993). Agricultural activities represent the main contributor to
the build-up of the greenhouse gases methane and nitrous oxide (Schütz et al. 1990,
IPCC 1990). The estimates on the global methane source strength of rice fields vary
to a large extent; earlier estimates of more than 100 Tg CH4 /yr appear too high in
view of data obtained in recent measurements (IPCC 1992). However, even the relatively large amount of field data recently acquired on methane emission in various

countries did not narrow the range of uncertainty for the global estimates of methane
emission from rice fields (Neue 1993). The current data on methane emission is
mainly based on measurements in irrigated rice fields. The interpretation of previous
measurements in India including rainfed lowlands (Parashar et al 1993) is hampered
by a classification scheme that deviates considerably from the conventional definitions of rainfed and lowland rice (IRRI 1993).
The experiment presented forms part of an interregional network of stations aiming to quantify methane emissions from rice by standardized and concerted experiments. The data presented here comprise the first records of emission rates
encompassing different water regimes. Methane emission was simultaneously measured in permanently flooded fields, i.e. irrigated rice, and fields with temporary drainage representing two different types of drought prone conditions in rainfed rice.
Thus, the results indicate the emission potential of rainfed rice subjected to droughts,
which can be found in approximately 54% of the global rainfed lowlands planted to
rice (Garrity et al 1985). Another objective of this study was to assess the potential of
a previously suggested strategy to reduce methane emission from wetland rice fields
by temporary drainage (Wassmann et al 1993).
Methane emission from rice paddies is determined by the microbial processes of
methane production and oxidation, and by the velocity of vertical gas transfer within
the rice plant (Rennenberg et a1 1992). The major pathways of CH4 from the soil to
the atmosphere are ebullition and plant-mediated diffusion. Aeration of the soil
influences the methane budget by various biological and physical mechanisms
which interact as synergisms or as antagonisms. The influx of oxygen results in an
inhibition of microbial methane production and a stimulation of methane-consuming bacteria. These biological mechanisms should, in principle, lead to a reduced
emission of methane, but the aeration of the soil cores may also lead to the emergence of methane gas pools which were entrapped in the flooded soil. The gaseous
pools build up during flooding due to the low solubility of methane in water and the
hydrostatic pressure exerted by the water column (Wassmann et a1 1994). The
results of this study provide a first quantitative assessment on the net-effect of drainage on methane emission.

Methods
The automatic measuring system deployed for recording methane emission rates is
schematically displayed in Figure 1. The system comprised 12 Plexiglas chambers
(1.1 m wide, 1 m high, 1.2 m deep) connected to a pneumatic system for automatic
opening and closing of a Plexiglas cover. A sampling system provided direct air
transfer from the inner volume of the closed chambers to a multiport valve (Wassmann et al 1994). A sample loop assembled to the multiport valve provided a direct
injection of aliquots of the sampled air into the GC (gas chromatograph equipped
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with a flame ionization detector). The GC-signal was recorded by an integrator linked
to a data acquisition device. The measurements were conducted in a 2 h cycle of operations comprising 4 calibrations and one emission measurement per box with a 16min closing interval (see Wassmann et al 1994). Thus, emission rates could be
recorded in a sufficient temporal resolution for detecting diel fluxes, and could also
be recorded over entire growing seasons. The 12 gas collection chambers were distributed in the field according to acomplete block design with 4 replicates and the following treatments (tr.):
tr. 1 : permanent flooding during the growing season until harvest drainage (2 days
before harvesting)
tr. 2: permanent flooding during the growing season until preharvest drainage (2
weeks before harvesting)
tr. 3: drainage at mid-tillering stage and 2 weeks before harvest.
The individual plots were separated by plastic sheets for reducing seepage among
adjacent plots. The nitrogen source was urea; the NPK ratio was 120-40-40; the cultivar was IR72.

1. Schematic view of the measuring system.
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Results
The methane emission rates of the dry and wet seasons of 1994 are displayed in Figures
2 and 3. In the dry season, the emission measurements started 30 days after transplanting. The magnitude of methane emission during the preceding period can be derived
from ebullition data, which were shown to correspond roughly to the overall emission
during the early stage of the season (Wassmann et al 1995). Additional drainage at midtillering (tr. 3) resulted in an immediate drop in the methane flux (Fig. 2). The emission
rates in this treatment remained lower than 100 mg CH4 m 2/day even after reflooding
while the flux rates in treatment 1 and 2 were generally higher than 200 mg CH4 m2/day.
The drainage two weeks before harvest had no detectable effect on the low level of
emission rates observed in treatment 3, but resulted in a short-term increase of methane
emission rates in treatment 2. After 3 days with emission rates up to 800 mg CH4 m 2/
day, the methane flux virtually ceased in treatment 2 right before harvest. Methane
emission from the continuously flooded fields (tr. 1) remained at a relatively high level
until harvest time and showed strong fluctuations after harvest drainage, with a maximum emission rate of 650 mg CH4 m 2/day.

2. Methane emission rates in the dry season 1994; arrows indicating start and end of the
drainage periods.

The emission rates in the wet season were considerably lower than during the dry
season. However, the temporal patterns of the emission rates in the three treatments
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show a pronounced similarity to the corresponding results of the dry season. The
methane emission in treatment 3 decreased during mid-season drainage and remained
lower than 40 mg CH4 m 2 /day throughout the growing season. The emission rates in
treatment 2 increased sharply up to 190 mg CH4 m 2 /day during the preharvest drainage and decreased to very low levels before harvest. The methane emission from the
continuously flooded fields (tr. 1) increased after harvest and reached a maximum
value of 140 mg CH4 m 2 /day.

3. Methane emission rates in the wet season 1994; arrows indicating start and end of the
drainage periods.

The mean emission rates obtained in the dry and wet seasons (Table 1) clearly
demonstrate the differences between dry and wet season and the effect of a mid
season drainage. The dry season averages exceeded the corresponding values of the
wet season by a factor of 7 (tr. 1), 5.9 (tr. 2), and 2.9 (tr. 3), respectively. As typically
found in the Philippines, the biomass and grain yield were also considerably higher in
the dry season than in the wet season (Table 1). The emission rates of treatment 3
were very low (26.1 and 9.1 mg CH4 m 2 /day) and corresponded to about 14% and
33% of the mean values obtained for the other treatments in the dry and wet season,
respectively. The preharvest drainage in treatment 2 had no significant effect on the
emission rates as compared with the continuously flooded fields (tr. 1).
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Table 1 also gives the straw and grain yields which were uncorrelated with the different water regimes. The grain yield in the wet season was lower than in the dry season, whereas the straw yield was in the same order of magnitude in both seasons.
Table 1. Mean methane (CH4) emission rates ( ± standard deviation), and straw and grain
yields during the 1994 dry and wet seasons.
Treatment 1
Dry season

Emission rate [mg CH4
Straw yield

Treatment 2

Treatment 3

182.5 (± 87.0) 171.1 (± 145.9) 26.1 (± 22.1)

[g/m 2]

673

761

809

2]

649

589

680

Grain yield [g/m
Wet season

m 2/day]

Emission rate [mg CH4
Straw yield

[g/m 2]

Grain yield

[g/m 2]

m 2/day]

26.5 (± 20.6)

29.2 (± 27.6)

9.1 (± 6.7)

755

688

701

384

41 4

342

Discussion
The observed differences between dry and wet seasons are well in line with the findings on emission rates and yields recorded in the 1993 dry and wet seasons on the
same experimental farm (Wassmann et al 1994). The low grain yield in the 1992 wet
season could be mainly attributed to differences in solar radiation, i.e. the abundance
of days with low radiation intensity (Wassmann et al 1994). However, the mechanisms mediating an impact of solar radiation on methane emission are not clear.
The comparison of the methane emission rates in the three different treatments
yielded consistent results in both seasons and clearly indicates that drought-prone
rainfed rice has a lower potential for methane emission than irrigated fields with
assured flooding. The prerequisite for methane production in the soil is an anaerobic
environment. The influx of oxygen due to aeration of the soil implies two consequences for the methane budget: 1) inhibition of methane production, and 2) stimulation of methane oxidation. The decreased emission rates during mid-tillering
drainage can plausibly be explained by the temporary shift from anaerobic to aerobic
conditions, but the reasons for the persistent low level of methane emission after
reflooding are currently not clear. The soil will be reduced again within a short period
of time after flooding, so that the methane emission was impeded by other mechanisms, e.g. a depletion of substrate during the aeration period.
However, droughts occurring during ripening stage resulted in a short-term
increase in methane emission rates. Aeration of the soil alters the diffusive resistance
of the soil pores, which eventually results in the emergence of gaseous methane pools
entrapped in the soil under waterlogged conditions. These methane pools build up
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due to the low solubility of methane in water and the hydrostatic pressure exerted by
the water column. Apparently, these methane pools were negligible during mid-tillering stage (tr. 3), but accumulated to considerable amounts until preharvest drainage
(tr. 2) (Figs 2 and 3).
The preharvest drainage in treatment 2 had no net-effect on the total emission
rates as compared with treatment 1 (Table 1). According to common practice in rice
cultivation, the permanently flooded fields were drained 2 days before harvest. This
practice triggered a similar pattern in methane emission rates as the drainage 2 weeks
earlier (Figs 2 and 3). The degassing of methane superseded the simultaneous decline
in methane production. The aerated soils virtually ceased to emit methane after the
methane pool was exhausted (treatment 1 and treatment 2).
The three treatments of this experiments represent different patterns of irrigation.
Furthermore, they can be perceived as a comparison of irrigated rice ecosystems (tr.
1) vs. rainfed lowland rice ecosystems (tr. 2 and 3). Irrigated rice is defined as fields
with assured irrigation for one or more crops a year whereas rainfed lowlands are
characterized by lack of water control, with drought being one of the potential problems (IRRI 1993). Rainfed lowlands currently comprise 38 million ha, or 28% of the
rice area of the world. Temporary aeration of the soil represents a common feature in
wide parts of rainfed lowlands; 54% of the rainfed lowlands in South and Southeast
Asia were classified as drought-prone or highly drought-prone (Garrity et al 1986).
The water balance in rainfed rice is influenced by the rainfall regime and the water
retention capacity of the soil. Drought-prone rice areas are located in regions with a
short rainy season (90-110 d), e.g. East India, or in regions where the rainfall continues for longer periods but with highly uncertain distribution, e.g. Bangladesh and
Thailand. Rice land with steeper slopes and coarser texture soils is especially vulnerable to droughts in these regions.
The effects of droughts on methane emission can be assessed only by considering
their occurrence within the course of the growing season: droughts during tillering
stage result in a pronounced reduction of the methane emission whereas droughts at
the later stages will have only a minor effect. Since a vast area of the rainfed rice is
located in monsoonal Asia where the precipitation pattern is especially erratic in the
early stage of the growing season, these rainfed rice areas may have a low source
strength of methane.
However, the absolute quantity of methane emitted from wetland rice fields is
governed by a complex set of parameters linking physical and biological characteristics with specific rice-management practices. The farmers of rainfed lowland rice,
who are typically poor, grow traditional cultivars that do not respond well to high fertilizer rates (IRRI 1993). Preliminary results indicate a high emission potential from
fields planted to traditional cultivars as compared to modern varieties (Wassmann et
al., unpublished data). These varietal differences, and the specific tillage and fertilizer applications in rainfed areas, have to be considered for a final assessment of the
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methane source strength from this ecosystem. Furthermore, 46% of rainfed land in
Asia is never or only rarely subjected to droughts (Garrity 1985), and thus has a methane emission potential similar to irrigated fields.
The yield in rainfed rice is considerably lower than irrigated rice. For example, in
India the average yield in rainfed rice is 2.4 t/ha as compared with 3.6 t/ha in irrigated
fields (IRRI 1993). While the total rice area in Asia is approaching the limits of
expansion, the area of rainfed rice is a major target for removing production constraints. Advances gained in water supply lead to an abatement of droughts or, ultimately, to a conversion of rainfed rice to irrigated rice. The rise in grain production,
especially in less favorable environments, is indispensable for meeting the future rice
demand in Asia, which will double by 2040. These changes will undoubtedly alter the
source strength of methane from rice cultivation. In case of the drought-prone areas,
the increases in rice production imply greater methane-emission potential. According
to the results of this experiment, the increment in methane emission rates will be
especially high in rice lands that were previously subject to drought during the tillering stage.
Mitigation options are required to maintain levels of CH4 emissions from rainfed
rice while rice production increases. Defined aeration periods at mid-season were
shown to be a very effective tool for reducing methane emission (Table 1). Provided
the timing is correct, a soil aeration episode during tillering stage can effectively
reduce methane emission without yield losses (Table 1). However, the feasibility of
this strategy has to be tested in other rice growing regions with different soil types and
varying climatic conditions. Further investigations have to examine if the beneficial
effect on the methane emission is compensated or even superseded by adverse effects
on emission of other trace gases, e.g., the release of nitrous oxide.
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Innovative nitrogen management
strategies for lowland rice
systems
U. Singh, K. G. Cassman, J. K. Ladha, and K. F. Bronson

In irrigated and favorable rainfed rice systems, reliable water supply provides a high
yield potential environment, encouraging farmers to apply relatively high inputs. The
economic payoffs to research are extremely high in terms of improving input use
efficiency and reducing nutrient losses. On the other hand, the less favorable rainfed
environments are prone to risks associated with drought and flooding due to very
high variation in rainfall in the tropics, and farmers are less willing to invest in
fertilizers. Improved fertilizer use efficiency is therefore crucial in these
environments. The potential payoffs to research in this area are also great, but there
is a dearth of information on nutrient supply and demand in these ecosystems. This
is a critical issue. The complexity of nutrient transformation, transport, and uptake
processes, their interactions with weather, soils, and management necessitates a
new approach for rapid and efficient utilization of research outputs to improve
farming methods. In this paper the key issues concerning improved fertilizer
management in lowland rice systems are examined, with emphasis on management
strategies and technologies for the increased efficiency of applied nutrients. The
role of crop simulation models in nutrient management research and environmental
impact assessment is discussed.

Approximately 90% of global rice production is derived from irrigated and rainfed
lowland paddies with cropping under submerged soil conditions. No major expansion
of lowland rice is anticipated in the foreseeable future, yet total rice production must
increase 60-70% by 2025 (Hossain and Fischer 1995). By some estimates, rainfed
lowland rice must contribute 25-30% of this increased production, and sustained
increase in rice yields will require better production technology, including improvement in nutrient management. In particular, the efficacy of nitrogen inputs must be
significantly improved.
Nitrogen is generally the most limiting nutrient in high-yielding rice systems, and
adequate N supply is required throughout the active growing period. Much research on N
transformation and management has been conducted in irrigated and favorable rainfed
systems. Nitrogen management in these systems is characterized by high N rates, low

nitrogen use efficiency (NUE), and high N losses. In contrast to the favorable rice environments, process-level research on N dynamics in unfavorable rainfed systems is just
beginning. While some of the research findings from the irrigated and favorable rainfed
environment can contribute to efforts targeting nutrient research and management strategies for unfavorable rainfed lowlands, the extreme fluctuations in soil hydrology dictate
that much of the research must be conducted in the relevant environment.
Better N management strategies that are specific for given soil types and cropping
systems are urgently needed. Better prediction of optimal N rates on a field-specific
and dynamic basis is a major research challenge. This predictive capability would
help avoid excessive N input or N deficiency, and would improve the profitability of
N use. Another challenge is the need for increased N uptake and utilization efficiency
by the plant, particularly at high yield levels. Excessive N application or inefficient N
acquisition by the rice crop contributes to contamination of surface and ground
waters, emissions of ammonia, and nitrous and nitric oxides to the atmosphere, and
increased susceptibility of the rice crop to diseases and lodging. Conversely, inadequate N supply results in reduced yield and profit. In this paper we review the latest
research findings and identify the key issues on N management under irrigated and
rainfed lowland conditions, and propose a framework for innovative N management
for rainfed environments. As part of this framework, the role of crop simulation modeling to predict field-specific response is discussed.

Floodwater N dynamics
The rice-nitrogen relationship is unique in the lowlands because of the presence of
floodwater during a part of rice growth cycle and alternating redox in rainfed lowlands. The low efficiency of N fertilizer (urea and ammonium forms) in flooded rice
is attributed to its susceptibility to ammonia volatilization, and runoff losses during
the wet season. Numerous experiments have shown that the efficiency of urea utilization by lowland rice with reliable water supply, is only 30-50% of the applied N (De
Datta and Patrick 1986, De Datta and Buresh 1989). Independent of the environment,
the high N losses due to ammonia volatilization, nitrification-denitrification, runoff
losses, leaching, the unavailability of N at critical growth stages, and other management and climatic factors account for the poor fertilizer N use by the rice crop (Vlek
and Byrnes 1986, Zhu et al 1989, Singh and Buresh 1994). This low efficiency in the
soil-floodwater system is a major constraint to profitable use of N fertilizers in unfavorable rainfed systems, where economic risks are much higher.
Under submerged soil conditions, urea is highly prone to ammonia volatilization
losses due to hydrolysis to NH4-N, and bicarbonate anion production which results in
a temporary increase in floodwater pH (Fig. 1 a). This pH increase favors the production of NH3 from NH4 + (Fig. 1b). The consumption of CO2 by photoautotrophic
plants including algae also causes the floodwater pH to remain high, often above 9
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1. Changes in (a) floodwater pH and (b) partial pressure of ammonia (pNH 3) at 1400h following basal application of urea on lowland rice at Habac Research Station, Vietnam,
1992 summer season.
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during sunlight hours. Volatilization potential increases as the NH4-N concentration
increases in the floodwater. The NH 4 -N concentration is influenced by plant uptake,
concentrations of urea in the floodwater, hydrolysis rates of the urea, soil pH, floodwater pH, cation exchange capacity, and temperature (Fillery and Vlek 1986, Freney
and Denmead 1992). Ammonia volatilization is also affected by wind speed and air
exchange at the floodwater surface.
Fertilizer-N that escapes ammonia volatilization is also susceptible to losses
through nitrification and subsequent denitrification because much of the N remains
near the soil surface, which is a partially aerobic zone (Byrnes and Amberger 1989).
Thus, losses by ammonia volatilization and denitrification can be inversely related
and much of the field research that focused only on reducing NH4-N losses from volatilization did not lead to a reduction in total N losses (Buresh et al 1988, Freney et al
1994, Phongpan and Byrnes 1990). Management strategies are needed that maximize
plant uptake of applied N to avoid losses from both volatilization and denitrification.

Synchrony of N supply and plant N demand
The key to both improving efficiency of fertilizer and reducing N losses is synchronization of N supply from soil, biological nitrogen fixation (BNF), and fertilizers with the
plant demand for N (Ladha et al 1993, Cassman et al 1994, Singh and Buresh 1994). Plant
growth is greatly affected by the supply of N. At any point in time, there exists a critical N
concentration in the vegetative plant tissue below which growth will be reduced. This
concentration changes with crop growth stage. During early growth, N concentrations are
usually high due to synthesis of large amounts of organic N compounds required for photosynthesis and growth. As the plant ages, less of these new materials is required and
export from old tissue to new tissue occurs, lowering the whole plant vegetative N concentration (Fig. 2). The CERES family of models uses this function, derived from a large
number of field trials, to simulate the N uptake requirement to maintain growth rates that
are not limited by N supply (Godwin and Jones 1991, Singh 1994). When the supply of N
is inadequate the model simulates the effect of N deficiency.
Plant N requirement
The potential N requirement of the rice crop is the sum of the N requirement for new
growth (critical N% × crop growth rate without N limitation) and the N requirement
to overcome any existing deficiency ([critical N concentration – actual N concentration] × weight of vegetative tissue). The two components of N demand highlight
important management issues: 1) the critical N requirement differs with crop stage,
and 2) N deficiency (diagnosed by tissue analysis, chlorophyll meter, green meter)
occurs when actual N% concentration falls below the critical level.
The actual rate of N uptake is dependent on crop N demand, N uptake capacity
and the soil N supply. The smallest of these quantities determines the actual rate of
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uptake. During the early stages of growth, a high proportion of the total N demand is
required for new vegetative growth structures; however, as crop biomass increases,
the N demand to overcome deficiency becomes the larger component of N requirement. During the grain-filling period, a high proportion of the N required by the grain
is remobilized from the vegetative pool to form a grain N pool. The resultant decrease
in N concentration in the vegetative pool may lead to additional N demand, and hence
N uptake often continues during the grain-filling stage.
Soil N supply
The potential supply of N to the crop, from a given soil layer, is dependent on the concentration of ammonium in the soil (also nitrate in aerobic soils), its distribution
between soil solid and solution, moisture availability, root length density, and maximum uptake potential per unit length of root. The amount of N supplied by lowland
rice soils typically ranges from 35 to 90 kg/ha in the Philippines (Shiga and Ventura
1976; Cassman et al 1993), from 50 to 90 kg/ha in Japan (Matsuguchi 1979), and
from 50 to 105 kg/ha in China (Lu 1981). Recent N uptake and yield data of transplanted rice from irrigated plots without N fertilization at IRRI Farm and PHILRICE
illustrate the importance of N supply from the soil. Nitrogen supplied by the soil,
ranging from 30-105 kgha, was adequate to produce 3.0-7.0 t/ha grain yield. Grain
yield increased by 40 kg for each additional kg increase in soil N uptake during the
wet season (Fig. 3a) and by 56 kg during the dry season (Fig. 3b). At the Tarlac
Rainfed Consortium site, in Central Luzon, Philippines, grain yield for dry-seeded

2. Changes in critical N concentration in rice vegetative tissue with growth stage.
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3. Relationship between grain yield and total N uptake in unfertilized N plots during (a)
1992 wet season (WS) and (b) during 1993 dry season (DS) at IRRI Farm, Los Baños,
Philippines.
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rice, ranged from 1.0-4.5 t/ha without N application in 1992 and 1993 wet seasons
(Fig. 4). For every kg soil N uptake, 32 kg of additional grain yield was produced. The
lower efficiency in the rainfed systems may reflect higher soil N losses during the soil
wetting and drying cycles, and the effect of drought stress on plant growth and N
uptake. The higher variability in grain yield for a given N uptake in the rainfed site
may also reflect drought stress. The relative contribution of N losses versus drought
or submergence stress on fertilizer N efficiency in relevant rainfed lowland rice environment needs further study.
Recent high yields at IRRI Farm with fertilizer N rates of up to 180 kg N/ha have
been obtained only in fields with relatively high soil N supply that provides sufficient
N for grain yields of 4 t/ha or more (Cassman et al 1993, Kropff et al 1994, unpublished data, IFDC-IRRI Collaborative Project). Results from Yamagata Prefecture,
Japan (Tanaka 1991) also revealed that any number of multiple topdressing of N in
soil with low N supplying capacity could not achieve the high yield levels attained on
soil with high N supplying capacity. The difficulty in replacing yield benefits of high
native soil N fertility with increased inputs of fertilizer N was also the case for hybrid
rice in China (Cassman et al 1994).
Soil N supply plays a critical role in meeting post-anthesis N requirement, particularly when the last fertilizer N application is made at panicle initiation (PI). Wada et
al (1986) reported that under such conditions in Japan, all of the post-anthesis N
uptake occurred from soil N supply. The significance of slow release green-manure-

4. Relationship between grain yield and total N uptake in unfertilized N plots at Tarlac
Rainfed Lowland Consortium Site in Central Luzon, Philippines.
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N and control release fertilizer-N in supplying N during grain-filling stage is discussed in a later section of this paper.
Wetting and drying cycles. Rainfed lowland rice soils are characterized by intermittent wetting and drying cycles even during the wet season. Either situation promotes nitrification and subsequent uptake and/or loss of N due to leaching and
denitrification. The information generated by the model reconfirmed that Muñoz,
Nueva Ecija has a very favorable wet season. Recent research has shown that on
drying and rewetting of soil there is a marked increase in mineralization rate from
the more stable soil N pool (Inubushi and Wada 1987, Cabrera 1993). Actual
increases in plant N uptake, however, would ultimately depend on how much of the
mineralized N was absorbed by the rice plant and how much of the N (NO 3 -N) was
leached beyond the rooting zone or denitrified on reflooding of the field after drying.
In dry-seeded lowland rice, tillage and crop establishment usually takes place
under aerobic conditions with soil moisture at or below field capacity. The soil
may remain unsaturated for up to 40 days after emergence. Such a moisture and
tillage regime would promote build-up of nitrate-N. As evident from Figure 5,
NO3-N was accumulating and disappearing during the entire dry-seeded lowland
rice cropping period in both the fertilized and unfertilized plots at a rainfed site in
Tarlac. Complete reflooding of the field was not essential for NO3-N to disappear.
At water filled porosity of 70% and higher, NO3-N disappeared in all soil layers.
Evidently leaching or accumulation of N in lower soil layers did not occur. At
water filled porosity of greater than 70%, losses of NO3-N were likely caused by
denitrification.
To improve N use efficiency in rainfed systems, it is important to develop management practices that reduce NO 3-N losses during both the rice cropping and fallow
periods. Aside from economic loss, cumulative N2 O fluxes during the fallow period
are 3-4 times higher than during rice cropping (unpublished data, IFDC-IRRI Collaborative Project). Moreover, considering the mean residence time in the atmosphere,
N2 O is 300 times (on mass basis) more potent as a “greenhouse gas” than CO 2
(Rodhe 1990). Additionally, the oxidation of N 2 O to NO and NO2 catalytically
destroys ozone in the stratosphere (Crutzen 1976). Improvement of rice-based cropping systems with nitrate-conserving crops has been suggested for fallow periods
(George et al 1994). This should be promoted to both improve N use efficiency and to
reduce contribution to greenhouse gases.
Nitrate accumulation during rice cropping could be reduced by delaying application
of N fertilizer until onset of permanent flood, increased split application of N, good
water management, and better root growth and distribution. The proper management of
the soil N pool plays a very important role in rainfed systems, perhaps more important
than in the irrigated systems because farmers in rainfed areas typically have less capital,
and rainfed systems have longer fallow periods and higher mineralization rates and N
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5. Nitrate dynamics in the top layer (0-5 cm) as affected by water filled pore space crop
age under (a) unfertilized N plot and (b) with 120 kg N/ha application.
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losses associated with soil wetting and drying cycles. However, if properly managed,
rainfed lowland soils could provide up to 130 kg N/ha for plant uptake and grain yield of
more than 4 t/ha without fertilizer-N inputs (Fig. 4).

Supplemental supply of N
Although it is possible to increase the contribution of N from efficient use of BNF
to lowland rice (Kundu and Ladha 1995, Watanabe and Liu 1992), the use of legume
green manures or the Azolla-Anabaena association is limited by the high opportunity
costs of labor and land. Most prominent is the use of land to produce the green manure
crops and the need for additional labor. BNF also has high demand for phosphorus.
Integrated use of green manures with inorganic fertilizers reduces some of the constraints.
The integrated use of green manure and other organic fertilizers with chemical N
fertilizers offers opportunity to amend long-term detrimental effect of continuous
cropping and lack of crop residue recycling on soil structure and crop productivity. In
many rainfed rice systems (including rice-wheat), the removal of both grain and
stover leads to a decrease in soil organic carbon content to values of less than 0.5%
(Despande et al 1971; unpublished data, IFDC-IRRI Collaborative Project). As a
result, water-holding capacity, nutrient retention, and N supply also decline. Several
studies have shown that green manures have higher N use efficiency in rainfed than in
irrigated lowlands (Becker et al 1995).
In integrated treatments of urea with green manure and recycled rice straw, grain
yields were similar to the yields achieved when all N was supplied by urea alone (K.F.
Bronson, H.U. Neue, and U. Singh, unpublished data). Green manure and rice straw
supplied 20% and 16% of total N during the dry season and 33% and 27% during the
wet season, respectively. However, organic amendment led to a 10- to 15-fold
increase in methane fluxes in continuously flooded and in drained plots in the dry season and 7- to 10-fold during the wet season (Table l). Straw and green manure incorporation had a beneficial effect in reducing the N2O emission. Overall, rice straw and
green manure resulted in increasing the “green-house gas effect”.
Rapid decomposition of green manure and large releases of N during early growth
stages when plant N demand is low could result in N losses, reduce N efficiency, and
contribute to greenhouse gas emissions. To increase the soil organic matter content
and the effective N supplying capacity, organic amendment should have a range of
lignin:N and C:N ratio, i.e. two or more types of residue (Becker et al 1994). This
would be analogous to a combined application of prilled urea and slow-release fertilizer. The critical research and management issue is whether integrated fertilizer
management would rebuild the fertility of soils which have low nutrient supplying
capacity and deliver yields comparable to those obtained from soils with high native
fertility. From earlier discussion it is evident that the current N fertilizer practice
alone would not succeed.
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Table 1. Cumulative methane and nitrous oxide fluxes as affected by organic
amendment and water management, IRRI Farm (Source: K.F. Bronson, H.U. Neue, and U.
Singh, unpublished data).
Treatment

Nitrous oxide (mg N/m2)

Methane (g C/m2)
Continuous flood

Drained

Continuous flood

Drained

Urea
93 dry season

--

0.8

--

8.9

93 wet season

2.7

--

13.1

--

94 dry season

1.3

0.5

25.9

63.8

93 dry season

--

7.4

--

12.1

93 wet season

18.2

--

5.5

--

--

16.4

--

5.7

93 wet season

29.3

--

5.9

--

94 dry season

27.8

15.9

2.8

16.5

Green manure

Straw
93 dry season

The composition of an ideal organic amendment and its combination with
fertilizer N would be site- and season-specific. The agronomic efficiency of
integrated fertilizer management is virtually unknown. This knowledge gap could
become a major constraint to development of an efficient nutrient management
strategy for the rainfed lowlands.
Genotypic differences in plant N demand and soil N uptake
Differences in grain yield due to N use could arise from differences in: 1) phenology of the genotypes; 2) agronomic fitness to conditions at the experimental site; 3)
internal N utilization efficiency of genotypes (differences in biomass or grain yield
per unit of N uptake); or 4) soil N uptake efficiency of genotypes. In general, latematuring cultivars accumulate more soil N than short duration ones. In rainfed lowland environments with appropriate thermal regimes and good rainfall distribution,
but where only a single rice crop is possible, a late-maturing rice variety would be
environmentally and economically more suitable. Adaptation of genotypes to a site
may arise due to soil, environmental, and management factors. For example, a genotype may have a seasonal pattern of N requirement that is synchronous with the pattern of N supply from the soil. Agronomically unfit genotypes would have lower N
uptake and/or N utilization because they would produce lower biomass and grain
yield for reasons unrelated to N supply.
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Genotypic differences in plant N utilization. Differences in N use among genotypes
of similar duration and yield potential may also arise due to genotypic differences in
plant N requirement. These differences in plant N use may occur because of differences
in critical concentration (internal N requirement) for expansion growth, mass accumulation, and organ formation (Singh and Buresh 1994), and/or from differences in the
ability to translocate, distribute, and remobilize the absorbed N in various organs
(Ladha et al 1993). Initial results indicate significant differences in dry matter production and grain yield for similar uptake of N in selected improved early-maturing rice
genotypes (Table 2). These improved genotypes have similar yield potential under
nutrient nonlimiting conditions; that is, only agronomically fit genotypes were used.
The crop was grown on native soil N with nonlimiting supply of other nutrients and
under irrigated conditions in the 1991 and 1992 dry seasons at IRRI Farm. Similar
results were obtained with medium- and late-maturing rice genotypes.
Table 2. Comparison of early duration rice genotypes for differences in grain yield and
total dry matter production with similar uptake of soil nitrogen, IRRI Farm, 1991 and 1992
dry season (DS).
Variety name

Total N uptake (kg N/ha)

Grain yield (t/ha)

Total dry matter (t/ha)

91 DS

92 DS

91 DS

92 DS

91 DS

92DS

73 a

60 a

5.8 a

4.8 a

10.7 a

7.9 a

BG367-4

77 a

55 a

5.8 a

4.9 a

10.0 a

lR25924-51-23

71 a

51 a

4.4 b

3.6 b

8.1 b

6.0 b

IR36

72 a

51 a

5.2 ab

3.8 ab

8.0 b

5.8 b

74 a

49 a

4.9 ab

3.2 b

8.0 b

5.7 b

lR45138-131-2113

IR41996-50-213

7.3 ab

In a column means followed by a common letter are not significantly different at p<0.05 by DMRT.

Genotypic differences in soil N uptake. Varieties may differ in their ability to use
soil N because of associative BNF, and perhaps due to the effect of rice roots on rhizosphere N mineralization, subsoil N uptake, increased root length density, and higher
absorption per unit root length. Soil and plant N balance in pot studies with several
rice genotypes have shown positive N gains of up to 70 kg N/ha per crop (App et al
1986). Almost 80% of the gains could be attributed to genotypic effect on BNF. Genotypic differences in associative N2 fixation ranging from 10-35% have also been
measured under field conditions (Ladha et al 1988). Subsoil N contribution to total N
supply is particularly important in rainfed systems where NO3-N can move below the
plow layer due to wetting and drying cycles.
Significant differences in N uptake have been observed among genotypes (De
Datta and Broadbent 1990, Broadbent et al 1987). We have also observed a wide
range of differences in total N uptake within genotypes of similar growth duration in
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N-unfertilized uniform fields with irrigation at the IRRI Farm. Table 3 shows the
magnitude of these differences in N uptake among early duration genotypes over the
1991 and 1992 dry seasons. Differences of 20-30 kg N/ha uptake accounted for 2.02.5 t/ha yield advantage. Table 3 represents all improved genotypes with similar yield
potential under N nonlimiting conditions, except for Ma-Wei-Chan—an inferior genotype with lower yield potential (Reddy 1994). Ongoing studies and future research
at IRRI Farm and the Rainfed Lowland Consortium site in India are planned to identify the mechanism for the uptake difference.
Table 3. Comparison of early duration rice genotypes for differences in soil nitrogen
uptake when grown without N fertilization at IRRI Farm, 1991 and 1992 dry season (DS).
Variety name

Total N uptake (kg N/ha)

Grain yield (t/ha)
91DS

Total dry matter (t/ha)

91 DS

92DS

92DS

91DS

92DS

lR13429-150-3212

91 a

53 a

7.0 a

4.3 ab

11.5 a

6.9 a

lR49517-23-2233

77 abc

60 a

5.1 b

4.4 ab

9.0 ab

7.2 a

lR50358-102-233

72 bcd

59 a

5.2 b

4.3 ab

8.9 ab

6.9 a

lR52341-60-121

63 cd

58 a

4.7 bc

4.9 a

7.3 b

7.2 a

lR51009-63-333

58 d

48 a

4.4 bc

3.8 b

7.3 b

5.6 ab

Ma-Wei-Chan

70 bcd

31 b

3.8 c

2.1 c

9.2 ab

4.2 b

In a column means followed by a common letter are not significantly different at p<0.05 by DMRT.

Modifying plants to grow on soils with low nutrient status with higher yield or
without loss of yield and/or quality would represent an important achievement. Success will depend on identifying the responsible traits and processes. To date this
remains an elusive goal. Lower input requirements, reduced production costs, and
reduced pollution and environmental problems would be some of the benefits of having N efficient varieties. In harsh rainfed rice environments, such varieties would provide a tremendous advantage because the response to applied N is quite variable due
to risk from drought and/or submergence.

Innovative management strategies
Increasing the efficiency of N fertilizer in lowland rice systems has remained a difficult task. While price of N fertilizer may increase in developing countries due to
removal of subsidies, the cost of urea production has been declining (Bhat et a1 1994).
In the foreseeable future, N fertilizers will remain an important source of plant N.
Improving N fertilizer use efficiency thus remains an important goal.
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Precision N timing
The effectiveness of N timing depends on season, cultivar, climate, water management, soil type, and cropping pattern. Hence, precision N timing cannot be based on
set recommendations. While a three-way or a four-way split at specified growth
stages may achieve near-optimal yield and increase N use efficiency (compared with
existing practice) the reliability of this strategy will be season- and site-specific.
As we have discussed earlier, plant N requirement in the early growth stage (1218-day-old seedlings) is low. Fertilizer N recovery is improved by delayed urea application (Hung 1995). However, such practice may reduce early vegetative growth,
delay canopy closure, and increase competition for resources with weeds. The need
for basal N application and its rate could be estimated from a soil N test. While none
of the existing soil tests performs well under all conditions, based on data from experimental plots, we have found KCl extractable NH4-N and NO3-N reliable for estimating basal or early N application (unpublished data, IFDC-IRRI Collaborative
Project). However, in both experimental plots and farmers’ fields, none of the soil N
tests showed good correlation with total N uptake (IRRI 1993).
Fertilizer-N timing during crop growth could be determined by comparing
existing tissue N concentration with critical N concentration and potential plant N
requirement at that growth stage. Precision N timing thus requires a convenient
way to estimates tissue N concentration, for example, use of a chlorophyll meter
(Peng et al 1993), and knowledge of critical N concentration and potential growth
(i.e. critical N requirement) at a given time. The knowledge-based information
could be generated from existing crop simulation models. CERES-Rice (Singh et al
1993) and Oryzal (Kropff et al 1993) or from site- and season-specific statistical
models. A simpler management option is to use the chlorophyll meter to detect
deficiency, and at any N timing not to apply more than 35% of the total N requirement.
Improved deep placement
Numerous studies have shown yield increases, reduced losses and increased fertilizer
efficiency from deep point-placement of urea briquettes or supergranules (Obcemea
et al 1984, Katyal et al 1985. De Datta 1987, Savant and Stangel 1990). Similar
results have been obtained with band placement of liquid urea (Schnier et al 1988,
1993). Placement forces urea into the anaerobic soil layer, thereby eliminating losses
due to denitrification, decreasing diffusion of N into the floodwater, and hence
reduced NH3 volatilization, establishing better fertilizer-root contact. Deep pointplacement of urea-diammonium phosphate briquettes has given highly significant
yield increases due to increased N and P availability in Vietnam and India (unpublished data, IFDC-IRRI collaborative research). Deep placement of fertilizer N may
also stimulate BNF because floodwater N concentration remains low (Roger and
Watanabe 1986).
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Lack of adoption of deep-point placement technology has been attributed mostly
to unavailability of urea briquettes, greater labor requirements for application, fertilizer subsidies, and the lack of recognition of farmers’ problems by researchers. An
improved deep-point placement package has been tested at village level in India
(Daftardar and Savant, these proceedings) with promising results.
Controlled-release fertilizers
Controlled-release fertilizers (CRF) are available that have an ultra-thin membrane
polymer coating which encapsulates a urea granule. The release of nutrients through
this membrane occurs in a predictable manner. Following absorption of soil moisture
by the polymer coating, the release of urea occurs as the encapsulated urea dissolves
and diffuses slowly and continuously through the membrane (Fig. 6). It is only during
the initial (first 10 days) wetting stage of the granules that differences in N release
occurred due to soil moisture content (Fig. 7). After this period, the rate of N release
was independent of moisture regimes ranging from 25% to 150% field capacity. This
controlled and predictable release distinguishes CRF from slow-release fertilizers
such as neem-coated or sulfur-coated urea.

6. Schematic structure of polymer coated urea illustrating dissolution of encapsulated urea.

Diffusion rate and time of release from CRF are controlled by the membrane coating thickness or by changing the ratio of high water permeable polymer to low water
permeable polymer membrane. Diffusion rate of urea through the polymer membrane
is also affected by temperature, with a Q10 value of 2. Given the growth duration of a
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rice crop and its thermal environment, it is possible to match urea release from CRF
with the anticipated plant N demand by selecting the appropriate polymer membrane
coating.
In field trials conducted at IRRI Farm in the 1993 and 1994 dry seasons and the
1993 wet season, grain yield from a single basal application of CRF was equivalent to
or better than 3-4 well-timed split N applications. Fertilizer recovery with CRF was
70-75% compared with 50% with prilled urea. The higher recovery of polymercoated fertilizers is related to N release and subsequent N uptake by rice during the
post-anthesis stage (Fig. 8). In rainfed rice systems where well-timed split N application may not be feasible due to variability in rainfall and soil moisture, CRF may have
distinct advantage over prilled urea.

7. Effect of soil moisture on urea-N release from polymer-coated urea.

In addition to more synchronous N supply with crop demand, CRF also provides
the opportunity for placement of fertilizer with seed (Shoji and Kanno 1994). Since
rate of urea release is controlled, large changes in pH, and phytotoxicity due to high
ionic strength, do not occur. Thus, a combined operation for seed and fertilizer application is feasible. Seed-fertilizer placement could have the following advantages:
reduced labor cost (single operation for seeding and fertilization), better contact
between fertilizer and root, increased fertilizer efficiency, reduced N losses, reduced
weed competition (less fertilizer N for weeds), no large build-up of N at any given
time or place and hence microbial activity in soil is uninhibited by high concentration
of N.
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8. Changes in plant N uptake with crop age as affected by source of urea: prilled and
polymer coated urea.

Azolla-rice system
An Azolla-Anabaena association for providing the total N requirement of the rice
crop has no economic advantage over fertilizer N (Kulasooriya 1991). Producing 6-8
t/ha A,-ollu to provide 60-80 kg N/ha requires additional land and labor. However,
smaller amounts of Azolla could be integrated with urea, thereby eliminating some of
the constraints. Preliminary results of Watanabe and Liu (1992) and Vlek et al (1992)
have shown improved BNF and reduced volatilization losses on integration of urea
and Azolla as sources of N. Azolla fronds reduce light penetration to the floodwater,
thus suppressing algal growth and reducing floodwater pH. A single pH unit decrease
potentially reduces NH 3 volatilization by a factor of 10. Presence of Azolla fronds in a
given site and season may also reduce volatilization by reducing diffusion of NH3
Conversely, the presence of fronds may increase turbulence and diffusion.
The potential of Azolla, based on greenhouse studies of Muller (1994), lies in low
inoculation rates (150-200 kg fresh matter/ha), rapid growth before the first urea application at two weeks after transplanting, and reduced ammonia volatilization (Fig. 9).
The turnover of N from Azolla to rice is not the key criterion for success. The low inoculum and in situ Azolla growth eliminate the need for additional land and labor.
Novel inhibitors
An inhibitor functions to slow or completely inhibit a reaction, mostly by enzyme
inactivation. For example, urease inhibitors will slow the hydrolysis of urea by tem-
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porarily inactivating the urease enzyme, reduce the concentration of the reaction
products—NH4-N and HCO3—in the floodwater, and hence reduce losses through
ammonia volatilization. A desirable inhibitor would possess the following characteristics: 1) high activity at soil surface-floodwater interface, 2) movement with the substrate to extend the zone of inhibition spatially, 3) high potency but slow degradation,
and 4) eventual degradation to benign residues. No single known urease inhibitor,
however, has these properties. Hence, it is not surprising that despite the promising
results found in greenhouse experiments, the most potent urease inhibitors, phenyl
phosphorodiamidate (PPDA) and N-(n butyl) thiophosphoric triamide (NBTPT),
have not significantly increased grain yields in field experiments with irrigated lowland rice (Buresh et al 1988, Phongpan and Byrnes 1990, Freney et al 1994).

9. Partial pressure of ammonia (pNH3 ) as affected by: no Azolla, inoculation of Azolla at
time of urea application, and inoculation of Azolla two weeks before urea application
(adapted from Muller 1994).

A combination of urease inhibitors with immediate inhibitory activity (PPDA, N(n butyl) phosphoric triamide [NBPTO], cyclohexyl-phosphoric triamide [CHPT])
and a delayed action inhibitor (NBTPT) would achieve the necessary duration of urease inhibition. Application of urease inhibitors has resulted in significantly reduced
ammonia loss (Fig. 10). Yield increases, however, were significant only when combined with application of a nitrification inhibitor (Freney et al 1994). This indicates
that denitrification losses become important when NH4-N is conserved. Encapsulated
calcium carbide (ECC) which releases acetylene and slows nitrification rates and thus
reduces losses by denitrification is an effective nitrification inhibitor.
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10. Cumulative ammonia volatilization from flooded field as affected by urease inhibitor
(NBTPT + NBTPO).

For maximum returns, inhibitors would be applied only with the first N application, when the fertilizer recovery is generally less than 40%. The corresponding
increase in yield or use of lower amounts of N fertilizer to achieve targeted yields and
labor savings from not having to incorporate basal fertilizer may not compensate for
the additional cost of the inhibitors. However, costs of inputs change, and the inhibitor technology offers a potential for improving fertilizer efficiency and reducing N
gaseous emissions that may become more cost effective if N fertilizer prices increase.

Knowledge-based research
Given the need to improve the efficiency of N use by rice, the increasing awareness of
reducing environmental problems due to N losses, the complex N transformations in
the soil-floodwater system, and the large impact of climatic, edaphic, and management factors on fertilizer use efficiency, it is essential, to help guide N management,
to establish accurate crop simulation models that estimate N transformation and
uptake processes. A limited number of field experiments cannot provide a reliable
basis to recommend optimal fertilizer management strategies under the myriad of
possible conditions that exist, particularly under rainfed rice systems.
Recent research at IFDC, IRRI, and other institutions indicates that crop growth
simulation models that can predict the effects of weather, soil properties, and crop
management on the major transformations of N in the soil and floodwater, the proc-
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esses of crop development and growth, and the water balance can contribute greatly
to our understanding of crop and N dynamics. Simulation models can also identify
knowledge gaps for future research, and provide insight into improving N fertilizer
management in rice cropping systems. The CERES-Rice model (Singh et al 1993)
takes into account key factors that influence N transformations and simulates N reactions in the range of soil, weather, and site conditions encountered in the rainfed lowland rice systems. The model has been validated for a number of upland and irrigated
sites in the tropics and subtropics with satisfactory performance (Kropff et al 1995,
Godwin et al 1990, Meyer et al 1990, Buresh et al 1991). However, some of the key
soil N components need thorough validation in a wide range of conditions.
The model contains the essential features to simulate rice yield, water balance and
N dynamics in rainfed systems. The current research at IRRI Farm and Rainfed Consortium sites in Philippines (Tarlac and Batac) and India (Faizabad and Raipur) can
provide the minimum data set to validate the model under non-optimum conditions
for both water and N.
Based on preliminary field testing at Tarlac, Central Luzon, the CERES-Rice
model was used with 15 years of long-term climatic data from Muñoz, Nueva Ecija in
Central Luzon to simulate the effect of sowing date on grain yield of dry seeded rice
(DSR) and N loss. The sowing dates were at one-month intervals from 15 April to 15
August. The following points are evident from the simulated outcome (Fig. 11): 1)
yields were most stable and highest for 15 June sowing, 2) in all years the 15 June
sowing responded to N application (0 versus 120 kg N/ha), 3) earlier sowing led to
crop failures due to poor crop establishment, and 4) late sowing gave lower grain
yields due to drought stress during grain filling, which occurred late in the wet season.
Although the soil N component of the model needs thorough validation, the simulated N losses from unfertilized N plots provide insights about the importance of NO3-N
management in rainfed lowland rice systems. Based on simulated results, N losses
increased with delayed sowing of DSR (Fig. 12). The soil N losses were as high as N
losses reported for transplanted rice with application of 80-100 kg urea-N/ha (De Datta
and Buresh 1989). The delayed sowing provided adequate soil moisture for mineralization and nitrification processes leading to accumulation of mineral N. Much of the simulated losses was due to denitrification. The simulated case study showed the potential of
models, once validated, as useful tools for strategic as well as tactical decision making.

Conclusion
Unlike seed-based technologies, N fertilizer management practices must be site- and season-specific. In rainfed lowlands where farmers in general are less willing to invest in fertilizer, improved fertilizer use efficiency is crucial. The success of N fertilizer
management strategies in the rainfed environment depends on maximizing and integrating N supply from soil, BNF, crop residues, green manures, and inorganic N fertilizers.
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11. Cumulative distribution function for rice grain yield as influenced by time of sowing
of dry seeded rainfed lowland rice with (a) no N fertilization and (b) with 120 kg urea-N/
ha application.
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The linkage of research with knowledge/expert based tools are critical in making
significant breakthroughs in nutrient management technologies. The high risks associated with the rainfed rice systems suggest that such tools are more important in the
rainfed systems than in irrigated systems with assured water supply. Capitalizing on
the vast investment in research on irrigated systems and the existing knowledge base
can contribute to nutrient research for the rainfed lowlands. The process-orientated
nutrient research initiated under the Rainfed Lowland Consortium will provide vital
information on nutrient dynamics and fertilizer management strategies.

12. Cumulative distribution function for loss of indigenous soil N as affected by time of
dry seeding of rainfed lowland rice.
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Comparative efficiency of green
manure and urea-N as affected by
water deficit in lowland rice
K. V. Rao, D. K. Kundu, K. Surekha, and G. Gandhi

Erratic rainfall or inadequate supply of irrigation water resulting in water deficit, and
insufficient N supply due to its loss, are important factors affecting the productivity of
lowland rice. Green manures have vast potential to sustain N supply and substitute for
fertilizer N. In field experiments conducted in the dry seasons (DS) of 1992 and 1993
on a clay soil, the effects of water deficit and N application through organic and
fertilizer sources on yield and N uptake of lowland rice were evaluated. Water regimes
were continuous flooding, and water deficits imposed by withdrawing irrigation for two
weeks between 15-28 days after transplanting (DT) and 43-56 DT in DS 1992, and
between 15-28, 29-42, 43-56 and 57-70 DT in DS 1993. The N treatments in DS
1992 were Glyricidia sepium (Jacq.) Walp. green manure (GM) incorporated 1 day
before transplanting, 50% N through GM and rest topdressed as urea at panicle
initiation (PI) stage, and graded doses of urea-N (50 to 150 kg N/ha) applied in two
splits (50% N as basal incorporated and the rest topdressed at PI stage). In 1993,
besides green manuring and split application of urea, farmers’ practice of basal
incorporation of complex fertilizer (diammonium phosphate) and rest of N topdressed
as urea in equal doses at 10 DT and 15 days after PI (DAPI) was included.
Water stress between 15-28 DT significantly reduced the grain yield in 1993 and
straw yields (11-12%) in both seasons. N accumulation in grain and straw fell by
5-19% due to vegetative stage water stress resulting in 4 and 10 -14% reduction in
nitrogen recovery efficiency, respectively, in 1992 and 1993. Reproductive stage
water stress marginally decreased the yields and N uptake.
Irrespective of water regimes, yield response to graded doses of urea N
application was quadratic, and N uptake linear. Split application of urea was superior
to GM as the only source in 1992 but at par in 1993. It was comparable to
complementary use of GM and urea. As the only source, GM was equivalent to 71
and 70 kg N/ha as urea, for grain yield and N uptake. Similarly, the uptake efficiency
of urea N (52-57%) was much higher than that of GM (42-44%). Delayed application
of urea was least efficient in terms of grain production and apparent N recovery. The
interaction effects of water regimes and N treatments were not significant for yield
and N accumulation. The results show the importance of timely application of N to
compensate for the yield loss due to water stress.

Rice productivity in lowlands is affected by water deficits occurring due to erratic
rainfall and inadequate supply of irrigation water. About 52 to 58% of rainfed lowland rice in South and Southeast Asia is prone to drought or water deficit resulting in
wet and dry soil conditions. Nutrient availability in such conditions poses a serious
problem needing external supply of nutrients and their efficient management to
improve nutrient use efficiency. More than 50% of yield improvement in lowland rice
is contributed by fertilizers (Misra et al 1986) of which nitrogen (N) is a major component. Nitrogen, however, is prone to considerable losses in lowlands exposed to
alternate wet and dry soil conditions, thus influencing its supply to the plant.
Assessments of the effect of water deficit on lowland rice yields and N loss have
given inconsistent results (Khind and Ponnamperuma 1981, De Datta et al 1983, Cruz
et al 1986, Aragon et al 1987). It is mostly influenced by the timing and duration of
water stress, dynamic soil characteristics, and N management. Whereas improved N
management practices and fertilizer material could substantially increase the lowland
rice yields (Goswami et al 1986), much of the N requirement of lowland rice is still
met from the nitrogen supplied by soil and biological N fixation (BNF) (Bouldin
1986, Roger and Ladha 1992). Efficient management to sustain supply of nitrogen
through BNF and recycling of N captured in short-duration, dual-purpose legumes or
green manures, and proper fertilizer N management, are highly desirable from both
environmental and economic perspectives. However, the efficiency of organic residues as a source of N is largely influenced by N mineralization rates and soil/climatic
conditions (Nagarajah 1988). Most studies on the efficiency of green manures
vis-à-vis fertilizer urea have been conducted with continuous flooding (Westcott and
Mikkelsen 1987, Azam 1990, Diekmann et al 1993, Rao 1993). No information is
available on the effects of water deficit during the growth period of lowland rice
crops. Field research was conducted on a puddled soil to evaluate N-use efficiency of
green manure and urea applied to an irrigated lowland rice crop exposed to water deficits at various periods of crop growth.

Experimental details
Field experiments were conducted during the dry seasons (DS) of 1992 and 1993 at
the Research Farm of the Directorate of Rice Research, Hyderabad on a clay soil (vertisol): pH (1:2 w/v water), 7.90; total N, 0.09%; organic C, 0.92%; and clay, 55%. The
experimental design was split plot with water regimes as main-plot treatments and N
sources in subplots all replicated three times. In DS 1992 the water regimes were 1)
continuous flooding up to 5 ± 2 cm throughout the period of crop growth excepting 7
days before harvesting, 2) water deficit imposed for 2 weeks between 15-28 days
after transplanting (DT) corresponding to vegetative stage, and 3) water deficit
imposed between 43-56 DT corresponding to reproductive stage. During the rest of
the cropping period the field was continuously flooded up to 5 ± 2 cm. Similarly, in
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DS 1993, in addition to continuous flooding treatment, water deficit was imposed
between 15-28, 29-42, 43-56, and 57-70 DT by withdrawing irrigation 3 days before
the stipulated period, allowing the floodwater to disappear by evapotranspiration.
The main plots were surrounded by high raised levees and separated by double field
channels of 60 cm width. During the water deficit period the field channels adjacent
to the main plot were kept free of water to avoid lateral seepage of water. The only
rain occurring during the cropping period was 5.0 mm rain on 68-69 DT and 8.8 mm
in the last week of April in DS 1993.
Nitrogen treatments in DS 1992 were: 1) no applied N; 2) Glyricidia sepium
(Jacq.) Walp. green manure (GM) equivalent to 100 kg N/ha incorporated 1 day
before transplanting; 3) GM incorporation to supply 50% N basally and rest broadcast as urea at panicle initiation (PI) stage, and graded doses of urea; 4) 50 kg N/ha: 5)
100 kg N/ha; and 6) 150 kg N/ha applied in two splits (50% N as basal incorporated
without standing water and rest broadcast on standing flood water at PI stage). In DS
1993, besides treatments 1, 2, and 5, farmers' practice of incorporating complex fertilizer (diammonium phosphate-DAP) at transplanting was included, to supply 26 kg
P/ha and rest top dressed by broadcasting urea at 10 DT and 15 days after panicle initiation (DAPI) in equal doses. For green manuring 1-m long soft loppings of G.
sepium hedge plants grown on farm boundaries were cut into 10-15-cm-long pieces
and the required quantity of fresh GM was incorporated up to 8-10 cm depth into the
puddled soil. The GM analyzed 8 days before its actual use contained on a dry weight
basis 2.60 and 2.67% N, respectively, in 1992 and 1993.
All the plots were uniformly supplied at transplanting with 26 kg P, 50 kg K, and 8
kg Zn/ha through single superphosphate (excepting DAP applied plots in 1993), KCl,
and ZnSO4 in both the seasons. Thirty-day-old rice seedlings (cultivar Rasi) were
transplanted at a spacing of 20 cm × 10 cm on 6 February 1992 and 2 February 1993.
Data on tillers/m2 , panicles/m2 , grain and straw yield, and N accumulation at crop
maturity were collected. The crop flowered on 68 and 70 DT in 1992 and 1993, and
was harvested on 15 and 11 May in the respective years. All data were computed to
split plot design analysis following standard methods.

Results and discussion
Grain and straw yield, and agronomic efficiency
Withdrawal of irrigation caused the soil surface to dry and develop cracks in about 5
days. Water stress significantly reduced the grain yield in 1993 and straw yields in
both years (Table 1). The agronomic efficiency (kg grain/kg N applied) marginally
decreased due to water stress. As compared with grain yields recorded with continuous flooding (6.0 and 5.1 t/ha in 1992 and 1993), water deficit between 15-28 DT
reduced the grain yield by 7%. Similarly, the straw yields declined by 11-12%. Tiller
and panicle number, recorded at maturity, were not affected, however. During the
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early period of crop growth, particularly up to 4 weeks after incorporation of green
manure (Figs 1 and 2), low temperature (mean temperature 22-23°C), coupled with
soil drying, presumably delayed tiller initiation and retarded expansive growth of
plants, leading to formation of smaller and less-productive panicles. In similar dry
season field studies, Cruz et a1 (1986) and Castillo et al (1992) reported much higher
(15-30%) reductions in grain yield due to vegetative stage water stress, more likely
due to the longer durations (19-21d) of water deficit imposed in their study.

Table 1. Effect of water deficit on yield and agronomic efficiency of lowland rice.
Water regime

Grain yield (t/ha)

Straw yield (t/ha)

1992

1992

1993

1993

Agronomic efficiency
(kg grain/kg N)
1992

1993

Continuous flooding

5.99

5.14

5.71

4.77

33.1

32.1

15-28 DTa water deficit

5.58

4.81

5.03

4.23

29.4

27.7

29-42 DT water deficit
43-56 DT water deficit

5.04
5.74

57-70 DT water deficit
CD (0.05)
CD (%)

4.94

4.07
5.57

5.21

4.99

27.6
31.4

4.33

25.5
28.4

NS

0.26

0.46

0.42

NS

NS

11.3

5.6

9.1

9.8

41.7

21.7

a Days after transplanting.

Water stress during later stages of crop growth reduced only the straw yield, by
3% in 1992 and 9-15% in 1993. Contrary to the reports of higher grain yield reduction
due to reproductive stage water deficit (Aragon et al 1987), low yield reduction in the
present study could be ascribed to better extraction of soil moisture by well grown
older plants from deeper layers. The main plots (water regime treatments) in the
present study were separated by 60 cm wide and 12- 15 cm deep double channels
which were maintained free of water. The soil in plots subjected to field drying treatments uniformly developed surface cracks in about 5 days after imposing water deficit. The lateral movement of subsoil moisture across the plots was not monitored.
Castillo et al (1992) studying in a similar clay soil (more than 50% clay) observed
comparable volumetric water content in the subsoil (10-30 cm soil depth) under continuous flooding and water deficit treatments during both vegetative and reproductive
stages of crop growth despite separating the main plots with polythene sheet barriers
up to 50 cm soil depth. Further, in this puddled vertisol, the percolation rate of water
(Rao and Shinde 1985) is extremely low (1.5 mm/d). Therefore, we presume no lateral movement of subsoil moisture.
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Significant differences in the soil moisture content between the treatments were
observed only in 0-2, 2-5, and 5-10 cm soil layers (Castillo et al 1992), indicating that
longer duration of soil drying might be needed for the loss of subsoil moisture from
below 10 cm soil depth. Thus, such favorable subsoil moisture levels might have
facilitated the well grown older plants to extract from deeper soil layers during 43-57
DT water stress but not at early vegetative stage when the plants generally have a
shallower root system. Consequently, the yield loss due to reproductive stage water
stress was much less than that at 15-28 DT as reported by Castillo et al (1992). In
1993, grain yield was not affected even with post PI stage water stress (57-70 DT)
although the total dry matter was less by 0.4 t/ha. The crop flowered towards the end
of this water stress period when about 5.0 mm rain occurred on 68-69 DT, which
might have contributed to the yield gain (Fig. 2). It is clear from these studies that
water stress around PI stage before panicle emergence does not significantly affect
the productivity of lowland rice. Further studies are, however, needed to quantify the
contribution of subsoil moisture in a puddled soil subjected to water deficit.

1. Meteorological data, 1992.

Irrespective of the N source, nitrogen application significantly increased the grain
and straw yields in both years, but the interaction effect of water regimes and N treatments was not significant (Table 2). Grain yield response to increasing doses of urea
N (0-150 kg N/ha) application was quadratic. Correspondingly, the agronomic efficiency of urea-N declined from 43 kg grain/kg N (50 kg N/ha) to 24 kg grain/kg N at
150 kg N/ha dose, indicating that yield is often not a good criterion to assess the use
efficiency of a fertilizer, as crop yield is affected by multiplicity of factors other than
fertilizer nutrient supply.
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At 100 kg N/ha level, split application of urea was superior to one time basal
incorporation of GM (6.6 and 6.0 t/ha, respectively) only in 1992. It was on a par with
GM incorporation in 1993. No differences were observed for straw yields in both
years. In 1992, 50% substitution of green manure-N with urea broadcast at PI stage
(42-43 DT) improved the grain yield to a level comparable with that recorded with
urea alone. A similar trend was observed in agronomic efficiency. In terms of grain
yield response, GM alone was equivalent to 71 kg N/ha as urea and 81 kg N/ha with
complementary use of GM and urea. The efficiency of organic residues as N source is
strongly influenced by its N mineralization rate and pattern, and subsequent transformations that it undergoes in the puddled soil (Nagarajah 1988, Becker et al 1994).
Reports from dry season studies conducted on the same soil indicated that the grain
yield with GM was equivalent to 86-95% of the yield obtained with urea-N (Kundu et
al 1991, Rao 1993) though sometimes the differences were not statistically different.
Complementary use of organic residues and fertilizer N marginally improved the
grain yields and agronomic efficiency. Cooler temperatures in the early part of the dry
season slow down the mineralization of GM-N, warranting topdressing of fertilizerN around PI stage to meet the nitrogen requirement of the crop.

2. Meteorological data, 1993.

The farmers’ practice of applying DAP at transplanting rice seedlings, with topdressing of urea at 10 DT and 15 DAPI, was inferior, decreasing the grain yield by 0.8 t/ha,
and agronomic efficiency by 7 kg grain /kg N, when compared with recommended
practice of split application of urea. This could be attributed to loss of urea-N applied
at 10 DT through ammonia volatilization, while basal incorporation of urea without
standing floodwater was observed to reduce the loss substantially (De Datta and
Buresh 1989).
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Nitrogen accumulation and apparent recovery efficiency
Nitrogen accumulation in dry matter was significantly affected by water regimes in
1993, and with N treatments in both years. Compared with continuous submergence,
15-28 and 29-42 DT water stress reduced the grain and straw N content by 12- 13%
and 5-19%, respectively, with a corresponding decline in N recovery efficiency
(NRE) by 10 and 14% in 1993 (Table 3). The decline was relatively smaller with
reproductive stage water stress. Similarly, in 1992 the N content in dry matter
declined by 13% and NRE from 52 to 48%. Greater decrease in N uptake due to water
stress at vegetative stage than at reproductive stage may be attributed to the observed
decline in grain and straw N concentration (not presented), lower demand for N due
to reduced plant growth, and likely loss of N through denitrification and leaching
under conditions of drying and wetting of soil. Buresh et al (1993) in their N balance
studies recorded 40-45% loss of labeled urea-N applied at transplanting due to 15-35
DT water stress, as compared with 25-38 and 27-34% loss, respectively, with 41-63
DT water stress and continuous flooding. Corresponding reduction in dry matter N
content was also recorded (Castillo et al 1992). The nature of the loss was, however,
not clear. The loss of N applied at PI stage was similar to that with continuous flooding and 41-63 DT water stress conditions, indicating better assimilation of nitrogen
by the adult plants when the soil was subjected to drying if N was applied timely.
Table 2. Effect of N treatment on yield and agronomic efficiency of lowland rice.
Treatment

Grain yield (t/ha)

Straw yield (t/ha)

Agronomic efficiency
(kg grain /kg N)

1992

1993

1992

1993

1992

1993

No nitrogen

3.32

2.91

3.28

2.87

-

-

GM,100 N

6.05

5.94

5.69

5.06

27.3

30.3

29.6

-

GM (50N)+ urea(50N)(TD)

6.28

-

5.44

-

urea, 50 N

5.47

-

5.29

-

43.0

-

urea, 100 N

6.58

6.01

5.94

4.95

32.6

31.0

urea, 150 N

6.92

-

6.96

-

24.0

-

-

5.25

-

5.04

0.36

0.32

0.48

0.48

5.2

3.8

6.4

8.9

9.1

14.3

16.9

16.3

DAP + urea (TD)
CD (0.05)
CV (%)

23.4

Notes: GM = green manure; TD = topdressing by broadcast on the floodwater; DAP = diammonium phosphate.

At 100 kg N/ha, application of urea significantly increased the N uptake by rice
over that with GM incorporation in both years (Table 4). Correspondingly, the contribution of urea-N to the total crop N content was superior to GM in 1993 (57% vs.
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44%) unlike grain yield, and was higher by 10% in 1992. Nitrogen uptake increased
linearly up to 150 kg/ha urea N application (Fried 1978). Green manure, applied at
100 kg N/ha, was equivalent to 70 kg N/ha as urea in terms of N uptake. This
increased to 84 kg N/ha urea with complementary use of GM and urea. As explained
earlier, less mineralization of GM in dry seasons (due to low temperatures) might
have contributed to lower NRE by the crop. In the wet season, however, the recovery
of GM-N (33%) was reported to be superior to urea-N (25%) in the same soil because
of favorable temperature regimes (Rao 1993).
Table 3. Effect of water deficit on N accumulation and apparent N recovery efficiency by
lowland rice.
Water regime

N accumulation (kg N/ha)
Grain
1992

NRE(%)

Straw

1993

1992

Total

1993

1992

1993

1992

1993

Continuous flooding

62.4

60.0

36.8

26.0

99.2

86.0

51.6

56.2

15-28 DT water deficit

54.7

52.4

31.1

24.7

86.3

77.1

48.0

46.1

29-42 DT water deficit

-

53.0

-

21.0

-

74.0

-

42.5

43-56 DT water deficit

59.0

56.7

35.7

28.4

94.7

85.1

55.4

51.1

57-70 DT water deficit
CD (0.05)
CV (%)

-

60.2

-

26.2

-

86.8

NS

2.7

NS

3.4

NS

4.6

NS

52.2
NS

18.0

5.2

15.0

14.1

14.9

5.9

46.3

20.1

Notes: DT = days after transplanting; NRE = nitrogen recovery efficiency.

Similar to GM treatment, delayed application of urea at 10 DT and 15 DAPI (57
DT) in 1993 also decreased the N uptake and NRE significantly over that with timely
application of urea, most likely due to loss of urea-N broadcast at 10 DT through NH3
volatilization. The loss is substantially reduced when urea-N is incorporated without
standing floodwater at transplanting (De Datta et al 1987). Besides, topdressing at 15
DAPI might have been too late for nitrogen to assimilate and affect grain yields.
The interaction effects of water regimes and N treatments were not significant
suggesting that the N sources were as efficient under continuous submergence as
under water deficit conditions. However, water deficit during the vegetative stage
resulted in greater decline in grain yield (Table 5) and N uptake (Table 6) in the presence of GM (11-18 and 16-30%, respectively) than with urea (1-5 and 5-11 %, respectively) most likely due to loss of GM-N; while 43-56 DT water stress caused less
reduction in grain yield and N uptake. A corresponding decline in NRE was recorded.
Alternate drying and wetting of soil provide favorable conditions for N loss through
denitrification (Reddy and Patrick 1986) more so in the presence of easily decompos-
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able organic residues (Aulakh et al 1992). With organic residues the extent of denitrification loss depends much on its N mineralization pattern, duration and intensity of
water deficit, nitrification potential of the puddled soil, and the diffusion rates of
NH4- and NO3-N. Mineralization of green manure-N in puddled soil increased with
time, reaching peak values between 2-4 weeks after transplanting (Becker et al 1994)
which in the present study coincided with the drying cycle (15-28 DT) when the mineralized NH4-N was prone to oxidation. The nitrate-N so formed is likely to be lost
through denitrification and/or leaching upon reflooding. However, the reported
decline in the activity of nitrifying microorganisms or nitrifying capacity of soil in the
presence of green manures (Bolton et al 1985, Ramaswami and Raj 1973) contradicts
the earlier statements. In the absence of clear information on the nitrification potential
of a drying puddled soil amended with organic residues, only speculation is possible
and further studies are needed. Many investigations have indicated stimulatory
effects of organic carbon on denitrification but not on nitrate formation in puddled
soils subjected to drying.
Table 4. N accumulation and apparent nitrogen recovery efficiency (NRE) in lowland rice.
Treatment

N accumulation (kg/ha)
Grain

Straw

NRE (%)
Total

1992

1993

1992

1993

1992

1993

1992

No nitrogen

29.6

28.9

22.6

15.7

52.2

44.6

-

GM, 100N

58.2

63.3

35.8

25.5

93.9

88.8

41.7

65.4

-

33.8

-

100.4

-

48.2

Urea, 50 N

54.2

-

32.7

-

86.9

-

69.4

-

Urea,100 N

67.7

70.9

36.4

30.0

104.1

101.3

51.9

56.7

Urea,150 N

77.1

-

45.8

-

122.9

-

47.1

-

-

62.8

-

29.8

-

92.6

-

48.0

CD (0.05%)

5.4

4.7

5.3

3.2

9.7

5.1

11.0

6.1

CV (%)

9.6

11.0

15.9

17.0

10.8

8.4

22.0

15.2

GM, 50 N + urea 50 N

DAP + urea, 100 N

1993
44.2
-

Notes: GM =green manure, DAP = diammonium phosphate.

Conclusions
It is observed from the results that water deficit leading to soil drying for 2 weeks
reduced the grain yields more so with vegetative stage water stress than reproductive
stage. The efficiency of green manure as N source was influenced by the climatic conditions during the early period of crop growth. Timely application of fertilizer urea
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alone or in partial substitution with green manure even under water deficit conditions
(vegetative stage) compensated for the yield loss, while delayed application of N was
ineffective.
Table 5. Grain yields (t/ha) of lowland rice affected by water regimes and N treatments.
Water regimesa

N Treatments
Continuous
submergence
1992

1993

15-28 DT
1992

29-42 DT

1993

1993

43-56 DT
1992

57-70 DT

1993

1993

No nitrogen

3.41

2.73

3.29

2.73

2.96

3.26

3.03

3.08

GM, 100N

6.56

6.45

5.40

5.75

5.47

6.18

5.91

6.11

GM, 50N + Urea, 50 N

6.67

-

5.97

-

6.20

-

Urea, 50 N

5.68

-

5.43

-

5.31

-

Urea, 100N

6.63

6.08

6.48

5.79

6.62

5.78

Urea, 150 N

6.99

-

6.90

-

-

5.30

-

4.95

DAP + Urea (TD), 100N

6.31

6.88
5.40

-

6.10

5.03

5.57

a Water deficit imposed by withdrawing irrigation water; DT = days after transplanting TD = topdressing by
broadcast on floodwater.

Table 6. Effect of water regime and N treatment on N accumulation (kg N/ha) by lowland
rice at maturity.
Water regimesa

N Treatments
Continuous
submergence

15-28 DT *

29-42 DT *

1992

1993

1992 1993

1993

43-56 DT *
1992

1993

57-70 DT *
1993

No nitrogen

57.5

43.8

48.5

42.5

42.1

50.6

46.8

47.7

GM, 100N

108.1

100.1

75.4

84.5

72.4

98.1

90.8

96.1

GM, 50N+Urea, 50N

102.4

-

95.0

-

103.8

-

Urea, 50 N

90.0

-

83.7

-

86.9

-

Urea, 100N

105.5

Urea, 150 N

131.7

-

114.5

-

-

94.3

-

85.3

DAP+ Urea (TD), 100N

105.6 100.5 96.2

94.4

87.1

106.2 104.4
122.5

-

-

98.5

105.6

97.9

a Water deficit imposed by withdrawing irrigation water; DT = days after transplanting TD = topdressing by
broadcast on floodwater.
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Substantial reductions in grain yield, N accumulation, and recovery efficiency
recorded with vegetative stage water stress in plots treated with only green manure,
though not significant, indicate that the loss of GM-N could be high. More research is
needed on efficient management of GM in relation to dynamics of its N mineralization and nitrification, and loss through denitrification and leaching with various timings of water deficit. Considerable scope also exists for improving the efficiency of
water in irrigated lowlands through identification of crop growth stages that can tolerate water deficits without much loss in rice productivity.
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Nutrient management in the rainfed
lowland rice environment of Laos
Phoudalay Lathvilayvong, J.M. Schiller, Ty Phommasack, and
Tawee Kupkanchanakul

The rainfed lowland environment of Laos accounts for approximately 66% of the
cultivated rice area and 77% of production. Approximately 80% of the rainfed
lowland rice area is in provinces adjacent to the Mekong river in central and
southern Laos where six major plains are recognised. The soils through much of
this area are highly weathered, moderately acid, sandy loams, loams and loamy
sands (Alisols, Acrisols, Cambisols, and Gleysols). They typically have low levels of
N, P, and sometimes K; low organic matter and CEC are also usual. Apart from
limited inputs of organic fertilizer to the seedbed rice, the level of nutrient input
into the system is low.
Systematic nutrient response studies commenced in 1990 with the aim of
providing basic information on likely yield responses to soil fertility management,
and to provide the Lao Government with appropriate recommendations for extension
purposes. Reflecting the inherently infertile nature of the soils and their history of
low or no inputs, yield responses to nutrient inputs have often exceeded 150%.
Acute P deficiency is widespread and in most areas has to be alleviated before
responses to N are obtained. In most areas an initial P input the equivalent of 30 kg/
ha P2O5 is sufficient to overcome the P deficiency.
Studies between 1991-94 of the potential of various green manure (GM) crops to
provide an organic source of N for the main wet season rice crop have shown
Sesbania rostrata to have the greatest potential. When associated with phosphate
application, biomass yields of between 5-15 t/ha have been achieved after 55-60
days of growth under on-farm conditions, providing rice grain yields the equivalent of
inputs of between 60-90 kgN/ha. Studies in 1994 suggest an application of fertilizer
N is required at about 50 DAT to supplement the N input from the GM crop. In most
areas the potential for GM cropping is totally dependent on first alleviating the
prevailing P deficiency. Initial 1994 wet season studies indicate that the P needs of
both the GM and rice crops can be met through a single application of 30 kg/ha P2O5
to the GM crop at sowing.

The rainfed lowland environment of Laos accounts for approximately 66% of the cultivated rice area and 77% of production (Anon 1993). Approximately 80% of the rainfed
lowland rice area is in provinces adjacent to the Mekong River in central and southern

Laos where six major plains are recognised - Vientiane Plain (Vientiane province and
Vientiane Municipality), Borikhamxay, Sebang-Faay (Savannakhet and Khammouane
provinces), Sedone (Saravane province), and Champassak. These plains are the focus
of the Lao Government’s efforts to raise the level of national rice self-sufficiency.
A single wet season rice crop is the predominant agricultural activity. Traditional
glutinous varieties prevail, with individual farmers growing between 2 and 4 varieties
of varying maturity time. Reported yields are in the range of 2 to 2.5 t/ha; however,
actual yields as low as 1 t/ha are not uncommon. Yield fluctuations by as much as
50%, reflecting periodic drought, are not unusual. Rice production through much of
this area was collectivised in the mid 1970s to mid 1980s. During this time, apart from
limited inputs of organic fertilizer to the seedbed rice, there were few nutrient inputs
into the system. Despite the disbanding of collectivised farm production in the mid
1980s, the level of nutrient input has remained low and confined mainly to limited
areas of irrigated cultivation.
The soils through much of this area are highly weathered, moderately acid, sandy
loams, loams and loamy sands — Alisols, Acrisols, Cambisols and Gleysols (Table
1). They typically have low levels of N, P and sometimes K: low organic matter and
CEC are also usual (Anon 1994). On account of their high sand and low clay content,
they have a low water-holding capacity and can rapidly dry out after rainfall. Systematic semi-detailed soil fertility mapping of the six main rice plains commenced in
1990; the work is expected to be completed about 1996.

Soil fertility research in the rainfed lowland rice environment
Systematic soil fertility research commenced in 1991. Initial studies were aimed at
characterizing responses to NPK in the major soils groups of the main rice-producing
plains, followed by quantifying the minimum levels of inputs required for sustained
yield improvement for those nutrients shown to be deficient. At the same time, in line
with government policy of minimising dependence on inorganic fertilizer inputs, systematic studies were undertaken to assess the potential role of a range of green
manure (GM) crops for meeting the nitrogen needs of the wet season rainfed lowland
rice crop. Research on varietal improvement, IPM, and integrated production systems
was also initiated at or about the same time.

Rice crop nutrition
Reflecting the inherently low fertility of the soils that predominate in the main areas
of rainfed lowland rice production in provinces adjacent to the Mekong River,
together with an almost 30-year history of little or no nutrient inputs into the system,
yield responses to P, N and, to a lesser extent, K nutrition have been large and widespread (Lao-IRRI Project 1993, 1994).
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group

(H 2O)

texture

CL
LS-HC
L

65.66
7.83-96.09
57.89
4.89-87.34
59.91

3.27-60.32

65.09

base

saturation

Source: Characteristics of different soil groups in the Lao PDR; Soil Survey and Land Classification Center

%

1.00-88.26

11.70
2.75-44.7
5.20
1.16-16.77
3.16

3.02-21.17

3.60

1.63-27.91

(me/100g

CEC

37.41
3.00-68.8
20.88
2.42-41.10

19.48

7.32-38.56

12.10

25.87
28.70
9.28-58.56

27.66

3.84-47.32

36.72
11.80-76.44
11.32-49.00

50.42

20.00-89.60

52.86

24.44-76.68

% clay

62.10
3.28-46.0

14.56-84.16

SL

S-HC

SL-CL

SL

SL-HC

9.93
3.2-64.0
7.39

2.00-53.2

10.08

4.00-30.40

7.86

0.8-68.0

25.80

soil)

0.82

0.05-1.58

0.69

0.12-1.84

0.43

0.01-1.38

0.03-1.75

0.85
0.57-18.30
1.38
0.52

0.55-33.1

0.97

0.65-4.15

1.37

0.12-28.0

8.90-80.68

soil)

(mg/kg

(ppm)

0.06
0.04-0.09

0.05

0.018-0.4

0.05

0.023-0.149

0.06

0.007-0.39

0.21
0.035-0.362

0.11

0.007-0.220

0.15

0.097-0.311

0.10

0.003-0.274

4.13

3.03

1.94-6.22

1.92

0.06-5.49

4.85

4.3-6.4
0.70-7.24

Median

2.13

Range

5.40

Median

4.2-6.6

Range

0.14-4.41

Median

Vientiane Plain

Saravane

Gleysols

5.05

4.7-5.3

5.13

Median

3.9-6.5

Range

Range

Khammouane

Champassak

Vientiane Plain

Saravane

Savannakhet

Khammouane

Khammouane

Savannakhet

Cambisols

Acrisols

Alisols

% silt

% sand

Soil

K 2O

K 2O(%)

Available

Total

P 2O5

P2O5 (%)

Available

Total

Total N (%)

OM (%)

pH

Soil characteristic

Location

Soil

Table 1. Characteristics of major rainfed lowland rice soils in the Lao PDR.

In simple NPK omission studies, acute P deficiency has been demonstrated in most
areas of rainfed lowland rice cultivation in central and southern Laos (Fig. 1). When
combined with N, grain yield improvements have been recorded in the order of 65100% in Vientiane province, 60-240% in Champassak, 120-220% in Saravane, and 5090% in Vientiane Municipality. The soils where these responses have been obtained are
predominantly Alisols. The results of soil analyses have not always been indicative of
the likely levels of P responses to be obtained in the yield response studies.
Studies of the response to rate of P application have indicated that in most areas the
P requirement of the rice crop can be met through an initial application of the equivalent
of about 30 kg/ha P2O5 (Fig. 2). The largest response obtained was a 120% (3.21 t/ha)
yield improvement (from 2.67 to 5.88 t/ha) in response to 30 kg/ha P2O5 in one district
of Saravane province. These responses obtained in the 1994 cropping season were
achieved with a relatively low N input of 60 kgN/ha, part of which was probably lost
from the system due to unseasonally heavy rainfall that resulted in water movement
across many areas where the studies were undertaken. It is believed that higher initial P
application rates are probably required in a higher N input environment. An exception
appears to exist on the Cambisol soils in central Laos (Savannakhet province) where the
P deficiencies appear to be less acute and where the soils with sand contents exceeding
65% and almost no clay, are responding to as little as 15 kg/ha P2O5 (Fig. 2).
Nitrogen response studies have been conducted mainly using the improved varieties
RDl0 and TDKl (the former variety originated from Thailand while the latter is a
medium maturity, glutinous variety with IRRI parentage, released in 1993 by the Lao
National Rice Research Program). In many areas with acute P deficiency, there is
almost no response to N application without first alleviating the P deficiency (Fig. 1). In
the presence of P fertilization, in most areas the optimum response has been achieved
with applications of about 90 kgN/ha as a split application divided between shortly after
transplanting and approximately 45 DAT (Table 2). As occasional heavy rain can cause
short-term submergence and N loss through water movement, greater efficiency of N
application is believed achievable from a three-way split - 10,30, and 50 DAT.
Suggested K deficiencies in the Alisol soils of the central (Vientiane province)
and southern (Champassak) regions have not been reflected in grain yield responses
to K fertilization. Despite this, where recommendations for compound fertilizers are
being formulated for these areas, a K component in the fertilizers is being recommended. Continued cropping and higher yields associated with improved P and N
nutrition can be expected to accelerate the need for a K input into the system.

Evaluation of the potential for GM crops
Studies to assess a range of GM crops for their potential to meet the N needs of the
rice crop commenced in the 1991 wet season within the INSURF Network. With a
formal end to the INSURF activities in 1993 (Schiller et al 1993) the studies have
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1. Some rice yield responses in on-farm NPK omission studies - Champassak, Vientiane
and Saravane provinces, 1992 and 1993 wet seasons.
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2. P rate response studies, 1994 wet season.
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continued within the Lao National Rice Research Program with Lao-IRRI Project
support. Their aim has been to assess the potential of various GM crops for the rainfed
lowland environment of Laos, both in terms of their potential as an organic N source
and for improving soil physical and chemical properties. Long-term studies being
continued under on-station conditions are being supported by short-term problemspecific studies under on-farm conditions in a number of provinces. The early studies
were undertaken in central (Vientiane Municipality) and southern (Champassak)
Laos (Lao-IRRI Project 1993, 1994). A three-year assessment of the potential of Sesbania rostrata, Crotalaria juncea, mungbean (Vigna radiata), blackbean, and cowpea (Vigna unguiculata ), to provide an organic source of N for the main wet season
rice crop, demonstrated that only S. rostrata had a sufficiently consistent performance to be considered for this purpose (Fig. 3). Biomass yield from S. rostrata has
ranged from 5 to 15 t/ha with grain yield from the following rice crop the equivalent
of inputs of 60-90 kgN/ha (Lathvilayvong et al. 1994). Although C. juncea has performed well in dry years (in 1991 when conditions at the beginning of the wet season
were relatively dry, a biomass yield of about 13 t/ha was recorded with a resulting rice
grain yield exceeding an application of 90 kgN/ha) (Lao-IRRI Project 1992), it performs poorly under saturated soil conditions as experienced at the beginning of the
wet season for 1992, 1993, and 1994: there was no recorded yield from C. juncea in
several studies in these years.
The presence of a potentially serious root-knot nematode of rice, Meloidogyne
graminicola, for which S. rostrata can act as a host, is currently being assessed before
attempts are made to encourage widespread farmer adoption of S. rostrata as a GM
crop in accordance with the wishes of the Lao Government. Alternative species of
Sesbania and species of Aeschynomene capable of the performance of S. rostrata in
Table 2. Response of rice varieties to N application rates, 1994 ws, Phone Ngam station,
Champassak.
Varietiesa

N rate
(kg/ha)

V1

Meanb

V2

V3

V4

V5

0

2.66

1.72

1.51

1.99

1.24

1.82 c

30

2.77

2.45

1.84

2.64

2.13

2.36 bc

60

3.10

3.1 0

1.86

3.04

2.43

2.71 ab

90

3.94

3.34

2.76

3.36

2.51

3.18 a

Mean

3.12

2.65

1.99

2.76

2.08

a

b

c

b

c

a V1 = TDK1; V2 = Phone Ngam 1; V3 = RD6; V4 = IR46463–CPA; V5 = IPA.
b Means followed by a common letter are not significantly different at p < 0.05 by DMRT.
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the rainfed lowland environment, but with less susceptibility to M. graminicola, are
also being assessed.

GM crop performance and phosphate nutrition
Following the demonstration of acute P deficiency through much of the rainfed lowland rice area and the need to first alleviate this deficiency before responses to N can
be achieved, or the yield potential of improved varieties can be expressed, studies
were undertaken in 1994 in two provinces in southern Laos (Champassak and Savannakhet) to quantify the dependence of S. rostrata performance on supplementary P
nutrition. The 1994 studies followed an unreplicated study in 1993 under on-farm
conditions in Champassak province where a seven-fold yield response to an application of 20 kg/ha P2O5 was measured (Lao-IRRI Project 1994). The soils in the two
localities chosen for the 1994 study were Alisols and Cambisols, respectively. Using
P2O5 application rates the equivalent of 30 kg/ha, the increase in biomass yield of S.
rostrata to the P treatments was four-fold (from 2.75 to 11.19 t/ha) in Champassak
province, and twelve-fold (from 0.34 to 4.11 t/ha) in Savannakhet province (Fig. 4).
These differences were measured after approximately 55 days growth following
broadcast seeding and fertilizer application at the beginning of the wet season. It is
believed that similar responses can be expected through much of the rainfed lowland
area where acute P deficiencies occur. The results suggest that the promotion of the

3. Grain yield and GM crop biomass in 1992 and 1993 studies, Phone Ngam station and
Phonethong district, Champassak province.
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use of GM crops like S. rostrata without the corresponding P fertilization will result
in GM crop failure in many areas.

Phosphate nutrition in a GM-rice cropping sequence
Following the demonstrations of the dependency of improvements in rice yield and
the performance of GM crops on P fertilization, studies were initiated in the 1994 wet
season to examine whether a single application of P to a GM crop grown and incorporated before the transplanted rice crop, would be capable of meeting the P requirements of the rice crop. The studies were undertaken on a Cambisol soil in
Savannakhet province and an Alisol soil in Champassak provinces, in southern Laos.
S. rostrata was the GM crop used. Treatments were included to examine whether the
N input from the GM crop was sufficient to provide the total N requirement of the
succeeding rice crop or whether supplementary fertilizer N might need to be applied
during the growth of the rice crop.
In both provinces, the results (Table 3) demonstrated that without P fertilization
of the GM crop, the grain yield from the succeeding rice crop was no different to the
zero N treatment (T3 vs T1), reflecting the poor vegetative growth of the GM crop
and resulting low N input into the system, in the absence of P fertilization. Where P
was applied to the GM crop, the grain yield from the succeeding rice crop did not differ, irrespective of whether a further P application was given to the rice crop or not
(T4 vs T5). However, it was also apparent from the more responsive of the two studies (Champassak province) that the N input from the GM crop alone was insufficient
to meet the total N requirements of the rice crop (T5 vs T6); there was a further 16%
grain yield increase (from 2.98 to 3.46 t/ha) when a supplementary application of 30

4. Sesbania rostrata vegetative yield response to P fertilization, 1994 wet season.
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–

S. rostrata (-P)

S. rostrata (+P)

S. rostrata (+P)

S. rostrata (+P)

T2

T3

T4

T5

T6

N00–P30–K20
N00–P30–K20
N00–P00–K20

12.50

9.25

11.81

N60–P30–K20

–

2.75

N30–P30–K20

c

N00–P30–K20

Fertilizer

–

Yield (t/ha)

Rice crop

c N applied at 45 DAT as urea.

a P treatments applied by broadcasting 30 kg/ha P O as triple superphosphate at sowing.
2 5
b Means followed by a common letter are not significantly different at p < 0.05 by DMRT.

–

a

T1

Treatment

GM crop

Champassak – Phonethong district

3.46 a

2.98 bc

3.04 bc

2.78 cd

3.36 ab

2.43 d

Yield (t/ha) b

Table 3. Performance of Sesbania rostrata and rice in response to P fertilization.

4.58

3.91

3.85

0.34

–

–

GM Yield (t/ha)

2.29 a

1.77 bc

1.80 bc

1.57 c

2.24 ab

1.77 bc

Rice yield (t/ha) b

Savannakhet – Champhone district

kgN/ha was given about 45 DAT. The need to sometimes supplement the GM crop N
with top dressed fertilizer N to maximize the recovery of N from GM and fertilizer N
is referred to by George et al (1992). In Savannakhet province, despite the clear
response of the GM crop to P fertilization, the yield of the GM crop (vegetative yield
of less than 5 t/ha) was generally insufficient to provide much N in the system, and
there was a clear response to the fertilizer N applied 45 DAT was evident.
These initial studies in the rainfed lowland environment of Laos have been undertaken without access to facilities to properly quantify the dynamics of N and P in a
GM crop-rice system; ongoing studies will aim at overcoming this deficiency.

Implications for strategies for yield improvement based on soil fertility
management
The conclusions from the studies undertaken between 1991-94 can be summarized as
follows:
The single most important factor capable of bringing about a substantial yield
improvement in the rainfed lowland environment and greater rice self-sufficiency
for Laos is improved soil fertility management.
Greater attention needs to be given to phosphate nutrition of the rice crop in most
of the rainfed lowland area. In most areas, relatively low rates of P2 O5 (30 kg/ha)
appear to suffice. However, higher inputs may be needed in a higher N input,
higher yielding environment.
The potential for GM crops as an organic source of N is determined by the P status
of the soils and the associated need for P fertilization of the GM crop.
Initial studies indicate that the P requirements of both the GM crop and the following rice crop can be met through a single application of approximately 30 kg/
ha P2O5 to the GM crop. However, further studies are needed to more fully verify
this.
GM crops grown at the beginning of the wet season are unlikely to be able to meet
the total N requirement of the wet season rice crop; a supplementary application
of inorganic N is likely to be required in most areas about 50 DAT.
Before S. rostrata is promoted in farming areas, clarification is needed of its
potential to serve as a host for the root-knot nematode M. graminicola; other species of Sesbania and Aeschynomene need to be evaluated to provide alternatives
to S. rostrata.
The Lao Government policy to maximize reliance on organic fertilizer inputs for
rice nutrition in the rainfed lowland environment will be restricted by the need for
inorganic sources of P and the limited availability of materials in organic form to
provide the quantities of nutrients required to raise and sustain yields.
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Potassium requirements in
rainfed lowland rice soils
of Bangladesh
M. A. Saleque, N. I. Bhuiyan, and P. K. Saha

Response of rainfed lowland rice to applied K is much less frequent than to applied
N. Moreover, symptoms of K deficiency are less conspicuous than those to N deficit
for lowland rice. Farmers therefore seldom use K fertilizer on lowland rice. A rice soil
in Bangladesh under a rice-rice cropping system is not replenished with normal K
fertilizer applications. Use of modern varieties (MV) of rice in the rice-rice cropping
pattern aggravated soil K depletion and some of the rice soils eventually became K
deficient. Exchangeable K content of some rice soils of Bangladesh was found to be
as low as 0.05 meq/100 kg soil. Calibration of soil K test values with crop yield
showed that the critical level of ammonium acetate-extracted K for lowland rice was
0.075 meq/100 g soil for a yield level of 4.0 to 5.0 t/ha. A repeat experiment
confirmed that value. Application of K to K-deficient soils dramatically increased
grain yields. Yield response of rice, however, varied from 10.0 kg to 33.0 kg grain/kg
applied K at the rate of 30 kg K/ha. Increasing the rate of K application to a
particular soil decreased K efficiency. However, a positive yield response in rice was
found up to 120 kg K/ha.
Apparent recovery of K in K-deficient soils varied from 29 to 82% at 30 kg applied
K/ha level. Gross partitioning of K uptake by rice showed that most of the K is
retained in the straw. Therefore, incorporation of rice straw in K-deficient soil might
be a good substitute for expensive K fertilizer.

Rainfed lowland rice occupies 44% of total rice-cropped area and contributes more
than 58% of total rice production in Bangladesh (BBS 1993). In the early 1960s
rainfed lowland rice was grown either alone or in rotation with upland crops (upland
rice, jute, pulses, potato, wheat, mustard, vegetables, etc.) The soils of the country
were deemed to be fertile, because farmers had needed no fertilizer to obtain yields of
1.0 to 1.5 t/ha from a local variety (LV) of rice.
With the introduction of modern variety (MV) rice and irrigation facilities in the
late 1960s, rainfed lowland rice (LV and MV) is rotated in many of areas with inigated MV rice. Modern rice responded to applied nitrogen fertilizer better than did
LV rice, so farmers learned to apply nitrogen fertilizer to their MV rice fields. Cultivation of MV rice is essential for food supply to keep pace with the growing population in Bangladesh.

Modern rice removes three times as much plant nutrients from soil than does LV
rice. In Bangladesh about 34% of the growing area is sown to MV rice during the wet
season. It is mostly grown as rainfed lowland rice and contributes 25% of total rice
production (BBS 1993). The general recommended dose of potassium fertilizer for
MV rice in Bangladesh is 35 kg K/ha, while an average harvest of 4.0 t/ha rice
removes more than 70 kg K from the soil. It therefore seems that, under the recommended fertilizer regime, the potassium fertility status of the soil cannot be sustained.
This is mainly because use of potassium fertilizer on rice usually does not bring a dramatic improvement in the vegetative growth of the crop as is often observed with
nitrogen fertilizer use. Moreover, symptoms of deficiency of potassium in rice are
less conspicuous than those of nitrogen or sulfur deficit. So, most of the farmers who
can afford fertilizer for their rice crop apply urea only. As a result, the soil becomes
potassium deficient.
This paper discusses potassium status, soil K test interpretation, the trend in potassium fertilizer use and the response of rainfed lowland rice to applied K in some soils
of Bangladesh.

Potassium use for rice
Potassium fertilizer use in Bangladesh agriculture is increasing. In 1973 only 9,000 t
of potassium as muriate of potash (MP) were used. Since then the use of MP and other
fertilizers has increased progressively. In 1990 about 59,000 t potassium as MP was
used (Fig. 1). Potassium fertilizer is used also on crops other than rice including sugarcane, potato, banana and various vegetables. However, assuming 80% of MP is
used for MV rice production, each hectare of MV rice receives only 5 to 13.6 kg of K,
wheras about 80 kg K are removed for a yield level of 3.5 to 4.0 t/ha as mentioned earlier. Figure l also shows that the use of potassium per unit area of MV rice is not
increasing significantly with time although total use of potassium has increased severalfold.
From a simple calculation it can be determined that remova1 of K by rice from soil
always exceeds the amount of K applied to it. Since the beginning of MV rice cultivation, reserves of soil K have therefore been progressively depleted. Many rice soils
have substantial reserves of K, which is why rice grown on such sites does not
respond to application of fertilizer K. Nevertheless, while the reserves of natural K in
some soils of Bangladesh are appreciable, they are not unlimited. Farmers in Bangladesh use very little K fertilizer for rice cultivation because its benefits are not immediately obvious. Continuous removal of K from the soil by MV rice will produce soils
that are K deficient, especially where MV is grown both in wet and dry seasons.
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1. Trend in potassium fertilizer use in Bangladesh.

Potassium status of Bangladesh soils
Kawaguchi and Kyuma (1977) surveyed the extent of K deficiency in the lowland
rice soils of tropical countries. They examined 53 soil samples from Bangladesh and
found a mean exchangeable K of 0.30 meq/100 g soil with a range of trace to 0.80
meq/100 g soil. A mean value of soil exchangeable K more than 0.2 meq/100 g soil is
considered to indicate good K status.
Table 1 summarizes exchangeable potassium levels found in lowland rice soils of
some areas of Bangladesh. Although the number of samples analyzed is too small to
allow conclusions about the whole country, the results show that Bangladesh has
areas of rice-growing soils with low contents of exchangeable potassium. The median
values of exchangeable K in Sherpur, Thakurgaon and Bogra are below 0.2 meq/100
g soil. The dominant cropping pattern in Bogra and Sherpur is rainfed lowland rice
(wet season rice)-fallow-irrigated lowland rice (dry season rice), and in Thakurgaon,
wet season rice-wheat/vegetables-dry season rice. A more rapid potassium depletion
in submerged soil because of two lowland rice crops and low content of mica in soil
minerals would be causes of low potassium content of these soils.
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Table 1. Exchangeable potassium content (meq/100g) in some rice soils of Bangladesh.
Origin

USDA great group

Median

SD

1. Sherpur (75) a

Aquic Dystrochrept

0.08

0.07

2. Thakurgaon (75)

Aquic Dystric Eutrochrept

0.14

0.11

3. Bogra (80)

Aquic Haplaquept

0.10

0.01

4. Chapainowabgonj (140)

Aeric Haplaquept

0.44

0.13

Source: Soil Chemistry Laboratory, BRRI, 1994.

a Figures in brackets are the number of soils tested at each location.

Soil test calibration for exchangeable K
The literature on K fertilizer requirements for rice based on soil test values is sparse
and sometimes contradictory. Exchangeable potassium as extracted by 1.0N
NH4 OAc (pH 7.0) has been the standard measure of available potassium in soils and
has been adopted as a routine method in soil testing laboratories in Bangladesh. The
Agro Service International (ASI) method suggested by Hunter (1984), in which the
extraction solution is 0.25N NaHCO3 + 0.01M EDTA + 0.01M NH 4 F with 0.5 g
superfloc 127 per 10 liters, is also reported to be suitable for determining K fertilization requirements for lowland rice in Bangladesh (Saleque et al 1990). However, at
soil K levels above 0.2 meq/100 g soil the extractibility of ASI method for K was
much lower than that of the NH4OAc method. Jones (1982) considered the exchangeable K level of 0.20 meq/l00 g soil determined by the NH 4 OAc method useful as a
critical level for rice in Asia. Kolar and Grewal (1989) observed a significant
response of rice to split application of K fertilizer to a soil with 0.17 meq/100 g soil.
Many trials in Bangladesh showed no response of rice to added K even when soil K
test values were below 0.2 meq/100 g soil. Early research reports showed an insignificant effect of K fertilizer on rice grain yield in a soil with 0.17 meq/100 g soil K content even after a 4th crop (BRRI 1980). IRRI (1984) reported that the critical level of
0.2 meq/100 g soil for K deficiency may be too high.
Saleque et al (1990) found the critical level of soil exchangeable K as 0.075 meq/
100 g soil by the 1.0N NH4 OAc method and 0.065 meq/100 g soil by the ASI method
for a yield level of 4.0 to 5.0 t/ha in rainfed lowland rice. After a reinvestigation Bhuiyan et al (1992) also found 0.075 meq/100 g soil as the critical limit of soil exchangeable K as extracted by either 1.0N NH4 OAc or the ASI method.
The critical level of soil K appears to be much lower than that for upland crops
because of differences in the chemistry of lowland soil and root influence of the crop.
Lowland rice acidifies rhizosphere soil (Kirk et al 1993) which might enhance the
mineralization of soil K and thus increase the availability of K in soil solution. A soil
that is deficient in K for upland cropping might therefore not be so for lowland rice.
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Rice response to applied K
Sixty field experiments were conducted during the 1988-1990 wet seasons in different parts of Bangladesh to evaluate the response of rainfed lowland rice to applied K
fertilizer. These experiments were conducted on soils with various levels of
exchangeable K (0.05 to 0.25 meq/100 g soil). Rice was found to respond to applied
K fertilizer only on soils where exchangeable K content was less than 0.10 meq/l00 g
soil. Potassium deficiency was observed in Barind soils of Bogra, and Grey piedmont
soils of Thakurgaon. The results of farmers' field trials at Thakurgaon are presented
in Table 2. Application of K in responsive soils significantly increased the yield of
rainfed lowland rice. The range of added yield with K application was 0.5 t to 1.0 t/ha.
In all the K deficient soils, application of 30 kg K per ha increased yield significantly
(Table 2). Increase in K application from 30 to 120 kg/ha progressively increased
yields. In some cases, however, the increase in yield at rates of K application above
30 kg/ha was not significant.
The results of experiments at Bogra sites are presented in Figure 2 and Tables 3-5.
Grain yield of rice at Bogra sites responded quadratically (with R2 = greater than
0.91) to K application (Fig. 2). The economic optimum amount of K required to produce rice grain was calculated following Gomez and Gomez (1984) for three sites at
Bogra as
(1)
Table 2. Effect of K application on grain yield of rainfed lowland rice in farmers' fields,
Thakurgaon, Bangladesh.
Treatment (kg K/ha)

1990 (BR 11) a

1989
1 (BR 22) 2 (BR 23)

0

2.8 b

5.4 c

1

2

3

4

5.1 c

5.9 c

5.6 b

4.4 b

30

3.7 a

5.8 bc

5.7 b

6.0 bc

6.0 ab

5.2 ab

60

3.7 a

5.7 bc

5.9 b

6.7 ab

6.2 a

5.5 a

90

3.8 a

6.1 ab

6.0 b

6.8 a

6.3 a

5.7 a

120

3.9 a

6.3 a

6.7 a

6.7 ab

6.5 a

5.8 a

CV (%)
Exchangeable K
(meq/100 g soil)

3.8

3.9

3.2

5.7

4.1

7.5

0.07

0.08

0.05

0.08

0.05

0.08

a BR11, BR22, and BR23 are modern rice varieties developed by the Bangladesh Rice Research Institute.
Common letter(s) in a column indicate means not significantly different at p = 0.05 by DMRT.
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2. Yield response of rainfed lowland rice to applied K, Rogra, Bangladesh, 1990. Site 1: Y
= 3.346 + 0.01872K - 0.00006349K 2; R2 = 0.916, Site 2: Y = 2.943 + 0.01514K - 0
00003175K2 , R2 = 0.921; Site 3: Y = 2.571 + 0.0272K - 0.0001270K2, R2 = 0.920.

where, P f and P y are per kg prices of K and rice grain ($0.25 and 0.14, respectively)
and b and c are numerical constants (in kg, i.e. constant × 1000) in quadratic equations of response function.
The predicted economic optimum rate of K calculated from the response equations following Eqn (1) was 133, 210, and 100 kg/ha for sites l, 2, and 3, respectively,
much higher than the BARC (1985) recommended dose of K for that area. However,
using the equations suggested by Cochrane (1987) to calculate optimum K rates for
the three sites, the corresponding amounts were 193, 195 and I49 kg/ha for sites 1, 2,
and 3. Singh and Patiram (1987) reported 100 kg K/ha for optimum and 187 kg K/ha
for maximum rice yield in Meghalaya, India. However, the calculated optimum rate
of K application seems to be high for rice on the basis of present understanding of K
fertilization.
Agronomic efficiency of K fertilizer, kg grain/kg applied K, varied from 10.0 to
33.0 at 30 kg applied K level (Table 3). Increasing K levels decreased K use efficiency. Grain and straw samples from 3 sites in Bogra were analyzed for K content
(Table 4). Application of K increased straw K content progressively, but there was little effect of K application on grain K content. Application of K could increase straw
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Table 3. Effect of K application on apparent K recovery and K use efficiency of rainfed
lowland rice in farmers’ fields, Bogra, Bangladesh, 1990.
Treatment

K use efficiency (kg grain/kg K applied)

(kg/ha)

1

30
60

Apparent K recovery (%)

2

3

1

2

13.3

10.0

33.3

82

29

65

11.7

10.0

16.7

66

14

54

90

15.6

14.4

17.8

42

15

37

120

10.0

10.0

12.5

40

12

27

3

Table 4. Effect of K application on K nutrition of rainfed lowland rice in farmers’ fields,
Bogra, Bangladesh, 1990.
Treatment

Straw K content (%)

Grain K content (%)

(kg K/ha)

1

2

3

1

0

0.56

1.00

0.45

0.30

0.35

0.33

30

1.02

1.25

0.85

0.28

0.33

0.25

60

1.30

1.20

1.08

0.38

0.28

0.25

90

1.35

1.25

0.93

0.35

0.34

0.38

120

1.38

1.20

1.00

0.35

0.40

0.25

2

3

K content more than twofold. It appeared that there was “overconsumption” of K by
the rice plant at higher rates of application. The uptake of K by straw was much higher
than that of grain (Table 5). At the 30 kg level of K application, K uptake by straw was
about 4 times more than that by grain. Increasing K rate from 30 kg/ha increased
straw K uptake progressively. Apparent recovery of K at the 30 kg K/ha application
level varied from 29 to 82% (Table 3). For a particular site, increasing K application
rate decreased apparent K recovery.
The results of a long-term experiment conducted during 1985-1991 (BRRI 1994)
are presented in Figure 3, which shows that the omission of K from a complete NPKSZn treatment had little input on grain yields. In 1992, however, omission of K from
the complete treatment produced significantly lower grain yields than the complete
treatment. The NPKSZn gave a grain yield of 5.2 t/ha while the NPSZn treatment produced only 4.6 t/ha. In 1993 also, omission of K from complete treatment produced
0.8 t/ha less grain than that from complete treatment. The initial soil exchangeable K
of the long-term study was 0.18 meq/l00 g soil, which seems to maintain a steady
supply of K to rice for 7 years, after which the wet season rice begins to respond significantly to applied K. It appears from the results of the long-term study that soil
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3. Long-term effect of K fertilization on lowland rice BRRI, 1985-1993.

Table 5. Effect of K application on K uptake by straw grain of rainfed lowland rice in
farmers’ fields, Bogra, Bangladesh, 1990.
Treatment

Straw uptake (kg/ha)

(kg K/ha)

1

2

Grain uptake (kg/ha)
3

1

2

3

0

21.8

33.0

12.6

10.2

10.5

30

45.9

41.3

31.5

10.6

10.9

8.8

60

55.9

42.0

44.3

15.6

10.1

8.8

90

52.7

42.5

38.1

16.8

14.6

15.6

120

63.5

40.8

43.0

16.1

16.8

10.0

8.3

which currently has adequate natural K content may become K deficient in the near
future. Therefore, recommendations for use of potassium fertilizer for rice in K-deficient soil need to be reconsidered to sustain soil K fertility status. To give the best
economic result, recommendations should consider the soil K test value and the yield
level of the variety and cropping pattern.
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Potassium management for lowland rice
While potassium fertilizer is costly for marginal rice farmers of Bangladesh, in Kdeficient soils its use is very important to improve yields. In soil which is not yet K
deficient, use of a maintenance dose of K fertilizer will not be adequate to maintain
soil K status. Since the rate of K uptake by rice straw is twice that of grain, use of rice
straw as a substitute for K fertilizer is one option for ameliorating K deficiency in
wetland soils. Incorporation of rice straw significantly increased soil exchangeable K
content in a soil with rice-rice cropping pattern in Bangladesh (Saleque et al 1991).
However. in developing countries such as Bangladesh, rice straw is used principally
as cattle feed and fuel. Application of cowdung and ash to the soil would be another
good substitute for potassium fertilizer in K-deficient soils.
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Granulated rock phosphate: an
effective source of phosphate for
lowland rice production in
Cambodia
V. Seng, P. F. White, H. J. Nesbitt, C. Ros, and S. Pheav

Cambodian soils are very deficient in phosphorus. Large increases in plant
production can be achieved through applying phosphate fertilizers, but the country is
currently totally reliant on imported phosphate fertilizers to supply this need. IRRI,
FADINAP, IFDC, and PADEK cooperated in producing a range of fertilizer products
from locally available phosphate rock deposits which may help the country overcome
this dependency. The effectiveness of these products for rice production, however,
needed to be tested. An experiment was conducted which compared the effect on
the growth of rice of the manufactured fertilizer products with triple superphosphate
and the finely ground rock phosphate powder. Results showed that the fertilizer
produced from the phosphate rock was as good for rice production as imported triple
superphosphate. Furthermore, results in subsequent seasons suggest that the
residual value of the phosphate rock fertiliser is superior to that of triple
superphosphate.

The soils supporting much of Cambodia’s rice crop are acutely deficient in P. Successful agricultural development in the country will therefore depend on locating a
reliable source of phosphate fertilizer. At present the country is largely dependent on
fertilizer donations from aid-giving countries and the small amount of fertilizer that
can be commercially imported. Exploitation of local phosphate rock (PR) deposits is
one way by which the country can overcome this dependency.
Development of the phosphate deposits in Cambodia began in the 1930s but has
had a checkered history. None of the mines is currently operating. Mining at the Tuk
Meas site in Kampot Province ceased in 1991 because farmer demand for the poor
quality product was too low. Infrastructure at the mine, however, is in a sound condition and there appear to be good prospects to restart operations if the quality of the
product can be improved. IRRI, PADEK (Partnership for Development in Kampuchea), FADINAP (Fertilizer Advisory, Development and Information Network for

Asia and the Pacific), and IFDC (International Fertilizer Development Centre) have
cooperated in producing a range of prototype fertilizer products from the PR of the
mine designed to address the farmers’ initial reasons for rejection: low and variable P
concentration, and handling difficulties caused by over-grinding the rock to a fine
powder (90% <149 pm and 50%<74 µm). The effectiveness of these products, however, remained to be tested.
Basic mineralogical and chemical analyses of the PR ores indicate that they are of
a medium-to-high grade and are suitable as direct application fertilizers under the
soil, climatic, and crop conditions in Cambodia. Studies on the effectiveness of PR as
a fertilizer by the Cambodia-IRRI-Australia Project, however, have produced variable results (CIRP 1991, 1992). Part of the reason for this is the variability in the P concentration of the rock and handling difficulties caused by the dustiness of the product.
Granulation is one method of reducing the dustiness of finely ground PR, but it
can also reduce its effectiveness as a source of P for plant growth (Hammond et al
1986, Kirk and Nye 1986). Nevertheless, if the concentration of available P in the PR
is consistent this can be compensated for. This study compared the effectiveness of
triple superphosphate (TSP) with a series of PR prototype fertilizers of known P concentration that had been granulated to improve their handling characteristics. The aim
was to evaluate the potential for producing acceptable fertilizer products from the
Tuk Meas rock phosphate deposits.

Materials and methods
Phosphate rocks were hand-picked from the mine site at Tuk Meas. The material was
then sent to Bangkok for processing under the supervision of FADINAP.
Processing involved grinding the PR to pass a 100 mesh, and subsampling to
determine P content (total P2O5, 19.6%; available P2O5, 6.0%). The process is
described in more detail in FADINAP (1992). Four different products were produced
with the following size and chemical characteristics (N-P2O5-K2O)
GRP - Rock phosphate granulated with urea solution: 1-3 mm size, 2.6-6.2-0.
RPAS - Rock phosphate mixed with ammonium sulphate and granulated with
water: 1-3 mm size, 18.0-4.2-0.
RPU - Rock phosphate mixed with urea and granulated with urea solution: 1-4
mm size, 11.0-4.2-0.
RPK - Rock phosphate mixed with murate of potash and granulated with water: 13 mm size, 0-17.5-12.4.
The granulated fertilizer and some unaltered PR powder were sent back to Cambodia for agronomic field tests. A field trial was conducted in the dry season from
April to July 1993. The experiment was located on a farmer’s field in Prateah Lang
Commune about 20 km west of Phnom Penh. The soil was an Albic Plinthustalf.
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The experimental design was randomized complete block with the following
treatments replicated four times:
Control: 0 kg P2O5/ha.
Four rates of triple superphosphate: 10, 20, 40, 60 kg P2O5/ha.
Four rates of unaltered PR powder: 10, 20, 40, 60 kg P2O5/ha.
GRP at 20 kg P2O5/ha.
RPAS at 20 kg P2O5/ha
RPAS at 20 kg P2O5/ha applied as a split, 50% as in the single RPAS treatment
and 50% at panicle initiation.
RPU at 20 kg P2O5/ha.
RPK at 20 kg P2O5/ha.
Nitrogen as urea and potassium as KCl were also applied at the following rates to
equalize the N and K levels in each treatment:
For the control treatment - 40 kg N/ha broadcast and incorporated before transplanting (BA), 40 kg N/ha top-dressed at panicle initiation (PI); 30 kg K/ha BA.
For treatments which received TSP - 40 kg N/ha BA, 40 kg N/ha PI, 32 kg K/ha
BA.
For treatments receiving PR powder - 40 kg N/ha BA, 40 kg N/ha PI, 32 kg K/ha
BA.
For treatments receiving GRP - 32 kg Nha BA, 40 kg Nha PI, 32 kg K/ha BA.
For treatments receiving RPAS - 0 kg N/ha, 32 kg K/ha BA.
For treatments receiving RPU - 0 kg N/ha BA, 29 kg N/ha BA, 32 kg K/ha BA.
For treatments receiving RPK - 40 kg N/ha BA, 40 kg N/ha PI, 0 kg K/ha BA.
Fertilizer was broadcast and incorporated by ploughing with a hand-held hoe.
Twenty-one-day-old rice seedlings (cv IR66) were transplanted the following day.
Two or three plants per hill were transplanted. Missing hills were replaced within one
week. Plot size was 5 m × 5 m, harvest area 3 m × 3 m and plant spacing 20 cm × 20
cm. Weeds were controlled by hand and plots were fully irrigated. There were no disease or insect problems.
Plants were sampled at panicle initiation by cutting three hills in three locations
(total of nine hills) in each plot outside the harvest area. Plants were cut at ground
level and dried in the oven (70°C), weighed, and cut into 1 cm pieces. A 20 g subsample was then sent for total N and P analysis at the Analytical Services Laboratory at
IRRI, Philippines. At maturity all plants in the harvest area were cut at ground level,
and grain and straw weights determined. Plants in the control plots were harvested
two weeks later than in the other treatments because of delayed maturity. The moisture content of grain was determined with a moisture meter and grain weights
expressed on a 14% moisture content basis. A subsample of straw was oven dried
(70°C) and hence straw weights are expressed on an oven dry basis. The subsample of
straw was then cut into 1 cm pieces and a 20 g subsample taken for N and P analyses.
Similarly, a 20 g subsample of grain was taken for N and P analyses.
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Tiller number was determined at maximum tillering and plant height and panicle number determined at maturity. In all cases four hills in three locations per plot
were measured. Unfortunately, a problem with the methodology invalidated the
data for straw weights at maturity and hence the data are not presented here.
The residual effect of the fertilizers was studied during the following wet season
(August to December 1993). Plots did not receive additional P but all plots received 90
kg/ha N (45 kg/ha BA, 45 kg/ha PI applied as urea) and 30 kg/ha K (as KC1). A traditional, medium maturing rice variety (Chmar Prum) was transplanted and the crop survived solely on rain falling during the growing period. Rainfall was good during the
season except for a period of about three weeks before PI when the plants suffered some
water stress. All other aspects of the experiment were the same as for the dry season.

Results
Dry season 1993
Adding P fertilizer markedly increased (p<0.01) the growth. P uptake, and grain yield
of rice; the effect was the same for TSP and PR (Table I. Figs 1 and 2). The largest
response in the growth and grain yield of plants occurred at the first level of P application. Without P application flowering was delayed by about 40 days and no grain was
produced. Applying 10 kg P2 O5 resulted in a sixfold increase in shoot weight at PI and
produced more than 2 t grain per ha. Applying more than 10 kg P2O5 increased shoot
weight at PI by only a further 25% and increased grain yield by only a further 0.5 t/ha.
Applying P as either CRP, RPU, or RPK did not increase (p<0.05) P uptake as
much as applying TSP or PR (Table 2). Applying these prototype fertilizers, however, increased the growth and grain yield of rice to the same extent as applying TSP
or PR. Applying RPAS produced the same effect on rice for all the parameters measured as TSP or PR.
Plants receiving TSP had higher (P<0.01) N concentrations in the grain and straw
than those receiving PR or the other PR prototype fertilizers. However, the shoot N
concentration at PI was the same for all fertilizer treatments.
Wet season 1993
The growth and grain yield of rice in the 1993 wet season responded strongly
(P<0.01) to P which had been applied to the previous dry season crop (Figs 3 and 4).
Without P application about 1.2 t/ha of grain was produced. This was increased by
over 100% to a maximum of 2.8 t/ha when 40 kg P2O5 was applied.
Rice responded differently to P application in the dry and wet seasons. Without P
application, flowering of plants in the wet season was not delayed and more than 1.0 t/
ha of grain was produced in contrast to a substantial delay in flowering and no grain
production in the dry season crop (Tables 3 and 4). There was also a tendency for a
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more gradual response to TSP application in the wet season compared with the dry
season where most of the response occurred with the first level of P application.
The residual effect of TSP and PR application on the growth and grain yield of
rice was similar. There was a tendency, however, for grain yields to be higher for
plants relying on residual PR than for plants relying on residual TSP. Unfortunately,
the precision of the experiment was not sufficient to separate these differences with
statistical significance. The residual effect of the prototype fertilizers when applied at
20 kg P2O5/ha was also the same as TSP and PR. There was no difference between
the fertilizers across all the parameters measured.
Table 1. Response of rice to TSP and PR applied at rates of 10, 20, 40, and 60 kg of
available P2O5/ha (1993 dry season).
P level

Days to
50%
flowering

Panicle
number

Shoot N
conc.
(%)

Shoot P
conc.
(%)

Straw N
conc.
(%)

Straw P
conc.
(%)

Seed N
conc.
(%)

Seed P
conc.
(%)

No P
application

91

n.a.

2.58

0.08

0.87

0.06

n.a.

n.a.

TSP10

54

12

2.57

0.16

0.81

0.05

1.16

0.13

TSP20

51

13

2.67

0.18

0.88

0.09

1.14

0.23

TSP40

52

12

2.80

0.28

0.75

0.13

1.15

0.23

TSP60

50

14

2.77

0.32

0.78

0.14

1.09

0.26

PR10

53

13

2.93

0.14

0.75

0.08

1.13

0.17

PR20

52

12

2.59

0.20

0.69

0.11

1.06

0.23

PR40

51

13

2.66

0.24

0.71

0.12

1.02

0.24

PR60

52

14

2.76

0.27

0.74

0.13

1.03

0.25

LSD

2.2

NS

0.306

0.034

0.010

0.032

0.075

NS

Discussion
From an agronomic perspective, these results show that application of PR from the
Tuk Meas mine appears to be a viable alternative to application of imported TSP fertilizer. Under the conditions of the trial conducted here, PR applied either as a finely
ground powder or as a granulated and compounded fertilizer with N and K, performed
as well as TSP for rice production. Indeed, grain yields produced on the residual P in
the wet season suggest that they may possibly be superior to TSP.
Grain yields under the full irrigation during the dry season were low. Sulfur deficiency possibly limited growth. The soil from this site has been shown in glasshouse
experiments to be deficient in S. The effectiveness of these PR fertilizers under highly
productive conditions therefore remains to be tested.
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25.8

18.3

24.4

13

14

13

56

53

56

54

56

1.7

GRP

RPAS

RPAS-split

RPU

RPK

LSD

NS

NS

30.3

30.4

12

52

12

31.8

27.0

12

12

51

NS

2.3

2.3

1.9

2.5

2.2

2.3

2.3

Panicle
Shoot DWt. Grain yield
number per (g/9hills)
(t/ha)
hill

PR20

Days to
50%
flowering

TSP20

Treatment

(1993 dry season).

NS

2.88

2.91

3.05

2.69

2.97

2.59

NS

0.1 9

0.11

0.12

0.16

0.16

0.20

0.18

(%)

(%)
2.67

Shoot P
conc.

Shoot N
conc.

0.071

0.64

0.68

0.60

0.75

0.64

0.70

0.87

(%)

Straw N
conc.

0.024

0.05

0.07

0.07

0.09

0.06

0.11

0.09

(%)

Straw P
conc.

0.041

1.09

1.00

1.02

1.08

1.06

1.06

1.14

(%)

Seed N
conc.

0.032

0.16

0.19

0.20

0.21

0.18

0.23

0.22

Seed P
conc.
(%)

Table 2. The effect of TSP and PR fertilizers when applied at 20 kg available P 2 O5 / ha of the growth and N and P concentration of rice

Nevertheless, P uptake by plants from the TSP and PR plots was the same at the
low application rates (10 and 20 kg P2O5/ha). This suggests that the PR fertilizers are
likely to be as effective as TSP under rainfed rice production with yields in the range
of 1.5 to 2.5 t/ha.
Results from this trial are similar to others comparing the effectiveness of PR and
TSP for rice production in Asia. The performance of PR and TSP fertilizers in INSFFER trials from 1977 to 1981 was the same (IRRI 1982).
The high availability of PR to plants in this experiment is likely to be related
to the chemical composition of the rock and the soil conditions. Rocks for this
experiment were hand picked from the mine and later screened in the laboratory
to ensure that only high grade materials were used. The soil at the site of the
experiment was acidic with low available and exchangeable Ca levels and it
remained flooded but still acidic throughout crop growth. All these factors favor
PR dissolution (Hammond et al 1986).
Further glasshouse studies are being conducted to compare the response of rice to
TSP and PR fertilizers on a range of soils commonly used for rice production. Care in
the mining of the PR will also need to be taken to ensure the high quality of the product as discussed by van de Munt (1992) and Rau (1992).

1. The effect of TSP and PR application on the grain yield of rice (1993 dry
season).

2. The effect of TSP and PR application
on the dry weight of shoots at panicle initiation (1993 dry season).
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Table 3. The effect of TSP and PR application to the previous dry season rice crop on the
growth of the following wet season rice crop (1993 wet season).
Treatment

Days to 50%
flowering

Plant height
(cm)

Tiller number
per hill

Panicle number
per hill

PO

146

114

8

6

TSP10

144

116

8

7

TSP20

143

119

9

8

TSP40

142

121

10

9

TSP60

141

124

9

9

PR10

142

119

9

8

PR20

142

121

8

8

PR40

141

127

9

9

PR60

141

124

8

8

LSD

1.4

5.6

NS

1.1

3. The effect of TSP and PR application
to a previous dry season rice crop on the
grain yield of following wet season rice
crop (1993 wet season).
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4. The effect of TSP and PR application
to the previous dry season rice crop on
the straw yield of the following wet season rice crop (1993 wet season).

Table 4. The effect of TSP and PR fertilizers on the wet season rice crop when applied to
the previous seasons rice crop at 20 kg available P 2O5/ha (1993 wet season).
Treatment

Days to
50%
flowering

Plant height
(cm)

Tiller
number per
hill

TSP20

143

119

8

PR20

142

121

GRP

142

124

Panicle
number per
hill

Straw yield
(t/ha)

Grain yield
(t/ha)

7

4.9

2.0

7

7

5.0

2.3

8

7

5.1

2.3
2.2

RPAS

142

118

9

a

5.3

RPAS-split

142

124

8

8

6.3

2.3

RPU

142

124

10

8

6.5

2.6

RPK

143

118

8

7

5.1

2.1

LSD

NS

6.9

1.3

0.9

NS

NS
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Management of rainfed wetland
with iron toxicity problem for rice
production in Indonesia
M. Sarwani, A. Jumberi, and A. Noor

Iron toxicity of wetland rice is widespread in Indonesia. Since 1988, iron toxicity has
particularly been noticed in rainfed lowland rice in South Kalimantan. Our
experiments indicate that the primary cause of iron toxicity in the area is excessive
uptake of Fe induced by low K in the soils. Rice yield consistently responded to K
fertilizer in an experiment run for 5 years, while the response to P fertilizer was
inconsistent. Unbalanced fertilization induces iron toxicity. Split or delayed
application of K fertilizer can increase efficiency. Drainage for a short period can be
used to control iron toxicity. Organic matter can be used instead of K fertilizer to
alleviate iron toxicity. However, a clear understanding of the particular local
conditions is needed to properly manage iron toxicity.

Iron toxicity was first reported in Sri Lanka (Ponnamperuma et al 1955) and since
then there have been numerous reports of the disorder in Asia, West Africa, and South
America (Tanaka and Yoshida 1975, CIAT 1983). Iron toxicity symptoms are associated with excessive water-soluble iron in the leaves. Yoshida (1981) gives a critical
concentration of 300 ppm, but this can vary depending on the uptake of other nutrients and other factors. The causes of excessive iron uptake are not well understood. It
appears to be governed not only by soil characteristics but also by hydrologic conditions, landscape position, temperature and solar radiation (Sahrawat 1979, Van
Bremen and Moorman 1978, Benckiser et al 1984). The concentration of iron in the
soil solution at which toxicity symptoms appear varies from as little as 20 ppm to
more than two orders of magnitude higher. Also, yield reductions due to iron toxicity
vary greatly between rice varieties (Gunawardana et al 1982).
Iron toxicity is associated with a number of different soil types, but particularly
with acid sulfate soils; with moderately acid sandy soils with low base status and low
to moderate organic matter content; and with moderately acid clayey soils, higher in
organic matter and Fe content (Howler 1973, Ponnamperuma 1977, Van Bremen and
Moorman 1978). Researchers have variously related it to potassium deficiency (Tanaka and Tadano 1972, Ismunadji et al 1973), general soil nutrient deficiency (Benckiser et al 1984, Taher and Misran 1984, Makarim et al 1989), nutrient imbalances

(Yamauchi 1989), and multiple nutritional stresses (Ottow et al 1991). The mechanisms responsible for these nutrition/iron toxicity interactions are not well understood.

Present status of iron toxicity in Indonesia
Iron toxicity of wetland rice is found in 14 of 27 provinces in Indonesia over some
1 million ha (Ismunadji 1990). It was first reported in Cihea, West Java (Ismunadji
et al 1973); then in several areas in Java (Ismunadji et al 1991, Ottow et al 1991);
in Sumatra e.g. in Sitiung, West Sumatra (Taher and Misran, 1984), Lampung
(Ismunadji et al 1991), Batumarta, South Sumatra (Maharim et al 1989); in Kalimantan, e.g., in Hulu Sungai and Delta Pulau Petak in South Kalimantan (Sarwani
et al 1989).
The incidence and severity increase when susceptible rice varieties such as IR64
are grown and with the use of unbalanced fertilization, especially the use of N fertilizer without K fertilizer (Ismunadji and Ardjasa 1989).

A case study in South Kalimantan
Rainfed lowland rice covers some 131,000 ha in South Kalimantan and is second in
area to tidal wetland rice. Based on the authors’ observations, half of this area is susceptible to iron toxicity.
The rainfed lowlands of South Kalimantan have a humid tropical climate with
annual rainfall of between 2350-2700 mm spread over 7 to 9 wet months. Temperatures range from 25-35°C with a slight seasonal variation, and relative humidities
range from 75-90% (Fig. 1).
Iron toxicity symptoms have been observed since the 1988/89 season. Preliminary results indicate a 25-50% yield loss (Sarwani et al 1989). More than 65% of samples had leaf iron contents >300 ppm but K contents in the low - marginal range (Table
1); P, Ca, and Mg contents were moderate. Soil analyses indicated that soil K was
marginal-low (Table 2).
The low soil K in the area is probably due to intensive leaching caused by high
rainfall, combined with intensive rice production with little K fertilizer addition.
From Figure 1, the excess of precipitation over evapotranspiration is approximately
700 mm/year, concentrated mostly in December-March. The high leaching potential
is compounded by the soils’ sandy texture and low CEC (Table 3).
Our preliminary observations indicated that rice fertilized with rice husk ash or
KCl did not show iron toxicity symptoms. We concluded that iron toxicity in
rainfed wetland rice in South Kalimantan might be linked in some way to the soils’
low K status.
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1. Average climatic data of rainfed wetland areas of South Kalimantan (upper) and frequency of numbers of dry months (lower).
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1.40

1.55
0.90
1.20

0.25
0.23
0.15

Binuang

Benua Padang

0.77

1.20

1.33

1 .00

Binuang

0.24
0.29

Sungai Raya

Sungai Raya

0.24
0.21

Hung

0.17

Durian Gantang

Labuan Amas Selatan

1.10

0.24

Durian Gantang

1.47

1.03

1.20

0.62

0.29

0.22
0.29

0.24

Pampain

Pampain

0.90

0.90

Pampain

0.48

Pampain

0.47

Pampain

1.10

Pampain

1.10

0.13

1.30

0.17

Angkinang

2.0

0.14

2.2

1.20

Barabai

0.1 5

2.4

Bungur

K

Angkinang

P

N

Location

0.14

0.07

0.33

0.40

0.28

0.43

0.36

0.12

0.37

0.1 9

0.18

0.13

0.09

0.20

0.14

0.13

0.19

0.02

0
0.24

0.33

0.01

0.04

0.01

0.04

0.1 9

0.16

0.74

0.36

0.47

0.47

0.65

0.12

0.18

373

0.21

0.26

0.06

0.12
9.9

10.6
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432

602

683

293

21 9

196

855

238

51 7

1968

646

609

1030

274

855

369

1037

341

420

0.17

297

0.1 5

10.2

(mg/kg)
0.1 2

Mn

0.19

Fe

(%)

SiO2

0.14

S

Mg

Ca

39

31

32

Zn

Table 1. Analyses of leaf samples of rainfed lowland rice exhibiting iron toxicity in South Kalimantan, Indonesia (Ismunadji et al
1991 ; Sarwani et al 1989). Dashes indicate data not available.
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5.1 5

5.45

5.15

Sei Raya, HSS

Durian Gantang, HST

Kahakan, HST

4.35

5.15

Angkinang, HSS

Barabai, HST

5.25

Danau Salak, Bjr

5.20

5.55

Aluan Besar, HST

4.78

5.03

Binuang, Tpn

0.10

5.10

Bagambir, HST

Tambank Anyar, Bjr

Telaga Langsat, HSS

0.16

5.65

Hung, HST

0.38

0.26

0.08

0.1 3

0.14

0.13

0.18

0.28

0.10

0.16

0.10

5.35

Tambarangan, Tpn

0.09

N Tot (%)

5.1 0

pH (H 2O)

Awang Besar, HST

Location

0.61

2.94

2.33

2.29

1.86

3.00

2.18

2.62

1.76

1.85

2.00

1.97

1.86

2.16

C Tot (%)

5.1 3

0.32

3.27

0.27

1.24

15.30

2.63

0.95

0.72

4.66

2.81

0.50

2.78

5.03

P available
(mg/kg)

0.17

0.1 7

0.1 8

0.12

0.07

0.22

0.10

0.21

0.15

0.1 7

0.1 6

0.12

0.11

0.1 2

K

6.60

15.69

11.66

8.01

10.18

6.23

12.78

10.88

12.89

9.86

8.03

5.65

9.30

Ca
(cmole/kg)

Exchangeable

2.46

0.18

3.60

2.36

5.45

5.59

4.03

9.68

4.39

9.55

4.74

7.30

2.32

5.83

Mg

9.62

30.50

11.59

17.87

18.39

18.00

23.48

30.35

15.07

21.89

15.18

19.39

11.66

25.42

CEC
(cmole/kg)

1454.60

1435.42

717.02

997.58

551.52

566.92

706.22

573.22

595.84

578.48

579.60

563.84

active Fe
(mg/kg)

Table 2. Properties of iron toxicity soils in South Kalimantan, Indonesia (Ismunadji et al 1991; Sarwani et al 1992). Dashes indicate
data not available.

Use of P and K fertilizers
To evaluate the role of P and K fertilizers in alleviating iron toxicity of wetland rice in
South Kalimantan, experiments were conducted for five consecutive years (1989/90
to 1993/94 wet season) at a rainfed lowland site in Pampain, known for iron toxicity.
Soil properties are given in Table 3. The variety used was IR64, known to be very susceptible to iron toxicity.
Table 3. Properties of soil from Pampain, South Kalimantan.
Character

Value

Texture (%)
sand

41.49

silt

54.68

clay

3.83

PH (H2O)

4.70

N-total

0.04

C-organic

1.42

P-Bray 2 (ppm)

4.87

Ca-exchange (cmole/kg)

0.18

Mg-exchange (cmole/kg)

0.12

K-exchange (cmole/kg)

0.03

Na-exchange (cmole/kg)
CEC (cmole/kg)
AI-Exchange (cmole/kg)
Fe (ppm)

8.84
0.69
800.80

Figures 2, 3, and 4 give the results. It will be seen that although yield potentials differed between years, addition of K fertilizer consistently increased rice yield. The
effect of P fertilizer on yield was inconsistent (Fig. 3), although when there was a long
dry season, as in 1991/92, response to P was greater.
Table 4 shows that K fertilizer was successful in reducing leaf iron contents. Balanced fertilization was needed to maintain consistently high rice yield (Fig. 4).
Sarwani et al (1992) observed that iron toxicity symptoms were exacerbated by
high N applications. In a greenhouse experiment, Chairani (1993) found that leaf N/K
and N/Mg ratios were positively correlated with leaf Fe content. Steineck and Haeder
(1980) concluded that K nutrition is linked with the supply of N.
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2. Effect of K fertilizer addition on the yield of IR64 in Pampain, South Kalimantan, wet
season 1989-90 to 1993-94. Parallel test using Wilk’s lambda criterion (0.71) is not significant at 0.05.

3. Effect of P fertilizer addition on the yield of IR64 in Pampain, South Kalimantan, wet
season, 1989-90 to 1993-94. Parallel test using Wilk’s lambda criterion (0.44) is significant
at 0.05.
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Table 4. Effect of NPK fertilizer on nutrient content of IR64 in Pampain, South
Kalimantan, wet season 1993-94.
Treatment

N

P

K

Ca

Mg

(%)

Fe

Score Fe

ppm

A. Control

2.45

0.17

1.62

0.33

0.25

538

7

B. N

3.09

0.18

1.43

0.36

0.22

363

5

C. P2

2.64

0.28

1.69

0.38

0.25

334

5

D. K2

2.77

0.23

2.91

0.48

0.21

175

3

E. NP2

3.00

0.26

1.40

0.36

0.25

594

7

F. NP2K1

2.70

0.28

2.17

0.48

0.24

259

3

G. NP2K2

2.45

0.19

2.72

0.32

0.18

232

1

H. NP2K3

2.58

0.25

2.31

0.47

0.25

190

1

I. NP1K2

3.29

0.24

2.15

0.40

0.17

376

5

J. NP3K2

2.64

0.29

2.07

0.38

0.17

303

5

Notes: N = 90 kg/ha (urea): P1 = 45 kg P 2O5 /ha, P2= 90 kg P2 O5/ha, P3 = 135 kg P2O5 /ha (TSP); K1 = 50 kg
K2O/ha, K2 = 100 kg K 2O/ha, K3 = 150 kg K 2O/ha.

4. Role of balanced fertilization on the yield of IR64 in Pampain, South Kalimantan, 198990 to 1993-94. Parallel test using Wilk’s lambda criterion (0.01) is significant ata0.05.
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An experiment was conducted during the 1991/92 wet season to evaluate the
effect of various the time of K fertilizer application. Basal application, two-fold split
application, three-fold split application, and top dressing 30 days after transplanting
were compared. A susceptible variety (IR64) was compared with a tolerant one
(Kapuas). Split application and top dressing gave significantly higher yield than basal
application (Fig. 5). This primarily reflects the high rate of K leaching at this site.

5. Effect of K fertilizer application method on the yield of IR64 in Pampain, South Kalimantan, wet season 1992-93. Lsd0.05 = 0.44 t/ha.

Effect of drainage
An experiment was conducted during the 1990/91 wet season to test the effect of midseason soil aeration on iron toxicity symptoms. Water was drained from the fields
allowing at least a day of soil aeration during vegetative growth. Musi, a 140-day
variety released in 1988 by the Central Research Institute for Food Crops, was used.
Figure 6 gives the results. Intermittent drainage during vegetative growth increased
rice yield, particularly at low K additions.
Taher and Misran (1984) and Makarim et al (1989) also reported that drainage
during crop growth could alleviate iron toxicity and, in turn, increase the yield of rice.
Intermittent drainage reduces the concentration of Fe2+ in the soil solution because
(a) Fe2+ is leached out of the soil, and (b) Fe2+ is oxidized upon aeration. But drainage
should not be so great that K is excessively depleted. A similar end was achieved by
ridge planting by Winslow et al (1989) in Nigeria.
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Effect of organic matter
An experiment was conducted during the 1991/92 wet season to assess the role of
organic matter in ameliorating iron toxicity. Organic matter addition increased yields
and there were significant differences between types of organic matter (Table 5). Due
to its quality (Table 6), animal manure had better effect on rice yield than plant residues. The effect was decreased by K addition.

6. Effect of drainage on the yield of IR64 in Pampain, South Kalimantan, wet season 199293. Lsd 0.05 = 0.41 t/ha.

Figure 7 shows that organic matter addition decreased uptake of iron especially
when no K fertilizer was added. Organic matter addition increased the uptake of K at
all but the highest additions of K fertilizer (Fig. 7).
Addition of organic matter results not only in a release of nutrients but also in better retention of nutrients against leaching. But, offsetting these beneficial effects,
organic matter addition would also tend to decrease redox potential, increasing the
concentration of Fe 2+.

Conclusions
Iron toxicity in rainfed wetland rice in South Kalimantan is caused by excessive
uptake of iron associated with high soil Fe and low soil K contents. Application of K
fertilizer can reduce the symptoms and, in turn, increase rice yield. Potassium
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fertilizer is best applied by split application or top dressing because leaching losses
are high. Removing ferrous iron from the soil by drainage and aeration can reduce
iron toxicity. Organic matter addition is also ameliorative, but there are differences in
effectiveness between types of organic matter.

Table 5. Effect of organic matter addition on the yield of IR64 grown in Pampain,
South Kalimantan, wet season, 1991-92.
Organic matter

NP

NPK1

NPK2

1. Control (without OM)

1.80 c

3.02 c

3.28 c

2. Rice straw

2.57 bc

3.93 bc

4.00 bc

3. Rice straw composted

3.46 b

4.1 0 b

4.31 b

4. Farmyard manure

2.87 b

3.84 bc

4.65 b

5. Chicken manure

4.51 a

5.68 a

5.84 a

6. Sesbania spp.

3.20 a

4.11 b

3.96 bc

Contrast

Difference

(1) vs means of (2,3,4,5,6)

1.52**

1.31**

1.27**

(2) vs (3)

0.89*

0.17ns

0.31ns

means of (2,3,6) vs means of (4,5)

0.61*

0.71*

1.16**

means of (2,3) vs (6)

0.18ns

0.10ns

0.20ns

(4) vs (6)

1.64**

1.84**

1.19**

CV (%)

14.0

Notes : N = 90 kg N/ha (Urea), P = 90 kg P 2O5 (TSP), K1 = 50 kg K 2O/ha (KCI), K2 = 100 kg K 2O/ha (KCI).
In column, means followed by the same letter are not significantly different at the 5% level by DMRT.

Table 6. Content of nutrients in five types of organic matter used.
Organic matter

N

P

K

Ca

Mg

Rice straw

1.04

0.10

2.01

0.03

0.05

Rice straw composted

1.15

0.09

0.91

0.15

0.05

Farmyard manure

0.98

0.23

1.03

0.53

0.38

(%)

Chicken manure

1.99

1.57

2.49

2.44

0.96

Sesbania spp.

3.50

0.33

2.75

1.44

0.32
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Rates of K (kg K2O/ha)

7. Effect of organic matter addition on Fe and K uptake of IR64 in Pampain, South Kalimantan, wet season 1991-92.
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K fertilizer management in these conditions. therefore should aim to keep available Fe2+ and K in the soil at optimal levels through split or delayed application of K
fertilizer, manipulation of redox conditions through drainage, and the use of selected
organic matter amendments.
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Rice soil constraints and fertility
management in the highlands of
Madagascar
V. Balasumbramanian, R. Rabeson, L. Razafinjara,
and J. Ratsimandresy

About half of the total rice land (of 1.3 million ha) of Madagascar is spread over
diverse microenvironments in the valleys and associated flood plains of the
highlands. Rice soils (Tropaquepts) of the highlands are derived mostly from highly
weathered ferrallitic clay and peat materials. Important constraints are low CEC and
base status, low soil P and/or high P fixation, N deficit in mineral soils, slow organic
matter (OM) decomposition and poor nutrient uptake due to low temperature, and
iron toxicity. S and Zn deficiency occurs in isolated pockets. OM content and water
control play a vital role in fertilizer use efficiency. Rice responds well to P and N,
especially under good water control. Application of S, Zn, and Si produces only slight
and inconsistent increases in yields. Combined use of farm manure and NPK gives
high rice yields.
P deficiency must be corrected to get adequate response to other nutrients. Land
improvement through corrective P fertilization (requiring 100-200 kg/ha of P) is
beyond the reach of individual farmers, unless financially assisted by resource
regeneration or environmental projects. Some innovative P application methods
using small amounts of P are being tested to improve rice productivity in P-fixing
soils.

Madagascar is a large island (area = 592,000 km2 ), located east of the African continent between latitudes 1l°57'S and 25°39'S. Only about 5% of the land surface is cultivated, of which two-thirds are under rice. It is the second largest rice producer in the
African-Indian Ocean region. Rice is the preferred staple and culturally important for
the Malagasy people. About 75% of the population of 12 million is involved in rice
cultivation over an area of 1.3 million ha, producing annually about 2.2 million t of
rough rice (IRRI 1993).
About 50% of Madagascar is at an altitude above 500 m. The immense variability
in climate, soils, and topography contributes to a great diversity of rice growing environments:valleys, basins, and terraces at higher altitudes, and alluvial plains in
coastal areas. The major zones where rice is important are: High Plateau, Middle

West, Lac Alaotra, North West, North, South West, and East (Table 1). All the lowland rice is grown in level, bunded fields with impounded water from rain or runoff.
Of the total rice area, about 76% is rainfed or partially irrigated, 10% irrigated, and
14% upland (IRRI 1993).
Table 1. Area ('000 ha) grown to rice in different agroclimatic zones of Madagascar
(MPARA 1986).
Agroclimatic zone

Lowland rice

Upland rice

Total

Rainy season

Dry season

High Plateau

184

21

8

21 3

Middle West

155

24

25

204

Lac Alaotra

74

5

79

26b

138

North

74

38a

North West

86

96

182

South West

66

35

101

East

87

89a

Total

726

303

161

1190

61

25

14

100

% of total

97b

273

a Mostly rainfed; b Mostly slash-and-burn cultivation.

About half of the total rice area is found in the valleys and associated plains (basfonds) at altitudes of 800-1800 m (Raunet 1993). Mean annual temperatures in the
highlands range from 15 to 19°C, while annual rainfall varies from 1200 mm in the
west to 1500 mm in the east. There are three rice growing seasons: Early season (SepJan), Mid-season (Nov-Mar), and Main season (Dec/Jan-Apr). Main season rice occupies about 90% of the total rice area. During the dry winter season (May-Sep), non-rice
crops such as wheat/triticale, potato, tomato, beans, onion, and other vegetables are
cultivated on rice lands having light soils, with the help of residual moisture and/or
limited water from springs.
Low temperature, poor water control, and low soil fertility constrain rice yields in
the highlands. This paper reviews the types, nutrient status, and fertility management
aspects of rice soils in the highlands of Madagascar.

Rice soils of the highlands and their characteristics
Geologically, the highlands of Madagascar consist of Precambrian granite and
gneiss, overlaid by an erosion-prone mantle of red, ferrallitic clays. with intermittent
gneiss outcrops (Wellington 1955). Rice soils occupy about 2% of the total surface
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area. Eutric Nitisols (North West), Eutric Fluvisols (river deltas), Eutric Cambisols
(Itasy, Betafo and Miarinarivo), Gleysols (valleys of highlands), and Histosols
(Lac Alaotra) are the major rice soils in Madagascar (Table 2). The Eutric Cambisols are of volcanic origin and fairly high in inherent fertility, but their extent is
small. The other rice soils of the highlands are of poor quality. Selected characteristics of the non-volcanic rice soils and their distribution are presented in Table 3.
Table 2. Major lowland soils and their potential for rice production in Madagascar
(adapted from Oldeman 1990).
Soil type
1. Recent alluvial

2. Hydromorphic soils

3. Tropical brown soils

USDAa

FAO b

Percent of
total area

Entisol:

Fluvisol:
Thionic

Alaotra

Tropofuvent

Eutric

Highlands

Inceptisol:

Gleysol:
Humic

Histosol

Peat

Inceptisol:

Cambisol:

Andic

Eutric

1

Tr

Good

Regionsc

Ustifluvent

Tropaquepts

3

Potential for
rice

Moderate

V. good

NW, SW,

Highlands

Betafo,
ltasy

Tropepts
4. Organic soils

Histosol

Histosol

Tr

Moderate

Alaotra

a USDA classification; bFAO classification; c NW = Northwest, SW = Southwest, Tr = Traces.

Hydromorphic soil, the dominant soil type in the highlands, is composed of mostly
ferrallitic clays and peats in different stages of evolution. After detailed field studies
and soil analyses at 82 sites in seven valleys of the highlands, Roche (1991) and PEMFAO ( 1992) have classified the hydromorphic bas-fonds soils into four classes based
on their organic matter (OM) content: (a) mineral with 0-4% OM; (b) slightly organic
with 4-8% OM; (c) organic having 8-14% OM; and (d) highly organic (or peaty) with
OM higher than 14%. In each valley, two or three soil groups can be recognized. In
general, poorly drained sites, located either upstream or in the middle part of the valley, are associated with highly organic or peaty soils, while in well drained sites, mineral and slightly organic soils dominate. Lateral fringes of valleys can have either
sandy or peaty soils (Raunet 1985).
Five key soil characters that were used to distinguish the above soil groups are:
clay + fine silt content, OM content, pH in water, resin-extractable phosphorus (P),
and percent aluminum (%Al) saturation (Roche 1991). The first three characters can
be judged in-situ in the field or measured easily in the laboratory. Characteristics of
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the four soil classes are provided in Table 4. Among the key soil properties, clay +
fine silt content, resin-extractable P, and %A1 saturation all increased with increasing
OM content, while pH decreased. Other soil properties such as P fixation capacity,
available sulfur (S), and exchangeable A1 increased with OM content, while free iron
(Fe) content decreased.
Fertilizer studies indicated that OM was the principal factor influencing rice
response to nitrogen (N) and P application, and that three classes of soils (OM 0-4%,
4-8%, and >8%) were sufficient to categorize fertilizer response domains. Rice
response to N and P was similar in organic and highly organic/peaty soils, thereby
allowing them to be grouped in one class.
Table 3. Soil pH, OM content and nutrient status as well as distribution of non-volcanic
rice soils in Madagascar (assembled from Velly et al 1967).
Areasa

Rice soil type

pH

% OM

Deficiency

1. Peat (untreated)

4.4

45

P, K, Zn

Alaotra (LA), Highlands

2. Peat (treated)

4.6

12

P, Zn

Somalac (LA)

3. Organic hydromorphic

4.6

7

P, N, S, K

Mahitsy, Manakara, Tamatave

4. Humic hydromorphic

4.5

5

P, N, S, K

Antsirabe, Fianarantsoa,
Anjozorobe

5. Clayey hydromorphic

4.4

3

P, N, S

Ambatobe, Andramasina,
Fenerive, Ambositra

6. Recent alluvial soil

5.2

<2

Diego, M/voay, Alaotra (LA),
Ampangabe, Tana

7. Ferruginous soil

6.5

<2

Tulear (SW)

a LA = Lac Alaotra; M/voay = Marovoay; SW = Southwest.

Nutrient status and constraints in rice (bas-fonds) soils
Important soil-related constraints are low CEC and base status, severe P deficiency
coupled with high P fixation, N deficit in mineral and slightly organic soils, limited
OM decomposition and low nutrient use efficiency under low temperature, and Fe
toxicity. P deficiency is combined with low available potassium (K) in iron-toxic
soils, and sulfur (S) and zinc (Zn) deficiencies in isolated areas (Tables 3 and 4). Erosion of upland soils on slopes, and siltation of lowland rice fields and water courses,
add to the above problems.
Soil P fertility
Native soil P fertility can be grouped by total P content, P fixation capacity, and available P (Roche 1991). All three of these indicators are closely related to the OM con-
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tent (Table 4). Resin-extractable P is very low (4.9-6.4 mg/kg) in mineral and slightly
organic hydromorphic soils. High P fixation capacity (1,200-2,000 mgkg) in organic
and peat soils counteracts the average levels of available P (8.0-1 1.2 mg/kg). Thus,
almost all the soils in Madagascar are highly deficient in P, which severely limits crop
productivity and biological N fixation.

Table 4. Selected characteristics of four classes of wetland rice soils in the highlands of
Madagascar (Source: Roche 1991).
Characteristics

Mineral

Slightly organic

Organic

Highly organic

(0-4% OM)

(4-8% OM)

(8-14% OM)

(>14% OM)

Clay + silt, %

48.3

47.4

53.4

68.5

Mean OM, %

2.92

5.98

9.78

20.22

Total N, %

0.16

0.29

0.45

1.06

Total P, mg/kg

51 7

1138

1243

1149

P fix'n, cap., mg/kg

690

994

1195

1965

Resin-extr. P, mg/kg

4.88

6.38

7.98

11.19

ECEC, cmol/kg

4.19

3.02

2.92

4.20

Ex. Ca, cmol/kg

1.92

1.43

1.33

1.89

Ex. Mg, cmol/kg

1.36

0.54

0.30

0.44

Ex. K, cmol/kg

0.08

0.10

0.09

0.09

Ex. AI, cmol/kg

0.49

0.57

1.02

1.73

AI sat'n, %

13.5

21.7

34.9

44.1

pH (water)

5.6

5.4

4.9

4.9

Free Fe, %

2.21

1.77

1.58

1.43

Fe (DTPA), mg/kg

170

306

334

330

Zn (DTPA), mg/kg

1.20

0.51

0.52

0.27

S available, mg/kg

2.50

3.1 3

6.37

17.90

Soil N status
Total N content is closely related to OM levels, and it increases from 0.16% in mineral
soils to 1.06% in peat soils (Table 4). However, rates of OM decomposition and mineralization of N are limited by low temperature in the highlands. Any practice that
stimulates bacterial activity and increases OM decomposition will aid in the release of
N and other nutrients for plant uptake.
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Base status and soil acidity
The CEC is low (2.9-4.2 cmol/kg) and so is the base status. Available K is very low in
these soils (0.08 -0.10 cmol/kg); however, response to K application is poor in the
short run. Al saturation of the exchange complex increases from 13.5% in mineral
soils to 44.1% in peat soils (Table 4). The same trend is true for soil acidity. Cation
contents of these soils resemble those of acid rice soils of Sri Lanka that suffer from
Fe toxicity (Ottow et a1 1993).
Secondary and trace elements level
Sulfur is deficient in all the soils except organic and peat soils having >8% OM.
Available Zn decreases with increasing OM (Table 4). Silica (Si) is deficient in isolated pockets only. However, response to S and Zn is only sporadic.
Iron toxicity
Poor drainage coupled with high OM content produces high levels of soluble Fe,
leading to Fe toxicity in some soils, particularly those with low base contents receiving water with low base content (van Mensvoort et al 1985). Thus, water regime is a
particularly important determinant of productions (Rabeson et al 1992). Severe iron
toxicity occurs in many submerged soils, particularly those under long-term temporary or permanent flooding.

Results of fertilizer trials on rice
In Madagascar, fertilizer trials on rice have been conducted since the early 1930s and
the research results indicated P as the primary limiting factor in rice soils of the highlands. Generally, the order of rice response to fertilizers is P > N > Zn > K. There have
been too few farmer-managed fertilizer trials to verify station research results
obtained in pot culture and field experiments. Site characterization for these experiments was inadequate for proper interpretation of the data and extrapolation to larger
areas. Soil and plant analyses were not made in many of the trials.
Phosphorus fertilizer studies
Early fertilizer trials on rice indicated that P deficiency must be corrected to obtain
response to other nutrients. This often required an application of 87-174 kg/ha of P
(200-400 kg/ha of P2O5) to produce 90% of the maximum yield. This should be followed by a maintenance dose of 20-26 kg/ha of P (45-60 kg/ha of P2O5) for each crop.
Significant residual effects of P fertilizer were observed several years after application for the highest dose (450 kg/ha) of P applied (Velly 1968). Without large-scale
investments by governmental or other agencies in heavy P fertilizer applications over
large areas of the highlands, individual farmers will not be able to adequately correct
P deficiencies.
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Methods of efficient P fertilization for high P-fixing soils have been tested. Compared with broadcasting, placement of P at 5 cm depth did not increase rice yield in
high P-fixing soils. In fertilizer trials conducted during 1985-91, different P sources,
doses, and placement methods were tested. Dipping of rice roots in phosphate-soil
slurry was found to be very efficient (Hooper 1991; Ratsimandresy et al 1993; Rabeson et al 1992; Balasumbramanian et al 1994). This method concentrates the fertilizer P
near the roots, minimizes P sorption by the soil, and thus increases P use efficiency by
rice plants. At an application rate of 13 kg P/ha, root dipping was found to be consistently superior to broadcasting (Table 5); broadcasting required twice the amount of P
(26 kg/ha) to produce an equivalent grain yield. Phosphorus productivity (kg rough
rice/kg nutrient) of triple superphosphate (TSP) was 93 to 154 for root dipping and 33
to 146 for broadcasting in P-fixing soils (Balasubramanian et al 1994). In mineral
soils, both methods gave similar responses (Table 6).
Table 5. Rice grain yield response to methods and rates of P application at Sambaina,
Manjakandriana, Madagascar, 1985-89.

N-P-K kg/ha a

Rough rice yield, t/ha b

P application method

Mean

1985-86

1986-87

1987-88

1988-89
1.11 d

1.35

0-0-0

-

2.53 d

0.84 c

0.91 c

60-0-5 0

-

3.70 c

0.84 c

1.10 c

1.58 c

1.80

60-13-50

Broadcast

3.90 bc

1.34 b

2.30 b

2.19 b

2.43

60-13-50

Root-dip 4.25

60-26-50

Broadcast

ab

1.99
4.43 a

a

3.03
1.42 b

a
2.38 b

2.56

a

2.21 b

2.96
2.61

a Fertilizer source: N as urea, P as triple super and K as KCI.
b Means followed by a common letter in a column are not significantly different by DMRT at 5% probability

Soluble P fertilizers (TSP or dicalcium phosphate) are excellent for making slurries. When simple P fertilizers are not available, compound fertilizers (15-15-15 or
11-22- 16) can be used at low P rates (about 8 kg/ha of P). There is, however, the risk
of root scorching and seedling mortality when soluble N and K are at high concentrations and/or the slurry acidity or alkalinity is high. The precise formulation of the
compound is therefore important. Nursery P fertilization is also being tried to improve
P use efficiency in high P-fixing soils.
N (and P) fertilization
In fertilizer trials conducted during the 1960s and early 1970s, N response was good up
to 120 kg/ha for local varieties and up to 180 kg/ha for improved varieties. No consistent
differences were noted between single and split applications of 90- 120 kg/ha of N;
placement at 5-15 cm depth at transplanting (TP) versus top dressing at panicle initia-
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tion (PI); and different ammoniacal sources with different timings and methods of
application (FOFIFA/DRR 1992, IRAM-IRAT 1970). In recent studies, a low N dose
(30 kg/ha) all at TP or two splits at TP and PI stages was found to be economical; urea
super granules (USG) were found to be more efficient than prilled urea; and single
applications of USG must be made at 15 DAT for early maturing varieties and 30 DAT
for medium and late maturing varieties (FOFIFA/DRR 1992).
Table 6. Mean productivity (kg rough rice/kg P) of fertilizer P in different trials in
Madagascar.
Years

P

Source of P

(kg/ha

Productivity
Broadcasting

Root dipping

13

Triple super (TSP)

48.9 - 61.4

93.2 - 99.9

26

TSP

33.2 - 38.1

1988-90a

13

TSP

146.1

26

TSP

81.5

1988-90

13

Hyper Reno (RP)

47.3

69.9

13

11-22-16 compound

17.8

63.0

13

16-16-16 compound

76.4

12.2

1986-90

154.2

a Mineral soils with low P-fixation capacity.

Azolla can be used as a source of N on soils rich in P and other nutrients, e.g. volcanic soils in Betafo (Rakotoarisoa and Hooper 1990). Farm yard manure (FYM)
improved rice yields with or without NPK, and, on many soils, FYM + NPK was better than NPK alone (Arrivets and Razafindramonjy 1980, FOFIFA/DRR 1992).
Farmers in the highlands remove straw and ratoon growth from rice fields for use as
cattle fodder, and hence combined addition of a source of OM (straw, FYM) and N
fertilizer is better than adding either alone (Rabeson et al 1992, Velly 1968). In iron
toxic soils, N × S interaction was strong and N response was poor when S was deficient (as in mineral or humic hydromorphic soils over gley) (Rabeson 1993).
Fertilizer trials conducted on 82 sites in the High Plateau indicated that optimum
doses of N and P varied with the soil type (PEM-FAO 1992). Nitrogen response was negatively correlated with soil characters such as clay + fine silt content, resin-extractable P,
and %A1 saturation, which correlated positively with OM. The strong interaction
between N and P response, though attenuated by OM, indicates that N is better utilized in
the presence of P (especially in low OM soils) and vice versa. Organic soils responded
mainly to high P and low N levels, while the reverse was true in mineral soils, with the
slightly organic soils intermediate. The N response was linear up to the highest N level
tested (120 kg/ha), but the slope decreased with increasing OM. Grain yields in both con-
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trol and fertilized plots (and hence rice response to fertilizer) decreased with increasing
OM level (J. Raherimandimby and A. Losseau 1993, personal communication). Optimum doses of N and P, expected grain yields, and benefit/cost ratios for different soil
types are shown in Table 7.
Table 7. Calculated optimum doses of N and P, expected grain yields, and benefit/cost
ratio for different soil types used in the PEM-FAO trials, Madagascar, 1991.
Soil type (% OM)

Opt. dose (kg/ha)
N

Exp. yield (kg/ha)

P2 O 5

Control

Treated

Benefit/cost ratio

<4

131

88

3134

7252

5.3

4-8

110

83

3425

6112

4.0

>8

50

99

2813

4649

3.4

Crop management conditions including water control were optimal in the above trials, and adaptation of the above recommendation to farmer management levels is therefore necessary through appropriate on-farm trials. The most important factor limiting
fertilizer use efficiency in rice soils of Madagascar is water control and the extent of
flooding or drought during crop growth. Effective top dressing of N is impossible when
water is high and it cascades from one field to another, as in certain parts of the country.
Farmers are reluctant to use fertilizers under conditions of poor water management.
Cope (1990) suggested that only 66% of the above recommended doses were likely to
be used under the unfavorable conditions common in farmers’ fields. On-farm tests
should be made to compare full and 66% of recommended doses with farmer-level of
fertilization in representative soils.
Potassium fertilizer use
Potassium response is poor at high rates of N and P application at least for 2-3 years. It
could be that sufficient K from mineral and organic reserves is released to satisfy
plant needs. Incorporating cattle manure, rice straw, etc. was found to be an effective
means of supplying the K needs of rice, even at high levels of applied N. Adding rice
straw increased crop response to N (Velly 1968), possibly due to its contribution of
OM and K. In PEM-FAO (1992) trials, a weak K response was observed in only 60%
of the sites. Location specificity of K response needs to be further investigated
(Dupuis 1991). In the meantime, a dose of 32 kg/ha of K (40 kg/ha of K2 O) is recommended for use with N and P.
Response to sulfur (S) and trace elements
Sulfur deficiency in plateau soils was recognized in the 1960s (Cope 1990). Response
to S application was positive but weak in isolated areas where available soil S was
very low (2.5-3.1 mg/kg), as in mineral and slightly organic soils (Cope 1990). In
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other S fertilizer studies (Rabeson 1993), significant response was obtained for doses
of 20-40 kg/ha of S, irrespective of the source. Organic and peat soils contain adequate S, and crop response to applied S is minimal or nil. The same is true for Zn
response, although many soils in the highlands are deficient in Zn (Rabeson et al
1992). Silica application was slightly beneficial in isolated cases.

Summary and conclusions
Two of the most important factors that limit rice yield and response to fertilizers are soil
OM content and water regime. Fertilizer response of, and use on rice will be limited in the
absence of adequate water control. Phosphorus deficiency is common in all the soils, and
must be corrected to obtain responses to other nutrients and to sustain rice soil productivity. Corrective P fertilization using heavy doses of P (100-µ200 kg/ha) is not possible by
individual farmers, unless externally financed. Root dipping and nursery P fertilization
appear to be efficient for small amounts of P. Nitrogen deficiency is common in mineral
and slightly organic hydromorphic soils. Iron toxicity in poorly drained sites, and high
OM content in peat soils, and low temperatures, reduce N use efficiency. Highly organic
or peat soils respond mainly to P, while mineral soils require N and P application for high
rice yields. Potassium becomes deficient only when crop residues or FYM are not regularly added to soils. Sulfur, Zn, and Si deficiencies occur in only isolated pockets. Assuming that a part of the crop residue is returned to the soil and some amount of FYM is added
in each season, a dose of 45-60 kg N, 13-20 kg P, and 24-32 kg K/ha may be optimum for
rough rice yields of 4-5 t/ha. Yield increases beyond this level with higher levels of fertilizer use are possible only with improvements in water control.
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Nutrient recycling and soil
management in diversified lowland
rice-based cropping systems
S. P. Palaniappan and K. Siddeswaran

In Tamil Nadu, India, nearly 25% of rice is raised under rainfed lowland conditions.
With the onset of the northeast monsoon rains, dry sowing is done in SeptemberOctober. The field is converted to lowland using the water of the rainfed system
tanks from November. Nutrient management is considered to be an important
agronomic management technique for higher productivity and better soil health in
these systems. Chemical fertilizers are currently used mainly as top dressing.
Inclusion of green manure crops, either as a sole crop, or intercropped in dry season
grain legumes or with rice, would help to recycle adequate quantities of plant
nutrients and to increase the grain yield and productivity. Grain legumes, when
cultivated during summer, could forage the NO3-N, which is otherwise lost under
aerobic conditions, and help to recycle other nutrients.
When residues of grain legumes are incorporated as an organic source of N, rice
yield and productivity of the system are substantially improved. Diversifying the riceecosystem by integrating with other enterprises such as livestock, poultry keeping,
fisheries, etc., would lead to effective recycling of farm and component wastes, and
contribute appreciable amount of plant nutrients to cropping enterprise. Inclusion of
green manures and multipurpose grain legumes in rice-based systems, and of
subsidiary components such as dairy and goat rearing would increase rice yields and
farm income, besides maintaining soil health.

In Tamil Nadu, the southern-most part of India, rice is grown on about 2 million ha,
accounting for 30% of total cropped area. The total production of rice amounts to 8.4
million t, contributing 11% of India’s total rice production. Though rice cultivation is
carried out predominantly under irrigated conditions by utilizing water available
from canals, tube wells, and tanks, nearly 25% of the area is raised as rainfed lowland
rice (Palaniappan and Purushothaman 1991). The rainfed rice cultivation can be
broadly classified as either dry sown and converted to lowland later, or transplanted.
The dry sowing environment is mainly in the coastal districts where dry sowing is
done on the arrival of the northeast monsoon rains but the fields are later converted to
lowland and irrigated by rainwater stored in system tanks. In transplanted areas, rain-

fall is more reliable, and rainwater stored in system tanks is used for flooding the
fields before transplanting. The rice crop in these two environments depends strongly
on the northeast monsoon (Oct-Dec) rains.
Rice production in these environments is constrained, with low productivity
mainly due to low fertility of soils, inadequate nutrient management, and salinity,
alkalinity, and weed problems (Palaniappan and Purushothaman 1991, Ramiah and
Muthukrishnan 1992). Recently, the existing pattern of single or double crops of rice
has been modified with grain legumes, green manures, and other crops in the pre-rice
season, in an integrated farming system approach for better nutrient management,
efficient waste recycling, and higher incomes (Siddeswaran 1992). This paper discusses the research information available on nutrient management in these rainfed
rice ecosystems.

Chemical fertilizers
Usually no basal dressing of N is made for direct-seeded rice. If rains are favorable,
50 kg N/ha is top-dressed at 45 to 60 days after sowing, taking advantage of the moisture obtained from rain. In transplanted areas, NPK fertilizers are applied depending
upon the season, soil type, and varieties. The normal rate recommended is 100-50-50
kg N, P 2 O 5 , and K 2 O/ha. Usually N is applied in two or more split doses. A fertilizer
dose of 60, 50, and 50 kg N, P 2 O 5 , K 2 O/ha is normally recommended for semi-dry
rice crops (Ramiah and Muthukrishnan 1992). Inclusion of organic sources of plant
nutrients such as green manures, grain legume residues, and waste recycled from the
animal components could improve the soil productivity and crop yields.

Green manures
Leguminous green manure crops, when cultivated as a sole crop or raised as an intercrop in direct-seeded or transplanted rice, produce good biomass and contribute
appreciable amounts of nutrients, especially N. The summer showers and/or the
southwest monsoon rains received before the rice season could be effectively utilized
to raise a green manure crop and the biomass produced incorporated to the subsequent rice crop. A study was conducted at Tamil Nadu Rice Research Institute,
Aduthurai, to choose the best green manure crop for the pre-rice season under rainfed
conditions. The green manure crops were dry seeded and their growth and biomass
production assessed (Table 1). The performance of Crotalaria juncea was better up to
45 days after sowing. Crotalaria was a vigorous early grower, whereas the sesbanias
accumulated greater biomass only after 30 days.
When green manures are included in rice-based cropping systems, especially during
pre-rice summer season, irrigation facilities are needed in addition to rainfall. In a field
trial with five green manure species, two sowing times and two irrigation frequencies
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were tested. The dates of sowing had little influence on biomass production. However,
C. juncea performed better with a 30-day irrigation frequency (Table 2) and Sesbaania
aculeata and S. rostrata with more frequent irrigations, every 20 days (Palaniappan et
al. 1991). Sesbania rostrata raised during summer, before the rice crop, produced 21-24
t/ha biomass in 50 days and recycled 143-160 kg N, 18-20 kg P, and 82-86 kg K/ha.
Incorporation of the green manure to the subsequent rice crop increased the grain yield
by 25.7% compared with no green manuring (Siddeswaran 1992).
Table 1. Biomass production of green manures (ma) under rainfed conditions.
Days after sowing
15

30

45

Crotalaria juncea

3.0

21.0

30.0

60
-

Sesbania aculeata

2.5

16.0

25.0

31.2

Sesbania rostrata

1.7

13.0

27.2

30.4

Phaseolus trilobus

0.5

4.2

5.3

-

Tephrosia purpurea

0.1

0.9

1.4

-

Source : Palaniappan et al (1991).

Table 2. Biomass production (ma) of green manures under two dates of sowing and
irrigation frequencies.
Green manures

10 Jun sowing

20 Jun sowing

Irrigation once in

Irrigation once in

20 days

30 days

20 days

30 days

Crotalaria juncea

41.5

36.0

38.0

33.0

Sesbania aculeata

45.0

32.5

44.5

32.5

Sesbania rostrata

35.0

30.5

38.0

31.5

Phaseolus trilobus

21.0

19.5

18.5

18.0

Tephrosia purpurea

7.5

9.5

8.5

13.0

30.0

25.0

29.5

25.6

Mean
Source: Palaniappan et al (1991).

The flood-tolerance of S. rostrata makes it suitable for intercropping in transplanted
rice. Studies conducted at Aduthurai indicate that it can be grown as an intercrop successfully in rice in 12:1 ratio without affecting the growth of rice. The green manure
established well and produced 1.5 t/ha biomass at 45 DAS. Growing and in situ incor-
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poration at preflowering stage of rice showed promise, registering a grain yield of 6.3 t/
ha as against 5.8 t/ha in a sole crop of rice (Palaniappan et al. 1991). In a comparative
study of direct application and intercropping of green manure S. rostrata in transplanted
rice, Somasundaram (1991) concluded that incorporation of green manure at 12.5 t/ha
with recommended fertilizer level produced 18% higher grain yield of rice than the recommended fertilizer level of 100 kg N/ha. Intercropped S. rostrata had a residual effect
on the performance of the subsequent rice crop (Table 3).

Table 3. Effect of applied and intercropped Sesbania rostrata on rice yield.
Treatments

Biomass
added
(t/ha)

N contribution

Grain yield (t/ha)

(kg/ha)

Direct

Residual

1. GM-12.5 t/ha incorporated 7 DBT

12.5

101.4

5.34

4.17

2. GM-intercropped and whole plant
incorporated 30 DAT

3.4

38.2

4.84

4.54

3. GM-intercropped and whole plant
incorporated 45 DAT

6.2

53.8

4.50

4.95

4. GM-intercropped and incorporated
at 30 DAT and after harvest (ratooned)

3.3 + 5.3

73.8

4.35

5.41

5. GM-intercropped and incorporated
at 45 DAT and after harvest (ratooned)

5.2 + 5.4

82.6

4.14

5.64

6. Control (no green manure)

4.60

3.88

CD (5%)

0.18

0.13

Notes:
GM = green manure ( S. rostrata).
DBT = days before transplanting.
DAT = days after transplanting.
Source: Somasundaram (1991).

Grain legumes
In a rice system with a comparatively long fallow period during summer, soil N is
lost through leaching as NO3 (George et al 1992). If this NO 3 -N is trapped by raising other crops, particularly legumes, during summer this could more efficiently
recycle N to the rice crop (George et al 1994). Short-duration grain legumes could
effectively recycle the soil nutrients. Crops such as blackgram ( Phaseolus mungo ),
soybean ( Glycine max ), and cowpea ( Vigna unguiculata ) yielded 500 to 700 kg
grain/ha and incorporation of the haulms recycled appreciable quantities of nutrients (Table 4) to the rice crop, increasing yields by 7 to 10% over no organic manuring (Siddeswaran 1992).
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If green manure crops are grown in association with post-rice fallow season legumes, land, water, and time in raising a sole green manure could be saved. Dual purpose green manures like S. rostrata and S. aculeata for fodder cum green manuring
were intercropped in greengram ( Phaseolus aureus) and pigeon pea ( Cajanus cajan)
in 2:4 ratio and their effect on the subsequent rice was compared with green manuring
alone (Kalpana 1992). In the intercropping situation the grain legumes yielded 360 to
400 kg grain/ha. The green manures produced 14 to 17 t/ha fodder and their ratoon
regrown contributed 5.2 to 8.6 t/ha biomass as green manure. Incorporation of residues of grain legumes and green manures recycled 29 to 65 kg N/ha and increased the
grain yield of subsequent rice by 20 to 22% (Table 5).
Table 4. Performance of grain legumes during pre-rice summer (May-Jul).
Parameter

Blackgram
1988
536

1. Grain yield (kg/ha)

4. Rice

yield b

(t/ha)

1989
510

Cowpea

1988

1989

1988

577

726

506+234a

1989
645+151

a

1.87

1.86

2.05

2.41

2.65

2.96

N

39.9

43.3

33.8

41.1

49.4

51.6

P

5.0

5.6

6.4

8.0

5.3

6.0

K

33.5

25.9

30.8

36.6

39.7

43.9

4.11

4.37

4.03

4.20

4.15

4.48

2. Haulms yield (t/ha)
3. Nutrient
contributed by
haulms

Soybean

a Green pods.

b Control yields: 1988, 3.91 t/ha; 1989,4.05 t/ha.

Source : Siddeswaran (1992).

An experiment conducted to assess the performance of green manures in sole and
intercropping situations and their effect on the succeeding rice-greengram cropping
system revealed that incorporation of S. aculeata raised alone recorded the highest
grain yield of rice, followed by incorporation of greengram haulms + S. aculeata
(Table 6). Intercropping S. rostrata with rice had no adverse effect on rice (Padmavathy 1992). The N fertilizer substitution in rice by incorporating grain legume
haulms like greengram, blackgram, and cowpea was 20 to 30 kg/ha (Palaniappan et
al. 1990, Siddeswaran 1992).
Intercropping of grain legumes in the direct-seeded rice would be beneficial in
improving the productivity and health of rice. Blackgram, when intercropped in
semi-dry rice in different population proportions, viz. additive and replacement
series, was found to be advantageous in enhancing the total productivity of the system
(Table 7). Increased rice grain equivalent yield was obtained by intercropping rice
with blackgram in 4: 1 ratio in the replacement series (Thirumavalavan 1989).
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Table 5. Performance of sole and intercropped grain legumes and green manures in the
pre-rice season.
Treatments

Rice yielda (t/ha)

Grain yield

Fodder yield

Biomass

N contribution

(kg/ha)

(t/ha)

incorporated
(t/ha)

(kg/ha)

CR1009

Co 45

Sole GG

51 5

9.4

-

-

4.38

3.73

Sole RG

783

8.1

3.6

20.8

4.79

4.09

Sole SA

-

27.2

15.9

80.1

5.78

5.04

Sole SR

-

29.9

19.7

99.3

5.83

5.11

GG + SA

364

16.8

5.2

29.3

5.05

4.36

GG + SR

338

17.4

5.3

41.7

5.13

4.48

RG + SA

401

14.3

7.9

58.0

5.39

4.63

RG + SR

373

14.9

8.6

64.6

5.47

4.78

CD (5%)

-

0.5

0.6

0.8

0.36

0.50

a CR1009, 150 days; Co 45, 135 days.
GG = greengram.
RG = redgram.
SA = Sesbania aculeata.
SR = Sesbania rostrata.
Source: Kalpana (1992).

Table 6. Performance of grain legume, green manure and their effect on the rice.
Systems

Grain legume/green manure
Biomass (t/ha)

Rice yield

N accumulation (kg/ha)

(t/ha)

F-R-GG

8.0

59.4

5.24

F-R+SR-GG

2.0

16.3

5.25

26.0

191.4

6.22

8.1

54.0

5.54

-

-

5.22

SA-R-GG
GG+SA-R-F
F- R- F
F = fallow.
R = rice.
GG = greengram.
SR = Sesbania rostrata.
Source: Padmavathy (1992).
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Integrated farming system in nutrient recycling
The rainfed lowland rice farmers with small farm holdings (less than 2 ha) and limited
water availability (usually 4 to 6 months) have to engage in subsidiary enterprises,
besides cropping, for higher income and better employment opportunities. The introduction of an integrated farming system produces a change in the farming techniques
for maximum production in the cropping pattern and takes care of optimal utilization
of resources. The farm and component wastes are better recycled for productive purposes. A judicious mix of agricultural enterprises such as dairying, poultry and piggery production, fisheries, sericulture, etc., suited to the given agroclimatic
conditions and socioeconomic status of the farmers would bring prosperity. The farm
wastes and the organic sources when effectively recycled would bring down the share
of purchased inputs.
Table 7. Effect of intercropping blackgram on semi-dry rice (kg/ha).
Blackgram yield

Rice yield

Rice grain a equivalent

Rice + Blackgram 2:1 (A)

750

1436

2936

Rice + Blackgram 3:1 (A)

585

1536

2707

Rice + Blackgram 4:1 (A)

459

1676

2595

Rice + Blackgram 2:1 (R)

691

1796

3180

Rice + Blackgram 3:1 (R)

508

2176

3192

Rice + Blackgram 4:1 (R)

446

2560

3451

2767

2767

Treatment

Rice (Sole crop)
(A): additive series; (B): replacement series.

a Blackgram grain yield converted to rice equivalent on produce price basis.
Source: Thirumavalavan (1989).

Studies were conducted in the lowland rice ecosystems with the inclusion of components such as dairy animals, poultry, fisheries, goat rearing, and mushrooms. Existing cropping systems such as rice - rice and rice - rice - grain legumes were modified
by the inclusion of millets, maize, and oilseed crops such as sunflower, groundnut,
sesame, etc. to meet the requirements of the associated enterprises. At the same time,
the wastes and by-products from the components were recycled effectively. It was
found that, depending on the size of the component and nature of additional enterprise
included, the quantum of nutrient recycled varied. With the inclusion of three dairy
animals in a 1 ha farm, 18.3 t of farm compost was obtained. The nutrient recycled
through this system was 82, 37, and 95 kg N, P2O5 and K2O respectively per year
(Table 8). Fifty poultry birds provided nutrients equivalent to 28.1, 1.3, and 4.1 N,
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P2O5 and K2 O/year. Rice straw, in addition to its use as cattle feed, could be used as a
substrate in the production of edible mushrooms and the wastes after harvesting
mushrooms form a good source of organic manure.
Table 8. Nutrient recycled in lowland rice based integrated farming system.
Component

Farm
size

Component
size (No.)

(ha)

Organic
waste/
manure

Nutrient value (kg/year) Source
N

P 2O5

K2O
95.0

(t/year)

1. Dairy

1.00

3

18.26

82.2

36.5

Rajakumar
(1988)

2. Goat

1.00

6

1.41

23.7

9.6

39.5 Santhanagopalakrishnan (1988)

3. Poultry cum fish

1.00

50+420

1.80

28.1

1.3

4.1

4. Mushroom

-

2.5 kg/day

1.50

13.1

4.2

21.0

Loganathan
(1989)

5. Mushroom

0.40

6 kg/day

2.34

16.6

6.8

34.6

Rangasamy and
Jayanthi (1994)

Sivaraj (1989)

Recycling of the manures and wastes in crop production reduced the chemical fertilizer requirement and enhanced rice yields. Studies were conducted in semi-dry rice
at Coimbatore with different sources of organic manures, biofertilizers, and fertilizer
N (Vijayakumar 1989). The results indicated that integrated use of biodigested slurry
along with inorganic fertilizers in the form of enriched manure in combination with
Azospirillum was the most effective nutrient management technology for higher yield
(Table 9) in rice under semi-dry condition.

Conclusions and recommendations
The rainfed lowland rice system is handicapped by improper and inefficient nutrient
management. The productivity of the system would be greatly improved by proper
management practices. Green manures and grain legumes, either solely or in combination, could contribute and recycle adequate quantities of nutrients to the rice crop
and increase its yield. Intercropping direct-seeded semi-dry rice with legumes, and
application of enriched form of organic manures, improves the total productivity of
the systems. Integrating the cropping enterprise with subsidiary enterprises like dairying, poultry keeping, goat rearing, and mushroom growing would help to recycle
appreciable quantities of plant nutrients, besides maintaining the health of the soil.
The following recommendations can be made on nutrient management in rainfed
lowland-rice-based cropping systems for Tamil Nadu.
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A fertilizer dose of 60-75 kg N and 50 kg each of P2O5 and K2O/ha is to be applied
to the direct-seeded semi-dry rice. Nitrogen and potassium may be applied in
three splits, viz. 50% basal, 25% at active tillering, and 25% at panicle initiation.
The entire phosphorus may be applied as basal.
Sesbania rostrata and Crotolaria juncea (sun hemp) are suitable intercrops for
semi-dry direct-seeded rice. Fertilizer N addition could be reduced by about 25%
through this practice.
Among the grain legumes, cowpea and black gram are the promising crops that can
be raised before the rice crop during summer. Increased rice yields could be
obtained by intercropping Sesbania aculeata in pre-rice summer season greengram
and S. rostrata in the transplanted rice and incorporating their biomass to rice.
Appreciable quantity of nutrients could be recycled by integrating the lowland
rice systems with components such as dairying, poultry cum fisheries, and goat
rearing.
Table 9. Grain yield (kg/ha) of semi-dry rice in integrated nutrient management.
Treatment

Wet season 1987

Summer 1988

Enriched farmyard manure

4296

3321

Coir compost

41 04

3289

Farmyard manure

421 0

341 0

Enriched bio-gas slurry

4331

351 9

Soil compaction

3957

3230

Control

3725

3026

21 8

186

CD (5%)
Source: Vijayakumar (1989).
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Removal of plant-essential
elements by high-yielding
temperate rice crops
G. D. Batten, K. M. Marr, and A. B. Blakeney

Rice crops today yield 50% more per ha than crops grown 20 to 30 years ago.
There are few data on the concentrations of mineral elements in rice grain and
straw. It appears that the concentrations of mineral elements in grain are not
directly related to grain yield. However, the nutrient harvest index is related to dry
matter harvest index and grain yield. Therefore, increased production per hectare
leads to more rapid extraction and removal of plant-essential elements from the
cropping environment. The ultimate consequence of such mining of soil reserves is
to make the ecosystem fragile or more fragile. If yields increase further, or soils
become more deficient in certain essential mineral elements, then the
concentrations of mineral elements in rice may decrease. In addition to limiting
potential grain yield, mineral deficiencies change the quality of grain. The
concentrations of mineral elements in rice soils, plant shoots, and grain need to
be monitored to determine factors which influence the rates of change of mineral
elements and any associated consequences.

The yields of rice have increased markedly during this century, and in the past 2030 years have doubled in the high yield/ha temperate environment in Australia
(McDonald 1994) and in lower yield/ha crops grown in tropical environments
(IRRI 1993). These increases can be attributed to many factors including: plant
breeding, the widespread use of highly nitrogen-responsive semi-dwarf cultivars,
more widespread use of nitrogen, phosphorus and other fertilizers, sowing varieties
at the time of the year so that their growth pattern makes best use of the environment, more efficient use of irrigation water, and highly efficient weed and pest control chemicals which reduce competition on the crop for nutrients and light. Other
factors which have indirectly helped to raised yields include the availability of
credit to farmers, education, and improved extension of information (IRRI 1990,
IRRI 1993, Lacy et al 1994).
The mineral composition of the rice grain largely depends on the availability of
soil nutrients (Juliano and Bechtel 1985). Reported levels for various elements may
also vary with the type of analytical method used by the investigator.

This paper puts the view that the concentrations of nutrients in grain have
remained stable or declined very little as yields have increased. Thus, the amounts of
nutrients removed from the soil by each crop and hence the amounts of nutrients
required to maintain yields have increased. While nitrogen is the dominant nutrient
which limits crop yields throughout the world, deficiencies of phosphorus, sulfur,
potassium, and zinc are becoming increasingly widespread (IRRI 1987, IRRI 1990).
The effects of mineral deficiencies on grain quality and the value of rice as a human
food source are also discussed.

Concentrations of mineral elements in brown rice
The range and mean concentrations of mineral elements in brown rice are presented
in Table 1. The data are from 26 studies from Southeast Asia and the USA (Juliano
and Bechtel 1985), and for crops grown in Australia which yielded an average of 10 t/
ha (Marr et al 1995). Mean concentrations of all mineral nutrients in the grain of the
high-yielding Australian crops generally fell in the range of overseas grain concentrations found in earlier studies. The exceptions were Mn, which had generally higher
concentrations, and Ca which had lower concentrations in Australian grain. Some
samples had higher Fe, Al, and Cu concentrations than reported previously but this
indicates contamination during grinding. The data of Juliano and Bechtel (1985)
showed a greater range in the concentrations of P and Na.
There is no evidence in these data to suggest that the grain from the high-yielding
crops grown in Australia has markedly different concentrations of mineral elements
to the grain of the lower yielding crops grown in the traditional rice areas of Asia.
This comparison is confounded by the relatively short time that rice has been grown
in Australia and the fact that the Australian samples were all taken from commercial
crops while the data reported by Juliano and Bechtel (1985) included rice samples
from crops grown under experimental conditions with nil and higher than commercial rates of nutrient inputs.

Relations between mineral elements in grains
The linear regression correlation matrix (r values) for the elements in Australian
brown rice (Marr et al 1995) are presented in Table 2. There were highly significant
correlations between P and Mg (r=0.90, P<0.00l), P and K (r=0.67, P<0.00l) and K
and Mg (r=0.65, P<0.001). The relationship between these three elements has been
noted in rice grain by Tanaka et al (1974), and in wheat grain by Mugford and
Steele (1980) and Batten (1994). Comparisons of the ratios of P:K and P:Mg in
brown rice for the data in Table 1 revealed wide variations (Fig. 1). Further studies
are needed to determine if these differences can be attributed to genetic, environmental, or laboratory variation.
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The concentration of nitrogen in rice grain is very stable, relative to the concentration found in the grain of crops such as wheat. Protein in rice grain is not regarded as a
primary quality factor, although nitrogen is positively correlated with the degree of
yellowness of the milled grain.
Table 1. Comparison of elemental composition of brown rice (at 14% moisture) grown in
Australia (Marr et al 1995) and Asia and America (Juliano and Bechtel 1985).
Australian

Overseas crops

mean

range

range

%N

1.18

0.95-1.46

not available

%P

0.29

0.24-0.31

0.17-0.43

%K

0.24

0.21-0.30

0.06-0.28

%Mg

0.11

0.1-0.13

0.02-0.15

%S

0.09

0.08-0.11

0.03-0.19

%Ca

0.01

0.003-0.011

0.01-0.05

ppmMn

41

25-60

2-36

ppmNa

20

0-190

17-340

ppmZn

16

13-21

6-28

pmFe

13

5-67

2-52

ppmAl

13

0.5-36

0.3-26

ppmCu

4

1.4-13

1-6

ppmMo

0.7

0-2

0.3-1

ppmNi

0.4

0-5

0.2-0.5

Marr et al (1995) found N and S were highly correlated (r=0.76, P<0.001) and
the N:S ratios were greater than 13, which is similar to the ratio reported for
wheat grain (Batten 1994). Blair (1987) and Juliano et a1 (1987) reported critical
sulfur concentrations in grain at 0.87 to 1.36%S and critical N:S ratios of 14.6 25. The close relationship between N and S in cereal grains may be explained by
the total sulfur and amino acid sulfur content. Juliano et al (1987) found that 7488% of the total sulfur in brown rice grain was present as amino acid sulfur: Byers
and Bolton (1979) reported that 75-85% of the total sulfur in wheat grain was
amino acid sulfur.
Al was positively correlated (P<0.001) to Fe (r=0.34), Ca (r=0.48), S (r=0.37).
and Cu (r=0.31, P<0.01). While the samples in this study may have been
contaminated with Al and Fe from the grinder (Cyclone action mill) Juliano et al
(1987) also found Al to be positively correlated to Fe and Cu in brown rice. Juliano
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Na

K

Ca

Mg

Fe

Cu

Ti

Mn

B

Zn

Ni

P

AI

Mo

S

N

1.00

N

1.00

0.76

S

1.00

0.22

-

Mo

-

1.00

-

0.37

AI

-

1.00
1.00

-

0.25

-

-

-

1.00

-

0.26

-

-

-

-

-

Zn

-

Ni

P

1.00
1.00

0.27

0.27

-

-

0.42

-

-

-

-

-

Mn

-

-

-

-

-

B

1.00

-

0.37

-

-

1.00

1.00

-

-

1.00

0.55

-

-

1.00

0.25

0.25

0.26

-

-

1.00

1.00

0.32

0.65

-

-

-

0.21

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Na

0.61

-

-

0.41

0.24

0.24

-

0.67
0.26
0.38

-

-

-

-

0.26

K

-

-

0.27

0.48

-

-

-

Ca

-

0.40

0.90

-

-

-

-

Mg

-

0.31

-

0.34

0.30

0.32

-

Fe

-

-

-

-

0.31

-

-

-

Cu

0.29

-

0.22

-

Ti

Table 2. Correlation matrix of significant (P<0.05) r values for elements in brown rice (n = 90) grown in Australia (Marr et al
1995).

and Bechtel (1985) reported that a zinc deficiency reduced the potassium
concentration in rice grain. These elements were uncorrelated in the study of Marr et
al (1995). To understand the interactions between elements requires additional data,
which may lead to more precise definition of the minimum concentrations of mineral
elements required to achieve optimum grain yields.

1. Relations between minerals in brown rice: (a) phosphorus and potassium; (b) phosphorus and magnesium. Souces of data: triangles, Marr et al (1995); circles, Juliano et al
(1987).

Importance of mineral elements on grain quality and the value of rice
as a human food source
The data in Figure 1 and equivalent data for wheat (Batten 1994) clearly show that
crops which are deficient in P produce grains with lower K and Mg. If there is a
decline in grain P as soils are depleted then an associated decline in K and Mg must be
expected. This would make rice a poorer source of minerals than at present. Of course
the majority of rice is consumed as white grain and the minerals are not consumed at
such a high rate. The minerals are however, exported from the farm at the rates shown
in Table 3.
Okamoto et al (1992) studied the relationship between the desirable qualities
(taste/stickiness) of Japanese rice and the Mg/K ratio of the grains. The correlation
between stickiness and the Mg/K ratio was positive and significant in both years studied. The Mg/K ratios in Australian rice indicate that the stickiness quality of Amaroo
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varies from undesirable to highly desirable. Other Japanese researchers relate taste
and stickiness to grain protein, amylose, moisture, and fatty acid content (Satake
1988, Hosaka 1989). Consumers have very definite taste requirements and it would
be unfortunate to lose any of the desirable eating qualities of rice.
Table 3. Partitioning of mineral elements by an average Amaroo rice crop yielding 10 t/
ha a (at 14% moisture basis): from Marr et al (1995).
Nutrients
removed

In brown
rice

In hulls

In straw

Total nutrients
removed

Nutrient harvest
index (%) b

Nitrogen

99

3.7

70

172.7

57

Phosphorus

24

0.3

5.5

29.8

81

Potassium

(kg/ha)

20

9.0

243

272

7

Magnesium

9

0.6

17

26.6

34

Sulfur

8

0.5

6.6

15.1

53

Calcium

0.8

1.4

26

28.2

3

Manganese

0.3

0.6

6.7

7.6

4

Sodium

0.2

0.3

30.8

31.3

1

Aluminum

0.1

0.1

7.1

7.3

1

Iron

0.1

0.1

2.5

2.7

4

Zinc

134

25

297

456

29

34

2

40

76

45

5.9

1.4

29

36.3

16

(g/ha)

Copper
Molybdenum

a
A rice crop yielding 10 t/ha (at 14% moisture) has an average of 8.4 t brown rice/ha, 1.6 t hulls/ha and 11 t
straw/ha.
b Nutrient harvest index = 100 x (amount of element in grain)/(amount of element in grain, hulls and straw).

Maintaining rice yields and quality
Identification of superior genetic material, i.e. nutrient efficient genotypes, may lead
to higher yields in the short term only. Genotypes with deeper roots, a more effective
root pattern, or a superior ability to extract nutrients from soil may allow farmers to
grow better crops on some soils. However, that may be only for a limited number of
years. At that time the mining effect of these "efficient" genotypes will lead to
exhaustion of the extractable nutrients in soil and to a rapid decline in yields.
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Rice producers have attempted to maintain yields for centuries by applying fertilizers, both inorganic and organic, to their soils. Incorporation of straw will recycle essential minerals such as K, Ca, Mg, Mn, Na, Al, Fe, and Mo. The grain contains most ofthe
N. P and, to a lesser degree, S that is accumulated by shoots. The rate of export of mineral nutrients from the soil increases as yields increase because the nutrient harvest
index (amount of nutrient in the grain as a proportion of the total nutrient in the shoot at
harvest) increases with grain yield (Batten 1986, Palmer et al 1990, Marr et al 1995).
Higher yields will therefore increase the demand for fertilizer inputs.
Low-cost diagnostic tests are needed to enable farmers to assess the mineral content
of soils, crop tissues during the season and grain at harvest. The near infrared retlectance (NIR) spectroscopy technique is widely used in Australia to determine nitrogen,
starch, sulfur, potassium, and phosphorus in rice crop shoots (Batten et al 1991, 1993).
The NIR technology is now being adopted in other rice-producing countries with
the assistance of IRRI staff and funds from the Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research. NIR has the potential to determine the mineral status of soils, crops,
and grain. With efficient monitoring of minerals it would be possible to determine the
effects of management and environment on mineral balances in an ecosystem.

Conclusion
Fertilizers are a costly but essential input required to maintain yields of crops grown
in both low and highly productive ecosystems. Farmers need to be able to obtain the
highest possible return (for the fertilizer applied) both in terms of recovery of the
actual fertilizer applied and economic return per dollar spent on fertilizer.
There are few data on the concentrations of minerals in rice grain. The data presented in Table 2 suggest that a better understanding of the interactions between mineral elements is needed so that crops can be grown with the correct balance of
minerals for grain yield and quality. This information can be used to assist those living fragile lives in fragile ecosystems.
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Dynamic soil tests for rice
A. Dobermann, K. G. Cassman, P. C. Sta. Cruz, H. U. Neue,
E. O. Skogley, M. F. Pampolino, and M. A. Adviento

The monitoring of changes in the soil resource base caused by crop intensification,
and the prediction of inherent soil nutrient supplying capacity, require improved soil
testing methods. Traditional methods based on extractants provide snapshots of
the levels of particular nutrient pools, but they give little information on the dynamics
of nutrient supply. We present here a novel technique, the Phytoavailability Soil Test
(PST), which assesses the ability of the soil to supply mineral nutrients to a strong
sink such as a growing rice plant.
Capsules of mixed cation and anion exchange resins are incubated anaerobically
with samples of water-saturated soil, and the quantities of N, P, K, Na, Ca, Mg, Fe,
and Mn adsorbed by the resins are monitored over time. The process of absorption
by the resins is considered to mimic important exchange, solubilization, and
transport processes occurring in the rice rhizosphere. A power law equation is fitted
to the data and its parameters used as indices of short- and long-term nutrient
supplying capacity. Initial data on the usefulness of the PST in predicting nutrient
uptake by irrigated rice are encouraging, especially for P and K. It is straightforward
and readily standardized, and it may be adapted for use in the field.

Assessing the inherent soil nutrient supplying capacity (SNSC) is one major component of integrated nutrient management in all rice ecosystems. However, except in
some countries (e.g. India), routine soil testing for specifying fertilizer recommendations is still not widely used in Asia, and fertilizer is commonly applied following
uniform blanket recommendations for large and often heterogeneous regions. There
are signs of declining productivity (Cassman and Pingali 1995, Cassman et a1 1995)
and negative nutrient balances in intensive, irrigated rice ecosystems (Dobermann et
al 1995). There is therefore a need to provide practical methods to maximize the use
efficiency of indigenous soil nutrients and applied fertilizers. Besides this agronomic
ambition there are many other reasons for being interested in the nutrient status and
supplying capacity of the soil (curiosity about natural cycles, concern about resource
degradation, sustainability and so forth).
An assay which provides information about the dynamics of inter-pool conversions
in the soil and the current levels of the various nutrient pools of interest may be expected
to perform better than one which provides only the latter data. Such an assay may also

provide data, unobtainable by other means, useful in quantifying and modeling nutrient
flows. In this paper we present a dynamic extraction procedure in which the plant nutrient sink is imitated using a capsule of mixed ion exchange resin (Yang et al 1991).
Simultaneous adsorption of as many as eight mineral nutrients is monitored over time,
results are parameterized by fitting to a simple power law expression, and the resulting
parameters are evaluated as predictors of eventual uptake of N, P, and K by rice.

Limitations of static soil tests for rice
The standard approach in soil testing involves rapid chemical analysis treating the soil
with chemical extractants, correlation and calibration to yield response, and definition of
critical thresholds or ranges at which a yield response to applied nutrients can be
expected. Most of these soil tests are empirical as they provide estimates of relative
rather than potential nutrient supplying capacity of the soil. An “ideal” soil test would 1)
provide an accurate estimate of the quantity of nutrient available for crop uptake during
the growing season, 2) extract all nutrients simultaneously, 3) provide accurate information for diverse soil types, and 4) be simple, inexpensive, and rapid. The last characteristic of an ideal soil test is met by many standard soil tests, but wide extrapolation on
diverse soils and accurate prediction of soil nutrient supplying capacity (SNSC) are not.
Traditional (“static”) tests of nutrient availability generally involve one or more
extractions. Different workers use different extractants and different extraction protocols for different purposes. Chemical extractions often measure an indefinite fraction of the nutrient of interest and their empirical relationship to crop yield or nutrient
uptake can be interpreted only under conditions of soil and climate that approximate
those for which the relationship was established (Goswami 1986). Moreover, relationships between a soil test and plant growth are mostly studied for a single nutrient
without taking into account the influence of other nutrients, or of abiotic and biotic
factors, on the actual crop demand.
Soil tests used for rice
These general problems are well illustrated by the soil testing methods used for
assessing the availability of N, P, and K in rice soils. Olsen-P is well recognized as a
suitable index for almost all rice soils, but the critical levels reported for rice range
from 4-29 mg/kg (Table 1), depending on the soil type and on how a critical level for
P is defined. There is hardly any standardization or generalization possible, and this
classical concept of soil testing for P is closely associated with the need for numerous,
site-specific calibration studies.
Extractable K (exchangeable + solution K) using the 1 N NH 4 -acetate method is
the most widely used soil test to characterize the K status of rice soils, but critical levels for rice soils reported in the literature range from 0.10-0.41 cmol/kg (Table 1).
Extractable K or K saturation of the CEC may be good indicators of plant K availabil-
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ity in soils with 1:1 layer clay minerals or oxidic composition of the clay fraction, but
not in soils which are dominated by 2:1 layer clay minerals with high K fixing capacities (Dobermann et al 1995). Potassium availability to the rice root is a complex system integrating ion exchange (Q/I relationships), slow K release, and diffusive K
transport, but most of the commonly used soil tests measure only the labile K fractions associated with the K exchange equilibrium.
Total soil organic C (SOC) or total soil N (TSN) are still widely used as indicators
of potential N supply (Sahrawat 1983). However, more recent evidence obtained
from field studies suggests a lack of association between soil organic matter and soil
N supplying capacity in intensive irrigated rice systems of tropical Asia (IRRI 1994).
Chemical extraction techniques such as initially extractable NH 4 , non-exchangeable
NH4 , acid K2 Cr2 O7 -soluble N or alkaline KMnO4-soluble N were sought as alternatives to characterize N availability (Sahrawat 1983, Schoen et al 1985, Keerthisinghe
et al 1985. Gupta et a1 1989).
Table 1. Critical levels (cl) of extractable K and P reported for rice soils.
Country

Remarks

Source

Extractable K (1 N NH4 acetate method, cmol/kg)
0.10

China

critical level

(Xie et al 1989)

0.13

India

low available K

(Kemmler 1980)

0.15

USA

California, critical level

(De Datta and Mikkelsen
1985)

0.1 5

SE Asia

low available K

(Kemmler 1980)

0.16

India

Inceptisol, Orissa, pot experiment, cl

(Panda and Panda 1993)

0.18

China

0.1N NH4-acetate, Fujian, cI

(Chen et al 1987)

0.18

India

25 calcareous soils, pot experiment, cI

(Prasad and Prasad
1992)

0.18

Taiwan

Latosols in Taiwan, cI

(Su 1976)

0.17

Philippines

fertility capability classification, infertile

(Micosa et al 1994)

0.19

India

29 lateritic soils, Maharashtra, cI

(Sutar et al 1992)

0.20

IRRI

satisfactory level of K for rice

(IRRI 1985)

0.20

India

satisfactory level of K for rice

(Mahapatra and Prasad
1970)

0.21

China

low available K

(Kemmler 1980)

0.21

Japan

cited from Japanese researchers, cI

(Jones et al 1982)

0.26

India

pot experiments and on-farm trials, cI

(De Datta and Mikkelsen
1985)

0.38

Pakistan

rice-wheat, calcareous soils, cI

(IRRI 1985)

0.40

Indonesia

25 paddy soils, pot experiment, cI

(Adiningsih and Sudjadi
1983)

0.41

India

20 soils, pot experiment, cI

(Bansal et al 1985)
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Table 1. (Cont'd) Critical levels (cl) of extractable K and P reported for rice soils.
Country

Remarks

Source

Extractable P (0.5 M NaHCO 3, Olsen-P, mg/kg)
4

Philippines

low available P

(IRRI 1985)

4

USA

rice in the years 1963-1 974, Luisiana, cl

(Husin 1979)

5

India

deltaic alluvium, Cuttack distr., field exp. cI

(Panda et al 1981)

5

low available P

(De Datta 1989)

5

China

alluvial/slope deposits of granite/shale, cI

(Xie et al 1989)

6

India

red soils, cI

(Goswami 1986)

7

Cuba

greenhouse expt., Camaguey, cl

(Guerra et al 1989)

7

Pakistan

farmers' fields, West Punjab, cl, low P

(Hassan et al 1993)

8

India

lateritic soils, cl

(Goswami 1986)

9

Philippines

fertility capability classification, infertile

(Micosa et al 1994)

topsoil, many countries, cI

(IRRI 1985)

10
10

India

red and yellow soils, field experiment, cI

(Panda et al 1981)

11

India

deltaic alluvium, Balasore distr.; field exp. cI

(Panda et al 1981)

13

India

laterite soils, Puri district; field experiment, cI

(Panda et al 1981)

13

India

neutral-alk. alluvial soils, pot experiment, cI

(Nambiar et al 1973)

13-15

India

black soils, cI

(Goswami 1986)

20

Pakistan

calcareous saline, sodic soils, cI

(IRRI 1985)

29

India

coastal alluvium, cI

(Goswami 1986)

All these methods have in common that they quantify only certain pools of N in
soil and that they do not account for the dynamics of N release and NH4 + diffusion in
submerged soil. Anaerobic incubation, e.g. 2-wk incubation at 30°C (Waring and
Bremner 1964), accounts in part for the dynamics of NH4 release from mineralization
or from interlayer fixation sites in certain 2:1 layer minerals. However, NH 4 + accumulated in the soil solution during anaerobic incubation may inhibit further N release or
may even be lost due to NH 3 volatilization, if no strong sink is supplied to the system
to maintain the NH 4 + concentration at a low level. Standard chemical or biological
indices of N availability, such as anaerobic incubation, extract only marginal amounts
of NH4 fixed in the interlayers of 2:1 clay minerals, due mainly to a NH4/K blocking
effect (Smith et al 1994). The lack of field calibrations for those methods is also evident.
Specific factors related to soil testing in submerged soil
Perhaps the greatest drawback of classical soil testing techniques is that they are not
based on the mechanisms controlling the bioavailability of a soil nutrient. Puddling
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and flooding cause significant changes in the chemistry of rice soils. Redox processes, pH changes, and changes in the kinetics of many soil nutrients are well documented (Ponnamperuma 1985). In contrast to this, soil samples used for routine soil
testing are commonly air-dried, ground, and sieved before chemical analysis is conducted. During this process, the soil chemical properties are significantly modified
and the amount of available nutrients differs from levels found in the submerged soil
sampled.
Moreover, the rhizosphere of a rice root differs greatly from that of the bulk soil
that is normally taken for chemical analysis. Iron oxidation due to release of O2 from
rice roots, excess uptake of cations (mainly NH4 +) over anions, and release of H+ into
the soil to maintain electrical neutrality and, to a lesser extent, CO2 exchange between
the roots and soil are the three major processes causing a considerable acidification
(0.2-2 pH units) of the rhizosphere (Kirk et al 1993). This may have negative effects
on the mobility of cations such as NH4+ and K+, but rhizosphere acidification also
enhances solubilization and uptake of P and Zn (Alva et al 1980, Begg et al 1994,
Saleque and Kirk 1994). The uptake or release of nutrients by roots growing in soil
leads to concentration gradients, which depend on 1) the rate of uptake/release, 2) the
mobility of the nutrient in soil, and 3) the rate of conversion between available and
unavailable forms (Darrah 1993). Local depletion of readily available forms leads to
mobilization of less-accessible nutrient pools. This is a dynamic process which a
static extraction procedure cannot hope to mimic.

Dynamic soil tests using ion exchange resins
Synthetic ion exchangers in soil research
Ion exchange resins were developed during the 1940s and they are now available with
a broad array of specific characteristics (Dorfner 1991). Most synthetic ion exchange
resins are solid organic polymers with electrostatic charge that is neutralized by a
selected counterion of opposite charge. They function in a manner analogous to
charged soil colloids and are increasingly used in all kinds of soil and environmental
research. Ion exchange resins accumulate nutrients from soil through exchange reactions. This mechanism is similar to the soil-root system, in which roots absorb nutrients from soil solution by releasing counter ions such as H+, OH - , and HCO3- , with
both diffusion and mass flow contributing to the availability of most nutrients. At the
soil-resin interface, resins maintain low ion concentration in solution, thereby stimulating further release from soil solids.
It is important to clarify the differences between batch techniques and bioavailability systems. In a batch extraction method, a soil suspension is shaken together with
the resin and the ions that enter the solution phase are rapidly adsorbed by the resin
(Raij et al 1986, Somasiri and Edwards 1992, Qian et al 1992). Essentially, batch
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resin systems provide only an indication of amounts of specific nutrients that can be
derived from the solution phase of soil suspensions. A major theoretical limitation
remains because the contribution of slow release and diffusion processes to nutrient
availability is not estimated.
Bioavailability resin-soil systems were developed to provide data that include
effects of nutrient release and diffusion. Resins, either in loose form (Turner and Gillam 1976), enclosed in porous bags (Lajtha 1988), or used as ion exchange membranes
(Abrams and Jarrell 1992, Cooperband and Logan 1994) are inserted directly into the
soil and the cumulative nutrient adsorption on the resin is measured over time, either in
the laboratory or directly in the field. This approach integrates both chemical and biological transformations, and diffusion to a sink, into one measure of nutrient availability. Size, shape, exchange capacity, resin type, initial saturation of the resin extractor
used, and soil moisture content greatly affect the kinetics of nutrient adsorption by this
method. Thus, interpretation of multi-element, dynamic, bioavailability soil tests differs significantly from chemical or resin batch extraction techniques.
The phytoavailability soil test for rice
Refinement of the resin bag method by making firm, rigid capsules, plus the use of
mixed-bed ion exchange resins, provided a system in which ions of all types can be
accumulated simultaneously to simulate ion movement to plant roots (Skogley et al
1990, Yang et al 1991). Previous work included studies on the shape of the resin bags,
influences of microbiological factors, temperature effects, diffusion kinetics, applicability to a wide range of soils, and correlation of resin adsorption quantity to nutrient uptake and plant growth (Dobermann et al 1994c, Skogley et al 1990, Yang and
Skogley 1992, Yang et al 1991, 1992). Since 1992, we have conducted research to
adapt this method, the Phytoavailability Soil Test (PST), as a soil test for rice that can
be used directly for freshly sampled submerged soil from lowland rice paddies.
PST: theory and method
The Phytoavailability Soil Test (PST) is based on the hypothesis that a uniformly
shaped and sized capsule of mixed-bed cation/anion exchange resin placed in direct
contact with the soil solution of a submerged soil will accumulate ions by processes
similar to those for living roots. Resin capsules containing a 1:1 equivalent mixture of
macroporous, polystyrene strongly acidic cation (H+) and strongly basic anion (OH-)
exchange resins are used (UNIBEST, Inc., Bozeman MT). All resin capsules have a
uniform, spherical shape, and the total surface area per capsule is 11.4 cm2. Each capsule contains 2.2 meq of cation + anion exchange capacity. A saturated soil paste is
made from freshly sampled soil and a resin capsule is placed into the center. The capsule immediately starts to adsorb ions from the surrounding film layer of soil solution
and, in exchange, releases counter ions (H+, OH-), as shown in Figure 1. The following assumptions are made in the interpretation of the release kinetics:
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1. The resin capsule - soil system.

The selectivity of resins to ions is much greater than that of the soil. The initial
counterions are those for which the resins have the weakest affinity (H + for the
cation resin and OH- for the anion resin).
Compared to the relatively small soil volume affected, the exchange capacity of
the capsule is very high and it basically acts as an infinite, strong sink.
The functional surface area of the capsule is constant throughout the adsorption
period.
No nutrients are initially present on the resin.
Desorption of nutrients from resin to soil is negligible because of a steep chemical
potential (concentration) gradient between the resin and the soil solution.
Based on these assumptions, adsorption is then a function of 1) molecular diffusion of the adsorbate from the bulk solution to the stationary boundary layer surrounding each resin particle, 2) film diffusion, i.e. the countermovement of ions to
and from the liquid surrounding the resin bead and the surface of the resin bead, 3)
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particle (pore) diffusion, i.e. the countermovement and redistribution of ions within
the resin beads themselves, and 4) micropore adsorption (very rapid). Previous
research on PST demonstrated that the controlling process in PST nutrient accumulation is film diffusion rather than particle diffusion (Yang et a1 1991). Therefore,
release of soil nutrients is not inhibited due to the rate of resin adsorption per se and
the capsule provides all features required to act as a medium for assessing the potential soil nutrient supplying power.
The resins adsorb cations in exchange for H+ (Fig. 1). Since the net cation uptake
is larger than anion uptake, this results in an acidification of the interfacial solution.
Proton release from the capsule may potentially simulate acidification processes
occurring in the rhizosphere of rice. In the resin-soil system, only H+ release is causing this acidification, but intensity and extent of this acidification zone around the
capsule surface are comparable to those around an active rice root (Dobermann et al
1994a). The standard PST procedure used for submerged soil involves the following
steps (Dobermann et al 1994c):
1. Collect a soil sample from a flooded ricefield at mid-tillering (20-30 d after transplanting)
2. Homogenize the sample (saturation paste).
3. Split sample into aliquots of 60-100 ml soil and fill into plastic cups.
4. Insert a resin capsule into each cup and incubate anaerobically at 30°C for up to
two weeks.
5. Remove capsule from replicate plastic cups at different time steps (1, 2, 4, 7, and
14 d). Wash.
6. Recover adsorbed nutrients from the resin by stripping or shaking with 2N HCI.
7. Determine concentrations of 8 nutrients (NH 4 -N, P, K, Ca, Mg, Na, Fe, Mn) in the
extract using standard methods (AAS, ICP, IC, colorimetric methods).
8. Fit a non-linear model to the release kinetics of all nutrients.
PST: interpretation
All results of the PST method are given as resin adsorption quantity (RAQ) in µmol/
cm2 capsule. Adsorption kinetics for cations or anions on the resin can be mathematically described by a number of functions (Langmuir equation, parabolic diffusion
law, Elovich equation, and others). For our work we have adopted the fractional
power equation (Fig. 2)
(1)
(µmol/cm2)

where RAQ(i,t)is the quantity
of nutrient i adsorbed by the resin at time t
(d) and a and b are positive-valued adjustable parameters, with b constrained to lie
between 0 and 1. In our previous research, we estimated ai and b i by curvilinear
regression analysis of RAQ versus time. However, given the fact that the power function model (Eq. 1) is applicable to the kinetics of many different nutrients measured
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for a wide range of soils, it is also possible to estimate ai and bi by using only two time
steps of, for example, 1 and 7 d or 1 and 14 d (Dobermann et al 1994c):

To assess the SNSC of a rice soil we can use 1) the cumulative amount of resinadsorbed nutrients during a certain time (RAQi ), 2) the ai coefficient, and 2) the b i
coefficient. Since RAQ at any time is a linear function of both a i and b i , we will concentrate our interpretation on these two kinetic constants. The multiplicative coefficient ai expresses the amount of nutrient adsorbed after 1 d of incubation. In this
phase, the adsorption rate is primarily limited by film diffusion and ion exchange at
the capsule and from soil solids. Therefore, nutrients adsorbed within 24 h should
represent mainly fractions that are either in solution or in dynamic equilibrium with
the soil solution. As these readily available forms become depleted near the capsule,
adsorption rates decline as well. The time (in days) it takes to adsorb twice the amount
of ai would then be 2 1/b , and hence the smaller b i the slower the increase (Fig. 2).
Processes dominating the rate coefficient bi for different nutrients are:
ion diffusion (transport of ions through the bulk soil to the capsule),
cation exchange (NH4 , Ca, Mg, K, Na),
mineralization of soil organic matter (N, P, S),
solubilization and mobilization of inorganic and organic nutrient pools (P, Fe,
Mn),

2. Influence of the kinetic constants ai and b i on the shape of the fractional power function.
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release of specifically bound cations from the interlayers or wedge positions of
clay minerals (NH4+ and K+),
release of structural cations (Ca, Mg, Na, K) from soil minerals by dissolution,
anion exchange (limited),
reduction-oxidation (Fe, Mn, P, S).
Resin studies on K release, for example, have demonstrated that H + saturated resins can break micaceous minerals and enhance the release of their structural cations
(Arnold 1958, Feigenbaum et al 1981). Resins were also efficient in studies of the
release kinetics of fixed K (Martin and Sparks 1983, Havlin and Westfall 1985,
Dhillon and Dhillon 1990).
Thus, b i characterizes the capability of a soil to maintain a nutrient flux to a strong
sink like a resin or a plant root. It integrates the potential delivery rate from different
nutrient pools as well as the physico-chemical characteristics of a soil that control diffusive solute transport. Both constants determine the performance of a soil with
regard to the overall amount of nutrient released within two weeks. A high bi value
alone does not necessarily mean a large cumulative release, because a i may be very
low, and vice versa (Fig. 2). The results of a kinetic approach like PST indicate 1) the
overall level of cumulative nutrient release (RAQ i ), 2) short-term availability of a
nutrient ( ai ), and 3) the nutrient long-term supply rate ( bi ).

Soil nutrient supplying capacity of tropical lowland rice soils
The data set: long-term fertility experiments with rice
To study the suitability of the PST method for assessing SNSC in soil from intensive,
irrigated rice systems, we analyzed soil and plant samples from 11 long-term fertility
experiments in five countries (Table 2). Treatments of different N, P, and K fertilizer
input combinations and an unfertilized control were similar at all sites and were
arranged in a completely randomized block design with three or four replicates. Plot
size ranged from 28 to 36 m 2 . Rice was transplanted at all sites and grown in submerged
soil with complete irrigation. Selected varieties included the best-performing varieties
at each location. Soils at these sites represent a wide range of classes, and were of CL
and C texture (25-57% clay content).
At each of the 11 sites in 1993, soil samples were taken from the 0-20 cm puddled
soil layer in each treatment plot before maximum tillering (20-30 days after transplanting). One half of each sample was air-dried, sieved through 7 mm, and used for determination of standard soil properties. A second subsample of field-fresh, water-saturated
soil was used to measure the release kinetics of NH4 -N, P, K, Ca, Mg, Na, Fe, and Mn
from anaerobic soil using the PST method described above. This analysis was done at
IRRI within 3-5 d after field soil sampling. One composite sample was analyzed for
each treatment. At physiological maturity, straw and grain weight and total nutrient
uptake (N, P, K) were measured as described elsewhere (Dobermann et al 1995).
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1968

1977

1977

1988

1983

1981

1983

1984

1988

BRIARC
Camarines Sur

Maros
S. Sulawesi

Lanrang
S. Sulawesi

Cuu Long
Hau Giang

Shipai
Guangzhou

Jinxian
Jiangxi

Qingpu
Shanghai

Pantnagar
Uttar Pradesh

Coimbatore
Tamil Nadu

Vietnam

China

Vertic Ustropept

Fluventic Haplaquoll

Paddy soil, river
alluvium

Red soil, quaternary period

Paddy soil,
aremaceous rock

Aeric Humaquept

Aeric Fluvaquent

Typic Tropaquept

Typic Pelludert

Entic Pellustert

Andaqueptic
Haplaquoll

Soil

43

25

28

32

29

57

27

51

53

40

7

9

16

13

9

26

10

21

18

13

21

g/kg

%
54

Org. C

Clay

27

12

16

7

6

20

14

30

27

29

34

59

35

39

6

8

18

38

44

39

59

49

cmol/kg

CEC CEC clay

8.2

8.5

7.2

5.9

6.0

5.7

6.0

6.3

6.7

6.6

5.9

pH

rice-mungbeansesame

rice-wheat

rice-wheat

rice-rice

rice-rice

rice-rice

rice-rice

rice-rice

rice-rice

rice-rice

rice-rice

Cropping system

100

120

120

90

120

80

120

120

200

200

200

N

21

17

17

19

17

17

17

17

25

25

25

P

Fertilizer rates
kg/ha

40

K

41

33

33

62

33

25

33

33

40

50
100

a

soil. At PhilRice NK receives 50 kg K/ha, NPK receives 100 kg K/ha.

a P and K are incorporated into
the soil basally, N is applied in three equal splits: basal, mid-tillering, and first flowering; the basal application is incorporated into the

India

Indonesia

1968

PhilRice
Nueva Ecija

Year of
initiation

1964

Site , Province

Philippines IRRI, Laguna

Country

Table 2. Soil types, general soil properties and cropping system in the long-term fertility experiments monitored in 1993.

Influence of long-term fertilizer application and general soil properties on the
resin adsorption kinetics
We restrict our discussion of the results to N, P, and K, but it is important to note that
the method has great potential for measuring practically all plant available nutrients
in submerged soil and to identify specific soil constraints to rice growth, such as iron
toxicity or salinity.
Nitrogen. Averaged across all sites, treatments effects on resin-N adsorption kinetics
were slight (Fig. 3a). Treatments that received N but no P (+N, +NK) had the highest
N release, indicating a greater positive N balance than +NP or +NPK treatments. Differences between +NPK and control treatments were very small, suggesting little
residual effects from mineral fertilizer N and from the greater quantities of incorporated root and stubble biomass in the +NPK treatments. Treatment differences in the
resin-N adsorption emerged after only 1d of incubation, Obviously, soluble and
exchangeable NH4 as the major sources affecting this rapid adsorption phase were
not very different among treatments, and a measure such as initially extractable NH4
(Schoen et al 1985) would not provide enough information about the actual soil N
supply.
Twenty-fold differences in the total N release among sites were measured, and
rapid N adsorption (RAQ N1) as a proportion of the total N adsorption (RAQN14) varied considerably (Fig. 4a). The b N coefficient is another measure for this and it was
very low in the +NPK treatments at Cuu Long (0.033). Coimbatore (0.119), and Lanrang (0.145). The soil at Cuu Long had the highest total N content of all sites (0.29%),
but 94% of the total NH4 adsorbed on the resin during the 2-wk incubation was
already released after one day.
What are the soil related factors affecting aN and b N ? Rapid resin N adsorption
(aN) was mainly a function of pH, active iron, and SOC (Table 3), but together they
explained only 62% of the total variation in a N. Although organic matter was
expected to have at least some influence on the amount of mineral N in a flooded soil,
its partial correlation with aN (0.46) was not high.
The b N coefficient was associated with several processes by inference from
interpretation of stepwise multiple regression analyses (Table 3). The positive partial correlation with CECclay (0.74) suggests significant contribution of nonexchangeable NH4 to the resin N release rate, at least in soils having significant
amounts of 2:1 layer clay minerals and high CEC of the clay fraction. Basic cations
such as Ca, Mg, and K had a negative effect on N release to the resin. We speculate
that this may result from increased preferential NH 4 adsorption and, therefore,
decreased solution NH 4 concentration at high levels of those cations. Another explanation would be N loss due to NH3 volatilization in soils with high pH (Coimbatore,
Pantnagar). Sodium had a positive influence on bN, presumably due to its dispersing
effect, increasing the mobility of NH 4 in solution. In non-alkaline soils (pH 5.5-7),
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soil pH was positively correlated to bN. This may be related to increased mobility of
NH4, or to enhanced mineralization of soil organic matter. Soil organic matter was
also positively correlated to b N, but none of the static soil chemical properties used
in this regression analysis provided a good measure of RAQN from different organic
N pools, which probably would account for most of the resin-N adsorption. Clearly,
the resin provides a very different measure of N supply than a static soil test such as
SOC or TSN and it integrates the whole system of abiotic and biotic N transformation and NH 4 diffusion.
Phosphorus. The resin capsule proved to be sensitive to past fertilizer history and the
resulting build-up or depletion of soil P reserves. Clear long-term treatment effects on
the soil P status were measured at most sites, with a significantly higher P release in
+P treatments (+NP, +NPK) and the greatest P depletion in the +NK treatments (Fig.
3b). Phosphorus uptake by the rice crop treatments with balanced fertilizer input
(+NPK) was greater than in the +NP treatment (K limitation at some sites), which was
reflected in the somewhat lower soil P supply estimated by the PST curves. Nitrogen
application without P enhanced P depletion compared with the unfertilized control, as
indicated by the low bP coefficients for +N and +NK (0.239-0.265) compared with
the -NPK treatment ( bP = 0.283).
Large differences in the P release between sites were measured (Fig. 4b). Lanrang
and Cuu Long soils had strikingly flat P kinetics ( bP = 0.04-0.06) in all treatments,
whereas the Inceptisol at Maros had exceptionally high Olsen-P content (40-57 mg P/
kg) and a high resin P release, both in terms of cumulative resin P adsorption
(RAQP14) and bP (0.67). The explanation for this is the high active Fe content
(dithionite-citrate soluble Fe=2.5).
The correlation between Olsen-P (measured on dried soil) and resin-P (measured
in reduced soil) increased with the resin incubation time from r = 0.22 (ns) at 1 d to
r = 0.91 (P<0.001) at 14 d. Similarly, the correlation between resin-P and active Fe
increased from 0.06 to 0.75 during 2-wk incubation, suggesting that Olsen-P measures a soil P pool which is soluble under alkaline, aerobic conditions (Fe(III)-P and
Al-P) but transformed into acid soluble P as a result of submergence and reduction. If
a soil becomes flooded, reduction of Fe(III) compounds liberates sorbed and coprecipitated P in the initial phase after flooding. With prolonged reduction, much of this
solubilized P is resorbed or precipitated as Fe(II)-P compounds, forming a new P pool
that would then be acid soluble (Willett 1986, Kirk et al 1990). A large proportion of
P taken up by rice seems to be drawn from such acid-soluble pools (Jianguo and Shuman 1991, Saleque and Kirk 1994). Proton release from the resin induces its solubilization under reduced conditions and the b P coefficient appears to be a measure of the
effective release rate from this pool. The b P was highly correlated to Olsen-P (rP =
0.73) and dithionite-citrate extractable Fe (Table 3).
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Table 3. Regression equations describing the influence of general soil properties on
kinetic parameters of resin nutrient adsorption in flooded soil. The equations shown are
based on stepwise forward regression of all treatments across all sites sampled in 1993
(N = 63) using a tolerance value of T = 0.1. Numbers given in brackets are the partial
correlation coefficients.
Soil variables a

r2

aN = 7.0 –0.89 pH – 1.44Fe + 0.10SOC
(–0.61) (–0.66)
(0.46)

0.62

bN = –0.8 + 0.01 CEC clay–0.05 Mg –0.02 Ca + 0.21 Na + 0.15 pH 0.02 SOC –0.17 K
(0.74)
(–0.65) (–0.66)
(0.64) (0.60)
(0.54) (–0.40)

0.65

aP = 0.06 + 0.01 SOC + 0.003 OI–P –0.09 Fe

0.36

(0.56)

(0.27)

(–0.37)

bP = 0.004 + 0.13 Ln (OI–P) + 0.10 Fe
(0.73)

aK = 0.32 + 0.77K –0.007 CEC clay
(0.93)

0.87

(–0.65)

bK = 0.22 + 0.009 CEC clay–0.O02 (Ca + Mg) /K
(0.80)

0.75

(0.41)

0.67

(–0.61)

a pH: pH (H O); SOC: total soil organic C (g/kg); CEC
2
clay: CEC of clay fraction (cmol/kg); Ca, Mg, Na, K: 1 N
NH4 acetate extactable bases (cmol/kg), Ol-P: Olsen-P (mg/kg); Fe: dithionite-citrate extractable Fe (%).

Potassium. Treatments that did not receive fertilizer K but with N or both N and P
addition were depleted in K reserves (Fig. 3c). Low values for both the aK and the b K
coefficients in these treatments indicate a continuous exhaustion of extractable and
nonexchangeable K, and this supposition was confirmed by the K input/output balance measured in these treatments (Dobermann et al 1995).
Static soil tests were closely related to different parameters of K release kinetics.
The resin K accumulation at 1 d was mainly a function of extractable K (Table 3) and
it supports our hypothesis that a K would be a good measure of the readily available K
pool. Soils with a high CEC of the clay fraction (BRIARC, PhilRice, Lanrang) tended
to have low aK and high bK values (Fig. 4c). Rice soils with predominant 2:1 layer
clay minerals and high K fixing properties are known to have low exchangeable and
solution K concentrations (Bajwa 1980). In contrast, the soils at Cuu Long, Jinxian,
Qingpu and Shipai released 51-71% of the total resin K after 14 d (RAQK 14) within
one day, and their release curves were flat thereafter. Cuu Long is of particular interest, because its RAQK14 was in the medium range, mainly a result of relatively high
extractable K contents (0.22-0.25 cmol/kg). This may he enough for sustaining the
present yield level at this site (4-5 t/ha), but the low b K coefficient signals low K buffering and potential K deficiency problems if higher yields are targeted.
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3. Resin N, P, and K adsorption kinetics in long-term fertility experiments with rice.
Curves and kinetic parameters are means of each treatment for the 11 sites sampled in
1993. The symbols plotted on the lines are regression estimates used for identification of
different treatments.
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4. Cumultative resin N, P, and K adsorption in the +NPK treatment at 11 sites. The Value
of the b i coefficient is given in brackets.
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The cumulative K adsorption at all time steps was negatively affected by high
(Ca+Mg)/K ratios ( r = -0.55 to -0.60***). The bK rate coefficient as a measure of K
buffering capacity was mainly a function of (Ca+Mg)/K ratio and the clay mineralogy (CECclay, Table 3) and seems to integrate measures of the K exchange equilibrium, K mobility, and K release from fixed forms (Dobermann et al 1995).
Prediction of plant nutrient uptake
While a capsule of ion exchange resins mimics several important properties of a rice
root, notably those of being a powerful nutrient sink and creating considerably
enhanced local acidity, it does not release oxygen into its immediate neighborhood.
Its properties are therefore not precisely those of a growing rice plant and we do not
expect perfect correlations with eventual plant nutrient uptake.
Across all treatments and sites, N uptake by the rice crop was a function mainly of
the fertilizer N rate (58% of total variation), because 2/3 of the N rate was applied
after the soil samples were taken for PST analysis. Therefore, it was difficult to establish a clear relationship between resin N parameters and N uptake. Figure 5 shows
that there was a positive relationship between resin N and N uptake in both the +PK
and +NPK treatments, but this relationship was not significant. One reason might be
that the correlation studies were done under field conditions in which factors other
than soil N supply may affect plant N uptake. We also noticed that resin NH4-N
always had the highest variation between replications measured from the same soil
sample, which we attribute to microvariability of mineral N in the soil. Even in a well
mixed saturation paste taken from a submerged soil, microvariability of NH 4-N may
be large (Dobermann et al 1994b). Moreover, mixing the soil during sample preparation and diffusion of O 2 through the walls of the plastic cups during the incubation
may introduce small amounts of O2 causing nitrification in microzones of the saturation paste. More research is needed to clarify the influence of such factors on the resin
results. Yang et al (1992) have used the PST method in field experiments with rice on
two Inceptisols with similar properties in Korea. There, resin N was highly correlated
to N uptake ( r = 0.89-0.97***) at all three growth stages measured (early panicle formation, heading, harvest).
Both aerobic Olsen-P and anaerobic resin-P should be suitable indicators of the
potential P supply from submerged rice soils. Across all sites and treatments, a
regression model explained 46% of the variation in P uptake (kg/ha) as a function of
Olsen-P (mg/kg, rP = 0.54) and fertilizer N rate (kg N/ha, rP= 0.59):
P uptake = 6.7 + 0.23 Olsen-P + 0.00026 Fertilizer-N2

r 2 = 0.46***

[4]

P uptake = -0.23 + 18.7 aP + 19.8 b P + 0.00027 Fertilizer-N2 r2 = 0.60***

[5]

The resin-P parameters were better predictors of P uptake:
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All three variables in this equation had a significant effect on P uptake, but the
partial correlations of b P (rP = 0.68) and fertilizer-N (rP = 0.65) were much larger
than for aP (rP = 0.36). Olsen-P does not account for the rate of P solubilization under
reduced conditions. This may explain why so many different critical levels have been
established for Olsen-P, mostly depending on the soil type used. Acidification effects
are smaller in alkaline soils and the critical level of Olsen-P would have to be higher
than in acid soils to achieve the same level of P supply to a growing plant. Moreover,
P diffusion is very much affected by other soil properties and this process is also not
measured with any static soil test.

5. Correlation between cumultative resin NH4-N adsorption at 14 d and N uptake of rice
at 11 sites (+NPK) and 8 sites (+PK).

Using the bK coefficient only, 63% of the variation in plant K uptake was
accounted for, even though the IRRI soil with its extremely high K status deviated
from the linear relationship between bK and total K uptake. Combining both a K and b K
into a regression model explained 82% of the K uptake in +NP and +NPK treatments
across all sites with very similar partial correlations for aK (0.73) and bK (0.85):
K uptake = -11 + 83 a K + 227 bK

r 2 = 0.82***

[6]

The partial correlation of b K (0.92) was much larger than for aK (0.68) when only
the +NPK treatments were considered ( r 2 = 0.87***), suggesting a greater contribution of slow-release K to the total K uptake in situations of near optimum growth conditions when crop demand for K is greatest. Therefore, using only two kinetic
parameters, the PST method was capable of quantifying the K supplying power for a
wide range of soils. To achieve as useful a result from static soil tests, one would have
to measure CEC, soil organic matter content, clay content, and extractable K, Ca, and
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Mg to assess the potential soil K supply across a wide range of soil types and rice
yields (Dobermann et al 1995).

Summary and conclusions
The PST method proposed here is one approach to replace conventional, static soil
tests with dynamic, process-oriented measures of SNSC. Its multi-element character
and the environmental conditions used during the resin extraction of soil nutrients
(30°C temperature, anaerobic conditions) overcome many of the shortcomings associated with traditional soil tests used for rice. There is no need to dry, grind, and sieve
soil samples and the physico-chemical principles behind the method facilitate a high
degree of simulation of the conditions for nutrient uptake in the rice rhizosphere. The
method has the potential to be used in situ, e.g. by inserting plastic bags containing a
composite soil sample and the resin capsule directly in the field.
Other dynamic approaches may provide more specific information for single
nutrients. They are all based on similar principles and they are prototypes of a new
generation of soil tests which we may call “dynamic soil tests”. Results obtained so
far with the PST method are promising, particularly for P and K. The PST method is
not restricted to particular soil types. The use of kinetic constants such as a i or b i is a
more flexible approach in soil testing, because it can better quantify actual nutrient
supply which helps to specify fertilizer input rates. Knowledge of short- and longterm release characteristics allows the assessment of the nutrient fixing and buffering
characteristics of a soil, helping to make decisions about splitting and timing of fertilizer application.
The kinetic constant describing slow nutrient adsorption on the capsule ( b i ) seems
to be a fairly stable characteristic of a certain soil, whereas readily available nutrient
forms are more dynamic and affect the rapid ion adsorption ( ai ). Therefore, a routine
soil test developed from the present PST procedure could involve a determination of
the full nutrient release kinetics (2-wk incubation) the first time a field is tested (and
every 5-10 years thereafter) and subsequent annual tests with short incubation times
(perhaps 2-7 days).
Besides this agronomic ambition, the PST method is of independent interest to
soil scientists, because it may contribute to an improved understanding of the processes governing nutrient supply to a growing rice root. It can also indicate other soil
related constraints to nutrient uptake and rice growth, such as Fe-toxicity or cation
imbalances in soil solution. Some of them may result, for example, from a specific
type of land use, and the method could also function as a monitoring tool to study the
impact of modern rice production technologies on the soil fertility and nutrient balance.
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Fragile ecosystems: fragile for
rice cultivation?
A. S. R. Prasad, G. S. V. Prasad, and K. Muralidharan

Rice is produced in a wide range of locations and under a wide variety of climatic
conditions, from the wettest areas in the world to the driest deserts. One of the most
important causes of yield instability in rainfed agriculture is unreliable rainfall,
resulting in drought or excess moisture. Of the 148 million ha sown to rice in the
world, 79 million ha (53%) is under irrigated ecosystem. Nearly 41 million ha (27%) is
under rainfed lowlands, 11 million ha (8%) is flood-prone, and 17 million ha (12%) is
under rainfed uplands. The less favorable rainfed ecosystems produce only about
25% of the rice harvest.
Many attempts have been made to match improved rice genotypes in less
productive environments, characterized by infertile soils and irregular water supply.
We analyzed the data on the performance of varieties during 1974-93 from all India
coordinated trials, and from the international trials conducted under the
International Rice Testing Program of the International Rice Research Institute,
Philippines. The yield gain over the years in most genotypes evolved so far for the
unfavorable ecosystems is negligible compared to the yield gain obtained in the
genotypes evolved for favorable ecosystems. In ecosystems other than irrigated
where the bulk of resource-poor farmers live, the inability to meet the cost of
management practices that eliminate variability further hampers production.
Irrigated rice will continue to dominate production.

The rainfed lowlands in India, Thailand, Bangladesh, Myanmar, Vietnam, China,
Philippines, Nepal, Cambodia, Madagascar, and Indonesia account for 38 million ha,
or 94% of world’s rice area under this ecosystem. The unfavorable flood-prone areas
in India, Bangladesh, Myanmar, Indonesia, Vietnam, Thailand, and Nigeria account
for 9.5 million ha, or 83% of world’s rice area under this environment. Only eight
countries—India, Brazil, Indonesia, Bangladesh, Nigeria, China, Vietnam, and Côte
d’ Ivoire —account for nearly 14 million ha or 81% of the world’s area under rainfed
uplands. Attention has not been given to the proposal that fragile areas not well suited
to intensive rice cultivation such as the uplands, may be better suited for other crops,
and thus enhance agricultural sustainability in these areas. The results from our study
indicate that all the production rice breeding programs have little achievement to their
credit. Besides abandoning rapid development of stereotyped rice genotypes aimed at

so many ecosystems, reallocation of funds for research on issues such as alternative
use of land and water resources is warranted. International policy decisions and political will are needed to control floods and manage water resources, and to bring under
rice cultivation the vast untapped potential identified in 1984 from FAO soil maps in
rainfed lowlands in Africa (203 million ha) and Latin America (231 million ha).
In our analysis of ecosystem performance, we used the data base on rice (FAO
1965-92, IRRI 1993). The first and the largest national multilocation testing program
was initiated in 1965 under the All India Coordinated Rice Improvement Project
(now known as the Directorate of Rice Research). As rice improvement was considered essential for meeting basic food requirements of the world population, similar
experiments, the International Rice Testing Program (IRTP), were initiated at the
international level in 1975 by the International Rice Research Institute, Philippines
(IRRI 1980). From 1989, this IRTP was renamed as the International Network for the
Genetic Evaluation of Rice (INGER). The data sets from all India coordinated experiments (DRR 1974-1993) and International Rice Testing Program (IRRI 1975-92) on
the performance of rice varieties were used for our investigation. For evaluation at
multilocations, test varieties in these experiments were grouped in four major ecosystems: rainfed lowland, semideep-deep water, irrigated, and upland. The all India
coordinated experiments were performed from 1965 to 1992 at 53 locations in 16
rice-growing states covering 42 million ha in India. The experimental locations in the
international experiments were well distributed geographically in about 51 countries,
ranging from latitude 35°N to 30°S, longitude 160°E to 109°W, and altitude 1 to 1500
m above mean sea level.

Ecosystems and rice production
The major rice production comes from the irrigated ecosystem (Fig. 1). If the productivity of the entire rice area equalled that of irrigated areas (4.9 t/ha), the net estimated
world rice production would reach 727 million t. Therefore, in the present rice production system the disparity in the levels of productivity among ecosystems has
resulted in an apparent production loss of nearly 207 million t. A portion of lowlands
as well as uplands, is endowed with assured rainfall. Therefore, scope exists for realizing higher production even if we sacrifice defined unfavorable rainfed uplands and
flood-prone areas. Besides, we can exploit this released land for other productive purposes, both agricultural and nonagricultural.

Trends in rice production
High-yielding dwarf and semidwarf varieties were introduced in 1964. Simultaneously there was also an increase in the input use, namely fertilizer and irrigation.
Granting a 5-year amnesty for the spread of these varieties, the comparison of produc-
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tion levels between base level (1961-65) and the production during the triennium
1969-71 establishes the striking differences in the production advance under the different ecosystems (Table 1). The mean per hectare yields in irrigated areas in these
countries increased from 3.61 to 4.14 t/ha, and in the following two decades to 199092 to 5.49 t/ha. Thus the net yield gain in the first 5-year period was 0.53 t/ha and in
the next two decades reached 1.35 t/ha.

1. Area, production, and productivity of rice in different ecosystems. IRR = irrigated;
RFL = rainfed lowlands; FP = floodprone; RUP = rainfed uplands.

A further comparison of trends in rice production in some countries with a major
segment of the area under a specified ecosystem was made (Table 1). Only countries
with more than 90% area under a particular ecosystem were considered, excepting the
rainfed upland ecosystem. Countries with a major portion of the rice area under
rainfed lowlands, flood-prone, and rainfed uplands were considered as exclusively
rainfed areas for the present study. Only countries with a minimum area of 0.1 million
ha were included. The increase in overall mean yields from unirrigated areas was
insignificant during the same period. Beyond the trivial increase of 0.26 t/ha in the
first 5 years, there was no further increase in the mean yields in uplands. In the first 5
years of introduction of high yielding varieties, Brazil, Guinea, and Tanzania recorded
a negative growth rate for production in rainfed ecosystems. Only in Liberia and
Sierra Leone was there growth in production during the same period. In the next two
decades, however, even this growth was not sustained. In these countries, a fall in production led to the loss of yield gained in the first 5 years with high-yielding varieties.
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Table 1. Trends in rice yields in countries with more than 90% area in a particular
ecosystem.
Country

Area

Productivity in ecosystem
(rough rice t/ha)

Total
(million ha)

% under
ecosystem

1961-65

1969-71

1990-92

0.089

100

6.17

7.00

8.41

Irrigated area
Australia
China

33.100

93

2.78

3.30

5.72

Cuba

0.143

100

1.49

1.88

2.99

Dominican Republic

0.075

93

2.1 9

2.56

4.69

Egypt

0.433

100

5.31

5.27

7.46

Japan

2.049

99

5.01

5.49

6.12

Republic of Korea

1.209

91

4.11

4.63

6.13

Pakistan

2.060

100

1.42

2.25

2.38

Uruguay

0.120

100

3.23

3.90

4.72

USA

1.113

100

4.37

5.09

6.32

3.61

4.14

5.49

1.61

1.43

2.10

Mean
Rainfed upland
Brazil

4.143

75

Côte d’lvoire

0.572

87

0.89

1.17

1.20

Liberia

0.140

94

0.70

1.19

0.78

1.44

1.70

1.80
0.80

Mean
Rainfed upland and flood-prone
Guinea

0.650

95

1.00

0.89

Sierra Leone

0.357

100

1.23

1.43

1.20

1.12

1.16

1.00

1.85

1.91

2.11

Mean
Rainfed lowland
Madagascar

1.100

90

Tanzania

0.369

97

Mean

1.35

1.19

1.84

1.60

1.55

1.98

Rainfed lowland and floodprone
Cambodia
Thailand

1.800

92

1.08

1.45

1.47

10.000

93

1.62

1.95

1.99

1.35

1.70

1.73

0.84

1.31

2.36

Mean
Rainfed lowland and upland
Lao PDR
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0.640

98

In uplands with high rainfall in Brazil where additional sprinkler irrigation was provided, the productivity increased by 0.67 t/ha in the last two decades. In Guinea, with
rice area in the exclusively rainfed ecosystems (uplands and flood-prone), the productivity decreased marginally by 0.20 t/ha over the entire period. In Laos and Tanzania,
much of the rice area is under favorable rainfed shallow lowland ecosystem. In Lao
PDR, the productivity increased by 0.47 t/ha in the first 5 years and then by 1.35 t/ha in
the next two decades. Altogether in the exclusively rainfed ecosystems in these countries, the productivity gain in the first five years was 0.17 t/ha, followed by an increase
of 0.19 t/ha in the next two decades.
All the efforts at increasing productivity in the last two decades in ecosystems
other than irrigated have resulted in no substantial progress (Fig. 2). The yields
remained approximately static and at levels far below the overall world mean productivity, in most countries where rice is grown in unirrigated or rainfed ecosystems.
This analysis also shows the continued increase in the productivity levels in the irrigated ecosystems. The attainment of rice yields almost double those harvested in the
irrigated ecosystem in some countries indicate the possibility of achieving future productivity gains. In contrast such possibilities are nonexistent in other ecosystems.

2. Productivity of rice in different ecosystems.
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Development of high-yielding genotypes
In 1965, TN1, and later IR8 and Jaya, the first truly high-yielding rice varieties were
introduced for commercial exploitation. Soon the world witnessed a race in the
release of many new varieties considered as potentially high-yielding genotypes
developed at national and international research centers. We analyzed the yield performance of these elite genotypes to assess the yield gained through breeding efforts.
With the introduction of TN1, from 1965 coordinated rice experiments were
organized at many locations in India. From 1975, many international trials were
conducted at several rice-growing locations spread over the entire world. These
coordinated rice experiments were established for specific ecosystems as upland,
deep water, rainfed lowland, and irrigated, and for specific crop maturity periodvery early, early, medium, and late. Every year, a number of elite breeding rice cultures or genotypes were evaluated at multilocations under each of these experiments. The performance of varieties that occupied the best three ranks was
considered for our analysis.
Progress in Indian endeavor
Twenty-years records from 1974 to 1993 on the performance of genotypes in the all
India coordinated experiments were considered for our study (DRR 1974-93). The
results are discussed as favorable and unfavorable ecosystems.
Under unfavorable ecosystem are included experiments in rainfed uplands,
rainfed semideep water, and rainfed deep water (Fig. 3). In the rainfed upland trials,
the overall means recorded by the top three ranking genotypes ranged from 2.8 to 3.0
t/ha. The lowest yield was 2.0 t/ha, and the highest 4.2 t/ha. Annually in these experiments 9 to 23 elite cultures were tested at 5-31 locations. Over the years, there was a
perceptible negative trend in terms of a reduction in yield levels recorded with newer
genotypes developed for uplands.
In rainfed semideepwater experiments conducted from 1979, the overall means
recorded by the top three ranking genotypes ranged from 2.4 to 2.6 t/ha. The lowest yield was 1.2 t/ha and the highest 3.8 t/ha. Annually in these experiments, 18 to
30 elite cultures were tested at 3-12 locations. In the rainfed deepwater trials, the
overall means recorded by the top three ranking genotypes ranged from 1.7 to 2.2
t/ha. The lowest yield was 1.0 t/ha and the highest 4.2 t/ha. Annually in these
experiments 9 to 25 elite cultures were tested at 2-5 locations. The yield levels
recorded for new genotypes under both rainfed semideep and deepwater ecosystems showed a large fluctuation. But the oscillation over the years in the mean
yields of these genotypes remained within 0.2 t/ha in semideep and 0.5 t/ha in
deepwater ecosystem.
Under favorable ecosystem are included experiments in rainfed shallow lowlands and in irrigated areas (Fig. 4). In the rainfed shallow lowland trials, the over-
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all means recorded by the top three ranking genotypes ranged from 4.5 to 4.7 t/ha.
The lowest yield was 3.9 t/ha and the highest yield was 5.5 t/ha. Annually in these
experiments 18 to 34 elite cultures were tested at 2-31 locations. In the irrigated
(mid early and medium maturity) trials, the overall means recorded by the top three
ranking genotypes ranged from 4.4 to 4.7 t/ha. The lowest yield was 3.5 t/ha and the
highest 6.0 t/ha. Annually in these experiments 14 to 52 elite cultures were tested at
5-58 locations.

3. Performance of elite breeding lines under ecosystems unfavorable for rice in all India
coordinated experiments.

A comparison was made using the overall mean yield levels recorded in different
experiments (Fig. 5). While in the unfavorable ecosystems yields remained around 2
to 3 t/ha, in the favorable ecosystems, they reached beyond 4 t/ha.
Progress in international endeavor
Seventeen years of records from 1976 to 1992 on the performance of rice genotypes
in the International Rice Testing Program (IRRI 1975-92) were considered for our
study. The results are discussed under favorable and unfavorable ecosystems.
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4. Performance of elite breeding lines under ecosystems favorable for rice in all India
coordinated experiments.

5. Overall performance of elite breeding lines evolved in India.
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In unfavorable ecosystems are included experiments in international upland rice
yield nursery, and international deepwater rice yield nursery (Fig. 6). The overall
mean yields recorded by the top three ranking genotypes in the international upland
rice yield nurseries, both early (data for 17 years) and medium (9 years) maturity
groups, ranged from 2.4 to 2.9 t/ha. The lowest yield was 1.8 t/ha and the highest 3.9 t/
ha. Annually in these experiments 20 to 25 elite cultures were tested at 15-20 locations. In the international deepwater rice yield nurseries (data for only three years),
the top three ranking genotypes recorded mean yields in the range of 3.0 to 3.2 t/ha.
The lowest yield recorded was 1.5 t/ha; the highest was 4.1 t/ha. Only for 3 years were
these experiments conducted. The number of test locations and the countries involved
were very limited.

6. Performance of elite breeding lines under ecosystems unfavorable for rice in international experiments. IURYN = international upland rice yield nurseries; E = early; M =
medium maturity; IDRYN = international deepwater rice yield nurseries.
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Under favorable ecosystems are included experiments in international rainfed lowland rice yield nursery, and international irrigated yield nursery (Fig. 7). In the international rainfed lowland rice yield nurseries, both early and medium maturing groups, the
data were available for only 4 years. The three top-ranking genotypes in these experiments recorded mean yields in the range 3.4 to 4.2 t/ha. The lowest yield recorded was
3.0 t/ha and the highest 5.9 t/ha. The yields recorded by top-ranking genotypes in early
maturity group were relatively higher than the genotypes in medium maturity group. In
the international irrigated rice yield nurseries, data were available for 17 years in early

7. Performance of elite breeding lines under ecosystems favorable for rice in international
experiments. IIRYN = international irrigated yield nursery; IRLRYN = international
rainfed lowland rice yield nursery; VE = very early; E = early; M = medium maturity.
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and medium maturing groups, and for 12 years in very early maturing group. In these
experiments, the three top-ranking genotypes recorded mean yields in the range 4.5 to
5.1 t/ha. The lowest yield recorded was 4.3 t/ha and the highest 7.6 t/ha. Annually 20 to
30 genotypes were evaluated in these experiments at 30-40 test locations.
A comparison was made using the overall mean yield levels recorded in different
experiments (Fig. 8). The results from these international experiments also indicated
that while mean yields in the unfavorable ecosystems remained around 2.5 to 3.0 t/ha,
in the favorable ecosystems they reached beyond 4.5 t/ha.

8. Overall performance of elite breeding lines evolved worldwide.

Rapid generation of high-yielding varieties—are they high yielding?
Our analysis included experiments at national level in India and at international level
in several countries around the globe. Genotypes in any of these experiments over the
years from 1974 to 1993 gained very little in terms of productive capacity. During the
first phase following the release of high-yielding varieties ending 1971, yield gain
was achieved with the introduction of dwarfing and fertilizer-responsive genes. Later
there was no yield gain in any rice genotypes evaluated in any of the national or international experiments under varied ecosystems.
It is totally misleading to label the newly generated rice genotypes as high-yielding varieties. All efforts in the evolution of so called elite genotypes in the last 25
years are at best maintenance breeding only in terms of grain yields. At best, we have
succeeded in developing resistance in these genotypes. Evenson (1982) reported that
bulk of the research funds spent on wheat, cotton, peanuts, tobacco, citrus, potato,
fruit, nut, and sugar crops at US experiment stations was for maintenance—controlling diseases, pests and weeds. A new look at the plant type and other attributes of
genotypes that contribute to obtaining higher yields is called for.
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All these national and international experiments were conducted by the
knowledgable breeders under more or less similar cultural conditions specified
for a particular set of experiments. Therefore, the mean rice yields recorded for
the best genotypes in different ecosystems can be wrongly interpreted to indicate
a limit to realizable grain yields under the respective cultural conditions. We consider this to be an apparent ceiling to yields (Figs 5 and 8), at a lower level for
rainfed ecosystems compared to an apparent ceiling for rice yield in irrigated ecosystem. Rice production in the irrigated ecosystem (Table 1) in some countries
(notably DPR Korea, Australia, Egypt, Republic of Korea, USA, and China) has
actually exceeded the mean yield levels recorded in the international experiments
by the newer and assumed high-yielding genotypes generated in the last 25 years.
This inverse yield gap between farmers and researchers clearly demonstrates that
the apparent ceilings to yields (Figs 5 and 8) are actually not real. The higher
yield levels recorded are due largely to an efficient or increased use of inputs and
better management practices on farmers’ fields in some of these countries. Evans
(1993) also considered that there was no sign of diminishing returns even with
intensive systems.
The progress in production is in the irrigated ecosystem only. Nowhere in the
world was any such progress made in rainfed ecosystems. In the ecosystems unfavorable for rice cultivation, there is a perceptible yield gap between the yields recorded
at these experiments (Figs 5 and 8), and the trend in the production (Table 1). Even
the low-level yield advantage in genotypes available for use in rainfed ecosystems for
more than two decades was not realized in the actual production efforts. This situation
poses two questions: 1) where then is the problem in increasing production in these
unfavorable ecosystems? and 2) if no solution could be found in the last two decades,
is it wise to persist with rice cultivation in these areas?

Fragile ecosystem and fragile lives
Fragile by definition means something that is easily broken, or frail, or delicate. As
this conference aims at a deliberation on the “Fragile lives in fragile environments”
an attempt is made here to understand and identify the fragile ecosystems and fragile
lives that such systems support. The fragility is not in rice area under irrigated ecosystem, in nearly two-thirds of the rainfed lowlands considered favorable for rice by several estimates (Huke 1982, Morris and Zandstra 1979, Mackill 1986), and in 36%
favorable uplands with long or short growing season (Tran 1986). Based on IRRI
world statistics, Rosegrant and Pingali (1993) estimated for South and Southeast Asia
alone nearly 44 million ha of rice area to be under unfavorable rainfed lowlands,
deepwater ecosystem, and rainfed uplands. Of the 148.4 million ha cultivated to rice
annually in the world, 79 million ha are in irrigated areas and 21 million ha are in the
rainfed shallow lowlands, favorable for rice. Therefore, fragility, particularly for rice
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cultivation, can be attributed to, at best. a total of only 48 million ha. Thus assumed
fragility in rice ecosystems includes 20 million ha of unfavorable rainfed lowlands,
11 million ha of flood-prone areas, and 17 million ha of rainfed uplands. Rice cultivation under extreme cold, saline, alkaline, or other nutrient toxic and deficient areas
can also be construed to impose a secondary fragility.
All these estimates are derived on statistical reports and data sheets gathered, or
obtained from different national sources (Huke 1982), and from questionnaires
answered by a few rice breeders (Mackill 1986). The bias arising from the need to
cover inadequacy and to gain grant-in-aid cannot be ruled out in escalating and magnifying the actual area under ecosystems unfavorable for rice cultivation. Further, a
comparison between favorable and unfavorable rice areas is needed to understand the
nature of fragility of ecosystems so labeled. We therefore made case studies, first
within India and then in other countries.
The Indian panorama
In India, rice is cultivated under four major ecosystems (Fig. 1). No other country
right now has such a diversity of ecosystems and the extent of area under rice. Rice
ecosystems in India represent 24% of irrigated areas, 34% of rainfed lowlands, 26%
of flood-prone areas, and 37% of rainfed uplands cultivated to this crop in the entire
world (Table 2). Therefore, India qualifies as an ideal sample for case study. We analyzed the productivity trend over a 15-year period in some selected districts under
assured irrigation (Table 3) and a few others under other rainfed ecosystems (Table
4). For illustrative purposes data for only a few districts are presented.
Table 2. Major rice area (million ha) under different ecosystems in eastern India.
State

Irrigated

Rainfed shallow
lowland

Rainfed upland

Flood-prone

Assam

0.203

0.892

0.215

0.957

Bihar

1.512

1.698

0.531

1.519

Madhya Pradesh

0.608

2.695

1.349

0

Orissa

1.062

1.743

0.691

1.036

Uttar Pradesh

0.982

1.884

0.714

1.079

West Bengal

1.324

1.685

0.883

1.530

5.691

10.597

4.383

6.121

Eastern India
Total
Share in all India (%)
All India
Share in world (%)

41.3

83.6

73.3

88.7

13.778

12.677

5.973

6.904

24

34

37

26
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In districts with major rice area under favorable irrigated ecosystems, the mean
yields rose from 2.89 to 4.30 t/ha during the 15-year period studied (Table 3) registering an increase of 49%. This overall increased productivity was more pronounced in
districts with low base yields during 1973-1977 period. In seven districts, the productivity matched the mean yields (4.9 t/ha) recorded in irrigated areas in the world.
Table 3. Trends in production in some districts with major rice area under favorable
ecosystems in India. a
District, state b

Area
(million ha)

Productivity (rough rice t/ha)

CV (%)

1973-77

1987-90

Increase (%)

1973-1990

Bhatinda, Punjab

0.041

3.57

5.03

41

36

Guntur, Andhra Pradesh

0.31 9

2.63

4.41

68

25

Hissar, Haryana

0.026

2.96

4.53

53

19

Jalandhar, Punjab

0.140

4.20

4.77

14

11

Kapurthala, Punjab

0.094

4.47

5.28

18

13

Madurai, Tamil Nadu

0.1 30

3.17

5.51

74

25

Muzaffarpur, Bihar

0.038

1.86

3.38

81

26

Nalgonda, Andhra Pradesh

0.267

2.42

4.07

68

31

Nalanda, Bihar

0.1 37

1.55

2.46

59

24

Shahjahanpur, Uttar Pradesh

0.155

1.65

3.45

109

28

Tirunelveli, Tamil Nadu

0.082

3.09

4.77

54

18

West Godavari, Andhra Pradesh

0.465

3.08

3.93

28

15

Total/Mean

1.894

2.89

4.30

49

a GOl (1973-1990).
b Districts with more than 90% of rice area under irrigation.

The bulk of rice area under ecosystems unfavorable for rice cultivation is in eastern India, in Assam, Bihar, East Madhya Pradesh, Orissa, East Uttar Pradesh and
West Bengal (Muralidharan et al 1988). Nearly 16 million ha in both irrigated and
rainfed shallow lowland ecosystems in eastern India are considered favorable for rice
(Table 3). Additionally, rice is cultivated in 6 million ha flood-prone areas and in 4
million ha rainfed uplands deemed unfavorable for rice. Only in Orissa are all districts provided with more than 10% irrigation facility. For our study, only districts
with less than 5% rice area under assured irrigation were considered (Table 4). The
overall productivity increase in these districts was negligible (0.10 t/ha). The productivity actually declined in seven districts studied: Darrang and Jalpaiguri (-6%);
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Khokhrajar (-11%); Mandla (-8%); Ranchi (-27%); Shahdol and Sitamarhi (-3%);
and Vaishali (-21 %). But the national productivity of 1.70 t/ha in 1973-77 increased
to 2.46 t/ha in 1987-90 (GOI 1973-1993). In fact area cultivated to rice actually
decreased in Darrang (-39%), Dhubri (-5%). Jorhat (-46%), Mirzapur (-13%), and
Sarguja (-26%).
Table 4. Trends in production in some districts with major rice area under unfavorable
ecosystems in India. a
District, state b

Area
(million ha)

Productivity (rough rice t/ha)
1973-77

1987-90

Increase (%)

CV (%)
1973-1990

Bastar, Madhya Pradesh

0.573

1.17

1.31

12

23

Barapeta, Assam

0.195

1.14

1.29

13

12

Dharbhanga, Bihar

0.103

1.10

1.17

6

27

Darrang, Assam

0.160

1.56

1.46

-6

8

Dhubri, Assam

0.108

1.20

1.37

14

12

Giridih, Bihar

0.100

0.85

1.11

31

26

Hazaribhag, Bihar

0.126

0.99

1.41

42

29

Jalpaiguri, West Bengal

0.271

1.68

1.67

-6

11

Jorhat, Assam

0.085

2.19

2.31

6

16

Khokhrajar, Assam

0.147

1.31

1.17

-11

8

Madhubani, Bihar

0.195

1.29

1.49

15

22

Mandla, Madhya Pradesh

0.151

1.11

1.02

-8

24

69

26

Mirzapur, Uttar Pradesh

0.166

1.08

1.83

Raigarh, Madhya Pradesh

0.407

0.91

1.24

36

13

Ranchi, Bihar

0.204

1.71

1.25

-27

37

Rewa, Madhya Pradesh

0.129

0.66

0.69

5

16

Sarguja, Madhya Pradesh

0.353

1.09

1.20

10

15

Shahdol, Madhya Pradesh

0.220

1.14

1.11

-3

1

Singbhum, Bihar

0.319

1.23

1.43

16

10

Sitamarhi, Bihar

0.134

1.32

1.28

-3

-20

Vaishali, Bihar

0.154

1.19

0.94

-21

48

Total/mean

4.300

1.23

1.33

8

aGOl

(1973-1990).

b Districts with less than 5% of rice area under irrigation.
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Thus a comparison of productivity trends during the 15-year period for rice cultivation in districts within India clearly established two major facts: 1) productivity
increased in areas with more than 90% irrigation facility, and 2) productivity
remained nearly static or decreased in areas with less than 5% rice area under assured
irrigation facility. The districts with negligible productivity increase can be considered to represent unfavorable ecosystems, particularly fragile for rice cultivation.
Fragility of such areas is again assumed only on the basis of low and static per hectare rice yields. We investigated further the performance of a few other crops in districts
thus established as unfavorable or fragile for rice cultivation (Fig. 9). Some crops performed better, either in terms of an increase in area or productivity, or both. The economic returns at gross level from such crops to farmers were worked out. There were
many striking examples of a higher profitability to farmers through the cultivation of
these crops. Those which gave increased net return over rice included: maize (60%) and
sorghum (15%) in Bastar; rapeseed and mustard (166%) and gram (pulse 79%) in Darbhanga; rapeseed and mustard (177%) in Madhubani; gram (88%) in Mandla; gram
(173%) in Rewa; and red gram (263%), groundnut (190%), and wheat (51%) in Sarguja. The area under sugarcane increased in Sitamarhi (208%), Madhubani (178%),
Hazaribagh (71%), Mandla (65%), and Vaishali (43%). Such increases demonstrate
that areas unfavorable for rice can be profitably diverted to other crops.

9. Increased performance in some crops during 1978-81 to 1988-91 (districts with less
than 5% area under assured irrigation).
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Several other crops showed a similar increase in the cultivated area: red gram,
sunhemp, sesame, linseed, niger, rapeseed and mustard, and dry ginger in Bastar; sesame, niger, and sunflower in Giridih; groundnut, sesame, linseed, niger, caster, and
rapeseed and mustard in Hazaribagh; rapeseed and mustard, and dry ginger in Jalpaiguri; linseed, rapeseed and mustard, and sugarcane in Madhubani; sesame, linseed, niger, rapeseed and mustard, and pulses in Mandla; sugarcane, groundnut,
wheat, barley, and Setaria in Mirzapur; rapeseed and mustard in Rewa; maize, sesame, linseed, niger, and rapeseed and mustard in Sarguja; groundnut, sesame, linseed, niger, and rapeseed and mustard in Shahdol; castor, rapeseed and mustard, and
sugarcane in Sitamarhi; and rapeseed and mustard, and sugarcane in Vaishali. All
these crops have demonstrated the possibility of obtaining better economic returns to
the farmers in these districts considered fragile for rice.
Similar results have been reported on the performance of other crops in such areas
unfavorable for rice cultivation (Arora et a1 1993). The comparison between paddy
and jute was relevant in the four eastern states of West Bengal, Bihar, Assam, and
Orissa. In Assam, West Bengal, and Orissa, jute was more profitable than paddy. This
was considered to explain, to some extent, why the area under paddy showed a declining trend in Assam and Orissa in the recent years. In Madhya Pradesh, cotton gave a
higher profitability than paddy.
Therefore, in the districts with reasonably large areas (0.1 to 0.6 million ha)
demarcated unfavorable or fragile for rice cultivation, other crops can be grown and
will provide additional income to farmers. In other words, these areas are not fragile
for a few other crops. Our study included the performance of only 6-7 crops. A more
detailed search by a team of scientists is warranted to identify and recommend other
profitable crops for cultivation in these areas fragile for rice.
International panorama
Eleven countries, India, Thailand, Bangladesh, Myanmar, Vietnam, China, Philippines, Nepal, Cambodia, Madagascar, and Indonesia account for 94% of the entire
world rice area and production in rainfed lowlands (Fig. 10). As discussed earlier,
only one-third of this area can be considered unfavorable for rice. The overall mean
productivity in rainfed lowlands is 2.3 t/ha. India, Thailand, and Bangladesh have
more than two-thirds of area under this ecosystem and therefore warrant greater consideration.
Seven countries, India, Bangladesh, Myanmar, Indonesia, Vietnam, Thailand,
and Nigeria account for 83% of the entire world area under unfavorable flood-prone
ecosystem (Fig. 11). The overall mean productivity in flood-prone area is less than
1.5 t/ha. The geographically contiguous India, Bangladesh, and Myanmar have
nearly two-thirds of the flood-prone area and therefore need more consideration.
Eight countries, namely India, Brazil, Indonesia, Bangladesh, Nigeria, China, Vietnam, and Côte d'Ivoire, account for 81% of the entire world area and production under
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unfavorable rainfed uplands (Fig. 12). The overall mean productivity in rainfed uplands
is less than 1.2 t/ha. The productivity of upland rice in India with the largest area under
this ecosystem is only a dismal 0.8 t/ha. Brazil and Indonesia (with 3.1 and 1.1 million ha
rainfed uplands) realize a productivity of 1.6 t/ha. China (0.7 million ha) produces 2.5 t/
ha of rice in uplands. In Brazil, Martinez (1984b) predicted that large increases will come
only from the favored areas with a gradual and small decrease from the unfavored areas.
Excepting the major upland area cultivated annually to rice in Asia, and a part in Latin
America, the rest in Africa are under shifting cultivation and in Brazil as pioneering crop.

10. Rice area (million ha) and production (million t) rainfed lowland ecosystem.

We have already discussed (Table 1) the low production performance in countries
with ecosystems other than irrigated. In these countries with low and static rice
yields, we investigated the performance of other crops (Fig. 13 and 14). There has
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been a phenomenal growth in agriculture in several countries with rice under ecosystems considered fragile. In several crops—agricultural, horticultural, and forest and
pasture forage—all these countries recorded an increased growth in production, particularly in the last 5 years: sugarcane, wheat, barley, cocoa bean, tea, coconut and
palm oil in Brazil; roots and tubers, groundnut, cocoa bean, and palm oil in Côte
d’Ivoire; palm oil in Liberia; millets, pulses, sesame, and coffee in Sierra Leone;
pulses in Guinea; roots and tubers, sugarcane, seed cotton, pulses, and groundnut in
Laos; pulses in Cambodia; sugarcane, fruits, and coconut in Thailand; castor bean,
coconut, and fruits in Madagascar; and palm oil, pulses, millets, and roots and tubers
in Tanzania. Hen egg production registered remarkable growth in all countries except
Thailand, while beef production increased in all countries.

11. Rice area (million ha) and production (million t) in flood-prone ecosystem.

The rapid expansion of cassava in Thailand, and maize in Indonesia, represent
diversification. Most food legumes are efficient users of available water. In India,
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85% of chickpea, 92% of other pulses, and more than 90% of groundnut are produced only as rainfed crop (Caranagal et al 1987). There has been an explosion in
more profitable soybean cultivation in Savannah of Brazil (Zeigler and CuecvasPerez 1990). Rainfed upland rice production costs US$900/ha in Brazil (Martinez
1984a). The returns expected from growing rice are less than those from fish,
shrimp, and perennial crops under rainfed environment. All evidence clearly indicates the possibility of diverting rice area, particularly unfavorable for rice, into
cultivation of more profitable crops.

12. Rice area (million ha) and production (million t) in upland ecosystem.

Are lives fragile in ecosystems fragile for rice?
Clear evidence has been presented for the nonfragility of ecosystems identified as
fragile for rice cultivation, particularly in the districts in India. This is essentially due
to a clear demarcation of areas in these rice-growing districts. This identification of
smaller and specific areas enabled us to critically investigate on the performance of
other crops. At international level, however, no attempt was made in our study to
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delineate into districts or counties to estimate the performance of other crops. A further analysis in more defined areas as districts in India, is warranted. Instead of persisting with rice, a more detailed study in the context of farming systems could pave
the way for a better and increased farm income. Those lands that are fragile for rice,
could be redeployed for both agricultural, horticultural, forestry, and nonagricultural
purposes.

13. Increased performance in some crops during 1979-81 to 1989-91 in select countries
(with more rice area under unfavorable ecosystems).
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A caveat
Our studies clearly established that bulk of area cultivated in the ecosystems is favorable to rice. This includes areas with assured irrigation, nearly two-thirds of rainfed
lowlands, and one-third of rainfed uplands. The remaining are grouped under ecosystems unfavorable for rice cultivation. This area unfavorable for rice is claimed
wrongly to be under fragile environments. These environments are not fragile; they
are, at worst, fragile only for rice cultivation as they support growth in production of
other crops, horticulture, forestry, and poultry and cattle production. All these environments experience rainfall and posses precious water resources. Only the continued persistence with rice in these areas may lead the lives such ecosystems support to
the brink of fragility. Gross national product per capita is low in countries with major
rice area under exclusively irrigated ecosystems, as in China, compared with countries with major rice area under exclusively rainfed upland fragile ecosystem, as in
Brazil. Therefore, neither ecosystems nor the lives they support can be called fragile.
Fragility of lives and environments is merely an issue made only for deriving an
advantage and for arresting attention.

14. Increased performance in some crops during 1979-81 to 1989-91 in select countries
(with more rice area under unfavorable ecosystems).

Following the success with IR8 in I967 and Jaya in 1968, new breeding lines
labeled as high-yielding genotypes have been rapidly generated through sustained
efforts at national and international levels in many countries. This led to release of a
number of varieties for various ecosystems, both favorable and unfavorable for rice
cultivation, promising higher yields. Actually, in the last 25 years, compared with
IR8 and Jaya, there has been no yield gain in newly generated varieties. We have paid
the penalty for this success for too long.
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A pronounced production advancement is evident only in irrigated ecosystem
considered favorable for rice cultivation. An inverse yield gap—higher yields in large
farms compared to researcher managed experimental plots used for evaluating newly
evolved elite breeding lines—suggests that ceilings to yields are only assumptions.
Better inputs and agronomic management, which is not necessarily associated with
intensive input use, holds promise for further raising the so-called ceiling to yields in
ecosystems favorable for rice. The entire irrigated ecosystem (79 million ha),
two-thirds of rainfed lowlands (27 million ha), and nearly one-third rainfed uplands
(6 million ha) are deemed favorable (Huke 1982, Tran 1986). Therefore, the remaining 36 million ha (24% of world’s rice area) is only considered as unfavorable for
rice. In view of such an abundant scope for increasing the world’s rice production in
favorable ecosystems, we must consider the need to continue incurring huge expenditure on rice improvement research for generating new genotypes, particularly for
ecosystems unfavorable for rice cultivation. It is scientifically much more difficult
and uneconomical (Barker et al 1985) to develop new varieties for unfavorable production environments. Assuming that we successfully develop superior varieties in
future, diffusion in the highly heterogeneous unfavorable environments will be limited. Targeting rice research towards unfavorable rice-growing environments, therefore, will not be an efficient means of improving income distribution. The potential
gain in production efficiency in the rice economy as a whole will also be sacrificed
under such a strategy, and this would lead to undesirable consequences on the welfare
of poor rice consumers (David and Otsuka 1994).
No improvement in rice productivity was made in these areas during 1971-92.
Our limited study demonstrated the possibility of diverting much of this unfavorable
area to more profitable crops. In place of research consortia for rice improvement in
unfavorable ecosystems, we need a new international consortium to study alternative
use of land and resources in such unfavorable areas. If we limit rice improvement priority to irrigated ecosystem, we may achieve another miracle jump in yield levels.
The time is ripe for change. Rapid increases in urbanization and income in East and
Southeast Asia, the cradle for rice, have slowed growth in demand for rice. Although
price changes have differed in different countries, the trend towards ever lower rice
prices has been strong in rice-growing areas (IRRI 1991-92).
The rainfed and flood-prone unfavorable ecosystems have abundant water
resources. The vast potential of nearly 203 million ha in Africa, and 231 million ha
in Latin America (Sanchez and Buol 1984), identified from FAO soil maps of the
world a decade ago still remains untapped. Therefore, efforts are needed to divert
funds saved by abandoning maintenance breeding research to more productive
research on using this vital natural resource. With the evolution of flood control and
better water management practices, many crops can be raised and animals bred. In
addition, precious lives and valuable property lost annually to vagaries in weather
can also be saved.
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Weed management strategies
aimed at reducing labor for upland
rice production
W. Roder, S. Phengchanh, S. Maniphone, K. Songnhikongsuathor,
and B. Keoboulapha

Weeding requirements in slash-and-burn rice production systems in the hills of
northern Laos increased dramatically with shorter fallows. High labor inputs (140190 days/ha), increasing population pressure, and rules and regulations pressurize
farmers to change to other land use systems. Major weeds include broadleaf, grass,
and fern species, and woody perennials. The Lao-IRRI project studies weed
management opportunities using herbicides, mulching, improved fallows, and
cropping strategies. Of various pre- and postemergence herbicides tested only 2,4-D
and propanil offer some promise for weed control in upland rice. Mulching with
various plant residues at rates from 1-4 t dry matter/ha did not reduce weed
biomass. Arachis pintoi as live mulch reduced rice yield by 80%. Application of
glyphosate before planting rice can reduce labor input for weeding by 30-60% and at
the same time substantially reduce soil loss. Improved fallow systems combining
the effects of fodder plant and grazing animals are expected to result in increased
fodder availability, weed suppression, accelerated nutrient cycling, and improved
soil moisture conservation due to the mulch cover provided by plant residues. The
most promising species tested in various systems include: Stylosanthes
guianensis, Arachis pintoi, Leucaena leucocephala, Crotalaria anagyroides,
Gliricidia sepium, and Brachiaria brizantha.

In the hilly regions of northern Laos, upland rice is the major crop, and slash-andburn agriculture the predominant land use system (National Statistical Center 1993).
Difficult topography and limited access to markets leave few land use options for the
farmers. Following a recent survey 85, 54, 47, 41, 34, 24, 21, and 15% of the respondents considered weeds, rodents, insufficient rainfall, land availability, insects, labor,
soil fertility, and erosion, respectively, as the major constraints to upland rice production. Labor requirement for weed control is the single most important constraint to
upland rice production. Constraints such as land availability (or short fallow) and
labor, can be directly related to weeding requirements. Weed control in upland rice
production requires about 140-190 days/ha or 40-50% of the total labor input (Roder

et al 1994). Although labor requirements may be rarely as extreme, weed is a major
problem in most upland rice production systems (Moody 1975). Average weed cover
observed in rice fields in a 1992 and 1993 survey was 5.6, 4.1, 2.1, 1.7, 0.7, 0.7, and
0.6 cm/m (transect) for Chromolaena odorata, Ageratum conyzoides, Commelina
sp., Lygodium flexuosum, Panicum trichoides, Corchorus sp., and Pueraria thomsonii, respectively (Roder et al 1994). Chromolaena odorata introduced to Laos in the
1930s has become the most abundant weed and fallow species.
Traditional slash-and-burn systems are expected to optimize labor resources
(Raintree and Warner 1986) but due to the high labor requirement for weeding the
rice production system practiced by the Lao upland farmer provides only marginal
returns for labor. Although there are few quantitative data available on past slashand-burn practices in Laos it is generally assumed that the high labor inputs for weeding are a relatively recent phenomenon, related to a decline in fallow periods and the
introduction of exotic weed species. Observations made in the 1950s (Halpern 1961),
indicate that weed control in upland rice (slash-and-burn systems) was less laborconsuming than for lowland rice. Izikowitz (1951) gave a detailed description of
slash-and-burn cultivation by Lamet farmers in northern Laos in the 1940s. He considered slashing the most important labor requirement but also mentioned weeding
activities in June and July.
Farmers are well-aware of the effect of fallow length on weed abundance during
the cropping period. Regulations on land use and increasing population pressure,
however, do not allow them to maintain long fallows for weed management. The Lao
farmers may be close to the critical point where it will be profitable for them to shift to
a more intensive land use system (Boserup 1965). The average fallow periods
reported were 38, 20, and 5 years for the 1950s, 1970s, and 1992, respectively. Over
the same period, the average weeding inputs increased from 1.9 weedings in the
1950s to 3.9 weedings in 1992 (Roder et al 1994). Effects of reduced fallow length are
likely to become more pronounced after the same areas have been used for several
crop-fallow cycles. Weeding requirements and soil fertility problems may thus
increase further in the near future.
Realizing the key role of weed problems in present and future upland rice production systems, the Lao-IRRI project at its inception in 1991, placed high priority on
weed and weed management (Fujisaka 1991). Ongoing research activities explore the
possibility of weed management using herbicides, mulching, improved fallow, and
cropping strategies. The initial findings of these research efforts are summarized and
discussed in this paper.

Materials and methods
Experiments were conducted at the Houay Khot Research Station (19°N) or on farmers' fields in the Xiengnguen district in the vicinity of the research station. Soil at the
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station is classified as Eutric Cambisol with a pH of 6.1 and an organic C content of
1.6%. The station is located in the drier zone of northern Laos with an average annual
rainfall of about 1300 mm. Annual rainfall for 1992, 1993, and 1994 was 1229, 1189,
and 1306 mm, respectively (Luang Prabang Station). Details for the individual studies can be found in the annual technical reports (Lao-IRRI 1992, 1993, 1994).
Field preparation consisted generally of slashing the shrub vegetation in January
and burning the dry above-ground biomass in March. Soil conditions were frequently
highly heterogeneous, as is common in slash-and-burn fields (Andriesse and Schelhaas 1987) resulting in high variations. Rice was planted in hills, using a spacing of
20 by 25 cm, by placing about 10 rice seeds in 3-5 cm deep holes made with a dibble
stick. The medium-duration, glutinous, local cultivar “Vieng” was used for most
experiments. Seeds were generally treated with Carbaryl (85%) immediately before
planting. In the absence of laboratory facilities, weed dry matter was usually not
measured and weed yields are reported as fresh weight. Although labor reduction for
weeding was the major objective, labor inputs were not measured because of the relatively small plot sizes (20-88 m 2 ).

Results and discussion
Chromolaena odorata is the dominant weed and fallow species (Table 1). Yet the
presence of a variety of grass, broadleaf, and fern species, and trees and other woody
perennials, poses a difficult challenge for any weed management strategy and consequently the results of most weed management studies were rather disappointing
(Table 2).
Table 1. Plant biomass present at the time of rice harvest as measured in monitoring
plots in Luang Prabang during 1991 and 1992. a
Species

1991
Dry matter

1992
Frequency

Dry matter
(g/m 2 )

Frequency

(g/m2 )

(%)

Chromolaena odorata

23

100

8

87

(%)

Conyza sumatrensis

10

69

1

7

Other broadleaf weeds

13

70

13

90

Lygodium flexuosum

17

69

17

73

Grasses

4

30

4

53

Bamboo

15

24

1

7

a Average of 7 and 3 sites for 1991 and 1992, respectively.
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Table 2. Summary of weed management strategies studied under the Lao-IRRI project.
Observations

Poa

Limitation

Pre-planting application of
glyphosate

Eliminated need for weeding before planting and reduced weed biomass during the
rice period by 7-60%. Reduces erosion

***

Cost

Post-emergence herbicides

Weed biomass: Hand weeding < Propanil
< 2,4- < Logranb < Oxidaizon < Whipc <
Control (no weeding)

**

Cost

Burning of residue (farmers
practice)

Burning reduced weed biomass during
season (14-60 %) and at rice harvest (1842%)

*

C-loss, systems with
perennials

Mulching

No effect of pigeon pea and C. odorata
mulch at rates up to 4 t dry matter/ha

-

Live mulch

Arachis pintoi is too aggressive, no other
species available

-

Weed suppression > C. odorata > Gliricidia
sepium > C. anagyroides > leucaena >
Flemingia congesta > Pigeon pea > Calliandra calothyrsus > Sesbania sesban

*

No economic benefits

-

Yield reduction

Method
Herbicide

Mulching/residue

Improve

fallow

Manipulating fallow species

Grazed fallow

Most promising species are: Stylosanthes
guianensis, leucaena, Brachiaria brizantha, and A. pintoi (in combination with
trees)

Cropping management
Planting density rice

Reduction of weed biomass by 32% in
1993 and 24% in 1994. Closer spacing
more difficult to weed and reduced rice
yield in 1994

Rotation

Weed fresh biomass in rice was 5.1, 4.9,
3.2, 5.2 and 3.3 t/ha after rice, fallow,
pigeon pea, cowpea, and stylo, respectively.

Intercropping

Weed fresh biomass was 5.9 t/ha with rice
only and 3.0 t/ha for a rice-maize intercropping system. LER for the intercropping
system was 1.12

a Potential for reducing labor for weed control.
b Triasulfuron.
c Fenoxyprop-P-ethyl.
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Market

*

Market

Herbicides
Herbicides tested had no effect on L. flexuosum, tree species and woody perennials.
Chemicals with relatively good effect on C. odorata and other broadleaf species (2,4D and propanil) were inferior to hand weeding (Table 3). Considering the low costs of
2,4-D (US$2-3/ha) it may, however, have some potential when used in combination
with hand weeding, but health hazards should not be ignored.
Table 3. Effect of herbicide treatments on rice yield and weed biomass at harvest.
Treatment

Rice
(t/ha)

Weed biomass (g/fresh weight)
C. odorata

B. leaf a

Grasses b

L. flexuosum

Tree c

Total d

1. Control

0.67

189

478

54

43

202

772

2. Hand weeding

1.34

11

142

5

29

124

186

3. 2,4-D

0.99

19

229

44

39

300

394

4. Oxidiazon

0.96

38

370

11

46

369

572

5. Whip e

1.07

106

303

50

48

245

563

6. Propanil

0.95

21

54

94

38

382

266

1.02

41

430

31

63

235

597

0.83

104

158

120

46

272

428

NS

0.02

0.04

<0.01

NS

0.02

<0.01

0.10

0.01

NS

NS

0.02

7. Rifit

f

8. Logran g
Anova

(PR>F)

Location

<0.01

Treatment

NS

L × treatment

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

42

126

97

103

60

60

58

-

98

-

62

-

-

322

CV (%)
LSD (5%)

aAll broad leaf species excluding C. odorata; b Grasses and sedges; c Tree and creepers; d Total excluding tree
e Fenoxyprop-P-ethyl; f Pretilachlor and dimethamettyn; g Triasulfuron.

and creepers;

In order to avoid the first rains, farmers generally burn the biomass in March or
early April or about 2 months before planting. Depending on the rainfall, a first weeding is often necessary before planting. Application of glyphosate at the rate of 2.5 kg
a.i. /ha eliminated the need for weeding before planting and reduced the weed biomass during the rice growing season by 7 (Site A) and 60% (Site B, Tables 4 and 5). If
planting can be done just before or immediately after glyphosate application the first
weeding after planting could be delayed substantially. Elimination of weeding before
planting and the first weeding after planting would not only reduce labor input by
about 40-80 days/ha but also substantially reduce soil loss by erosion. In the period
from weeding before planting to about 40 days after planting, fields are often exposed
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to soil erosion. Averaged over 3 sites soil loss in June and July contributed 86% of the
total loss in the 1992 rice growing season. Pre-planting application of glyphosate is
presently the most promising weed management strategy using herbicides. How far it
will be suitable for farmers will depend largely on the price of the chemical, the farmers opportunity cost for labor, and the availability of cash. At a low daily wage of 500
kip/day a labor reduction of 40 days would be equivalent to US$28/ha.
Table 4. Effect of glyphosate application on weed biomass.
Treatment

Weed biomass first weeding a

Weed biomass second weeding b

(g/m 2 )

(g m 2)

Site A

Site B

Average

Site A

Site B

Average

1. Control

207

236

221

371

281

326

2. Glyphosate

139

71

105

401

137

269

-

<0.01

NS

<0.01

0.01

NS

<0.01

0.06

PR>F )
Location (L
Treatment (T)

NS

LxT
CV (%)

NS
49.3

17.8

38.8

0.01
15.4

18.0

16.8

a 30 days after emergence: b 60 days after emergence (fresh weight).

Table 5. Effect of glyphosate on weed biomass at harvest and grain yield.
Treatment

Weed at harvest (g/m 2 )

Total weed a (g/m 2)

Grain yield (t/ha)

1. Control

268

784

0.86

2. Glyphosate

225

433

0.82

PR>F

NS

<0.01

NS

14.8

8.7

16.2

CV (%)

a First weeding 30 days after emergence, second weeding 60 days after emergence and weed at harvest (fresh
weight).

Mulching/residue management
Traditional field preparation involves burning of the slashed above-ground biomass,
consisting of 4-20 t of dry matter per ha, depending on fallow period. More and more
farmers plant a second or third rice crop before allowing the field to go back to fallow.
Fields which had rice in the previous year have relatively low above ground biomass
quantities (approximately 1-3 t/ha) and field preparation without burning the residue
would be feasible. Retaining the residue as a mulch was expected to improve soil
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moisture conservation and slow organic matter losses. Although residue quantities
were only 2.3 t/ha, burning reduced weed biomass at the time of weeding by 14% (at
Ban Pakto) and 60% (Houay Khot) in 1993 (Fig. 1). Similarly, burning reduced weed
biomass at rice harvest by 42% in 1993 and 18% in 1994 (Lao-IRRI 1993, 1994). At
the same time burning increased rice yield by 78% in 1993 and 3% (not significant) in
1994. Farmers are therefore likely to continue the method of burning even if cropping
periods are increased, unless other substantial benefits can be demonstrated.
Mulching with C. odorata or pigeon pea plant material up to amounts of 4 t dry
matter /ha did not reduce weed biomass (Lao-IRRI 1993). Arachis pintoi as a live
mulch had only limited effect on weed biomass but strongly affected rice yield (Table
6). The negative effect of A. pintoi on rice yield increases with increasing cover and A
pintoi is not a suitable live mulch under the prevailing conditions (Table 6).
Improved fallow
Replacement of fallow vegetation by fast growing species, preferably nitrogen fixing
legumes, is a widely recommended technique to maintain crop yields and suppress
weeds in slash-and-burn systems under reduced fallow periods (Fujisaka 1991, Garrity 1993). Assuming that farmers would more readily adopt sequential improvements to existing systems, Fujisaka (1991) suggested that the initial program of the

1. Effect of residue burning on weed biomass (fresh weight) at two locations. Burning
effect was significant for the third weeding at site A (P=0.05) and the second weeding at
site B (P=0.05).
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Lao-IRRI project should give high priority to improved fallow systems. Among other
properties a good fallow plant should have a large biomass production, good weed
suppression, easy elimination at the beginning of the cropping period, and not be a
weed during the cropping phase. Gliricidia sepium, Crotalaria anagyroides, and
Leucaena leucocephala are the most promising species, with high biomass production and good weed suppression (Table 7). The dominant weed, C. odorata has, however, many of the properties of a good fallow species and, in the absence of any
economic benefits during the fallow period, it is not likely that any of the species
under observation will be superior.
Table 6. Effect of A. pintoi and field preparation on rice yield, A. pintoi cover and weed
biomass.
Treatment

Rice
yield
(t/ha)

A. pintoi cover (%)
10/7

18/8

Fresh biomass (t/ha)

At
harvest

Weed
10/7

1. Control hoeing

1.0

5.0

2. Control glyphosate

1.2

3.6

3. A. pintoi - hoeing

0.7

4. A. pintoi - glyphosate

1.0

2

5. A. pintoi- 1 plant/m 2

0.3

43

6. A. pintoi - full cover

0.2

80

<0.01

PR>F
CV (%)
LSD (5 %)

15

38

At harvest
Weed

A. pintoi

8.7
8.4

53

3.9

6.6

7.3

3

7

3.2

2.4

5.1

70

89

3.7

9.1

5.3

99

97

3.0

20.2

2.5

<0.01

<0.01

<0.01

0.09

<0.01

0.05

38.8

30.4

22.3

17.7

20.3

37.4

36.0

0.5

21

23

22

1.4

7.1

4.1

Table 7. Weed biomass in the first year of fallow under different legume species.
Weed biomass June 1994 kg fresh/m 2

Legume treatment

C. odorata

Others a

Total

1) Control

0.79

0.79

1.57

2) Calliandra calothyrsus

1.08

0.88

1.96
1.41

3) Pigeon pea

1.10

0.32

4) Flemingia congesta

0.67

0.62

1.29

5) Leucaena leucocephala

0.46

0.52

0.98

5) Crotolaria anagyroides

0.34

0.18

0.52

Anova summary Legume (PR>F)

0.11

0.08

<0.01

0.51

0.44

49.6

18.6

LSD (0.05)
CV (%)
a Mostly Conyza sumatrensis and Mimosa invisa.
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45.9

Rice fields are presently used for grazing during the fallow period, but little forage
is produced because of the dominance of unpalatable species such as C. odorata and
L. flexuosum. Besides increasing the quantity of fodder, replacing the fallow vegetation with palatable species may result in improved weed suppression through the
interaction of fallow species and grazing animals. Furthermore, the activities of the
grazing animal will accelerate nutrient cycling and reduce the residue load. Although
grazing rotation systems may have high potential, only system components were
evaluated, such as species introduction and species establishment (Roder and Maniphone 1995). Following these observations the most promising species are: Stylosanthes guianensis, leucaena, Brachiaria brizantha, and A. pintoi (in combination with
tree species). The suitability of these species and their effects on weed populations
need to be further evaluated in grazed systems, preferably under on-farm, farmermanaged conditions.
Cropping strategies
Cropping strategies increasing the competitiveness of the rice crop, or combinations
including competitive other crops, have the potential of reducing labor for weeding
without the need for expensive chemicals or causing hazards to the environment. Various strategies have shown some effect on weeds, but they have several limitations
(Lao-IRRI 1993,1994), such as:
hand weeding becomes more difficult (closer planting density, intercropping)
risk of lower rice yield or quality (planting density)
no market for the product (pigeon pea, soybean, maize).

Conclusions
Many of the weed control strategies evaluated have limited effect on weed biomass
and labor requirements for weeding. This is partly because of the considerable contribution by L. flexuosum, trees, and other woody perennials to the weed biomass.
Reduced fallow periods will result in a gradual shift in the weed population towards
annual and herbaceous species, and conditions where herbicides and other conventional weed control strategies are more likely to succeed. At the same time labor
requirements for weeding may further increase.
Farmers’ economic situation, labor availability, ecological constraints, and
present and potential markets need to be considered carefully when evaluating potential weed management strategies. Of the various options under evaluation, grazing
rotation systems and the use of pre-planting application of glyphosate have the highest potential. While most other methods offer limited promise, some may be useful
when used in combination. Considering the need for soil moisture and soil organic
matter conservation, the retaining of surface residues is expected to become an
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important factor in future cropping systems. No tillage systems with heavy loads of
surface residues will likely depend on herbicides such as glyphosate.
In the fragile upland ecosystem weed management, nutrient management and soil
and moisture conservation are strongly interdependent. An integrated approach combining these elements is the most likely approach to succeed in reducing the cost for
weeding while at the same time improving the sustainability of the system. Such a
scenario may include a combination of chemical weed control measures, improved
fallow species, retention of surface residues and controlled grazing.
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Improvement of “gogorancah”
rice production system and
introduction of dry-seedbed
nursery system on rainfed
lowlands
Suyamto and M. Anwari

About 2.17 million ha are sown to rainfed lowland rice in Indonesia, about 26% of the
total rice lowland area. Most of the rainfed lowlands are located in limited rainfall
regions and are cultivated by farmers using traditional practices that result in a high
risk of crop failure due to drought stress.
The “gogorancah” rice production system, a direct dry land seeding followed by
flooding when the rice is about 1 month old, is an alternative cropping method to
maximize the use of limited water and reduce the risk of drought stress. However,
the gogorancah system is labor-intensive and time consuming, especially soil
preparation and weeding. The labor requirement can be reduced by use of
mechanized tilling (hand tractor) and herbicide. The yield of rice obtained from an
improved gogorancah system was 6.5 t/ha, as compared with about 4.5 t/ha
obtained from the traditional gogorancah system practiced by farmers. A dry
seedbed system for rice cultivation is another improvement for growing rice in
areas of limited water supply. The system produced the same rice yield as the
gogorancah system, but requires less labor.
The system was verified on an area of about 30 ha, applying a cropping pattern
of dry-seedbed rice followed by soybean. Applying improved crop management to
this system increased the yield of rice and soybean planted after rice, and doubled
farmers’ incomes compared with those from the traditional wet-seedbed system
as practiced by farmers. The rice and soybean yield increased on the dry-seedbed
system were attributable to the availability of soil moisture during the whole growth
period and the improved management applied to both crops. It is concluded that
there are good prospects for increasing the productivity of rainfed lowlands to
levels similar to those of irrigated lowlands, if the improvements in cultivation and
management are adopted.

Rainfed lowlands in Indonesia amount to 2.17 million ha and make up about 26% of
the total lowland rice area (Table 1). Most rainfed lowlands are in the limited rainfall

regions with only 3 to 4 wet months per year. Farmers in those areas usually have to
wait for flood rainfall, before they start preparing the land and planting rice. Consequently, time of planting rice is delayed, the use of limited water from rainfall is not
efficient, risk of failure due to drought becomes higher, and rice productivity is low.
The normal cropping pattern practiced by farmers is usually lowland rice using a wetseedbed system followed by legumes with high risk to drought, or fallow after rice has
been harvested. The production techniques for rice are not optimal, so that the productivity of rice in the rainfed lowlands is usually lower than that in the irrigated lowlands.
Table 1. Areas of lowland rice cultivation in Indonesia, 1988 and 1991.
Type of land

Area (million ha)
1988

1991

Technical

1.707

1.835

Semi technical

0.914

0.950

Irrigated

1.080

1.647

Rainfed lowland

2.222

2.165

Swampy land

0.549

0.502

Others

1.540

1.116

Simple

Source: BPS (1991).

The rice cultivation system and production techniques need to be improved, to
maximize the use of the available rainfall. Direct seeded planting, called
“gogorancah”, applied in the rainfed lowlands was found to increase crop intensity
and rice productivity due to the more efficient use of rainfall (Purnomo et al 1986,
Rudyanto 1990, Suyamto et al 1992b). However, gogorancah rice planting applied on
heavy soil (vertisol) requires greater inputs of heavy labor and is time consuming,
especially for soil preparation and weeding (Meindertsma et al 1992). Research to
improve the gogorancah productivity on vertisols has been conducted by MARIF in
Lombok, West Nusa Tenggara Province since 1991. This paper reports the results of
this research for the period 1991-94.

Gogorancah system for rice cultivation
Rice can be produced in various cultural systems, depending on the type of lands and
the water availability. On the rainfed lowlands, where there is no irrigation and the
land cannot be flooded, farmers practice a dryland rice cultivation or "gogo system”
(Table 2). When there is considered to have been sufficient rainfall to maintain flood-
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ing of the rice crop for a period of at least 3 months, farmers transplant using a system
called “rainfed rancah” (Table 2). Gogorancah is an intermediate system: from planting the seed up to about 1-month-old seedlings, conditions are similar to the gogo system; but flooding may occur later, as in the “rancah” system (Table 2).
Table 2. Types of rice growing systems in Indonesia.
Flooding

Type

Land preparation

Planting

Gogo

dry

direct seeding

none

Gogorancah

dry to moist

direct seeding

afterwards

Rainfed rancah

moist to wet

transplanting

from planting

Irrigated rancah

wet

transplanting

permanent

In the gogorancah system the land is prepared under the dry to moist conditions found on rainfed lowland areas. The rice is direct seeded and later flooded.
The gogorancah system aims to: 1) speed up the time of planting; 2) make a better
use of the short rainy season by having the land ready before the rains start, so
that planting (dibbling) can be done immediately; and 3) give a better chance of
growing second season crops after the rice has been harvested. The gogorancah
rice can be harvested 3 to 4 weeks earlier than that grown under the traditional
rancah system. Fagi et al (1986) reported that applying a gogorancah rice production system, where the land preparation is conducted during the dry season, could
greatly increase the water use efficiency, so that the rice crop rarely suffers
drought stress.
A survey was conducted on the gogorancah area in Lombok where gogorancah
is widely practiced. No crop failures due to drought stress were reported since the
introduction of the method in the area in 1980-81. The land planted to the
gogorancah system in the area is characterized by vertisol rainfed lowland, with 3 to
4 wet months per year. Meindertsma et al 1992 reported that farmers adopted the
gogorancah system because it increased land productivity and the availability of
food at the household level. The gogorancah system increased yield of rice by
about 25% compared with that of the rancah system (Table 3). There are some
drawbacks to gogorancah practices, however, that discourage some farmers,
namely: 1) it requires large quantities of labor, especially for land preparation and
weeding (Table 4); 2) it requires hard work and is very time consuming; and 3) the
net income yielded was lower than that from the rancah system (Table 3). Farmers’
incomes from the gogorancah rice system will be higher than those from rancah
rice when the farmers themselves can provide all labor required for gogorancah
rice cultivation (Table 3).
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Table 3. Net returns and farmers’ incomes for gogorancah and rainfed rancah rice
production system, Indonesia 1992.
Unita

Component

Cost or value (Rp/ha)
Gogorancah

Rainfed rancah

Labor cost

Rp/ha

425,000

80,000

Draft animals

Rp/ha

-

70,000

Inputs and others

Rp/ha

165,000

140,000

Harvest costs

Rp/ha

100,000

80,000

Total production costs

Rp/ha

690,000

370,000

Yield of rice
Gross return at Rp. 200/kg
Net returns
Farmers’

b

incomec

t/ha

4.5

3.6

Rp/ha

900,000

720,000

Rp/ha

210,000

350,000

Rp/ha

635,000

500,000

a US$1 = Rp. 2,100.
b Gross return – total production costs.

c Net return + labor costs, assuming that all labor can be provided by the rural household itself.

Source: Meindertsma et al (1992).

Table 4. Labor requirement for gogorancah and rainfed rancah rice production system,
Indonesia 1992.
Labor days

Component
Gogorancah

Rainfed rancah

Land preparation
100

-

50

-

draft animalsa

-

(20)

hoe

-

10

crowbar
hoe

Planting
dibbling
transplanting
Weeding
Fertilizing
Total labor
a Pair of animal plus one laborday.

Source: Meindertsma et al(1992).
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35

-

-

20

50

20

5

5

240

55+(20)

Improved techniques for gogorancah rice production system
Variety
Gogorancah rice production requires similar varieties to that of wetland rice. However, in drought-prone areas, the limited water available can be made more effective
for rice cultivation by planting short maturing varieties, such as Dodokan, which
matured in 92 days, and produced up to 6.3 t/ha (Table 5). Early maturing varieties
produced 10% higher grain yields than the “late maturing” varieties IR36 and IR64
commonly planted by farmers. The early maturing variety could be harvested one
week earlier than IR36 and IR64, enabling farmers to grow a second crop earlier. Two
promising lines, B4754-Kn and IR54743, tested at the gogorancah production centre
of West Nusa Tenggara matured earlier, and gave the same yields as IR36 and IR64.
By cultivating short maturing varieties of rice on those areas, drought stress of rice
can be avoided and the upland crops can be planted sooner, making more effective
use of the residual moisture left by the rice crop.
Table 5. Yield and maturity of several rice varieties cultivated using gogorancah system,
Indonesia 1992.
Yield (t/ha) a

Maturity (days)

5.8 ab

96

IR64

5.6 b

100

Dodokan

6.3 a

92

Walanay

4.9 cd

106

IR72

4.4 de

106

Way Seputih

4.1 e

107

B4754-Kn

5.7 ab

97

lR54742

5.6 b

98

Variety
IR36

a Data followed by the same symbol are not significantly different at 5% level of significance.
Source: Suyamto et al (1992a).

Soil preparation
To enable seed to be planted at the start of the rainy season, the soil has to be prepared
during the dry season, when it is hard and dry. Soil preparation for gogorancah system
production, is therefore heavy work. Farmers commonly prepare the land manually,
using a crowbar to lift the soil on the first tillage, followed by hoeing in the second tillage to break up the soil into smaller crumbs. An alternative, less labor-intensive
method is to use a hand (mini) tractor, but this is recommended only for areas with
lighter textured soils. Use of a hand tractor for soil preparation did not improve the
rice yield (Table 6).
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Table 6. Yield of gogorancah rice obtained following various methods of soil preparation,
Indonesia 1992.
Method of soil preparation

Yield of rice (t/ha)

Plant height (cm)

By crowbar

4.2

73

By hoe

4.0

71

By hand tractor

4.3

74

Source: Suyamto et al (1992b).

Time of planting
Time of planting for gogorancah rice is totally dependent on the amount of rainfall.
Planting of gogorancah rice can commence when cumulative rainfall over 10 consecutive days reaches 60 mm (Rudyanto 1990). Farmers in other parts of Indonesia commence planting gogorancah rice a few days before the rains are expected to start. This
method can be practiced by farmers when the soil is not infested by insects such as
ants, there are no rodents, and the start of the rainy season can be reliably predicted.
Method of planting
The basic method of planting for gogorancah rice is a direct seeded system. Dibbling
is the common method, using a plant spacing of around 30 × 15 cm or 20 × 2 cm, and
5-7 seeds per hill. Planting the seeds at regular spacing in a straight line is recommended, especially on lighter textured soils, to facilitate crop maintenance practices
such as weeding and spraying.
Weeding
Early weeding of gogorancah rice seedlings is very important, because the weeds usually grow faster than the rice. The intensity of weed growth is closely related to the
degree of soil tillage. Soil preparation for gogorancah rice is also directed to reduce
weed growth (Taslim et al 1989). On flooded irrigated rice, the growth of weeds is
checked by the standing water (Bangun and Syam 1989), but on rainfed gogorancah
rice, the growth of weeds is not inhibited. Use of herbicides is an alternative, less
labor-intensive method of weed control. Applying herbicide for weed control is not
expected to increase rice yield (Table 7). If weeds are removed by hand, this should
be done at least twice. Hand-weeding may still be needed when herbicide is used, but
the intensity of weed growth is usually less (Table 7).
Fertilization
Most farmers growing gogorancah rice on rainfed-lowland vertisol in Lombok Island
apply only N (urea), though some farmers apply N (urea) and P (TSP). On-farm trials
conducted on rainfed-lowland vertisol showed that the gogorancah rice responded to
sulfur and potassium fertilizer application, due to the low concentration of those
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nutrients in the soil. Average yield of gogorancah rice was 4.5 t/ha when only urea
was applied. The addition of TSP did not increase rice yield, but application of K and
N increased the yield by 22%, to 5.5 t/ha (Table 8). The response of rice and maize to
potassium application was also reported on irrigated-lowland vertisol in East Java,
Indonesia (Suyamto et a1 1991, Suyamto and Sumarno 1993). Application of ammonium sulfate (instead of urea) or a combination of urea and ammonium sulfate
increased rice yield by 12%, to 5.5 t/ha (Table 9). Ammonium sulfate supplies both N
and S to the rice crop. Fertilizers containing N, K, and S are therefore required to
increase the yield of gogorancah rice on rainfed-lowland vertisols.
Table 7. Effect of herbicide on yield of gogorancah rice and weight of weeds, Indonesia
1992.
Method of weed
control

Weight of weeds (g/m 2)

Rice yield
(t/ha)

1st weeding

2nd weeding

Total

Herbicide

4.0

-

115

115

Hand-weeding

4.4

100

177

277

Note: Soil was prepared by crowbar.
Source: Suyamto and Putwanto (1994).

Table 8. Effect of P and K fertilizers on yield of gogorancah rice planted on rainfedlowland vertisol, Indonesia 1992.
Fertilizer (kg/ha)

Rice yielda (t/ha)

Urea

TSP

KCI

250

-

-

4.5

250

100

-

4.6

250

-

100

5.56

100

5.46

250

100

a Average yield of 20 farmers.
b Significantly higher than that of only urea fertilizer.

Dry-seedbed system for rice cultivation
Gogorancah rice production system may not be readily adopted in areas when labor is
short and land owned by farmers is large, or when the land:person ratio is high. An
alternative means of speeding up the time of rice planting on rainfed lowlands with
limited rainfall is by transplanting rice seedlings grown in a dry-seedbed nursery.
Using this system, the rice seedbed is prepared during the late part of the dry season. As soon as possible after the start of the rains, transplanting begins, when the
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water from the rainfall has sufficiently flooded the soil. The seedbed is watered by
water from nearby sources, and the nursery is kept moist, but not flooded as for irrigated rice. While waiting for the seedlings to reach transplantation stage, the soil is
prepared using animal or hand tractor power.
Applying this system to rice production on rainfed-lowland vertisol did not
reduce rice yield compared with the gogorancah system, but both systems produced
higher yields of rice than the traditional wet-seedbed system commonly practiced by
farmers (Table 10). The rice crop derived from the transplanting of dry-seedbed
seedlings could be harvested 2 to 3 weeks earlier than that from the traditional
rancah system, and about one week later than that from gogorancah rice. The earlier
harvest of rice planted from the dry-seedbed nursery increased the yield of soybean
planted after rice.
Table 9. Effect of sulfur fertilizer on yield of gogorancah rice planted on rainfed-lowland
vertisol, Indonesia 1992.
Fertilizer (kg/ha)

Rice yield (t/ha)
ASa

Urea

TSP

KCl

250

100

50

–

–

100

50

550

5.5b

250

100

50

100

5.4 b

4.9

a AS =Ammonium sulfate.
b Significantly higher than that of urea + TSP + KCI fertilizer.

Source: Suyamto et al (1992a).

Table 10. Yield of rice and plant height from three different rice growing systems,
Indonesia 1992.
Rice yield (t/ha)

Plant height (cm)

Transplanted from traditional wet-seedbed

3.4 b

74

Direct seeded (gogorancah)

5.0 a

74

Transplanted from dry-seedbed

4.8 a

72

Rice growing system

Note: Data followed by the same symbol are not significantly different at 5% level of significance.
Source: Suyamto et al (1992b).

An on-farm trial to verify the feasibility of dry-seedbed nursery use was conducted on rainfed-lowland with 3 to 4 wet months per year in Sumbawa, West Nusa
Tenggara Province, during the 1992-93 growing season. Three cropping systems
were evaluated: 1) dry-seedbed nursery, transplanted seedlings followed by
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improved crop management; 2) traditional wet-seedbed nursery with farmers’ cultural practices; and 3) wet-seedbed nursery followed by improved crop management.
Soybean was planted after rice was harvested in all three treatments. The three treatments were each tested on 5 ha of land in farmers’ fields. Results of the experiment
showed that using a traditional wet-seedbed nursery, followed by farmers’ practices,
produced the lowest yield of only 4.0 t/ha. Practising a dry-seedbed nursery, followed
by improved crop management, increased yield of rice by 75%, to 7.0 t/ha. The same
rice yield was obtained by use of a wet-seedbed nursery followed by improved crop
management (Table 11). Time of harvest for rice from a dry-seedbed nursery, however, was about 3 weeks earlier than that of rice from the wet-seedbed nursery. Soybean planted after rice from a dry-seedbed nursery produced 2.8 t/ha, while on a
regular rice production using wet-seedbed commonly practiced by farmers, soybean
average yield was only 1.4 t/ha, due to the delay in planting (Table 11 ).
Table 11. Yields of rice and soybean planted after rice for each of three cropping patterns, Indonesia 1993.
Rice yield

Rice growing system

Dry-seedbed, improved crop

Soybean yield

t/ha

Relative (%)

t/ha

Relative (%)

management a

7.0

175

2.8

200

b

4.0

100

1.4

100

7.1

177

2.0

143

Traditional wet-seedbed, farmers’ practices
Wet-seedbed, improved crop management

a Improved management for rice: Var. IR64, plant spacing 20 cm x 20 cm, fertilizers 300 kg urea + 100 kg TSP
+ 50 kg KCl/ha, two hand-weedings. Improved management for soybean: Var. Wilis, high quality seed, planted

by dibbling, plant spacing 40 cm x 10 cm, rice straw mulching, fertilizer 25 kg urea + 50 kg TSP + 25 kg KCl/ha,
rational pest control, one hand-weeding.

b Farmers’ practices for rice: Var. IR36, plant spacing not regular, fertilizer 200 kg urea + 50 kg TSP, one handweeding. Farmers’ practices for soybean: Var. local, planted by boradcasting, quality of seed not highest, without fertilizer, one hand-weeding, no pest control

The net income obtained from a full year cropping pattern of dry-seedbed rice followed by soybean, using improved crop management, amounted to about Rp 2.9 million/ha or about US$1396/ha (US$ l = Rp. 2100), as compared with Rp. l.5 million/ha
or US$695/ha obtained from the traditional wet-seedbed rice followed by soybean,
using farmers’ practices (Table 12). When only crop management was improved, the
net income obtained from the whole cropping pattern of wet-seedbed rice followed by
soybean was only Rp. 2.3 million/ha or US$ 1106/ha. The rice and soybean yield
increases from the dry-seedbed system were attributable to the availability of soil
moisture during the whole growing period and the improved technology applied to
both crops.
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Table 12. Farmers’ incomes obtained from three different cropping systems, Indonesia 1993.
Cost or Value (Rp,000/ha) a

Elements
Dry-seedbed,
improved tech. b

Wet-seedbed,
farmers’ practices c

Rice

Rice

Soybean

Soybean

Wet-seedbed,
improved tech.
Rice

Soybean

Labor costs

322

192

270

105

309

192

Inputs and others

241

153.5

141

77

241

153.5

Total production costs

563

345.5

411

182

550

345.5

Yield (t/ha)

7.0

2.8

4.0

1.4

7.1

2.0

1,584

5,256

900

1,152

1,602

1,616

1,021

1,910

489

970

1,052

1,270

3.5

5.7

4.0

1.8

–

–

Gross

return d

Net return e
Marginal B/C ratio
Incomes/year/ha
a

f

2,931

1,459

2,322

US$1 = Rp 2,100.

b,c Refer to Table 11.
d Based on price of rice: Rp 225/kg, soybean: Rp 800/kg.
e Gross return - total production costs.
f Total net return = rice plus soybean.

Promotion of dry-seedbed system
The dry-seedbed rice system was applied on an area of about 30 ha during the 199394 growing season in Sumbawa, West Nusa Tenggara, to promote the system. Promotion was through “technology development research”, as described by Manwan
(1989), involving local extensionists, regional decision makers, and farmers, as to
expedite transfer of the new system to users.
The average yield of rice (6.7 t/ha) obtained from 42 farmers who participated in
the dry-seedbed system was 87% higher than that from use of the traditional farmers’
method (Table 13). Soybean planted after rice cultivated using a dry-seedbed nursery
yielded an average of 1.8 t/ha, as compared with 0.9 t/ha obtained from soybean
planted after rice grown using traditional farmers’ practices (Table 13). The average
net income obtained from the whole year cropping pattern of dry-seedbed rice followed by soybean, using improved technologies for both crops, was Rp. 2.3 million/
ha or US$1102/ha. The net income produced from the whole cropping pattern of traditional wet-seedbed rice followed by soybean, managed by farmers, was Rp. 1.1
million/ha or US$522/ha (Table 14). The marginal B:C was 3.5 for rice and 4.8 for
soybean. So this new cropping system is feasible on rainfed lowlands with limited
rainfall and labor.
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Table 13. Average yield of rice and soybean planted after rice using two different rice
growing systems, Indonesia 1994.
Rice growing system

Rice yield

Dry-seedbed, improved technologya
Wet-seedbed, traditional farmers’

practices b

Soybean yield

t/ha

Relative (%)

t/ha

Relative (%)

6.7

187

1.8

200

3.6

100

0.9

100

a,b Refer to Table 11.

Table 14. Farmers’ incomes obtained from two different cropping systems, Indonesia
1994.
Cost or value (Rp ‘000/ha)a

Elements

Dry-seedbed, improved tech. b
Rice

Soybean

Wet-seedbed, farmers’ practices c
Rice

Soybean

Labor costs

327

155

245

70

Inputs and others

195

136

123

85

Total production costs

522

291

368

155

Yield (t/ha)

6.7

1.8

3.6

0.9

1,507

1,620

810

810

Net return e

985

1,329

442

655

Marginal B:C ratio

3.5

4.8

-

Gross return d

Incomes/year/ha f

2,314

1,097

a US$1 = Rp 2,100. b,c Refer to Table 11. d Based on price of rice: Rp 225/kg, soybean: Rp 900/kg. e Gross
return - total production costs. f Total net return = rice plus soybean.

Conclusions
The direct seeded (gogorancah) system is a valid alternative for rice farmers in
drought-prone areas of the rainfed lowlands. Early planting of paddy allows a better
use of direct rainfall and reduces risk of crop failure. However, the gogorancah system as currently practiced by farmers is labor intensive and time consuming, especially for soil preparation and weeding. The labor requirement can be reduced by
mechanized tilling and use of herbicides, if these are readily available. The prospects
for increasing gogorancah rice productivity on rainfed lowlands are as great as for
irrigated lowlands, if technological improvements are applied. The rice yield
obtained from the improved gogorancah system was 6 t/ha or more, as compared with
about 4.5 t/ha obtained from traditional farmers’ practices.
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A dry-seedbed system for rice cultivation is a viable alternative for farmers on
rainfed lowlands with limited rainfall and labor. Rice transplanted from the dry-seedbed nursery produced the same yield as gogorancah rice, could be planted and harvested 2 to 3 weeks earlier than traditional wet-seedbed nursery rice, and required less
labor than the gogorancah system. The dry-seedbed nursery system was verified on
an area of about 30 ha in Sumbawa, West Nusa Tenggara Province. Yield of rice, and
of soybean planted after the rice, increased, and participating farmers’ incomes were
double those of those adhering to traditional practices. The rice and soybean yield
increased on dry-seedbed system were attributable to the availability of soil moisture
during the whole growing periods and the improved technologies applied to both
crops. The dry-seedbed nursery system for rice cultivation on limited rainfall rainfed
lowlands is technically and economically feasible, increasing land productivity and
farmers’ incomes, and reducing the risk of crop failure due to drought.
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Effect of stubble treatment on
performance of ratoon rice
B. Douthwaite, C. J. M. Tado, A. N. Calendacion, L. J. Wade,
K. G. Cassman, and G. R. Quick

Previous work at IRRI has shown that ratoon yields approaching the yield of the main
crop can be achieved by promoting uniform and vigorous ratoon tillering from the
basal nodes. This may be achieved by manually braiding the stubble flat to the
ground in a process called lock-lodging. Lock-lodging has a high labor requirement at
a time when most available labor is involved in harvesting. This paper examines
labor and cost-saving mechanical alternatives to lock-lodging. On-station
experiments show that mechanical lodging can promote a ratoon tillering response
similar to lock-lodging, but this depends critically on the type and degree of damage
to the stubble stems and crown inflicted by the mechanical roller. In farmers' fields,
lock-lodging gave higher yields than mechanical lodging. Nevertheless the majority of
initial adopters of the technology chose to mechanically lodge because of the severe
difficulty in finding sufficient labor to complete lock-lodging in time. Mechanical-lodge
ratooning can be a highly attractive technology to farmers because in certain
circumstances it allows an additional crop to be grown with low input costs and high
returns. But ratooning has risks. Because the ratoon is out-of-season, it is
vulnerable to pest attack, particularly from rats. Weed or disease problems in the
main crop are carried over to the ratoon crop, which can cause crop failure. Good
water control is needed because establishment of the ratoon crop is adversely
affected by soft or flooded field conditions at time of stubble treatment in the critical
period of ratoon tiller emergence. Further research is needed to understand the
processes by which mechanical damage to the stubble promotes basal ratoon
tillering so that mechanical lodging methods can be improved. Risks associated with
ratoon cropping must also be evaluated.

It is projected that in the next 35 years the world's annual production of rough rice
will need to increase by almost 70%. It is also projected that the area growing rice will
decrease, so yield increases of 3% a year are needed on the remaining agricultural
land (IRRI 1993).
Crop intensification is one way of increasing rice output per unit area. A ratoon
rice crop can be grown with less water and labor in less time than a conventional rice
crop and therefore allows intensification under certain conditions. However, few

farmers in Asia ratoon rice because of low and variable ratoon yields (Bahar and De
Datta 1977).
Ratoon rice crop develops from dormant buds on the stubble of the first crop (Vergara et al 1988). In a conventional ratoon crop, tiller initiation is asynchronous so that
flowering, grain filling, and ripening are not uniform. Tillers that regenerate from
higher buds grow faster, and mature earlier than tillers from lower bud nodes. This
non-uniformity contributes to poor grain quality and low ratoon yields.
Ratoon yields comparable to the main crop have been achieved by promoting uniform and vigorous tillering from the basal nodes (A.N. Calendacion, L.J. Wade, K.G.
Cassman, D. Siota, and V.P. Singh, IRRI, unpublished data). Improved uniformity
was achieved by manual braiding of the stubble flat to the ground in a process called
lock-lodging. Paid-out costs for a lock-lodge ratoon crop are lower than for a transplanted or direct wet-seeded crop because the need for land preparation is eliminated,
and total irrigation requirements are reduced. Nevertheless, lock lodging has a high
labor requirement—30 person days/ha (A.N. Calendacion, L.J. Wade, K.G. Cassman, D. Siota, and V.P. Singh, IRRI, unpublished data)—when most available labor
is involved in harvesting. Labor availability and cost are therefore two major constraints to the adoption of the technology.
One alternative to manually lock-lodging the stubble is to mechanically lodge the
stubble with a roller. In early attempts to mechanically roll stubble it was observed
that long stubble was easier to lodge than short stubble. Also, it was thought that the
additional straw left in the field might benefit the ratoon crop by providing additional
assimilate reserves for the ratoon tillers, additional nutrients from the decomposition
of the straw, and mulching against weeds.
IRRI has recently developed a stripper gatherer (SG) harvesting system that may
have potential also for stubble-lodge ratooning. The SG800 harvester leaves 90% of
the stubble intact in the field, while at the same time rolling the stubble flat. The
SG800 harvester was seen to offer a potentially cheap and effective alternative to
manual lock-lodging.
Farmers in the Tan Thanh District of Long An Province in Vietnam achieve
ratoon yields of about 90% of the main crop yield by cutting the rice stubble to a
height of 3 to 5 cm to encourage uniform basal ratoon tillering (Nguyen Thanh
Nghiep, Director, Agriculture Extension Center of Long An Province, 1994, pers.
comm.). The stubble is cut with an engine-powered rotary cutter, and the cost of this
operation is considerably less than manual lock-lodging. Cutting the stubble short is
therefore another possible alternative to lock-lodging.
The purpose of our research was to evaluate ratoon establishment methods that
require less labor and are inexpensive alternatives to manual lock-lodging. Experiments were conducted on the IRRI experimental station and in farmers’ fields, and
data were also collected from farmers’ own experiments. Lock-lodging was compared with the ratooning of short cut or mechanically lodged stubble. The potential of
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stubble-lodge ratooning in the Philippines was also evaluated, based on a survey of
initial adopters of the technology.

Materials and methods
Two experiments were carried out at the International Rice Research Institute (IRRI)
farm in Laguna, Philippines (14ºl1'N, 120º15'E). The first experiment compared
lock-lodging with the mechanical lodging of manually harvested and stripper harvested stubble. The second experiment examined the effect on ratoon performance of
the degree of mechanical lodging and damage to the stubble. In both experiments
mechanical lodging was carried out by a ridged roller fitted as the ground wheel on
the SG800 harvester (Fig. 1). Soil at the experimental sites is mapped as a Maahas
clay.
Experiment 1
The design was a split plot with four replicates, with lodging treatments as main plots,
and cultivars as sub-plots. The three lodging treatments were: manually harvested
and manually lock-lodged, manually harvested and stripper lodged, and stripper harvested and stripper lodged. Mechanical lodging was achieved by two passes of the
ridged roller in the same direction. The first pass in the stripper-harvested and stripper-lodged treatment was made while harvesting. Soil condition was hard and cracking, due to drying after field drainage before harvest. Two rice cultivars were
included as subplots: the inbred line IR72 and a new tropical hybrid IR64616H. Plot
size was 28 × 5 m.
The main crop was treated with a basal dressing of 50 kg N/ha, incorporated during the final leveling operation. Germinating seeds were treated in the seedbed with
Arasan fungicide at a rate of 0.3 g/20 kg seed. Twelve-day-old seedlings were transplanted in 20 × 20 cm spacings with 4-5 seedlings per hill on 21 December 1992.
Nitrogen was applied at mid-tillering, booting, and flowering at rates of 50, 50, and
30 kg/ha, respectively. Water was ponded to a depth of 5 cm from 27 December 1992
to 28 March 1993. Sofit herbicide was applied before emergence, and any persistent
weeds were removed by hand. Insects were controlled as required. Following excellent growth by both cultivars, the main crop was harvested manually or with the SG
harvester on 2-5 April 1993 after drainage of the field on 26 March 1993.
Following harvest, the stubble was manually lodged or mechanically lodged
according to treatment. Flush irrigation was provided until ratoon tillers were established, and thereafter, water was ponded to a depth of 5 cm. Nitrogen was applied at 9,
18, 29, and 42 days after stubble lodging, at rates of 30, 30, 40, and 20 kg/ha. Weeds
were controlled by hand. The ratoon crop was harvested on 21 June 1993 following
removal of the ponded water on 14 June 1993.
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1. SG800 stripper harvester.

For the main crop, grain yields were recorded from a 10 m 2 sampling area per
plot. For the ratoon crop, tiller number per hill was observed by node position at 34
days from stubble lodging. Ratings were taken for stubble re-erection four weeks
after stubble lodging, and for rice Tungro virus infection at 18 days after flowering.
Grain yield was obtained from a 10 m2 sampling area, with yield components and
harvest index measured in a random sample of 12 hills per plot. Total dry weight was
calculated from grain yield and harvest index. Grain number was estimated from
grain yield and mean grain weight.
Experiment 2
Seven treatments were compared in a randomized complete block design with four replicates, using variety BPI RI10. The manually harvested and manually lock-lodged
treatment was again used as a basis for comparison. The remaining six treatments were
stripper harvested, and the plots were lodged mechanically, using either a rubber tire or
a ridged roller. The mechanical lodging treatments were designed to vary the extent of
lodging and the amount of damage to the stubble, with the rubber tire inflicting less
damage than the ridged roller. The remaining four treatments consisted of 2, 3, or 4
passes of the ridged roller, and 2 passes of the ridged roller in opposite directions.
The main crop was treated with a basal dressing of 60 kg N/ha, 30 kg P/ha and 30
kg K/ha during the final leveling operation. Germinating seeds were treated in the
seedbed with Arasan fungicide. Twelve-day-old seedlings were transplanted on 23
December 1993 in 20 × 20 cm spacings with 5 to 6 seedlings per hill. Hand weeding
and some transplanting of missing hills were done 2 weeks after transplanting. Nitrogen was applied at panicle initiation and flowering stages at the rates of 30 kg/ha per
application. Water was ponded to a depth of 5 cm from 30 December 1993 up to 1
week before harvest. The main crop was harvested on 30 March 1994.
The stubble was conditioned according to treatment immediately after harvest.
The soil condition was firm but not cracking. Nitrogen was applied at 8, 16, and 33
days after stubble lodging at 30 kg/ha per application. Weeds were controlled by
manual weeding. Tiller counts and stubble re-erection ratings were obtained at 17
days after stubble lodging. The experiment was subsequently abandoned due to
severe infestation of rice Tungro virus.
On-farm comparison of stubble treatment methods for successful ratooning
Experiments were conducted in farmers’ fields in Iloilo and Laguna in the Philippines
to compare the effect of different stubble treatment techniques on ratoon performance
(A.N. Calendacion, L.J. Wade, K.G. Cassman, D. Siota, and V.P. Singh, IRRI,
unpublished data). The stubble was ratooned between October 1993 and January
1994 to grow in the period in which rainfed lowland areas are normally fallow
because of insufficient rainfall at the end of the wet season to sustain another full tillage transplanted main crop. Four stubble treatment methods were used: lock-lodging
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with 35 cm stubble, mechanical lodging of 35 cm stubble with a coconut-log ridged
roller, mechanical lodging of 7.5 cm stubble with a coconut-log ridged roller, and
short upright stubble cut to height of 7.5 cm. The last is similar to the practice used in
Vietnam. Other crop management practices, such as weed and insect control and fertilization, were left to the discretion of each farmer.
Farmers’ experiments with stubble-lodge ratooning
The work at IRRI on stubble-lodge ratooning has generated much interest among farmers. Some farmers conducted their own experiments with the technology in Iloilo, Mindoro, Bicol, and Isabela. Fourteen farmers were interviewed between August 1993 and
November 1994 about their experiments and experiences, particularly with respect to
the labor requirement for lock-lodging. A semi-structured interview was used to allow
flexibility to pursue topics of interest that emerged during the conversation with the
farmer. All interviews were carried out by the senior author. An attempt was made to
interview all the farmers in an area who had experimented with stubble-lodge ratooning. A list of the adopting farmers was made by asking involved IRRI personnel, and
local agricultural extension staff and farmers. However, some farmers who had failed
with their experiments might have been missed as they may not have let others know of
their experiment. The survey may therefore be biased towards successful adopters.

Results
Experiment 1
The main crop was uniform and vigorous, with cultivars IR72 and IR64616H both
yielding 6.2 t/ha. The stubble lodging treatments were established immediately after
the harvest of the main crop, and treatment differences were apparent early in the
ratoon crop. Tiller number per hill was greater in the manually harvested and manually lodged treatment, with a greater number of tillers arising from the first node
(Table 1). Stubble re-erection was negligible with manual harvesting and manual
lodging, but averaged 34% and 47% in the stripper-harvested/stripper-lodged and
manually harvested/stripper-lodged treatments (Table 2 ). The mean grain yield of 4.6
t/ha taken from the manually harvested manually lodged treatment exceeded the
other lodging methods by 37%. This yield advantage arose from higher tiller number,
greater production of dry matter and more grains per unit area (Table 2). The hybrid
IR64616H was slightly higher yielding than the line IR72, even though some of the
hills of the hybrid were infected by rice Tungro virus. The interaction between lodging method and cultivar was not significant.
Experiment 2
The main crop grew well and yielded 4.4 t/ha. The stubble lodging treatments were
established immediately after the harvest of the main crop.
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Table 1. Tiller number per hill at 15 days from harvest at each of three node positions for
two rice cultivars ratooned with three stubble-lodging methods at IRRI in 1993.
Stubble-lodging methoda

Cultivar and node position
MHML

MHSL

SHSL

Node 1

27.50

23.25

22.50

Node 2

7.50

6.00

6.25

Node 3

1.50

3.00

2.75

Node 1

30.75

25.00

20.50

Node 2

7.25

7.00

7.00

Node 3

2.00

3.00

3.75

Source of variation

df

IR72

IR64616H

Mean square

Method

2

32.76**

Main plot error

9

5.73

Cultivar

1

8.00*

Method × cultivar

2

2.62

Sub plot error

9

Node

2

3357.72**

Method × node

4

47.11**

Cultivar × node

2

0.50

4

6.68*

Method × cultivar × node
Residual error

36

1.23

1.93

a MHML - manually harvested, manually lock-lodged.

MHSL - manually harvested, stripper lodged.
SHSL - stripper harvested, stripper lodged.

Lodging was ineffective with rubber-tired stripping (Table 3). Successive passes
of the ridged roller reduced stubble re-erection from 45% with one pass to 11% with 3
passes. There was no further lodging benefit from additional passes in the same or
opposite directions. Stubble re-erection was nil with lock-lodging.
Tiller numbers differed significantly for node 1, but not node 2 (Table 3). Only 5
tillers/hill were obtained at node 1 by lodging with the rubber tire. This number was
doubled when two or more passes of the ridged roller were used in the same direction.
Two passes of the ridged roller in opposite directions, and lock-lodging, both produced about 14 tillers/hill from node 1. The resulting response in total tiller number is
illustrated in Figure 2, and the close negative relationship between tiller number and
stubble re-erection percentage in Figure 3.
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4.90

IR64616H

3.59

lR64616H

3.64

3.75

0.23

IR64616H

Mean

SE

1

2

9

Cultivar

Method × cultivar

Residual error

0.13

0.11

2.03**

0.18

4.24**

1.0

9.5

9.6

7.2

8.5

8.2

12.7

10.9

MHML-manually harvested,manually lock-lodged.
MHSL-manually harvested,stripper lodged.
SHSL-stripper harvested,stripper lodged.

9

Main plot error

a

2

Method

Source df

2.85

IR72

SHSL

3.26

IR72

MHSL

4.27

Grain yield
Total dry
(t/ha)
weight (t/ha)

IR72

MHMLa

Treatment
Method and cultivars

2.05

1.93

14.92*

2.07

30.35**

2.1

39.6

38.0

39.5

42.3

39.8

38.5

39.3

Harvest
index (%)

12.26

9.04

0.04

6.43

12.79

Mean square

0.3

20.3

19.9

20.7

20.0

20.2

20.2

20.7

Grain size
(mg)

0.23

0.19

1.56*

0.14

0.28

1,400

18,500

18,230

13,770

17,950

16,140

24,260

20,630

Grain
number /m2

3.1 9

3.87

65.44**

4.37

95.52**

45

46

45

45

45

46

45

(days)

Time to
flowering

0.75

2.54

8.17**

5.04

3.04

27

36

31

49

46

0

0

Stubble reerection (%)

35

35

32

32

32

40

38

days)

Tillers per
hill (@ 15

5

10

0

6

0

14

0

RTV (%)

Table 2. Grain yield, total dry weight, harvest index, grain size, grain number, time to flowering, stubble re-erection, tiller number per
hill at 15 days, and rice Tungro virus (RTV) rating for two rice cultivars ratooned with three stubble lodging methods at IRRI in 1993.
Mean squares for the respective sources of variation are also shown for each character, with lodging method tested against main
plot error and the remaining sources tested against residual error.

Table 3. Ratoon tiller count at each of two node positions, and stubble reerection
percentage at 23 days from main crop harvest at IRRI in 1994. Mean squares for the
respective sources of variation are also shown.
Treatment

Tiller count (no./hill)

Stubble
re-erection a (%)

Node 1

Node 2

Lock-lodging

14.2 a

4.0 a

0e

Rubber-tired
stripping

5.3 d

3.8 a

100 a

1 Pass stripping

8.1 cd

4.7 a

45 b

2 Passes stripping

10.3 bc

5.0 a

16 c

2 Opposite passes
stripping

13.5 ab

4.1 a

3 Passes stripping

10.7 abc

3.8 a

11 cd

4 Passes stripping

10.2 bc

5.2 a

4 de

Source of variation

df

Replication

3

37.17*

7.34*

155.95*

Treatment

6

74.02**

2.90

5140.48**

12.51

2.56

39.29

2.50

1.13

4.43

Error
SE

18

6 de

Mean square

a Stubble

re-erection percentage: 0 = horizontal, 100 = vertical. Within a column, means followed by the same
letter are not significantly different at the 5% confidence level by DMRT.

On-farm comparison of stubble treatment methods for successful ratooning
Of the nine experimental sites that were established, only four were harvested. Two
of the six sites in Iloilo were damaged by flooding at the time of stubble treatment and
another site was abandoned due to drought stress. Two of the three sites in Laguna
were destroyed by rats.
Yield data from the four remaining experiments are shown in Table 4. On average, the 35 cm stubble treatments out-yielded the 7.5 cm treatments and yields were
less variable, but treatment rankings changed from site to site. Lock-lodging and logrolled stubble produced similar grain yields at all sites, while the short rolled stubble
performed similarly to lock-lodging except at Maambog where excessively wet and
muddy conditions at the time of rolling resulted in damage to the short-stubble treatments. Short- upright stubble performed poorly at Maambog and Malayaan. As
occurred in the other experiments, yield in the ratoon crop was strongly correlated
with tiller and panicle number.
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2. Ratoon tillers per hill for nodes 1 and 2 at 17 days after stubble treatment for seven
methods of stubble lodging: LL, lock-lodging; RT, 1 pass with rubber tire; RR, 1-4 passes
in the same direction with ridged roller; RRO, 2 passes in opposite direction with ridged
roller.

3. The relationship between first node tiller number per hill and stubble re-erection percentage for seven stubble lodging methods at IRRI in 1994. LLR, lock-lodge ratoon; 1-4
passes of ridged roller or rubber tire (RU) in same or opposite (OP) direction.
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Table 4. Effect of four ratooning methods on mean grain yield and its standard deviation
for ratoon rice crops grown at four locations in lloilo and Laguna, Philippines in 1993-94.
Treatment

a

Abilay lloilo

Maambog
lloilo

Malayuan
lloilo

Victoria
Laguna

35.0 LLR

2704

1998

1615

2399

2179a

474

35.0 Rolled

2418

2117

1693

2010

2060ab

299

7.5 Rolled

2553

0

1978

2432

1741c

1187

2255

1817bc

524

2274

1949

658

7.5 Upright

2285

1363

1364

Mean

2490

1370

1663

Mean

SD

a LLR = lock-lodged ratoon; stubble lengths 35 cm or 7.5 cm; stubble rolled with a coconut-log ridged roller or
left upright. Within a column, means followed by the same letter are not significantly different at the 5% confidence level by DMRT.

Farmers’ experiments with stubble-lodge ratooning
Farmers adopted stubble-lodge ratooning after learning about the technology from
their neighbors or farm experiments (Table 5). One farmer in Isabela “discovered”
stubble-lodge ratooning spontaneously after observing uniform basal ratoon tillering
from stripper harvested stubble. He had harvested his field with a SG800 stripper harvester that at the same time had mechanically rolled the stubble. In all cases, farmers
experimented with the technology because of the low inputs required for crop establishment, and the potential of high returns.
Table 5. Results from farmers’ experiments with stubble-lodge ratooning from a survey
of 14 farmers in Iloilo, Mindoro, and Isabela, in the Philippines in 1993-94.
Lock-lodge
Number of farmers adopting technology

6

Labor required for lodging (person days/ha)

21.3

Cost of lodging ($/ha)

64

Area of farmer trial (ha)

0.78

N application rate (kg N/ha)
Yield (t/ha)

86
3.96

Mechanical-lodge
8
1.4
18
1.8
47
3.28

All but one of the farmers experimenting with lock-lodging was told by extension
workers or IRRI staff that the stubble should be lock-lodged as soon as possible after
harvest. These farmers said that finding a sufficient number of laborers to carry out
lock-lodging on time was a major constraint, because most labor was otherwise
engaged in harvesting. Farmers reported that delays in lock-lodging of up to 10 days
after harvest resulted in poorer ratoon yields. The labor requirement for lock-lodging
varied from 20 to 28 person days/ha and cost between $58 and $75.
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In an attempt to overcome the labor and cost constraint for lock-lodging, more
than half the interviewed farmers attempted to mechanically lodge the stubble. A
variety of techniques was used. The SG800 harvester lodged the stubble in fields as
they were stripper harvested. Some farmers used the cage wheels of their hand tractors to run over the stubble, sometimes with a comb harrow and plank attached to provide additional downward pressure. One farmer built a roller attachment for his hand
tractor, costing $415, which allowed the operator to sit on the roller while steering. A
hand-pulled coconut log and a concrete culvert were also employed. Farmers used
between one and four passes to lodge the stubble. Paid-out costs and labor requirement for mechanically lodging were much lower than for manual lock-lodging. Only
one farmer paid $17/ha contract rate for stubble lodging with a hand tractor. The others used their own equipment and labor. About 1.4 person-days were necessary to
mechanically lodge one hectare (Table 5), although in the case of the farmer who
used the SG800 in Isabela, no additional labor or cost was required for stubble lodging after harvest. The work rate of the mechanical lodging techniques was about 1 ha/
day, allowing stubble lodging to be carried out soon after harvest. Farmers who
mechanically lodged were able to ratoon a larger area (Table 5).
Farmers who practiced mechanical lodging saw it as the only practical way to
lodge the stubble. However, there was a perception that lock-lodging gave higher and
more uniform tillering and better yields. Most farmers believed that methods of
mechanical lodging could be improved. Table 5 shows that the average yield for locklodging was higher than for mechanical lodging although farmers who lock-lodged
did apply more fertilizer.
The availability and control of water supply were two of the biggest constraints
facing farmers in Iloilo and Mindoro. Waterlogging of fields at the time of stubble
treatment was the main reason given by one farmer for a low ratoon yield, and is a reason why farmers do not consider ratooning the first crop, which is harvested in the
rainy season. Water shortage was blamed for low yields and for high weeding costs in
Mindoro. However, 12 of 14 farmers were growing a ratoon crop during the dry season when their neighbors’ fields were fallow because of lack of water. One farmer,
who ratooned his second crop at the same time as his neighbors planted their second
crop, said he achieved much higher yields from the ratoon.
High weeding costs were a constraint in Mindoro with farmers paying up to $250/
ha while in Iloilo only one farmer said she weeded at a cost of $38/ha. Farmers in
Iloilo perceived that if the main crop was free from weeds the ratoon would not
require weeding. Rats were also a bigger problem in Mindoro than Iloilo. In Iloilo two
farmers reported problems with Tungro while none of the farmers in Mindoro said
their ratoon was affected by the virus. A major concern amongst farmers and agricultural extension workers in Iloilo was the screening of varieties for Tungro resistance
and ratooning performance.
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Discussion
For all experiments, lodging of stubble was more effective in the manually harvested
and manually lock-lodged treatment, where the stubble remained horizontal throughout the growth of the ratoon crop. Maintaining a horizontal orientation of the stubble
appeared to be necessary for increased development of ratoon tillers, especially from
the first node. Lodging the stubble caused mechanical damage at the base of the stem,
which may have promoted growth of buds from the basal nodes rather than from
higher nodes. Reduced shading when stubble was horizontal would also have favored
the continued growth and yield contribution of such tillers. Consequently, the manually harvested and manually lock-lodged treatment accumulated more dry matter,
produced more grains, and yielded more than the other treatments.
Mechanical lodging was able to perform comparably to lock-lodging when stubble
re-erection was minimal, resulting in a uniform flush of vigorous ratoon tillers. This
outcome was more likely when longer stubble lengths were used, which facilitated
mechanical lodging by rolling. Degree of lodging was not the only factor determining
ratoon tiller response. In experiment 2 four passes of the mechanical roller minimized
stubble re-erection, but tillering was significantly lower than lock lodging. It seems reasonable to hypothesize that the four passes of the mechanical roller required to damage
the stubble stems sufficiently to cause lodging may have also inflicted considerable
damage to the basal nodes. Lock-lodging achieved stubble lodging with less damage.
This hypothesis was supported by the finding that mechanical rolling of the stubble
twice, but in opposite directions, was as efficient at lodging the stubble as four passes in
the same direction, but gave a significantly higher tillering response.
The process by which mechanically rolling in opposite directions promotes better
tillering than two passes in the same direction is not well understood. It may be that it is
not the quality of lodging per se that promotes basal tillering, but rather the degree of
crushing at the base of the stem. In lock-lodging, the base of the stem is crushed in the
process of being lodged and then held in that position. Simply knocking the plant over,
as with the rubber roller treatment in experiment 2, was not sufficient because the stem
was able to re-erect. Tillering from basal nodes was favored by mechanical rolling of
long stubble, but lodging may not be necessary to promote basal tillering in short stubble. Shading by re-erected stubble may have impeded tiller growth, however, which
may explain some of the yield gap between lock-lodging and the mechanically rolled
treatments in experiment 1. These hypotheses remain to be examined in detail.
Of nine experiments planted on-farm at Laguna and Iloilo (experiment 3), only
four were harvested. The high attrition rate of the ratoon experiments reflected the
risks involved in establishing an out-of-season rainfed rice crop, and the need for
good water control at the time of stubble conditioning and early ratoon tiller growth
(A.N. Calendacion, L.J. Wade, K.G. Cassman, D. Siota, and V.P. Singh, IRRI,
unpublished data). The importance of environmental factors was further demon-
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strated by the variation between replicates in Figure 3. Yields were higher and less
variable when longer stubble was used in the on-farm rainfed experiments. A.N. Calendacion, L.J. Wade, K.G. Cassman, D. Siota, and V.P. Singh (unpublished data,
IRRI) concluded that longer stubble may be advantageous where conditions are less
favorable during the critical period of early tiller emergence in the ratoon crop. This
may help to explain why short upright stubble is successful in Vietnam, where water
depth can be controlled in the critical period. Further research is needed to fully
understand the processes governing the establishment of tillers in the ratoon crop, and
their sensitivity to environmental factors.
The farmer survey showed that stubble-lodge ratooning may have application in
rainfed or irrigated areas where the water supply for the second crop was unreliable.
Establishing a ratoon crop instead of a full-tillage second crop could reduce the risk of
terminal drought stress because of the reduced turnaround time and duration of the
ratoon crop (A.N. Calendacion, L.J. Wade, K.G. Cassman, D. Siota, and V.P. Singh,
IRRI, unpublished data). Good water control was necessary at time of' stubble conditioning, however, because the fields to be ratooned must be free from flooding during
the critical period of ratoon tiller establishment. The results from the on-farm work
showed that longer stubble may be advantageous if flooding did occur. Nevertheless,
the need for unflooded fields during stubble lodging and ratoon tiller emergence was
likely to be a major constraint to farmers who stored water in the fields at harvest. The
main crop also needed to be free of Tungro and without a major weed infestation.
The attraction of stubble-lodge ratooning was demonstrated by farmer experimentation with the technology. Stubble-lodge ratooning offered the possibility of an
additional out-of-season rice crop with limited inputs and high returns, particularly as
the out-of-season harvest price may be as much as 17% higher than the harvest season
price (Langemeyer et al 1994).

Conclusions
Lock-lodging and mechanical lodging of the main crop stubble gave a higher
number of basal ratoon tillers, and a higher ratoon yield than short cut stubble
ratooning.
The SG800 stripper harvester was well suited to stubble-lodge ratooning because
the machine carried out one mechanical rolling pass during harvesting, and left
long stubble.
On the IRRI research station and in farmers' fields, lock-lodge ratoon crops generally yielded better and more consistently than mechanical-lodge ratoon crops.
Although farmers knew that lock-lodging produced superior yields to mechanical
lodging, the majority of farmers chose to mechanically lodge. Difficulties in
securing labor for lock-lodging when most labor was engaged in harvesting, and
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the high cost of the labor were the main reasons for farmers preferring to mechanically lodge.
Indications were that mechanical lodging could promote as many basal tillers as
lock-lodging. The degree of damage done to the stubble stems and crown by
mechanical rolling appears to be critical for success. Further work is needed to
understand the mechanisms by which lock-lodging and mechanical rolling promote basal tiller growth and then to devise practical ratoon management practices
for transfer to farmers.
Conditions early in ratoon tiller growth seem to be crucial for high and uniform
ratoon yields. Risks associated with ratoon cropping must be evaluated for potential areas of ratoon rice production.
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Bangladesh
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Rice covers nearly 80% of cultivated area in three crop seasons in Bangladesh. Pulses
are an important group of crops which play a significant role in the Bangladeshi diet
and in rainfed agriculture. Their area is gradually declining with the expansion of the
rice crop. Consequently, soil health is deteriorating. The Bangladesh Agricultural
Research Institute has been developing technologies to incorporate pulse crops in rice
fallows. For the medium low land, lathyrus is the most suitable crop following rice. For
the upland situation, short-duration day-length insensitive mungbean and blackgram
can be introduced as catch crops in the fallow period between upland rice and winter
crops and between winter crops and transplanted aman (main season) rice. Chickpea
can follow the aman rice in the post-rainy season as a latesown crop. In the Barind
area (north-western Bangladesh) chickpea can be grown after rice in the fallow - rice fallow pattern, where the local rice cultivars need to be replaced by short-duration
varieties. In flood-prone areas, the frequent loss of rice crop can be partially
compensated, if short-duration blackgram is grown before the winter crop, under zero
tillage as soon as the floodwater recedes.
These patterns will not only augment the total food production by increasing the
cropping intensity, but will also help increase sustainability of agricultural land in
these areas. The research results, future prospects and need for improving the
component technologies for the proposed patterns are discussed in this review.

Bangladesh is predominantly a rice growing country and rice is the staple food. Rice
occupies about 80% of the total cropped area and is cultivated in three seasons a year
(Fig. 1). These are Aman rice (Jul-Dec, 55% area and production), Aus rice (AprAug, 20% area, 13% production), and Boro rice (Jan-May/Jun, 25% area, 32% production). Currently, this crop is cultivated on about 10.4 million ha with an annual
grain production of 16.8 million t (BBS 1993). Local cultivars, grown mostly under
rainfed conditions, make up the major area of the main season aman as well as aus
rice (upland) as shown in Table 1.
Pulses play a significant role in the Bangladeshi diet and in rainfed agriculture in
the country. Various pulse crops (Table 2) are grown in the rice-based cropping sys-

tems. These occupy the second largest area after rice 15.2% of the total cropped area
(BBS 1993)]. Among these pulses, lathyrus, lentil, chickpea, fieldpea, cowpea, and
faba bean are grown during the winter season ( rabi: Nov-Mar) following aus and
aman rice and contribute about 83% to the total pulses production. Blackgram is
grown in late summer (Aug-Dec) following aus rice. Mungbean is grown during late
summer, and during late winter following aman rice. Pulses are traditionally cultivated under rainfed conditions with almost no inputs. Pulses generally do not respond
to high inputs, such as irrigation and fertilizer. Moreover, their inherently low yield
potential, high susceptibility to various diseases and pests, and sensitivity to microclimate changes, contribute to their yield instability and low productivity.

1. Rice-based cropping patterns involving major pulses in Bangladesh. Dotted lines indicate relay cropping.
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Since Bangladesh has a food grain shortage, cereal production is receiving top
priority. Farmers are shifting to rice - rice or rice - wheat systems wherever irrigation
facilities are becoming available. Rice is easy to cultivate, has fewer problems in harvesting, threshing, storing, and marketing, and higher yields can be gained with high
inputs. However, there are increasing concerns about the long-term sustainability of a
cropping system based solely on cereals. Legumes are considered as ameliorative
crops from the viewpoints of sustainability and the need to break continuous cropping
with cereals. Soil aggregation, structure, permeability, fertility, and water infiltration
rates improve significantly with the inclusion of pulses in the cropping system
(Yadav et al 1994). Legumes can add 20-60 kg residual N to the succeeding crop
(Ahlawat and Srivastava 1994).
Table 1. Productivity (t/ha) and percentage of area and production of local cultivars and
HYVs of rice grown in three rice seasons in Bangladesh. The percentage of crop
receiving irrigation in each season is also shown.
Aus rice (upland)
(Apr/May-Jul/Aug)

Aman rice

Boro rice

(Jul/Aug-Nov/Dec)

(Jan/Feb-May/June)

Local

HYV

Local

HYV

Local

HYV

Area (%)

83.00

17.00

66

34

11

89

Production (%)

72.00

28.00

54

46

8

92

0.93

1.73

1.29

2.16

1.42

2.18

Productivity (t/ha)
% Irrigated area

6.7

3.7

81.0

Source: BBS (1993).

Pulses play a vital role in rainfed agriculture in Bangladesh, but their area and production are gradually declining. The Bangladesh Agricultural Research Institute
(BARI) has been exploring new openings for pulses in the rice-based cropping systems so as to halt their decline (BBS 1993) and to produce additional pulses by
increasing the cropping intensity. Different pulses are suited to different ecosystems.
Some potential cropping patterns have been identified and some progress have been
made in research to develop appropriate technologies for accommodating different
pulses in specific cropping systems.
This paper reviews progress made and the potential for different pulse crops in the
rice-based cropping systems of Bangladesh.

Lathyrus
Lathyrus (also known as grasspea) is the number one pulse in Bangladesh in area
and production, and contributes about 35% of the total pulse crop. It is cultivated
as a relay crop with aman rice (local cultivars) in the medium low and lowlands.
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210.2

–
–

Lens culinaris Medik

Cicer arietinum L.

Vigna mungo (L.) Hepper

Vigna radiata (L.) Wilczek

Cajanus cajan (L.) Millsp

Pisum sativum L.

Vigna unguiculatus (L.) Walp

Vicia faba L.

Macrotyloma unifloram (Lam) Verde

Lentil

Chickpea

Blackgram

Green gram (mung)

Pigeonpea

Fieldpea

Cowpea

Faba bean (Kalhi motor)

Horse gram (Kulti kalai)
and others

Source: Hamid (1993).

Total

239.0

Lathyrus sativus L.

Grasspea

682.4

1.7

–

–

494.8

1.2

31.3

52.0

68.6
60.1

69.5

150.1

182.0

–

–

–

–

Product
('000 t)

103.0

Area
('000 ha)

1991 -92

Scientific name

Common name

100

1.6

–

–

–

–

8.0

10.0

15.2

30.0

35.2

% contribution to
pulse production

Summer

Winter

Winter

Winter

Summer

Summer

Summer

Winter

Winter

Winter

Season of
cultivation

Table 2. Area, production, contribution to pulse production, season, and status of common pulses grown in Bangladesh.

minor

minor

minor

minor

minor

major

major

major

major

major

Status

Its seed is broadcast on the saturated soil 15-20 days before the rice is harvested.
It is the hardiest of the pulse crops, able to thrive in excess moisture or extreme
drought, has no major diseases or insect problems, has stable yields, and requires
no major inputs. It is a cheap source of fodder and is difficult to replace by any
other crop under the situations in which it is presently cultivated. It is cultivated
on land that would otherwise have remained fallow after rice.
The main limitation of existing cultivars of lathyrus is that their seed contains
the free amino acid ß-N oxalylaminoalanine (BOAA, also called ODAP) which
may cause lathyrism if consumed in excess (Kaul and Islam 1981, Kaul et al 1986,
Spencer et al 1986). However, the seed can be detoxified by various means,
including overnight soaking, parboiling etc. Despite campaigns by nutritionists
against its cultivation, farmers continue to grow this crop and its area increased by
3-5% between 1983-84 and 1991-92 (Hamid 1993). Although it has been used as a
pulse crop for over 8000 years (Smartt 1984) its genetic improvement has not been
attempted until recently.
Realizing its importance in the cropping system, BARI launched a breeding program on this crop during the late 1970s to develop low toxin, high yielding varieties,
suitable for the existing cropping systems. Some low toxin lines have been developed
(Table 3). They are under farmers' field tests and some of them are expected to be
released for commercial cultivation. Success in development of toxin-free varieties
has also been reported from other countries. Mehata and Santha (1994) reported the
development of some low toxin lines (BOAA 0.03-0.06%) in India from the somaclonal variations induced during in vitro regeneration of plants. Campbell (1989)
reported the development of low toxin lines in Canada. If these varieties come under
cultivation, lathyrus will no longer be a threat to human health. Efforts are also under
way to reduce BOAA level in the seed by cultural means. Hussain et al (1993)
reported that drought increases BOAA levels, while plants grown under saturated
conditions have lower BOAA levels. Haque et al (1993) reported that Zn, Mo, Mg
and salinity affect BOAA content. Because outcrossing is considerable in this crop,
methodology must be developed to maintain the purity of low toxin lines needs to be
developed. Efforts are continuing elsewhere to replace lathyrus with other suitable
crops, such as field pea. Narsinghani and Anamika Tiwari (1994) have already identified some promising lines of field pea which can be cultivated in place of lathyrus.

Lentil
Lentil is the most popular pulse in Bangladesh and contributes about 30% of the total
pulse crop. It is grown mostly in an aus rice/jute - lentil cropping pattern. The area
sown to lentil has remained static with little fluctuation over the years but it is continues to be replaced by wheat, mustard, sugarcane etc. The local cultivars suffer from
rust ( Uromyces fabae) and stemphylium blight ( Stemphylium spp.). Efforts are being
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continued at BARI to develop high yielding disease-resistant varieties so that its area
and production can be increased within the existing cropping system. Two early
maturing varieties, Uthfala and Barimasur-2, have been released by BARI, which can
escape disease if planted within the first week of November.
Table 3. Mean yield and BOAA content of low toxin lines of Lathyrus sativus developed
by BARI over locations and years.
Entries

Yield (kg/ha)
1990/91 4 loc. 1989/90 5 loc. 1988/89 2 loc. 1987/88 3 loc.

8603

1331

Overall
BOAA
mean content (%)

1299

2486

1333

1612

0.0137

8604

1278

1246

2498

1233

1564

0.0089

8612

1269

1205

2628

1167

1567

0.0060

Jamalpur

1285

1248

2124

900

1389

0.0528

(local)
Source: Annual report of pulses breeding of Bangladesh Agricultural Research Institute (BARI) for the years
1987/88, 1988/89, and 1990/91.

Chickpea
Chickpea is the third-most important pulse crop grown in Bangladesh. It is grown on
relatively heavier soils under the aus rice/jute - chickpea or aman rice - chickpea cropping patterns. Most of its area is now concentrated within the Gangetic flood plains.
However, yield stability is very low due to susceptibility to various diseases including
wilt ( Fusarium oxysporum), root rot (Rhizoctonia bataticola) collar rot ( Sclerotium
rolfsii), and botrytis gray mold (BGM) (Botrytis cinerea ), and to late planting. The
recently released varieties are resistant to wilt only. No sources of resistance to collar
rot, root rot, or BGM have been found in the world germplasm collection at ICRISAT. Therefore, chickpea cultivation will remain under threat in the traditional area
until varieties resistant to these diseases are developed.
On the other hand, most of the 0.8 million ha land of the Barind area of northwestem Bangladesh remain fallow in the winter months after harvest of local transplanted
aman rice (Raisuddin and Nur-E-Elahi 1984). The major cropping pattern is fallow t.aman rice - fallow (<90%) where t.aman rice is planted in June/July and harvested in
December. The area receives low rainfall (1200-1500 mm). Trials on chickpea by
BARI’s On-Farm Research Division (OFRD), Barind, Rajshahi indicate that chickpea
yields of up to 1 t/ha can be harvested with few additional inputs (Tables 4 and 5). In
this area chickpea must be planted by early November to ensure high yield. The local,
long-duration cultivars of rice therefore need to be replaced by short-duration varieties
such as BR- 1, BR-14, and IR-50. Moreover, the dry climate in the Barind area does not
favour BGM infestation, which is a major threat to chickpea in the traditional growing
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area. In view of its performance in the Barind, farmers are encouraged to grow chickpea. The area under cultivation increased from about 100 ha in 1990 to 3000 ha in
1993. If this trend is maintained, even if only 10% of the Barind could be brought
under chickpea cultivation, it would double the country’s production of this crop
(Kumar et al 1994).
Table 4. Grain yields of short/long duration modern rice varieties and following pulses in
Barind.
Rice
variety

Rice harvest
date

BR-1

11-25 Oct

BR-14

BR-11

23 Oct-7 Nov

7-23 NOV

Grain yield (t/ha)
1988

1989

Mean

4.17

2.93

3.55

4.58

5.00

4.21

4.71

4.39

4.85

Rabi crops

Grain yield (t/ha)
1988/89

89/90

Mean

Chickpea

0.66

1.04

0.85

Lentil

0.31

0.30

0.31

Mustard

0.55

0.50

0.53

Linseed

0.31

0.44

0.38

Chickpea

0.77

0.81

0.79

Lentil

0.21

0.45

0.33

Mustard

0.46

0.76

0.61

Linseed

0.38

0.70

0.54

Chickpea

0.30

0.30

0.30

Lentil

0.14

0.43

0.29

Mustard

0.22

0.32

0.27

Linseed

0.21

0.52

0.37

Source: Annual Report of OFRD, Barind for the years 1988/89 and 1989/90

Mungbean
Mungbean is fifth in importance among pulses in terms of both acreage and production. Some 65-70% of total mungbeans are grown in a stable aman rice (Jul-Dec) mung (Jan/Feb-Mar/Apr)-aus rice (Apr-Jul/Aug) pattern. These cultivars are green
seeded, daylength-insensitive types. The rest of the mungbean are cultivated in
other parts of the country mainly in the aus rice-mung-fallow cropping pattern.
These cultivars are golden seeded, daylength-sensitive, longer duration types.
However, the area under this cropping pattern is being replaced by other winter
crops such as wheat and mustard.
One of the major upland cropping patterns of the northern districts is aus rice -fallow (Aug-0ct)-winter crops. If this fallow period of 80-90 days could be utilized with
a short-duration pulse crop, such as mungbean or blackgram, a large area could come
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under pulses without disturbing existing cropping patterns. Time of sowing and
maintenance of optimum plant population are the key factors in this cropping pattern.
This is the peak period of monsoon rain in Bangladesh. Hence, the cultivars should be
short-duration types, able to grow well under high soil moisture conditions (Satyanarayana et al 1994).
Table 5. Grain yield of Kabuli and Desi chickpea lines in Barind.
Line

Kabuli 83007
Kabuli 83008

Grain yield (t/ha)
1988/89

1989/90

Mean

2.07

1.63

1.85

1.65

-

-

Rajshahi local (Desi)

1.61

1.98

1.60

Nabin (Desi)

2.16

1.82

1.99

Source: Annual Report of OFRD, Barind for the years 1988/89 and 1989/90.

BARI has been trying to develop suitable varieties and management systems to fit
the above pattern. Already one variety of 60-65 days duration, Kanti, has been
released. Efforts to develop short-duration, high-yielding, and YMV- and CLSresistant varieties are continuing. Experiments on management packages reveal that
both mungbean and blackgram can be grown in the above pattern under zero tillage
conditions, provided the soil is well drained and light textured (sandy loam-silty
loam) and the sowing is completed in August (Aziz and Kahman 1991). Optimum
plant population for small-seeded types was found to be around 80 plants/m2 and
bold-seeded type around 50 (Hashem and Hamid 1994).
BARI also tried to introduce mungbean in early summer in the winter crop (NovFeb/Mar) - mung (Mar-May) - aman rice (Jul-Nov) cropping pattern. This pattern is
feasible under irrigated conditions where sowing must be completed within Feb/mid
March. In these patterns if mungbean plants are plowed in after harvest of pods, it will
increase the organic matter content of the soil.

Blackgram
Blackgram is relatively hardy crop, with few disease and insect problems, produces
stable yields and can be grown with minimum care. It is generally sown in Aug/Sep in
well drained medium high or high lands after harvest of aus rice in the aus rice-blackgram-fallow cropping pattern. Local cultivars are daylength sensitive, and susceptible to YMV and powdery mildew diseases. BARI has released a short-duration (60
days) variety, Barimash, which is tolerant to YMV disease and can produce 20-30%
higher yield than the local control. It also fits well into the fallow period of the aus rice
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-fallow-rabi crops cropping pattern as mentioned above, provided sowing is conipleted within August (Table 6).
Table 6. Percent yield increase for all crops in a cropping pattern, the net return, and
cost-benefit ratio of the Aus rice-mung/blackgram-winter crops over the existing Aus
rice-fallow-winter crops.
Cropping patterns

% yield increase

% net return increase

Cost -benefit ratio

1987

1988

1987

1988

1987

1988

Aus rice-mung-wheat

15

17

62

131

1.04

1.05

Aus rice-mung-mustard

36

34

101

139

1.15

1.16

Aus rice-mung-lentil

32

30

63

78

1.64

1.91

Aus rice-blackgram-wheat

19

19

90

123

1.16

1.01

Aus rice-blackgram-mustard

46

44

133

145

1.33

1.19

Aus rice-blackgram-lentil

37

29

74

53

1.79

1.90

Source: Proceedings of 2nd national workshop on pulses, BAR1 1991, ICRISAT, Patancheru, India: 81-85.

Total or partial damage of aman rice is almost a regular phenomenon in Bangladesh. This loss, however, can be partially compensated by cultivating blackgram after
floodwaters have receded, under zero tillage conditions, before the rabi crops. Generally, planting is done in late September/early October and the crop suffers from powdery mildew disease. Efforts are underway at BARI to develop powdery mildew
resistant varieties suitable for post-flood late planting conditions.
As noted above, the major cropping pattern with blackgram is aus rice - blackgram - fallow. In this pattern, farmers cannot grow a winter crop after blackgram
because of lack of moisture at sowing time. In this pattern, short-duration pigeonpea
can be grown as a mixed or intercrop. Blackgram is harvested in December when
pigeonpea is about 60 cm high and beginning to flower. Thus it does not affect the
blackgram yield. However, insect pest damage is a major constraint to this crop.
Insect pests can be controlled by spraying 3-4 times at 10-day intervals from flower
initiation. If this cropping system can be extended, a large area which would otherwise remain fallow can be brought under pigeonpea.

Conclusion
The prospects of increasing pulse production within the rice-based cropping systems
have been discussed. A well planned concerted effort is needed to demonstrate these
technologies directly in the farmers’ fields. For this, appropriate extension support
and seed supply will be needed from the departments concerned. In parallel, national
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price support, and marketing and credit facilities should be strengthened as an incentive to farmers to contribute to sustainable pulse production in the country. Already
the government has taken up an ambitious program for research and development of
pulses, oilseeds, and tuber crops through a crop diversification program. We hope
that pulse cultivation will be promoted in future as part of that program.
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Alley cropping in sloping upland
rice areas of Cavite, Philippines
R. V. Labios, J. G. Montesur, and R. O. Retales

One strategy to control soil erosion and sustain productivity of sloping land grown to
upland rice, is the use of alley cropping. Four treatments, consisting of double
hedgerow strips of Desmodium rensonii, Desmanthus virgatus, Flemingia
macrophylla, and no hedgerows (as farmers’ practice), were set up in a farmer’s field
with a slope of 15-17%. Upland rice-cowpea and upland rice-peanut were the
cropping patterns tested in the alleys between hedgerows. The least soil loss was
observed in plots with F. macrophylla with mean values of 61.44 m3/ha and 23.19
m3/ha soil loss for the 1991 and 1992 wet season croppings. Grain yield of rice in
the 1990 and 1991 wet season cropping was not significantly affected by hedgerow
treatments, while an increase in grain yield and fodder yield of UPLRi-5 were
observed in the 1992 wet season trial. No significant difference was noted in the
yield parameters of cowpea and peanut.

In the Philippines, because of the alarming increase in population and the decrease
in agricultural land area in the lowlands as a result of housing and industrial
projects, more and more farmers are forced to farm in the uplands, including the
hillyland. About 60% of upland rice is grown on slopes of less than 8%, but a considerable upland rice area is on very steep slopes. Some permanent farming areas
which were classified as rolling to steeply rolling have slopes of 8 to 15%, as in the
case of western Tanauan in Batangas province (Garrity et al 1976). Upland rice
soils are often acidic, deficient in organic matter and phosphorus, and have poor
water-holding capacity. Soil erosion is a serious problem in areas with rolling to
steep slopes and is enhanced where upland rice is grown, because of the cultural
management and nature of the crop. Erosion affects the soil nutrient status in the
soil profile, rooting depth, and physico-chemical properties of subsoil horizons.
Further, the “kaingin”, or slash-and-burn, farming practice in hilly areas was estimated to cause an average annual soil loss of 100 t/ha (Paningbatan 1986). According to a NEDA Report (1983), more than half of the country’s land area is
susceptible to, if not already affected by, severe erosion. Soil erosion has been identified by the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR) as the
most serious environmental problem in the country today.

One promising strategy to control soil erosion and sustain productivity of sloping
upland rice areas is the use of alley cropping. This method utilizes shrubs as hedgerows planted along the contour lines to serve as barrier and at the same time provide
herbage that is a source of soil organic matter and feed for livestock. However, there
is a great need to identify promising hedgerow species suitable for an upland rice agroecosystem. Thus, this project was implemented, in collaboration with the Philippine
Rice Research Institute (PhilRice), in a farmer’s field at Trece Martires City, Cavite.

Objectives
The general objective of the project is to evolve a system of alley cropping appropriate for upland rice areas, in order to increase and sustain farm productivity and control soil erosion. Specifically, it aims to 1) determine the effect of alley cropping on
performance of upland rice, 2) determine the effect of alley cropping on soil properties, and 3) evaluate the efficiency of hedgerows in controlling soil loss.

Methodology
The experimental site was located in Barangay Cabuco, Trece Martires City, Cavite
province. A farmer’s field with a slope greater than 15% was selected. Standard soil
analysis was done before the start of the experiment. The results were compared with
those obtained at the end of each cropping season. Rainfall data were also collected
during the growing seasons.
Four treatments were applied in three replications in a randomized complete
block design, as follows:
T1 - double-strips of Desmodium rensonii
T2 - double-strips of Desman hus virgatus
T3 - double-strips of Flemingia macrophylla
T4 - farmers’ practice (no hedgerow)
Seeds of Desmanthus virgatus, Desmodium rensonii, and Flemingia macrophylla
were drilled 50 cm between rows along the contour furrows at the rate of 60-100
seeds/m. The plants were thinned to about 50 plants/m. and cut every 45-60 days,
depending on herbage growth, to a height of about 1 m, The cuttings were chopped
into smaller pieces and spread as mulch in the alleyways, providing a source of
organic fertilizer for upland rice. Distance between hedgerows was 5 m. The fertilizer
application rate was 60-30-30 kg NPK/ha. Plant tissue analyses were made on the
hedgerow species used in the study.
The space or alley between hedgerows was planted to rice during the wet season,
and cowpea or peanut during the dry season.
Soil loss was estimated by the pin method, which used a labelled 46 cm iron bar
placed at the lower portion of each alley to measure the volume of soil deposited. The
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cumulative soil loss was determined after each upland rice cropping. Weather data
were recorded and correlated with the amount of soil loss.
Data on yield and yield components of upland rice were collected and statistically
analyzed. Pest and disease occurrence were also recorded.

Results and disscussion
Soil type
The soil in the study area is Guadalupe clay loam with a pH of 5.6 and organic matter
content of 1.9% (Table 1). The slope is between 15-17% and the surface soil had been
eroded.
Table 1. Results of initial assessment of soil chemical and physical properties of Guadalupe
clay loam, Barangay Cabuco, Trece Martirez City, Cavite, Philippines (wet season 1990).
Soil property

Unit

pH (1:1 soil:water ratio)

5.60

Organic matter

1.91%

Available phosphorus

2.37 ppm

Exchangeable potassium

0.30 me/100 g soil

Soil separates:
sand

27.47%

silt

38.03%

clay

34.50%

Textural class

clay loam

Chemical properties of contour hedgerows
The plant tissues of the hedgerow species were analyzed after the 1991 dry season
cropping. Results showed that Desmanthus virgatus had the highest N content
(2.61%), followed by Desmodium rensinii (Table 2). In terms of P, K, and Ca contents, Desmanthus virgatus was also the highest.
Effect on soil properties and soil erosion
Results of soil analyses after the second year of continuous cropping showed that
there were significant differences in soil pH and soil organic matter content as
affected by the different contour hedgerow treatments. Soil pH was 6.0 in plots with
D. rensonii and 5.7 in plots with no contour hedgerow, while soil organic matter was
highest (3.1%) in plots with F. macrophylla and lowest (2.0%) in the plots with no
hedgerows (Table 3).
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Table 2. Nutrient concentration (%) in tissues of hedgerow species used in the study.
Hedgerow species

N

P

K

Ca

Mg

Fe

D. rensonii

2.38

0.23

0.95

0.48

0.16

0.12

F. macrophylla

1.89

0.20

1.45

0.44

0.35

0.02

D. virgatus

2.61

0.32

2.11

0.67

0.14

0.16

Table 3. Soil properties of Guadalupe clay loam as affected by the different contour
hedgerow treatments (wet season 1992).
Treatmenta

Soil property
pH

O.M. (%)

P (ppm)

K (me/100 g)

T1

6.03 a

2.30 ab

2.40 a

0.16 a

T2

5.77 bc

2.49 ab

1.58 a

0.21 a

T3

5.97 ab

3.05 a

2.46 a

0.16 a

T4

5.67c

1.99 b

1.58 a

0.27 a

LSD

0.25

0.93

2.54

0.11

CV (%)

2.15

19.13

63.41

28.38

Means followed by the same letter(s) are not significantly different at 5% level (DMRT).
a
T1 - double strip of Desmodium rensonii.
T2 - double strip of Desmanthus virgatus.
T3 - double strip of Flemingia macrophylla.
T4 - farmers’ practice (no contour hedgerow).

As regards soil loss after each cropping of upland rice, it was noted that the highest amount of soil loss occurred in the farmers’ practice (no hedgerow), followed by
plots with D. rensonii for both 1991 and 1992 wet seasons (Table 4). The least soil
erosion was observed in plots with F. macrophylla, with mean values of 61.44 m 3/ha
and 23.19 m 3/ha for the 1991 and 1992 wet seasons.
This suggests that F. macrophylla may be the best contour hedgerow for sloping
upland rice areas.
Amount of contour hedgerow herbage
The fresh herbage weight of the hedgerow species was obtained after the 1991 dry
season cropping. Results showed that F. macrophylla produced the highest amount
of herbage with a mean value of 5.6 kg/m of double hedgerow. D. rensonii was the
second highest producer, with about 1.7 kg/m, and the lowest D. virgatus with 1.3
kg/m.
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Table 4. Amount of soil loss after each cropping of upland rice under different contour
hedgerow treatments.
Soil loss (m 3/ha)

Treatment

Wet season 1991

Wet season 1992

D. rensonii

131.01 ab

62.61 b

D. virgatus

70.88 bc

46.09 bc

61.44 c

23.19 c

162.32 a

116.81 a

LSD

65.35

32.1 9

CV (%)

30.73

25.91

F. macrophylla
Farmers’ practice (no contour hedgerow)

Means followed by the same letter are not significantly different at 5% level (DMRT).

Performance of upland rice
Results of the 1992 wet season trial revealed that grain yield and straw yield were significantly affected by the contour hedgerow treatments (Table 5). Highest grain yield
(1.6 t/ha) was noted in T3 ( F. macrophylla ) followed by TI ( D. rensonii) with 1.1 t/
ha. The lowest grain yield (0.8 t/ha) was observed in plots with no contour hedgerow.
However, straw yield was highest (7.6 t/ha) in plots with no hedgerow followed by
plots with D. rensonii (6.5 t/ha).
Data from three consecutive wet season trials indicate that positive effects of hedgerows on the yield of the rice crop were observed only after the third year. The increase
in yield might be attributed to the increase in the accumulated biomass obtained from
the hedgerow species and lower soil losses seen in plots with hedgerows.
Performance of the second crop
The results indicated no significant difference in the yield parameters as affected by
different contour hedgerow treatments.

Summary
The important findings of the project are as follows.
It was noted that the farmers’ practice (no hedgerow) resulted in highest soil
losses.
The least soil erosion was observed in plots with F. macrophylla as hedgerows;
measurements were made after 1991 and 1992 wet season croppings.
Results from the experiments show that F. macrophylla may be the best contour
hedgerow species for sloping upland rice areas of Cavite.
A significant increase in the grain yield of upland rice on the third year of field tri-
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als is attributed to the cumulative increase in organic material from hedgerow species and to reduced soil losses in plots with hedgerows.
The highest grain yield (1.6 t/ha) during the wet season 1992 was noted in plots
with F. macrophylla as hedgerows and the lowest (0.8 t/ha) in plots with no
hedgerow treatment.
The yield parameters measured for cowpea and peanut during the dry season
cropping showed no significant differences due to different hedgerow treatments.
Table 5. Mean values of yield parameters measured for upland rice under four hedgerow
treatments for three seasons.
Treatmenta

Plant height
(cm)

Straw yield
(t/ha)

Filled grain
(%)

Grain yield
(t/ha)

Wet season 1990 (UPLRi-7)
T1

85.4 a

13.50 a

93.1 a

3.27 a

T2

86.7 a

8.83 a

93.4 a

2.28 a

T3

81.7 a

8.17 a

94.1 a

2.23 a

T4

89.1 a

14.00 a

93.3 a

3.22 a

18.0

7.98

2.1

2.36

7.6

35.56

1.1

43.37

T1

87.1 a

4.23 ab

82.42 a

1.08 ab

T2

79.7 a

3.02 b

80.74 b

0.72 b
0.87 ab

LSD 0.05
CV
Wet season 1991 (UPLRi-5)

T3

86.9 a

3.49 ab

75.38 c

T4

89.9 a

6.00 a

83.52 a

1.54 a

12.3

2.57

1.01

0.78

7.2

30.74

0.78

31.74

LSD 0.05
CV
Wet season 1992 (UPLRi-5)
T1

96.20 a

6.53 ab

89.12 a

1.06 ab

T2

94.63 a

5.22 ab

90.62 a

0.94 ab

T3

94.77 a

3.73 b

87.29 a

1.57 a

T4

93.73 a

7.63 a

89.82 a

0.82 b

LSD 0.05

8.06

3.65

4.77

0.70

CV

4.25

31.58

2.68

3.80

Means followed by the same letter are not significantly different at LSD 0.05

a T1 = double-strips of Desmodium rensonii.
T2 = double-strips of Desmanthus virgatus.
T3 = double-strips of Flemingia macrophylla.
T4 = farmers’ practice (no hedgerow).
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Strengthening food production: an
urgent measure in upland rice
ecosystems of the mountainous
ethnic regions of Vietnam
Ha minh Trung, Le van Thuyet, Tran huy Tho, and Nguyen Thieng

Food production in mountainous ethnic regions of northern Vietnam needs to be
increased rapidly to overcome a food shortage problem there while waiting for more
profit to be generated from a longer-term development program.
Improved lines/varieties of upland rice, maize, mung bean and groundnut were
tested for drought tolerance and yield performance in three mountainous provinces
Vinh Phu, Son La, and Lai Chau. Most cultivars tested showed good yields and
matured 2-4 weeks earlier than local checks. The short duration of new cultivars
allowed farmers to establish new cropping patterns on sloping land with 2-3 crops
per year, resulting in considerable increases in household incomes. At the same
time, increases in productivity will reduce the requirement for women in the labor
force, so that they can spend more time looking after their children.
Twenty-nine species of insect pests, diseases, and weeds have been recorded
on upland rice. The most serious problem is rice blast.

In its renovation process, Vietnam has made enormous achievements in agricultural
production, particularly food production. The total food production in 1993 was 24.5
million t in terms of paddy, an increase of 34.6% over that in 1985 (Table 1).
However, such progress has not been uniform throughout the country. Food production in a number of mountainous ethnic areas in northern Vietnam has increased
only slowly, while the size of the agricultural population has increased rapidly.
Therefore, the current per capita consumption of food in terms of paddy is not only
lower than the national average per capita consumption, but also is 10% lower than it
was in 1985 (Table 1).
Indifferent food production has given rise to food shortages and malnutrition, and
has led to land-use problems such as deforestation. Much of the land which used to be
fertile and forested is now eroded and of poor fertility, causing negative impacts on
rice production, a staple crop of the mountainous ethnic community (Tables 2 and 3).

Table 1. Current status of food production in the mountainous ethnic region.
Criteria

1985

1990

1991

1992

1993

% of increase
(+) and
decrease (-) in
comparison
with 1985

Food production in term of paddy ('000 t)
Throughout Vietnam

18,200.0

21,488.6

21,989.5

24,214.6

24,500.0

+34.6

1447.4

1378.8

1369.6

1641.0

1760.0

+22.2

Northern mountainous
region

Average per capita consumption of food (kg)
Throughout Vietnam

304.0

324.4

324.9

349.4

346.2

+13.0

Northern mountainous
region

259.0

216.0

188.4

220.4

231.0

-10.0

41,243.8

45,420.8

46,734.0

48,183.2

49,574.5

+20.1

3968.7

4640.5

4807.9

5517.1

5628.1

+41.2

No. of agricultural population ('000 )
Throughout Vietnam
Northern mountainous
region

Table 2. Current status of land in the mountainous ethnic region.
Location

Throughout
Vietnam

Total area of
forestry land
('000 ha)

Area covered
with forest
('000 ha)

Area not covered
with forest
('000 ha)

Forest area as % of
total area

20,051.3

9650.0

11,420.0

29.1

Northwestern
Vietnam

3065.7

746.6

2584.1

20.7

Northeastern
Vietnam

2302.0

653.9

1782.6

19.4

Source: MAFl (1994).
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Table 3. Yield of rice crops in the mountainous ethnic region.
Criteria

1985

1990

1991

1992

1993

% of increase (+) and
decrease (-) in
comparison with 1985

Rice: (t/ha) a
Throughout Vietnam

2.78

3.19

3.91

3.33

3.43

+ 23.3

Northern mountainous
region

2.24

2.10

1.96

2.26

2.51

+ 12.0

0.80

0.70

0.60

0.70

0.80

0

Upland rice: (t/ha) b
Northern mountainous
region

a Source: MAFl (1994).
b Figures collected by the National Plant Protection Research Institute.

Towards sustainable food production in the mountainous ethnic
region
In the long-term program of socioeconomic development, the role of food production
will gradually decline in importance in this region. More land currently used for food
crops will be rehabilitated and developed for forest, fruit, and industrial crops, or animal husbandry, which are more profitable. However, it is still necessary until the year
2000 to further strengthen food production in the mountainous region, so as to rapidly
overcome the food shortage problem while waiting for more profit to be generated
from the longer-term development program; and to diversify and intensify food production by using new cultivars and varieties of food crops in conjunction with new
cropping patterns for controlling erosion on sloping land and conserving water.
The model for sustainable food production is an area of food security within an
agroforestry farming system on a scale of 0.5-1.0 ha/household. It will consist of
those fields of upland rice which are of relatively gentle slope (5-15°) and are close to
the farmers' homes.
The new cropping patterns in the area of food security are as follows:
Summer upland rice + autumn leguminous crops.
Summer hybrid maize + autumn leguminous crops + winter crops.
Long-duration upland varieties of rice or maize will be replaced by improved,
short-duration, high-yielding varieties. Improved leguminous crops of short-duration
and high yield will be grown after rice or maize as rotational crops. Short-duration
varieties of wheat, barley, and vegetables are potential winter crops. On sloping land
(more than l0o), food crops will be grown between hedgerows of pigeon pea or trees.
This hedgerow intercropping not only protects the land but also is an additional
source of nitrogen for crops.
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Research activities and findings
Research and development of food production and cropping patterns have been conducted during 1992-1993 within the framework of the following programs: IRRIMAFI collaborative plan, Pest control in major agroecological regions, State program
KN0l-08; Establishment of the model of agricultural production in agroforestry system; State program for forest rehabilitation KN03-14; Opium abolition program; and
“making eroded land green”, State program 327.
Experiment sites are located in provinces of mountainous ethnic regions (NIPP
1993). Brief descriptions of the locations are given in Table 4. Improved lines/varieties of upland rice, maize, mung bean, and groundnut were tested for drought tolerance and yield performance. Experiments were laid out in randomized complete
block design with four replications. The plot area was 50-60 m2. The results are given
in Table 5.
The data in Table 5 show a good yield performance of tested cultivars. Improved
lines/varieties matured 2-4 weeks earlier than local checks. The short duration of new
cultivars allows cropping patterns with 2-3 crops per year.
Fields surveys of insect pests, diseases, and weeds of upland rice were conducted
during 1992-1993. Twenty species of insect pests, four diseases, and five species of
weeds were recorded (Table 6). The most important are the root aphid, rice bugs
(Leptocoria acuta, Scotinophora liruda), rice blast (Pyricularia oryzae), and the
weed species Imperata cylindrica and Mimosa pudica. Rice blast is severe in some
places in Moc Chau where high humidity and low temperatures are conducive to its
development. New upland rice varieties are resistant to blast.
The research findings generated information for technological training, and establishment of three models of sustainable food production in the mountainous ethnic
region. Below is brief description of these models.
1. Model Muong La — Agroforestry practice is hill cultivation (Tayngia), where
agricultural species are intercropped with perennial trees during early stages of
establishment of forest plantation.
2. Model Moc Chau — Agroforestry practice is home gardens, where food and vegetable species are intercropped with fruit trees around homesteads.
3. Model Dien Bien — Agroforestry practice is alley cropping (hedgerow intercropping), where industrial crops or woody species are grown in hedges; agricultural
species are grown in alleys between the hedges.
The output of these models (Table 7) showed that new cropping patterns have
high productivity, resulting in considerable increases in household incomes in the
mountainous ethnic region. The beneficial effects of the new technology on soil and
water conservation have not yet been evaluated.
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Vinh Phu

Son La

Son La

Cau Hai

Muong La

Moc Chau

800-1000

350-400

300

Altitude(m)

Sloping land (5-15º)
Humic ferrasols

Sloping land
Rhodic FR, XanthicFR

Sloping land (10-15º)
Acric FR Ferralic acrisols

Type of land and soil

18.5
35.5

37.0

32.0

24.0
22.0

Max.

Average

0.2

7.6

9.0

Min.

Temperature(ºC)

Groundnut

Mung bean

Maize

Upland rice

Crop

2.0
0.8

2.0
1.1

SEN (Local check)

0.7

0.4

Dau Mo (Local check)

Coc Chum

1.7

1.3

DX4

3.8
2.2

2.0

2.1

-

TE.MC (Local check)
3.6

2.4

-

lR47686-1-4-13

Q2

4.2

-

TSB2 (Local check)

Muong La, Son La

Cau Hai, Vinh Phu

Yield (t/ha)

IRAT90-5

Line/variety

1550

2000

1900

(mm)

Precipitation

Apr-Nov

May-Nov

Apr-Nov

Cropping
season

100-105
100
1.2

90-1 00
0.6
2.1

75-80

100-110

100-110

155-1 65

120-125

120-130

Duration (days)

May-Oct

May-Oct

May-Oct

Rainy
season

2.1

2.7

3.9

1.7-1.8

4.1 -5.2

5.0-5.8

Moc Chau, Son La

Table 5. Yield performance of promising lines/varieties of food crops on sloping land (1993).

Province

Experiment site

Table 4. Brief description of experiment sites.

Table 6. List of pests, diseases, and weeds of upland rice.
Insect pests
Aphis spp.

Diseases
Rice blast

lmperata cylindrica
Eleusine indica
Cyperus rotundus
Mentha arvensis
Mimosa pudica

Pyricularia oryzae

Grylotalpa africana

Brown spot
Helminthosporium

Acrida chinensis

Sheath blight
Rhizoctonia solani

Oxya velox

False smut
Ustilaginoidea virens

Parnata guttata
Cnaphalocrisis medilanis
Thrips oryzae
Tryporyza incertulas
Chilo suppressalis
Erythroneura subrafa
Tettigoniella spectro
Tettigoniella viridis
Nephotettix apicalis
Nephotettix bipunctatus
Nezara viridula
Nezara torguota
Leptocorisa acuta
Scotinophora liruda
Helotrichia sinensis
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Weeds

oryzae
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0.5

2.7

0.5

Moc Chau,
Province Son La

Dien Bien,
Province Lai Chau

Model
scale
(ha)

Muong La,
Province Son La

Location

Hedgerow
intercropping

Home garden

Tayngia
Hill cultivation

Type of
agroforestry
system

Coffee

-

0.5
0.5

1.2

Plum
Groundnut
Mung bean

0.5
1.0

0.5
0.5

(ha)

Area

Upland rice
Hybrid rice

Maize
Mung bean

Crop

4 years old

April - June
July - September

3 - 4 years old

May - August
May - August

April-July
July/August-October

Duration

Cropping pattern

300

600
300

2300

1800
3000

2300
283

(kg)

Production

313

431

317

Household
income (US$)

Table 7. Some results of the establishment of the models of sustainable food production (1992-1993).

Conclusions and recommendations
The research and extension results have proven that it is feasible to strengthen food
production in the long-term program on socioeconomic development in the mountainous ethnic region.
Intensive food farming for yield increase, in combination with legume introduction, will make it possible to reduce areas under upland rice in order to allocate more
land area to forestry, industrial crops, and fruit orchards. In this way, the labor force
of women farmers will be reduced, so that women can spend more time looking after
their children.
It is recommended that the establishment of a project to strengthen food production in the mountainous ethnic region cover the following topics:
Transfer of scientific and technological progress through the agricultural extension network (training, model establishment).
Further studies to complete and expand the application of intensive farming technology in food production, and to evaluate beneficial effects on the environment.
Food crop development projects should be included in the long-term programs
“Green coverage of eroded land”, “Abolition of opium plantations”, and “Forest
rehabilitation”.
Funding support for the research should be sought from government programs,
international banks, and NGOs.
The International Rice Research Institute (IRRI), the Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research (ACIAR), and the German Agency for Technical
Cooperation (GTZ) are important cooperative partners in these activities.
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Potential of MV boro-deepwater
cropping pattern for flood-prone
ecosystems of Bangladesh
M. Dey, M. Hossain, and M. L. Bose

This paper analyzes the economic viability in Bangladesh of a cropping pattern
comprising modern varieties of boro rice grown under irrigation in the dry season and
deepwater rice in the wet season. It seeks to identify the factors determining the
adoption of the MV boro-DWR patterns, and to extrapolate the domains of this ricerice pattern in Bangladesh using geographical information system techniques.

In Bangladesh, the flood-prone rice ecosystem has undergone dramatic changes in
land-use patterns since the late 1960s because of the expansion of irrigation facilities
and subsequent adoption of modern varieties of boro (MVB) rice grown with irrigation. Farmers have gradually abandoned the risky and low-yielding traditional deepwater rice (DWR). They keep the land fallow during the monsoon season and have
increased growing of high-yielding MVB rice with irrigation through low-lift pumps
or shallow tubewells. The area under DWR declined from 2.1 million ha in 1969-70
to 0.84 million ha in 1991-92, while the area under MVB increased from 0.23 to 2.29
million ha (BBS 1993). These changes have had an impressive impact on food availability and farmers’ incomes in the flood-prone ecosystem. The farmers get a relatively stable yield of about 5.5 t/ha of boro, compared with an unstable (depending on
the pattern of flooding) yield of around 1.5 t/ha of DWR. Though the cash cost of production is almost three times higher in MVB than in DWR, the cost of production per
ton of output is almost 40% lower, and farmers’ net incomes are almost double in
boro cultivation (Hossain and Jabber 1990).
While the food needs of the people in this unfavorable ecosystem have been met
through reallocation of land from DWR in (WS) to MVB rice (in DS), the potential
for further changes will soon be exhausted. The population of Bangladesh is still
growing at 2.0% per year. It is estimated that Bangladesh will need to produce 40 million t of rough rice by the year 2010 to meet the demand of the growing population.
Current production is about 29 million t. The cropping intensity in the favorable irrigated ecosystem is already over 180%, while that in the deepwater ecosystem is only
about 120%. Thus, the land kept fallow during the monsoon season must be brought

under cultivation, and rice is the only crop that could be grown on that waterlogged
land. The main constraint to growing DWR after harvest of MVB is late transplanting
of boro to avoid the cold temperatures in December and January, and the long duration of the traditional DWR varieties.
The Bangladesh Rice Research Institute (BRRI) has been working to establish a
MVB and DWR rice cropping pattern by developing cold-tolerant boro and relatively
short-duration transplanted aman varieties for the deepwater ecosystem. This technology would allow farmers to further increase rice production when the possibility
of shifting land from DWR to MVB is exhausted.
The objectives of this paper are 1) to analyse economic viability of the MV boroDWR pattern, 2) to identify the factors determining the adoption of the MV boroDWR patterns, and 3) to extrapolate the domains of this rice-rice pattern in Bangladesh using geographical information system techniques.

Economic viability of MV boro-DWR pattern
The purpose of this section is to examine the relative advantage of MV boro-DWR
pattern over the existing dominant pattern of single MV boro. The section begins by
reporting the distribution of MV boro-DWR and single boro cropping patterns in different flooding depths, followed by an agroeconomic comparison of the two cropping
patterns. The principle sources of the data used in this and the next section was the
monitoring survey (AMS) of 1991, conducted by Hunting Technical Services under
the IDA DTW-II Project, which gathered data on the 1990 and 1991 cropping years,
and parcel-level information on land use patterns collected by the Bangladesh Institute of Development Studies in collaboration with IRRI under the Differential Impact
Study Project (Hossain et al 1994).

Single MV boro versus MV boro-DWR cropping patterns
The frequencies of single MV boro and MV boro-DWR cropping patterns in MV
boro cultivated flood-prone plots are presented in Table 1. Farmers mainly transplant
DWR after harvesting MV boro in an MV boro-DWR cropping pattern. It is very difficult and risky to establish DWR through broadcasting after harvesting MV boro.
The incidence of MV boro-DWR cropping pattern is higher in the shallow flooded
areas than in the deep flooded areas. MV boro-DWR pattern was practised in about
90% of the MV boro-cropped medium lowland plots in 1990 and 1991 (Table 1). The
frequency of this cropping pattern in MV boro cultivated plots was about 50% of lowlands and only 20% in very lowlands.
Table 2 gives the annual rice yields obtained from MV boro and MV boro-DWR
cropping patterns in 1990 on different floodplains and land elevation levels. Yield of
MV boro, both in single MV boro and MV boro-DWR cropping patterns, is directly
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related to flooding depth — greater depth gives higher MV boro yields. This is
because (a) in general, more deeply flooded lands are more fertile, and (b) the quality
of irrigation services (adequate water when needed) is better on lowlands than on
highlands. Conversely, yield of DWR is negatively related to flooding depth — the
deeper the flooding the lower the yield. Lowlands are more prone to flood, and thus
have lower average yield during the flood-prone aman season. On a yearly basis, rice
production from a MV boro-DWR cropping pattern is marginally higher in the shallow flooded areas than in the deep flooded areas.
Table 1. Frequency of single MV boro and MV boro-DWR cropping patterns by flooding
depth in Bangladesh, 1990 and 1991.
Flooding depth (cm)

Frequency of cropping pattern (%)
Boro-DWR

Single boro
1990
8

30-90 (medium lowland)

1991

1990

1991

11

92

89

90-180 (lowland)

45

49

55

51

> 180 (very lowland)

81

78

19

22

Source: Field Survey: Annual Monitoring Surveys (AMS) 1991 and 1992.

Table

2.

flooding

Rice yields
depth

Flooding
depth

in

Single

(kg/ha)

in

Bangladesh,

single

MV

MV boro

(cm)
1

boro

and

MV

boro-DWR

cropping

pattern

by

1990.
MV

MV boro yield
2

boro-DWR

Aman yield
3

Increment
Total
4=2+3

in

yield
4 -1

30-90

4240

4039

2538

6577

2337

90-1 80

4869

4041

2333

6374

1505

>180

4868

4491

1906

6397

1529

Source: Field Survey: Annual Monitoring Survey (AMs), 1991.

MV boro-DWR cropping pattern gives higher annual per hectare production than
the single MV boro cropping pattern, irrespective of the flooding depth. However, the
incremental benefit in yield is higher in the shallow flooded area; the incremental production is about 2.3 t/ha/year in the shallow flooded areas and about 1.5 t/ha/year in the
deep flooded areas (Table 2). The results of a trial conducted by the Farming system
Research Division of BRRI also showed similar increment in production due to the
adoption of MV boro-DWR cropping pattern instead of single MV boro (BRRI 1992).
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To see whether the MV boro-DWR cropping pattern gives higher profit than the
single MV boro crop, in addition to higher yield, we computed gross margins from
these two cropping patterns in different flooding depths. The results are reported in
Table 3. MV boro-DWR cropping pattern gives higher farm household income and
per hectare operating surplus (both in cash cost and full cost gain) than the single MV
boro cropping pattern for all flood depth levels. The incremental gain in the per hectare gross margin is higher in the shallow flooded area than in the deep flooded areas.
Per hectare gross margin of MV boro is higher in the deep flooded area than in the
shallow flooded area. However, gross margin of DWR is lower in the deep flooded
areas. Consequently the gross margin of MV boro-DWR cropping pattern is neutral
to flooding depth, and the incremental benefit of MV boro-DWR cropping pattern
decreases with increase in the depth of flooding.
Table 3. Cash cost and full cost (Tk a/ha) gross margins of single MV boro and MV boroDWR cropping pattern by flooding depth in Bangladesh, 1990.
Maximum
Returns to farm family inputs (Tk/ha)
flooding
MV BoroIncrement
depth
(cm) Single MV
boro (1)
DWR (2)
(3=2-1)
30-90

Farm operating surplus b (Tk/ha)
Single MV
boro (4)

MV boroDWR (5)

Increment
(6=5-4)

14,748

28,274

13,526

7,154

12,308

5,154

90-180

19,592

28,205

8,613

10,625

12,062

1,437

>180

20,633

28,207

7,574

11,820

11,906

86

a Value of production net of cost of purchased inputs. Taka (Tk) is the unit of Bangladesh currency, 1 US$ =
Tk34.57 in 1990.
b
Value of production minus the total costs of production including the imputed value of family supplied inputs.
Source: Field Survey: Annual Monitoring Survey (AMS), 1991.

Table 4 reports the coefficient of variation of yield and per hectare cash cost gross
margin of DWR and MV boro rice in single boro and MV boro-DWR cropping patterns. The incidence of rice of MV boro, as measured by the coefficient of variation of
yield and gross margin, is more or less the same for lands at different flooding depths.
But the risk of cultivation of DWR is positively correlated to the depth of flooding.
Boro is grown in the flood-free winter season and is thus not expected to be affected
by flooding depth. DWR is grown in flood-prone aman season, and it is expected that
the risk associated with flood would be higher in deep flooded areas.
Estimated incremental benefit due to the adoption of MV boro-DWR cropping
pattern instead of single MV boro, and the associated risk of cultivation, indicated
that farmers would adopt MV boro-DWR cropping pattern more in the shallow
flooded areas than in the deep flood areas. Farmers may not be willing to take up a
MV boro-DWR cropping pattern in the high-risk deep flooded areas.
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Table 4. Coefficient of variation of yield and cash cost gross margin of DWR and MV boro
rice in single MV boro and MV boro-DWR cropping patterns by flooding depth, in
Bangladesh, 1990.
Maximum
flooding depth
(cm)

Coefficient of variation (%) of
Yield
Single MV
boro

Gross margin

MV boro-DWR
Boro

Single MV

DWR

MV boro-DWR

boro

Boro

DWR
32

30-90

25

28

29

41

43

90-180

34

30

38

50

48

43

>180

32

30

48

46

44

63

Source: Field Survey: Annual Monitoring Surveys (AMS) 1991 and 1992.

Factors affecting the adoption of MV boro-DWR cropping pattern
Adoption of a technology — cropping pattern or its component — is determined by
three sets of variables: incentives, constraints, and environment (McGuirk and Mundlak 1991). Incentive offered by one technology relative to others is also a function of
input prices, output prices, and environmental factors. This section discusses the estimated adoption function of MV boro-DWR technology. The estimated function does
not include price variables, as the function has been estimated using cross-sectional
data obtained for one year and prices do not vary much across farms. The model used
in the analysis was:
ADOPTION = f(LAG, DURATION, FSM, FSL, ST, LOW, VLOW)
where
ADOPTION =
LAG =
DURATION =
FSM =
FSL =
ST =

binary variable with value “1” if the farmer practices MV boroDWR cropping pattern and value “0’ if the farmer practices single
MV boro.
time period between the date of boro harvesting and field inundation by flood of > 30 cm depth (weeks).
duration of flood of > 30 cm (weeks).
dummy variable representing medium farms, with value “1” if the
plot is owned by a medium sized farm, and ''0'' otherwise;
dummy variable representing large farms, with value ''1'' if the plot
is owned by a large farmer, and “0” otherwise;
dummy variable representing crop sharing tenancy, with value “1”
if the plot is a share cropped one, and “0” otherwise;
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LOW =

dummy variable for low land, with value “1” if the plot is a low
land, and “0” otherwise;
dummy variable for very low land (1 if the plot is a very lowland
and “0” otherwise).

VLOW =

The model was estimated through 2 limit Tobit regression using plot-level data
covering MV boro cultivating farmers in flood-prone areas (having maximum flooding depth of more than 30 cm). The adoption data are for the 1989-90 cropping year.
The estimated equation is given in Table 5. The coefficient for LAG variable is positive and statistically significant, implying that the longer the time lag between boro
harvesting and field inundation by floodwater, the higher is the probability of farmers
adopting MV boro-DWR cropping pattern. A longer lag period would help DWR
crop to establish successfully and the plant is tall enough to withstand flood water and
grow with rising water levels. Islam (1992) reported that a lag period of about 3weeks
between DWR transplanting and field inundation by flood was necessary for survival
of the plant and good grain yield of DWR. Coefficient of DURATION is negative and
statistically significant. It indicates that the higher duration of the flood, the lower the
probability of adoption of MV-DWR cropping pattern. The longer the duration of
flood, the lower is the time available for growing the boro paddy and for establishing
the deepwater aman before the flood. We found no significant effects of socioeconomic variables — such as farm size and tenancy — on the adoption of MV boroDWR pattern. The dummy variables representing farm size and tenancy are negative,
showing the adoption rate to be higher on small than on medium and large farms, and
Table 5. Regression results of MV boro-DWR cropping pattern adoption function in floodprone areas of Bangladesh, 1990.
Independent variable

Coefficient

/T/ Statistics

Intercept

1.14

4.65*

LAG

0.05

3.32*

DURATION

-0.05

4.12*

FSM

-0.06

0.58

FSL

-0.03

0.10

ST

-0.17

1.14

-0.48

3.81*

-1.09

5.35*

LOW
VLOW
Adjusted R

2

Number of observations

0.45
559

* Denotes statistical significance at p £ 0.05.
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on share cropped farms compared with owner-operated ones. However, the coefficients are not statistically significant. Hossain et al (1994) also found no significant
effect of socio-economic factors on the adoption of modern rice technology in Bangladesh. Topography is an important factor affecting the adoption of MV boro-DWR
pattern, as indicated by the coefficients of LOW and VLOW. Farmers are more likely
to adopt MV boro-DWR pattern in the shallow flooded areas than in the deep flooded
areas. Economic gains from the adoption of MV boro-DWR technology are higher
and the risk is lower in the shallow flooded areas than in the deep flooded areas
(Tables 2, 3, 4). Thus, the probability of adopting MV boro-DWR is higher in the
shallow-flooded areas.

Extrapolation domains of MV boro-DWR system
Discussion in the previous section indicates that land alleviation and closely related
flooding regime are important factors determining the adoptability of MV boroDWR pattern. As the incremental benefit due to the adoption of MV boro-DWR
cropping pattern instead of single MV boro is very low (only Tk86/ha) for areas with
flooding depth of more than 180 cm (Table 3), we considered these deep-flooded
areas not suitable for MV boro-DWR pattern. Higher soil salinity, particularly during
the dry season, also inhibits farmers from growing boro rice (Karim et al 1990).
Extrapolation domains of MV boro-DWR pattern were determined by applying geographic information system (GIS) techniques, taking the abovementioned factors
into consideration.

Data and methods
Bangladesh is divided into 1034 physiographic units each called a soil association.
Every soil association is unique because its land form and soil series are unique.
Soil association maps are available in 17 series, one for each region, in the FAO/
UNDP report on Land Resource Appraisal of Bangladesh for Agricultural Development (LRABAD, report 5, vol. 11). The maps were digitized by TYDIG System
and transferred to the Spatial Analysis System (SPANS) software to create the
source maps.
Land type concentration maps
An ASCII data base on land elevation of soil associations was created from the computerized data base of the Bangladesh Agricultural Research Council, collected
through FAO/UNDP Project on LRABAD. There are six land elevation types, each
related to a specific range of inundation depth during the peak rainfall period of the
wet season. Soil associations have been classified based on the concentration of land
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area with flooding depth of 30-180 cm in each association using following classification:
Concentration class

% of land area under flooding depth of 30-180 cm

Very high concentration (VH)

>80

High concentration (HG)

61 -80

Average concentration (AV)

41 -60

Moderate concentration (MD)

21 -40
<20

Low concentration (LW)

Other uncultivated areas were classified as urban area (UR), water body (WB),
and forest and unsurveyed (FU) area. Land type concentration maps were created
from this data base using SPANS. Thana (lowest level administrative unit) boundaries were overlaid with concentration maps and areas under each concentration type
in various thanas were estimated.
Flood arrival maps
Information on arrival of flood in different soil associations is not available. However, LRABAD report no. 4. vol. II has information on flood arrival in different flooding regimes at various deep tubewell (DTW) sites identified by latitude and longitude
coordinates. ASC II data base on flood arrival at each DTW site was created and
transferred to the SPANS system. Two average flooding depths were considered in
each DTW site: 90 cm and 125 cm.
Arrival timings of flood in each flooding regime were grouped into three categories: late (after 1st week of July), moderately late (3rd and 4th week of June), and
early (before 3rd week of June). An average ranking of flood arrival time for area with
flooding depth of 30-180 cm was made using following relationships:
Grouping of flood arrival time at different flooding depths
125 cm

30-180 cm

Late

Late

Late (Lt)

Late

Moderately late

Moderately late (ML)

Late

Early

Moderately early (ME)

Moderately late

Moderately late

Moderately early (ME)

90 cm

Moderately late

Early

Early (EL)

Early

Early

Very early (VE)

Thematic maps of flood arrival in 17 regions were prepared from the DTW site
specific data base using SPANS. The system also produced flood arrival rank for each
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soil association. Thana boundaries were superimposed on these flood arrival maps.
Area analysis was done to show average flood arrival pattern in various locations of
different thanas. At the end of both the 2nd and 3rd stages, maps were verified with
local agricultural experts. Adjustments were made in a few cases.
Integration of thematic maps
Land type concentration maps and flood arrival maps for each region were overlaid
by SPANS, to create a new set of maps using the matrix below. The matrix was developed based on the simulation exercise carried out using farm level data and on the
judgment of experts working on flood-prone ecosystems in Bangladesh.
Row map
Flood arrival

Column map: Concentration of area with flooding depth of 30-180 cm
VH

HG

AV

Lt

HS

HS

S

ML

HS

HS

S

ME

S

S

S

EL

NS

NS

VE

NS

NS

MD

LW

UA

WB

FU

S

NS

NC

NC

NC

NS

NS

NC

NC

NC

NS

NS

NC

NC

NC

NS

NS

NS

NC

NC

NC

NS

NS

NS

NC

NC

NC

HS = highly suitable, S = suitable, NS = not suitable and NC = non-cultivated.

Areas with more than 2 mmhos/cm of salinity were mapped and excluded from
the potential area of MV boro-DWR pattern determined through integration of thematic maps. Thana administrative boundaries were overlaid with the suitability maps.
The areas under the different suitability types in each thana were estimated through
area analysis.

Results and discussion
Table 6 shows the estimates of area suitable for MV boro-DWR pattern in different
regions. Faridpur, Jessore-Kustia, Jamalpur-Tangail, and Bogra-Pabna regions have
the highest concentration of areas “very suitable” for MV boro-DWR pattern, covering 60% of total “very suitable” area.
The analysis indicates that MV boro-DWR pattern can be very successfully grown in
1.36 million ha of land. If constraints on turnaround time could be reduced through
mechanization of land preparation and harvesting operations, thereby allowing farmers
to plant DWR earlier, another 2.2 million ha could be brought under this cropping pattern. Field verification of results obtained through the GIS approach reveals that most of
the potential area for MV boro-DWR pattern is presently under single MV boro crop,
except in some rainfed areas where DWR followed by pulses/oilseeds/vegetable or aus
(pre monsoon) rice mixed with DWR is mainly grown. Farmers reported that it would be
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possible to grow MV boro-DWR in those areas provided they chose a suitable boro variety, and plant boro and DWR rice at appropriate times. Some farmers, mainly from
northern regions, suggested development of a cold tolerant boro variety so that boro rice
could be established two months earlier than the present varieties allow.
Table 6. Potential area for MV boro-DWR pattern, by region, Bangladesh.
Region

Very suitable
area ('000 ha)

Suitable area
('000 ha)

Total suitable
area ('000 ha)

Suitable area %
of total land area

Dinajpur

53

134

187

29

Rangpur

49

147

197

23

74

346

420

47

Bogra-Pabna

120

472

592

61

Jarnalpur-Tangail

277

109

386

958

58

69

127

14

Rajshahi

Mymensingh

42

249

291

44

Paridpur

277

193

469

73

Kustia-Jessore

232

358

590

59

35

54

90

14

Dhaka

Khulna
Barisal

0

0

0

0

Sylhet

33

54

87

14

Comilla

95

64

159

23

Noakhali

22

0

22

5

0

0

0

0

1367

2249

361 7

40

Chittagong and Chittagong hill tract
Total

Conclusions
This study reveals that MV boro-DWR pattern is economically superior to single MV
boro pattern. It gives higher annual yields and gross margins, and generates more employment opportunities than the single MV boro; with higher incremental benefit in the shallow flooded areas. The risk associated with MV boro-DWR pattern, as measured by the
coefficient of variation of yield and gross margin, is also lower in shallow flooded areas.
However, it would be risky and less economically attractive to adopt MV boro-DWR pattern in areas that flood to depths of more than 180 cm. Our GIS-based analysis indicates
that MV boro-DWR pattern can be very successfully grown in 1.36 million ha of shallow
flood (<180 cm) land where the single MV boro pattern is presently dominant.
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In these areas, both MV boro and DWR could be grown if farmers choose appropriate varieties and planting dates. With the present stock of varieties, region-specific
agronomic/farming system research is needed to identify appropriate planting times for
MV boro and DWR, to accommodate both crops. Research is also needed to develop
cold tolerant boro varieties and tall submergence tolerant high-yielding DWR varieties.
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Integration of different levels of
rice ecosystems analysis
V. P. Singh and A. N. Singh

Rice ecosystem analysis serves diverse purposes, and is carried out at four
generally recognized levels: mega, macro, meso, and micro; each following broadly
specified objectives, geographic scope, scale of mapping, set of parameters, and
other considerations. This paper reviews some of the major efforts set forth in rice
ecosystems analysis, examines the difficulties that arise in integrating the analysis
of different levels, and provides suggestions for overcoming the problem. The paper
discusses the need for evolving the “differentiating criteria” for these levels of
analysis, for establishing the “parameter dependence” of the criteria used at higher
levels with those at the lower level, and for standardizing the terminology for the
classification of rice-growing environments below the rice sub-ecosystem level.

The International Committee for Terminology and Classification of Rice-Growing Environments has identified five rice ecosystems: irrigated, rainfed lowland,
deepwater, upland, and tidal wetlands (IRRI 1984). Ecosystems analysis serves
diverse purposes. Setting research priorities, identifying homologous areas for
technology extrapolation, assisting in setting and interpreting multilocation trials,
identifying recommendation zones for extension work, and assisting in specific
regional development planning are some of a range of potential uses (Jones and
Garrity 1986). The International Agricultural Research Centers (IARCs) are most
interested in the first two. National programs tend to be interested in all these uses,
and are increasingly interested in more explicitly prioritizing research at lower
levels of aggregation within the nation. Each of these uses requires different levels
of analysis and degrees of classification subdivision, from only a few at broad levels, to many at specific levels.
Analysis of rice ecosystems is carried out at four generally recognized levels:
mega, macro, meso, and micro, using different sets of parameters by their relative relevance at each level (Singh et al 1990, Garrity and Singh 1991). The mega level of analysis is adopted in the international/national context for the identification and
geographic distribution of different ecosystems, establishing their relative importance
for research prioritization, and hence only key ecological parameters are characterized
and mapped. Ecosystems are differentiated into sub-ecosystems at the macro level

analysis for the regional research planning, resource allocation, and broad extrapolation using dominant factors as parameters for characterization and mapping.
The meso-level analysis is done at the zonal level, and areas with homologous
conditions are delineated for selecting representative research sites and extrapolation
and recommendation domains using selected factors as mapping units. Micro level
analysis is carried out at the municipal, group-of-villages, or individual village level,
taking into consideration all prevalent factors and includes detailed characterization
and classification of the static and variable factors that differentiate agroecosystems
by soils, hydrology, farming system practices, and socioeconomic conditions for
designing on-farm experiments, selection of representative sites for crop adaptation,
and extension and recommendation.
From the above presentation, it is clear that these different levels of analysis serve
specific but interrelated purposes, provide linkages between international and
national context for investment on research and development, and enhance the technology development and utilization process at the national level by complementing
each other. Therefore, in order to take full advantage of the ecosystem analysis, it is
necessary that it should be done in an integrated manner at all the levels or, in other
words, that the different levels of analysis be integrated. However, having such vast
differences in the objectives which are largely related to the issue of geographic scale,
difficulties arise in integrating the analyses carried out at different levels even for the
same geographical area. This is also because the type and aggregation of information
that is demanded at one level differs from that for the other levels.
This paper will review some of the major efforts of rice ecosystems analysis at
different levels and address three questions: Do the existing levels of rice ecosystem
analysis integrate? What is the level of progress made in integrating them? And how
can the integration be effectively achieved satisfying the diverse needs of analysis at
different geographic scales?

Useful broad environmental classifications
Most of the well-known global climatic classifications relate locations to general climates, but are broad. For example, in Koppen's system (Koppen 1936) a class
labeled as Aw is subhumid tropics with one wet season. The Koppen system recognizes 13 tropical and subtropical climatic zones and the Thornthwaite (1948) system
identifies 21 zones. Papadakis' work (1975) led to a more complex classification
system (over 500 classes) and was a move toward comprehensiveness, but this inevitably sacrificed simplicity.
The FAO Agroecological Zones system (Kassam et al 1982) includes a broadly
defined climate component-based growing-period temperature and length of growing period, based on a soil water balance. This system of seven basic agroecological
units was adopted for a major analysis (TAC 1990) of research priorities. The major
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objective of the FAO system was to assess the suitability of land for different crops
(Higgins et al 1987). When the climatic classification is combined with soils data, it
yields a more comprehensive and complex global agro ecological zones (AEZ) system. In addition to global and continental level studies, AEZ system has also been
applied in a number of countries, for example Bangladesh (FAO 1988). Young
(1987) has reviewed a number of other systems and has discussed their relative utility for varied user purposes.

Systems of rice ecosystems analysis
Although the methods discussed above provide quite a range of flexibility in aggregation and data requirements, and are widely used in agroclimatic and other studies, they
have not been widely applied in characterizing and classifying rice environments. The
main reason has been the uniqueness of rice’s environmental situation compared with
all other major crops: rice environments are dominated by surface hydrology. Therefore, virtually all the rice classification systems (and there are at least 38, Table 1),
developed at national and international levels, recognize hydrology as the dominant
delineating variable (Bowles and Garrity 1988, Garrity 1984).
Table 1. Rice environmental classification systems by different factors as primary
criteriaa .
Factors

No. of systems
15

Surface hydrology
Physiographic source of water

3

Landform and soil units

3

Matrix of physical factors

9

Soil suitability

3

Crop season and management practices

3

Comprehensive

2

a Adopted from Bowles and Garrity (1988).

The agroclimatic classification for rice and rice based cropping systems that has
been widely adopted (Oldeman 1980, Oldeman and Frere 1982) is based on the length
of the rice growing season. This is specified as months in which surface flooding can
be maintained (assumed to be the period with monthly rainfall above 200 mm/
month). Based on this system, national agroclimatic maps were derived for a number
of countries, including the Philippines, Bangladesh and Indonesia (Oldeman 1980).
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Maps that uniformly classified all the countries of South and Southeast Asia in this
system were compiled by Huke (1982).
The International Terminology of Rice Growing Environments (IRRI 1984) established a standardized scheme of rice ecosystems and provided a structure for subdividing the commonly accepted rice environments (i.e. irrigated, rainfed lowland, upland,
deepwater, and tidal wetlands) into varying numbers of sub-ecosystems, based on
hydrological and (in some cases) soil factors (Table 2). Five sub-ecosystems were recognized within rainfed lowland, and four within upland. Dominant emphasis in their
definition was towards broad agronomic constraints, particularly those related to
genetic improvement of the rice crop. The characterization of the sub-ecosystems, and
the rice area covered by each sub-ecosystem, however, has remained uncertain.
Table 2. Terminology for rice growing environments. a
Irrigated
Irrigated, with favorable temperature
Irrigated, low-temperature, tropical zone
Irrigated, low-temperature, temperate zone
Rainfed lowland
Rainfed shallow, favorable
Rainfed shallow, drought-prone
Rainfed shallow, drought- and submergence-prone
Rainfed shallow, submergence-prone
Rainfed medium deep, waterlogged
Deep water
Deep water
Very deep water
Upland
Favorable upland with long growing season (LF)
Favorable upland with short growing season (SF)
Unfavorable upland with long growing season (LU)
Unfavorable upland with short growing season (SU)
Tidal wetlands
Tidal wetlands with perennially fresh water
Tidal wetlands with seasonally or perennially saline water
Tidal wetlands with acid sulfate soils
Tidal wetlands with peat soils
a Source: IRRI (1984).
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In any of the above systems, however, no recognition is given to the fact that the surface hydrology is an interactive effect of two independent variables—geomorphology
(considered in terms of relief, physiography, microtopography, slope, etc.) and monsoon (considered in terms of rainfall amount, its distribution and intensity). Also, the
data on the surface water accumulation dynamics have not been extensively collected in
any of them, at the micro-region level, for characterization and classification purposes.
This has been the major drawback of the various rice ecosystems classification systems
and has consequently limited the scope of their application. Therefore, it is essential that
a meaningful classification of rice environments must proceed independently of the
commonly known global systems and adequately address the hydrological issues. Also,
none of the classification systems either provided the heirarchical order or the structure
and techniques for the classification and characterization at different levels.
In view of this, Singh et al (1990) and Garrity and Singh (1991) made modifications
on the existing structure and framework for the analysis of rice ecosystems. They proposed four distinct levels of analysis (mega, macro, meso, and micro levels) in terms of
the geographic scope and mapping scale and indicated specific sets of parameters
related to hydrology and units of analysis to be followed at each level. Table 3 gives the
objectives, activities, and other aspect of analysis associated with each of these levels
(IRRI 1992). The following review of ecosystems analysis is organized according to
these four levels using the geographic scope as a major criterion.
Mega-level analysis
When IRRI restructured its research programs (IRRI 1989) to explicitly address the rice
ecosystems, the rice area and production in each ecosystem were fundamental information in applying a resource allocation model. On the basis of judicious estimates, aggregate data and maps on the area of rice by cultural type were standardized (Huke 1982).
The maps provided the basis for a more comprehensive mega-level geographic data
bases to characterize the micro regions and classify sub ecosystems, particularly for the
rainfed ecosystems. The accuracy of mega-level data on the amount of rice land in the
five major ecosystems is still uncertain, however, because national level statistics that
distinguish the various types of nonirrigated rice land are generally unavailable.
In subsequent efforts, information on several agroclimatic and soil factors was
collected for the upland (Garrity and Agustin 1984, Jones and Garrity 1986, Garrity
1984) and the rainfed lowland (Garrity et al 1986) rice-growing locations designated
on the Huke maps for South and Southeast Asia, and the sites were classified according to a two-factor and/or a three-factor rice environmental classification system. The
classification of uplands using two factors was based on the length of growing season
and inherent soil fertility constraints. The soil constraints were interpreted from the
soil map of the world (FAO 1977, 1979) according to the Fertility Capability Classification (Buol and Cuoto 1981). The three-factor classification used the estimate of
seasonal moisture sufficiency as a third factor (Garrity and Agustin 1984). The two-
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1:1 million

1:100,000 to 1:250,000 Rice environments

>500,000

>50,000

>5000

Meso

Micro

Selection of representative
research sites in different
environments, extrapolation and
recommendation domains

Understanding broad spatial
differentiation of subecosystems.
Target areas for regional research
planning and prioritization,
resource allocation and broad
extrapolation, indicative variability
with ecosystems.

Identification and geographic
distribution of different
ecosystems, establishing their
relative importance for research
prioritization.

Objective

Rice agroecosystems Determining agroecosystems,
design of on-farm experiments,
selection of representative
experimental sites for crop
adaptation; extension
recommendations.

aThese are indicative figures based on current mapping studies.

1:5000 to 1:25,000

Rice subecosystems

Rice ecosystems

Macro

1:5 million

>1000,000

Mega

Unit of analysis

Cropped
area (ha)

Level of
analysis

Scale of mappinga

Table 3. Basic objectives and activities in ecosystems analysis at four different levels of analysis.

prevalent factors, transects,
agroecosystems maps and
systems diagrams, selection of
field experimental sites.

Municipal/village level analysis;
detailed study considering all

Regional/zonal level analysis;
delineating areas with homologous
conditions using selected factors as
mapping units, identification of
potential research sites.

National/regional level analysis;
detailed study of ecosystems,
differentiated using dominant
factors as mapping units

Broad international level analysis;
characterization and mapping key
ecological parameters as mapping
units.

Activities

factor classification conformed with the four broad upland sub-ecosystems specified
in the international terminology of rice growing environments (IRRI 1984). The
three-factor classification recognized 12 major classes. Using a similar methodology,
the rainfed lowland rice lands were classified in a three-factor environmental classification that included growing season length, water balance, and soil constraints as
delimiters.
These data bases were intended to be useful in addressing general questions
about the rice environments. Their impact, however, has been less significant, especially in setting research priorities in the rainfed lowland ecosystems. This is most
likely due to the limitation that it did not include data on surface water depth
regime, particularly the frequency and duration of crop submergence, even though
the surface hydrology was listed as the dominant delineating variable by the International Committee for Terminology and Classification of Rice Growing Environments (IRRI 1984). Although the analysis considered length of growing season,
and a crude water balance classification, and slope and rainfall classes, data did not
exist to classify the surface water accumulation dynamics. In their absence there
was no means to definitively classify and map the rainfed lowlands into the five
sub-ecosystems. The utility of surface water depth as a major criterion in such a
classification is, however, questionable because the information on such a highly
variable and heterogeneous parameter can neither be reliably collected at this scale
nor extrapolated from the other levels.
Confusion also lingers as to the aggregate area, and localities, of “favorable
rainfed”, and the four categories of “unfavorable rainfed”. In lieu of a more precise
delineation, it is often assumed that favorable rainfed corresponds to the area where
semidwarf cultivars have been adopted. This is misleading, however, since adoption is also observed in some areas where yields are highly constrained by water
deficits or excess. A recent development (Singh and Singh 1995) is a remote sensing and GIS-based methodology which can reliably delineate and characterize rice
area into ecosystems and their sub-ecosystems, and can be applied across levels of
analysis.
The mega-level rice ecosystem analysis would be much more useful and compatible for integration with other levels if it were to include a wider range of
parameters. Notably absent in its current form are social and economic data. These
are also very difficult to map on a spatial basis consistent with biophysical data.
Huke and Huke (1991) have, however, succeeded in mapping some socioeconomic parameters on scales similar to their maps of rice cultural types, and Carter
(1987) has shown that socioeconomic data can be integrated into ecosystem mapping in a different way.
Data on biological stresses, notably major insect, disease, and weed threats,
would also be invaluable but, like socioeconomic parameters, suitable spatial data
and maps of biological stresses do not exist.
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Macro-level analysis
Nations are interested in research prioritization and extrapolation that typically
require much more detailed information at least at the macro (i.e. national) level. In
Bangladesh, extensive soil and land use datasets and maps were developed over two
decades by the Soils Resources and Development Institute in collaboration with FAO
(Ahmed et al 1992, FAO 1988). This included standard countrywide data on the surface flooding regime, a rare form of data required for analysis in this flood-prone
country.
The Bangladesh Rice Research Institute began employing the data in research
planning and extrapolation immediately after they were released and a national rice
ecosystem map that conformed to the international terminology was prepared. It has
assisted in national research priority setting. The data base and national map have also
sharpened target area delineation for the extrapolation of various institute technologies (Ahmed et al 1992). However, its utility could be enhanced many-fold when
complemented by the analysis at other levels.
One of the macro-level analyses of rice ecosystems to derive research priorities
was the work of Widawsky and O’Toole (1990). They quantitatively estimated the
average yield reductions as a result of all major biophysical stress conditions within
and among each of the rice ecosystems in eastern India, relying on the large body of
expert knowledge in the pool of rice researchers in the region. Coupled with the work
of Widawsky and O’Toole (1990) was the analysis by IRRI (1993) using agroclimatic and hydrological parameters, and remote sensing techniques. This provided a
comprehensive classification of rice areas into ecosystems and sub-ecosystems, and
area estimates in conjunction with the biological stresses databases. Other macrolevel studies pertaining to rice are rare.
Meso-level analysis
Meso-level analysis is typically associated with a cultivated area in the range of about
100,000 ha or so, using a mapping scale of 1:25,000 to 1:100,000. Analysis at this
scale can efficiently identify and delineate the rice ecosystems and sub-ecosystems in
terms of surface hydrology, landform, and soil classes. Associated with each rice ecosystem are the flood and drought frequencies and duration, prevalent cropping patterns, and crop-management practices.
An example of a useful meso-level analysis was that conducted for Bahraich District, Uttar Pradesh, India, to identify the problems causing low rice yields and to prepare the priority research agenda at a district level (Singh and Pathak 1990). The
analysis determined the ecological variability in the district in terms of hydrology
(rainfall pattern, surface water and water table depth, irrigation sources, and drainage), landform and slope, length of growing season, frequencies and duration of
floods and drought, major insect, disease and weed pressures, and selected socioeconomic parameters.
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After characterization, the factors were combined to identify and delineate the
area into homologous zones. They were manually mapped at a scale of 1:50,000 and
classified under major rice cultural types (ecosystems). Combining the hydrological
and topographic maps delineated the rice area in this district into sub-ecosystem categories, e.g. shallow rainfed lowland, medium deep lowland, and deep and very deep
water categories. Cropping pattern, varieties used, crop-management practices and
input use, and socioeconomic conditions were separately superimposed on each of
the rice ecosystem maps. The rice ecosystems were then prioritized for research and
development on the basis of area, number of affected households, and potential for
research success. A similar methodology has also been used for setting these priorities in other districts of eastern India (IRRI 1992, 1993).
IRRI and the Department of Agriculture Regional Office for the Cagayan Valley,
Philippines (Region 11) developed a meso-level classification of the valley's complex
mosaic of rainfed rice lands (Garrity et al 1992). The exercise explored the utility of a
computerized geographic database correlated with village-level maps of rainfed rice
land types. The information was packaged as a field manual for extension personnel.
Six rainfed rice sub-ecosystems were recognized on a hydrological basis. They were
explicitly correlated with a range of associated information to specify their identification and the technology associated with them. The data on rice area, and the yield constraints associated with each rainfed rice land type, have facilitated regional rice
research efforts, particularly the relative emphasis given to applied and adaptive
research among land types.
Micro-level analysis
Agroecosystems analysis has become a very popular set of tools in micro level
analysis (Conway 1986, KEPAS 1985). Fujisaka (1991) reviewed the use of microlevel diagnostic methods in greater detail. Micro-level analysis has been used
extensively (100 locations) in the rainfed regions of eastern India, covering the
states of Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Bihar, Assam, West Bengal, and Orissa,
to set research priorities within and among dominant rice farming systems. Agroecosystems analysis techniques and rapid rural appraisal methodology were extensively employed. The analysis in the region was carried in upland, rainfed lowland,
and deepwater rice ecosystems. The research diagnosis and prioritization at this
level were conducted by multidisciplinary teams with continuous involvement and
interaction from groups of farmers.
The micro-level agroecosystem analyses included detailed characterization and
classification of the static and variable factors which differentiate agroecosystems in
soils, hydrology, farming system practices, and socioeconomic conditions (IRRI
1990). The sites were mapped on the scale of 1:2,000-1:5,000. At all sites the static
factors studied were land types, land use, source of water supply and soil properties.
The dynamic factors were field water depth, rainfall and cropping patterns, crop
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yields, varieties, and management practices, and occurrence of insects, diseases and
weeds; landholding size, production costs and returns; labor supply pattern, prices,
assets, and income distribution; and demography by social class. The geographic area
was zoned into agroecosystems and the problems and opportunities elucidated in
each major agroecosystem.

Difficulties in ecosystem analysis integration
From the review of ecosystems analyses efforts, the difficulties in the integration of
different levels can be broadly attributed to the inadequacies in the techniques and
structure of the analysis and to the methodologies of information collection, analysis,
and presentation. These are discussed in detail in the following sections.
Inadequacies in the technique and structure of the classification system.
Comprehensive techniques and structure for the analysis of rice ecosystems are rare.
From the literature, there appears no specified classification system or criteria for different levels of analysis, except that by Singh et al (1990). Garrity and Singh (1991),
and IRRI (1993). Because of this, the analyses by different researchers, even at the
same level, have been and are being carried out using different sets of parameters by
taking into account their relative relevance and researchers’ access (generation and
collection) to the data bases.
Lacking the classification criteria and parameters for each level of analysis.
Many of the rice classification systems (at least 15 out of 38) developed at national or
international levels (Bowles and Garrity 1988), recognize surface hydrology as the
dominant delineating variable because of the uniqueness of rice’s environmental situation. Yet, how and in which terms such an important parameter should be measured
at different or any of the recognized levels is not specified in any of them, and data on
surface water accumulation dynamics are inadequate in most of them. In spite of the
uniqueness of rice’s environmental situation (surface hydrology, which is dependent
on land characteristics), the land qualities used in rice ecosystems classification are
very similar to those used in the general classification, and therefore do not reflect
rice’s uniqueness. Also, the land qualities and hydrology have often been used exclusively of each other. It should be emphasized that surface hydrology is significantly
dependent on land characteristics.
In most of these systems, the ecosystem differentiating criteria and classification
parameters used have been limited to one or two only. Nine of these systems are
based on a matrix of 2-3 factors—hydrology-topography-soil, and topography-soillength of growing season—and only one or two use rainfall and temperature conditions also. Since the majority of these classifications define only one or two environmental factors, they describe a limited number of environments, primarily as a “snap
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shot” description of experiences at the site. Therefore, they tend to classify an area in
a definite category but by using ecozone differentiating criteria of limited scope
(Singh et al 1990).
Bowles and Garrity (1988) made some improvement in the rice classification system by making a matrix of different factors—grouping of factors into
major components and then combining them as modules. This system consists
of specific classifying factors described as subclasses, proposes to increase the
scale of data, and the number of classifying factors, and provides flexibility in
assembling the databases, but does not indicate the type of data bases to be used
at specified levels of analysis. This also does not sufficiently define the levels
of analysis.
From the review, it is clear that most rice classification systems have tended to
differentiate rice environments into ecosystems and sub-ecosystems in a broad sense
and not in a hierarchical manner by discretely using the differentiating criteria at different levels of analysis—broad (mega) to specific (micro), as is done in life sciences,
say, from kingdom through family-order-suborder-genus to species. The products of
such exercises at all the levels of analysis have been the delineation of an area into
ecosystems and sub-ecosystems only.
Even at the sub-ecosystem level classification, there are no provisions (no specific differentiating criteria) for reliably differentiating them from one another, or further subdividing into lower categories. As a result of this, different geographic
locations, despite the vast differences in their biophysical (soil type, rainfall) and
socioeconomic conditions, became classified in the same sub-ecosystem category.
For example, rainfed lowland rice areas at Ubon, Thailand (IRRI 1989), and at
Raipur, Madhya Pradesh, India (Sastri 1985) have been classified under droughtprone rainfed lowland sub-ecosystem despite the fact that between these places there
is no similarity in their characteristics, except the water retention. Such a classification system reflects only the effects and probably assumes generic causes to be the
same or does not take into account the causes at all. Because of this, all the areas classified in a particular category of ecozone appear homogeneous in all respects across
locations, which is far from reality.
Unrelated criteria/parameters used in characterization at different levels.
The parameters used in different levels of analysis appear not only different but
also generically diverse. An example of the parameter diversity/variability used
in different levels is shown in Table 4 for the rainfed lowland rice ecosystem, and
in Table 5 for upland rice ecosystem. The information in these tables also shows
that in certain cases of analysis, there is no relationship of any parameter used in
one level (e.g. mega-level) to the parameters used in the next level (macro-,
meso-, or micro-level). In such cases, the analyses at different levels cannot be
integrated.
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South and Southeast Asia

Eastern India

Bangladesh

Mega (30 M ha)

Mega (26.8 M ha)

Macro (-)

Water quality

Crop establishment techniques

Length of growing season

Rainfall

Landuse

Soil

Landform

Water depth

Irrigation

Soil units (physical and chemical characteristics & constraints; viz. low CEC, high P fixation, alkalinity and salinity,
Zn deficiency, organic, acid sulfate and shallow soils)

Slope class

Soil textural class

No. of months R > PE + 20%

Rainfall in 5 month growing season

Ahmed et al (1992),
FAO (1988)

IRRI (1993)

Garrity et al (1986)

Reference

Geographical area

Level of analysis/
characterization and rice
area covered

Singh and Singh

Environmental characteristics/parameter studied

Table 4. Parameters used in rainfed lowland rice environmental characterization and analysis at different levels.
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Côte d’lvoire

Bahraich District, India

Macro (329,000 ha)

Meso (200,000 ha)

Soil fertility

Soil texture

Physiography and slope

Landform

Production objective

Decision making gender

Land tenure

Rice variety, sowing, and intercropping technique

Tillage method

Toposequence position

Rainfall

Rice yield

Length of growing season

Water balance

Flooding pattern

Drought

Rice yield reductions due to major biophysical stresses

Macro (10.6 M ha)

Eastern India

Environmental characteristics/parameter studied

Level of analysis/
Geographical area
characterization and rice
area covered

Singh and Pathak
(1990), IRRI (1992)

WARDA (1992)

Widawsky and
O'Toole (1990), IRRI
(1993)

Reference

Table 4.(Cont’d) Parameters used in rainfed lowland rice environmental characterization and analysis at different levels.
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Bahraich District, India

Solana, Cagayan, Philippines

Meso (176,000 ha)

Geographical area

Meso (200,000 ha)

Level of analysis/
characterization and rice
area covered

Soil properties

Drainage

Hydrology

Land form

Rainfall

Problems and suggestions

Fertilizer and other inputs

Rice yields

Rice cultivation practices

Droughts

Floods

Water regime

Spatial extent under different rice environments

Ground water table

Irrigation

Water sources

Environmental characteristics/parameter studied

IRRI (1987), IRRI
(1990), Garrity et aL
(1992)

Reference

Table 4.(Cont'd) Parameters used in rainfed lowland rice environmental characterization and analysis at different levels.
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Faizabad District, India

Meso/micro (21,000 ha) Masodha block, Faizabad
District, India

Meso (181,000 ha)

Level of analysis/
Geographical area
characterization and rice
area covered

Soil constraints and their respective area coverage

Soil texture and area coverage

Rainfall pattern, flood & drought occurrence

Physiography

Rice sub-ecosystems, extent and spatial distribution

Longterm trend in rice area

Rice area under diff. sub-ecosystems

Ground water table

Soil texture and fertility

Drought

Submergence

Soil constraints

Land use

Irrigation

Rainfall pattern

Rice area

Rice farming technology

Cropping pattern

Environmental characteristics/parameter studied

IRRI (1993)

IRRI (1993)

Reference

Table 4.(Cont’d) Parameters used in rainfed lowland rice environmental characterization and analysis at different levels.
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Micro (85 ha)

Level of analysis/
characterization and rice
area covered

Chandpur village, Masodha
block, Faizabad District, India

Geographical area

Rice crop area by social class and by landholding size

Grouping of landholding size by social class

Household number and social group composition

Farmers problem identification and its influence on rice
productivity

Farm related and other enterprises

Crops grown in each land type

Flooding

Ground water table in each land type

Soil texture and fertility in each land type

Land utilization pattern

Land types and their area

Major environmental constraints to production

Available ground water potential for development

Irrigation source, supply and irrigated area

Drought affected area

Submergence affected area

Land use and cropped area

Environmental characteristics/parameter studied

IRRI (1993)

Reference

Table 4.(Cont’d) Parameters used in rainfed lowland rice environmental characterization and analysis at different levels.
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Micro (-)

Fertilizer and other input use by farm household

Rice yields by social class and by landholding size

Environmental characteristics/parameter studied

Varieties grown

Rice yields in different soil and land combinations

Ground water table

Detailed field hydrology

Soil fertility and other characteristics

Land use

Slope

Physiography

Rainfed lowland rice research Landform
site, Khukhar village, Thailand

Level of analysis/
Geographical area
characterization and rice
area covered

IRRI (1989)

Reference

Table 4.(Cont’d) Parameters used in rainfed lowland rice environmental characterization and analysis at different levels.

Exclusiveness of the levels of analysis
The integration of the ecosystems analysis at different levels and the synthesis of
results become especially difficult if the analysis for each level is done in a different agroecological zone, ecosystem and/or time, which makes one level of analysis exclusive of the others because of the different procedures followed and
parameters used. For example, the analysis carried out at one level in humid tropics and at other level(s) in arid tropics cannot (should not) be integrated. Likewise,
even within the same agroecological zone, the analysis carried out at one level in
uplands and other levels in deepwater ecosystem cannot be integrated to give any
useful information. In fact, the integration of the different levels of ecosystem
analysis should not be attempted unless they are strongly linked with each other
procedurally as well as functionally, and are within a defined hierarchy of agroecologies/ecosystems.
Unspecified definitions of rice environmental classes below
the sub-ecosystem level
There is no classification subdivision below the rice sub-ecosystem level in any of the
classification systems. Hence, in the absence of an agreed international terminology
at lower levels, different workers use different terminologies (e.g. land management
units (Bowles and Garrity 1988), rice environments, and rice agroecosystems (Singh
et a1 1990)]. Also, from the review in this paper, it has been noted that at the higher
level of analysis, such as mega- and macro-levels, rice environments generally are
classified as ecosystem and sub-ecosystems which are then characterized mainly in
terms of the description of prevailing biophysical conditions using the key/dominant
parameters, and at the lower levels, e.g. at micro- and meso-levels, the analysis is
simply a detailed description of similar biophysical parameters. Only in some cases,
did the lower level analysis also indicate for what are those conditions utilized and
managed. The integration of such analyses is very easy but totally useless because at
all the levels it conveys the same output (interpretation) when, in fact, at different levels it is expected to fulfill different objectives.
Socioeconomic parameters not included
As has been mentioned earlier most of the analyses do not include socioeconomic
parameters, especially at the higher levels. Even at the lower levels, such factors
generally are not the main focus of the characterization. It should be emphasized
here that socioeconomic parameters are as important as biophysical ones. They
reflect policy and support attributes at higher levels, and household and community cultural and economic attributes at the lower levels. Therefore, the analyses
with and without these factors convey different interpretations and are difficult to
integrate.
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Table 5. Parameters used in upland rice environmental characterization at different levels.
Level of analysis
characterization and
rice area covered

Geographical area

Environmental characteris- Reference
tics/parameter studied

Mega (11.6 M ha)

South and
Southeast Asia

Climate-rainfall,
Garrity (1984)
temperature, and growing
season length
Slope, soil texture, soil
groups, and inherent
fertility status

Macro (26.8 M ha)

Eastern India

Irrigation extent

IRRI (1993)

Land form
Fertility related constraints
Macro (329,000 ha)

Cote d’lvoire

Rainfall
Toposequence

WARDA (1992)
position

Tillage method
Rice variety, sowing and
intercropping technique
Land tenure
Decision making gender
Production objective
Micro (385 ha)

Four villages in
Hazaribagh
District, India

Land type and utilization
pattern

IRRI (1991), Singh et
al (1994)

Varieties grown
Rice yield by land type
varieties
Social class
Land dividing
Credit availability
Water resources and
irrigation
Soil characteristics
Pest disease and weed
pressure
Farming system
System problems
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Table 5. (Cont’d) Parameters used in upland rice environmental characterization at different levels.
Level of analysis
characterization and
rice area covered
Micro (-)

Geographical area

Claveria research
site, Northern
Mindanao,
Philippines

Environmental characteris- Reference
tics/parameter studied
Landform

Magbanua and Garrity
(1988)

Soils
Slope
Land use
Farm size and land tenure
Infrastructure
Climate and longterrn
rainfall pattern
Cropping pattern
Historical changes in
cropping
Farming systems
Decision pattern
System constraints

Differences in the methodologies of information collection and presentation
Information on various parameters used in the ecosystem analysis are collected using
different methodologies. Some of the well known methodologies are: parametric
methods, remote sensing based methods, and agroecosystem analysis techniques and
rapid rural appraisals (RRA) involving field surveys. From the description of these
methodologies (Table 6), it seems that the parametric methods have been used at
higher levels, and the RRA methods at the lower levels. These methods by their definition are incompatible if not used in conjunction with each other. Also, by using
some of these methods, e.g. parametric and RRA methods, the spatial information
may be sometimes lacking due to their being sample based data. This also results in
difficulties in the integration of the analysis.
Differences in the presentation of ecosystem analysis
The results of rice ecosystem analysis, frequently do not provide temporal and spatial
information, and often present descriptions of the site only, without its linkages with
the surroundings, resulting in difficulties in the integration and correlation of the
ground features. Also, since the ecosystem analysis by any of the available methodol-
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ogies reflects only post-facto conditions, it is difficult to correlate this with the current
environmental conditions on the ground, which limits the utility of the analysis.
Table 6. Methods used in evaluating parameters of rice ecosystems analysis at different
levels.
Method

Description

1. Parametric
method

Index for different
Mega
parameters of
classification of upland
rice growing
environment

2. Remote sensing Satellite image
based method
interpretation and
ground truth

3. Rapid Rural
Appraisal (RRA)

Level of
analysis

Mega

Geographical area

Reference

Countries of South Garrity and Agustin
and Southeast Asia (1984)

Entire Cambodia

Garrity and Bruce
(1992)

Satellite image
Meso
interpretation and
ground truth; also use
of available ancillary
information

One district in India IRRI (1993)

Satellite image
interpretation and
ground truth

Meso

Some sites in Côte
d’lvoire

WARDA (1 993)

Aerial photograph
interpretation and
ground truth for
collecting information
of the field
experimental sites

Micro

Some research
sites in Thailand

IRRI (1989)

Interview with
extension agents and
farmers, some field
observations

Macro

Entire Cote d’lvoire

WARDA (1993)

Some villages in
India

Lightfoot et al
(1989), Singh et al
(1 994)

Household and village Micro
surveys

Suggestions for effective integration of different levels of
ecosystems analysis
To achieve greater integration of different levels of analysis will depend on the decision made in the planning stages of the analyses whether it is intended for integration
or not. Assuming that the integration is desired and based on the review of several
studies on rice ecosystems classification and characterization and authors cumulative
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experience, the following suggestions are made for achieving effective integration of
different levels of analysis. At the outset it should be recognized that the integration
of analysis may have to take place on the following broad aspects and that they have
to be considered in the planning stages of the analysis.
Techniques and structure of the analysis
The structure and framework of the analysis refer to the geographical scope and location
(sites), and map scales. The issue of geographic scope can be adequately dealt with by
clearly defining the objectives and by selecting the appropriate level of analysis according to the objectives (IRRI 1992). In the case of multi-level analysis requiring objective(s), the levels should be selected in a continuum. Likewise, interrelated objectives
should be attempted first if a level of analysis seems to fulfill multiple objectives. The
distinctly different multiple objectives may also be achieved through multilevel analysis
in a continuum. Experience shows that there has been no difficulty in integrating the
analysis when it is done in a continuum of levels and through an iterative process.
In multi-level analysis integration, use of sites within the same geographical scope has
been found effective (Singh et al 1990, Garrity and Singh 1991, IRRI 1989, 1991, 1992,
1993) in overcoming the difficulties that arise from the exclusiveness of the analysis. The
issues of different map scales are dealt by the degree of specificity of the analysis. A hierarchical classification systems as initiated by Bowles and Garrity (1988) and Singh et al
(1990) has proven effective in integrating different levels of analysis. An excellent example of this is the eastern India study (IRRI 1993) which is done at different levels in a fully
integrated manner including the interpretations and presentation of results.
The successful case studies, e.g. Garrity et al (1986, 1992) and IRRI (1990, 1993,
1994), also show that the classification criteria for different levels are based on interrelated parameters. Moreover, even if the parameters used at different levels appeared
independent, they were related generically and some part of characteristics of a
parameter was commonly expressed at all the levels. Effective integration was
achieved in those studies in which the parameters used primarily addressed the systems properties and secondarily described a given situation at the time of analysis
(IRRI 1992, 1993). The higher levels of analysis are noted to generally address
themes, whereas those at lower levels address the mechanisms, functions, and utilities and management of the system, by implication capturing the socioeconomic and
cultural attributes. In well-integrated studies, the nomenclature of the classification
system used was also simple and hierarchical, i.e. lower levels included the characteristics of the higher levels in the name itself.
Methodologies for data collection and presentation
Methodologies for data acquisition, classification, and analysis to be used in different
levels of analysis maybe checked and assessed for their compatibility in terms of data
requirement, time frame, and resultant (expected) output. Clear provisions are needed
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for the use of a common/integrated methodology in case multi-level analysis is to be
done and integrated. For example, RRA and survey techniques for micro-level analysis and ground truth survey along with the remote sensing techniques for meso and
other higher levels of analysis have been used and the analysis adequately integrated
by Singh and Singh (1995). Such techniques provide relief from the analysis integration problem due to differences in the methodology of information collection, and
when combined with modeling due to the exclusiveness of different levels of analysis
caused by the different times of analysis. This can also help minimize the need for
repeating the analysis and to make more meaningful applications of the post-facto
conditions represented in the analysis output.

Conclusion
The review of the existing rice ecosystems classification systems and the examination of selected case studies show that the analysis is carried out for diverse purposes
at different levels. The variation has been noted in objectives, classification criteria
applied, and in basic methodology and parameters used. The analysis has been also
noted to differ across geographic regions, ecosystems, and its intended uses. Such a
diversity has caused difficulties in integrating the analysis of different levels. However, there are clear indications that it can be integrated by following the procedures
outlined in the paper along with the need for additional improvements in the future.
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Quantifying lowland rice
responses to soil-water deficit
A. K. Singh, T. P. Tuong, M. C. S. Wopereis, A. Boling, and M. J. Kropff

Management of drought-prone rainfed lowland rice ecosystems requires
quantitative understanding of rice plant responses to water deficit. A greenhouse
experiment was conducted to study the physiological and morphological
responses of two rice varieties, PSBRC14 and IR72, to drought as influenced by
crop establishment methods (dry seeding in non-puddled soil, wet seeding and
transplanting in puddled soil). Temporary drought was imposed at tillering, panicle
initiation, and flowering, by withholding water until the plants registered a leaf
rolling score of 5. Leaf elongation stopped when the soil moisture tensions
exceeded 40-60 kPa in all establishment methods. Leaf rolling started at a lower
soil water tension in dry-seeded rice than in wet-seeded or transplanted rice. Leaf
rolling could reduce the leaf area index by almost 50% compared with unrolled
leaves. This was the primary cause for the decline in transpiration rate in the initial
stages of drought imposition. Further decline in transpiration was caused by
stomata closure at soil water tensions of 103 kPa irrespective of establishment
methods. Dry-seeded rice had more uniform water extraction pattern, which
allowed it to withstand drought for a longer period than wet-seeded and
transplanted rice. Statistically significant interactions existed between
establishment method and drought imposition at various stages for grain yield.

Almost one quarter of the total area under rice in the world is classified as rainfed
lowland rice ecosystem. Rice grown in this ecosystem is always associated with
uncertainty due to the unpredictability of rainfall (IRRI 1992). Rainfed lowland rice
has many challenges to offer, as during any season the crop may be exposed alternately to drought and floods, in addition to pests and diseases. Even a moderate
increase in the productivity of this ecosystem will have a large impact on total rice
production.
One of the major problems under rainfed conditions is proper establishment of the
crop. Quite often, transplanting and wet seeding of pre-germinated seeds on puddled
soils can be delayed due to insufficient rainwater for land preparation (Saleh et al
1993). Dry seeding has the advantage that rice can be sown in non-puddled dry conditions which allows utilization of early season rainfall (Tuong et al 1993). The soil
environment under non-puddled and puddled conditions is totally different. The
method of establishment may therefore affect the response of rice to drought.

Very limited attempts have been made to quantify the physiological and morphological responses of lowland rice to drought. When available, data are generally confined to transplanted rice (Wopereis 1993, Singh et al 1994, Wopereis et al 1995).
Information on how establishment methods might influence the drought response of
rice is lacking (Shad and De Datta 1986), but is needed to parametrize crop simulation models which can be used to select optimum management strategies and to identify areas suitable for particular crop establishment practices.
The effects of drought can be manifested in reduction of transpiration (Tanguilig et al
1987), leaf area index (Cruz et al 1986), leaf elongation (Tanguilig et al 1987), increase in
leaf senescence (Malabuyoc et al 1985) etc. Linking such parameters to soil water potential is needed to predict crop responses to drought in different soil and climatic environments. This study reported here was therefore carried out with the following objectives:
1. To compare the response of rice to drought as affected by the method of establishment.
2. To derive functional relationships between soil water status and relative transpiration, leaf rolling score, and early leaf senescence.

Materials and methods
Experimental conditions
The experiment was conducted in a greenhouse at the International Rice Research
Institute (IRRI) located at Los Baños, Philippines (14°30'N. 121°15'E) during the
dry season, from January to May 1994.
Two rice cultivars ( Oryza sativa L.), PSBRc14 and IR72, were grown in PVC
pots (20 cm diameter and 25 cm height). The soil used for the experiment was clay
loam in texture having an average sand, silt, and clay content of 27, 42, and 31%.
Methods of establishment
PSBRcl4 was established by dry seeding (DSR), wet seeding (WSR), and transplanting (TPR). IR72 was established by DSR and WSR only. For dry seeding, the soil was
air dried, passed through a 4-mm mesh sieve before being packed at a bulk density of
1.1 g/cm3 into the pots up to a height of 20 cm. The soil was kept dry until seeding was
done. For wet seeding and transplanting, a plot in the field from where the soil was
taken for dry-seeded treatment was puddled. Pots were filled with this puddled soil.
The soil in the pots was puddled again thoroughly using an electric stirrer before wet
seeding and transplanting were done.
For dry seeding, 20 seeds were sown in one 20 cm row per pot. 10 mm of water
was added daily to each pot till constant emergence was attained. The plants were
then thinned down to 15 per pot. The soil in DSR pots was kept below saturation until
3 weeks after emergence, then flooded to a depth of 2.5 cm. To ensure that the plants
in all the treatments were of the same physiological age, the seeds for WSR and TPR
were soaked the day DSR seeding was done in pots.
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Similarly, 20 pre-germinated seeds were sown in a 20 cm row per pot for wet
seeding. The seeds were initially soaked for 24 hours and incubated for 36 hours
before seeding. Wet seeding was done in saturated puddled soil without standing
water. As in DSR, the plants were thinned to 15 per pot after establishment.
In the transplanted treatment, three 14-day-old seedlings were transplanted in the
centre of each pot containing puddled soil with ponded water. Ponded water depth of
2.5 cm was maintained in all pots when drought was not imposed.
In addition to the basal application of P and K both at 40 kg/ha, 200 kg N/ha was
applied in four splits viz., complete emergence (at transplanting in TPR), maximum
tillering, panicle initiation, and flowering.
Drought imposition
Drought was imposed at three stages: tillering (T), panicle initiation (PI), and flowering (FL). There was one well-watered control (C). Drought was imposed in the stress
treatments by withholding water till a leaf rolling score of 5 (O’Toole and Cruz 1980)
was attained. Stress was terminated by rewatering the plants. The days of stress initiation and termination in various treatments are summarized in Table 1.
Experimental layout
To simulate field conditions all the treatments were concentrated in blocks. The pots
were placed on wooden supports 10 cm in height and were arranged to represent 20
cm row spacing for DSR and WSR, and 20 cm × 20 cm hill spacing for TPR. The pots
on which measurements were carried out were placed in the centre of the block. All
the treatment blocks were surrounded by one row of border pots treated similarly to
minimize border effects. No measurements were made on these border pots. The
blocks were rotated every two weeks to eliminate any differences due to variation in
the microclimatic conditions within the greenhouse.
Parameters monitored
Plant. For control treatments and during nonstressed periods, measurements were
carried out every 3 weeks on physiological parameters viz., dry matter production
and its partitioning, and leaf area. Days of panicle initiation, flowering, and maturity
were also recorded for each treatment. Yield and yield related parameters were monitored at maturity. Non-destructive parameters such as Haun index (Haun 1973) and
plant height were measured every 3 days during the first 6 weeks, every 2 days during
stress imposition and weekly otherwise. During stress, destructive plant sampling
was done when at least three of the four observation pots showed leaf rolling scores of
1, 3, and 5. Area of both rolled and unrolled leaves was taken. The leaves were
unrolled by dipping them in culture solution (Flowers and Yeo 1981). The proportion
of dead leaves, if any, was also recorded.
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Soil. During the period of drought imposition, soil water content and bulk density
at depths 0-5, 5-10, 10-15 and 15-20 cm of the stressed pots were taken at the time of
drought initiation (leaf rolling score of 1, 3, and 5) through destructive soil sampling
coinciding with the plant sampling. Soil moisture tension was monitored twice daily
using tensiometers installed at 2.5, 7.5, 12.5, and 17.5 cm depths from the soil surface. When the soil water tension exceeded the tensiometer range, the pF curves of
the puddled and non-puddled soils were used to convert the measured soil water content into soil water tension. Soil water tensions averaged over these four depths have
been used in the results section.
Table 1. Duration of water stress in the various treatments.
Establishment method

Date of planting
(day of the year)

Treatments

Start of stress
End of stress
(day of the year) (day of the year)

PSBRc14
Dry-seeded rice

Wet-seeded rice

Transplanted rice

18

21

32

Tillering

46

59

Panicle initiation

68

80

Flowering

84

94

Tillering

46

59

Panicle initiation

68

80

Flowering

84

94

Tillering

52

73

Panicle initiation

68

80

Flowering

92

101

Tillering

46

57

Panicle initiation

68

80

Flowering

92

100

Tillering

46

57

Panicle initiation

68

77

Flowering

92

100

lR72
Dry-seeded rice

Wet-seeded rice

18

21

Transpiration. The soil surface in the pots was covered with plastic to prevent
evaporation. The pots were weighed daily to provide transpiration estimates.
Relative transpiration rates (Tr ) and normalized relative transpiration rates (T rn)
were used to quantify the effect of water stress on plants.
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Tr = Trd / Tpw..... (1)
where T rd is the measured transpiration rate of stressed plants, and
Tpw is the measured transpiration rate of well-watered plants.
Imposition of stress slows down plant growth and leaf area development. resulting in the reduction of leaf area in stressed plant as compared to the well-watered
plant. The measured potential transpiration of the well-watered plants, Tpw , would
therefore be higher than the potential transpiration of the plants having a leaf area
equivalent to the stressed plant (Tpd).
To compare transpiration of stressed plants to that of well-watered plants having
the same leaf area index (LAI) as the stressed plants, Trn is used:
Trn = Trd / Tpd..... (2)
where T pd is the potential transpiration rate of well-watered plants having the same
LAI as the stressed plant.
Tpw has to be suitably modified by the following equation (equation 3) to obtain
Tpd based on the LAI of the non-stressed and stressed plants (Wopereis 1993).
-0.4*LAI(d)
-0.4*LAI(w)
Tpd = Tpw* (1 -e
)/(l - e
)....(3)
where LAI(d) is the LAI of the stressed plants with rolled leaves, and
LAI(w) is the LAI of the well-watered plant.
Trd and T pw were measured daily, while LAI(d) and LAI(w) were measured periodically (see section on plant measurement) and linearly interpolated to obtain daily
estimates of parameters used in equation 3.

Results and discussion
Effect of water stress on physiological processes
Leaf expansion. Haun index values, derived from the leaf length measurements of the
youngest and the penultimate leaf, indicated that water stress at T caused the process
of leaf elongation to slow down and subsequently cease (Fig. 1). Plants, as affected by
methods of establishment, responded in different ways in terms of number of days
before the leaf elongation stopped: 7 days for TPR, 6 for DSR, and 3 for WSR. When
expressed in terms of the soil moisture status of the root zone, however, Haun index in
all methods of establishment levelled off at about 40-60 kPa of soil water tension
(Fig. 1 ). This indicates that DSR, WSR, and TPR had different soil extraction rates
and patterns to deplete the soil water reservoir to a level low enough to affect the leaf
elongation rate (see subsection on soil water depletion).
Leaf rolling. As the severity of the stress increased, the leaves began to roll at a
root-zone soil moisture tension generally beyond the tensiometer measurement
range. Though in terms of soil water tension, leaf rolling started much earlier in DSR
(< 100 kPa) than in WSR and TPR (200 kPa or more), leaf rolling score (LRS) 5 was
attained at the soil water tension of around 900-1000 kPa (Fig. 2). Leaf rolling caused
reductions in leaf area up to 50% (Fig. 3). The distribution of data shows that the
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reduction in leaf area due to leaf rolling is not influenced by either the variety or the
method of establishment.
Leaf senescence. Dead leaves appeared in all treatments at LRS 3 and higher. Naturally occurring senescence around flowering time was accounted for in quantifying
the senescence caused by stress only. The proportion of stress-induced dead leaves
was higher when stress was imposed at PI and FL stages rather than at T. At LRS 5,
the percentage of dead leaves recorded was around 50% in the PI and FL treatments.
Some dead leaves could be recorded even at LRS 1 in PI and FL stress treatments.
The dead leaf factor (1 representing no dead leaves and zero 100% dead leaves) could
be described by a logistic function of soil water tension (Fig. 4). Dead leaves could be
detected at tensions greater than 100 kPa in most treatments.

1. Haun index of PSBRc 14 in (a) dry-seeded rice in control (DSR-C) and stressed at tillering (DSR-T); (b) wet-seeded rice in control (WSR-C) and stressed at tillering (WSR-T);
and (c) transplanted rice in control (TPR-C) and stressed at tillering (TPR-T) treatments.
SS indicates start of stress and SF the end of stress. Numbers in the figure are the average
soil water tension in kPa.
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Soil water depletion
Figure 5 presents the soil water tension, measured by tensiometers installed at different depths, during stress imposition at tillering in DSR, WSR, and TPR. DSR was
able to extract water rather uniformly throughout the depth of the pot (Fig. Sa), while
the soil water tension of top soil layer WSR was much higher and reached air entry
values faster than that of the lower soil layers WSR (Fig. 5b). Soil water tension also
increased more rapidly in WSR than in DSR. WSR continued to extract water at a
high rate for a few days before the effect of stress was exhibited by the plant. DSR, on
the other hand extracted water more uniformly and was able to roll leaves at a relatively lower soil water tension (Fig. 2). By doing so, DSR could withstand longer
drought periods.

2. Effect of soil water tension on the leaf rolling score as influenced by the method of establishment in PSBRc14. DSR is dry-seeded rice; WSR is wet-seeded rice; TPR is transplanted
rice; T, PI and FL refer to stress at tillering, panicle initiation and flowering.

During stress at tillering TPR extracted water at a lower rate than DSR and WSR,
i.e it took longer for the soil profile to reach air entry values (Fig. Sc). This was due to
lower LAI (Fig. 6) values and hence lower transpiration of TPR. The extraction rate
of TPR during stress at flowering increased and was greater than that WSR and DSR
(data not shown).
The differences in pattern and rate of extraction in different crop stages and different crop establishment methods indicated that the combined effect of LAI (Fig. 6) and
the root length density distribution in different soil depths may play an important role
in crop response to drought.
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Transpiration
After the imposition of stress, the stressed plants continued to transpire at the same
rate as the well-watered plants before the transpiration rate was reduced. Both relative
transpiration rate, Tr, and the normalized relative transpiration rate, T rn, can be
expressed as a logistic function of the soil moisture tension of the root zone (Fig.
7a,b). They differed, however, in terms of the magnitude of the response. Tr started
decreasing at soil water tensions of 10-30 kPa (Fig. 7a), while Trn began falling only
after the soil water tension exceeded 200 kPa (Fig. 7b). The difference in T r and T rn
indicates that although the total transpiration rate of the stressed plant declined initially, it was caused by the reduction in leaf area only and the roots were able to
extract soil moisture to meet the potential transpiration rate of the available green
leaves of the stressed plants at soil water tensions less than 200 kPa. It is only at a later
stage when the soil water tension exceeded 200 kPa that the stomata closed and contributed to reduction in transpiration.

3. Effect of leaf rolling on leaf area index (LAI). DSR, WSR and TPR refer to dry-seeded,
wet-seeded, and transplanted rice. 1, 3, and 5 are leaf rolling scores of 1, 3, and 5. Data of
both PSBRc14 and IR72 have been pooled.

Crop phenology
Stress imposition at vegetative phases delayed panicle initiation, flowering, and
maturity in both the varieties (Table 2, data for IR72 not shown). Flowering was
delayed up to 2 weeks when stress was imposed at tillering. Stress at PI also delayed
the flowering but to a lesser extent (6-8 days).
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4. Effect of soil water tension on dead leaves factor in dry-seeded (DSR), wet-seeded
(WSR), and transplanted (TPR) PSBRc14. A dead leaf factor of 1 indicates that no dead
leaves are present and a dead leaf factor of 0 indicates that all leaves are dead.

5. Influence of method of establishment on soil water tension changes at various depths
during stress in PSBRc14 at tillering. 2.5, 7.5, 12.5, and 17.5 refer to depths (in cm) of soil
water tension measurements; DSR, WSR, and TPR refer to dry-seeded, wet-seeded and
transplanted rice, respectively.
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Stress at tillering was responsible for delay in crop maturity by 6-8 days. Stress
imposed at PI also delayed maturity by almost 2 weeks in DSR and WSR but not to
that extent in TPR. Even stress at flowering delayed maturity by a few days. By delaying or slowing growth and development, the plant is able to withstand drought spells
for short periods.

6. Leaf area index (LAI) as a function of time in non-stressed treatments. DSR, WSR, and
TPR refer to dry seeded, wet seeded, and transplanted rice, respectively.

7. Relative transpiration rate (a), and normalized relative transpiration rate (b), as a
function of soil water tension in dry seeded (DSR), wet seeded (WSR), and transplanted
(TPR) PSBRc14. Relative transpiration rates of drought at all stages are plotted here. In
the normalized transpiration rate, differences in Leaf Area Index between stressed and
well-watered plants have been taken into account.
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Table 2. Effect of stress on flowering and maturity dates in PSBRc14.
Method of establishment (days after seeding/planting)
Stress treatments

Dry-seeded rice

Wet-seeded rice

Transplanted rice

50% Heading
Control (no stress)

64

63

60

Stress at tillering

76

77

73

Stress at panicle initiation

70

75

62

Stress at flowering

65

62

60

Control (no stress)

100

98

92

Stress at tillering

108

104

100

Stress at panicle initiation

114

115

98

Stress at flowering

106

106

96

Maturity (90%)

Grain yield
Yields in the control (non-stressed) treatment of DSR, WSR, and TPR were
of comparable level but imposition of stress at the various stages resulted in a
differential response by the crop in the three methods of establishment (Table 3).
Stress at tillering affected the yield of DSR, WSR, and TPR compared with the
control but the reduction in yield was much higher in WSR. Stress at PI and FL
reduced yields in all the treatments very significantly. Many workers have
reported that stress at vegetative phase delays the maturity but does not significantly affect grain yield of rice (O’Toole and Moya 1980, Yambao and Ingram
1988, Wopereis 1993). The duration of stress and the limited soil volume available for the roots was probably responsible for yield reduction at tillering. In
WSR, the greater reduction in yield due to stress at tillering was probably
brought about by the rapid removal of water from the soil profile (Fig. 5b).

Conclusion
A greenhouse study was carried out to quantify the response of two rice cultivars to
soil water deficit as affected by establishment methods. When related to the average
soil water tension of the root zone, the decline in leaf expansion, relative transpiration, and dead leaves factor of DSR, WSR, and TPR did not differ significantly. DSR
started to roll their leaves at a lower water tension (< 100 kPa) as compared to WSR
and TPR ( > 200 kPa). Early leaf rolling and its ability to extract water more uniformly
throughout the root zone allowed DSR to prolong its ability to withstand drought.
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The method of crop establishment also influenced the response of rice to drought
in terms of grain yield. Stress at tillering affected yield of WSR more significantly
than that of TPR or DSR. Stress at panicle initiation and flowering affected yields significantly in all methods of establishment. Water stress delayed panicle initiation,
flowering and maturity.
The physiological and morphological responses of the experimented cultivars
could be expressed as functions of the average soil water tension in the root zone.
These functions could be used in simulation models to assess the impact of climate
and soil conditions to rice production in rainfed environment.

Table 3. Effect of method of establishment and water stress at various stages on yield
(g/pot) of rice.
Stress

Method of establishment

Mean

Dry-seeded rice

Wet-seeded rice

Transplanted rice

Control (no stress)

27.56 Aa

28.06 Aa

24.50 Ab

26.71

Stress at tillering

25.02 Ba

19.90 Bb

21.62 Bb

22.1 8

Stress at panicle initiation

11.88 Ca

11.53 Ca

15.02 Cb

12.81

Stress at flowering
Mean

6.58 Da
17.76

8.88 Db
17.09

6.52 Da
16.92

7.33
17.26

In a column (upper case) or row (lower case), means followed by a common letter are not significantly different
at the 5% level by DMRT.
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Examining genotypic variation in
root traits for drought resistance
B.K. Samson, L.J. Wade, S. Sarkarung, M. Hasan, R. Amin,
D. Harnpichitvitaya, G. Pantuwan, R. Rodriguez, T. Sigari,
and A. Calendacion

Drought is the major constraint to rice productivity in the rainfed lowlands, but little
progress has been made in selecting for drought resistance. This paper describes
the research approach used to examine genotypic variation in root traits for drought
resistance among eight parental lines of rainfed lowland rice. The objectives of the
research are to quantify variation in root traits likely to confer drought avoidance
among eight parental lines, to determine the consistency of trait expression over
environments, to examine the relationship with water extraction, and to consider the
implications for selection.
Experiments were conducted at three drought-prone locations of the Rainfed
Lowland Rice Research Consortium in the 1994 wet season: Ubon Ratchathani,
Thailand; Rajshahi, Bangladesh; and Tarlac, Philippines. At each location, three
experiments were planted, each comprising eight parental lines with five replicates
in a randomized complete block design. The three experiments consisted of an
irrigated control, a rainfed experiment planted at the same time as the control, and a
late-planted rainfed experiment to provide an opportunity to subject the lines to
drought stress at a different stage of growth. Within each experiment, sowing of lines
was staggered so that key phenological stages would coincide, thus reducing the
confounding of trait response by maturity group. Measurements were obtained on
crop development and growth, nutrient uptake, water extraction, yield and yield
components, and a series of root characteristics including root length density, root
biomass, and maximum rooting depth over time. Measurements of soil physical and
chemical characteristics, and daily meteorological data were obtained.
Results for root length density at panicle initiation for each of the three
experiments at Ubon Ratchathani were used to demonstrate the complexities in
measuring and interpreting root traits in the field. Most of the roots were in the top
10 cm of the soil, a result in common with two other studies in the rainfed lowlands.
Reasons for the response, however, were not clear, but a number of possible causes
were considered. Time of sampling, extent of drought stress development, rate of
onset of drought, nutrient availability in the subsoil, other chemical characteristics of
the deeper soil layers, and presence of root-restricting zones may have contributed
to the result alone or in combination. These challenges remain unsolved, and

progress will be made only by using detailed experiments with balanced data
collection, such as in this study. The paper concludes by assessing the ways the
data may be used to meet the objectives and to solve the greatest challenge for this
rice ecosystem: What really limits root growth, water extraction, and nutrient uptake
under drought-prone rainfed lowland conditions? Research is proceeding to address
these challenges.

Drought is one of the major constraints in rainfed lowland rice-growing areas
(Widawsky and O’Toole 1990), which cover approximately 40 million ha, representing 25% of the total area planted to rice worldwide (IRRI 1993). Thus, drought
stress has a significant impact on rice production under rainfed lowland conditions
where yields average 2 t/ha (IRRI 1993). Rice and other crops may be considered
to “resist” drought by three strategies: drought escape (completing its life cycle, or
drought sensitive stages, before the onset of drought stress), drought avoidance
(through structural traits or adaptations that allow the plant to find and use soil
moisture more effectively), and drought tolerance (using physicochemical
changes at the cellular level to maintain a favorable water status) (Ludlow and
Muchow 1990).
Breeders have made excellent progress with drought escape, by changing crop
phenology to minimize risk of coincidence of sensitive growth stages of the crop
with expected periods of drought stress (Wade et al 1994). Breeders have been less
successful, however, in selecting for traits likely to confer drought avoidance or
drought tolerance, because the component traits are less readily observed. Drought
avoidance may be conferred by a root system more effective in extracting water
from a soil layer or more capable of extracting water from deeper layers of the profile not previously explored. Likely root traits include a greater maximum rooting
depth, hard pan penetration capacity, deep root:shoot ratio, greater root conductance. Shoot traits such as leaf rolling may also contribute to efficiency of water use
in an avoidance strategy but a recent review has concluded that root traits are more
important (Fukai and Cooper 1995). Drought tolerance implies physicochemical
changes within the cell to permit the plant to function despite partial desiccation.
Osmotic adjustment, like the root traits, is difficult to measure, its expression is
strongly modified by environment, and a clear relationship with productivity of
rainfed lowland rice remains to be established. Despite variation being reported in
rice for many traits which may confer drought “resistance”. the challenge remains
to determine which traits should be incorporated into improved cultivars, and how
to achieve this for traits which are not readily observed. Related issues on understanding of complex traits and choice of selection environments are discussed in a
companion paper (Wade et al, these proceedings, pages 885-900). In this paper, our
interest focuses upon the strategy of drought avoidance, and in particular, on root
traits which may contribute to this strategy.
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The literature contains numerous examples of variation in traits likely to confer
drought avoidance. Root length, root density, and maximum rooting depth have been
suggested as important drought avoidance traits (Kramer 1983, Ludlow and Muchow
1990). Genotypic variation in root systems has been reported and related to drought
avoidance in maize (Andrew and Solanki 1966, Cutforth et al 1986) and wheat (Hurd
1974). Genotypic variation has been reported in rice for the following traits: root diameter, root branching, water extraction pattern (Nicou et al 1970), root system morphology (Chang et al 1972), root activity at depth (Reyniers and Binh 1978), root pulling
force (O'Toole and Soemartono 1981, Ekanayake et al 1985a), deep root:shoot ratio
(Yoshida and Hasegawa 1982), rooting depth, root density, angle of penetration, and
general rooting pattern (Mambani and Lal 1983a, b), root length, root thickness, root
number, root weight (Armenta-Soto et al 1983), maximum root length, and root thickness (Ekanayake et al 1985b). No systematic study has been reported, however, which
documents variation in these traits, links the variation to water extraction and rice productivity, and provides guidance to breeders on traits likely to confer effective resistance to the kinds of drought encountered in rainfed lowland environments.
Recently, 24 lines of rainfed lowland rice have been grown in several locations in
Thailand and Laos for field observations on general root morphology, drought score,
and yield response (S. Sarkarung, IRRI, personal communication). Detailed laboratory measurements on the same 24 lines have been conducted for hard-pan penetration capacity (H. Nguyen, A. Blum, H.E. Shashidhar, J. Ray, Texas Tech University,
personal communication), osmotic adjustment, epidermal conductance and desiccation tolerance (M.M. Ludlow, J. Lilley, CSIRO Australia, personal communication),
and maximum rooting depth, root thickness, and root dry weight (M. Champoux,
IRRI, personal communication). These studies quantified variation in drought avoidance and tolerance among the 24 lines which differ in phenology and genetic background. Variation in root traits among the 24 lines, however, has been quantified only
under laboratory and greenhouse conditions. It is essential to quantify the expression
of root traits which are likely to be major contributors to an effective drought-avoidance strategy, under field conditions, and to relate this variation to water extraction
and rice productivity.
Eight of the 24 lines, which provide contrasting combinations of the traits discussed above, have been chosen for crossing and development of doubled haploid
lines (S. Sarkarung, IRRI, personal communication). These doubled haploid lines are
to be used for detailed studies of physiology and genetics, and for development of
molecular markers for traits likely to confer drought avoidance (root traits) or drought
tolerance (osmotic adjustment). A greater understanding of the responses of the eight
parental lines would be advantageous for detailed studies of the doubled haploids,
when they become available.
This paper describes the research approach which is being used to quantify and
understand genotypic variation in root traits for drought resistance among eight
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parental lines of rainfed lowland rice. The overall objectives of this cycle of research
are to quantify expression of root traits in the field among the eight parental lines in a
range of contrasting conditions, to examine the relationships between root characteristics, water extraction and rice productivity, and to consider the general implications
for selection.
Field experiments were conducted during the 1994 wet season at three sites of
the Rainfed Lowland Rice Research Consortium (Ubon Ratchathani, Thailand;
Rajshahi, Bangladesh; Victoria, Tarlac, Philippines) which are expected to differ in
the timing, duration, and intensity of drought stress. Use of alternative planting
times across such diverse locations and soil types should provide opportunities for
lines to be exposed to different patterns of drought stress and hence to reveal the
nature of their adaptive responses, particularly with regard to root traits. The thrust
of these experiments was to characterize the scope of rice plant responses to a range
of environments encountered in drought-prone rainfed lowland rice ecosystems.
The experiment sought to:
1. quantify the variation in root traits likely to confer drought avoidance among the
eight parental lines;
2. determine the consistency of root trait expression over environments, and the conditions required for expression of these traits;
3. examine the relationship between root traits, water extraction and line performance; and
4. consider the general implications for selection.
The first cycle of experiments was planted at the start of the 1994 wet season. This
paper describes the procedures adopted, and focuses on ways to use the data to meet
the objectives. Some data from Ubon Ratchathani are examined to illustrate the complexities involved in trying to understand root traits and drought avoidance strategies.
Areas for further research are discussed.
Methodology
From the original 24 rice lines, eight were chosen for the field experiments (Table
1). Four of the lines, CT9993-5-10-1-M (CT9993), IR52561-UBN-1-1-2
(IR52561), IR58821-23-B-1-2-1 (IR58821), and IR62266-42-6-2 (IR62266), were
identified as parents of double haploids produced to help advance the development
of improved rainfed lowland rice varieties (S. Sarkarung, IRRI, personal communication). These lines represent a wide range of phenology, grain yield, ability to penetrate root restriction zones, ability of the shoot to undergo osmotic adjustment
during drought stress, and responsiveness to anther culture. The remaining four
lines, Khao Dawk Mali 105 (KDML105), Mahsuri, Nam Sa Gui 19 (NSG19), and
IR20, are widely grown traditional and high-yielding varieties in South and Southeast Asia which are used as reference lines in the rainfed lowland breeding program
(Wade et al, these proceedings, pages 885-900).
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124 (120)

138 (125)

photoperiod sensitive; late
October flowering

135 (130)

photoperiod sensitive; mid
October flowering

n.a. (1 35)

130 (n.a.)

125 (120)

IR52561-UBN-1-1-2

lR58821-23-B-1-2-1

lR62266-42-6-2

KDML105

MAHSURI

NSG19

IR20

Flowering (days)

CT9993-5-10-1-M

Cultivar/line

n.a.

5.48

n.a.

6.25

4.72

2.85

4.42

1.97

Yield
(t/ha)

(80)

(113)

(125)

(126)

(82)

(98)

(100)

(98)

Height
(cm)

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Weak

Weak

Strong

Weak

Strong

Penetration of
root-restricting
layers

n.a.

Mid

n.a.

n.a.

High

Low

n.a.

Low

Osmotic
adjustment

Drought susceptible, semi-dwarf

Shallow roots, drought adapted,
high vigor, improved traditional

Poor roots, improved, high vigor,
RL adapted

Intermediate to shallow root system, improved traditional, high
vigor, weak stems

Improved, semi-ground cover

Deep roots, improved, semi-erect,
sturdy

Shallow roots, improved, vigorous

Deep roots, good seedling vigor,
anther culture responsive, semiupland

Phenotype description

Table 1. Indicative data for the eight lines studied (S. Sarkarung, IRRI, personal communication). Data on grain yield and flowering
were recorded at Khon Keen, Thailand during a season with no drought stress. Days to flowering and height values In parenthesis
were taken from plants subjected to drought stress at Chum Phae, Thailand. Ratings for penetration of root restricting layers and
for osmotic adjustment were obtained from H. Nguyen (Texas Tech Univ, personal communication) and M.M. Ludlow (CSIRO
Australia, personal communication) respectively. Phenotype descriptions were provided by S. Sarkarung (IRRI, personal
communication). The shorter duration lines CT9993, NSG19 and IR20 were sown later in each of the 1994 experiments. (n.a. = not
available).

At each of three consortium sites, three experiments (a total of nine different environments) were set up to challenge the genotypes: 1) a “control“ experiment, where
water was not limiting, 2) a rainfed experiment, sown at the same time as the “control”; and 3) a late-planted rainfed experiment, to provide an opportunity to subject
the lines to drought stress at a different stage of growth. Experiments were laid out in
a randomized complete block design with five replications. Each experiment consisted of 40 plots, each of 4 × 12 m. Parcels of land on which the experiments were
conducted were usually not contiguous with each other.
Seeds were direct-seeded on wet soil in hills spaced 0.25 × 0.25 m. Within each
experiment, sowing of lines was staggered according to maturity, so that panicle initiation and other key growth stages would coincide. The intent was for any drought
stress that arose during the growing season to affect all genotypes in the experiment at
the same growth stage, thus reducing the confounding of trait response by maturity
group. Hence, long duration lines were sown early (IRS2561, IR58821, IR62266,
KDML105, Mahsuri), and shorter duration lines later (CT9993, NSG19, IR20)
within each experiment (Table 1). Thinning to two to three plants per hill was done 15
to 25 days after germination, depending on the prevailing conditions.
Appropriate agricultural chemicals were applied to control insects, and thereby
control the onset of diseases transmitted by insect vectors. Weed-free plots are
especially important for root sampling, as it is very difficult to distinguish roots of
rice and weed, especially grasses. Weeds may also confound aboveground biomass
and water extraction data through their competitive interactions with the rice crop.
Consequently, weeding was done regularly to maintain the plots in as weed free a
condition as possible.
Soil samples were taken before crop establishment for analysis of pH, nitrogen,
phosphorus, and potassium content, and for site characterization. Soil texture and
water-holding capacity were also determined. Fertilizer application was done at
levels that would preclude limitations in nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium supply to the rice crop.
The experiments were conducted on environmentally diverse sites where the
progress of the growing season can, at best, be described as highly unpredictable. It
was recognized that sites will have different complements of personnel and equipment. Therefore, “key” and “desirable” sets of information were identified. Information considered “key” to the experiments was collected from all sites. Key information
consisted of environmental and plant observations and measurements that would enable the analysis of genotypic variability and plant responses to drought stress. Desirable information, collected at sites where personnel, equipment, and conditions allowed
it, consisted of data that would permit in-depth mechanistic or process-orientated
interpretation of crop-environment interactions, and an understanding of the relationship between expression of root traits, water extraction, and crop performance. The
following were considered key information for this experiment:
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Shoot growth and development (time of occurrence of panicle initiation, flowering, and grain maturity, tiller count, plant height, aboveground biomass, grain
yield, and yield components)
Root growth and development (root length, root length density, root biomass,
maximum rooting depth)
Visual observations of plant water status (timing and characteristics of observable
responses to drought stress, timing and characteristics of observable recovery
from drought stress)
Soil water status (soil moisture content over the course of drought stress, depth of
water table, depth of ponded water)
Site description (altitude, latitude, longitude, site history, soil properties including
nutrient status by layer, pH, electrical conductivity, pF, bulk density, and texture)
Meteorological data (daily rainfall, daily evaporation, solar radiation, daylength,
maximum and minimum air temperature, vapor pressure).
The following information was considered desirable for understanding the relationship between expression of root traits, water extraction, and crop performance:
Shoot growth and development (leaf area, leaf area index, canopy light interception)
Root growth and distribution (root thickness, rooting angles)
Quantitative measurements of plant water status (leaf water potential, osmotic
potential, and leaf relative water content before, during, and after drought).
Most of this information (for example, aboveground and belowground data,
weather data. etc.) was collected during the course of the growing season. Samples
of aboveground biomass, height, tiller number, roots, etc, were taken at seedling,
tillering, flowering, and dough stages. Quantitative measurements of soil and
plant water status were taken during drought periods. Relationships and patterns in
the data were investigated by analysis of variance, regression analysis, and various
multivariate analytical techniques available from widely recognized robust statistical software packages.
The experiments in Thailand were conducted in bunded fields at the Ubon Rice
Research Center in Ubon Ratchathani. The soils were coarse-textured and low in
fertility (W.T. Herrera, D.P. Garrity, and C. Vejpas, unpublished data). Experiments 1 and 2 were sown on 28 July (long duration lines) and 8 August 1994 (short
duration lines) (see Table 1). Experiment 3, sown on 9 and 18 August 1994, was
grown at a higher topographic position nearby, which retained less water and was
more prone to drought stress. In each experiment, fertilizer (16-16-8) was applied
at the recommended rate of 187.5 kg/ha in two splits, at 7 days after emergence and
at panicle initiation. Data on root length density collected at panicle initiation for
the three experiments at Ubon Ratchathani are used to illustrate the difficulties in
trying to understand root traits and drought avoidance. The need for balanced data
is highlighted.
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Results and discussion
Root length density at panicle initiation for the eight lines in experiments 1, 2, and 3 at
Ubon Ratchathani in the 1994 wet season is shown in Figures 1 to 4, for depths of 0-10,
10-20, 20-30, and 30-40 cm, respectively. The analysis of variance (Table 2) indicated
that root length density differed with soil depth, but line and soil depth by line were not
statistically significant within each experiment. Error mean squares were much larger
for the late-planted rainfed experiment (Table 2). Mean root length density ranged from
2.50 to 7.50 cm/cm3 in the surface layer (Fig. l), but did not exceed 0.42, 0.15, and 0.09
cm/cm3 in successive depth increments (Figs 2 to 4). Standard errors ranged from 0.25
to 3.50 cm/cm 3 in the surface layer, but were less than 0.15, 0.08, and 0.07 cm/cm3 for
deeper layers. As a percentage of their respective means, standard errors ranged from
10 to 50, 20 to 50, 20 to 60, and 40 to 90% for successive depths. Within each soil depth,
however, the standard error was a larger percentage when the root length density was
larger. For the surface layer (Fig. l), standard errors were less than 15% of the mean,
with two exceptions: CT9993 and KDML105 in experiment 3. Inspection of the data
revealed that one replicate of each had a value quite different from the other two replications. These two plots were from the corner of the field adjacent to replicates 4 and 5,
which were rejected (Table 2) because of poor plant growth. Likewise for successive
depth increments, standard errors were proportionately larger when root length density
was larger for that layer. The reasons for this observation require explanation.
Table 2. F-values for main effects and interaction between line and soil depth for root
length density (cm/cm) at panicle initiation in experiments 1, 2 and 3 at Ubon
Ratchathani, Thailand, in the 1994 wet season. Replicate and line were tested against
plot error, and soil depth and line x soil depth were tested against residual error. Mean
squares for plot error and residual error are also shown (in brackets). Replicates 4 and 5
were rejected from Experiment 3 because of poor crop growth, and degrees of freedom
were adjusted accordingly.
Experiment 1
d.f.

F

Experiment 2
d.f.

F

Experiment 3
d.f.

F

Replicate

4

1.713 n.s.

4

1.297 n.s.

2

0.933 n.s.

Line

7

0.677 n.s.

7

1.857 n.s.

7

0.676 n.s

Plot error
Depth

28
3

[1.173]
153.231 **

28
3

Line × depth

21

0.639 n.s.

21

Residual error

96

[1.035]

96

Total
** P<0.01; n.s., Not significant.
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(0.815]
157.771 **
1.486 n.s.
[0.882]
159

14

[3.509]

3

30.805 **

21
48

0.702 n.s.
[3.426]
95

1. Root length density at panicle initiation of eight rice genotypes at 0-10 cm soil depth in
experiments 1, 2, and 3 at Ubon Ratchathani in the 1994 wet season. Narrow bars are
standard errors of the mean.

2. Root length density at panicle initiation of eight rice genotypes at 10-20 cm soil depth in
experiment 1, 2, and 3 at Ubon Ratchathani in the 1994 wet season. Narrow bars are
standard errors of the mean.
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3. Root length density at panicle initiation of eight rice genotypes at 20-30 cm soil depth in
experiments 1, 2, and 3 in Ubon Ratchathani in the 1994 wet season. Narrow bars are
standard errors of the mean.

4. Root length density at panicle initiation of eight rice genotypes at 30-40 cm soil depth in
experiments 1, 2, and 3 in Ubon Ratchathani in the 1994 wet season. Narrow bars are
standard errors of the mean.
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Soils at Ubon Ratchathani are coarse-textured and extremely low in soil fertility
(W.T. Herrera, D.P. Garrity, and C. Vejpas, unpublished data). Consequently, spatial
heterogeneity in crop growth is regularly observed in this difficult environment
(Wade et al, these proceedings). Thus, the error terms for root length density observed
at Ubon Ratchathani relatively early in the life cycle probably indicate a worst case
scenario, for a trait which is highly responsive to environment and difficult to measure. Nevertheless, more replicates or more careful field selection (Experiment 3) may
be worth while in the future. Alternatively, more sophisticated sampling procedures
(Brouder and Cassman 1990) could be considered. As discussed below, the results
require further analysis and interpretation with other data collected from these experiments, but not yet available. Nevertheless, some observations can be made regarding
the data presented. The line IR58821 had the highest root length density at 10-20 cm
in experiment 1, and at 20-30 and 30-40 cm in experiment 2. This result is in accord
with the observations in Table 1. Although data from other lines did not provide consistent support for previous observations, these data for one trait at panicle initiation
are not adequate for this purpose by themselves.
Data on root length density at panicle initiation for each of the eight lines in experiment 2 are shown in Figure 5, for successive depths of the soil profile. The most
striking result is how few roots are present at depths exceeding 10 cm for any of the
lines. Yet experiment 2 is rainfed, and many authors contend that deeper roots are of
benefit in such conditions (Kramer 1983, Ludlow and Muchow 1990, Fukai and
Cooper 1995). Our result is consistent with other results for the rainfed lowlands,
including Pantuwan et al (1995) for Ubon Ratchathani and Ahmed et al (1995) for
Rajshahi. So why are there so few roots present below 10 cm in this experiment and in
other rainfed lowland experiments? A number of possibilities are discussed below.
Firstly, these data were collected at panicle initiation, and exploration of the soil
profile would not be expected to be completed until about flowering (Yoshida 1981,
Yoshida and Hasegawa 1982). Secondly, conditions were favorable for crop growth
throughout the period before sampling. In the absence of water stress, there may have
been little demand for additional resources beyond those which were readily available from surface layers. Free water was present at the soil surface for most of the vegetative period, and nutrients were applied by broadcasting to the surface layer at 7
days after emergence and at panicle initiation. In contrast, nutrient supply is
extremely low at depths greater than 10 cm on these soils (W.T. Herrera, D.P. Garrity,
and C. Vejpas, unpublished data). It is not clear whether low availability of nutrients
from deeper layers restricts root growth, especially for immobile elements such as
phosphorus. These soils are exceedingly low in organic matter and have negligible
buffering capacity (Willett 1995). Thus, changes in pH with soil wetting and drying,
and its consequences for nutrient availability and iron toxicity, could also be critical
for effective root exploration to depth. Low cation exchange capacity and low soil
organic matter also confer a limited capacity to store soil water, so in the event of
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drought, there may be little time for the plant to adapt to changes in water and nutrient
availability. In other words, the rate of onset of drought and the consequent leaf rolling and tissue desiccation as the plant fails to meet its transpiration demand, may preclude the root system from starting to explore deeper layers of the profile, if the
drought stress progresses too rapidly. This has led to the suggestion that deep roots
are needed before the onset of drought stress, if the root system is to be able to meet
the demand for water (J.C. O’Toole, Rockefeller Foundation, personal communication). Lilley and Fukai (1994) developed quantitative relationships between root
length density and soil water extraction for upland rice. Similar relationships would
be expected for rainfed lowland conditions. Finally, physical barriers may prevent
access of the root to deeper soil layers, such as has been observed in Rajshahi (Ahmed
et al 1995). Further experiments to examine the relative importance of nutrients and
water, and the influence of crop management, are proposed (Wade et al, these proceedings).

5. Root length density profile at panicle initiation of eight rainfed lowland rice lines grown
in experiment 2 at Ubon Ratchathani in the 1994 wet season. Narrow bars are standard
errors of the mean.

To understand these responses, and to define traits and trait combinations which
may confer an adaptive advantage, will require very thorough investigation. Data on
all aspects of plant growth and development will be required for progress to be made,
in conjunction with suitable data on weather conditions and soil physical and chemical properties. Consequently, these experiments entail detailed data collection in all
facets, so that such understanding may be derived. Simply considering a putative trait
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in isolation will not provide a solution, as we have demonstrated in this paper. An
understanding of a drought-avoidance strategy and its component traits will necessitate consideration of crop development and growth, nutrient uptake, soil water
extraction, and their relationships with root parameters through the growing season.
Development of such understanding is the ultimate objective of this study, and may
permit the greatest research challenge in this rice ecosystem to be solved: What really
limits root growth, water extraction, and nutrient uptake under drought-prone rainfed
lowland conditions? Research must proceed to address these challenges.
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Rice pests of shifting cultivation
in Côte d’lvoire, West Africa
E. A. Heinrichs, D. E. Johnson, J. K. Afun, and D. J. Robison

Traditional shifting cultivation appears to be sustainable if fallow periods are
sufficient to restore soil fertility, maintain soil structure and suppress pests.
These traditional systems are threatened in West Africa because of increasing
land pressure resulting in shorter fallow periods. Studies were conducted on
farmers’ fields in Cote d’lvoire, to determine how fallow length affects populations
of insect pests and their natural enemies, and weed growth and yield losses due to
weeds. Length of fallow influenced the abundance of certain arthropod species as
indicated by sweep-net sampling. Populations of the stalk-eyed flies Diopsis spp.,
leaf-feeding beetles, and leafhoppers/spittlebugs were significantly higher in the
long fallow (5-13 years) fields than in the short fallow (<3 years) fields. The natural
enemy complex consisting of spiders, predaceous ladybird beetles and
dragonflies/damselflies also increased with length of fallow, while fallow period
had no effect on the number of assassin bugs. Ants, spiders and ground beetles
(Carabidae) were most abundant in pitfall traps. Spiders were the most abundant
taxa in quadrat sampling on the soil surface. Chromolaena odorata was the
principal weed species in rice fields, and it dominated much of the fallow
vegetation. Weed growth was less on upland areas compared with hydromorphic
areas, and weed growth was greater on fields cleared after short fallow than those
cleared after long fallow. Grain yields were substantially greater on researcher than
on farmer weeded plots.

In West Africa, traditional agriculture is characterized by small farms and mixed
cropping of heterogenous germplasm such as rice, maize, and cassava. Management
of small farm resources is difficult because of the unfavorable environmental conditions; nutritionally poor and eroded soils, inadequate and irregular rainfall, and pests
including weeds, birds, rats, insects, and plant pathogens. In spite of the myriad of
biotic, abiotic, economic and social constraints, traditional crop production methods
are practiced by small-scale farmers throughout Africa, where 80% of the food consumed is produced by peasant farmers (Youdeowei 1987).
Despite the numerous constraints facing traditional farming systems, these
diverse and complex systems have been managed by sustained practices (Youm et al.
1990). However, increasing population pressure, decreasing area of crop land and

widespread food deficits necessitate an intensification of cropping to meet food
requirements. Although millions of people throughout the world have benefitted
from the increased food production resulting from new agricultural practices, traditional systems maintained over centuries with low but stable food production can be
seriously threatened by the introduction of untested, “modern” technology (Glass and
Thurston 1978). Thus NARS and international agencies place a high priority on
research projects designed to maintain the sustainability and improve the productivity of these cropping systems (Matteson et al 1984).
In West Africa, upland rice is widely grown within a bush fallow rotation. In Côte
d’Ivoire, approximately two-thirds of the national rice crop is grown in the forest
zone, where upland systems predominate. Demographic growth and increasing
demand for land is forcing many West African farmers to intensify their rice production systems, frequently through reducing the fallow period between crops.
Research has shown that fallows have an effect on populations of weeds and
insects. In a survey of upland rice-growing countries, in which approximately 80%
of the world’s upland rice is grown, weeds were the most widely reported biological constraint to production (Arraudeau and Harahap 1986). Within shifting cultivation systems the fallow period suppresses weed growth, and after clearance of the
land by fire the soil is usually weed free; as the periods of cultivation increase, so
does the time spent weeding (Ruthenberg 1976). Weeds can be a greater constraint
where the soil nutrients are limiting and where, as a result, the growth of rice is less
vigorous (Rouw 1993).
A short fallow of even a few months, such as a dry season fallow which is typical
of rice-growing areas in the tropics, lowers the insect carrying capacity of rainfed
environments (Loevinsohn 1984). Loevinsohn (1994) has described the strategies of
insects for surviving the fallow period. ‘Promiscuous’ polyphagous pests such as the
African pink borer (Sesamia calamistis) and the stalk-eyed fly (Diopsis apicalis)
abandon rice during the fallow period and feed on other hosts including weeds. ‘Companion’ pests such as the green leafhopper (Nephotettix virescens) prefer rice. Following harvest they move to weeds and grasses on which their rate of increase is less
than on rice and often negative. During the fallow of several years between rice crops
in a given field in traditional systems in West Africa the rice insects will either hibernate or feed on weeds and grasses during the first dry season after the rice harvest,
then continue on weeds and grasses during the next rainy season or move to newly
planted rice fields in the general vicinity. Very little is known regarding the effect of
length of fallow of a given field on the subsequent rice pest population after the fallow
is terminated. Thus, this study was conducted to determine how the length of fallow
period between rice crops affects populations of insect pests and their natural enemies
and the abundance of weed species and weed growth. The research was conducted
within a program targeted toward the sustainable intensification of the rice-based
cropping systems of West Africa.
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Methods
The studies were conducted on farmers’ fields in the humid forest zone of southwest
Côte d’Ivoire. This area has an annual rainfall of 1500 mm (Girard et al 1971). Farmers’ fields were selected which had been cleared from long fallows (5-13 years) and
from short fallows (<3 years), and from fields in upland and hydromorphic ecologies.
Dominant ecology served as the basis for classifying fields as either hydromorphic or
upland. There was considerable in-field variation.
The rice-based cropping systems of Côte d’Ivoire have been described by
Becker and Diallo (1992). Farmers in the forest area sow traditional rice varieties
during January to April, often intercropped with maize. Rice is sown within a few
days of burning the cut fallow vegetation. It is common for farmers to abandon
their fields to forest fallow after a rice crop. Pesticides are rarely used in these systems. In 1993, studies on weeds were conducted in 31 farmers’ fields, 22 of which
were also used for insect studies. In 1994, further studies were conducted on 8
farmers’ fields in the same region to determine the abundance of natural enemies
of insect pests.
Farmers sow rice in the upland areas, with 8-20 seeds placed in shallow holes
spaced approximately 35 cm apart, made using a small hoe. For the weed studies, ten
quadrats of 5 m × 5 m, arranged in pairs, were placed on a transect across each field
after the farmer had sown the rice crop. At 28, 56, and 84 days after sowing (DS), in
one of each pair of quadrats, the weeds were cut, separated by species, and weighed.
Weed management of the second quadrat of each pair was left to the farmer, and usually comprised a single hand-weeding at between 30 and 50 DS. Harvest data were
recorded from each quadrat.
In 1993, sweep-net sampling for insect pests and natural enemies was done at
approximately 28, 56, 84, and 112 DS. In each field, the plants in three 5 m linear
transects were examined for stem borer-caused deadhearts at 28 DS, and termitedamaged plants and percent defoliation at 56 DS. Stem dissections were made on all
tillers of 10 hills selected on a transect in each field at 84 DS to determine the percentage of stems infested and stem borer species composition.
In 1994 predatory arthropods were sampled by pitfall trapping and quadrat Sampling in 8 fields, at the seedling, tillering/stem elongation, booting, and flowering/
milk grain stages.
Pitfall traps were used to assess the activity of ground-dwelling predatory arthropods. Six traps, each made up of two black plastic cups (a small cup fitted into a larger
cup), were installed at the soil surface along a transect on each field. The inner cup
had an internal diameter of 83 mm. A trapping and killing-cum-preservative agent of
about 100 ml aqueous solution of mercuric chloride (10 ppm) was placed in the inner
cup on each sampling date. Arthropods were removed at 48 h and taken to the laboratory for analysis.
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Ground and lower canopy-dwelling predatory arthropod populations were estimated with the aid of an open-top cloth quadrat measuring 50 × 50 × 50 cm. The
plants and soil inside the enclosure were thoroughly examined and predators collected were placed in vials containing 75% ethanol.

Results
Spiders and insects
The major insect pests collected in sweep-net sampling of the rice canopy are listed in
Table 1. The stalk-eyed flies, Diopsis macrophthalma and D. apicalis, were the most
abundant taxa. Of the predatory arthropods, canopy-dwelling spiders were most common in sweep-net sampling. Most insect pests (Fig. 1) and beneficial arthropods
(especially spiders) increased with age of the rice crop. Of the pests, the stalk-eyed
flies, earwigs, leaf bugs and stink bugs increased, while the leaf-feeding beetles
decreased with crop age.
Table 1. Major Insect pests collected in sweep-net samples, Gagnoa, Côte d’lvoire, 1993.
Common name
Earwigs
Stalk-eyed flies

Scientific name
Diaperasticus spp.
Diopsis macrophthalma
D. apicalis

Leafhoppers

Cofana spectra
C. unimaculata
Nephotettix spp.

Spittlebugs

Locris maculatus
L. rubra

Leaf beetles

Chaetocnema zeae
Chnootriba similis

Leaf bugs

Dysdercus spp.
Mirperus dentipes
Stenocoris elegans

Grasshoppers

Zonocerus sp.
Atractomorpha spp.
Conocephalus

Stink bugs
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Aspavia armigera

Topographic position variously influenced populations of insect pests and predators as indicated by sweep-net sampling. Of the pests, the stalk-eyed flies and the leafhoppers/spittlebugs group were most abundant in the hydromorphic area while
topographic position had no effect on the other insect pests (Fig. 2). The population of
the predatory arthropods, spiders, assassin bugs (P = 0.09), and the dragonfly/damselfly group were highest in the hydromorph (Fig. 3). Plant damage assessments indicated greater stem borer-caused deadheart levels in the hydromorph than in the
upland while termite damage was greater in the upland area (Fig. 4). Topography had
no influence on percentage defoliation or on stem borer damage at 84 DS as indicated
by stem dissections. Stem borer species composition as determined through the stem
dissections at 84 DS is shown in Figure 5. Chilo was the most abundant of the four
genera. There were no significant differences in topography or length of fallow.

1. Rice plant age effect on insect populations as indicated by sweep-net sampling. A total
of 100 sweep-net strokes was taken on each of 22 fields on four dates, approximately 28,
56, 84, and 112 days after sowing. Gagnoa, Côte d’Ivoire, 1993. ** = significant at 1%
level, * = significant at 5% level, ns = not significant.

Based on sweep-net counts, fallow length had a significant effect on populations
of the stalk-eyed flies, leaf beetles and leafhoppers/spittlebugs as indicated by an
increase from the short fallow (0-3 years) to the long fallow (0-13 years) (Fig. 6). Fallow length had no effect on grasshoppers, earwigs, leaf bugs or stink bugs (the latter
three groups not shown in Figure 6). Of the natural enemies, the spiders and the ladybird beetles had a population increase and dragon/damselflies decreased with length
of fallow (Fig. 7).
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2. Total number of pest insects collected from rice plants by taking 100 sweep-net strokes
in each of 22 fields, on each of four sampling dates, approximately 28, 56, 84, and 112 days
after sowing. Significant differences between topographic positions for each pest are indicated by * = 0.05 and ** = 0.01. Gagnoa, Côte d’Ivoire, 1993.

3. Total number of predatory spiders and insects collected from rice plants by taking 100
sweep -net strokes in each of 22 fields, on each of four sampling dates, approximately 28,
56, 84 and 112 days after sowing. Significant differences between topographic positions
for each pest are indicated by * = 0.05 and ** = 0.01. Gagnoa, Côte d’Ivoire, 1993.
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4. Percent tillers with deadhearts, termite damaged plants, leaf area defoliated and stem
borer infested tillers at indicated days after sowing of upland and hydromorphic fields.
Significant differences between topographic positions for each pest are indicated by * =
0.05. Gagnoa, Côte d’Ivoire, 1993.

5. Percentage of stem borer genera, as based on rice stem dissections, at 84 days after sowing as affected by length of fallow period and topographic position. There were no significant differences for any of the genera between either of the two fallow periods or between
topographic positions. Gagnoa, Côte d’lvoire, 1993.
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6. Rice insect populations as affected by length of fallow period. Data are based on 100
sweep-net strokes in each of 22 fields, on each of four sampling dates, approximately 28,
56, 84, and 112 days after sowing. Significant changes in populations with increasing fallow period are indicated by * = 0.05 and ** = 0.01. Gagnoa, Côte d’Ivoire.

7. Rice insect predator populations as affected by length of fallow period. Data are
based on 100 sweep-net strokes in each of 22 fields, on each of four sampling dates,
approximately 28, 56, 84, and 112 days after sowing. Significant changes in populations
with increasing fallow period are indicated by * = 0.05 and ** = 0.01. Gagnoa, Côte
d’Ivoire, 1993.
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In the 1994 study of predatory arthropods caught in pitfall traps, most abundant
were the spiders and the insect families Formicidae (ants), Carabidae, Reduviidae,
and Gelastocoridae (Fig. 8). Because of the high ant activity, insects as a group were
much more abundant than the spiders (Fig. 9). Spider activity was constant throughout the crop growth. Insects, primarily ant activity, peaked at the booting stage.

8. Percentage of spiders and different insect families collected in pitfall traps placed in
upland rice fields. Data are based on 6 pitfall traps in each of 8 fields on four sampling
dates, each date consisting of a 48 h sampling period. Gagnoa, Côte d'Ivoire, 1994.

Spiders (65%) were the most abundant predatory arthropod group in quadrat sampling (Fig. 10). The various insect groups had similar populations. Spiders collected
in quadrats were abundant in the seedling stage and both the spiders and insects
peaked at the at the flowering/milk grain stage of crop development (Fig. 11).
Weeds
The principal weeds found on farmers' fields, and their relative importance in the differing ecologies are given in Table 2.
Approximately 50% of the weed biomass removed from the study plots in the
upland fields at the first weeding, comprised of Chromolaena odorata, while in the
hydromorphic areas it was of only minor importance. After the C. odorata had been
burnt there was usually substantial regrowth from the cut stems, except where the
burning had been particularly hot. This regrowth can quickly smother the newly
established rice unless timely weeding is undertaken.
In the hydromorphic areas, Scleria verrucosa caused considerable losses and
forced one farmer to abandon his entire field. On this field, good yields were obtained
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from the researcher-weeded plots. Not only was the growth of S. verrucosa prolific,
but the rough leaf margins and stems cause unpleasant lacerations when hand-pulling
the weeds. While this weed is a perennial, most of the growth was from seed.

9. Number of spiders and predatory insects collected in pitfall traps placed in upland rice
fields. Data are based on 6 pitfall traps in each of 8 fields on four sampling dates, each
date consisting of a 48 h sampling period. Gagnoa, Côte d’Ivoire, 1994.

10. Percentage of spiders and different insect families collected in quadrat sampling in
upland rice fields. Data are based on 6 quadrat samples of 50 × 50 cm in each of 8 fields on
four sampling dates. Gagnoa, Côte d’Ivoire, 1994.
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The weed flora varied considerably both within and between fields. Panicum
laxum, Ageratum conyzoides, and Croton hirtus were three weeds found commonly
in disturbed areas and in hydromorphic fields, though in the case of the latter two not
where there was standing water.
Weed growth was greatest at the first weeding, and declined at subsequent weeding
intervals (Table 3). There was more weed growth, at first weeding, on fields that had
been cleared after a shorter fallow than those that followed a longer fallow, and at second weeding, weed biomass was greater in the hydromorphic areas than in the upland
areas. There were no significant interactions between position and fallow length. Weed
growth not only restricted crop growth to the extent that some farmers abandoned portions of their fields, but also, damage caused by the rodent, “agouti” (Thyonymys swinderianus) was higher on some fields where there was a dense cover of weeds.

11. Number of spiders and predatory insects collected in quadrat sampling in upland rice
fields. Data is based on 6 quadrat samples of 50 × 50 cm in each of 8 fields on four sampling dates. Gagnoa, Côte d’Ivoire, 1994.

The main effects of fallow length and position on the toposequence had no
effect on grain yield (Table 4), but there were interactions, with fallow length
apparently having the opposite effect on the two positions. Grain yield was highest
in the hydromorphic fields cleared after a long fallow, due to the favorable moisture
regime in this ecology, with lower levels of weed growth encountered after the long
fallow. The reasons for the lower yields on upland areas cleared after a long fallow
are unclear, though damage by agouti was serious in some of these fields. Grain
yield was substantially higher on the researcher-weeded plots than on the farmer-
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weeded plots. Overall, of the 155 farmer-weeded plots, no harvest was taken from
13 plots, mostly because of the severe weed growth. While farmers usually weeded
the crop once, this was often done after the rice had suffered considerably from
weed competition.
Table 2. Principal weed species of rice fields at first weeding, 28 DS, Gagnoa, Côte
d’lvoire, 1993.
Upland

Chromolaena odorata

Hydromorphic

Long fallow

Short fallow

Long fallow

2

3

1

1

–

2

3

Scleria spp.a

–

Short fallow

1

1

1

1

b

Mariscus spp.

1

1

1

2

Panicum laxum

1

1

2

3

Physalis angulata

1

2

1

1

Paspalum scrobiculatum

1

2

1

1

Mikania cordata

1

1

2

1

spp.c

1

1

2

1

Eleusine indica

1

1

1

1

Woody regrowth

1

1

1

2

Ipomoea spp.

1

1

1

1

Croton hirtus

1

1

1

2

Spigelia anthelmia

1

2

1

1

Centrosema pubescens

1

2

1

1

Phyllanthus amarus

1

1

1

2

–

1

2

Rottboellia cochinchinensis

Triumfetta

Ageratum conyzoides
Thaumatococcus daniellii
Fimbristylis spp.

d

Smilax kraussiana

–
1

–

–

1

1

1

1

1

1

mainly M. alternifolius.

1 = Low population/biomass.
2 = Moderate populations/biomass.
3 = invasive, dominant at some sites, difficult to control.
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–

–

a mainly S. verrucosa.
b

c mainly T. cordifolia, T. rhomboidea.
d mainly F. littorallis.

–

Discussion
The relationship between length of fallow and topographic position and subsequent
weed growth and arthropod populations is complicated as many factors are involved.
Theories regarding pest/weed/natural enemy interactions have been proposed by
Altieri and Letourneau (1982, 1984). According to Andow (1988) weeds have many
effects on arthropod communities. Weeds can interfere or facilitate specialized herbivores on crops, and can similarly facilitate or interfere with natural enemies.
According to Andow, general conclusions from a survey of the literature are that 1)
specialized crop pests have lower populations in diversified systems, and 2) polyphagous pests show no particular response to diversity. In our study, long fallows promoted more vigorous rice growth and reduced weeds. Specialist pests such as the
stalk-eyed flies and green leafhoppers had highest populations in the less diverse (less
weeds), long-fallow fields, while polyphagous pests, such as grasshoppers, showed
no response to fallow length. Although our studies indicate a distinct relationship
between length of fallow and crop pests and their natural enemies (e.g. spiders), further studies are needed to elucidate the mechanisms involved.
Table 3. The effect of length of fallow period and position on the toposequence on weed
weight (g/m 2) at 28, 56, and 84 days after seeding.
Days after seeding
28

56

84

Length of fallow
Long fallow

9.1

3.3

0.9

Short fallow

20.7

4.4

1.4

ns

ns

**
Position
Upland

12.9

3.0

0.9

Hydromorphic

18.6

5.3

1.6

*

ns

ns
** = significant at 1 % level.
* = significant at 5% level.
ns = not significant.

Topographic position had a distinct effect on populations of the stalk-eyed flies
which were most abundant in the hydromorph. Deadhearts at 28 DS were also highest
in the hydromorph and were most likely due to stalk-eyed flies, as these attack primarily young plants. By 84 DS, Muliarpha was the most abundant stem borer genera.
Lower weed populations and higher rice plant populations in the long fallow hydromorph may have attracted ovipositing flies.
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The high activity of ants on the soil surface, as indicated by pitfall trapping, and
the high populations of spiders in the canopy, as indicated by quadrat sampling, indicates their potential as predators. However, little is known on the role of the various
ant species as predators in West African rice fields.
Table 4. Effect of position on toposequence, fallow and weeding regime on grain
yield (g/m2).
Position
Fallow

Upland

Hydromorphic

Long

91

160

**

118

Short

133

95

**

119

**

**

113

128

Mean

Mean

ns
ns

Weeding regime
Researcher
Farmer

153
85
**

** = significant at 1 % level, ns = not significant.

Studies in the Tai Forest of Côte d’Ivoire showed that one consequence of
extended cropping or reduced fallows is that fallow vegetation of forest growth
becomes replaced by a ‘deflected fallow’ comprised primarily of C. odorata (Rouw
1991). At the time of that study (mid 1980s), this deflected fallow was relatively
scarce in the Tai region, whereas in our study, a large portion of the fallow vegetation
in the shorter fallow fields comprised of C. odorata. Where C. odorata is growing in
association with secondary forest regrowth, it is replaced as it becomes increasingly
shaded by the woody species. However, C. odorata is able to form a dense thicket
(approximately 3 m tall), through which few woody species can penetrate, with the
exception of some pioneer species. The invasion of the area by this species does not
appear to be a matter of serious concern to farmers. C. odorata is able to smother
other more troublesome weeds such as the grasses, burns readily, and when regrowing from cut stems it is relatively easy to manage by either cutting, or if the ground is
soft, by uprooting the stump. Growth from seed, however, can be troublesome, due to
the prolific growth which occurs throughout the season. The apparent acceptance of
C. odorata by farmers may be due to certain perceived benefits associated with the
species as compared to possible costs. Certainly, while C. odorata can be a serious
weed, such growth can be dealt with by farmers, and the fallow vegetation itself is
easier to clear than secondary forest. Dvoràk (1993), described a similar rationale on
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which farmers decide on when to extend the cultivation of a field and when to clear
land from fallow, based on comparing the falling productivity of labor for weeding,
with the labor required for clearing forest from short or long fallows.
Many of the principal weeds in farmers fields in this study had been previously
recorded. P. laxum, a straggling annual grass, is capable of rapid growth and presents
a serious weed problem, particularly in the hydromorphic areas. In the forest zone of
the Côte d'lvoire, all farmers questioned reported it as being a serious weed of rice
( Adesina et al 1993, and Rouw (1991) reported its association with Mimosa pudica
in a succession resulting from prolonged cultivation or repeated disturbance.
Following the clearance of forest, a rapid transition from broadleaved weeds to
grass weeds in succeeding crops has been reported in West Africa and Latin America
(Moody 1982, Rouw 1991, Sanchez and Nurena 1972). The importance of herbs and
grasses in the farmers' fields in this study suggests that the succession from woody
broadleaf weed growth to grasses and herbs is well advanced. Indeed, C. odorata, R.
cochinchinensis, M. cordata, E. indica, A. conyzoides, and F. littoralis are listed as
being among the principal weeds of the world's crops (Holm et a1 1991).
Ruthenburg (1976) suggested that poor control of established weeds tends to be due
to a shortage of labor or a low return from additional weeding, rather than a deliberate
management practice. In the 1993 study, farmers had a good understanding of the level
of losses that weeds caused, and also had clear ideas about those weeds which were difficult to control. Generally, farmers commence weeding before competition to the rice
becomes serious, but due to the limited labor they are frequently not able to finish
before serious competition has occurred in the late weeded portions of the field.
Adesina et al (1995), in an earlier study, reported that where weeding was not carried
out, it was because the farmer did not have sufficient labor available, lacked cash to hire
additional labor, was unable to weed the crop because of sickness, or because weed
infestations were low. An exception to this was the field infested with S. verrucosa,
which was so unpleasant to weed that it made the task almost impossible.
The yield difference between the farmer- and researcher-weeded plots in this study
suggests that there would be substantial benefits from improving the weed management
in farmers fields. However, any suggested technologies would have to take account of
the farmers' limited resource base. A particular need is to reduce the labor bottleneck
that occurs at about 1 month after sowing. The results also suggest that weed management will be increasingly important as the fallow periods become further reduced.
Pressures on the traditional systems in many areas are such that intensification of
cultivation is inevitable, and this is likely to bring changes in the weed growth and
insect pest populations, many of which are likely to be undesirable. Therefore, further
studies on the changes in the weed flora and fallow vegetation and subsequent insect
population changes, that are caused by cropping intensification and new technologies, are required in order to develop management practices able to prevent such
undesirable changes in pest populations.
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Pests and pest losses as related to
production situations in farmers’
fields in rainfed lowland rice areas
of Southeast Asia
H. O. Pinnschmidt, N. D. Long, P. Mekwatanakarn, V. Chamarerk,
S. Khumma, T. T. Viet, L. D. Don, S. Abrina, F. dela Peña,
N. Cabulisan, and P. S. Teng

Crop protection treatments were integrated with holistic field surveys conducted at
rainfed lowland sites in the Mekong Delta (S Vietnam), NE Thailand, and NW Luzon
(Philippines) in 1992 and 1993. Data on crop development, yield, dynamics of
disease and other pest and damage severity levels, weather, water, and soil
conditions, crop- and pest-management practices, and abiotic stresses were
collected. Yield levels attainable under various limiting factors and corresponding
yield gaps were estimated via crop simulation using the CERES-rice model. Pestinduced yield loss estimates were obtained from crop protection trials. Site
characterization was done with respect to variables measured and relationships
among these. Yield gap variation within countries was huge. Total yield gaps were
about 26 - 53 % of the weather-limited yield. They were mainly due to N-limitation
under conditions of low fertilizer input and low soil productivity, such as found in
Thailand, and to factors other than N-limitation under conditions of high fertilizer
input and high soil productivity, such as found in the Philippines and Vietnam. Yield
differences due to controllable diseases and insect pest infestations were up to
10 % in relation to the intensively protected control but there was evidence for
hidden losses due to non-controllable pest infestations. Regression analysis of N
adjusted yield gaps helped to improve the precision of yield estimates considerably,
and indicated significant yield-reducing pest effects and yield-increasing effects of
pest control. The importance of pest-induced losses for the total yield gap seemed to
be greater under potentially high-yielding conditions than under low-yielding
conditions. Factor analyses revealed that high yields were closely associated with
high productivity and input levels as reflected by high carbon and clay content of the
soil, high N fertilizer input and pest management intensity, and the use of
semidwarf, short duration varieties. High severity levels of multiple pests including
dirty panicle, brown spot, sheath blight, defoliators, stem borers, and others were
closely associated with these. Low N adjusted yield gaps were closely associated

with high insecticide input, thick topsoil layers, and estimated yield efficient soil
nitrogen. Factor analyses indicated various associations among severity levels of
multiple pest species. Key pests with respect to observed severity levels and/or
partial correlations with N adjusted yield gaps were weeds, brown spot, leaf blast,
BLB and other leaf damage, dirty panicle and other panicle diseases, sucking
insects on panicles, and stem borers and other tiller damaging pests.

Research on rainfed lowland (RL) rice has been neglected in the past, as has research
on biotic yield constraints in this agroecosystem. The actual worldwide importance of
pest problems in RL rice is therefore not known (Heinrichs et al 1986). However,
recent surveys conducted in eastern India indicated that diseases and pests including
weeds belong to the top 10 technical constraints for higher RL rice yields (Widawsky
and O’Toole 1990). Some researchers suspect that the disease and pest potential in
RL areas is as high or even higher than in irrigated rice, partly because the RL environment is subject to rapid changes and extremes which favor the development of
some pests (Heinrichs et al 1986, Mew et al 1986). For example, average losses due to
rice pests in the Red River Delta in northern Vietnam have been estimated to be below
10% for the past few years, but losses in individual regions or fields to be much
higher. Rice pests and diseases are thus considered major constraints to agricultural
production in this area (Trung 1994, Trung et al 1995). Simultaneously, the possibility of increased pest risks associated with an upward trend in rice production and
cropping intensification has been recognized. Risks might be amplified by lowered
efficiency of control measures if new diseases such as bacterial grain rot and leaf yellowing emerge. In view of the growing importance of RL environments for future
world rice production, pest problems in RL rice ecosystems and their efficient management should therefore receive more attention than previously.
Definition and identification of pest problems, pest management domains, and corresponding intervention points are logical steps in employing the systems approach for
developing improved pest management concepts (Teng and Savary 1992). The necessary information can be obtained through quantitative holistic surveys in farmers’
fields. These can be combined with simple crop and pest management intensification
trials to study the system response. We initiated such surveys and integrated experiments in several RL key sites in NE Thailand and the Mekong River Delta (S Vietnam)
in 1992 and in NW Luzon (Philippines) in 1993. The main objectives of this work were
to: 1) obtain baseline data for characterization of RL sites with regard to edaphoclimatic
conditions, farmers’ cropping practices, site-specific cropping conditions, pest occurrence, and respective yield losses; 2) quantify pest-induced and other yield losses and
identify key pests with respect to yield losses; 3) analyze interrelationships among the
variables involved; and 4) create a data base for further work on the development of disease management technologies for RL rice. The work reported in this paper was part of
a five-year collaborative project between the German Agency for Technical Coopera-
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tion (GTZ), the Justus-Liebig-University in Giessen (JLU), and IRRI on disease management in RL rice. It is funded by the German Ministry for Collaboration (BMZ).
Activities and progress of the work have been documented recently (Pinnschmidt et al
1994a,b, 1995a,b). All activities “on site” were carried out by the collaborating teams of
the Mariano Marcos State University in Batac, Ilocos Norte, Philippines, the University
of Agriculture and Forestry in Thu Duc, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam, and the Ubon Ratchathani Rice Research Center, Ubon Ratchathani, Thailand.

Materials and methods
Selection and experimental layout of fields
Farmers’ fields were randomly selected in 1992 at the four RL sites Bac Lieu (BL), Ca
Mau (CM), Long An (LA), and Soc Trang (ST) in the Mekong Delta in South Vietnam,
and at Khon Kaen (KKN), Phi Mai (PMI), Sakhon Nakhon (SKN), and Ubon (UBN) in
NE Thailand. In 1993, fields were selected at these sites and at two additional sites in
Vietnam: Ben Tre (BT) and Go Cong (GC) and Thailand: Si Sa Ket (SSK) and Yasothon (YST), as well as at six sites in NW Luzon, Philippines: Batac (BAT), Narvacan
(NAR), Pinili (PIN), Santiago (SAN, Ilocos Sur), San Juan (SIS, Ilocos Sur), and San
Juan La Union (SLU). Fields were usually within a circle of 5 km in diameter and a
weather station was located at the center of this circle. Fields were classified into three
categories. Category 1 represented fields that contained plots receiving three crop management treatments (1 = farmers’ practice, 2 = water supply optimized and/or increased
N application, 3 = water supply optimized and increased N application and/or increased
application of other nutrients) stripped across two pest control treatments ( 1 = no fungicide applied, 2 = fungicide applied three or more times during the season, one of these
treatments representing farmers’ practice). Category 2 represented fields containing
plots receiving different pest control treatments. In 1992, these treatments consisted of:
1 = no chemical crop protection, 2 = chemical crop protection according to farmers’
practice, and 3 = up to 5-6 applications of fungicides and insecticides during the season
. In 1993, fields of category 2 contained only two plots which received fungicides either
up to 5 times during the cropping season (= 2), or none (= l), one of these representing
farmers’ practice. Category 3 represents fields containing 1 farmers’ practice plot each.
It was aimed at surveying 4 - 5 fields of category 2 at each site in 1992 and 1 field of category 1, 2 - 3 fields of category 2, and 4 - 6 fields of category 3, respectively, at each site
in 1993. This, however, was not always possible as farmers did not always agree with
these procedures. The total number of plots surveyed was thus 377, distributed among
13 fields of category 1,88 fields of category 2, and 92 fields of category 3.
Data collection
Before planting, the thickness of the topsoil layer was determined and soil samples were taken from the top layer of each field. These were analysed for pH, CEC,
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exchangeable K + , available P, and C-, sand-, silt-, and clay content. Each field was
characterized with respect to geographical and topographical information, water control options, and the number and uniformity of varieties planted on the surrounding
land. Each plot was visited four to six times during the growing season to collect data
on crop development [growth stage after Zadoks et al (1974), plant height, no. culms/
m 2 , no. panicles/m2 , mean no. leaves/culm, mean leaf area/leaf, % crop canopy
cover], soil and plant water status (floodwater depth, estimated degree of soil dryness,
and plant water stress symptoms), and visual estimates of severity levels of biotic
stresses (5% disease, insect, and other pest damage, 5% weed cover) as well as soilrelated and other abiotic stresses (% nitrogen deficiency, others) from three locations
along a diagonal through each plot. Harvest samples were obtained from three 1 m2
areas per plot. Farmers were interviewed for dates and amounts of fertilizer applications, pest control and other cropping practices, names of the varieties planted, occurrence of special events, and other information on crop and field history. Daily
weather data were collected from the weather stations at each site. These encompassed information on precipitation, minimum and maximum temperature, solar radiation, and sunshine hours. All these activities were carried out at all four sites in
Vietnam and Thailand during the first planting season in 1993, but only at Long An
and Soc Trang in Vietnam during the second planting season. In 1993, only the main
(first) planting season was considered in all three countries.
Data analysis
Based on the raw data, around 100 variables were derived as detailed in Table 1.
These covered categories to characterize for each plot: A) health and performance of
the crop including actual yield, B) potential and attainable yield estimates and corresponding yield gaps, C) crop and pest management intensity cropping practices, and
crop establishment, D) soil and site conditions, as well as E) abiotic and F) biotic
stresses and their levels encountered by the crop. The CERES-rice simulation model
(Alocilja and Ritchie 1988) version 2.1 (Singh et al 1991b) was used to estimate
weather-limited potential yield (PYIELD), weather- and N-limited attainable yield
(NYIELD), and weather-, N-. and water-limited attainable yield (FYIELD). The model
was run on genetic coefficients for variety IR72 across all plots in the survey but on
actually measured data on N- and organic fertilizer application, soil carbon content, soil
pH, thickness of topsoil layer, planting practices, and weather (daily minimum and
maximum temperature, rainfall, and solar radiation). Solar radiation had to be estimated
in most cases based on sunshine hours using an approach suggested by Anna Mani and
Rangarajan (1982). An empirical model (Neue 1985) was alternatively used to estimate
“target yield’ levels obtainable from soil- (TY1) or fertilizer-N (TY2) as well as from
both (TYIELD). These estimates, however, were corrected for weather effects using
PYIELD and maximum PYIELD (PYIELDmax) as estimated by CERES-rice for each
plot and across all plots in the survey as standardizing variables (see Table 1 for details).
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Table 1. List of variables, computations, and transformations used.
A) Crop performance
CCOVPD: average % crop cover per day.
CRDENS: crop density at first field visit (no.
culms/m2 ).
CULMS: maximum no. culms/m 2 .
LAI: leaf area index (m2/m 2 ) estimated as:
no. culms/m 2 no. leaves/culm .. estimated
mean leaf area/leaf.

PYIELD: potential yield (N- and water nonlimited) simulated by CERES-rice.
PYGAP: yield gap corresponding to PYIELD
(%) = (1 - YIELD/PYIELD) 100.
TYIELD: N-limited "Target" yield (NEUE, 1985;
in kg/ha) adjusted for weather-limited potential
yield = {[0.05 NAPPe - 0.000225 NAPP e 2 +
0.05 NAPPe Nt + (2.41 52 N t - 6.0882Nt )
TLAYER](PYIELD/PYIELDmax )} 1000; see
below for description of other variables.

LAID: leaf area index duration = sum{[(LAlt2
+ LAlt1 )/2](t1 - t2 )}; t1 and t2 = time in days
after sowing.

TYGAP: yield gap corresponding to TYIELD
(%) = (1 - YIELD/TYIELD) 100.

PAN: (final) no. panicles/m 2.

UYIELD: yield of plots receiving no crop protection treatments per field (kg/ha).

PHA: physiologically healthy leaf area =
LAI(1-(WM+LB+BS+ SHBL + BLB + BLS +
RS + LS + TH + SlDL + NBS + OLD)/100)(1 (SHBS + SHR + CTS + SlDS + OSD)/100)(1
- CB/100)( 1 - CR/100) (1 - TV/100); see
below for description of other variables.

C) Crop- and pest-management and crop
establishment
CRDENS: crop density at first field visit (no.
culms/m2 ).

PHAD: PHA duration = sum{[(PHAt2 +

CPYEAR: no. crops/year (rice and non-rice
crops).

PHAPD: PHAD per day.

CROTAT: crop rotation - 0 = not practiced, 1
= practiced in all cases.

YIELD: observed plot yield adjusted to 14%
moisture content (kg/ha).

DSEED: planting method direct seeding
used = 1, not used = 0.

B) Yield- and yield-gap estimatesa

FALLOW: fallow period (from harvesting of
previous crop until planting of current crop) in
months.

PHAt1)/2]( t1 -

t2)}.

AYIELD: farmers' longterm average yield
estimate/field (kg/ha).

FYIELD: N- and water-limited yield simulated
by CERES rice for given farmers' practice.

GDURAT: growth duration (from seeding
until harvesting) in days.NAPP(F), PAPP(F),
KAPP(F): N respectively P 2 O5 and K 2O fertilizer applied/season (kg/ha); actual (farmers'
practice plots).

FYGAP: yield gap corresponding to FYIELD
(%) = (1 - YIELD/FYIELD) 100.

NAPPe : efficient NAPP = 1.193 NAPP 0.9
(NEUE, 1985).

MYIELD: yield of plots receiving maximum
crop protection treatments per field (kg/ha).

NOHAPP(F), NOIAPP(F), NOFAPP(F): no.
herbicide- respectively insecticide- or fungicide plus bactericide applications/season;
actual (farmers' practice plots).

AYGAP: yield gap corresponding to AYIELD
(%) = (1 - YIELD/AYIELD) 100.

MYGAP: yield gap corresponding to MYIELD
(%) = (1 - YIELD/MYIELD) 100.
NYIELD: N-limited (water non-limited) yield
simulated by CERES-rice.
NYGAP: yield gap corresponding to NYIELD
(%) = (1 - YIELD/NYIELD) 100.

NOHWEED(F): no. hand weedings/season;
plot-specific (farmers' practice-specific).
NOWEED(F): no. herbicide applications and
hand weedings/season; plot-specific (farmers' practice-specific).
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Table 1. contd.
PCTRL: dummy variable identifier for maximum experimental pest control: 0 = was not
applied, 1 = was applied.
PHGHT (maximum) plant height in cm.
PLDENS: no hills/m 2 (transplanted rice only).
RSTIME: seeding time in relation to begin of
planting season at a particular site: 0 = earliest field, ..., 1 = latest field of the site.
SAGE: seedling age (days; in transplanted
rice only).
SDDENS: no. culms/m 2 at first field visit
(direct seeded rice only).
SPREP: intensity of soil preparation: 0 = no
soil preparation, ..., 6 = 1 or more times
ploughing and 1 or more times harrowing
and/or puddling.
TY2 : Iike TYIELD, but solved for NAPP, only.
D) Soil and site conditions
CARBON: % C-content of top soil layer.
CEC: meq exchangeable cations/100 g soil
of top soil layer (AAM method).
CHPRACT: time when cropping practices
changed toward intensification (years).
CLAY: % clay content of top soil layer.
NOVAR: no. varieties planted on land surrounding the surveyed field.
Nt : N content of the top soil layer (%), estimated as: N t = CARBON/10 (after NEUE,
1985).
PAVAIL: ppm available P of top soil layer
(Olsen method).
PH: pH of top soil layer (measured in H 2O).
PHFUNCT optimum function to indicate relative PH-suitability of soil = sin((6.2832/
8.0)*(PH-4.5)).
PHIL: identifier; 1 = Philippine data, 0 =other
data.
POTASS: meq exchangeable K + /100 g soil
of top soil layer (AAM method).
SAND: % sand content of top soil layer.
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SILT: % silt content of top soil layer.
THAI: identifier; 1 = Thai data, 0 = other data.
TLAYER: depth of top soil layer in cm.
TY 1: like TYIELD, but solved for N t only.
UNIFORM: varietal uniformity = % surrounding area planted to the same variety as the
surveyed field.
VIET: identifier; 1 = Vietnamese data, 0 =
other data.
WCOND: prevailing water manageability at a
site; 0 = no water control possible, 1 = drainage
possible, 2 = irrigation possible, 3 = 1 and 2.
YCULT years under cultivation.
E) Abiotic problems and stresses
FET: mean % iron toxicity/day. b
GDROUGHT: drought stress during generative phase; 1 = occurred in all cases, 0 =
never occurred.
LDG: max. % lodging.
ND: mean % N deficiency/day. b
SDROUGHT: drought stress during seedling
phase; 1 = occurred in all cases, 0 = never
occurred.
SFLOOD: submergence stress during seedling phase; 1 = occurred in all cases, 0 =
never occurred.
VDROUGHT: drought stress during main
vegetative phase; 1 = occurred in all cases, 0
= never occurred.
VFLOOD: submergence stress during main
vegetative phase; 1 = occurred in all cases, 0
= never occurred.
F) Biotic problems:
Single pest problems:
B: max. % bird damage on panicles.
BLB: mean % bacterial leaf blight severity/
day b
BLS: mean % bacterial leaf streak severity/
day. b

Table 1. contd.
BS: mean % brown spot severity/day (on
leaves).b

SHBS: mean % sheath blight severity (on
leaf sheath)/day. b

CB: mean % collar blast severity/day. b

SHR: mean % sheath rot severity/day. b

CR: mean % collar rot severity/day.

b

SIDL: mean % sucking insect damage on
leaves/day. b

DF: mean % other defoliation/day.b
CTT: cumulative adjusted % rate of cut tillers.c
DH: cumulative adjusted % rate of stem
borer dead heart damage. c
DHWH: cumulative adjusted % rate of stem
borer dead heart plus white head damage
(DH, WH). c
DP: max % dirty panicle severity.

SIDS: mean % sucking insect damage on
sheaths/day. b
SR: Cumulative adjusted % rate of tillers
affected by stem rot.c
TH: mean % thrips damage/day. b
TV: max. % tungro virus severity.

FR: max. % foot rot severity.

WCOVER: mean % weed cover/day.

FSM: max. % false smut severity.

b

WH: cumulative adjusted % rate of stem
borer white heads.c

LB: mean % leaf blast severity/day. b
LF: mean % leaf folder damage/day. b

WM: mean % whorl maggot damage/day. b

LS: mean % leaf scald severity/day. b

Composite pest problems:

NBS: mean % narrow brown leaf spot severity/day. b
NEC: mean % necrotic leaf area/day. b
OAD: mean % other area damage/day.

SIDP: max. % sucking insect damage on
panicles.

b

OHD: max. % other hill damage.
OLD: mean % other leaf disease severity/day. b
OSD: mean % other sheath disease severity/
day.b
OPD: max. % other panicle damage severity.
OTD: cumulative adjusted % rate of other
tiller damage.c
PB: max. % panicle blast severity.
R: cumulative adjusted % rate of tillers damaged by rats c
RK: max. % root knot nematode damage.
RR: max. % root rot severity.
RS: mean % red stripe severity/day. b
SHBL: mean % sheath blight severity (on
leaf blade)/day. b

HDAM: max. % hill damage = TV + OHD.
LDAM: mean % leaf damage/day = (1 - (1 (WM + LB + BS + SHBL + BLB + BLS + RS +
LS + TH + SIDL + NBS + OLD)/100)(1 - (LF
+ DF)/100)] 100. b
LDIS: mean % leaf disease severity/day = [1
- (1 - (LB + BS + SHBL + BLB + BLS + RS +
LS + NBS + OLD)/100)] 100. b
LINS: mean % leaf damage due to insects/
day = [1 - (1 - (WM + TH + SIDL)/100)(1 - (LF
+ DF)/100)] 100. b
PDAM: max. % panicle damage = [1 - (1 PB/100)(1 - DP/100)(1 - FSM/100)(1 - OPD/
100)(1 - SIDP/100)(1 - B/100)] 100.
PDIS: max. % panicle disease severity = [1 (1 - PB/100)(1 - DP/100)(1 - FSM/100)(1 OPD/100)] 100.
RDAM: max. % root damage = [1 - (1 - RR/
100)(1 - FR/100)(1 - RK/100)] 100.
SDAM: mean % sheath damage/day = [1 - (1
- (SHBS + SHR + CTS + SIDS + OSD)/
100)(1 - CR/100)(1 - CB/100)] 100. b
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Table 1. contd.
SDIS: mean % sheath disease severity/day
= [1 - (1 - (SHBS + SHR + OSD)/100)(1 - CR/
100)(1 - CB/100)] 100. b
SINS: mean % sheath damage due to insects/
day = [1 - (1 - (CTS + SIDS)/100)] 100. b
TDAM: cumulative adjusted % rate of multiple pest damage severity on tillers (DH, WH,
RSV, OTD, R, CTT). c
TDIS: cumulative adjusted % rate of multiple
disease severity on tillers (RSV, OTD).c
TINS: cumulative adjusted % rate of multiple
insect damage severity on tillers (DH, WH,
CTT).3
VDAM: mean % vegetative damage/day =
[1 -(1 - ( WM + LB + BS + SHBL + BLB +
BLS + RS + LS + TH + SlDL + NBS + OLD)/
100)(1 - (LF + DF)/100)(1 - (SHBS + SHR +
CTS + SlDS + OSD)/100)(1 - CR/100)(1 CB/100)] 100.b
VDIS: mean % vegetative disease severity/
day = [1 - (1 - (LB + BS + SHBL + BLB +
BLS + RS + LS + NBS + OLD)/100)(1 (SHBS + SHR + OSD)/100)(1 - CR/100)(1 CB/100)] 100.b
VINS: mean % vegetative insect damage/
day = [1 - (1 - (WM + TH + SIDL)/100)(1 - (If
+ df)/100)(1 - (CTS + SIDS)/100)] 100. b

G) Variable transformations prior to statistical analyses
B**.2, BLB**.25. BLS**.2, BS**.15,
CARBON**.5, CB**.15, CEC**.333,
CHPRACT**.5, CR**.2, CRDENS**.333,
CTT**.2, DF**.2, DH**.2, DHWH**.2, DP**.25,
FET**.2, FR**.2, FSM**.15, FYIELD**1.5,
HDAM**.2, KAPP**.5, KAPPF**.5, LAIPD**.5,
LB**.15, LDAM**.333, LDG**.2, LDIS*.333,
LF**.2, LINS**.25. LS**.2, (MYGAP+60)**1.5,
NAPP**.5, NAPPF**.5, NBS**.15, ND**.25,
NEC**.25, NOFAPP**.333, NOFAPPF**.5,
NOHAPP**.5, NOHAPPF**.5,
NOHWEED**.333,
NOHWEEDF**.333,
NOIAPP*.333, NOIAPPF**.333,
NONAPP**.75, NONAPPF**.75, OAD**.2,
OHD**.2, OLD**.15, OPD**.15, OSD**.25,
OTD**.15, PAPP**.5, PAPPF**.5, PAVAIL**.25,
PB**.2, PDAMY25, PDIS**.25, PH**.5,
PHAPD**.5, PHFUNCT**.75, PHGHT**.333,
POTASS**.5, (PYGAP+40)**1.5, R**.2,
RDAM**.25, RK**.2, RR**.25, RS**.25,
RSV**.2, SAND**.5, SDAM**.25,
SDDENS**.5, SDIS**.25, SHBL**.15,
SHBS**.25, SHR**.2, SIDL**.2, SIDP**.2,
SIDS**.2, SINS**.2, SPREP**2.5, SR**.25,
TDAM**.25, TDIS**.2, TH**.25, TINS**.25,
TLAYER**.5,TV**.2, (TYGAP+235)**1.5,
VDAM**.333, VDIS**.333, VINS**.25, WH**.2,

WM**.25,WCOVER**.333.

a All adjusted to 14% moisture.
b Computation of mean % damage/day (y): y = {sum[(x1 +x1 + ... xn + xn )/2 (t - t )]}/(t - t ) where xn = %
t2
t1
t2
t1
2
1
h
e

severity level of pest n, t = time in days after seeding, t h = harvesting time, and t e = time of emergence. For
assumed less-than-additive multiple pest severities, interaction terms of the type: (1 - (1 - x1 t1 ) (1 - x2 t1 ) ... (1 xn t1 )) + (1 - (1 - x1 t2) (1 - x2 t2 ) ... (1 - xn t2)) were included in the summation term as Indicated for each multiple
pest variable above.

c Computation of cumulative damage rates of diseases and other pest damage types affecting the whole tiller
(y): y = sum[(x1 t2 - x1 t1 ) + ... (xn t2 - xn t1 )] where xn t2 > xn t1 and xn t1 , xn t1, xn t2 = % tillers affected by pest xn at
time t 1 respectively t 2. Adjustment for severity level of the respective damage type (xn) and time of its observa-

tion (t) in relation to total growth duration (GDURAT): xn' = xn {1 - [1 - (t/2)/GDURAT]**[1/e -1/((1-xn/100) +
.000001) ]}
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Variables indicating water stress (drought or submergence. e. g. GDROUGHT,
SFLOOD, etc.) were derived on a binomial scale, i.e. 0 = no stress observed, 1 =
stress observed. To characterize soil related stresses (FET, ND), weed problems
(WCOVER), and diseases and other damage occurring on leaf blades and leaf sheaths
(e.g. BLB, LB, CB, SHBL, SHR, etc.), the mean severity level of the respective stress
per day was computed based on dividing the “area-under-stress-progress-curve” [in
analogy to the “area-under-disease-progress-curve”. e.g. Madden (1983)] by the
number of days from the estimated date of emergence until date of harvesting. Severity levels of diseases and damage types affecting the panicle (e. g. PB, FSM, etc.),
root or foot (RR, RK, FR), and/or the whole hill (TV, OHD) were expressed as the
maximum severity level observed for the respective stress in a plot. Severity levels of
biotic and abiotic factors affecting the whole tiller (e.g. DH, WH, CTT, etc.) were
characterized by computing a cumulative damage rate over time. This computation
was adjusted for a weighing factor that accounted for a less-than-proportional damage weight if damage occurred early in the season as well as if damage occurred at relatively low levels. Some composite terms were computed to represent combined
severity levels of various diseases or pest damage types occurring on various plant
parts, whole tillers, or whole hills (e.g. LDIS, SINS, VDAM, PDAM, TDIS, HDAM,
etc.). See Table 1 for more details.
Before statistical analyses, data were transformed as indicated in Table 1, in
order to minimize skewness and achieve a normal distribution whenever possible.
Data were subjected to analysis of variance, correlation, and multivariate regression analyses. Parsimonious and interpretable regression equations were sought
to identify meaningful quantitative predictors of variables of interest such as
yield and yield gaps. In order to identify intercorrelated variables and separate
them into groups according to their level of association, factor analyses (FA)
were done using the principal component method for factor extraction. Criterion
for factor extraction was an eigenvalue > 1, Since well interpretable, uncorrelated
factors were desired, the factor matrix was subjected to orthogonal rotation under
consideration of Kaiser’s varimax criterion. FA proceeded in four steps. First,
variables were classified into variables representing the following aspects of the
agroecosystem: 1) measured plot yield, 2) yield estimates and corresponding
yield gap estimates as derived from various models or methods, 3) soil and site
conditions, 1) crop and pest management practices, 5) abiotic problems, and 6)
pest problems. Second, separate FA were done for variables of each group 2-6 to
describe associations among variables within a group. Third, factors extracted
from groups 3-6 were subjected to another FA in order to describe associations
across groups of original variables. The factors extracted from this analysis were
again saved and subjected, together with actual yield as well as yield- and yield
gap estimate factors extracted from group 2, to another FA in order to finally
extract “holistic” factors.
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Results
Some simple statistics of the variables measured and/or derived from the survey data
are presented in Tables 2 to 5. The data are almost exclusively for plots that received
farmers’ crop and pest management practice. Average yields and panicle numbers
(PAN) were highest in the Philippines (PI), followed by Vietnam (VN) and Thailand
(TL). However, variables indicating vegetative crop performance, such as mean crop
cover per day (CCOVPD) and leaf area index duration (LAID) did not follow the same
ranking (Table 2A). Estimates of weather-limited potential yield (PYIELD) as derived
from simulation runs of the CERES-rice model were comparatively high in all countries with PI ranking last. Distinct differences among countries where found with
respect to all attainable yield estimates that accounted not only for weather limitations
but also for limitations imposed by the availability of soil and fertilizer nitrogen
(NYIELD), and water (FYIELD), with VN usually ranking on the top and TL on the
bottom (Table 2B). The method employing the empirical N-limitation model of Neue
(1985) produced similar results (TYIELD) as CERES-rice did in N-limited simulation
runs (NYIELD) with respect to the average yield ranking. However, it underestimates
low yields and overestimates high yields as indicated by the extreme values. The yield
gap that corresponds to PYIELD, i.e., the difference between actual yield and
weather-limited potential yield (PYGAP) ranged from 27-50% in average across
countries. However, if the yield estimation as derived from CERES-rice is adjusted for
N, or N and water, limitations (NYIELD, FYIELD), the corresponding yield gaps,
NYGAP and FYGAP, range from 16-34% to 13-29% (Table 2C). N-adjusted yield
gaps estimated by means of the empirical model (TYGAP) are about 12% in PI and
31% in VN. In TL, they are even negative. The data also show that farmers tend to
underestimate yields (AYIELD). The corresponding yield gap (AYGAP) therefore is
usually negative. Total estimated yield gaps (N&W&A&F&I) averaged by country
ranged from 26 to 53% (Table 2D). Most of these were accounted for by limitations
presumably imposed by nitrogen, water, non-controllable pest infestations, and abiotic
factors (N&W&A). Thus, yield gaps presumably imposed by controllable pest infestations alone (N&W&A&F&I minus N&W&A) were well below 10% of the total estimated yield gaps in PI and TL and around 10% of these in VN.
Relatively unfavorable soil conditions are indicated in TL, compared with the other
countries. This refers to organic C, sand, silt, and clay content (CARBON, SAND,
SILT, CLAY) and soil pH (PH, PHFUNCT) and available bases (POTASS, CEC).
Estimated target yields (TY 1) obtainable based on soil N content were highest in VN
and lowest in TL. A higher varietal uniformity (UNIFORM) and a lower number of
varieties are found in TL, compared with PI and VN (Table 3A). Inadequate water supply (SFLOOD, VFLOOD, SDROUGHT, VDROUGHT. GDROUGHT) and lodging
(LDG) was observed in all three countries at varying frequencies and intensities. Symptoms of N deficiency (ND) and iron toxicity (FET) were reported in TL and VN only
(Table 3B).
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Mean

199.49

PHAD

5601.08

YIELD c

1342.61

1510.12

.64

72.21

160.26

75.50

11.05

SD

1103.10

1103.10

.45

58.92

196.67

63.18

13.09

Minimum

Philippines 1993

4104.56

7858.68

6931.54

7005.96

6922.55

5747.47

5697.34

AYIELD

PYIELD

NYIELD

TYIELD

FYIELD

MYIELD

UYIELD

1219.22

1474.18

1073.03

2064.19

1080.34

982.60

1607.11

1438.27

2927.13

2926.36

4776

2126.12

4776

5192

759.40

2927.13

8880.62

9711.63

8936

11430.99

9013

9172

7500.00

8880.62

9711.63

8880.62

2.85

336.44

802.56

361.54

60.89

Maximum

3938.69

4034.74

4623.56

3870.81

4780.71

8417.36

2350.97

3877.01

4057.28

4040.34

.94

148.56

140.03

154.41

45.00

Mean

887.47

1130.73

900.66

2394.38

966.01

1009.71

742.68

837.45

988.02

961.04

.45

68.83

33.66

70.64

14.12

SD

2127.91

1794.57

2881

555.41

2876

5846

625.00

2127.91

1794.57

2127.91

.23

39.43

83.56

40.30

18.99

Minimum

Thailand 1992/1993

6162.87

6442.52

7191

11411.53

7620

11920

4376.00

6162.87

7753.80

7753.80

2.05

330.22

208.33

336.30

76.94

Maximum

PYGAP

AYGAP

26.56

-36.83

20.25

36.33

-39.83

-152.26
85.87

55.88

50.40

-60.08

16.03

40.05

-12.07

-176.91

79.79

15.51

C) Estimates of % yield gaps relating YIELD to some potential and attainable yield variables in B): d,e

5657.06

YIELD

B) Estimates of potential and attainable yield:d

5457.45

YIELD

1.56

526.99

PHAPD

206.75

LAID

32.29

PAN

CCOVPD

A) Crop performance:b

Variable

.

38.64

-14.13

4895.80

5323.67

6468.45

8016.81

7900.77

8583.06

4792.11

5013.36

5160.16

5236.32

2.48

271.78

501.35

373.58

48.24

Mean

18.60

32.09

1376.56

1580.68

2570.86

2130.87

683.68

1090.56

1048.91

1555.12

1484.42

1491.61

1.11

119.16

148.50

160.60

16.23

SD

1.75

-113.18

2240.31

2250.00

856

.00

5654

7955

3000.00

2034.88

2034.88

2034.88

.77

84.75

258.33

108.57

18.56

Minimum

Vietnam 1992/1993

80.38

41.86

7538.76

7953.49

8342

13336.90

9827

13337

7200.00

7538.76

8527.13

8527.13

5.35

51 5.70

1122.33

955.58

81.29

Maximum

Descriptive analysis of variables describing actual crop performance (A), estimated potential and attainable yields (B), and
corresponding yield gaps (C and D) across years, seasons, and sites by country a
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12.94

17.16

TYGAP

FYGAP

22.58

44.52

23.54

SD

-52.02

-241.47

-52.02

Minimum

Philippines 1993

66.05

82.37

84.43

Maximum

13.43

-14.45

15.70

Mean

18.19

46.54

18.12

SD

-39.16

-174.14

-34.11

Minimum

Thailand 1992/1993

59.89

57.79

64.13

Maximum

29.44

33.99

34.37

Mean

and

19.46

25.80

18.84

SD

-25.91

-133.82

-5.16

Minimum

Vietnam 1992/1993

potential

64.67

75.71

75.01

Maximum

attainable

11.55

25.15

26.44

26.32

N&W

N&W&A

N&W&A&F

N&W&A&F&I

18.98

22.79

23.39

10.44

10.40

-39.83

60.89

60.89

60.90

-34.76

-39.83

42.10

41.04

1.93

1.73

53.29

53.29

51.49

44.24

42.44

12.65

12.09

14.56

13.21

13.41

16.46

16.46

17.54

6.09

6.08

74.09

74.09

79.68

67.37

67.43

41.67

40.68

36.88

22.25

7.37

17.64

19.55

20.20

32.00

7.74

8.65

7.08

1.75

.28

-.18

80.38

77.36

79.93

92.65

36.06

Table 1.
g N = (1 - NYIELD/PYIELD)100; N&W = (1 - FYIELD/PYIELD)100; N&W&A = (1 - MYIELD/PYIELD)100; N&W&A&F = (1 - YIELD/PYIELD)100; N&W&A&F&I = (1 UYIELD/PYIELD)100.

e Data only from fields containing unprotected, fully protected, and farmers' practice plots.
f I . e. AYGAP = (1 - YIELD/AYIELD)100; PYGAP = (1 - YIELD/PYIELD)100; NYGAP = (1 - YIELD/NYIELD)100; etc.; computations are the same as described in

c Data from all plots in the survey.

a See Table 1 for description of variables, units of measument, and transformations
b Data only from plots representing farmers' practice

11.46

N

D) Estimates of % yield gaps presumably due to limitations of N (N), N and water (N&W), N&W, non-controllable pest infestations, and abiotic factors
(N&W&A), N&W&A and pest infestations controllable by farmers' practice (N&W&A&F), and N&W&A&F and pest infestations controllable by intensive
pesticide input (N&W&A&F&l): d,f

17.97

Mean

NYGAP

Variable

(Cont'd)
Descriptive analysis of variables describing actual crop performance (A), estimated
yields (B), and corresponding yield gaps (C and D) across years, seasons, and sites by country. a
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Mean

.89

2.25

19.27

YCULT

.02

.48

.02

SFLOOD

VDROUGHT

VFLOOD

.13

.50

.13

.36

.00

29.12

.22

.00

1307.78

13.07

1.10

.00

.00

.00

.00

00

.00

.00

.00

1413.66

2.0000

0

.0000

8.0000

14.0000

2.0000

.0570

.31

5.8000

1.4000

1

8.0000

2.00

16.0000

.5460

Min

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

.00

100.00

1.00

.00

8035.04

50.0000

3

100.0000

43.0000

68.0000

73.0000

1.2300

1.00

8.1000

49.0000

6

79.0000

30.00

67.0000

1.6200

Max

.18

13

02

.13

2.91

6.10

.08

.26

3119.97

40.56

.69

74.44

24.06

27.18

58.63

.13

.06

4.60

12.24

2.08

14.34

6.03

7.38

.58

Mean
.32

.39

.34

.13

.34

3.66

20.19

.27

1.28

2224.65

13.10

1.27

30.45

11.65

12.69

20.28

.12

.37

.54

14.90

.80

14.48

4.53

11.71

SD

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

555.41

4.0000

0

5.0000

6.0000

2.0000

9.0000

.0192

-.74

3.4300

1.2000

1

1.8800

.00

.5400

.1900

Min

Thailand 1992/1993

a See Table 1 for description of variables, units of measurement, and transformations.

.00

.15

SDROUGHT

12.23

ND

LDG

.00

.05

FET

GDROUGHT

B) Abiotic stresses

3790.56

49.73

UNIFORM

WCOND

TY1

5.12

21.93

TLAYER

25.63

9.63

14.68

17.24

34.16

.27

SILT

.49

POTASS

.24

.56

8.94

1.22

15.80

6.52

11.96

.22

SD

Philippines 1993

SAND

.73

PAVAIL

7.31

NOVAR

PHFUNCT

4.10

12.37

CLAY

PH

11.83

48.91

CHPRACT

42.09

CEC

CARBON

A) Soil and site conditions

Variable

across years, seasons, and sites by country. a

1.00

1.00

1 00

1.00

12.85

90.00

1.00

9.52

9781.57

51.0000

3

100.0000

50.0000

60.0000

93.0000

.5084

.99

6.6300

69.2500

4

58.0000

10.00

58.0000

1.5700

Max

.01

.10

.07

.28

5.59

7.60

.00

.60

4485.96

38.46

1.31

47.55

18.85

35.58

3.39

.41

.49

5.24

9.19

3.93

61.69

7.94

10.51

1.69

Mean
.77

.12

.30

.26

.45

12.07

22.30

.00

2.96

1386.32

11.91

1.12

41.30

3.06

7.64

5.92

.26

.37

.63

9.28

2.36

8.87

6.66

4.32

SD

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

15.0000

0

.0000

15.0000

18.0500

.0300

.0490

-.38

4.0100

1.0000

1

44.6100

.00

1.7510

.7100

Min

Vietnam 1992/1993

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

55.75

100.00

.00

21.73

8009.22

80.0000

3

100.0000

25.0000

51.2000

48.4000

1.6860

1.00

6.7000

41.9520

7

81.0500

20.00

21.4300

5.3600

Max

Table 3. Descriptive analysis of variables describing A) soil and site conditions and B) abiotic stresses in farmers’ practice plots
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3.30

133.58

21.41

108.18

FALLOW

GDURAT

KAPPF

NAPPF

.41

RSTIME

2441.61

5.43

306.00

796.40

.89

.

12.27

.30

4.08

13.83

20.76

.25

.28

.71

1.19

.63

.50

. 00

47.87

20.28

17.96

2.04

.13

.38

71.57

.63

SD

.00

2

306.00

14.00

.00

24.0000

66.33

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

100.00

.0000

.00

.00

150.00

1.0000

3454.15

6

306.00

60.00

1.00

42.0000

129.33

71.00

1 .oo

1.00

3.00

5.00

2.00

2.00

.00

220.00

67.00

183.00

8.5000

1.00

1.00

478.78

3.0000

Minimum Maximum

Philippines 1993

949.09

4.74

53.40

36.42

.50

19.63

145.60

19.07

.00

.13

1.32

.19

.21

.03

.19

23.08

6.84

162.42

4.68

.08

.03

113.57

1.21

Mean

a

460.95

.44

25.22

10.01

.36

5.06

21.88

12.11

.00

.34

.72

.51

.41

.18

.60

15.15

8.48

15.88

2.74

.27

.18

42.09

.41

SD

.00

4

16.00

6.00

.00

9.0000

103.67

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

109.00

.0000

. 00

.00

25.00

1.0000

2083.30

5

86.00

60.00

1 .00

39.0000

203.33

48.47

.00

1.00

4.00

3.00

1 .00

1 .00

3.00

85.14

46.89

191.00

8.0000

1 .00

1.00

234.00

2.0000

Minimum Maximum

Thailand 1992/1993

a See Table 1 for description of variables, units of measurement, and transformations.

TY2

SPREP

SDDENS

37.29

31.71

PLDENS

SAGE

25.82

89.68

PHGHT

.07

PAPPF

.08

NONAPPF

OTHFI

1.37

NOIAPPF

ORGFl

.67

.97

NOHWEEDF

.32

.02

DSEED

NOHAPPF

.83

CROTAT

. 00

231.98

CRDENS

NOFAPPF

2.20

Mean

CPYEAR

Variable

practice plots across years, seasons, and sites by country.

2744.22

3.56

180.83

31.75

.52

36.50

89.99

41.20

.03

. 00

2.85

2.06

.94

.86

.59

105.75

5.20

108.48

3.81

.94

.06

418.46

1.91

Mean

573.88

1.65

88.81

3.95

.40

.71

14.25

25.38

.17

.00

.80

1.79

1.08

.59

.89

42.16

11.86

15.25

2.12

.23

.23

251.52

.65

SD
3.0000

1103.54

0

24.00

26.00

.00

36.0000

53.00

.00

.00

.00

1.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

23.00

.00

89.00

.0000

.00

.00

4254.46

5

420.00

35.00

1 .00

37.0000

122.50

122.45

1 .00

.00

5.00

7.00

4.00

2.00

5.00

295.00

60.00

145.00

8.0000

1.00

1.00

24.00 1418.33

1.0000

Minimum Maximum

Vietnam 1992/1993

Table 4. Descriptive analysis of variables describing crop establishing and crop and pest management practices in farmers'
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.08

. 00

CTT

.03

LS

1.54

2.94

.04

.25

. 00

OAD

OHD

OLD

OPD

OSD

.04

.17

LF

8.34

.13

FSM

LB

NEC

.09

FR

NBS

.96

.00

DP

.17

. 00

CR

.07

.03

DF

1.09

BS

CB

DH

.00

. 00

BLS

.00

.11

.10

8.61

6.43

3.26

.09

.07

.64

.24

.19

.00

3.88

.21

.00

.04

4.40

.02

.35

.18

BLB

.12

SD

.20

Mean

. 00

.00

. 00

.00

.00

3.04

.00

. 00

.01

.02

. 00

. 00

.00

. 00

.06

.00

.00

.00

.00

. 00

. 00

. 00

Min

Philippines 1993

B

Variable

.02

.67

.66

53.33

42.34

21.63

.55

.44

5.03

1.89

1.33

.00

30.00

1.22

.56

.00

. 00

.25

32.55

.16

1.88

.67

Max

.02

. 00

.11

.09

.43

11.01

.24

. 00

.10

.17

.01

.00

1.34

.09

.06

.30

.05

.04

.02

.02

.95

.01

Mean

.05

.00

.35

.55

1.40

5.51

1.43

. 00

.27

.74

.04

.00

4.09

.32

.12

2.03

.17

.20

.10

.10

2.53

.06

SD

.00

. 00

.00

. 00

.00

4.74

.00

.00

.00

. 00

.00

. 00

.00

. 00

.00

.00

. 00

. 00

. 00

.00

.00

. 00

Min

Thailand 1992/1993

.28

.00

1.62

4.33

8.29

28.05

11.27

.00

1.69

4.67

.33

.00

28.33

1.46

.55

15.87

.97

1.30

.78

.76

15.47

.37

Max

2.02

2.78

.14

1.60

.13

11.67

1.55

3.03

1.79

1.77

.68

1.66

15.89

2.97

2.08

.55

.01

.26

2.61

.11

3.84

.37

Mean

2.90

14.20

.57

5.78

.49

4.54

3.29

5.63

2.62

3.43

1.40

5.22

13.57

5.45

3.71

1.23

.05

.45

3.02

.31

4.68

1.05

SD

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

3.32

.00

.00

.00

.00

. 00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

. 00

.00

.00

.00

. 00

Min

Vietnam 1992/1993

11.13

100.00

3.55

40.00

2.45

23.19

18.80

27.36

13.06

22.57

6.67

35.00

53.33

37.75

20.88

6.44

.37

2.02

15.46

1.93

23.18

5.67

Max

Table 5. Descriptive analysis of variables describing biotic stresses in farmers’ practice plots across years, seasons, and sites by
country.a
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.00

.00

TH

TV

.32

WM

.00

.00

.00

.00

.01

.00

8.74

1.56

1.15

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

Min

.00

.00

.88

.15

.88

.20

.86

.62

.06

.00

.00

.00

.00

.71

13.47

SD

Philippines 1993
Max

.00

.00

2.11

.81

8.86
9.01

.01
6.11

.00

.00

.40

.00

.00

.00

.00

.05

.90

.00

.41

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

Min

.00

.49

.13

.57

SD

3.89

.09

.00
33.59

.00

.00

.00

.00

.01

.15

.00

.05

.00

.00

.00

.12

.04

.09

Mean

.00

6.84

.83

6.84

1.30

4.14

3.49

.33

.00

.00

.00

.00

5.00

74.94

Thailand 1992/1993

a See Table 1 for description of variables, units of measurement, and transformations.

.63

WH

6.37

.00

SR

WCOVER

.27

.11

.11

SlDL

SlDS

.15

SHR

SlDP

.30

.49

SHBS

RSV

SHBL

.00

.03

RS

.00

.00

RR

R

RK

.41

.00

PB

3.01

Mean

OTD

Variable

sites by country. a

.00

14.37

23.17

.03

2.49

.00

.00

.00

.00

.32

6.93

.00

3.25

.00

.00

.00

3.13

.87

4.46

Max

1.28

1.46

7.10

1.34

.26

4.57

1.51

21.11

.35

2.90

1.93

1.17

.98

2.59

20.32

.18

1.72

1.72

8.45

Mean

.00

8.39
2.18

.00

.00

.00

2.67
4.29

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

Min

1.19

9.05

3.45

29.90

.96

3.46

2.65

2.32

3.82

3.99

23.70

.99

3.22

4.03

14.64

SD

Vietnam 1992/1993

15.71

28.31

40.82

11.33

8.46

49.76

17.66

100.00

5.00

13.41

12.52

10.38

20.27

23.82

90.00

7.67

14.13

28.33

63.82

Max

Table 5. (Cont’d) Descriptive analysis of variables describing biotic stresses in farmers’ practice plots across years, seasons, and

Longer growth durations (GDURAT) and greater plant heights (PHGHT) indicate more traditional plant types in TL compared with PI and VN (Table 4). Cropping
intensity and crop and pest management inputs as indicated by the number of crops
per year (CPYEAR) and the average fallow period (FALLOW) respectively, amount
and frequency of N application (NAPPF, NONAPPF), and frequency of insecticide
application (NOIAPPF) and weed control measures (NOHAPPF, NOHWEEDF), are
higher in PI and VN than in TL. The same applies for estimated target yields obtainable from the input of N fertilizer (TY2). However, some farmers do practice chemical
disease control (NOFAPPF) in TL as do many in VN. Crop rotation (CROTAT) is
common in PI but not in TL and VN. The prevailing planting method is direct seeding
(DSEED) in VN and transplanting in PI and TL. In PI and TL, farmers apply organic
fertilizers (ORGFI) in about 10% of all cases.
Figure 1 shows standardized time profiles for each individual pest that was
encountered in the survey. Such time-profile information forms the basis for deriving
time independent descriptors of pest severity levels on a per plot basis. There are
pests or pest damage types that typically occur at maximum levels early or in the middle of the season such as thrips (TH), sucking insects on leaves and sheaths (SIDL,
SIDS), leaffolders and other defoliators (LF, DF). Others display continuously
increasing levels throughout the season such as leaf blast (LB), brown spot (BS), leaf
scald (LS), sheath blight (SHBL, SHBS, BLB), or occur towards or at the end of the
season only, such as stem borer white heads (WH), panicle blast (PB), collar blast
(CB), dirty panicle (DP), and false smut (FSM).

1. Time profiles of standardised severity levels of multiple pests observed in surveys in
farmers’ rainfed lowland ricefields in NW Luzon (Philippines), NE Thailand, and the
Mekong River Delta (S. Vietnam). Data are from 377 plots across countries, years, cropping seasons, and sites. Only plots with cumulative severity levels for a specific pest > 0
were considered. See Table 1 for description of pest variables.
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The highest pest and pest damage levels in general were reported in VN (Table 5).
Stem borers (DH, WH), ragged stunt virus (RSV), leaffolders and other defoliators
(LF, DF), leaf, collar, and panicle blast (LB, CB, PB), sheath blight occurring on leaf
sheaths (SHBS), bacterial leaf blight (BLB), bacterial leaf streak (BLS), brown spot
(BS), narrow brown leaf spot (NBS), sheath rot (SHR), and some panicle pests (B,
DP, FSM) can be considered ubiquitous at varying severity levels across countries.
Other pests such as tungro virus (TV), unspecified tiller-cutting pests (CTT), whorl
maggot (WM), sheath blight occurring on leaf blades (SHBL), rats (R), and collar rot
(CR) were reported in all except one country. Considerable scores were reported in
most countries for unspecified “other” damages (OAD, OHD, OLD, OPD, OSD,
OTD). Red stripe (RS), root rot (RR), foot rot (FR), stem rot (SR), and root knot nematode (RK) were reported in VN only. If we disregard weeds (WCOVER), which
ranked among the top pests in all three countries, the following are the six major pest
constraints with respect to mean severity scores for individual countries: unspecified
or “other” tiller- (OTD), hill- (OHD), or area (OAD) damage, brown spot (BS), dirty
panicle (DP), and stem borer white heads (WH) in PI; DP, bacterial leaf blight (BLB),
WH, OAD, unspecified or “other” cut tiller damage (CTT), and leaf blast (LB) in TL;
and panicle damage due to sucking insects (SIDP), root rot (RR), DP, OTD, stem rot
(SR), and BLB in VN.
The N-limitation-adjusted yield gaps (NYGAP) presented in Table 2C were subjected to a multivariate regression analysis (MRA) by regressing them on variables
representing crop and pest management intensity, soil conditions, and abiotic and
biotic stresses by country. Whether the analysis considered all independent variables
or all independent variables except pest- or pest management terms as potential predictors for NYGAP, and whether the analysis was done across countries or by country, highly significant regression equations were obtained in all cases and
independent variables in the equations were always highly significant and explained
between 9-71% of the dependent variable, NYGAP. Depending on individual analyses, various abiotic (SDROUGHT, VDROUGHT, FET, ND, LDG) and biotic
(WCOVER, BS, LDAM, WM, TV, PB, SHBS, SHBL, NBS, RR) stress variables,
and pest management variables (NOHAPP, NOFAPP), went into the regression
equations and thus helped to explain the yield gap. However, stress variables with
negative signs can not easily be interpreted. Terms reflecting various aspects of the
production situation and the crop management (NYIELD, PYIELD, TYIELD,
PHFUNCT, TY2, NONAPP, KAPP, CROTAT, GDURAT) were also incorporated
in the regression equations (Table 6). When actual yield was then reestimated based
on N limited yield predicted by CERES-rice (NYIELD) plus NYGAP estimated by
means of MRA as previously described (NYGAP), 33-73% of observed yield variation could be accounted for, depending on country and preselection of independent
variables (Table 6). The agreement between estimated and observed yields could thus
be improved considerably (Fig. 2).
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Table 6. Results of multiple regression analyses (MRA) to explain the weather- and N adjusted yield gap (NYGAP) derived from CERES-rice simulation runs and to estimate actual yield
(YIELD) based on weather and N limited attainable yield predicted by CERE-rice (NYIELD)
minus NYGAP explained by MRA (NYGAP’2) ). Unless indicated otherwise, the table shows
the names of the variables in the regression equations, the regression coefficients, the
standardized regression coefficients, and the significant levels of the T values. 1)
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By omitting pest and pest management terms from the regression equations presented in Table 6 and relating the yield estimates thus obtained to those of the original
equations, pest-induced yield losses and pest management induced yield gains can be
estimated. Pest induced yield losses thus range from 3.5% in TL to about 19% in PI
and 5.5-21.5% in VN, while pest management induced yield gains range from about
zero in PI and TL to 14.5-21 % in VN (Table 7).
Table 8 shows the percent yield differences (MYGAP), in relation to a control
receiving maximum chemical crop protection, and the pest severities (VDIS, PDIS,
VINS, PINS) that were obtained in crop protection trials. Since the treatments in
1992 consisted of combined applications of fungicides and insecticides, we may
consider the 1992 figures for MYGAP as avoidable yield losses due to controllable
insect pests plus diseases. They are around 10% in VN and negligible or even negative in TL. In 1993, these figures reflect avoidable losses due to controllable diseases only and they range from nil in PI to 5 or 6% in TL and VN, respectively. Pest
severities are not significantly different across treatments in most cases and there
are obviously pest infestations that could not efficiently be controlled in the intensively protected plots.
Correlation analyses indicated significant relationships among many variables
from all variable groups and thus a very complicated picture of possible underlying
relational structures (not shown). Factor analysis (FA) was therefore applied to group
variables according to their level of association. As Table 9A shows, variables representing yield estimates and yield gap estimates can be described by three factors
(YIELDF1 to YIELDF3). YIELDF1 describes the N- and/or water-limited attainable
yield expectation that is inversely related to the total potential yield gap (PYGAP),
while YIELDF2 describes the corresponding attainable yield gaps (that were adjusted
for N- and/or water-limitation) and YIELDF3 the weather-limited potential yield
expectation (PYIELD).
Soil and site variables break up into six factors (SITEF1 to SITEF6, Table 9B).
SITEF1 describes the productivity level of the soil as described by positive loadings
of soil C- and clay content (CARBON, CLAY) and a negative loading of the sand
content (SAND) of the soil. SITEF2 describes the suitability of the soil with respect
to pH (PH, PHFUNCT) and availability of bases (POTASS, CEC) which is inversely
related to the number of years under cultivation (YCULT). SITEF3 stands for the
varietal diversity of an area with respect to the number of varieties being planted
(NOVAR) and the percentage of land planted to the same variety as the surveyed
field. SITEF4 indicates the soil N-limited yield potential (TY1) which is closely
related to the depth of the top soil layer (TLAYER). SITEF5 is a factor that indicates
soil suitability with respect to soil silt content (SILT) and water control possibilities
(WCOND) which are closely associated with the period of time that elapsed since a
change of practice toward cropping intensification took place (CHPRACT). SITEF6
contains only one variable that indicates the available P in the soil (PAVAIL).
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2. Actual Yield versus yield estimated as: A) a function of N-limited yield
(YIELD=f[NYIELD] where NYIELD was estimated by the CERES-rice simulation
model) and B) a function of N-limited yield and explainable yield gap adjusted for N-limwhere NYGAP r =(l-YIELD/
itation.
(YIELD=f(NYIELD-NYGAPr /100*NYIELD)
NYIELD)*100 and was estimated by means of multiple regression analysis as a function
of variables describing potential and attainable yield levels, crop and pest management,
soil and site conditions, and biotic and abiotic stresses). More details in the text.
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Mean

SD

18.83

2

8.13

8.13

no equation established

13.03

13.03

-.08

.01
-.00

.11

119.80

119.80

Max

.02

. 00

3.47

3.47

3.47

Mean

.01

no equation established

.01

.00

-.00

8.37

.00

-.00

-.00

Min

8.37

8.37

SD

Thailand 1992/1993

19.77

.05

21.20

14.70

21.39

5.54

11.89

Mean

.00

39.81

39.81

39.81

Max

12.42

10.54

7.90

14.34

19.57

16.60

SD

.00

.00

-.00

-.00

-24.89

-15.09

Min

Vietnam 1992/1993

36.04

51.88

34.67

72.69

91.88

105.38

Max

a Method 1: yield loss estimates derived by omitting positive pest terms from equations resulting from regressing yield gaps on all independent variables.
Method 2: yield loss estimates derived by omitting positive pest terms from equations resulting from regressing yield gaps on all independent variables except pest
management terms.
Method 3: yield loss estimates derived by omitting positive pest terms from equations resulting from regressing yield gaps on pest terms only.
Method 4: yield loss estimates derived by omitting negative pest management terms from equations resulting from regressing yield gaps on all independent variables.
Method 5: yield loss estimates derived by omitting negative pest management terms from equations resulting from regressing yield gaps on all independent variables except pest terms.
Method 6: yield loss estimates derived by omitting negative pest management terms from equations resulting from regressing yield gaps on pest management terms only.

no equation established

.02

-.04

5

6

.02

.05

4

Pest management induced yield gains

3

18.83

1

Min

Philippines 1993

Pest induced yield losses

Methoda

management terms from the equations. a

Table 7. Average estimated pest induced yield losses (%) and pest management induced yield gains (%) as estimated from
regression equations presented for individual countries in Table 6. Losses and gains were computed by omitting pest or pest
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2

2

Treatment

Country*treatment

Vietnam '92:

Thailand '92:

6.88a

.00b

1

2

.00a

10.54a

2

0

1.60a

1

MYGAP

0.031

-3.45a

b

0.063

0.006

0.008

MYGAP

14.86a

15.48a

16.79a

2.04a

4.25a

2.44a

LDlS

0.871

0.618

0.146

0.000

LDlS

5.52a

5.01a

5.61a

.40a

.90a

.27a

SDlS

0.812

0.968

0.000

0.000

SDlS

18.62a

18.35a

19.88a

2.44a

5.15a

2.71a

VDlS

0.559

0.724

0.288

0.000

VDlS

21.77a

22.28a

23.60a

5.92a

6.28a

3.83a

PDlS

0.995

0.995

0.000

0.000

PDlS

significance of F value for dependent variable

0

Treatment

Comparison of means:

6

Site(country)

df

1

Country

Source of variation

ANOVA:

A) Effect of fungicide & insecticide sprays, 1992

19.62a

24.96a

21.64a

.00a

.40a

.33a

TDlS

0.959

0.594

0.001

0.000

TDlS

3.32b

6.81a

6.44a

.22a

.51a

.16a

LlNS

0.128

0.008

0.000

0.000

LlNS

.12a

.76a

.77a

.00

.00

.00

SINS

0.309

0.237

0.000

0.000

SINS

3.43b

7.44a

7.10a

.22a

.51a

.16a

VlNS

0.082

0.003

0.000

0.000

VlNS

50.65a

50.25a

52.42a

.00

.00

.00

PINS

.

.

.

.

PINS

9.11a

11.21a

9.59a

.59a

2.14a

1.59a

TINS

0.646

0.570

0.000

0.000

TINS

Table 8. Effects of pest control treatments on yield difference (MYGAP, in relation to maximum protected plots) and pest
severities.a
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5.98a

.00b

0

1

.00b

1

8.74b

17.15a

1.28a

1.59a

1 .19a

.00a

5.08a

1

0

.90a

.45a

0

5.02a

8.07a

.13a

.18a

.98a

.72a

SDlS

0.025

0.047

0.000

0.000

SDlS

12.25b

20.50a

1.40a

1.77a

2.02a

1.60a

VDlS

0.002

0.004

0.000

0.000

VDlS

14.81a

22.28a

.30a

.23a

1.90a

1.11a

PDlS

0.127

0.113

0.000

0.000

PDlS

3.92a

3.38a

.07a

.03a

.89a

.21a

TDIS

0.547

0.098

0.000

0.000

TDlS

4.15a

4.06a

.14a

.20a

.43a

.59a

LlNS

0.601

0.537

0.000

0.000

LlNS

a See Table 1 for description of variables, units of measurement, and transformations.
b Numbers in a column followed by the same letter are not significantly different according to contrast analysis.

Vietnam '93:

Thailand '93:

Philippines '93:

0.000

0.001

0.000

0.000

LDlS

LDIS

0.201

0.002

0.237

0.378

MYGAP

Ssignificance of F value for dependent variable

MYGAP

Treatment

Comparison of means: b

1

2

Country*treatrnent

15

2

df

Treatment

Site(country)

Country

Source of variation

ANOVA:

B) Effect of fungicide sprays, 1993

severities.a

1.06a

.98a

.00

.00

.00

.00

SINS

0.844

0.662

0.000

0.000

SINS

5.11a

4.99a

.14a

.20a

.43a

.59a

VlNS

0.877

0.381

0.000

0.000

VlNS

6.48a

3.59a

.00

.00

.26a

.25a

PINS

PINS

1.30a

1.14a

.97a

.97a

.25a

.60a

TINS

0.669

0.794

0.000

0.000

TINS

Table 8. (Cont'd) Effects of pest control treatments on yield difference (MYGAP, in relation to maximum protected plots) and pest
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.81

-.73

AYIELD

FNYIELD

NYIELD

MYIELD

PYGAP

Variables

and their

factor

loadings

.88

37.2%

Vanance explained:

CARBON

SAND

CLAY

Variance explained:

Variables

and their

factor

.82

-.89

.91

POTASS

PHFUNCT
YCULT

CEC

PH

SITEF2
14.2%

DSEED

.59

.58

.57

.57

.50

NOHAPPF

NOHAPP

PAPP

CRDENS

.67

-.63

PAPPF

GDURAT

.90

NONAPP
NONAPPF

.68

loadings:

-.70

.91

TY2F

PHGHT

NOFAPPF

.91

NAPP

factor

TY2

CROTAT

SPREP

.93

NAPPF

Variables

and their

MANF2

Variance explained:

11.7%

MANF1

32.6%

Factor name:

C) Crop and pest management factors (cum. var. = 80.7%)

loadings:

SlTEF1

33.5%

Factor name:

.96

.90

.81

NOVAR

.54

.55

-.68

KAPPF

KAPP

MANF3
7.7%

.84

.90

.90

.90

TY1

.71

.90

CPYEAR

FALLOW

6.4%

MANF4

TLAYER

8.5%

SlTEF4

PYIELD

UNIFORM

SlTEF3
10.8%

.43

.69

-.71

.59

.62
.62

.81

.83

MYGAP

AYGAP

FYGAP

NYGAP

YIELD3
10.8%

31.8%

c

YIELD2

B) Soil and site condition factors (cum. var. = 80.5%)

.83

.86

YIELD1

Factor name:

A) Yield and yield gap estimate factors (cum. var = 79.8%)

.81

-.85

6.1%

MANF5

.56

.65

.79

NOHWEED

NOHWEEDF

WCOND

SILT

CHPRACT

7.2%

SITEF5

.94

.94

PAVAlL

6.3%

SlTEF6

NOIAPP

OTHFI

NOIAPPF

4.8%

MANF5

.92

.67

.58

.69

NOFAPP

PCTRL

4.3%

MANF7

.93

.93 RSTIME

3.7%

MANF8

.79

ORGFl

3.4%

MANF9

.86

Table 9. Results of factor analyses of variables describing yield- and yield gap estimates (A). soil and site conditions (B) crop a d pest management practices (C), abiotic stresses (D), pest
a,b
problems (E), cropping situation (F), and the totality of relations among all of these and observed yield (="holistic factors", G).
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SDROUGHT
ND

Variables
and their
factor
loadings

QTD
BS
DH
SIDP
DP
SHR
SlDL
OSD
LS
LF
R
CTT

.82
.78
.76
.76
.67
.67
.66
.66
.59
.58
.52
.52

SHBL
SHES
DF
OPD

PESTF2
9.9%

ABlOF3
13.7%

.80
.76
.68
.49

FSM
PB
B
CB

PESTF4
4.8%

.80 GOROUGHT
.67 VFLOOD
VOROUGHT

PESTF3
7.4%

.76 N
.71RSV
.59 LB
.36 WM

.76 FET
.76 SFLOOD

ABIOF2
16.3%

MANF1
SITEF1
PESTF1
PESTF2
ABIOF4

VariableS
and their
factor
loadings

.88
.83
.64
.48
.44

SITEF2
MANF2
PESTF6
ABIOF3

CSITF2
9.9%

.81 MANF4
-79 SITEF5
-.62 PESTF7
.55

CSlTF3
7.8%
.69 SITEF3
.64 ABIOF1
-.56

CSITF4
6.9%

.72
.65
.65
.41

.85
.66

BLS
CR
NBS

YIELDF2
CSITF6

-.80 CSlTF5
.73 YlELDF3

HOLF3
9.1%
.77 CSlTF4
-.72 CSlTF9

HOLF4
8.3%
-.67
.67

CSITF6
55%

.77

HOLF6
7.4%

CSlTF10 .74 CSlTF2 .72
CSlTF11 -.29 CSlTF7 .66

HOLF5
7.8%

.78
.59
.44

CSITF3
CSITF8

HOLF7
7.0%

ABIOF2
PESTF8
PESTF10

CSITF7
5.5%

WCOVER
WH
SlDS

PESTF7
3.4%

SlTEF6 .76 MANF6 .77
MANF3 .71 SITEF4 .61
PESTF3 .54

BLB

PESTF6
3.9%

.90

.81
.57

.74
-56
.36

PESTF5
MANF9

CSITF9
4.3%

.80
-.52

CSITF10
4.3%

OHD 74
OAO 72

PESTF10
2.8%

.74 MANF5 .84 PESTF9
.58 PESTF4 .51 MANF7

NEC
OLD

PESTF9
2.9%

CSITF8
5.0%

TH -.79

PESTF8
3.2%

a For description of variables units of measurement, and transformations, see Table 2
b Method of factor extraction = principal component analysis, minimum eigenvalues for factor extraction = 1. orthogonal rotation of factor matrix according to KaIser's varimax criterion.
c cum var = cumulative variance or original variables explained by all extracted factors

.95
.89
.66

Variables
and their
factor
loadings

YIELDF1
CSlTF1
YIELD

HOLF2
12.7%

Factor name
HOLF1
Variance explained 18.3%

73
67
55

CSITF5
6.1%

PESTFS
4.6%

.62 LOG
.62
.54

ABIOF4
12.8%

G) Holistic factors (using observed yield and factors extracted in A and F; cum. var. = 70.6%)

CSITF1
10.4%

Factor name
Variance explained

F) Cropping situation factors (using extracted in B - E, cum. var. = 69.3%)

Variables
and their
factor
loadings

Factor name
PESTF1
Variance explained 24.6%

E) Pert factors (cum. var. = 67.6%)

ABlOF1
17.6%

Factor name
Variance explained

D) Abiotic stress factors (cum.var. = 60.5%)

Table 9. Continued.

.83
.54

MANF8

CSlT11
3.6%
.84

Nine factors (MANF1 to MANF9) were extracted from crop and pest management variables. MANF1 contains variables that indicate the level of N and P fertilizer
input (NAPP, NAPPF, NONAPP, NONAPPF, PAPP, PAPPF), the fertilizer N-limited yield expectation (TY2, TY2F), the use of herbicides (NOHAPP, NOHAPPF),
and the crop density at the early planting season (CRDENS). These variables are
inversely related to plant height (PHGHT) and crop growth duration (GDURAT)
which, in turn, indicate the types of varieties being planted (Table 9C). Some of the
other eight factors are difficult to interpret but, quite obviously, K fertilizer input
(KAPP, KAPPF), cropping intensity as indicated by the fallow period (FALLOW)
and the number of crops per year (CPYEAR), intensity of hand weeding
(NOHWEED, NOHWEEDF), and insecticide input (NOIAPP, NOIAPPF) form
independent factors (MANF3, MANF4, MANF5, and MANF6).
Abiotic stress variables split up into four factors (ABIOF1 to ABIOF4, Table 9D).
ABIOF3 reflects an inverse relationship between submergence stress during the vegetative phase (VFLOOD) on one hand and drought stress during the vegetative and
generative phase (VDROUGHT, GDROUGHT) on the other. ABIOF4 reflects lodging problems. ABIOF1 and ABIOF2 are more difficult to interpret.
Pest variables display a very complex interrelational structure that is described
by 10 underlying factors (PESTF1 to PESTF10, Table 9E). The first factor
(PESTFI) describes the “go-together’’ of brown spot (BS), stem borer dead hearts
(DH), dirty panicle (DP), sucking insect damage on panicles (SIDP), sheath rot
(SHR), leaffolder damage (LF), and others. PESTF2 is made up of relations
among sheath blight (SHBL, SHBS), other defoliation (DF), and other panicle
damage (OPD). PESTF3 describes the pest situation with respect to tungro virus
(TV), ragged stunt virus (RSV), leaf blast (LB), and whorl maggot (WM). Panicle
blast (PB) can be found in the same factor as collar blast (CB), false smut (FSM),
and bird damage on panicles (B). The remaining other factors are all composed of
up to three pests.
Table 9F shows how the factors extracted previously form 11 “second order factors” describing various interrelational aspects of the “cropping situation” (CSIT1
to CSIT11) with respect to the original variables and their common factors. So does
Table 9G, but at a higher (“third order”) level of integration. It shows that all previously extracted factors plus observed yield as an individual variable can be
described by seven “holistic” factors (HOLF1 to HOLF7) the first three of which
contain variables of primary interest and factors extracted from these: observed
yield (YIELD contained in HOLF1), indicators of attainable N- and/or water-limited yield (YIELDF1 contained in HOLF1), indicators of yield gaps that were
adjusted for N- and/or water limitation (YIELDF2 contained in HOLF2), and estimates of weather-limited (N- and water-unlimited) potential yield (PYIELD contained in HOLF3). Interpreting these three factors with respect to the original
variables, we find that HOLFl describes positive relationships among variables
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that describe actual yield, N- and water-limited attainable yield (in an inverse relationship to the potential yield gap), intensity of N- and P fertilizer input and
expected yield effects of N fertilization, suitability of the soil structure and soil N
content as indicated by the soil C-, clay-, and sand contents (sand content being
inversely related to the other two variables), a very complex disease and pest damage spectrum that comprises brown spot, stem borer dead hearts, panicle damage
due to sucking insects, dirty panicle, defoliation due to various insect species,
sheath blight, and others. Likewise, HOLF2 comprises positive relations among
some soil productivity variables and the intensity of chemical insect control, both in
negative correlation with yield gaps that are adjusted for N- and/or water limitation.
HOLF3 indicates that potential yields are inversely related to tungro and ragged
stunt virus-, leaf blast-, and whorl maggot severities, the use of K fertilizer, and not interpretably - to the available soil phosphorus.
Factor scores of the first holistic factor (HOLF1) and its underlying sub-factors
and variables (YIELD, YIELDF1, CSITF1, MANF1, SITEF1, PESTF1, PESTF2,
ABIOF4) were averaged by country, cropping season, and site. They are listed in
Table 10 to demonstrate the potential use of the approach for site characterization.
High scores of HOLF1 in some Philippine and Vietnamese sites reflect higher
yields, higher N-limited attainable yields, a more intensive cropping situation as
composed of higher crop management intensity and higher soil productivity, higher
multiple pest stresses, and more lodging there than in most of the Thai sites.

Discussion and conclusions
Many agricultural efforts, whether in research or practice, strive for closing the yield
gap imposed on crops by various constraints, in order to let crops attain their full yield
potential. Using simulation modeling as a tool, we tried to obtain realistic quantitative
estimates of yield gaps attributable to various constraints. The total yield gap in the
surveyed sites was about 26-53% of the weather-limited yield, depending on the country. It was mainly due to N-limitation in low input, low soil productivity sites, such as
in Thailand, and mainly due to factors other than N-limitation in Philippine and Vietnamese sites where N-driven productivity levels are higher. The importance of pestinduced losses for the total yield gap seemed to be greater under potentially high-yielding conditions than under low-yielding conditions. Minimum estimates of diseaseand insect-pest-induced yield losses as could be measured in crop protection trials
were up to 10% of the intensively protected control plots. However, control plots were
not pest-free and thus there was evidence for “hidden losses” due to pests that could
not be controlled in our trials. Also, there was a large yield gap that could not be
explained by weather, water, and nitrogen limitations, and regression analysis of yield
gaps suggested higher pest induced losses than were revealed in crop protection trials.
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Table 10. Average yield (YIELD) and factor scores of the “holistic factor” HOLF1 and its
“sub-factors’’ by country, year, cropping season, and site. See Table 6 for more
information on factors.
Crop

Yield HOLF1 YlELDF1 CSlTF1 MANF1 SlTEF1 PESTF1 PESTF2 ABIOF4

Year Seas. SITE
Philippines
93

1

BAT

5.4

-.1

.2

-.1

.1

-.6

-.2

.2

-.3

93

1

NAR

5.5

.7

.8

.1

.3

-.2

-.5

1.1

2

93

1

PIN

5.5

.7

.6

.2

.4

.0

-.1

.2

-.1

93

1

SAN

5.8

.9

.8

.1

.4

-.3

-.4

.4

-.2

93

1

SIS

5.2

.3

.1

1

.6

-5

-.4

.5

-.0

93

1

SLU

6.3

.8

1.0

.3

.1

-.3

-.3

.7

.3

92

1

KKN

3.3

-1.0

-1.4

-.8

-1.1

.0

-.8

-.6

-.5

93

1

KKN

4.7

-.4

.0

-.9

-1.3

.1

-.6

-.6

-.6

92

1

PMI

3.6

-.8

-1.0

-.7

-.5

-.5

-.8

-.4

-.4

Thailand

93

1

PMI

5.7

-.9

-5

-1.0

-1.0

-.9

-.5

-.6

1.6

92

1

SKN

3.4

-1.4

-1.5

-1.5

-1.4

-1.3

-.7

-.7

-.6

93

1

SKN

4.4

-1.1

-.9

-1.4

-1.6

-1.1

-1.0

-1.2

-.7

93

1

SSK

4.3

-1.3

-.7

-1.3

-.8

-1.4

-.6

-.6

-.8

92

1

UBN

4.0

-1.2

-1.2

-1.2

-1.1

-1.1

-.7

-.7

-.1

93

1

UBN

3.6

-1.5

-1.2

-1.2

-1.1

-1.4

-.5

-.3

.4

93

1

YST

3.7

-1.2

-1.1

-1.5

-1.2

-1.5

-.7

-1.3

-1.2

Vietnam
92

1

BL

4.0

1.0

.8

12

1.4

.9

1.5

1

.0

93

1

BL

7.3

1.3

1.4

1.2

1.3

1.1

.6

1.1

.2

93

1

BT

5.0

.6

.6

.5

1.1

.3

-.8

-.1

.0

92

1

CM

6.4

1.4

1.4

1.7

1.2

1.4

1.8

1.0

1.6

93

1

CM

6.1

1.3

1.2

1.5

.3

1.8

1.2

1.1

.7

93

1

GC

4.2

.6

.5

.2

.6

1.0

-.1

.1

-.2

92

1

LA

6.3

1.0

1.1

9

.6

1.1

2.6

-1.8

.3

92

2

LA

6.1

.9

.6

1.3

1.5

.9

-.2

93

1

LA

5.2

.7

.6

.4

.5

1.1

-.7

.4

.7

92

1

ST

3.0

-.1

-.2

.3

.3

.5

1.7

-.1

-.7

92

2

ST

2.8

-.5

-.9

.5

.5

.4

1.2

-1.1

.5

93

1

ST

5.4

.7

.6

1.1

.6

.8

.8

1.0

.1
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Whether or not these findings imply ineffectiveness of chemical control of diseases
and insect pests in RL rice or the need for better pesticides, improved application techniques, and better training of pesticide applicators is a question that might be kept in
mind for future discussions. With respect to the scope of this study, we face a methodological problem: if pest-free control plots cannot be obtained, pest-free reference
yields to be used for computing pest-induced losses cannot be obtained either. One
way out of this dilemma might consist in the use of a pest-coupled crop model to adjust
yield expectations for multiple pest induced losses which implicitly results in yield
loss quantifications (Pinnschmidt and Teng 1994, Pinnschmidt et al 1995a). Despite
the methodological constraints, the precision of yield estimates could be improved
considerably if various factors including pest severities and pest management intensity
that correlated with the N-adjusted yield gaps were considered in the analysis.
The data obtained in this study may serve as a basis for site characterization with
respect to many aspects of the biophysical complexity of the agroecosystem and specifically with respect to aspects relevant to crop-pest management. To indicate how the
different components of the agroecosystem are related to each other and thus characterize site-specific conditions with respect to a multitude of individual variables, we used
factor analyses (FA). This helped to reduce initially about 100 variables to only seven
factors that represent, so to speak, “hidden dimensions” of the agroecosystem and
determine much of what is going on within this system. Results of FA were very appealing with respect to interpretability and can be summarized as follows: high yields are
closely associated with high N-limited attainable yields, low weather-limited yield
gaps, high fertilizer and herbicide inputs, the use of semi-dwarf, short duration varieties, heavy, carbon-rich soils; high levels of multiple pest damage including brown spot,
stem borer dead hearts, sucking insect damage on panicles, dirty panicle, sheath blight,
defoliators, high lodging, and so on, are the opposing conditions. Associations among
low N adjusted yield gaps, high insecticide input, a good soil constitution, and the
opposing conditions were also indicated. The factor scores from these analyses can be
used to characterize sites or even individual fields by means of a few factors representing the large number of original variables and their relationships. Some possible conclusions to be drawn from our results could be: 1) soil factors and fertilizer input, beside
weather, determine yield trends and possibly override pest yield effects; 2) farmers are
more willing to invest inputs under potentially high-yielding conditions; 3) high (Nlimited) yield potentials and high actual yields “invite” pests; and 4) pests are major
contributors to the total yield gap once N and water limitations have been removed from
a production system.
Admittedly, FA can reveal only the degree of linear associations among variables
and can be run only on quantitative, non-nominally scaled data. This is in contrast to
other statistical methods, such as correspondence analysis, that have been employed
to characterize rice-pest systems (Savary et al 1994, Singh et al 1994a). However, our
results agree with those of Singh et al (1994a) who found medium-high yields associ-
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ated with a complex multiple pest spectrum that included stem borers, sheath blight,
sheath rot, and sucking insects on panicles as well as with those of Savary et al (1994)
who found high yields associated with high sheath blight severity.
Intercorrelations as revealed by means of FA make it difficult to draw conclusions
with respect to cause-effect relationships and identification of individual key pests.
We might rather see pests as “coming in packages” of multiple pest spectra associated
with production levels. Predictors of yield gaps thus have to be seen in the context of
their intercorrelations with other variables. For example, regression analyses identified brown spot severity as a significant predictor of the N adjusted yield gap. However, brown spot might just represent a broader pest spectrum that is composed of all
pests that form a common factor for this disease. Likewise, other variables that
explain yield gaps might just be seen as representing a more complex “hidden dimension”, or factor, of the agroecosystem. With respect to frequency of occurrence and
observed severity levels, the key pests are: weeds, brown spot, leaf blast, BLB and
other leaf damaging organisms, dirty panicle and other panicle diseases, sucking
insects on panicles, stem borers, and other tiller damaging pests.
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Rice crop compensation for stem
borer injury
E. G. Rubia, K. L. Heong, M. Zalucki, B. Gonzales, and G. A. Norton

A series of field and greenhouse experiments was conducted to investigate the
impact of stem borer injury on the physiology and yield response of rice. The
compensation mechanisms investigated included increases in tillering, percentage
of productive tillers, grain weight, and photosynthesis in injured plants. The results
indicated that all of these mechanisms could be employed by rice plants in response
to stem borer injury, with the result that no discernible yield loss can occur with up to
30% stem borer injury at the vegetative stage and 10% at the reproductive stage. The
implications for rice pest management, including nitrogen fertilizer to encourage
plant compensation and a climatic increase in the economic threshold for stem
borers, are discussed.

Stem borers are considered important pests of rice because symptoms of injury
can be found from sowing until harvest, in all rice ecosystems. At the vegetative
stage, stem borer feeding inside the stem can result in the death of the youngest
leaf whorl causing “deadhearts”. During the reproductive stage, stem borer feeding inside the panicle stalk can lead to grains remaining unfilled, a condition
called “Whiteheads”.
Rice crops can compensate for stem borer injury by production of new tillers (van
Halteren 1979, Soejitno 1989, Tian 1981, Akinsola 1984, Viajante and Heinrichs
1987, Yambao et al. 1993), and by increasing the number of productive tillers (Luo
1987) and grain weight (CRRI 1956, Akinsola 1984, Luo 1987). El-Abdallah and
Metwally (1984) observed a higher 1000-grain weight at 10% deadhearts, and at 2%
and 6% whiteheads, relative to the uninfested controls.
This paper discusses the influence of stem borer injury on the grain yield of two
cultivars and presents some possible mechanisms of compensation to stem borer
injury.
Data presented came from studies conducted at Cilamaya, West Java, Indonesia;
and experiments conducted at the International Rice Research Institute (IRRI) and
the National Science Research Institute (NSRI), Philippines, from March 1992 until
August 1993, using larvae of yellow stem borer ( Scirpophaga incertulas ).

Influence of stem borer injury on grain yield of two cultivars
Two rice fields planted to cultivars commonly grown by farmers in Cilamaya, West
Java, Indonesia, viz. IR64 and Cisadane, were chosen. Two weeks before harvest,
hills with various numbers of whiteheads were randomly marked using bamboo
stakes. From these samples, hills bearing 13, 15, and 20 tillers were selected. These
hills were harvested, dried, and filled grains weighed.
The average number of whiteheads in IR64 was significantly higher than in Cisadane, in hills with the same number of tillers (Table 1). This implies that IR64 was
more susceptible to stem borer. However, yield reduction rates (expressed as regression coefficients of yield and number of whiteheads) were significantly lower in
IR64. It was observed that each panicle of Cisadane contains a greater number of
spikelets (>150 spikelets per panicle for those taller than 80 cm) and a heavier grain
weight (about 0.03 g) compared with IR64, with about 100 spikelets for 70 cm tall
panicles, and about 0.25 g single grain weight. Thus, for the same number of whiteheads, Cisadane gives a lower yield.
Table 1. Effect of WSB injury on grain yield of two cultivars with the same number of
tillers per hill. Wet season 1990/1991. Cilamaya, West Java.
Tillers
hill-1

Rate of yield reduction a

Average number of whiteheads
n

R64

n

Cisadane

IR64

Cisadane

13

6

4.8±1.1

20

2.7±0.4

0.8±0.3

2.2±0.5

15

13

5.8±1.1

14

2.9±0.4

1.9±0.2

3.1±0.6

20

8

6.5±1.3

32

3.7±0.4

2.3±0.4

4.2±0.6

a Rate = Regression coefficient of yield against number of whiteheads.

n = Number of hills.

From these results, given that two cultivars possess the same number of panicles
per area, the amount of grain weight reduction caused by stem borer injury was influenced by yield components such as the total number of spikelets per panicle and the
weight of one grain.

Translocation of nutrients from stem borer-injured to healthy tillers
Two studies were conducted to determine if there is translocation of carbohydrates
from main stems bearing deadhearts or whiteheads, to healthy tillers. In the first study,
the main stem was infested with one newly emerged stem borer larva. When the main
stem showed deadheart, the leaves were dosed with 14CO2 for 2 hours, inside a tube 45
mm long and 25 cm wide, at 1000 MJ/s/m 2 photosynthetically active radiation. A dose
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of 10 µl of NaH14 CO 3 (5uCi 14 CO2 ) was pipetted onto the nozzle containing 10 mg
unlabelled NaHCO3 powder. The nozzle was sealed using a rubber stopper and a 0.5 ml
aliquot of 85% lactic acid injected through to generate 14CO2 . After two hours, all
remaining unphotosynthesized 14CO2 was sucked through a test tube containing 5 ml
of carbosorb and 15 ml of permafluor. There were three replicates per treatment. Plants
were then placed in the greenhouse to study translocation of the labelled photosynthesis
products. Four and 8 hours after treatment, plants were cut into organ sections, ovendried for 4 days at 70°C, ground up, and the radioactivity determined using Schoniger
combustion and liquid scintillation spectrometry (Schoniger 1960).
In the second study, main stems of booting IR64 plants (65-day-old) were infested
with stem borer larva. When whiteheads were observed, the flag leaf of the whitehead
was dosed with 14CO2 using a similar technique to that used for vegetative plants. There
were three replicates per treatment. Plants were cut into organ sections, 2 and 72 hours
after dosing and the radioactivity determined using the abovementioned procedure.
In the first study, an increase in the percentage 14C in the primary tiller, roots, and
the remainder of the cut tillers of plant with deadhearts suggests that there is translocation of carbohydrates from main stems to primary tillers in response to stem borer
injury. In the second study, an increase in the percentage of 14C in the panicle of the
healthy tiller, especially at 72 hours after treatment, indicates that there is translocation of carbohydrates from stem borer injured tillers to healthy tillers.

Production of new tillers in stem borer injured plants
During the wet season of 1992, a glasshouse study was conducted to compare tillering
of IR64 plants subjected to the following treatments: all leaves of the main stem
removed, the youngest leaf of the main stems removed, main stem cut, main stem
shaded, main stem injured by stem borer, and no injury (control). Treatments were
applied at 30 days after sowing (3 tillers/plant). The experiment was laid out in a complete randomized design with 15 replications per treatment. Number of tillers/hill was
recorded at 2 and 4 weeks after imposing treatments.
Two weeks after imposing the treatment, stem borer injured plants had the greatest number of tillers (Table 2). This shows that the plant responds to stem borer injury
by production of more tillers. One month after transplanting, the numbers of tillers in
stem borer injured and healthy plants were not significantly different.

Conclusion
Cultivars vary in their response to stem borer injury. Grain weight reduction may be
influenced by yield components such as number of spikelets per panicle and weight of
one grain. At the same level of injury and panicle number per area, cultivars with heavier panicles tend to suffer greater yield reduction than cultivars with lighter panicles.
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Rice plants can translocate carbohydrates from injured to healthy tillers. This is
one way rice plants can compensate for stem borer injury. Another compensatory
mechanism is the increased production of new tillers by stem borer injured plants at
the vegetative stage. Cultural practices such as nitrogen application may be used to
enhance crop compensation to stem borer injury.
Table 2. Number of tillers in plants at 2 and 4 weeks after transplanting (WAT), treated
with various methods of injury including “real” stem borer damage. (IRRI Greenhouse
1992).
Number of tillers a

Treatment
2 WAT

4 WAT

Stem borer damage on main stem

4.3 a

12.5 a

Main stem cut

2.3 c

5.2 c

All leaves of main stem cut

3.2 b

8.5 b

Youngest leaf removed

3.0 b

5.2 c

Shaded main stem

3.1 b

10.8 ab

Control

3.3 b

11.8 ab

a Within a column, treatment means having a common letter are not significantly different by Duncan’s Multiple

Range test at p=5%.

One possible approach to pest management is to select for cultivars with
enhanced mechanisms of plant compensation to stem borer injury. This may be
done during the screening process, by selecting cultivars that can produce more
productive tillers in response to stem borer injury. A second approach can be to
choose cultivars that can compensate by increasing the percentage of filled grains
in response to stem borer injury.
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Management strategies for insect
pests and diseases affecting
semi-irrigated rice: focus on the
whitebacked planthopper
Zeng-Rong Zhu, Jiaan Cheng, and Hong-Ye Li

In the mountainous region of west and southwest Zhejiang Province, China, the main
irrigation system for rice is based upon small water reservoirs and small ponds in
which water is captured during the rainy season of June to early July and is used for
irrigation in the hot, dry months of July to August. Water for irrigation is always
scarce.
Interaction matrix was used to explore the effects of drought on the occurrence of
pests and their control strategies in asemi-irrigation rice system. Information for the
cells of the matrix were drawn from official records expert consultations, field
surveys in the longest dry year (1994). Drought reduces the occurrence of moisthabitat living insects: brown planthopper (BPH), Nilaparvata lugens, white-backed
planthopper (WBPH), Sogatella furcifera, and rice blast, sheath blight and bacterial
leaf diseases, but enhances the risk of green leafhopper (GLH), Nephotettix
cincticeps outbreaks. The efficacies of insecticide applications may be decreased
while sprays are carried out in a dry paddy without water coverage.
As an example, a simulation model was exploited to analyze the impact of drought
on WBPH population dynamics with emphasis on drought-rice-WBPH interactions.
WBPH peak size on first-, single- and second- season rice decreased under hotdrought stress, as did the yield loss WBPH on first-season rice, however, will still
outbreak if the immigration were great enough during the rainy season. Furthermore,
dynamic programming approach was applied to select optimal management
strategies, expressed as dynamic economic thresholds (ETs), for controlling WBPH
under normal and drought weather. The ETs decreased in drought stress scenarios.
These results may be helpful to understand eruptive versus latent insects on rice,
and for farmers to maximize profits in such a fragile ecosystem.

In the mountainous region of west and southwest Zhejiang Province, China, the main
paddy irrigation system is based upon small reservoirs and ponds in which water is
captured during the rainy season of June to early July and used for irrigation during
the hot, dry months July and August. Since water for irrigation is always scarce we

term this a semi-irrigated rice ecosystem. The drought-prone climate is one of the
most serious constraints to stable agricultural production in this area. The average
annual drought duration is about 56 days, generally beginning in mid-July and ending
in mid-October, half of which is during summer (summer drought). The most vulnerable period is from late July to mid-August, and it is during this time that water is
needed urgently for booting of single-season rice and transplanting of second-season
rice. The annual drought probability for server and extra grade (drought duration 61 80 and ³ 81 days, respectively) is around 30%, the highest in Zhejiang province,
while in some sandy mountain areas in this district, drought probability is as high as
90%. The proportion of drought acreage to arable land is about 1/10 in a normal year
(yield loss 10%) and more than 3/10 in severe and extra drought years, e.g. 1967,
l971, 1988, 1994 (AMDZAU 1983).
The seasonal occurrence and abundance of insects and diseases on rice in such a
semi-irrigated ecosystem are quite different to those in well irrigated ones, where
management action to deal with them has generally been taken. Also, there is less
information about the impact of water stress in rice on herbivore population dynamics. Waring and Cobb (1992) review 52 cases of the impact of plant stress on herbivore population dynamics, but rice was not included among the plants.

Interactions
An interaction matrix was used to explore the effects of drought on the occurrence
of insect pests and diseases (Table 1) in such semi-irrigated rice system. Information for the cells of the matrix was drawn from official records, expert consultations, and field surveys in the longest dry year (1994). The impacts of drought stress
on pest occurrence vary for rice grown in different seasons or at different growth
stages. The effects—positive or negative—that drought may have on the life systems of harmful organisms can be classified under four headings: unfavorable,
favorable, delayed, and indirect.

Unfavorable effects

Drought reduces the occurrence of moist-habitat living insects: brown planthopper
(BPH), Nilaparvata lugens; whitebacked planthopper (WBPH), Sogatella furcifera
(Table 1). This agrees with the field observations by Dyck et al. (1979) in the dry season in the tropics, and experimental results in potted plants by Baqui and Kershaw
(1993).
Under drought stress, the severity of rice diseases favored by high humidity was
reduced. These include blast (Pyricularia oryzae ), bacterial leaf blight ( Xanthomonas
campestris pv. oryzae ), bacterial leaf streak ( X. c. oryzicola ), sheath blight (Rhizoctonia solania ), bacterial foot rot (Erwinia chrysanthemi ), sheath rot (Sacrocladium
(Acrocylindium ) oryzae ), false smut (Ustilagitloidea virens ) and kernel smut (Tilletia
barclayana ) .
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Table 1. The effects of hot drought on the occurrence of insect pests on rice.
Hot-drought period

Insect species

Late- 1st Single season
season
(E-July to M(E-L July)
Aug)

Nursery of 2nd
Early- 2nd
season (E-July to season (L-July
E-Aug)
to E-AUg)

Insects:
Sogatella furcifera

-

-

-

-

Nilaparvata lugens

-

-

-

–

Laodolphax striatella

-

Nephotettix cincticeps

+

Recialia dorsalis

-

-

-

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Tryporyza incertulas

-

-

-

*

Chilo suppressalis

-

-

-

-

Sesamia inferens

-

-

-

-

Cnaphalocrocis medinalis

-

-

-

-

Paragra guttatus

-

-

0

0

Naranga aenescens

+

+

+

+

Grasshoppers

?

?

?

?

Thrips
Echinocnemus squameus

*
+

+

Chlorops oryzae

-

-

+

+

*

-

*

-

Pyricularia oryzae

-

-

-

-

Xanthomonas campestris

-

-

-

-

X.c. pv. oryzicola

-

-

-

-

Rhizoctonia solani

-

-

-

-

Diseases:

pv. oryzae

Erwinia chrysanthemi

-

-

Helminthosporium sigmoideum

+

+

Sacrocladium sinense

+

+

*

*

+

+

Sacrocladium oryzae

-

-

?

?

Ustilaginoidea virens

-

-

*

*

Tilletia barclayana

-

-

*

*

Note: + increased pest problem, - reduced pest problem, 0 no effect, ? unknown, * no occurrence on the rice
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Favorable effects
Drought may enhance the risk of outbreaks of green leafhopper (GLH), Nephotettix
cincticeps. Historical data showed that there is significant positive relationship
between meteorological station recorded average air temperature, the second generation, and annual total catches (Figs l and 2). Higher summer temperatures always
occur in conjunction with longer droughts. The relationship between total precipitation from early June to mid-July and light trap catches of GLH from June to August is
significantly negative (Fig. 2), indicating that hot, dry summers favor GLH population growth.
The earlier onset of dry conditions in the latter part of the growth of first-season
rice benefits rice weevil ( Echinocnemus squameus ) pupation and so increases its survival. It also promotes stem rot ( Sclerotium oryzae ( Helminthosporium sigmoideum )), and sheath violet rot ( Sacrocladium sinense ) disease progress.

1. Interrelationship between summer temperature and light trap catches of Nephotettix
cincticeps adults in Dongyang, Zhejiang, China.
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2. Interrelationship between summer temperature, precipitation, and light trap catches
of Nephotettix cincticeps adults in Dongyang, Zhejiang, China.

Delayed effects
The adverse effects of drought on insect population dynamics may also have a
delayed effect. In this district, double season rice is generally grown. High temperatures during June and July promote first-season rice development and harvest, resulting in earlier than usual transplanting of second-season rice. This can promote an
increase in humidity, favorable to planthopper oviposition. Similarly, for stripe stemborer (SSB), Chilo suppressalis, high temperatures during the first crop increase larval mortality, but SSB development is favored by earlier transplanting of the second
rice crop (JPPS 1994).
Indirect effects
The effect of water condition on pest problems could be delivered through natural
enemies, efficacy of pesticide applications, and other ways. For instance, populations
of the water bug, Microvelia horvathi, a major predator of planthoppers, population
will be reduced significantly in dry paddies.
In medium water, content of WBPH egg substrate (filter in our laboratory experiment), egg parasitoids (Anagrus nilaparvatae and A. longitubulosus ) of WBPH
develop more rapidly than in higher water and drought regime (see Fig. 3), implying
that in long drought conditions egg parasitoid development will be prolonged or even
fail. However, the variation is within 20% of average and there are no significant
effects of humidity on fecundity, related to adult size [expressed by ovipositor length
(Zhu et al 1993)] (Fig. 4).
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3. Relationship of immature stage duration of Anagrus nilaparvatae and A. longitubulosus to water condition. Points with a common letter on a line are not significantly different (P > 0.01).

The efficacy of insecticide applications may be decreased when sprays are carried
out in a dry paddy (Fig. 5). Potencies are lower than in normal irrigation, especially
for systemic insecticides to kill stemborers and stem maggot. It is thus always recommended that fields be flooded with 5 cm water depth before pesticide application, if
possible.
This situation of lower efficacy of insecticides under drought stress may be the
main reason of the confusion that hot-drought weather results in WBPH outbreak.
The clarification by simulation evidences for this follows.
Of the 23 sucking insect species affected by drought, the effect is positive in 8 and
negative in 15. For defoliators, the effect is positive in 4 cases, negative in 6, and there
is no effect in 2 cases. For stem borers the effect of hot-drought stress is negative in all
13 cases.
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4. Relationship of ovipositor length of emerging Anagrus nilaparvatae and A. longitubulosus to water condition. Points with a common letter on a line are not significantly different (P > 0.01).

Simulation analysis of the effect of high temperature and drought
stress on WBPH population dynamics
As an example, a simulation model (Zhu et al 1994) was exploited to analyze the
impact of high temperature and drought stress on WBPH population dynamics, with
emphasis on drought-rice-WBPH interactions.

Methods
The effect of drought stress, through relative humidity (RH, %), on the fitness components of WBPH were established as equations or constants as in Table 2 and detailed
in Figures 6-8.
In simulations, the average of 10-day temperatures during rice seasons over 10
years from 1980 to 1989 was used as normal temperature. To this normal temperature
file, 2°C was added from 1 July to 10 August to give a high temperature file. These
settings are in reasonable accord with temperature records (ZAU 1982). The relative
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humidity files (Fig. 8) for normal irrigated and drought-stressed conditions were simplified from real records in a paddy experiment on the effect of drainage on pest
occurrence (Chen et al, unpublished data). The four combinations of temperature and
irrigation were simulated for all first-, single-, and second-season rice. For each season’s rice, the WBPH initial population immigrating (total number of immigrants,
totim = 100) daily into the paddy field was according to correspondent files which
were typical immigration patterns for that season and have been used in our earlier
simulations (Zhu et al 1994).
Additionally, for WBPH on first-season rice, the total number of immigrants was
set as 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 to elucidate the influence of immigration on population
development of WBPH under four scenarios from the combinations of temperature
(N-Normal, H-High) and irrigation (N-Normal and DS-Drought Stress): NT*NI,
HT*NI, NT*DS and HT*DS.

5. The effect of drought on effectiveness of buprofezin application for control of WBPH
populations on single-cropping rice in Jiangshan, Zhejiang, in 1994. Dotted and solid
arrows indicate the spray date in drought-stressed and normal irrigation paddy.
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Table 2. Development of expressions for the effects of high temperature and drought on
rice and WBPH in simulation analysis (see also Figs 6-8).
High temperature

Drought

E

E

Development

E

0

Wingform

0

0

Adult longevity

E

E

Hatchability

0

E

Nymphal survivorship

E

E

Fecundity

E

E

Feeding rate

E

N

On rice
Growth stage (duration)
On WBPH

Note: E: Equation; C: Constant; N: Notconsidered;0: noeffect.

6. Interrelationship between relative humidity (%), hatchability (%), and nymphal survivorship (%) of whitebacked plant hopper (after Ye et al 1992).
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7. Interrelationship between relative humidity (%) and longevity of whitebacked planthopper (after Ye et al 1992).

As mentioned in Zhu (1988), the variation of 20% in development duration of
immature stages of the egg parasitoid of WBPH affects population dynamics only, so
the simulation presented in this study does not consider the interactions between
drought and the development of these parasitoids.

Results
Influence of immigration on WBPH population development on first-season rice
Although water conditions greatly affect WBPH population development (Fig. 10),
the immigration strongly influences the peak size of WBPH (Table 3 and Fig. 10).
This arises from the fact that WBPH will build its outbreak population if many
WBPH had immigrated into the paddies in the rainy season before the onset of
drought, even though they are subsequently subjected to high temperatures and dry
weather. For example, the highest ever records of immigration were recorded in
1994, indicated by light trap catches of more than 10,000 or even 100,000 per night
(23 June), resulting in a record outbreak population (average 70- 140 nymphs + adults
per hill) on 5 July.
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8. Relationship of fecundity of whitebacked planthopper to relative humidity (%) (after
Ye et al 1992).

A possible confusion should be clarified. It was considered that higher precipitation during early summer and hot, dry weather during mid-summer will lead to an
outbreak of WBPH (AMDZAU 1983), and this is often cited in recent pest information (JPPS 1994; ZPSPAC 1994). This may not always be true. A hot, dry summer is
not the necessary condition for WBPH outbreak, rather the opposite because of high
temperature and water stress to rice, and through it to WBPH inhabiting the rice hills.
Higher precipitation in the rainy season is always accompanied by high WBPH immigration in this region (Huang 1987) and it is this that is the prerequisite for serious
WBPH outbreaks (Huang 1987, Huang et al 1985)
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9. Relative humidity (%) profile used in simulation analysis for whitebacked planthopper
populations on (a) first-, (b) single-, and (c) second-season rice.
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DAT (days after transplanting)

10. Simulation results of the effects of the combinations of normal, high temperature (NT,
HT) and normal irrigation (NI), and drought stress (DS) on whitebacked planthopper
population dynamics on first-season rice under different total number of immigrants
(Totim).
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Table 3. Simulation results of effect of immigration and the combinations of temperature
and irrigation on peak size

a

of WBPH population.

Total Immigration

Combinations of temperature and irrigation
NT*NI

b

HT*NI

NT*DS

HT*DS

20

1200

935

1047

816

40

2295

1800

201 4

1578

60

3336

2621

2935

2302

80

4334

3409

3820

3000

100

5299

41 71

4678

3679

a No. of nymphs + adults/100 hills.
b NT-normal temperature, HT-high temperature, NI-normal irrigation, DS-drought stress.

WBPH population development under on single- and second-season rice
The curves shown in Figures 10 and 11 are the simulation results. It is obvious that on
first-season rice, the peak size of WBPH decreased in the order NT*NI > NT*DS >
HT*NI > HT*DS. However, the reduced range of WBPH population peak size by
drought stress is much larger than that by high temperature during second-season
rice, and during the single-season rice, hot summer has a stronger impact on WBPH
population growth than in the second season, because of the longer high temperature
and drought periods to which the insects are subjected (Table 4).
The yield loss percentage (Table 4) caused by WBPH decreased in hot, drought
weather conditions, due to a reduction in feeding rate at high temperature and lower
WBPH numbers. These were simulated by a WBPH population model incorporating
such effects, in which
Yield loss (%) = 26.3771E- 03X
where X = over season cumulative injury equivalence of standard insect (SI, 1SI =
1 macropterous female adult) per hill.
The population growth patterns on drought-stressed paddies of the single and second season show typical stepwise decreases with each generation. These phenomena
always occurred in real population dynamics (Zhu et al, unpublished data) and occupied about one-third of WBPH population recorded in the second season in Shilifeng,
Quzhou, Zhejiang. From the simulations presented here, we can conclude that
drought stress may be one of the causes of falling population.
On the other hand, rice grain yield will be reduced under hot, drought conditions,
and the value of production loss caused by WBPH alone in such conditions will be
much lower than that under normal temperatures and irrigation. Under severe
weather constraints the crop may even fail. These issues can be clarified by further
experimental research followed by simulation analysis by rice growth models, e.g.,
Oryza-WA in COME-ON, a crop growth simulation environment (Riethoven 1993).
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11. Simulation results of the effects of the combinations of normal, high temperature (NT,
HT) and normal irrigation (NI), and drought stress (DS) on whitebacked planthopper
population dynamics on (a) first-, (b) single-, and (c) second-season rice (total number of
immigrants = 100).
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Table 4. Simulation results of effect of the combinations of temperature and irrigation on
peak size

a

of WBPH population on single- and second-season rice.

Crop, generation
of WBPH

Temperature

Irrigation
Normal(NI)

Drought(DS)

Single crop
Peak of G1

Normal (NT)

1856

1593

High (HT)

1430

1219

Normal (NT)

4960

1085

High (HT)

2851

658

Normal (NT)

1733

1263

High (HT)

1 244

907

Normal(NT)

6809

1325

High (HT)

5033

1149

Peak of G2

Second crop
Peak of G1

Peak of G2

a

No. of nymph+adult/100 hills.

Table 5. The final yield loss (%) by WBPH under different combinations of temperature
and irrigation on three season rices simulated by WBPH population dynamics
simulation model.
Season

Scenarios
NT*NI

First

a

HT*NI

NT*DS

HT*DS

8.30

6.67

7.07

5.72

Single

15.04

8.68

6.33

4.17

Second

12.81

10.40

5.71

4.79

a NT, HT, NI, and DS are as in Table 3.

Decision making by dynamic programming
A dynamic programming approach (Zhu and Cheng 1995) was also applied to
select optimal management strategies, expressed as dynamic economic thresholds
(ETs), for controlling WBPH using the insecticide buprofezin, under normal and
drought weather for the three season rices mentioned above. The population growth
ratios, injury coefficient (12.8), expected gross income (yield × grain price,
US$413.8/ha), cost of insecticide, labor, and spray machine (US$5.06/ha) were set
as for those in Zhu and Cheng (1995). Table 6 gives the ETs for suitable times to
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apply a chemical spray. Both the ETs expressed as standard insects and number of
nymphs plus adults increased when drought and high temperature effect were combined. In addition, because the expected gross income will decrease under drought
stress, the ETs will increase further according to the robust analysis of optimal decisions (Zhu and Cheng 1995).
Table 6. The economic thresholds for control of WBPH using buprofezin under the
combinations of temperature and irrigation on three season rices calculated by dynamic
programming approach.
Season, population time,
or generation (DAT)

Scenarios a,b
NT*NI

HT*NI

NT*DS

HT*DS

Immig. peak

5(9)

5(9)

5(9)

5(9)

Pre-damage peak

3(9)

3(9)

3(9)

3(9)

1 st season

Single season
GO(1-20DAT)

3(4)

4(5)

3(4)

4(5)

G1(20-30DAT)

2(5)

3(7)

4(9)

4(9)

GO(1-20DAT)

3(4)

3(4)

3(4)

4(5)

Gl(20-30DAT)

2(5)

2(5)

4(10)

4(10)

2nd season

a NT, HT, NI and DS are as in Table 3.
b Values are standard insect (SI, 1SI = 1 macropterous female adult) per hill and their corresponding nymph +

adult counts in that stage per hill are in parentheses.

Strategies for responding to drought
For national and provincial research institutions, breeding drought-resistant rice varieties, developing water-conserving agricultural techniques, and improving long-term
weather forecasting ability have high priorities.
For local government and households, long-term benefits could be obtained from
reforestation for water conservation, and construction and maintenance of reservoirs
and pools (Table 7).
In the water-stressed paddies of first-season crop, if the population size of WBPH,
the main insect pest on this crop, surpasses the corresponding economic threshold,
spraying with a fast-acting insecticide (e.g. MIPC), using a sprayer that is frugal with
water, is recommended by extension experts. Special safety and health precautions
should be taken when spraying on hot days. Using insecticides with low toxicity to
humans, and spraying in the morning or evening are recommended. The same procedure is recommended for single and second-season crops.
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Table 7. Agricultural management strategies responded to drought.
Options

Decision level
Township

Village

Team

Reservoir construction and maintenance

*
*

*
*

Water storage during rainy season

*

Reforestation

Harvesting of 1st crop in water preservation

Household

*
*

*

*

*

*

Transplanting with no tilling

*

Water rearrangement among relatives/friends

*

Manpower irrigation

*

Growing other crops

*

Fallow

*

Note: Asterisks indicate suitable options.
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Modeling Rainfed Rice
Reviewer: T. P. Tuong

Challenges and advances in
simulation modeling of rainfed
lowland rice systems
M. C. S. Wopereis, T. P. Tuong, and M. J. Kropff

Application of simulation modeling in rainfed lowland rice systems is confronted with
temporal variability and spatial heterogeneity of the environment and the lack of data
to describe this complexity. This paper reviews progress in simulation of rice growth
in rainfed environments. It analyses important system properties unique to rainfed
lowland rice ecosystems and discusses ways to model them. Special attention is
given to crop responses to drought, field heterogeneity, changes in soil properties
due to cracking of puddled soil, and dynamics of water table depth. Examples of
different soil-water modeling approaches and applications are presented, and
associated data needs and application domains are identified. Current
shortcomings in rainfed rice systems modeling are discussed.

It is estimated that global rice production must increase by 65% by 2020 to keep up
with the expected population growth (IRRI, 1993). Since most of the potentially suitable, and in some cases marginally suitable, land has been brought under production
in the past years, increases in production have to come from increased yield levels.
However, agricultural resources and inputs are becoming scarce in many places. In
2025, per capita available water resources will have declined by about 50% (Gleick
cited in Hossain, 1994). Meanwhile, rice producing potential of rainfall is under utilized: rainfall in many areas, especially in the humid and subhumid tropics, is much
higher than crop water requirement. However, substantial field water losses occur
during land preparation and growing season. Improving field water use efficiency
offers, therefore, a tremendous potential to increase rice production in rainfed lowlands. This can be done through 1) reducing field water loss, 2) optimization of planting time and selection of cultivars to match resource availability and plant needs, and

3) intensification and diversification via appropriate cropping systems. For any of
these approaches, a thorough understanding of the system is needed.
Systems analysis and simulation have been used successfully in the past to evaluate the potential of different cropping systems for the diverse and variable rainfed
lowland ecosystems. Angus and Zandstra (I 979) used IRRIMOD to study the effect
of climatic and environmental factors on rice growth and yield in different cropping
systems. Bolton and Zandstra (1981a,b) developed PADIWATER to define areas and
landscape positions suitable for double cropping of rainfed rice. Zandstra et al (1982)
used the same model to determine the agronomic feasibility of major rice-based cropping patterns. Woodhead et al (1991) used the mechanistic soil-water flow model
SAWAH (ten Berge et al 1992) to explain upland rice hydrology. Pannangpetch
(1993) combined the crop growth model MACROS (Penning de Vries et al 1989) and
the soil-water balance model SAWAH (ten Berge et al 1992) to evaluate rice production at the district level in northeast Thailand.
This paper discusses major aspects of rainfed rice land modeling and reports on
research conducted at the International Rice Research Institute during the past 4 years
to improve the quantitative understanding of the soil-crop-weather system in rainfed
lowland rice ecosystems. Using the results of these studies, a process based simulation model, ORYZA-W (Wopereis et al 1995a), based on the ORYZA 1 rice growth
model developed for fully irrigated conditions (Kropff et al 1993) was developed.
All models which attempt to simulate rainfed rice yield consist of two parts: 1) the
soil-water component, simulating water flow and water-status of the root zone, and 2)
the crop component, relating root-zone water status to plant growth and yield. The
discussion below is structured accordingly. Applications and further challenges in
simulation modeling of rainfed lowland rice systems are discussed.

Soil-water component
In Asia, contributing 90-95% of world production (Pathak and Gomez 1991), rice in
lowland environments is mostly grown under flooded conditions. To achieve this,
fields are bunded and soils are puddled by plowing, followed by harrowing and levelling at water-saturated conditions. The vertical profile of an irrigated puddled rice soil
can schematically be described by a layer of ponded water, a muddy layer with little
resistance to water flow, a “plow sole” with large resistance to water flow, and the
non-puddled subsoil (Tuong et al 1994), as shown in Figure 1.
A general representation of a lowland rice field water balance is:
dW = I + R + C - E - T - S - P - D
(1)
in which (all units in L/T): dW = change in stored water: I = irrigation supply; R =
rainfall; C = capillary rise; E = evaporation; T= transpiration; S = seepage; P = percolation; D = surface drainage (bund overflow).
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1. Vertical profile of puddled soil in lowland environment: D = surface drainage, E =
evaporation, I = irrigation, P = percolation, R = rainfall, S = seepage, T = transpiration, C
= capillary rise from the groundwater table (from Wopereis et al 1995a).

Modeling approaches and data requirements
The dynamics of the various components of a field water balance (Eqn. 1) over time
can be simulated using integral and differential soil-water balance models (ten Berge
et al 1992). Integral models are those that describe water transport in soils partly by
integrating calculations (over time and/or depth) rather than by solving the general
flow equation, which combines Darcy’s law and an expression for conservation of
mass. Differential models solve the general flow equation numerically.
The CERES-Rice crop growth model (Singh et al 1993) and the WOFOST crop
growth model (van Diepen et al 1988) use integral soil-water balance modules. IRRIMOD (Angus and Zandstra 1980) and PADDYWATER (Bolton and Zandstra 1981a)
assume a constant percolation rate through the puddled topsoil and are, therefore, also
integral models.
Examples of differential simulation models are SWATRE (Belmans et al 1983),
FLOCR (Bronswijk 1988) and SAWAH (ten Berge et al 1992). Such models require
detailed knowledge of the soil’s hydraulic properties, i.e. both soil-hydraulic conductivity and water retention data. The choice between integral and differential soil-
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water balance modules is dictated by data availability and data requirements as much
as by the desired output of the model.
Mechanistic, differential models are useful for in-depth understanding of flow
processes, e.g. flow through puddled soil (Wopereis et al 1994a) or in identifying the
mechanisms of water loss in rice fields (Tuong et al 1994). Their use is limited by the
data needs as they require both hydraulic conductivity and moisture retention data for
each soil layer. Such information can be obtained only from high cost and time consuming measurements, either in situ (Wopereis et al 1992a) or in the laboratory
(Adachi 1990). Heterogeneity in rice fields (Idachi and Ishiguro 1987, Wopereis et al
1992b), resulting in lateral or preferential flows also limit the applicability of these
models.
Field and simulation studies at IRRI (Tuong et al 1994) indicated that inclusion
of a small area of non-puddled soil (in the order of 1% of puddled soil) increased
field percolation losses by a factor of 5. Under-bund percolation, which results
from lateral movement of water from the flooded fields into the bunds and then vertically down to the water table, increased percolation losses by a factor of 2-5,
depending on field size. Under-bund percolation loss should be distinguished from
lateral seepage, which is defined as horizontal flow through the bunds from one
field to the other (Wickham and Singh 1978). While lateral seepage often results in
no net loss to the field, except in peripheral fields, under-bund percolation may
occur in every field, even in completely flat areas. Under-bund flow and losses
through poorly puddled spots are expected to be important for rice soils that have a
relatively permeable subsoil. Such soil conditions pose limitations to the practical
use of SAWAH and similar mechanistic models that use point-measured soil
hydraulic properties as input.
The need for data is greatly reduced by using integral soil-water balance modules
that work with a constant field-average SP (i.e. S + P ) rate—be it percolation, seepage
and/or preferential flow—as input. The constant SP can easily be determined in the
field from sloping gauge readings (corrected for R, E, and T ). Using field-average SP
rates, problems with field heterogeneity and spatial variation in location-specific S
and P in the field (such as measured using double ring-infiltrometers) are overcome.
Moreover, the SP rate measured with sloping gauges is a net value integrating water
losses through vertical and lateral percolation (under-bund flow) and lateral seepage
to neighbouring fields, and water gains through capillary rise and lateral inflow (seepage) from neighbouring fields.
Assumption of constant SP implies that losses are independent of the surrounding
water regime (ponded water depth, PWD and ground water table, GWD). Sensitivity
analyses using SAWAH showed that this assumption is valid for most lowland situations if the soil is well puddled (Bouman et al 1994). Losses greatly increase with
increasing PWD and GWD when a poorly (or non) puddled topsoil overlies a relatively permeable subsoil or for non-puddled topsoil (Bouman et al 1994, Tuong et al
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1993). For these soils, expressing SP as functions of PWD and /or GWD will improve
the accuracy of the input parameters. These functions can be derived from measuring
SP at several times during the crop season at different GWD and PWD.
In summary, the question of which model or approach to use, depends on the
required output of the study, on data needs and on data availability (Fig. 2). Complex
models can be used for in-depth research, and simple, but robust, rice crop models
can be used for extrapolation.

2. Interdependency of output definition, selected systems approach, associated data needs
and data availability in systems analysis (from Wopereis 1993).

Decision trees can guide the user in selecting the appropriate model and associated
“minimum data sets”. Such approach was used in the ORYZA-W crop growth simulation model (Wopereis et al 1995a). It can handle any soil condition (puddled/nonpuddled, free draining/impeded drainage, cracking/noncracking) in irrigated and
rainfed rice-growing environments. It incorporates a decision tree, based on soil conditions, to help users identify data requirements. Depending on the decisions made by
the user, data requirements to run ORYZA-W may vary from rather limited (nonpuddled, freely draining, noncracking soils with a deep groundwater table) to substantial (puddled, cracking soils with a shallow groundwater table).
Soil cracking
Deliberate or unavoidable drying of a previously submerged puddled soil creates
cracks due to soil shrinkage. If drying-out of the puddled layer continues, cracks may
develop that will broaden and widen in time. They eventually may extend through the
puddled layer and plow sole into the subsoil (Fig. 3). Subsequent rainfall may flow
through the cracks, bypassing the root zone. Water loss as a result of such preferential
flow through deep soil cracks can be high (e.g. Wopereis et al 1994b), depending on
the drainage capacity of the subsoil layers. Cracks may change the water balance of
the rice field drastically. Knowledge on when cracking occurs and how much it
changes seepage and percolation rate is important in soil-water balance studies of the
rainfed rice environment.
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3. Vertical profile of a puddled soil in a rainfed lowland environment—cracks have penetrated into the subsoil. E = evaporation, R = rainfall, C = capillary rise and T = transpiration, L = water loss through crack (from Wopereis et al 1995a).

ORYZA-W also takes a decision tree approach towards soil cracking. If the soil is
not puddled (e.g. in dry seeded rice cultivation, Tuong et al 1995), soil cracking is not
simulated. For puddled soils, the simulation passes through a subroutine which uses a
semi-empirical approach to take into account the effects of cracks. A relatively simple
approach, based on the soil-shrinkage curve (Bronswijk 1988) is used. A shrinkage
factor, defined as the ratio of total porosity of puddled and non-puddled soil determines volume change. It is assumed that the puddled soil remains saturated during
shrinkage, i.e. water loss equals volume change, until the total porosity is equal to that
of nonpuddled soils. From that moment on, the soil pressure potential decreases and
the rice plant may start to suffer from drought stress. Cracks are assumed to have penetrated through the plow sole if the simulated soil-pressure potential of the puddled
topsoil drops below a critical value. For IRRI puddled soil conditions this was found
to occur at about -100 kPa (IRRI 1992a). Water that drains from the cracked root zone
will fill up soil layers below the root zone to field capacity. Any excess water will be
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drained at a maximum rate equal to the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the subsoil
horizon. In heavy clay soils with a low drainage capacity, rainfall water may still get
ponded on the surface, but in case of a relatively permeable subsoil, rainfall will drain
quickly. Shrinking and cracking are irreversible, i.e. the puddled layer will not
resume its earlier properties (until renewed puddling in the next season).
Ground water table and capillary rise
Ground water contribution by capillary rise during a drought spell may represent up
to a third of the input to the crop-soil water balance. Excluding the term may result in
a 30% underestimation of actual yield at the 4 t/ha level and a 90% underestimation at
the 1 t/ha yield level (Bolton and Zandstra 1981a). Unfortunately, capillary rise is difficult to measure. Simulating capillary rise requires data on groundwater table depth
(GWD) and the soil’s hydraulic conductivity characteristics with depth. Time series
of groundwater depth fluctuations are usually not available. This poses a limitation to
the extent with which models can be applied to simulation of rainfed lowland rice
production. Reports on simulating GWD are limited. While it is clear that changes in
GWD are affected by percolation rate and soil-specific parameters (Rashid 1993,
Fukai et al these proceedings, Wopereis et al 1995a), existing approaches are not yet
vigorously tested. Ten Berge et al (1992) suggested expressing groundwater table
depth as an empirical and site-specific function of rainfall. Pannangpetch (1993) used
this approach and expressed GWD as a function of GWD of the previous day, rainfall,
and some soil-related parameters. Such empirical equations require, however, long
term monitoring of the water table and are only applicable to the study site.

Crop component
Modeling of drought stress response in rice
Morphological and physiological responses of rice to drought stress have long been
investigated. Morphological responses include reduction of leaf expansion and leaf
area, leaf rolling, and early senescence (e.g. O’Toole and Cruz 1980, O’Toole and
Baldia 1982). Physiological processes that are affected by drought are closing of stomata, reduction of photosynthesis, and reduced translocation of assimilates to the
grains (e.g. Fukai et al 1985, Turner 1986). Drought that develops before anthesis
also delays the phenological development of the rice plant (Chaudry and McLean,
cited in De Datta et al 1973, Puckridge and O’Toole 1981, Turner et al 1986, Inthapan
and Fukai 1988).
For lowland rice, responses to drought have rarely been expressed as functions of
root zone water status. Because of the lack of such data, rainfed rice simulation models often use standard relationships that have been derived for other upland crops
(Penning de Vries et al 1989), upland rice (Fukai et al these proceedings), or other
simpler approaches and assumptions.
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Predictive equations based on the accumulation of stress days (days without
standing water) have been used by Wickham (1973) to determine the benefits of irrgation. The stress day concept was also used by Rashid (1993) to evaluate the longterm yield stability of rainfed lowland rice as a function of the interactive effects of
nitrogen and water stress. The value of this simple approach in rainfed areas is, however, questionable, since the stress day concept does not take into account the intensity and timing of the drought stress (Cablayan and Wickham 1978).
In more mechanistic rainfed rice models, drought stress is often simulated
through its physiological responses. The rate of photosynthesis under water-limited
conditions is calculated by multiplying the potential photosynthesis rate with the ratio
of actual over potential transpiration (Bolton and Zandstra 1981a, McMennamy and
O’Toole 1983, Penning de Vries et al 1989, Fukai et al these proceedings). The relationship between soil moisture status and actual transpiration provides the link
between soil-water balance and the crop growth module. Simulation results are sensitive to the effect of water shortage on transpiration rate under water stress conditions.
This effect is often modeled by assuming that the ratio Tr of actual transpiration Ta
over potential transpiration Tp is a function of soil water volumetric content (V) over
the rooting zone (Bolton and Zandstra 1981a, McMennamy and O’Toole 1983, Penning de Vries et al 1989, Fukai et al these proceedings). As V decreases from field
capacity (VFC defined at h = -10 kPa) to wilting point ( Vwp, often defined at h = -1.5
MPa), Ta /Tp stays equal to 1 until V reaches a threshold or critical value, VC. Ta /Tp
decreases from 1 to 0 as V decreases from VC to VWP. The ratio ( VFC - VC )/( VFC VWP) is often taken between 0.5 and 0.7 for other crops than rice (Saugier and Katerji
1991). VC for lowland rice is often set to VFC (Penning de Vries et al 1989), or very
near to saturation point (Bolton and Zandstra 1981a. Fukai et al these proceedings).
The models thus assume a very sensitive response of Tr to soil-water content. This
sensitive response implies a very early closure of stomata.
Delay in phenological development is also often neglected in simulation models.
This delay is, however, an important mechanism for the rice plant to compensate for
reduced biomass accumulation during stressed periods. Neglecting the delay may
result in underestimation of total dry matter production. Accurate modelling of the
delay, which sometimes may go up to 40 days (Puckridge and O’Toole 1981, Inthapan and Fukai 1988), is also important if the models are used to test cropping calendars.
New developments
To be effective in predicting the impact of soil and weather conditions on rice production process-based crop simulation models must, in addition to the physiological
responses, take into account morphological and phenology-delay responses of the
rice plant under water stress conditions. At IRRI, greenhouse experiments were conducted to quantify these responses in relation to root-zone soil-water pressure poten-
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tial h for rainfed rice simulation models. Three rice varieties were used: IR20, IR72,
and PSBRC 14. Responses during the drought period itself and after recovery (i.e. reirrigation) were investigated. Details are given in Wopereis et al (1995b) and U.
Singh et al (these proceedings, pages 507-519). Results obtained for different varieties, soil materials, and conditions (puddled and non-puddled) were quite similar,
indicating the potential of the root-zone soil-water potential h to act as an indicator for
drought in different soil types. The first observed response, if drought was initiated in
the vegetative phase, was a relatively abrupt decline in leaf expansion. Leaf rolling
and senescence of leaves followed at lower soil moisture contents and were linearly
related to log | h | The initial reduction of transpiration of stressed plants as compared
with well-watered plants was caused by a reduction of LAI, resulting from morphological responses to drought. Closure of stomata occurred at a lower soil moisture
content. Logistic functions could be used to describe the decline in relative transpiration, corrected for differences in LAI between well-watered and stressed plants, as a
function of log | h |. By neglecting morphological responses to drought, simulations
tend to overestimate the LA1 of stressed plants, leading to an overestimation of the
transpiration rate when stress is relieved.
The information gathered from the experiments conducted at IRRI was used to
further develop ORYZA_W (Wopereis et al 1995a). Drought stress responses (leaf
rolling, leaf senescence, relative transpiration, leaf expansion) are modeled as stress
factors, defined as a function of the log | h | of the root zone (Fig. 4). For each response,
critical log | h | values can be defined: an upper limit, that indicates the start of stress
(stress factor = 1) and a lower limit (stress factor = 0), that indicates 100% stress
(completely rolled up leaves, 100% dead leaves, zero transpiration). For leaf expansion, a step function was assumed (Fig. 4). Log | h | of the root-zone is calculated from
soil-water balance modules. If log | h | drops below the critical value (upper limit) for a
certain drought stress response drought stress starts. The critical log | h | values apply
for the whole crop growth duration, although in reality plant age influences drought
stress responses as a function of soil-water pressure potential to some extent (Wopereis et al 1995b).
Rooting depth is an important variable in calculating root zone water content and
water uptake for transpiration by the plants. Roots can be modeled as growing with a
constant daily root growth rate to a user-specified maximum depth (e.g. in Penning de
Vries et al 1989, Wopereis et al 1995a). There is a wealth of literature showing root
length densities of rice as a function of soil depth. From such data an estimate of root
growth rate can be made. Usually this is in the range of 0.01 -0.02 m/day depending,
among other things, on rice variety, soil texture, soil tillage, and presence of hard layers. The volume of water taken up by the roots, i.e. the transpiration of the crop needs
to be divided over the rooting depth. The maximum uptake S max is assumed constant
over depth in most of the present models. This means that, under optimal water conditions, the transpiration load of the crop is divided equally over all soil layers. Another
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option would be to assume that S max declines with increasing rooting depth. At
present, insufficient experimental information on root water uptake versus soil depth
is available.

4. Relationship between soil-water pressure potential and drought stress factors for rice
variety IR20 (adapted from Wopereis et al 1995b).

The delay in flowering due to water stress in the vegetative phase as observed in
the IRRI experiments was in reasonable agreement with the number of days between
the date of zero leaf expansion and the recovery date. This may indicate that, if the soil
is too dry to produce new leaves, the development rate of the crop is brought to a
standstill as well. The development rate of the crop, as simulated by ORYZA_W
stops, therefore, if the water content of the root zone drops below the critical log | h |
value for leaf expansion. No delay in development is simulated when drought occurs
in the reproductive phase.
The reduction factor on daily total gross CO2 assimilation of the crop due to
drought stress used in ORYZA_W is again calculated as the ratio of actual canopy
transpiration over potential canopy transpiration. With drought stress, photosynthesis
no longer leads to leaf production (vegetative phase); “excess“ carbohydrates are allocated to the roots. In reality, part of the “excess” carbohydrates will probably be stored
in the stem or the leaves as well. Without leaf expansion, this will lead to thicker
leaves and, therefore, a smaller specific leaf area (i.e. leaf area/leaf weight per unit
area of land, SLA). Upon recovery from drought, such thick leaves may expand
quickly while increasing their SLA. Such drought responses need further study.
The modeling approaches used in ORYZA_W were validated with experiments
reported by Hasegawa and Yoshida (1982) and Wopereis (1993) for both puddled and
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non-puddled soil. Good agreement was found between simulated and observed
results for soil-water status and plant dry matter accumulation (Wopereis 1993, Wopereis et al 1995a).

Applications
Identification of limiting factors for low yield of rainfed rice
Rainfed rice is characterized by low and unstable yield. Simulation models can be
used as a first step to identify key factors responsible for the low yield, and ways to
alleviate them, in a certain environment. Simulation studies by Fukai et al (these proceedings) identified the importance of rainfall, deep percolation, and soil fertility in
determining rice yield under rainfed lowland conditions in northeast Thailand.
Regional rice yield losses due to drought in the wet-season in the province of Tarlac,
Philippines were estimated (Wopereis et al 1993) by simulating the difference
between potential rice yield under fully irrigated and water limited conditions, while
assuming optimal N supply. The analysis indicated which soil types were most susceptible to drought and would benefit most from improved irrigation facilities. In
models where soil nitrogen transformation and crop response to nitrogen are not
included (e.g. ORYZA-W, Wopereis et al 1995a), the effects of nitrogen shortage
can also be simulated by assuming a lower N content in the canopy. If measured nitrogen content and leaf area index (LAI) over time are used as an input to the model, differences in simulated and actual yield indicate differences due to factors other than
water, nitrogen, and solar radiation (e.g. P and/or K shortage, pest and diseases).
Detailed analysis of data from field experiments and extrapolation of results
Simulation models were used to investigate if shallow flooding of paddy rice fields
increases water use efficiency as claimed by Tabbal et al (1992) and Hardjoamidjojo
(1992). Analyses using the differential SAWAH simulation model (ten Berge et al
1992) showed that savings depend on the hydraulic conductivity of the subsoil and
the thoroughness of puddling of the topsoil (Bouman et al 1994).
Optimization of cropping systems
Simulation models can be used to investigate risk associated with varietal selection
and adoption of various cropping systems/calendars for specific environments. Palanisami (1993) used simulation models to derive the optimum cropping pattern and to
improve irrigation water conveyance efficiency and scheduling of centuries old tank
irrigation in Tamil Nadu, India. Fukai et al (these proceedings) suggested that late
planting should be avoided as much as possible as it resulted in low rice yield under
rainfed conditions in northeast Thailand. Early planting is, however, constrained by
inadequate water accumulation for transplanting. One possible way to overcome this
constraint is to make use of the dry seeded rice systems. Dry seeded rice can be estab-
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lished early because it effectively makes use of premonsoon rains (Tuong et al 1995).
Its early harvest also enhance crop intensification, diversification, and productivity of
rainfed rice ecosystems. Dry seeding is already successfully used in Vietnam and
Indonesia (Fujisaka et a1 1993). More experimental work and combined use of simulation modeling and GIS may identify other areas where this new technique may be
adopted.
Analysis of physiological requirements for increased yield potential
The drought stress experiments at IRRI summarized above were conducted with
semidwarf lowland varieties. Dryland rice varieties are known to be more
“pessimistic” (Bradford and Hsiao, cited in Dingkuhn et al 1989) in their drought
responses as they show leaf rolling at higher leaf water potentials (e.g. Turner et al
1986, Dingkuhn et al 1989). They also tend to have a deeper root system than lowland
rice varieties (Yoshida 1981) and may therefore be more effective in exploring soilwater resources. Mechanistic models, such as ORYZA-W, which incorporate
important physiological, morphological, and phenological responses, can be used to
quantify the impact of plant traits on varietal performance in rainfed environments.

Challenges and conclusions
Validation of models
A model is truly workable only when it is validated for a wide range of environmental
conditions, different from where it has been developed and parametrized. Few
rainfed rice models have been vigorously validated. Validation of models includes
the selection of well founded data sets and/or implementation of well designed and
well managed experiments. The Rainfed Lowland Rice Research Consortium (IRRI
1992b) could serve as an excellent vehicle for model validation and application. This
could be achieved by conducting, at each consortium key site, a standard experiment,
with clear sampling and measurement protocols. The diverse environments of the key
sites offer wide conditions for vigorous model validation.
Drought and nutrient interactions
Certainly one of the greatest challenges in rainfed rice modeling will be to include N
uptake under water-limited conditions. The CERES-Rice model (Singh et al 1993)
has built in a subroutine predicting N transformations and uptake under water-limited
conditions. The subroutine has, however, not been tested for rainfed lowland rice
conditions (U. Singh 1995, pers. comm.). The ORYZA-W model can handle N limited conditions by assuming different N profiles in the canopy, but is thereby skipping
the N uptake process completely and cannot assess how far drought stress in rainfed
environments is compounded by N deficiency and vice versa.
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Knowledge on drought stress responses
Further research needs to be devoted to drought stress effects on sink size formation
(e.g. spikelet formation, ratio of filled-unfilled grains), phenology, dry matter partitioning, and root growth. The effect of increased soil strength during drought must
also be taken into account.
Slopes and water table dynamics
A large area of rainfed rice is on sloping land. Most of the available rainfed rice models are one-dimensional. Developing soil-water balance models that take into account
the effect of toposequence on water table dynamics in terraced or sloping land is
urgently needed.
Data and database development
What is lacking most for effective application of models at the regional level are suitable input data necessary for simulation studies. National and international agricultural research centres should work together to optimize the number of field
monitoring sites in research networks. Key sites in such consortia should be carefully
selected. It is better to have fewer but well-maintained sites that are carefully monitored. Only if good data sets are available, can simulation models be used to extrapolate new technologies or to identify constraints to rice production. Minimum data sets
for key site characterization and standard methodologies for collecting soil and climate data should be identified. Installation and maintenance of weather stations
should be stimulated.
One of the major problems for application of rainfed simulation models is the lack
of data on soil hydraulic functions. Data bases are needed that relate these functions
to soil characteristics that can be derived from soil survey data. At IRRI a hydraulic
functions database developed by the US Soil Salinity Laboratory is used.
There is also a need of methods—such as the decision tree approach used in
ORYZA_W)—to guide the user in selecting the appropriate model and associated
“minimum data sets” and to assess the effect of variability of model input parameters
on simulated output. An important development in this respect has been the contribution by Bouman (1994) who developed a framework to deal with uncertainty in input
parameters in crop yield simulation.
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Addressing sustainability of ricewheat systems: testing and
application of CERES and SUCROS
models
J. Timsina, U. Singh, Y. Singh, and F. P. Lansigan

Rice-wheat is the most dominant cropping pattern in the lndogangetic region of
South Asia. Rice and wheat supply most of the daily caloric requirements of the
majority of the people in the region. However, there is a growing concern that ricewheat systems may not be sustainable. Simulation modeling could be used as a
tool to quantify the yield gaps and to improve understanding of the system in
relation to its sustainability. As an initial step, we collected and compiled
biophysical data from IRRI and NARS sources and calibrated and validated
Wageningen-based SUCROS models and IFDC/IBSNAT-based CERES rice and
wheat models for Los Baños, Philippines and Pantnagar, India. The sensitivity of
the models was tested for a range of variables that affect the productivity and
sustainability of the systems in the rainfed and irrigated environments. The initial
results indicated that both SUCROS and CERES models predicted the phenology
and grain yields of rice and wheat crops within acceptable ranges. The paper
addresses the potential use of simulation modeling in understanding and
quantifying the performance of rice-based systems in relation to moisture regimes
and nutrients. The sustainability of rice-wheat systems in terms of nutrients
(especially N) is an important concern. It is discussed on the basis of data from a
long-term rice-wheat experiment at Pantnagar. Collaborative field experiments in
Bangladesh, Nepal, and India are under way to further modify, refine, and validate
the rice-wheat models and to more judiciously address the sustainability issues of
the rice-wheat systems in the lndogangetic region.

Rice and wheat are staple crops in the Indogangetic region of South Asia. Rice-wheat
cropping is practised on about 13 million ha in the region, stretching over large areas
of Pakistan (1.6 million ha), northern India (11.2 million ha), Nepal (0.4 million ha),
and Bangladesh (0.5 million ha). China has an additional 10 million ha of rice-wheat
cropping. Roughly one billion people in the Indogangetic region rely on this cropping
system for a large share of their daily caloric intake, income, and employment.

In the rice-wheat cropping systems of the Indogangetic region, rice is generally
grown in the wet season of the relatively warm period between June to November,
and wheat is grown in the dry and cooler period between November to March. After
spectacular increases in both rice and wheat production since the mid-sixties, rates of
production increases are currently declining in most countries. For example, in Bangladesh and Pakistan, average yields of wheat and rice, respectively, are reported to be
declining (Woodhead et al 1993). Likewise, results from long-term experiments
(LTEs) from Nepal and India also indicate that, depending upon the soil type, the
yields of rice or wheat, or both, are tending to decline (Nambiar 1989, Fujisaka et al
1990, 1994, Hobbs et al 1993, Singh and Timsina 1994). Although the Indogangetic
region is considered to be one of the most productive agricultural areas in the world,
there are now some indications that the productivity of the rice-wheat cropping systems is running into sustainability problems.
Hence the goal of the current study is, through simulation modeling, to improve
the understanding of the rice-wheat systems in relation to its sustainability. The specific objectives of the paper are: 1) to present initial results on the calibration, validation, and sensitivity analysis of rice and wheat models for Pantnagar, India and IRRI,
Philippines; and 2) to present a preliminary analysis of yield trends of rice and wheat
from one of the LTEs at Pantnagar. To demonstrate the robustness of the model, we
selected subtropical Pantnagar and tropical IRRI sites.

Systems sustainability and simulation modeling
Concept of sustainability
Sustainability is viewed variously by different writers as a management system, a
philosophy, or the inherent capacity of a system. In its widest sense, sustainability
clearly involves biology, ecology, economics, and sociocultural and political considerations. Most definitions of sustainability have, however, some elements in common: time, usually the long term, and some measure of performance of biological,
environmental, or socioeconomic systems; for example, productivity over time, outputs relative to inputs, and indirect degradation of external resources (Singh and
Thornton 1992).
Long-term experiments
A major challenge in research on sustainability is to understand how soil fertility
management affects soil quality, and to use this knowledge in integrating all aspects
of crop management to optimize yields and efficiency in use of inputs over the long
term (Cassman 1993). The issues of sustainability can be best understood by LTEs.
These types of experiments can expand our knowledge of the fundamental processes
that influence the performance of a cropping system over longer periods. They can
provide valuable insights into soil fertility issues and the sustainability of the systems.
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If managed carefully and properly, the LTEs can be considered to be “gold mines” of
information needed for appropriate analysis (Hobbs 1993). They can provide most
reliable and complete data sets for analysing trends of yields and soil nutrients, and
for understanding and quantifying sustainability of the systems.
Crop simulation modeling
Simulation modeling is another means of studying and quantifying sustainability
(Monteith 1990). Modeling involves a holistic and systems approach for tackling sustainability issues. Crop simulation models developed by the International Fertilizer
Development Center (IFDC) in collaboration with the International Benchmark Sites
Network for Agrotechnology Transfer (IBSNAT) project (Uehara 1989), and the Simulation and Systems Analysis for Rice Production (SARP) Project of the Center for
Agrobiological Research (CABO) and Theoretical Production Ecology (TPE), Wageningen (Penning de Vries et al 1989), consider the soil-plant-atmosphere continuum
and simulate the dynamics and uptake processes in response to weather. A major milestone in adoption of systems simulation in agricultural research was achieved when the
IBSNAT project released the Decision Support Systems for Agrotechnology Transfer
(DSSAT) to the general public in 1989. The DSSAT is an interactive, highly modular,
menu-driven, user-friendly, microcomputer-based software package that integrates
databases, crop models, and application programs. All the models are process-orientated and semi-mechanistic, have a daily time-step, and include substantial biological
detail. The DSSAT is designed to assist scientists, policymakers, and resource planners in rapidly accessing a natural resource data base, evaluating predicted outcomes,
and prescribing solutions specific to a particular soil, climate sequence, and particular
set of management inputs. DSSAT provides data, narrative information, and simulation models in an organized manner to suggest solutions of these issues. Thus, it is a
powerful tool for enhancing the efficiency of agricultural and environmental research
and assessing new agrotechnology packages in the rapidly changing environments in
which the farmers have to operate.
Modeling is, however, a complement to, not a replacement for, experimental
research. It is not necessary to know everything about a system to model it, but critical processes upon which the model depends must be adequately understood.
Table 1 shows minimum data sets required for model operation, calibration, and
validation using the IBSNAT/IFDC models. It is, however, important to remember
that data requirements depend upon the objective of modeling. For example, to simulate growth and yield under conditions of ample (nonlimiting) water and nutrients,
a crop growth model needs to consider only the inputs of solar radiation, temperature, genotype, planting date, and plant density. To simulate growth and yield under
water stress situations, rainfall and relevant soil processes are also needed. Further,
to study sustainability under water and nutrient-limited conditions, inputs on nutrients are also required.
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Table 1. Minimum data sets for model operation, calibration and validation of IBSNAT
models (source: modified from Hunt and Boote 1994).
A. Operation
1.

Site
Latitude and longitude, elevation
Slope and aspect

2.

Weather
Daily global solar radiation, maximum and minimum temperature, precipitation

3.

Soil
Classification
Basic profile characteristics by layer, in-situ water release curve characteristics, bulk
density, organic carbon, pH, root growth factor, drainage coefficient

4.

Initial conditions
Previous crop and root and nodule amounts
Water, ammonia, and nitrate by soil layer

5a.

Management (wheat)
Variety name and genetic coefficients
Planting date, depth and method, row spacing and plant population
Irrigation amount and schedules
Residue type (C:N), amount, and depth of incorporation
N fertilizer schedules, source, amount, and depth of incorporation

5b.

Management (rice)
Variety name and genetic coefficients
Date of transplanting
Age of seedling
Seedbed/nursery temperture
Bund/levee height
Schedules for flooding and amounts
Percolation rate
Perched water table depth

B. Calibration and validation (data from separate experiments). All of the above plus
6.

Performance
Date of emergence, flowering, and physiological maturity
LAI, leaf and stem weight during growing season, grain and straw yields
and their N content
Number of leaves produced on the main stem
Soil water content with time
Soil nitrate and ammonium content
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Perhaps the greatest contribution of modeling lies in its integrative role, by which
complex and interactive processes, information, and research results are brought
together, and the results are used to predict long-term outcomes or the sustainability
of the systems. If the results of long-term experiments are used for simulation modeling, then quantification of sustainability may become more accurate and meaningful.
Drought and nutrient modeling
In rice-based systems, water and nitrogen are two important factors for increasing the
productivity and sustainability of the systems. In rainfed rice-based systems, water
becomes the limiting factor for increasing and sustaining the yield. In irrigated ricebased systems, nutrients, particularly N, become the key limiting factor. Nevertheless, in both ecosystems, both water and nutrients must be properly managed to
ensure productivity, stability, and sustainability of the system without degradation of
other physical resources. The modeling approach enables evaluation of trade-offs
among system properties and strategies under varying conditions.
Since soil fertility issues are key concerns in rice-wheat systems, nutrients modeling
is necessary for understanding and quantifying sustainability related to nutrients. Since
the aim of nutrient management is to choose strategies that maximise the use of nutrients by the crop and promote yield increases, and also minimise losses by runoff, fixation, denitrification, immobilization, leaching, and volatilization, a nutrient model must
simulate the relevant transformations and transport processes. IBSNAT models can
quantify the effects of weather, soil properties, and crop management on nutrient
dynamics and crop growth processes. The models, using long-term daily weather data,
allow quantitative accounting for the effects of weather on crop performance and on the
fate of nutrients (Godwin et al 1990b, Thornton 1991, Buresh et al 1990).
Sequential modeling
Until recently, crop models were able to handle simulations of a single crop season only,
But now with the advancement of modeling in IBSNAT/IFDC and Wageningen groups,
the capacity to simulate crops in sequence exists. Sequential modeling allows the user to
carry out simulations of crop rotations or crop sequences, and then to analyze the results.
DSSAT V3.0 also is able to simulate crops in sequence, aside from its earlier capacity
of simulating crops independently. The program “Sequence” enables users to simulate a
sequence of crops, or crop rotations, for studying the long-term effects of management
practices on crop and soil performance, with emphasis on time trends and uncertainty.
The carryover effects of soil, water, and nitrogen processes from one crop to another,
including some fallow periods, are taken into consideration while simulating crops in
sequence. The program also analyzes the time trends of economic variables of interest.
Simulation of cropping sequences involves setting the initial field conditions at
the start of the sequence and then growing crops during a number of successive growing seasons interspersed with fallow periods when there is no planned or possible
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crop cover. In the rice-wheat crop rotation, the CERES-Rice (Singh et al 1993) and
the CERES-Wheat (Godwin et al 1990a) models are run in a sequence, and the soil
water, soil and residue nitrogen, and organic matter status at harvesting of the rice
crop become the input status of the wheat model and vice versa. In the case of a fallow
period, no crop growth takes place but the CERES-Rice model continues to simulate
soil water balance and soil nitrogen dynamics. The CERES-Wheat model is activated
only during the sowing to harvest stage of the wheat crop.
The Wageningen-based modelers have developed a prototype rotation model,
ROTAT-RW, for rice-wheat rotation (Bouman et al 1994). This model was based on
three existing models: ORYZA_W (Wopereis 1993) based largely on the model
ORYZA1 (Kropff et al 1994) for rice, WHEAT-Wbased largely on the model SUCROS 2 (van Laar et al 1992) for wheat and WATBAL for the water balance (Wopereis 1993). WATBAL, which is based on the model SAHEL (van Keulen 1975, van
Keulen and Wolf 1986), was especially developed to simulate the water balance of
both puddled and non-puddled soil. Examples of simulation of rice-wheat sequence
for rainfed and irrigated environments using ROTAT_RW can be found in Timsina et
al (1994a,b). The prototype model has capacity to simulate rice and wheat crops in
sequence, with carry-over effects of soil water but not nitrogen-related processes.
The ability to successively simulate crop rotations, including existing long-term
experiments, has a number of implications and uses. Firstly, the trends observed in
long-term trials could be explained by the crop models; e.g. effect of variety could be
easily diagnosed by growing a single variety throughout the sequence. Cropping
sequence models will also provide for screening or assessment of management
options with time, given particular environmental conditions and resource constraints
at the farm level. Such assessments could involve a number of replications across different sequence years to quantify the production risks associated with different
weather patterns. For example, a 10-year rice-wheat rotation with identical inputs can
be grown as replicate 1 over the period 1965-1974, replicate 2 from 1975-1984, and
replicate 3 from 1985-1994. Simulation of such rotations produce large amounts of
data. To assist the user in the task of analyzing these outputs to produce useful information and make appropriate decisions, a computer program to analyze multiple-season cropping sequence data has been developed at the IFDC (Thornton et al 1994).

Approaches to rice-wheat modeling
As an initial step towards quantifying the sustainability of rice-wheat systems, we
began collecting and compiling biophysical data from IRRI and National Agricultural Research System (NARS) sources for calibration and validation of IBSNAT/
IFDC based CERES-rice and CERES-wheat models and Wageningen-based SUCROS models. Published and unpublished secondary data were used for model calibration and validation. After validation, we tested the models for their sensitivity to a
range of variables that affect productivity and sustainability of systems. Since our
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ultimate goal is to improve the understanding of the systems in relation to their sustainability through simulation models, we are also analyzing the long-term yield
trends and soil fertility trends from the LTEs.
We present here the calibration, validation, and sensitivity analysis of CERESrice and CERES-wheat, ORYZA 1, and WHEAT-W models for Pantnagar, India and
IRRI, Philippines. We then present our preliminary analysis on the causes of yield
increase (in wheat) and decrease (in rice) for the irrigated rice-wheat systems from
one of the LTEs at Pantnagar. In this paper no attempt is made to simulate the longterm cropping sequencing of rice and wheat. Our future effort will focus on long-term
simulation, and quantifying sustainability related issues from the LTEs.

Sites
IRRI, Philippines
Several agronomic experiments on wheat were conducted at IRRI, (14.1 °N, 121.5°
E;21 m elev.) Los Baños during the 1980s to determine the feasibility of cultivating
wheat in the post-rice season (Dec-Mar). Aggrawal et a1 (1987), Mann (1990), and
Thein (1988) provide some experimental results, which we used for parametrization
and validation of wheat models.
Pantnagar, India
Pantnagar University (29°N lat, 79.3°E, long., 243.8 m. elev.) lies in the Tarai Belt of
Uttar Pradesh, India. The climate is humid subtropical, and has mean minimum temperature of 6- 11 °C, and mean maximum temperature of 20-28°C during November to
February. The university has been conducting numerous rice and wheat experiments,
either for sole or for sequential cropping. Currently, four LTEs are under way: 1)
long-range effect of continuous rice-wheat cropping and manuring on the soil fertility
and yield stability; 2) IRRI/INSURF long-term experiment; 3) effect of long-term
cropping on soil physical properties; and 4) permanent plot experiment on integrated
nutrient supply system in rice-wheat crop sequence. For the validation of rice models,
rice data sets from IRRI/INSURF LTE (Garg 1991, Bhatta 1993) and from others
(Kulshrestha 1993, Tiwari 1988, 1993) were used. For the validation of wheat models, wheat data sets from several independently conducted wheat experiments (Rao
1982, Sharma 1985) were used.
For the analysis of trends in rice and wheat yields, data sets from 1977-78 to 199394 cropping seasons from the first LTE mentioned above were used. The LTE was
started in 1977 as an Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR)-funded project
(Tiwari 1988, Kulshrestha 1993). The soil of the LTE site is derived from calcareous
alluvium and is classified as Typic Halpudoll, coarse loamy, mixed hyperthermic. It
belongs to the Mollisol order and Patharchatta Sandy loam series (series 6). The soil
is moderately-well to well-drained, has an acid reaction (pH ranging from 5.4 to 6.6 at
different depths), and base saturation ranging from 79 to 95% throughout the profile.
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It has moderate to high fertility with organic matter of 1.9% in 0-20 cm depth, 1.1% in
20-40 cm depth, and less than 1% in the lower depths (Despande et a1 1971). Soil
samples were collected from 0- 15 cm depth before the start of the LTE in 1977 and
the results were as follows: total N, 0.104% N; available P. 26.8 kg/ha; exchangeable
K, 178 kg/ha; E. C., 0.4 m mhos/cm; O. C., 0.986%; sand, 28%; silt, 42%; clay,
29.7%. Total N, available P, and exchangeable K were analyzed only occasionally,
not after each year of experimentation.
The LTE has three levels of nitrogen (40, 80, and 120 kg N/ha), three levels of
phosphorus (0, 40, and 80 kg P2O5/ha), and two levels of potassium (0 and 40 kg K 2O /
ha) in four replications and has been established in a 3 2 × 2 factorial partially confounded design with one control plot (N0 ) in each replication. Fifty percent of nitrogen was applied as a basal dose in both crops and 50% was top-dressed 30 days after
transplanting in rice, and one day before second irrigation in the wheat crop. All the
phosphorus and potassium were applied as a basal dose. Urea, single superphosphate,
and muriate of potash were used to supply N, P, and K, respectively. Both rice and
wheat crops were irrigated (but irrigation water was not measured) and required plant
protection measures were adopted. For the present analysis, grain yields obtained
from all levels of potassium and phosphorus in the different plots were averaged for a
particular nitrogen level, and changes in grain yields and nutrients were compared
between the resulting four levels (0, 60, 120, and 180 N kg/ha).

Models
IBSNAT/IFDC models
IBSNAT models (CERES-Rice and CERES-Wheat) were used to simulate growth,
development, and yields of rice and wheat crops under potential production and under
water and nitrogen-limited production situations. The CERES-Rice model can simulate water balance and soil nitrogen dynamics under upland conditions, fully flooded
lowland conditions, and intermittent wetting and drying typical of rainfed lowland
environments (Singh et al 1993), and has been validated extensively (Godwin et al
1990b, Jintrawet 1991, Li Ling 1987). The CERES-Wheat model can simulate both
spring and winter wheat and has been validated for diverse environments of the temperate region (Otter Nacke et al 1986).
Wageningen models
Wageningen-based models, ORYZAl for rice and WHEAT-W for wheat, were used
for simulating the grain yields under potential productions. ORYZA1 has been validated extensively in tropical and subtropical environments of Asia (Kropff et al
1994). SUCROS2, the original version of WHEAT-W, has been validated for spring
wheat in a temperate region (van Laar et al 1992) and for the tropics in the Philippines
(Timsina et al 1994a).
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Derivation of genetic coefficients
Genetic coefficients quantify the way in which a specific crop cultivar divides up
its life cycle, responds to different aspects of its environment (e.g. day length, temperature, moisture stress, disease organism), or appears/changes morphologically
(Hunt et al 1989). The coefficients for rice and wheat varieties to be used by
CERES models were determined using the GENCALC V3.0 program (Hunt and
Pararajasingham 1994) of the DSSAT V3.0. The program uses an optimization procedure to match observed vs simulated phenological events and yield components
for resource non-limiting experiments. The data sets from Bishta (1990) were used
in deriving these coefficients for Pant-4, a very high yielding and popular rice variety in northern India. Likewise, genetic coefficients for Sonalika (RR21) and HD
2009 wheat varieties were derived from the data sets of Rao (1987) and Singh
(1988). Data sets from Thein (1988) and Aggrawal et al (1987) were used in deriving the coefficients for two Philippine seed board-released varieties, UPLW-I
(Trigo1) and UPLW-3 (Trigo 3). Genetic coefficients of var. ANZA were used as
documented in the DSSAT V3.0 database. All the coefficients are summarized in
Table 2. Genetic coefficients (crop development rate and dry matter partitioning)
for ORYZA1 and WHEAT-W were derived by comparing the dates of simulated
and observed phenological events.

Validation of models
Rice models
Validation of CERES-Rice and ORYZA1 was attempted for only Pantnagar conditions as these models have been validated under IRRI conditions previously. The
models were run under irrigated conditions at Pantnagar experimental station. Figure
1 shows the simulated and observed grain yields, while Figure 2 shows the simulated
and observed number of days to anthesis and to maturity of rice as simulated by
CERES-Rice. Except for some cases, simulated grain yields agreed well with the
observed yields. Number of days to anthesis was slightly underestimated while the
number of days to maturity was slightly overestimated.
When LAI was not used as a forcing function, the ORYZA1 model predictions
under potential production situations were a little higher than the observed data, but
when it was used as a forcing function, the model yields were a little lower than
those observed (data not shown). Figure 3 shows comparison of observed yields
with simulated yields by ORYZAl (LAI not used as forcing function) and CERESRice models. The yields simulated by both models were higher than the observed
ones. The observed yields were from well irrigated and high N treatment (N= 120
kg/ha) experiments, and likely to be representative of potential production situations in some of the years.
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Table 2. Genetic coefficients for rice (var. Pant-4) and wheat (var. RR21, HD2009, UPLW3,
UPLW1, ANZA) as used in CERES rice and CERES-wheat models for Pantnagar, India
and IRRI, Philippines.
Rice

Pant-4

Juvenile phase coefficient (P1):

830.0 growing degree days (GDD, ºC)

Critical photoperiod (P20):

11.4 h

Photoperiodism coefficient (P2R):

160.0 GDD/h

Grain filling duration coefficent (P5):

300.0 GDD (ºC)

Spikelet number coefficient (G1):

35.0

Single grain weight (G2):

0.03 g

Tillering coefficient (G3):

1.0

Temperature tolerance coefficient (G4):

1.0

Wheat
Vernalization coefficient (PIV)

RR21
1.0

HD2009

UPLW3

UPLW1

ANZA

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Photoperiodism coefficient (PID)

1.5

2.3

3.5

4.0

3.4

Grain filling duration coefficient (P5)

5.0

4.0

7.0

7.0

2.0

Kernal number coefficient (Gl)

4.0

4.0

5.0

5.0

3.5

Kernal weight coefficient (G2)

2.9

2.9

4.0

4.0

2.7

Spike number coefficient (G3)

2.4

2.4

3.0

3.0

4.4

Phyllochrone interval (PHINT)

95.0

95.0

95.0

95.0

95.0

1. Comparison of simulated (CERES-Rice model) and observed grain yields of Pant-4
rice variety at Pantnagar, India.
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2. Comparison of simulated (CERES-Rice model) and observed number of days to anthesis and to maturity of rice at Pantnagar, India.

3. Comparison of ORYZA1 and CERES-Rice models in simulating potential yields of
rice at Pantnagar, India: 1&2 = Bishta (1990); 3 = Tiwari (1988); 4 = Garg (1991); 5 =
Bhatta (1993); and 6 = Kulshrestha (1993); 7 = Tiwari (1993).
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Wheat models
Validation of the CERES-Wheat was done for IRRI as well as Pantnagar conditions,
as no validation of this model has been done before for these environments. Figure 4
shows the simulated and observed yields of wheat for Pantnagar using the CERESWheat model. The varieties used were Sonalika (RR21) and HD2009. Except for a
few cases, simulated and observed grain yields agreed well. Simulated days to anthesis was slightly overestimated by the model, while the simulated days to maturity
agreed well with the observed days (Fig. 5). LAI in most cases was correctly simulated, while in some cases there were discrepancies (Fig. 6).
Final simulated grain yields (simulated by CERES-Wheat and Wheat-W models)
were compared with observed grain yields from a number of irrigated experiments at
the IRRI farm in Los Baños during the eighties (Aggrawal et al 1987, Thein 1988,
Mann 1990). Although there were some discrepancies (especially at low yield range),
in general, simulated yields were in reasonable agreement with observed yields (Fig.
7), indicating that both models performed satisfactorily under the tropical environment as prevalent in Los Bafios, Philippines. Aggrawal and Penning de Vries (1989)
also explored potential and water-limited wheat yields for the post-rice season for
tropical Southeast Asia using MACROS.CSM model and reported similar results for
the Los Baños environment.

Sensitivity analysis
The sensitivity of the models was tested for a range of variables (moisture regimes,
planting dates, weather years, and nitrogen application rates) that influence the productivity and sustainability of the systems in the rainfed and irrigated ecosystems.
Two levels of soil fertility (fertile and infertile soil) were considered under each ecosystem. Fertile soil has the following constitution: organic carbon of 1.97% (0-15
cm), 1.41% (15-30 cm), 1.11% (30-45 cm), and less than 1.0% in lower depths; the
initial NH 4+ and NO 3- in the total soil profile (150 cm depth) is about 70 kg/ha each,
with root weight of previous crop of 500 kg/ha, and residue weight of 5000 kg/ha.
Infertile soil, on the other hand, has the following constitution: organic carbon of
0.75% (0-15 cm), 0.62% (15-30 cm), 0.37% (30-41 cm), and very low values in the
lower depths; the initial NH 4+ and NO 3- levels in the total profile are only about 5 kg/
ha each, with root weight of previous crop of 300 kg/ha, and residue weight of 500 kg/
ha. Both of these soils have aquic moisture regime with fine-silty clay loam texture.
The rice was transplanted on 28 June 1986. Total rainfall during the rice-growing season was 1537 mm. When CERES-Rice was run under these two soil fertility conditions, there were different responses (Fig. 8). In infertile soil, the rice grain yields
increased with increasing level of nitrogen while in the fertile soil, yields levelled off
after 90 kg nitrogen. Since rainfall was high, typical of a favourable season, there
were few differences between irrigated and rainfed yields at all nitrogen levels.
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4. Comparison of simulated (CERES-Wheat model) and observed grain yields of wheat
(var. RR21 and HD2009) at Pantnagar, India.

5. Comparison of simulated (CERES-Wheat model) and observed number of days to
anthesis and to maturity of wheat at Pantnagar, India.
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6. Comparison of simulated (CERES-Wheat model) and observed LAI of wheat at
Pantnagar, India.

7. Comparison of simulated (CERES-Wheat and WHEAT-W models) and observed
grain yields of wheat for IRRI, Los Baños, Philippines.
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Sensitivity of CERES-Rice and ORYZA1 models was compared for a range of
transplanting dates and weather years under fertile soil with irrigated conditions.
ORYZA1 yields are potential yields, but were obtained when LAI was not used as a
forcing function in the model. CERES-Rice yields were obtained with full irrigation
and 120 kg/ha applied nitrogen. Both models behaved similarly for earlier transplanting dates in 1986 but ORYZAl was more sensitive than CERES-Rice for later dates
(Fig. 9). The lower yields due to late transplanting could be attributed to lower solar
radiation and low temperature, especially during anthesis. Simulated grain yields for
a transplanting date of 13 July were less variable between years, and both ORYZA1
and CERES-Rice yields behaved similarly. The small variability of simulated grain
yields between years could be due to differences in weather, as other factors were
kept constant. In a real production environment, greater variability between years
could be due to differences in weather, soil, pests and diseases, and management
practices, as will be discussed later.

8. Sensitivity of grain yields predicted by CERES-Rice model to applied nitrogen for a
fertile and an infertile soil under rainfed and irrigated condition (transplanting data = 28
Jun) at Pantnagar, India.

The CERES-Wheat model was tested for its sensitivity to varying moisture regimes
(irrigated vs. rainfed), planting dates, weather years, and nitrogen application rates.
Wheat was planted on 16 November 1982. As with rice, there was very low response of
applied nitrogen in the fertile soil, but in infertile soil, there was good response in both
moisture regimes (Fig. 10). Yields were lowest for 0 kg N application for both irrigated
and rainfed moisture regimes, and highest for 120 kg N application on the infertile soil.
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9. Sensitivity of grain yields predicted by CERES-Rice and ORYZA1 models to transplanting dates (year = 1986) and weather years (transplanting data = 13 July) under irrigated conditions at Pantnagar, India.

10. Sensitivity of grain yields predicted by CERES-Wheat model to applied nitrogen for a
fertile and an infertile soil under rainfed and irrigated conditions (planting date = 16
Nov) at Pantnagar, India.
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Yields did not increase further when 180 kg N was applied. Grain yields were variable
between planting dates, with highest yields for the 1 and 16 November planting dates,
and lowest for the January planting (Fig. 11). Grain yields varied between weather
years, with greater variability in the rainfed environment. The results of sensitivity analysis demonstrate that both the IFDC/IBSNAT based CERES models and Wageningenbased SUCROS models are sensitive to a number of management related parameters.
This implies that yield gaps exist in rice-wheat systems and that these models, with further refinement, could be used for studying sustainability issues in this system. Collaborative field experiments in Bangladesh, Nepal, and India are under way to further refine
and validate the rice-wheat models and to more judiciously address the sustainability
issues of the rice-wheat systems in the Indogangetic region.

11. Sensitivity of grain yields predicted by CERES-Wheat model to weather years (planting date = 16 Nov.) and planting dates (year = 1982) at Pantnagar, India.

Analysis of long-term field experiment at Pantnagar
Trends in rice and wheat yields from one of the LTEs entitled “Long-range effect of
continuous rice-wheat cropping and manuring on the soil fertility and yield stability”
(Tiwari 1988, Kulshrestha 1993) at Pantanagar were analyzed for 1977-78 to 199394 cropping seasons.
There was a clear trend of decreasing rice yields over the years for all treatments,
especially since year 11, and the decrease was highest for control (N0) treatment ( r =
-0.48; b = -74.0) and lowest for 120 kg N treatment (r = -0.30; b = -65.3) (Fig. 12).
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The regression lines for both treatments indicate that immediate action is needed to
arrest yield decline. Wheat yields, on the other hand, consistently increased over the
years, with the highest increase with 120 kg N treatment ( r= 0.56; b = 89.8), and lowest for 0 kg N treatment ( r = 0.14; b = 6.6) (Fig. 13). Both rice and wheat data show
large variation in yields between years, even for the same treatment. Management
practices such as transplanting dates of rice, sowing dates of wheat, and the rice and
wheat varieties used were different during different years of experiments (Table 3).
Thus, variation in grain yields could be due to differences in weather, soil environment and differences in management practices. Figure 14 shows that the total N
decreased from 0.1 to 0.06% in the control treatment and decreased to about 0.09% in
the 120 kg N treatment. Available P decreased more sharply than the total N, but
available K increased over the years. The nutrient data suggest that soil nitrogen
reserves were replenished with 120 kg N treatment, but were depleted in 0 kg N treatment. The results are consistent with the contention that the N supplying capacity of
soil under anaerobic conditions may decline (Cassman and Pingali 1995) while under
aerobic condition the N supply capacity may be maintained.

12. Yield trends of rice in the long-term rice-wheat sequential experiment at Pantnagar,
India.

The reason for the high increase in wheat yields with N 120 treatment in a given
year is relatively straightforward as nitrogen-yield response within 120 kg N/ha is
positive in wheat (Singh 1975). Slight increase in wheat yields over years in the control treatment is encouraging and decrease in rice yields in all treatments is a matter of
concern, and so these phenomena need further elucidation.
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Table 3. Transplanting (rice), sowing (wheat), and harvesting dates, and varieties used for
rice and wheat crops across years of experimentation 1977-93, LTE site, Pantnagar, India.
Year

Rice

Wheat

Transplanting

Harvesting

Variety

Sowing

Harvesting

1977-78

Jul 24

1978-79

Jul 30

1979-80
1980-81
1981-82

Variety

Nov 30

-

Dec 9

Apr 15

Nov 15

Prasad

Dec 9

Apr 6

RR-21

Jul 20

Nov 13

Jaya

Dec 3

Apr 12

RR-21

Jul 6

Nov 13

Jaya

Dec 5

Apr 10

RR-21

Jul 3

Oct 25

Jaya

Nov 23

Apr 19

RR-21

1982-83

Jul 7

Nov 2

Jaya

Nov 30

Apr 28

RR-21

1983-84

Jul 23

Oct 31

Jaya

Nov 25

Apr 22

RR-21

1984-85

Jul 23

Nov 14

Jaya

Nov 27

Apr 9

RR-21

1985-86

Jul 23

Nov 11

Jaya

Nov 30

Apr 12

RR-21

1986-87

Jul 4

Oct 25

Pant-4

Nov 13

Apr 16

UP2003

1987-88

Jul 28

Nov 20

Pant-4

Nov 30

Apr 24

UP2003

1988-89

Jun 8

Oct 26

Pant-4

Nov 20

Apr 28

HD2285

1989-90

Jun 24

Oct 21

Pant-4

Nov 11

Apr 10

UP2003

1990-91

Jun 20

Oct 28

Pant-4

Nov 12

Apr 20

UP2003

1991 -92

Jun 26

Oct 9

Pant-4

Nov 25

Apr 10

UP2003

1992-93

Nov 2

Pant-4

Apr 22

UP2003

1993-94

Oct 25

Pant-4

Apr 11

UP2003

13. Yield trends of wheat in the long-term rice-wheat sequential experiment at Pantnagar,
India.
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Results from many other LTEs conducted at several locations in India indicate
that, with continuous application of balanced chemical fertilizers (NPK), depending
upon soil types, there is a declining trend in the productivity of rice or wheat or both
after a few years of continuous cropping (Hedge and Sarkar 1990, Nambiar 1989).
This may be associated with the emergence of a deficiency in one or more secondary
and/or micronutrients (Hedge and Sarkar 1990). Similar declining yield trends in the
complete NPK-treatment in the LTE with rice-rice systems were also observed at
IRRI and other sites in the Philippines (Flinn and De Datta 1984, Cassman and Pingali 1995). This could be due to a decrease in the N-supplying capacity of soil in continuously cropped soil under submerged conditions, and to the low quality of organic
matter, as the soil humus produced in submerged soils is more resistant to microbial
degradation (Cassman and Pingali 1995).

14. Changes in total N, and available P and K over the years of the long-term rice-wheat
sequential experiment at Pantnagar, India.
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Conclusions
Our preliminary results on model validation and sensitivity analysis demonstrate that
both IBSNAT/IFDC and Wageningen-based models were capable of predicting phenology, growth, and yields of rice and wheat crops in the systems in both tropical and
subtropical environments, and that the models were sensitive to changes in moisture
regimes, planting dates, and weather years. In addition, IBSNAT models are sensitive
to nitrogen application rates under different soils. Collaborative field experiments in
Bangladesh, Nepal, and India are under way to further modify, refine, and validate
the rice and wheat models.
Long-term experiments could be useful for analyzing trends of yields and soil nutrients. They could also provide valuable insights for improving the understanding of the
systems in relation to sustainability, and for validating crop sequencing models. Compilation of long-term data is in progress for validation of crop sequencing models.
Modeling is an evolutionary process with many limitations. Further refinement
and validation of the models is needed over a wide range of ecosystems where ricewheat systems are practiced.
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Simulation modeling to quantify
the effect of drought for rainfed
lowland rice in Northeast Thailand
Shu Fukai, Satit Rajatsasereekul, Hatsachai Boonjung,
and Ekasith Skulkhu

A simulation model was developed to examine drought development and grain yield
for the photoperiod sensitive cultivar KDML 105 grown in rainfed lowland conditions
in Northeast Thailand. The model estimates water balance under lowland conditions
from rainfall, transpiration, evaporation and deep percolation. Dry matter growth is
estimated from solar radiation intercepted by the crop canopy and radiation use
efficiency, when water is amply available. Dry matter growth under water-limited
conditions is estimated from transpiration. Dry matter growth at different growth
stages determines yield components and hence grain yield.
From the results of experiments conducted in 1992 and 1993, parameter values
for deep percolation rate and radiation use efficiency were determined for each of six
locations examined. Using these values for each location, yield predicted by the
model matched well with that derived by another set of experiments conducted in the
region in the same years.
The simulation results indicate large grain yield variation due to time of seeding
and year-to-year fluctuation in rainfall. Thus, experiments to compare different
agronomic practices, or performances of different cultivars, need to be repeated
over at least a few seasons before firm conclusions can be obtained for rainfed
lowland conditions. The simulation results suggest the importance of rainfall, deep
percolation rate of the soil, and soil fertility in determining rice yield under rainfed
lowland conditions in Northeast Thailand. They indicate that the adverse effect of
drought can be alleviated by improved soil fertility, reduced deep percolation rate,
and early seeding, particularly if water is available at the time of transplanting or
under direct seeding.

A crop simulation model is a useful tool for understanding complex plant growth
processes and for prediction of crop yield for a given growing environment and
under specific management conditions (Whisler et al 1986). A crop model starts
with quantitative description of plant growth processes (e.g. leaf area development,
dry matter growth, inflorescence development) and their responses to environmental variation. There are positive and negative feedback mechanisms among the

plant growth processes, and they enlarge or reduce the impact of a particular growth
process on yield in response to environmental variation. A model incorporates
these mechanisms, and it should be able to estimate variation in grain yield under
different environments. For example, a rainfed lowland rice model should be able
to estimate grain yield of crops seeded at different times in a season, provided rainfall pattern during the season is known. Thus, the model can be used to assist farmers to make management decisions.
A crop simulation model can also be used to generalize experimental findings and
help interpret the results of experiments conducted under particular environmental
conditions (O’Leary et al 1985). For example, standard agronomic experiments to
examine the effect of application rate of nitrogen fertilizer for rainfed lowland rice
may be conducted by seeding at a particular time in two seasons at a location where
availability of water may limit grain yield, and a particular nitrogen rate may be identified as most appropriate for the location. However, due to variation in rainfall pattern and hence drought development, which interact with nitrogen availability in the
lowland, the conclusion will be different if different results are obtained by seeding at
different times or in different years. A simulation model can estimate yield for different seasons or different times of seeding, indicating how typical were the growing
seasons and the yield results of the two experiments. This would provide a basis for
evaluating the results of the experiments, and assist agronomists to draw firmer conclusions for optimum nitrogen application rate for the location.
There are several rice growth models based on compressive physiological processes: RICEMOD (McMennamy and O’Toole 1983), CERES-Rice (Alocilja and
Ritchie 1988), and MACROS (Penning de Vries et al 1989). These mechanistic models are useful in understanding the complexity of crop-environment interactions, but
are often of limited use for the practical purpose of predicting yield under different
management conditions (Horie et al 1992). A simplified process model, which is
mainly based on well-specified field data under particular growing conditions, on the
other hand, requires a small number of parameter input values. is easy to validate, and
can be used to predict yield accurately within the limit of environmental conditions
for which the model is developed. Simplified process models of this type are available for rice (Angus and Garcia 1989, Horie et al 1992), but the former is based on the
growth index concept of Fitzpatrick and Nix (1970), which may not be adequate for
estimation of management effects under drought conditions. and the latter does not
include the effect of water stress.
We have developed, from an upland rice model (Boonjung 1993), a simplified
process model for lowland conditions, to quantify the effects of drought environment
on yield of rainfed lowland rice in drought-prone areas of Northeast Thailand. This
paper describes the model and the pattern of drought development and its implications for rice yield in the region. Once the drought environment is defined, the plant
breeding effort can be directed towards developing cultivars adapted to the particular
drought environment (Fukai and Cooper 1995).
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The Northeast Thailand environment for rice growth
Among the four rice cultures—rainfed lowland, irrigated lowland, upland and deepwater—the rainfed lowland culture occupies the largest area in Thailand; 6.7 million
ha of a total rice area of 9.6 million ha. Rainfed lowland rice is grown on about 3.7 m
ha in the Northeast region. The yield of rainfed lowland rice is affected greatly by
rainfall amount and distribution within a season. This yield fluctuation in rainfed lowland rice is the major reason for variable rice production in Thailand.
The drought problem in rainfed lowland rice is serious in the Northeast, particularly in the Korat Basin. At Chum Phae Rice Research Station, which is located 80 km
west of Khon Kaen, annual rainfall in the 1980s varied from 713 mm in 1986 to 1454
mm in 1980, with an average of 1092 mm and 114 rainy days. Rainfall pattern is
weakly bimodal with a minor peak in May-June and a major peak in September, but is
variable between seasons. Table 1 gives weather details for Khon Kaen in 1988 (Subhasaram et al 1989). Temperature and potential evapotranspiration were high during
the wet season, but decreased in October and November, whereas solar radiation was
rather low (13-17 MJ/m2/day) throughout the season. Rainfall was high in May, July,
and October during this year and was about the same as potential evapotranspiration
in these months.
Table 1. Monthly weather conditions at Khon Kaen, Northeast Thailand in 1988 (after
Subhasaram et al 1989).
Rainfall
(mm)

Temperature
(°C)

Solar radiation
(MJ/m2/day)

Pan evaporation
(mm)

May

193

29.1

16.0

178

June

139

28.7

15.8

166

July

188

28.8

17.1

191

August

73

28.6

14.5

180

September

99

28.2

16.9

177

181

26.1

12.8

142

0

23.3

15.2

132

October
November

Rainfall from late May to early November over two years (1992, 1993) is shown
in Figure 1 for three locations (Chum Phae, Sakon Nakhon, and Ubon Ratchathani)
where experiments were conducted to compare growth and yield of different rice cultivars. Rainfall was generally low in Chum Phae and particularly so in 1993. In that
season the low rainfall in July prevented transplanting at an appropriate time. Sakon
Nakhon, which is located near the Mekong river, has generally high rainfall in June,
and early seeding can be practised. Ubon Ratchathani, in the southeastern part of the
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region generally has high rainfall of over 1000 mm per season, but rainfall was much
lower in 1993. More detailed descriptions of the pattern of rainfall in the region are
given by Somrith and Awakul (l979) and Pushpavesa and Jackson (1979).

1. Rainfall distribution for 10-day periods at Chum Phae, Sakon Nakhon, and Ubon Ratchathani, Northeast Thailand in 1992 and 1993.

Because of the erratic nature of the rainfall, water stress may develop at any time
during the growing season at these locations. A major problem of drought in rainfed
lowland rice is delay in transplanting because of inadequate rainfall in June and July,
with subsequent use of old seedlings. Transplanting is often delayed until September
and in some years farmers may fail to grow rice. It is also common to have drought
soon after transplanting and a dry spell may develop at heading or during the early
grain filling stage, which has a large adverse effect on yield. Although drought and
crop failure also occur in other regions, particularly in the North, the frequency is less
than in the Northeast.
The problem in the Northeast is exacerbated by the sandy soils of the region. The
soils are permeable and have a very low water-holding capacity, and even after heavy
rain only a few days may elapse before the soil surface is again exposed, even in lowland conditions. The deep percolation rate of the sandy paddy fields is generally high,
partly because of difficulty in puddling the soil. Transplanting takes place later,
because amounts of rainfall larger than for heavy textured soils are needed to saturate
the soil. The depth of permeable soils in the paddy should be less than 50-60 cm in the
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Khon Kaen area, but may be greater than 100 cm in the Ubon Ratchathani area where
rainfall is higher (Moormann and van Breemen 1978). The sandy soil type and the
nature of rice monoculture also mean that soil fertility is low, another major constraint to rice production in the region.

The rainfed lowland model
A simulation model has been developed to estimate growth and yield of the local cultivar KDML 105 under rainfed lowland conditions in Northeast Thailand, where temperature is generally favourable for crop growth. It is an extension of an upland rice
model which was developed to examine responses of various crop growth processes
and grain yield to soil water deficit (Boonjung 1993), and assumes that the relationship between a crop growth process and soil water deficit is the same under upland
and lowland conditions. The rainfed lowland model describes crop growth processes
at a plant community level on a daily basis. Inputs required to run the model are: conditions at seeding and transplanting - dates, seedling age, and level of free water;
weather conditions - daily values of rainfall, pan evaporation, solar radiation, and
temperature; and soil conditions - water holding capacity (i.e water content difference
between field capacity and wilting point) in the top 50 cm layer, deep percolation rate,
and an estimate of soil fertility level which is expressed as radiation use efficiency
(plant dry matter produced per unit solar radiation intercepted by the canopy). Radiation use efficiency is a measure of photosynthetic capacity and can be affected by
unfavorable growing conditions, including low soil fertility.
The rainfed lowland rice model consists of several sections (Fig. 2). A water balance submodel estimates soil water content and free water level above or below the
soil surface for each day after transplanting to maturity, and is similar to that dexoped by Angus and Garcia (1989):
D S=R-(E+T+P+F)
where D S the change in soil water content, R the rainfall, E the evaporation from
standing water surface or soil surface, T the transpiration, P the deep percolation and
seepage, and F the flood run-off water loss when standing water exceeds the height of
the bund. The net deep percolation term (P) includes the loss due to deep percolation
and seepage, and capillary gain from the ground water table.
There are two soil layers (0-10 cm, 10-50 cm) in the model. When there is no
floodwater on the soil surface, soil evaporation takes place from the top soil layer and
is a function of soil water content in the layer and radiation incident on the soil surface
(Boonjung 1993). If there is floodwater, water evaporates according to the plant
ground cover and pan evaporation. Transpiration water can be extracted from both
layers provided there is sufficient water available in the soil. The rate of transpiration
is determined by pan evaporation and ground cover, but it decreases linearly as available soil water content decreases below 75% of the water-holding capacity of the
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whole soil profile (Boonjung 1993). At the time of transplanting only water in the top
layer is accessible by the plants. Roots are assumed to extend at the rate of 2 cm per
day for 20 days after transplanting if there is no severe water stress, and more water
becomes available to the plants during the period. Rain infiltrates the top soil layer
and, if the layer is saturated, it infiltrates the next layer. Subsequent free water level
below or above soil surface is estimated from the changes in the water balance components including the loss of water due to deep percolation. If heavy rain falls and the
surface water rises to the level of bund specified, surface run-off takes place. Once
floodwater disappears from the soil surface, free water level recedes rapidly, depending on the deep percolation rate.

2. Schematic diagram for the rainfed lowland rice model used in the present work.

In the rainfed lowland areas of Northeast Thailand most rice crops are seeded in the
months of May-August. For most cultivars studied, including KDML 105, because of
their photoperiod sensitivity the number of days from seeding to flowering decreases
linearly as planting is delayed. The date of flowering in the model is determined by the
photoperiod sensitivity, the length of the basic vegetative phase in which the plants do
not respond to photoperiod, and the date of seeding. For KDML 105, flowering takes
place 160 days after seeding when seeded on May 1, but the number of days to flower
decreases by 7.3 days for each 10 days delay in seeding after May 1. Panicle initiation is
assumed to take place 30 days before anthesis, and maturity 30 days after anthesis. If
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available water content is less than 25% of the water-holding capacity, phenological
development is halted, whereas water stress after anthesis hastens maturity.
Plant dry matter at transplanting is set at 10 g/m2 and leaf area index (LAI) at 0.15,
though these values can be varied for specific simulation runs. The model assumes 25
× 25 cm hill spacing, and three seedlings per hill. Crop growth rate (CGR) is calculated daily from incident solar radiation, proportion of radiation intercepted by the
crop canopy, and radiation use efficiency, when soil water content is greater than
75% of the water-holding capacity of the whole soil profile. Radiation use efficiency
is known to decrease with decrease in specific leaf nitrogen (Sinclair and Horie
1989), and hence it can be used to express a measure of soil fertility of the site. Note
that radiation use efficiency is used to estimate CGR in the model only when water is
not limiting, and temperature is assumed to be favorable in the region and hence does
not affect the radiation use efficiency. Proportion (P) of radiation intercepted by the
model is estimated from leaf area index (L) and radiation extinction coefficient (K), P
= 1-e-KL, where K is set at 0.57 but is reduced as water stress develops and leaves roll
(Boonjung 1993). When plants are water-stressed due to low soil water content, dry
matter production is limited by water availability and CGR is calculated as the product of transpiration and transpiration efficiency. The latter is set at 4.83 g (DM)/mm
but is reduced when ground cover is not complete (Boonjung 1993). In sandy soils,
CGR may be reduced when the free water level recedes to below the soil surface, as
reduced nutrient availability or toxicity affects crop growth directly.
In the model, assimilate partitioning among roots, stems, leaves, and panicles,
including grain, depends on the phenological stage. The proportion of assimilates
allocated to roots and leaves decreases gradually while that to stem increases after
transplanting until about the time of anthesis. After anthesis there is no growth in the
vegetative organs. If seeding takes place early in the season, e.g. May-June, there is a
longer period of vegetative growth and hence potentially high biomass production.
On the other hand, delay in transplanting and hence the use of old seedlings shortens
the time from transplanting to anthesis and reduces the potential for high leaf area
index, CGR, and grain yield.
In the model, estimation of correct CGR is vital, as it determines not only total
biomass production and leaf area index, but also values of yield components
directly. Because of the limitation of grain growth caused by the glumes, grain
yield of rice is commonly limited by sink size rather than assimilate source to fill
grains (Murata and Matsushima 1975, Fukai et al 1991). The number of panicles,
spikelet number per panicle and filled grain proportion (filled grain number/spikelet number), which determine overall sink size, are determined at different growth
stages. In the model, panicle number per m 2 , spikelet number per panicle, and filled
grain proportion and single grain weight are determined by CGRs before panicle
initiation, between panicle initiation and anthesis, and after anthesis, respectively
(Boonjung 1993). Some yield components are also affected independently of CGR
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by water stress which develops at around anthesis and during early grain filling.
Thus, some panicles die and unfilled grain proportion increases as soil water content decreases below 60% of the water holding capacity and severe water stress
develops during this critical period. Under severe water stress, the plants may die
prematurely. In this case, grain yield is estimated from dry matter produced after
anthesis and a proportion of assimilates produced before anthesis which is translocated to fill grains. This proportion varies from 0 to 20% depending on the number
of days elapsed after anthesis before the crop dies.
A total of 20 experiments was conducted in 1992-1993 at six locations in the
Northeast region: Chum Phae, Ubon Ratchathani, Sakon Nakhon, Surin, Phimai, and
Khon Kaen. Results of six experiments were used for determination of radiation use
efficiency under well watered conditions. In each of these experiments, in which
detailed cultivar comparison was the major objective, KDML 105 was harvested for
determination of dry matter several times during growth. In two of these, and four
other experiments in the region, the level of free water above or below the soil surface
was monitored using 50 cm-long PVC pipes every week for each location. These
experimental results were used to determine deep percolation rate (P) (Table 2).
There were no experiments which determined dry matter growth at Ubon Ratchathani
and Sakon Nakhon in 1992 and 1993. In four other sites, where growth data were
available, radiation use efficiency under non water-limiting conditions, was estimated to be around 2.1 g/MJ, the value estimated for upland conditions (Boonjung
1993). The two extremes were obtained at Khon Kaen, where the 1992 and 1993.
Radiation use efficiency was assumed to be 20% lower for Ubon Ratchathani and
Sakon Nakhon, as these sites had soils with high sand content and low organic matter,
which would have limited the rate of photosynthesis and hence resulted in a low radiation use efficiency. These two sites were also estimated to have deep percolation
rates of 4.5-6.0 mm/day, and this would be expected for the soils of low clay content.

Table 2. Values of deep percolation rate used for simulation of rice growth in six
locations in Northeast Thailand.
Location

Deep percolation rate (mm/day)

Chum Phae

1.5

Ubon Ratchathani

6.0

Sakon Nakhon

4.5

Phimai

1.5

Surin

0.0

Khon Kaen

1.0
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Model testing
Conditions at seeding and transplanting in each experiment were used as inputs to the
simulation run. For some locations, daily data on solar radiation and pan evaporation
were not available, and data obtained in Khon Kaen for the year were used as inputs.
Figure 3 shows the comparison of experimental and simulated results on dry matter
growth and free water level for Chum Phae in 1992 and 1993. While there was some overestimation of dry matter growth later in the 1993 season, both the simulation and experimental results suggest better growth in 1992 than in 1993. The water level at the optimum
time of transplanting (20-30 days after seeding) was very low in 1993 and transplanting
had to be delayed. Irrigation was applied when seedlings were 35 days old to allow transplanting. The water level was very low until about early September, 50 days after seeding,

3. Comparison of experimental and simulated (continuous lines for simulation and circles for experimental) results under rainfed conditions (R) for dry matter growth and
free water level for Chum Phae (CPA), Northeast Thailand in 1992 and 1993. Simulated
dry matter growth under irrigated conditions (I) is also shown. An arrow with ‘F’
denotes the time of flowering. Note no experimental data were available for free water
level for 1992.
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and there was standing water for about one month in 1993. These aspects were well estimated by the simulation. While the duration of standing water above the soil surface was
shorter in 1992, water stress was less severe. There was water available at the time of
transplanting, and younger seedlings (29 days old) were used. In addition, the end of the
wet season at Chum Phae was later in 1992 (see Fig. l), and these favorable conditions
during growth resulted in the higher total dry matter at maturity.
Using the estimated values of radiation use efficiency, deep percolation rate, and
free water level at transplanting, simulation was run over two years for the six locations, where 10 experiments in addition to the 10 already described for determination
of radiation use efficiency and deep percolation rate values were conducted. Thus, a
total of 20 pairs of experimental and simulated results was obtained for Northeast
Thailand in 1992 and 1993. The grain yields obtained in the experiments were well
estimated by the model simulation, with the correlation coefficient between them
being 0.91 (Fig. 4). Some variation is due to the difference in observed grain yield in
two experiments seeded at about the same time in the same research stations. Thus,
some differences within the stations, possibly in soil fertility or water availability,
caused variation that simulation does not take into account.

4. Comparison of simulated and experimental yield obtained at six locations in Northeast
Thailand in 1992 and 1993. Filled symbols indicate experimental results used for determining parameter values required for simulation for each location. Open symbol results
were not used for parameterization.
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A sensitivity analysis was conducted by varying the value of deep percolation rate
while holding all other parameter values the same for the 1992 experimental conditions for Chum Phae and Ubon Ratchathani. With a lower deep percolation rate of the
soil, water loss would be reduced, plant water stress less severe, and grain yield
higher. The simulation results for these two locations indicate a sharp decline in grain
yield as deep percolation rate increases from 1 to 4 mm/day at Chum Phae which had
lower rainfall during crop growth. Yield decline is more gradual at Ubon Ratchathani
which had higher rainfall (Fig. 5). Nevertheless, the reduction of deep percolation
rate from the current estimate of 6 mm/day to 4 mm/day would be expected to
increase yield by more than 60%.

5. Simulated effect on grain yield of variation in deep percolation rate of the soil for
Chum Phae 1992 (CPA92) and Ubon Ratchathani 1992 (UBN92).

The effect of change in radiation use efficiency was simulated for Ubon Ratchathani for the 1992 and 1993 rainfed experimental conditions and for irrigated conditions. In all cases, the increase in radiation use efficiency was estimated to increase
grain yield almost exponentially (Fig. 6). The two years’ results under irrigation were
very similar and hence combined results are shown in Figure 6. The estimated and
experimental yields were lower in 1993, because of the lower rainfall (see Fig. 1). In
each of the two years an experiment was conducted to examine the effect of farmyard
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manure application (6.25 t/ha). Grain yield increased from 0.6 to 1.1 t/ha in 1992 and
from 0.1 to 0.5 t/ha in 1993. Improving soil fertility, particularly at Ubon Ratchathani
where initial fertility is very low, would therefore be expected to increase grain yield
through an increase in radiation use efficiency even though the plants experience
severe water stress, as occurred in 1993.

6. Simulated effect on grain yield of variation in radiation use efficiency for Ubon Ratchathani under rainfed (R) and irrigated conditions (I) in 1992 and 1993.

Drought environment and simulated grain yield
For the six locations where experiments were carried out in 1992 and 1993, simulation was conducted for both rainfed and fully irrigated conditions for the two years, to
quantify the effects of drought on grain yield. Time of seeding was in July and transplanting took place 25-35 days later in most experiments. When there was no standing water at the optimum time of transplanting, the paddies were irrigated to facilitate
transplanting. These conditions also applied to the simulation exercise in which the
effect of drought was estimated. Yield reduction due to drought was greatest at Chum
Phae (70.75%) and Ubon Ratchathani (51-75%), and least at Khon Kaen (0-16%) and
Surin (21%). Phimai (27-36%) and Sakon Nakhon (29-48%) were intermediate in
yield reduction. The average reduction in yield for the six locations was 41%.
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As shown in Figure 3, one of the main reasons for yield reduction under rainfed
lowland conditions was the development of drought caused by very low rainfall in
October, and hence disappearance of standing water in October-early November,
which affected the crop at around anthesis-grain filling. A simulation of altered time
of seeding and hence crop growth period relative to the rainfall pattern was therefore
conducted. The conditions at transplanting, i.e. seedling age, free water level, and
plant biomass, were assumed to be the same for different times of seeding. While the
cultivar used (KDML 105) is strongly photoperiod sensitive, time of flowering does
not occur on the same day if seeded on different dates. The 80 days difference in seeding date between May 22 and August 9, as the extremes of the simulation, was estimated to cause a difference in flowering date of about 20 days (October 13 and
November 3). Figure 7 shows the simulated yields from different seeding dates for
Chum Phae in 1992 and 1993 under rainfed and irrigated (1992 only) conditions.
Under irrigated conditions the yield declined slightly from delay in seeding from late
May to early July, and more steeply thereafter. Under rainfed conditions in 1992, the
highest yield of around 3 t/ha was predicted when seeded in late May-early June, but
yield declined almost linearly with each 10 day delay in seeding from mid-June to
early August. In 1993 rainfall was much lower than in 1992 (see Fig. 1), as was the
yield. The July 12 seeding in this year resulted in a yield of 0.8 t/ha. In this season the
yield is expected to be particularly low if seeded on May 22, July 1, July 31, and

7. Simulated effect on grain yield of variation in seeding date under rainfed (R) and irrigated (I) conditions at Chum Phae in 1992 (CPA92) and 1993 (CPA93).
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August 9. The fluctuation in yield with seeding date is associated with the pattern of
rainfall in the season.
Because of the photoperiod sensitivity, early seeding results in a longer duration
from seeding to flowering and hence to maturity. Thus, early seeding captures early
season rainfalls and most of the late season rainfalls, and hence the crop generally
receives more rainfall during growth than crops seeded later, leading to higher grain
yield. The relationship between simulated grain yield and the amount of rainfall was
linear for the time of seeding exercise for Chum Phae under rainfed conditions in 1992
(Fig. 8). Thus, the low yield estimated from late seeding in rainfed conditions would be
partly due to the short growing season, which resulted in reduced capture of total rainfall and lower total potential growth than would be achieved under irrigated conditions.

8. Simulated relationship between grain yield and rainfall during growth for crops
seeded at different times under rainfed conditions at Chum Phae in 1992.

Since rainfall fluctuates from year to year, simulation for two seasons may not
give an accurate estimate of the optimum time of seeding. Therefore, the rainfall data
for 1974-1993 were used to estimate the effect of time of seeding at Ubon Ratchathani. Except for five years, yield is expected to be reduced due to drought occurring at some stages of growth. It is noted that the two experimental seasons (1992,
1993) were drier than the 20-year average for the location, and simulated yields for
those years were also lower than the average yield for the same time of seeding. Sim-
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dation results under rainfed conditions are shown in Figure 9 for mean yield of 20
years for various seeding dates. Mean grain yield is expected to be greater than 2.6 t/
ha (range 3.3-0.6 t/ha) if seeded by the end of June, but decreases almost linearly with
delay in seeding during July and can be expected to be below 1.0 t/ha (range 1.9-0 t/
ha) for seeding on August 9.

9. Simulated effect of time of seeding on mean grain yield for 1974-1993 at Ubon Rathathani.

Discussion
The simulation results indicate the pattern of drought development and the magnitude
of the drought effect on yield of rainfed lowland rice in Northeast Thailand. It should
be pointed out that the model prediction would improve further if more data were
available for each location (e.g. solar radiation, water-holding capacity). The model
also needs to be tested with more experimental results before it can be used to aid
complex management decisions. Nevertheless, the present simulation results can be
used to indicate possible ways of alleviating the effect of drought that occurs frequently in the region. Overall yield loss due to drought is estimated to be around 40%
for the two seasons and six locations examined in the region, but the magnitude
would vary greatly depending on location, season, time of seeding, and other crop
management factors. In the estimation of the drought effect, yield reduction due to
transplanting delay or failure is not considered. Therefore, the real effect of drought
on rice production may be greater than estimated here. On the other hand, rainfall of
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the two years (1992, 1993) used for the study was lower than average for some locations and this would have caused an overestimation of the drought effect. In addition,
to estimate the drought effect for the whole region of Northeast Thailand, it would be
necessary to run the model for a larger number of locations than the six used in the
present work. Horie et al (1992) give an example of the forecasting of regional rice
growth by combining simulation modeling, which predicts location-specific yield,
and the geographic information system (GIS) and mesh weather information system,
which provide information on spatial variation within the region. This type of
approach would be particularly useful for forecasting rice yield under rainfed lowland conditions where yield variation within a region is large.
It appears that late seeding, after mid-July, generally results in low yield under
rainfed lowland conditions in Northeast Thailand. The model identifies two causative
factors. As seeding is delayed, the time from seeding to flowering is shortened due to
photoperiod response, and this reduced growing duration would result in lower yield
potential, as demonstrated for irrigated conditions at Chum Phae (Fig. 7). In addition,
the late seeding often results in flowering and grain filling occurring after standing
water disappears. This type of drought causes large yield reduction. Thus, late seeding should be avoided as much as possible. If seeding is delayed, cultivars that flower
more rapidly than KDML 105 should be used so that flowering will take place by the
end of October, as recommended by Pushpavesa and Jackson (1979) for the region.
It should be pointed out, however, that early seeding may have a higher chance of
crop failure. While the model estimates higher yield from late May to early June seeding, the present results were obtained with the assumptions that the level of water at
transplanting is the same regardless of time of seeding and transplanting takes place
at the same seedling age. This is unlikely to be the case in the field, and sometimes
transplanting may not be carried out at the designated time due to water shortage.
Very early seeding towards the beginning of the rainy season would be risky, as the
main paddy may not have accumulated sufficient water (Moormann and van Breemen 1978). Ekasingh et al. (1988) report the probability analysis of seeding failure
due to a dry spell after seeding for upland crops in Northern Thailand. We are currently making a detailed analysis of probability of success of transplanting when
seeded at different times in Northeast Thailand.
One of the main reasons for frequent drought occurrence in some areas (e.g. Ubon
Ratchathani and Sakon Nakhon) is the high rate of deep percolation in the sandy soil.
The deep percolation rate can be reduced by introduction of a compaction layer by
puddling, particularly if the clay content is sufficiently high.
The simulation and experimental results also suggest the improvement of soil fertility to reduce the adverse effect of drought at Ubon Ratchathani where the sandy soil
has very low fertility. One possible reason for this is that improved soil fertility promotes development of the root system which allows the plants to extract a larger
quantity of water. Thus, water that is otherwise wasted through deep percolation or
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evaporation can be utilised for transpiration and crop growth. It is also possible that
improved soil fertility promoted crop growth when water was available, but not during drought. In most rainfed lowland rice crops, water is freely available to the plants
at some time during growth, and promotion of growth by improved soil fertility at the
time may contribute to the higher yield. The higher biomass production during the
flooded period may not result in an increase in total water use, as increased transpiration water use would be compensated for by a lower evaporation rate from the water
surface than when the crop does not fully cover the ground (Tomar and O’Toole
1980), as would be the case of the rice crop under low soil fertility conditions.
The simulation results have also demonstrated yield variation due to year-to-year
rainfall fluctuation. Horie (1987) has demonstrated similar variation in rice yield in
Hokkaido, Japan, due to low temperature, by using his rice model with weather records
for 10 years. In that work the variation in simulated yield correlates well with the
observed yield (r = 0.74) for the 10-year period, suggesting that a large part of variation in
observed yield can be explained by variation in a single weather variable. His and the
present results show the usefulness of a simulation modelling approach in generalizing
experimental results and quantifying the magnitude of yield variation due to a single
weather factor. They also indicate the risk of relying on experimental results collected in
only one or two years, and for rice crops seeded at a particular time of the growing season.
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Water management in winter rice
through agronomic manipulations
under highly flood-prone conditions
in Bangladesh: a simulation study
M. U. Salam, S. M. A. Hossain, and M. A. Kashem

A simulation study was undertaken in order to investigate the effect of shifting
transplanting date and use of different seedling ages on water economy and yield of
boro (winter) rice in the highly flood-prone Haor region of Bangladesh. Five
transplanting dates, at 15-day intervals from 15 December to 13 February, and four
seedling ages, at 5-day intervals from 35 to 50 days, were considered in the study.
IR36 was used as the test variety. The model was run for 100 years generated
weather data and flood invasion time. Results indicated that the field duration of the
crop that became 101 days in 15 December transplanting using 35 day-old
seedlings could be reduced to 78 days by transplanting on 13 February using 50-dayold seedlings. The variation resulted from the prevalence of cool winter
temperatures at the early part of the season. The water cost, in turn, reduced
substantially with such agronomic manipulations. Potential yield throughout the
range of transplanting dates could be sustained if proper care was taken in choosing
the seedling age. Harvested grain yield was, however, higher in early transplanting
dates with appropriate seedling ages than in late transplanting because flash
flooding was avoided. High variability in yield at late transplanting because of
vulnerability to flooding could be reduced to some extent by using older seedlings.
The margin over water cost could equally be maintained by a combination of early
planting plus younger seedlings, or late planting plus older seedlings.

Three rice seasons, early monsoon (aus rice), late monsoon (transplant aman rice),
and winter (boro rice), covering the whole year, are not uncommon in Bangladesh.
However, there are unfavorable environments that prevent year-round cropping
activities. The Haor Basin, one of the 30 designated agroecological zones (AEZs) of
Bangladesh, is such a naturally handicapped region which, except the homestead
areas, remain under deep floodwater for 6 months or more. Therefore, cropping activities are totally restricted to nonflooded season during the winter. Rice is the principal
crop of the region, covering 90% of the total cultivated land, and the farmers in most

of the cases use modern varieties. The winter in Bangladesh is essentially dry; that
means assured irrigation is the principal component of boro rice cultivation.
Boro rice production system in the region is affected by two major environmental
issues: low temperature and flash flooding. Low air temperatures prevail in the first 2
months, and flash floods strike during the later part of the growing season. The low air
temperature prolongs the crop growth duration resulting in increased irrigation cost.
To overcome these problems, a delayed bora rice season (the braus as popularly
named, as it overlaps the following aus season) has been adopted (Bhuiyan and
Galang 1987). While the modified system has gained popularity in many locations
early flash flooding could severely damage or even completely destroy the crop.
Technology for solving the flooding problem
Adoption of a very short-duration high-yielding rice variety may be one option to
deal with the problem. However, such a variety has not yet been developed for the
region. The Bangladesh Rice Research Institute (BRRI) recommends three varieties
for the region: BR17, BR18, and BR19. The crop duration of these varieties ranges
from 150 to 170 days (BRRI 1989). The farmers have therefore opted, in many locations, for shorter duration types such as BR14. In addition to choosing a suitable variety, manipulation of agronomic parameters has been found successful. The aim of
such manipulations was to reduce the field duration of rice and thereby reduce irrigation water costs. Delaying transplanting time from November/December to February/
March, and using aged-seedlings at transplanting have been reported to significantly
curtail the field duration (BRRI 1981a,b,c, 1985a,b, 1988). The yield variation due to
such reduction in field duration has been reported to be reduced (BRRI 1988) or unaffected (Khan and Swarnkar 1980); such inconsistency probably resulting from locational differences. Nevertheless, the field experimentation so far conducted suggests
that agronomic manipulation can contribute to economic water management in boro
rice.
The approach of the investigation
Conventional field experimentation, as has been indicated in the previous section,
can be of little use under the conditions in the Haor Basin, because to arrive at a realistic conclusion a costly long-term study would be needed. For the study area, where
weather variables such as flooding are an essential part of management decisions, the
“systems approach” seems to be the most appropriate method (Fischer 1985). This is
not only a rapid approach to the problem but also it considers the whole production
process and can show how management decisions interact with one another and may
be manipulated to improve performance. That the “systems approach” is an efficient
means of studying agricultural environments is now well established (Baker and
Curry 1976, Dent and Blackie 1979, Conway 1985). Such an approach can provide
useful guidance for tackling problems such as those that have to be considered in the
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present study (Stapper et al. 1983, Fischer 1985, Penning de Vries 1990). Various
researchers have effectively utilized this approach in the case of rice crop through
modeling (Horie 1987, Ritchie et al. 1987, Yambao et al. 1987, Herrera-Reyes and
Penning de Vries 1989, Dua et al. 1990).

Methodology
The study area
The Haor region is located in northeastern Bangladesh and designated as ‘Sylhet
Basin” (AEZ 21) under AEZ classification of Bangladesh. It comprises an area of
0.46 million ha, roughly 3.2% of Bangladesh (Biswas and Salam 1993). It consists of
about 4000 Haors (Ameen 1987), each of which is a huge, saucer-shaped hollow
filled with water during the rains and looking like an inland sea.
The climatic environment
Flooding usually starts during May, the water level reaching its peak of about 9 m
during July to September; thereafter it begins to recede and farm fields are generally
almost clear in December (Fig. 1A). The cropping season starts with the receding
floodwater. The temperature is low at the beginning of the cropping season (18ºC),
rising gradually from January on (Fig. 1B). Solar radiation increases from the beginning of the season onwards (Fig. 1C). Rainfall is low up to February, but from March
onwards increases rapidly (Fig. 1D).
The simulation model
The model RIBHAB, developed to simulate the production of RIce, ecotype Boro, in
the HAor region of Bangladesh, is used in this study. The RIBHAB represents the
whole growth process of rice. It starts functioning from the very beginning when pregerminated seeds are placed in the nursery, then seedlings are transferred to the main
paddy field and finally the process ends when the crop is harvested at maturity. During the course of growth, RIBHAB considers the effect of low temperature on
growth, and “transplanting shock” at the beginning of the paddy field stage. Although
the growth process has been considered with no nutrient status, provision is made in
the model to estimate photosynthesis at theoretical levels of nitrogen (as high or low).
Solar radiation (expressed as bright sunshine hours) and mean air temperature are the
main inputs of the model and are on a daily basis. The model iterations are performed
on a daily basis. The details of the modeling process have been described elsewhere
(Salam et al 1994a).
The variety IR36 has been used in the model as a test variety because of its short
growth duration, close to BR14, and also because it has already been tested in Bangladesh (Dua et al 1990). The variety BR14, although locally widely cultivated, was not
considered, as the varietal information needed for modeling were not available.
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1. Annual flooding pattern (10-year average) [A], mean daily air temperature (10-year average) [B], mean daily solar radiation (10year average) [C], and mean monthly precipitation (78-year average) [D] during crop growing months in the Haor region of Bangladesh. In (D), bars indicate the standard deviations of the mean values.

The relational diagram of the original model, RIBHAB, is shown in Figure 2.4.
This part provides the information on the yield of grain at potential level. This section of the model is already validated (Salam et al. 1994a). This potential yield
could not all be harvested because of a number of factors such as shattering of
grains, unfavorable weather, pilferage, damage by birds and rodents, etc. (Chandler
1979, De Datta 1981, Nai and Win 1982). This loss has been termed “field loss”
(De Datta 1981). The magnitude of field loss increases with time after heading of
the crop. In the model, only shattering loss has been considered. Such a loss has
been incorporated in the model in terms of percent yield loss as functions of harvesting date in relation to development stage of the crop as derived for IR36 (Djojomartono et al 1979, as cited by De Datta 1981). The percent yield loss was
subsequently converted to the amount lost. This amount was subtracted from the
potential yield to quantify the actually harvested grain yield. The field loss beyond
maturity has not been considered in the model with the assumption that it is highly
unlikely that mature crops will be left in the field when fear of crop damage due to
flood is a constant threat.
The harvesting date relates to three factors: the transplanting date, the age of the
seedling at transplanting, and the time of flood invasion. It is assumed in the model that
the crop will invariably be harvested at 1 day before the flood invades whether or not it
is fully mature. Early harvesting due to flood will result in not only reduced amount of
grain DM, but would also produce lower quality grain in terms of milling outturn and
breakage (Fig. 2B). Harvesting time is crucial in determining the milling attributes of
rice (Chandler 1979, De Datta 1981, BRRI 1985a). At the early stages of crop maturation, the grain contains higher amounts of green kernels, and unfilled and partially filled
grains (De Datta 1981, BRRI 1985a); when these are milled, the outturns are low
(Chandler 1979, BRRI 1985a, Roy and Fokou 1989), and the percentage of broken rice
is high (BRRI 1985a). Quantitative measurements of such attributes were not available
for the test variety of the model. Therefore, information from other varieties grown in
the same season in Bangladesh (BRRI 1985a) has been used. The percentage of milling
outturn and broken rice have been related to the development stage of the crop. When
the percentage of milling outturn is known, the amount of milled rice can be obtained.
The milled rice contains a portion of broken rice. The amount of broken rice is calculated from the percentage of broken rice, as discussed earlier. Thus, subtracting the
amount of broken rice from the amount of milled rice provides the quantity of head rice.
In the model, the broken and head rice have been valued separately according to the
market prices. The water requirement rate for the variety IR36 has been taken as 7 mm/
day on the basis of information from McMennamy and O’Toole (1983). Some of this
demand is met from rain and the rest must come from irrigation. Long-term rainfall data
have been used on a weekly basis to estimate the daily supply of natural water throughout the growing season. The calculated total irrigation demand has been transferred into
water cost for the season and finally this is subtracted from the gross margin to get the
gross return as a margin over water cost (Fig. 2B).
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2. Relational diagram of the model: (A) for potential grain yield (source: Salam et al
1994a); (B) harvestable grain yield and margin over irrigation water cost.
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Experimentation with the model
The simulation experiment was conducted in two parts. First, combinations of treatments, 5 transplanting dates (a 15-day interval from 15 Dec to 13 Feb) and 4 seedling
ages (a 5-day interval from 35-50 days), were run over 10 years historical data with
the assumption that there would be no flood damage. The model outputs were derived
in terms of field duration (days), total water requirement (mm), irrigation water
requirement (mm), irrigation water cost (Tk/ha), potential grain DM (kg/ha), gross
return (Tk/ha), and gross margin over water cost (Tk/ha).
Second, the same treatment combinations were run over one hundred sets of
weather generated from the historical data. A set of weather included climatic inputs
of the model, temperature, and solar radiation (in terms of hours of bright sunshine),
and time of flood incursion. The methodology of weather generation has been
described by Salam et al (1994b). The model outputs were derived as flooding time
(day of the year), harvested grain DM (kg/ha), gross return (Tk/ha), and gross margin
over water cost (Tk/ha).

Results and discussion
Manipulation of agronomic variables without consideration of flood stress
Manipulation of both transplanting date and seedling age caused variation in the field
duration of rice (Fig. 3A). In general early transplanting dates and younger seedlings
required longer field duration than that of the combination of late transplanting dates
and older seedlings. The earliest planting on 15 December, together with the youngest seedlings of 35 days, resulted in the longest field duration of 101.4 days. Such
duration was curtailed by 23 days when the oldest seedlings of 50 days were transplanted on 13 February late in the season.
The variation in field duration due to manipulation of transplanting date and seedling age was equally reflected on the total water requirement of the crop during its
growth period (Fig. 3B). The earliest planted rice (on 15 December) required the total
water in the range of 706 to 600 mm, the older seedlings needing the lesser. This
range became 611 to 546 mm when the date of transplanting was shifted to February
13. The treatment combinations caused overall reduction in total water requirement
in the range of 3 to 23% in comparison to the highest requirement of 706 mm water
(from December 15 transplanting with 35 day-old seedlings).
The amount of irrigation water required in the system varied more due to treatment combinations than that noticed for total water requirement (Fig. 3C). This was
because the more the transplanting dates were delayed and the more the seedlings
were kept in the nursery, the probability of more rainwater becoming available was
enhanced (see Fig. 1D). The crop that was transplanted on 15 December using 35day-old seedlings needed 676 mm irrigation water, the highest among the treatment
combinations. This was only 30 mm lower than the total water requirement for the
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crop (Fig. 3C). Relative to this treatment combination, a 4 to 42% reduction in irrigation water was found in other combinations. The pattern of reduction occurred in two
ways: within a transplanting date, the increase in seedling age reduced the need for
irrigation water. Similarly, less irrigation water was needed within a seedling age
when transplanting dates were delayed. There were, however, some exceptions
observed. Figure 3C shows that the crop required an almost equal amount of irrigation (about 393 mm) on 13 February transplanting, irrespective of the age of seedlings. This happened because the crop received its total required water from rainfall
from first week of May, so variation in field duration due to seedling age had no effect
on the amount of irrigation water. The pattern of cost of irrigation water reflected the
irrigation water requirements in the system, because that cost was calculated from the
demand. The highest cost of Tk. 7340/ha needed when the crop was transplanted on
15 December using 35-day-old seedlings and the lowest of Tk. 4263/ha was the product from the treatment combinations of 13 February transplanting and use of 50-dayold seedlings (1 Taka (Tk. = US$0.025 at the current conversion rate).

3. Mean values (10-year run) of field duration [A], total water requirement [B] and irrigation water requirement [C] of boro rice, Cv. IR36, as affected by transplanting date
and seedling age.

The manipulations of transplanting date and seedling age did not show a similar
trend in variations in the yields of potential grain DM than what was observed in the
cases of field duration and water requirements. Great variations in potential grain DM
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were noted in 15 and 30 December transplanting dates with the manipulation of seedling age. Here, the older seedlings caused a considerable amount of yield reduction over
the younger seedlings (Fig. 4A). Such yield variations due to seedling age started recovering from the 14 January transplanting. Finally, on 29 January and 13 February transplanting dates, there were few variations in potential yield due to seedling age and,
surprisingly, 13 February transplanting resulted in a slightly higher grain DM than 29
January transplanting. Throughout the treatment combinations, the highest grain DM
(5082 kg/ha) resulted from 30 December transplanting, very closely followed by 5027
kg/ha from 15 December transplanting. In both cases, 35-day-old seedlings were used.
The yield potentials from 13 February transplanting ranged from 4832 to 4946 kg/ha,
close to the highest yield. The yield variation probably occurred due to variation in solar
radiation over the range of transplanting dates (Fig. 1C).
The gross return in the system followed a pattern very similar to that of the
potential yield. However, due to economies in water use (in the form of rainwater
harvest) in delayed transplanting and older seedlings, 13 February transplanting,
irrespective of seedling age, produced higher gross margins over water cost than
the other treatment combinations (Fig. 4B). In spite of high yield potentials in 15 or
30 December transplanting with younger seedlings (35-day-old), the high water
cost reduced their gross margin.

4. Mean values (10-year run) of potential yield of grain dry matter [A] and gross margin
over water cost [B] of boro rice Cv. IR36, as affected by transplanting date and seedling age.

The results as have been discussed above provide some useful information on
water savings as well as deriving economic yield through agronomic management of
the crop. The potential yield could be realized throughout the range of transplanting
dates. For early transplanting, care should be taken in choosing the seedling age,
whereas late transplanting permits choice of a wider range of seedling ages. Delaying
transplanting also saves irrigation water use through curtailing field duration of the
crop, thereby producing a better gross return. Therefore, the results of this study
would suggest recommendation of late transplanting dates and the use of older seedlings. However, as has been stated earlier, if the system suffers from flash flooding,
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there may be substantial damage to the crop, especially when transplanted late. The
following section discusses the scenarios of crop productivity with the same treatment combinations when flood is an external variable of the system.
Manipulation of agronomic variables with consideration of flood stress
The flash flood that inundates the region under study may strike very early in some
years and very late in others (Fig. 5A). It is therefore interesting to examine the
response of the production system to the treatment combinations applied in the experimentation.
Results indicate that the yield of harvested grain DM followed almost the same
pattern that was observed under non-flooding situation with the treatment combinations up to 14 January transplanting (Fig. 5B versus Fig. 4A). This happened because
the probability of flood affecting the crop up to the harvest of this transplanting date
was zero. However, from 29 January transplanting the crop began to experience flood
damage, and the yield of harvested grain DM thus began to fall: in such a situation the
younger seedlings suffered more than the older seedlings because of their requirement of longer field duration. The amount of harvested grain DM from 13 February
transplanting with 35-day-old seedlings was 4498±625 kg/ha, in comparison with the
highest of 5053±88 kg/ha from 30 December with the same age seedlings. The oldest
seedlings under study (50-day-old) in 13 February transplanting produced 4706±241
kg grain DM/ha, higher than the yield from 35-day-old seedlings. In addition to low
quantity of harvest, high variability was observed (expressed in terms of standard
deviation) with late transplanting and use of younger seedlings. This is an indication
that these treatment combinations had high yield potentials (as reflected in the previous section) but the flood had reduced them.
The gross return followed a similar pattern to that of the harvested grain DM.
However, the scale of reduction in the flood-affected crop was slightly higher from a
gross return point of view (than the harvested yield) because the market price of the
crop would be lower due to poor quality both in terms of milling outturn and breakage
percentage. For example, the 13 February transplanted crop with 35-day-old seedlings produced 11% less harvested yield than the 30 December transplanted crop with
same age seedlings. The reduction in gross return was 13%. In spite of flood damage
to the late transplanted crop, the performance in terms of margin over water cost was
not totally unfavorable, especially when older seedlings were considered. For example, the 45-day-old seedlings under 13 February transplanting gave a gross margin of
Tk. 37.8 thousand/ha in comparison to 38.1 and 37.5 thousand Tk./ha from the 30 and
15 December transplantings, using 35-day-old seedlings (Fig. 5C).
The results indicate that late transplanting on and after 29 January increases the
probability of crop damage by flood. Thus, the harvested grain DM and gross return
fall markedly. However, from a water saving point of view, the older seedlings at late
transplanting are almost as good as early transplanting.
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5. Cumulative probability of timing of flood invasion in the Haor region of Bangladesh [A], mean harvested grain of dry matter [B]
and that of gross margin over water cost [C] of boro rice, Cv. IR36, as affected by transplanting date and seedling age. Bars in [B] and
[C] indicate standard deviation of the mean values.

Conclusion
How should farmers cope with flooding? Our results suggest that they should not
opt for transplanting on 29 January and onwards for a risk-free harvest. The
resource-poor farmers may not be encouraged to adopt such an option. High water
costs, which many farmers cannot afford, may push them to adopt late transplanting. By doing so, they may minimize economic impact, but they would face a considerable loss of harvest in some years and a high gain in others. The question is
how much risk the farmers of the region can accept. The economic situation of the
farmers indicates little option for risk taking. Therefore, the region needs improved
technology both for water saving and ensuring safe harvest. A shorter duration variety having a yield potential at least equal to the existing one may go a long way to
solving the problem.
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Spatial modeling of soil fertility—
a case study in Nueva Ecija
province, Philippines
T. Oberthür, A. Dobermann, and H. U. Neue

Information about the soil fertility status of ricelands at regional scales (1:50,0001:250,000) is scarce and is commonly not contained in classical soil maps.
However, these kinds of data are required to apply crop models as predictive tools
for studying the impact of soil and crop management strategies on crop productivity
and soil quality across large regions. In the dry season (DS) 1993/94 we conducted
a detailed soil survey in Nueva Ecija, Philippines. Soil samples were collected from
384 farmers’ fields and soil properties were measured for topsoil and subsoil
samples. The existing soil map of the study region could explain only 0.27% of the
variance for all soil properties measured and was not a suitable basis for agronomic
soil classification. Therefore, caution should be exercised when using such maps in
GIS-based crop-modeling activities. To obtain thematic maps of specific soil related
yield constraints, fuzzy membership functions were defined and used to reflect
continuous soil boundaries in classifying the riceland. Error propagation analysis
was conducted using Boolean and fuzzy classification in combination with Monte
Carlo simulation. The results illustrate that most of the study area shows single or
multiple nutrient deficiencies such as P-, K-, Zn-, and S-deficiency. Continuous
”fuzzy” classification reduced the error (probability of misclassification) in GIS
overlay operations and provided a more realistic picture of the soil fertility status.

Acquiring detailed knowledge about the soil fertility status is a prerequisite for
assessing the impact of modern, intensive rice production technologies on paddy
soils. This includes the investigation of processes underlying the fertility status of the
soil as well as the optimization of external fertilizer inputs. In this paper, we address
the problem of how to evaluate, map and monitor soil fertility, at regional scale, taking into account uncertainties associated with both the spatial database and the evaluation models used. We restrict our discussion to the use of simple logical models for
soil classification, but the principles discussed also apply for more complex empirical
or deterministic simulation models.
The aim of our study was to establish a geographical information system (GIS)
supported framework for spatial soil fertility evaluation in double-cropped, irrigated,

riceland at a regional scale. The study involved assessing the soil fertility status for
the whole project area, examining the suitability of standard soil maps for agronomic
decisions, and comparing different classification methodologies using logical models
and taking into account quantitative errors and uncertainties in the database.

Concepts of spatial modeling and error propagation
General
Geographical information systems (GIS) allow one to analyze physical and socioeconomic attributes by location, and to determine the comparative advantage of sites
for land use alternatives. A GIS-analysis can then be defined as (Heuvelink 1993):
(1)
where U is the output map, g is the actual GIS-operation, and Az are the input maps. If
models are linked to a GIS database the operations g are logical, empirical, or conceptual (deterministic) models. Uncertainties in linking models with GIS databases may
arise from model bias, parameter uncertainty and model input uncertainty, which all
contribute to the quality of prediction. Thus, the total prediction error (e tot contained
in U can be partitioned into (Leenhardt et al 1994):

where em is the partial error due to model bias, e p is the partial error due to parameter
uncertainty, and
is the partial error due to model input uncertainty. In the case of
GIS-based land evaluation, uncertainties associated with the model input (ex) mainly
arise from temporal and spatial variation of climatic factors and soil properties. We
will restrict our discussion to aspects of spatial soil variation related to soil fertility as
one land quality.
Spatial variation for a certain mapped variable can be expressed by the general
model of spatial variation (GMSV) given by (Cressie 1991):
(3)
where z is a spatial attribute measured at any location x in a Domain D, µ is a deterministic function describing the mean or trend of z (large-scale fluctuations), and e is
a zero-mean, autocorrelated residual describing small-scale fluctuations (noise).
Based on this we can further distinguish the discrete model of spatial variation
(DMSV) and the continuous model of spatial variation (CMSV). The DMSV divides
the soil into k more or less homogeneous mapping units Dk , where the value of z at
any location x in Dk is the sum of a unit-dependent mean and a residual noise term,
which is uncorrelated with neighboring values and exhibits a constant variance
within each unit (Heuvelink 1993). It assumes sharp boundaries between the mapping
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units and in many cases only the mean value of a mapping unit is known. The CMSV
assumes that the value of z at any location x is the result of a constant mean (or trend),
one or more spatially autocorrelated structures describing short- and medium-range
variation, and a residual spatially independent noise term (Burrough 1986). Transition zones are of continuous nature, the value of neighboring points is taken into
account, and the actual appearance depends on the proportions of spatially correlated
variation and random variation.
The traditional approach for soil fertility classification in GIS
Classical soil maps are still a major source of information for spatial modeling of soil
fertility. Mapping units delineated in soil maps commonly show polygons of soil
types and they are based on principles of soil genesis and soil classification. The soil
types drawn on such a map are an integration of expert knowledge and quantitative
data, most of them related to soil properties that are less dynamic and less affected by
soil management practices. Thus, almost all soil maps available are of the discrete
type (DMSV). The delineated mapping units are treated as quasi-homogeneous.
The typical classification approach would be to define the class boundaries and to
use Boolean logic for an intersection operation in the GIS to assign the respective
class value to each polygon or raster cell. The following uncertainties are associated
with this approach:
The input maps Am contain a certain error
in Eq. 2), which may or may not be
known. This error comprises measurement errors and the spatial interpolation
error.
Discrete input maps with sharp unit boundaries cannot match gradual spatial
changes of soil properties.
Critical values have to be defined for the class boundaries (thresholds).
Conventional or crisp sets (Fig. 1), which form the underlying theory of traditional Boolean classification, allow only the binary membership function (MF) true
or false for class definition. To convert the attribute values z of a input map Am to
membership function values in an output map U, the Boolean membership function is
defined as (Burrough 1992):
(4)
(5)
(6)
where b 1 and b 2 define the upper and lower limits of the class (Fig. 1). The resulting
classification output may be biased and if a classification involves a succession of
steps, misclassification of land units with characteristics that are near to the threshold
values or ranges chosen may become a serious problem (Burrough 1989).

Fuzzy methods for soil fertility evaluation
New approaches have incorporated Fuzzy Set Theory (Zadeh 1965) in land evaluation procedures to account for the uncertainties about the cut-off values and the sampling and analytical errors (Burrough 1989, Huajun et al 1991). Fuzziness is a type of
imprecision characterizing classes that for various reasons cannot have or do not have
sharply defined boundaries. These inexactly defined classes are called fuzzy sets
(Burrough 1989). Mathematically, a fuzzy set is defined as follows: if Z= { z } denotes
a space of objects, then the fuzzy set F in Z is the set of ordered pairs:
(7)
where µ F (z) is known as the grade of member of z in F and z Z means that z is
contained in Z. The grade of membership ranges continuosly from 0 to 1 with 1 rep.
resenting full membership and 0 no membership to the set (Fig. 1). The grade of
membership is determined by a nonlinear function, the fuzzy membership function
(FMF ). The membership function converts attribute values z to membership function
values ( FMFz ). The membership function can have different forms, but a sigmoid
function is frequently used (Wesseling and Heuvelink 1993):

(8)

where b 1 and b 2 are the threshold values, d 1 and d 2 are the dispersion values (curve
width), p is the power value (determining curve slope), and z is the measured or estimated value at a location or raster cell x (Fig. 1). The resulting maps U would then
show gradual changes in the admitted possibility of membership in a certain soil fertility class instead of only yes/no decisions.

Location and dataset
The 19,180-ha study area is located in the province of Nueva Ecija in the Central
Luzon region of the Philippines, about 160 km north of Manila (Fig. 2). Full irrigation
has been provided for more than 20 years and double cropping of rice is practiced.
The soils in the project region are primarily formed from alluvial deposits, originating
from the adjacent mountains, frequently rejuvenated with volcanic sediments.
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In this study, we used the map of a reconnaissance soil survey at the scale of
1:125,000 (Fig. 2) conducted around 1940 by the Bureau of Soils and Water Management (Alicante et al 1941). Although new soil maps are currently being produced, this
map is still the only nationwide source of information. The soil classification in this
map is based on the soil series concept. Soils of the same series have essentially the
same natural drainage conditions, similar range in the relief, and the same type of parent material. Within a soil series there are one or more soil types, defined according to
the texture of the surface horizon or upper part of the soil. The soil types are subdivided into phases.

1. Boolean and fuzzy membership functions (MF). Solid lines indicate the Boolean MF for
three threshold models based on their cut-off values b l and b2. The broken lines show
possible fuzzy MF. The dispersion values ( d 1 and d2) are measured at the crossover points
(MFz =0.5) and give the width of the transition zones. The crossover point equals the
respective Boolean boundary values bl or b 2 (Burrough 1992).

To verify the quality of this soil map and to obtain detailed soil chemical and
physical data for mapping and modeling of soil fertility, in 1993 a regular 750 × 750m grid (341 samples) was drawn on the map and the ricefields nearest to these grid
nodes were identified in the field using the Global Positioning System (GPS). In addition, 43 fields were randomly selected using a random number generator to specify
their geographical coordinates (Fig. 2). Soil samples were taken from the topsoil (020 cm) and from the subsoil (20-40 cm). Soil analysis included determinations of soil
texture (pipette method), CEC and extractable bases (1N NH 4 acetate method), pH
and EC (directly measured in anaerobic soil), organic C (Walkley-Black), available P
(Olsen-P), available S (0.16M Ca-monophosphate), available Zn (0.1 N HCl), and
active Fe and Mn (Dithionate-citrate). Plant samples for estimating grain yield and
nutrient uptake were taken from 66 fields in the 1994 dry and wet seasons.
Semivariograms of all variables were computed and block kriging (Webster and
Oliver 1990) was used to produce interpolated maps of all soil variables (250 × 250 m
raster cells). Besides a map of predicted values of z , kriging also delivers a map of the
quality of prediction (kriging standard deviation). The kriging errors comprise both
components of unresolved microvariation and measurement error as the major
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sources causing uncertainty about the predicted map. The block-kriged maps of all
soil properties and their kriging standard deviations served as input for all further GIS
analyses reported below, with the latter being a measure of ex (see Eq. 2).

2. Location of the study region, soil map of 1940 (Alicante 1941), and sampling scheme
used in 1993. Set 1 shows regular grid points (750 × 750 m grid). Set 2 shows random sampling points used in this study.

Statistical methodology used in this study
Determination of soil map quality
To assess the effect of soil classification on the spatial variation of soil fertility characteristics and to evaluate the information they represent in terms of actual soil fertility status, three mapping units of the 1940 soil series map were chosen. The chosen
mapping units and their respective number of samples were Maligaya silt loam
(MsiL, N = 145), Prensa sandy loam (PsL, N = 72), and Quingua silt loam (QsiL, N =
108). The total variance of z in the region formed by the three mapping units can be
written as (Leenhardt et al 1994):
(9)
where s b2 is the variation among the mapping unit means (between-unit variance)
and s w 2 is the variation occurring within each unit (within-unit variance). One-way
analysis of variance was used to estimate s b 2 and s w 2 by sw2and sw 2 respectively.
The efficacy of a classification at partitioning the variance of z is then given by the
intraclass correlation (Leenhardt et al 1994):

(10)
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If Ri 2 equals 1, each mapping unit would be completely homogeneous, i.e., the
soil classification would account for 100% of the overall variance in a given area.
Accounting for uncertainties in soil fertility classification with logical models
Classification of a single map. The objective here was to compare logical Boolean
and fuzzy classification methods for assessing soil fertility and to document the propagation of spatial interpolation errors through the GIS-operation. The packages PC
Raster (van Deursen and Wesseling 1991) and ADAM (Wesseling and Heuvelink
1993) were used for these analyses.
First, threshold values for establishing three soil fertility classes and their respective MF were specified. The land was then classified in three categories (Table 2):
low fertile:
medium fertile:
high fertile:

severe constraints to nutrient uptake/yield; fertilizer response is
likely (class 1);
possible constraint to nutrient uptake/yield, depending on yield
level and other soil properties; fertilizer response possible (class 2);
no constraint to nutrient uptake/yield; no fertilizer response (class 3).

Besides the classical Boolean approach sigmoid FMF with a power value of p = 2
were then used to perform fuzzy classification of all soil variables measured. In the
FMF models used (Fig. l), the transition zones are located symmetrically over the
intersection between the crossover point and the Boolean boundaries (b1, b2). Therefore. the value of z at the crossover point equals the Boolean threshold value( b 1, b 2)
used for the ratings. The definition of the transition zones ( dl and d2) around the
thresholds b land b2 was based on the reliability of the thresholds (available experimental data and expertise) and also included an assessment of the laboratory error,
which for many soil variables is in the range of 2-10% (Kalra and Maynard 1991, Soil
Conservation Service 1992). Thus, the fuzzy approach itself would account for
uncertainties associated with the threshold models ( e m and ep in Eq. 2), but we still
need to account for the error contained in the input maps(ex).
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation is one error propagation technique to account for
spatial uncertainties (Heuvelink 1993). Knowing the mean and its standard deviation,
each pixel (raster cell) can be characterized by a frequency distribution function
instead of only one single value. In a Monte Carlo approach each run is a randomly
drawn sample from the frequency distribution of each cell (attribute and error values),
which is then used to perform the desired modeling operation. In our case this would
be a simple Boolean or fuzzy (continuous) classification. Repeating this procedure
many times the Monte Carlo method then builds the distribution of the output map
cell which will approximate the true distribution of the model output cells, if the
number of runs is sufficiently large. In this analysis, 1000 runs were used for the
Monte Carlo simulation and instead of only one output map U the classification
results in a map showing the mean MF value (probability of falling into the class) plus
a map showing the standard deviation of the mean MF (classification error).
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Four approaches for classifying spatial data in a GIS environment were compared:
(i) Simple Boolean Classification:
Input: block kriged maps of original soil properties.
Output: membership map with 0 or 1 as MF values.
(ii) Simple Fuzzy (continuous) Classification:
Input: block kriged maps of original soil properties.
Output: membership map with 0... 1 as MF values.
(iii) Simple Boolean Classification + Monte Carlo simulation:
Input: block kriged maps of original soil properties and maps of kriging standard
deviation.
Output: map with probabilities from 0... 1, which indicate the proportion of the cell
probability distribution which falls in the considered class plus a map of the classification error (standard deviation of MF values).
(iv) Fuzzy (continuous) Classification + Monte Carlo simulation:
Input: block kriged maps of original soil properties and maps of kriging standard
deviation.
Output: membership map with 0...1 as MF values, which indicate the probability of
class occurrence plus a map of the classification error.

Joint membership functions based on several input maps.
A common procedure in land evaluation is to classify land based on several land qual-

ities or land characteristics to derive more-general suitability classes. In GIS terms
this is a stepwise overlay procedure combining MF models of several input maps Am
into one final output map U. Single MF models, either of the Boolean or of fuzzy
type, can be combined into a joint model to estimate joint membership function values ( JMFz ). We restrict our discussion to the use of fuzzy models. Multivariate fuzzy
sets can be established using a joint membership function ( JMF ):
(11)
where the MIN operator equals the logical AND, the MAX operator equals an OR
operation, and MFa to MFn , denote the maps of the various MF values calculated for
different variables z based on the fuzzy MF (Eq. 8).
As an example, we present the results obtained for classifying the general soil
nutrient status. Our JMF summarized the nutrient availability in two groups:
(a) Low nutrient availability: one or more nutrient deficiencies are restricting
yields of rice. The occurrence of very low K, and/or P, and/or Zn, and/or S may be the
discriminating factor.
Model: Extract. K< 0.15 or Olsen-P< 5 or Zinc< 0.5 or Sulfur< 7
(12)
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(b) Adequate-high nutrient availability: no nutrient deficiencies are restricting
high yields of rice. The occurrence of adequate K, and P, and Zn, and S are required.
Model: Extract. K > 0.17 and Olsen-P > 8 and Zinc > 0.75 and Sulfur > 9
JMF = MIN ( MF K, MF P, MF ZN, MF S )

(13)

This model still uses fairly low thresholds. However, the d-values (Table 2) are set
wide enough and a full class membership ( MF = 1) is usually achieved at levels that
are given as critical thresholds in the literature.
The whole JMF analysis was done in combination with Monte Carlo simulation,
taking into account the kriging error of each variable and the correlation between the
kriging errors (estimated from cross-validation results).

Results
Soil map data as input for agronomic land evaluation
The levels of CEC, extractable bases, and organic C confirmed the general expectation that Maligaya silt loam and Quingua silt loam would be more fertile than Prensa
sandy loam (Alicante et al 1941). However, the rice yields obtained in the 1994 dry
season, 5.6 t/ha in Maligaya silt loam, 5.2 t/ha in Prensa sandy loam, and 4.9 t/ha in
Quingua silt loam, did not confirm this conclusion (Table 1). There seems to be a high
variation in agronomically important soil properties and the actual crop management
among the farmers that is not expressed in the map of the soil types. Within-map unit
standard deviations of many soil properties were large, but similar in all three mapping units (Table I).
The between-unit variance was, for almost all soil properties, significantly larger
than the within-unit variance, except for base saturation, available S, and active Mn.
However, the intraclass correlation was generally low and soil classification
explained only a small proportion (0-27%) of the total variation in all soil properties,
even for relatively stable soil properties, such as texture, OC and CEC (Table 1). In
other words, the three mapping units analyzed are highly variable and the sharp
boundaries drawn on the original soil map (Fig. 2) do not match the real, gradual
changes in the soil fertility status, as shown for Olsen-P in Figure 4a.
This result certainly questions the value of this kind of soil map for assessing the
present soil fertility status. One of the objectives of the 1940 soil survey was to classify the soil as to series and types. The low-resolution type of survey (reconnaissance
level), mainly depending on few auger borings and soil profile descriptions, and the
soil texture-based classification concept, simply cannot reveal much of the variation
contained within the units. This map was not drawn to assess the soil fertility status,
and many soil fertility characteristics, particularly soil nutrient supplying capacities,
are not related to soil texture alone. Moreover, intensive long-term irrigation with a
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steady influx of cations such as Ca, Mg, and Na may have disturbed native relationships among soil properties. In our study region, for example, there was a strong trend
of Ca, Mg, and Na in a northeast to southwest direction, following the general slope
of the watershed.
Table 1. Descriptive statistics of topsoil properties in the three mapping units Maligaya silt
loam (MsiL, N = 145), Prensa sandy loam (PsL, N = 72), and Quingua silt loam (QsiL, N = 108).
Variable

Map unit mean

Within-map unit stdev

Ri

2a

MsiL

PsL

QsiL

MsiL

PsL

QsiL

Ap horizon [cm]

18.0

18.5

16.4

1.8

2.0

2.9

0.12

Clay [%]

46.3

32.4

42.5

13.4

9.1

12.7

0.15

Silt [%]

34.3

36.9

43.9

6.9

6.6

7.9

0.25

Sand [%]

19.4

30.8

13.7

11.1

11.7

11.1

0.23

Organic C [g/kg]

10.7

8.9

12.7

2.6

2.5

3.2

0.21

pH-anaerobic

6.4

6.5

6.5

0.4

0.5

0.3

0.02

EC-anaerobic [dS/m]

0.5

0.3

0.5

0.2

0.1

0.2

0.07

CEC [cmol/kg]

23.5

15.7

29.4

8.9

7.0

7.9

0.15

Base sat. [%]

87.3

87.1

87.9

7.0

8.7

6.1

0.00

Extract. Ca [cmol/kg]

12.8

9.5

15.9

4.7

4.7

4.1

0.20

Extract. Mg [cmol/kg]

7.5

4.2

9.3

3.7

2.6

4.3

0.19

Extract. Na [cmol/kg]

0.3

0.2

0.6

0.2

0.1

0.4

0.27

Extract. K [cmol/kg]

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.17

Olsen-P [mg/kg]

4.3

2.8

7.8

3.7

3.3

5.5

0.17

Avail. S [mg/kg]

19.6

18.0

18.8

12.3

10.3

13.3

0.00

0.5

0.7

0.3

0.01

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.04

0.3

0.04

1583

0.04

Active Fe [%]

1.8

1.9

1.6

Active Mn [%]

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.4

0.2

5644

5173

4949

903

620

Avail. Zn [mg/kg]
Grain yield b [kg/ha]

a R 2 = 1 - (s 2/s 2 ) = intraclass correlation.
i
W
T
b Grain yield in the 1994 DS, MsiL: 26 samples, PsL: 13 samples, QsiL: 18 samples.

Except for a few areas with detailed soil surveys (e.g. the Mekong delta or the central plain of Thailand), the soil maps available in most rice-growing regions of Southeast Asia are frequently based on low-resolution surveys. This does not discredit their
use as source of basic information, but it makes the value of these soil maps questionable as input data for quantitative spatial modeling in the context of systems
approaches. Soil maps were produced to bring a certain systematic order in soil-
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genetic development processes, but not to delineate mapping units for spatial soil fertility analysis or crop growth simulations.
Apparently, the standard deviations given (Table 1) can be used as a first yardstick for characterizing the within-map unit variability of agronomically important
soil properties in irrigated riceland, but more research in different environments is
needed to verify this. At least they could be used as a first approximation to improve
existing GIs-based crop and soil simulation approaches by accounting for uncertainties in the soil data used as inputs.
Classification of single soil fertility characteristics
The Olsen-P example. Olsen-P is frequently used as an indicator of plant available P
in rice soils and critical levels reported range from 4 to 29 mg Olsen-P/kg (Dobermann et al, these proceedings). We now consider the task of identifying all parts of
the study region having potentially severe P-deficiency. Using simple Boolean classification with a threshold of 5 mg P/kg, 60.0% of the total area was classified as P-deficient (Fig. 3c). In the fuzzy approach, a dispersion value of 2 was assigned to account
for uncertainties associated with the class boundary. For calculating the classified
area, a fuzzy MF value of (0.5 would then be considered as P-deficient, resulting in an
area of 60.3% (Fig. 3d). This map shows a more realistic, gradual change in the MF
values.
Finally, there are interpolation and measurement errors in the P-map used
(mean kriging error 0.3 mg P/kg) and combining Boolean classification with MC
simulation resulted in 60.4% P-deficient area and a map showing continuous patterns with values ranging from 0-1 (Fig. 4a). These values are the average Boolean
MF value, i.e. for each cell they give the proportion of the in the cell probability distribution that is accepted as being P-deficient (Heuvelink 1993). Combining the
Fuzzy approach with MC resulted in a map similar to the average fuzzy MF values,
but 63.7% of the total area was classified as potentially P-deficient (Fig. 4c). This
difference to the simple Boolean approach may sound marginal, but it translates to
an area of about 700 ha.
Besides this, combining simple logical models with MC simulation produces
maps of the standard deviation in the mean class MF value, which we may use to
assess the risk of misclassification. Naturally, this risk is largest in areas with Olsen-P
values around the class threshold value of 5 mg/kg (compare Fig. 3a and Fig. 4d).
Although, they are not directly comparable, the fuzzy-MC seems to be more robust
then the Boolean-MC approach, because the standard deviations are significantly
lower (Fig. 4b and 4d). Using other types of models (empirical or mechanistic) allows
one to assess the relative contribution of different sources of errors to the quality of
the final modeling output. Based on this, a logical feedback mechanism is then to
identify and test suitable ways of reducing the error, either by improving the model or
by improving the quality of the spatial database (Burrough 1992).
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Thematic mapping of single soil fertility characteristics.
Considering the above-mentioned conclusions, the remaining single variables were
assessed and classified using the fuzzy-Monte Carlo approach only. For most of the
study region, soil texture, CEC, soil pH, and available S are favorable for rice growth
(Table 2). However, the soil status of available P, K, and Zn indicated a low soil nutrient supplying capacity for these nutrients.

3. Mapping low Olsen-P status: results of the logical models applied to the interpolated P
map. (a) map of Olsen-P made by ordinary block kriging (250 × 250 m cells), (b) kriging
standard deviation, (c) Boolean MF value for P < 5 mg/kg, and (d) fuzzy MF value for P <
5 mg/kg (d = 2).

Extractable K values in the whole area were low and may suggest severe K problems. Seventy two percent of the area was classified as K deficient (< 0.17 cmol/kg)
and only minor areas along the Talavera river were rated as high. For soils with a
dominant 2:1 layer clay mineralogy (Quingua and Maligaya series), extractable K is
not sufficient as a measure of the K-status (Dobermann et al 1995). However, the very
low K status indicates a negative K balance and continuing exhaustion of soil K
reserves in intensively used, irrigated ricelands.
High Olsen-P was mainly found along the Talavera river, suggesting recent alluvial deposition processes as a major source of P. Most of this land is used for vegeta-
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ble production. In contrast, a very large proportion of double-cropped ricelands
(about 60% of the area) was rated as P-deficient. Farmers apply P topdressed into the
standing floodwater, which may explain the low soil P status.

4. Mapping low Olsen-P status: results of Monte Carlo simulation using 1,000 samples. (a)
mean Boolean MF value for P < 5 mg/kg, (b) standard deviation of mean Boolean MF
value. (c) fuzzy MF value for P < 5 mg/kg ( d = 2), and (d) standard deviation of mean fuzzy
MF value.

Commonly used critical values for occurrence of Zn deficiency range from 1-1.5
mg Zn/kg (Randhawa et al 1978, Ponnamperuma et al 1981). Here, we use a very low
threshold of 0.5 mg Zn/kg, to indicate areas with severe Zn deficiency (class 1).
Almost two-third of the region was assigned to this class.
Mapping the multivariate evaluation of the nutrient availability. This analysis
revealed that 97% of the total project area has deficiencies of one or more soil nutrients (Fig. 5). The low nutrient availability status is not dependent on a specific mapping unit. Areas are located at the eastern side (Prensa soil series). in the upper
western part (Maligaya soil series), and at the southern end of the project region
(Quingua soil series). This result is surprising, because the study area is part of the
most productive ricelands in the Philippines. Only a very small proportion of the total
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area (less than 1 %) fulfilled all criteria to become classified as very fertile soil with a
high inherent soil nutrient supplying capacity.
The critical levels and soil tests used may not be ideal indicators of soil nutrient
supplying capacity and plant nutrient uptake is very much affected by the fertilizer
regime practiced.
Table 2. Assigned land areas using the fuzzy-MC approach (in % of total area) in the
different soil fertility classes. Class 1 represents low fertility (severe constraint/deficiency).
Class 2 is defined as medium fertile (slight constraints/deficiency possible). Class 3 is
defined as high fertile (no constraints to rice production, optimal nutrition status).
Variable

Class 1 -low

Class 2-medium

Class 3-high

de

range

% land

range

% land

range

% land

Ap horizon [cm]

1.00

< 15

10.7

15-20

90.6

> 20

2.4

Soil texture [clay, %]

3.00

< 27

3.4

27-35

22.9

> 35

79.8

Soil pH [pH-anaer.]

0.20

<6

0.4

6-7

99.8

27

Soil organic C [g/kg]

2.00

< 10

31.4

10-18

74.9

> 18

0.0

CEC [cmol/kg]

2.00

< 10

3.0

10-20

26.7

> 20

74.3

Avail. K [cmol/kg] a

0.03

< 0.17

71.9

0.17-0.35

36.9

> 0.35

0.2

2.00

<5

63.7

33.6

> 10

12.2

Avail. P

[mg/kg] b

Avail. S [mg/kg] c
Avail. Zn [mg/kg]
a

d

5-10

0.0

2.00

< 10

7.3

10-30

95.6

> 30

3.6

0.10

< 0.5

62.8

0.5-1.0

46.1

> 1.0

2.4

1 N NH4-acetate extractable K.

b Olsen-P.

c 0.16 M Ca-monophosphate extractable S.
d 0.1 N HCl extractable Zn.
e Dispersion value used in the fuzzy membership function model.

However, the low overall nutrient status may be the result of a permanent nutrient
mining, particularly of K, P, and Zn. Large parts of the area are suitable for rice production at the current level, but the levels of available nutrients are low. Sustaining or
increasing the rice yield requires a fertilizer management, which is based on the current
soil nutrient status and balanced nutrition concepts. Some areas, in particular along the
eastern border in the lower half of the region and at the western border in the central part
of the project region, may not be suitable for further intensification in rice production.

Conclusions
A reconnaissance soil map of Nueva Ecija was examined using analysis of variance.
The results of the investigation clearly indicated that the use of this kind of soil map
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as major information source for agronomic spatial modeling is very questionable.
Significant differences between the delineated mapping unit means exist, but the soil
map failed to account for much of the total variance in the soil properties. Therefore,
the use of these often low-resolution soil maps in spatial modeling requires additional ground work to increase the density of observations and to account for timeand management-dependent changes in the soil fertility status.

5. Joint membership function ( JMF ) values for nutrient availability (NA) classes. (a) and
(b): mean JMF values for the simple Boolean classification model. (c) and (d): mean JMF
values for the fuzzy-Monte Carlo classification model. (e) and (f): standard deviation of
the mean fuzzy JMF values.
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Currently, classification of the soil fertility status widely applies critical threshold
values to evaluate the respective land unit. Besides the uncertainties associated with
establishing reliable thresholds, the utilization of threshold models alone cannot provide reliable results, simply because they do not relate to yield targets and actual plant
nutrient demand. More complex empirical or mechanistic models are needed to
describe the soil nutrient supplying capacity accurately.
Robust strategies for GIS-supported land classification have to be used with currently available input data. These methodologies are required to handle uncertainties
associated with the input data. Furthermore, adherent model errors have to be
accounted for. Fuzzy classification combined with error propagation techniques such
as Monte Carlo simulation proved its validity for this purpose.
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The rainfed lowland rice ecosystem, which accounts for 25% of total rice area, is
characterized by diversity and heterogeneity of climate and soils which exert great
influence on rice production of major rainfed lowland areas in South and Southeast
Asia. Recognizing these environmental diversities, the breeding activities have been
decentralized from IRRI headquarters to target areas, by employing the Central Rice
Research Institute, India as the main breeding station for submergence-prone areas
and the Ubon Rice Research Center, Thailand for drought-prone areas. The
decentralization has been strengthened by setting up a shuttle breeding program for
in situ evaluation and selection of breeding materials. For each ecological rice zone,
emphasis has been made on developing "new plant types" that would fit into
different cropping patterns.
To reinforce the mainstream breeding program, each ecological rice zone is
supported by a multidisciplinary team of scientists. For submergence-prone areas
research is being conducted to understand the physiological mechanism of
submergence tolerance and to identify tolerance genes using molecular markers.
About 200 doubled-haploid lines originated from the cross CT6241-17-151
(intolerant)/ lR598307-1-2-2 (tolerant) are been used in gene-mapping.
A similar approach is being contemplated for drought-prone environments. The
component traits which play major roles in drought resistance are been investigated
in collaboration with different institutions. For physiological traits, CSlRO in Australia
is working on osmotic adjustment and dehydration tolerance. IRRI is researching
root depth and distribution and, in collaboration with Texas Technical University,
USA, root penetration ability. The parental cultivars that possess the component
traits have been characterized and the production of doubled-haploid populations for
molecular work is under way. This paper presents the breeding approach and
strategies for the rainfed lowland ecosystem and the preliminary results on
component traits of the parental lines used in submergence tolerance and drought
resistance research.

The rainfed lowland (RL) ecosystem, which accounts for 27% of total rice area in the
world, is characterized by diversity and heterogeneity of climate and soils (Huke
1982). Except for the limited favorable RL, the majority of these rice lands found

mainly in South and Southeast Asia are prone to submergence, drought, or both, at
various growth stages. Significant crop damage has been recorded due to the sudden
rise of rainwater (flash flooding) and/or prolonged dry spells in the vegetative stage
and terminal drought in the reproductive stage. These rice areas are cultivated by
resource-poor farmers who traditionally employ minimal inputs because of the uncertain conditions of the RL system.
The performance of the rice varieties in different RL environments has been
shown to be location specific and is largely dependent upon the availability of water
and the duration of the growing season.
The strategies of the breeding program are to locate the breeding activities in the
rice-growing areas that are representative of the RL conditions. Therefore, the
decentralization of the breeding programs from IRRI headquarters to major
drought-prone and submergence-prone areas in Ubon, Thailand and Cuttack, India,
respectively, was implemented in 1992 (Sarkarung 1993). The characterization of
rice cultivars for potential parents, and the evaluation and selection of the early
generation breeding materials (F 2 onwards), are being carried out in situ at these
respective ecological rice zones.
This paper presents the progress of the breeding activities carried out at the key
sites and the preliminary results of the characterization of parental lines used in
drought and submergence research.

Some concepts on breeding for the rainfed lowlands
In this diverse and complex ecosystem, it is imperative to evaluate and select the
breeding material at the targeted rice environment for specific adaptation. It is also
postulated that the material selected in a more difficult environment would perform
well in a less stressed condition. For the traditional RL farmers, selection of the genotypes that give stable yield performance from year to year should be more appropriate
than the types with very high yielding ability.

Breeding strategies for unfavorable rainfed lowlands:
shuttle breeding programs
Evaluation and selection of early generation material at key sites
Ubon. Located in one of the largest RL rice areas in the world (5 million ha), this site
is typically characterized by chronic water shortage, devastating diseases, and poor
soils. It was chosen to represent the major drought-prone environments in the region.
It is intended, however, that the early generation breeding material be given preliminary screening to eliminate the poor agronomic types such as weak stem, high spikelet sterility, and other undesirable plant types.
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Selection of F2 and F4 at Ubon, and F3 and F5 at Nakorn Si Thammarat (NSR): In
order to shorten the breeding time, the segregating populations are systematically
planted at Ubon during the rainy season and at NSR in the dry season. The environmental conditions at these locations are complementary to each others. While Ubon is
known for impoverished soils and rainfall irregularity, NSR has fertile soils and
abundant natural water supply. While the dry seeding employed at Ubon is geared
toward identifying early seedling vigor type that has the ability to compete with
weeds during the initial establishment, the transplanting at NSR, which is aimed primarily for generation advance, allows the evaluation of tillering capacity and plant
types, in addition to the identification of classes of photoperiod responses.
Table 1 shows brief agronomic characters and blast reaction of the promising F6 and
breeding lines selected at Ubon and NSR by alternating the generation process. Grain
yields, however, were obtained from Ubon in the 1994 wet season in which severe water
deficit was recorded in 1-month-old seedlings and at flowering stage. In these conditions, early- and medium-maturity period cultivars appeared to perform better than did
the late maturing types. The lines that rank among the top five have durations ranging
from 110 to 127 days (Table 2). The line IR63429-23-1-3-3 which matured within 110
days produced the highest grain yield of 2.36 t/ha; it also gave the best performance in
Raipur, eastern India. (M.N. Srivastava, personal communication, 1994). The RL
drought-resistant check, NSG 19, having 120 days duration also gave a reasonably good
yield of 2.02 t/ha. It is important to note that with the modern variety check IR20, in spite
of producing an acceptable yield (2.08 t/ha), the grains became severely infected by diseases. Under the same conditions, on the other hand, the RL popular varieties,
KDML 105 and Mahsuri which have long durations (140 d and 135 d, respectively) gave
low yields, due to diminishing soil moisture during the grain-filling period. The introduced materials from CIAT, Colombia, with potential to become new sources of resistance to blast, brown spot, and lodging were evaluated. Among them the line CT9897-503-M-3-M performed well, yielding 2.35 t/ha. But its height of 85 cm may disadvantage it
in competing with weeds (Table 2).
Cuttack. This site is located in one of the most important rice-growing areas of
eastern India and is submergence-prone. The flash flooding which normally occurs
during the early monsoon season causes severe damage to young or newly transplanted rice seedlings. This location is primarily characterized by flash flooding and
prolonged water stagnation, low soil fertility, and low light intensity.
Evaluation and selection of the early generation material: Cuttack is the main
breeding station where the breeding materials, from F2 onwards, are initially evaluated and the selected genotypes are distributed to its satellite stations, which include
Masodha, Raipur, Chinsurah, Titabrar, Pusar, and Patna.
In an attempt to replace the variety Mahsuri which covers more than 2 million ha in the
region, Cuttack has initiated coordinated trials which have been carried out in six centers
in order to evaluate the Mahsuri-derived lines under normal and late transplanting.
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Table 1. Grain yield, blast reaction, and other agronomic characters of F5 lines selected
at Ubon, 1994 wet season.
Cultivar

Yield (kg/ha)

Maturity (d)

Height (cm)

Chalkiness

Vigor

Blast

IR68196-15-4-2-B

3300

143

82

3

3

0

lR68196-39-13-1-B

3600

143

87

3

5

3

IR68196-11-1-6-B

2740

143

81

3

5

0

IR68198-106-2-2-B

4000

146

98

3

5

3

lR68202-1-3-5-B

1280

746

97

3

7

2

lR68205-69-1-4-B

2080

129

166

3

3

7

IR68208-15-2-8-B

1280

149

85

3

5

0

lR68209-12-1-2-B

2240

149

81

3

3

lR68209-22-7-4-B

1760

149

78

5

3

KDML 105

1660

146

117

3

9

Mahsuri

1280

147

92

3

9

IR46

91 2

125

79

7

9

Checks:

Table 3 presents grain yields of the normal (30-d-old seedlings) and late (60-d-old
seedlings) transplanting experiments conducted in the 1993 wet season at Cuttack,
Masodha, and Raipur. At Cuttack, average grain yield of the normal planting was lower
than the late treatment because early planted seedlings were totally submerged for more
than 7 days immediately after transplanting. The highest yield (2.91 t/ha) was obtained
from Sabita, an improved tall variety from West Bengal. Other cultivars that tolerated
floods were TCA 48 and BKP242 (Table 3). By delayed transplanting, many performed
better than Mahsuri, particularly the selections from Cuttack such as CR629-249,
CR410-6018, and BPK 242. In Raipur, the late transplanting suffered severe yield losses,
especially in the late duration cultivars due mainly to the cessation of rainfall in late
October. The highest yield in normal planting was 3.66 t/ha for NDR30030. The performance of cultivars in the two different conditions is better assessed under Masodha
where the growing condition was controlled and better managed. The responses of the
selected cultivars to time of transplanting are depicted in Figure 1. The rice cultivars suffered from late transplanting at different levels, except for Sabita and IR42342-40-3-3-22. The former, which is tall and adapted to medium water depth (30-60 cm), produced a
higher yield (2.91 t/ha). This phenomenon may be due to severe lodging in normal planting. The latter, however, gave similar yields under both conditions. An investigation to
understand the mechanism(s) responsible for this adaptation tolerance is under way. Our
objective, however, is to look for cultivars with high stability under both conditions.
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Table 2. Grain yield, maturity, plant height, and blast reaction of the breeding lines
selected at Ubon, 1993 wet season.
Cultivar

Yield (t/ha)

Maturity (days)

Ht (cm)

Blast

lR63429-23-1-3-3

2.36

110

104

3

CT9897-50-3-M-3-M

2.35

123

85

2

lR66883-5-2-B

2.12

127

87

CT9897-55-2-M-6-M

2.11

118

79

3

IR57458-PMI-7-B-1-1

2.10

125

91

9

lR66879-8-1-B

2.08

126

90

3

lR63497-1-3-1

2.08

138

118

lR54977-17-5-B

1.99

114

86

lR66879-20-2-B

1.98

124

86

IR57514-PMI-5-B-1-2

1.93

126

93

9

IR66883-11-1-B

1.90

123

99

1

lR66879-2-2-B

1.87

123

86

CT9897-55-2-M-3-M

1.80

118

77

lR66883-18-3-B

1.79

134

74

lR66882-4-4-B

1.78

110

104

lR66516-37-7-B

1.72

125

98

IR66889-20-1-B

1.43

129

78

134

94

9

4

lR66469-17-5-B

1.39

IR66506-5-1-B

1.36

125

100

lR66879-19-1-B

1.18

122

89

lR66883-18-2-B

1.18

134

78

KDML105

1.47

Mid-Nov

130

9

NSG19

2.02

120

130

9

Mahsuri

1.84

135

130

9

IR20

2.08

120

85

9

4

Checks:

C.V.(%)

31

Note: Average of three replications. Blast score using SES; 1 to 9: 1 = resistant; 9 = susceptible.
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Table 3. Grain yield (kg/ha) of rice evaluated under normal (30-d-old seedlings) and late
transplanting (60-d-old seedlings) at three different rainfed lowland environments in

eastern India, 1993 wet season. a
Cultivar

Cuttack

Masodha

Raipur

30

60

30

BKP-232

427

3447

6333

51 66

60

30

60

2283

978

BKP-241

774

1289

641 6

4833

3052

1223

BKP-242

2121

2638

6250

5083

31 75

672

BKP-246

354

2456

7750

5250

3541

917

TCA88-68

1162

2693

51 66

4083

3114

1039

TCA88-69

1666

2721

6083

4083

2747

514

CR663-631

238

1925

5000

4333

1893

489

CR753-29-9

1467

2672

7500

5750

3297

1039

R371-1

1566

2283

7083

5250

3236

611

80

3968

4000

2833

-b

-b

CR673-431

1562

2752

2250

1116

-b

CR673-475

1650

3354

3750

1916

549

TCA48

2222

3070

591 6

3333

2381

1100

PSR1326-40-22-3

1263

2175

3583

3250

2930

917

lR42342-40-3-3-2-3

882

1008

4750

4666

3052

1223

lR42253-63-1-2-3

379

1734

5750

4583

2259

1186

291 3

2335

41 66

6333

2466

1369

CR629-249

707

3987

4750

2000

2503

1810

NDR30030

370

271 2

6916

4166

3663

66 1

NDR30076

1000

3271

6333

4333

2137

-b

NDR40013

169

1826

6750

3333

2259

-b

NDR40032

229

2120

6583

4333

2079

183

283

1187

-c

-c

2275

978

RAJSHREE

946

2650

6000

3583

2286

452

Mahsuri

859

2009

6000

4750

2996

734

Local check

825

3024

5750

4666

3118

917

Local mean

894

2512

5609

4126

CR410-6018

SABITA

NDR914189

C.D. (5%)
CV%

734

720

1039

1321

51.29

17.91

11.58

20.01

a Grain yields were taken from three replications. b = Entries did not flower. c = Not planted.
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-b
-b

1. Grain yield of rice cultivars evaluated under normal (30-d seedlings) and late transplanting (60-d seedlings) at Masodha in E. India, 1993 Kharif.

Characterization of parental cultivars for component traits conferring resistance to drought and submergence
Drought. The parents that are being used for drought research were initially evaluated for
rooting depth in the drought-prone site at Chumpae, Thailand in the 1993 wet season.
These cultivars were reevaluated for major root traits at Ubon in the 1994 wet season in a
well-drained research plots with low water-holding capacity, resulting in high probability of water shortage. The root dry weights (DW) taken at 10 to 40 cm depth for the parents and the check varieties are presented in Table 4. The cultivars IR58821-23-B-1-2-1
and CT9993-5- 10-1-M produced high root DW at 30 cm as compared with the checks.
However, the former gave the highest DW at 40 cm. In contrast, IR62266-42-6-2, the
shallow-rooted line, produced low DW at the three soil depths (at 10, 20, and 30 cm) and
no root beyond the 30 cm depth. For the intermediate rooting depth cultivars, IR52561UBN-1-1-2 and KDML 105 gave similar root DW under this condition (Table 4).
In addition to the depth and distribution of the roots, the parents were further evaluated for the ability to penetrate the “hard pan” layer (a layer about 20 cm below a
plow layer which is formed over years of cultivation) under simulated conditions, in
collaboration with Texas Technology University, Lubbock, Texas, USA. The rice
cultivars were tested under the simulated hardpans consisting of two hardness treatments represented by 3:2 and 2:1 mixtures of paraffin wax and petrolatum white,
respectively (H.E. Shashidhar et al, 1993 unpublished data). The root penetration
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ability and other characteristics of the parents and some selected cultivars are presented in Tables 5 and 6. In the strong penetration group, IR58821-23-B-1-2-1 demonstrated that it had the highest ratio of penetrated number and weight in the 3:2 and
2:1 treatments at 0.38 and 0.30, respectively. While CT9993-5-10-1-M gave a high
root ratio under the 3:2 treatment, its penetration ability was weaker in the 2:1 treatment, particularly the penetrated root weight. For the weak penetration group,
IR52561-UBN-1-1-2 and KDML105 had constantly low root ratios for both the penetrated number and weight, indicating weak root systems. The performance of
IR62266-42-6-2, on the other hand, was inconclusive, showing greater root penetration in the 2:1 than the 3:2 mixture.
Table 4. Distribution of root dry weight of parental cultivars and check varieties taken at
different soil depths at Ubon, 1994 wet season.
Root dry weight (mg/cm 2 ) a

Cultivar
10

20

30

40

CT9993-5-10-1-M

1092

48

22

2

lR58821-23-8-1-2-1

2007

163

57

36

IR52561-UBN-1-1-2

1250

46

11

4

880

28

10

0

1357

30

6

5

lR62266-42-6-2
KDML105
CHECK:
NSG19

1405

15

27

17

Mahsuri

1048

30

12

9

IR20

1106

43

16

21

52

83

132

173

1268

55

20

12

C.V. (%)
DMRT

a Root samples were taken after 50% flowering. Average of five replications.

Besides the root component, the physiological traits related to drought resistance
are investigated. This work is being carried out in a collaborative project with CSIRO
Australia. The parents were evaluated for major traits such as leaf epidermal conductance, dehydration tolerance, and the capacity to osmotically adjust under water-deficit
conditions. Table 7 presents the preliminary results of osmotic adjustment (OA) of the
parents and check varieties. The line IR62266-42-6-2 displayed high OA score of 1.90
MPa in comparison with the other cultivars, including the check varieties. Among the
parents, the deep-rooted genotypes CT9993-5-10-1-M and IR58821-23-B-1-2-1 were
the lowest in the ability to adjust osmotically. However, it is interesting to note that the
RL adapted varieties-KDML105 and Mahsuri had an intermediate level of OA.
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Table 5. Ratio of root and shoot traits and total plant dry matter in parents in the 3:2
treatment (after H.E. Shashidhar et al, 1993 unpublished data).
Cultivar

Penetrated no/
total root no

Penetrated wt/
total root wt

Roots/
tiller

Root/
shoot

Total dry
matter (g)

lR58821-23-B-1-2-1

0.38

0.50

12.07

0.68

6.05

CT9993-5-10-1-M

0.28

0.26

11.04

0.77

5.27

IR42

0.26

0.23

5.86

0.78

4.87

IR52561-UBN-1-1-2

0.08

0.04

11.20

0.38

4.60

lR62266-42-6-2

0.15

0.14

6.99

0.63

5.35

KDML105

0.08

0.05

7.90

0.59

5.04

CV(%)

32.79

47.52

16.54

15.05

14.06

THSD

0.17

0.25

4.51

0.27

2.05

Table 6. Ratio of root and shoot traits and total plant dry matter in parents in the 2:1
treatment (after H.E. Shashidhar et al, 1993 unpublished data).
Cultivar

Penetrated no/
total root no

Penetrated wt/
total root wt

Roots/
tiller

Root/
shoot

Total dry
matter (g)

lR58821-23-8-1-2-1

0.30

0.43

14.34

0.81

5.12

CT9993-5-10-1-M

0.24

0.18

15.58

0.78

3.71

IR42

0.25

0.22

7.61

0.75

3.62

lR52561-UBN-1-1-2

0.06

0.03

14.48

0.52

4.24

lR62266-42-6-2

0.23

0.30

13.82

0.77

4.48

0.09

0.04

10.49

0.65

4.3

CV(%)

KDML105

33.61

45.85

16.07

14.00

19.07

THSD

0.16

0.21

5.78

0.28

2.24

Submergence
The traditional variety, FRl3A, has been one of the best donors for tolerance to
submerged conditions, most notably at the seedling stage. Its undesirable traits
include red pericarp, long dormancy, lax panicles with long awns, high spikelet sterility, and susceptibility to major diseases and insects. Line IR49830-7-1-2-2, an
improved submergence-tolerant line, has good agronomic characters, and disease and
insect resistance, even though its level of tolerance is not as high as its parent. It has
been used extensively as a parent in the breeding program.
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Table 7. List of parental cultivars that show the capacity to osmotically adjust under
water deficit conditions (source: CSlRO Australia).
Cultivar

Osmotic adjustment (MPa)
LOW(<1.0)

CT9993-5-10-1-M

0.65

lR58821-23-B-1-2-1

0.79

Medium(1.0-1.4)

lR52561-UBN-1-1-2

High(>1.4)

1.54
1.9

lR62266-42-6-2
KDML105

0.92

Mahsuri (check)

1.13

The intolerant parent was the breeding line CT6241-17-1-5-1 that originated from
CIAT, Colombia. Because of its high responses to anther culture and disease resistance, this line is ideal for the development of populations for genetic studies as well
as molecular work. In field evaluation under tank conditions at IRRI, Los Baños, it
was rated as highly susceptible. For submergence study, it is our main purpose to produce large numbers of doubled haploid lines as the mapping populations for gene(s)
controlling tolerance. In this regard, this line was crossed with FR13A and IR498307-1 -2-2 to generate the F1 hybrids.
The characterization of parents FR13A and IR49830-7-1-2-2 for submergence
tolerance was done in the greenhouse at IRRI, Los Baños by subjecting the 10-dayold seedlings to totally submerged condition for 6 days. Survival was scored after a
week of desubmergence. Figure 2 demonstrates survival percentage of the tolerant
parents as compared with intolerant checks IR36 and IR42. Under this condition,
IR49830 had a survival rate of more than 50%, which is as good as FR13A, while the
susceptible check had less than 10% (T.L. Setter, 1993 unpublished data).
The results of the DNA polymorphism survey of the CT6241-17-1-5-1/FR13A
and CT6241- 17- 1-5-1/IR49830-1-7-1-5-1 crosses, using restriction enzymes, are
presented in Tables 8 and 9. The RFLP survey on FR13A and CT6241-17-1-5-1,
using six restriction endonucleases and 127 RFLP markers. and scanning of 12 chromosomes, indicated that EcoRV detected the highest polymorphism (55%), whereas
BamHI gave the lowest at 44%. The overall polymorphism between these two parents
was 49%. On the other hand, seven restriction enzymes and 127 RFLP markers were
employed for polymorphism survey between IR49830-7-1-2-2 and CT6241-17-1-51. The overall polymorphism rate of 37% between the two parents demonstrated high
polymorphism (Table 9). Bgl II gave the highest polymorphism (41%).
Approximately 275 anther culture-derived doubled haploid plants were generated
from the cross between submergence tolerant IR49830-7-1-2-2 and intolerant
CT6241-17-1-5-1, Sixty genetically and phenotypically uniform DH lines were iso-
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lated based on isoenzymes analysis and visual observation. Field evaluation was carried out in submergence tanks at Huntra, Thailand in the dry season (Nov-Dec), using
3-week-old seedlings with two submerged duration treatments, namely 5 and 8 days.
The submergence scores taken at 5 days after desubmergence were similar in both
conditions and gave a 1:1 ratio of tolerant to intolerant. This ratio suggests simple
inheritance of the trait. It is anticipated that high radiation in summer at Huntra could
enhance full expression of the gene responsible for carbohydrate accumulation that is
associated with submergence tolerance.
Table 8. Results of DNA polymorphism survey on parental cultivars (submergence
tolerance-FR13A; intolerant-CT6241-17-1-5-1) using six restriction enzymes (source:
Kasetsart University 1994).
Type

BamHl

Dral

EcoRl

EcoRV

Hindlll

Xbal

Total

Total RFLP

59

25

75

31

82

66

338

Polymorphic

26

12

39

17

38

34

166

Polymorphism %

44

48

52

55

46

52

49

Table 9. Results of DNA polymorphism survey on parental cultivars (tolerant-IR49830-7-1-22; intolerant-CT6241-17-1-5-1) using seven restriction enzymes (source: Kasetsart
University 1993).
Type

BamHl

Dral

EcoRl

EcoRV

Total RFLP

71

71

71

71

Hindlll
71

Xbal
71

Bg1 II
17

Total
497

Polymorphic

27

26

25

25

24

26

29

182

Polymorphism %

38

37

35

35

34

37

41

37

Conclusion
The shuttle breeding programs have been established in the major RL rice-growing
areas of South and Southeast Asia to implement the decentralization of breeding
activities from IRRI headquarters to key RL sites. The evaluation and selection in situ
have demonstrated to be effective in identification of superior phenotypes that appear
to be highly location specific.
Significant progress has been made in the characterization of parents that are used
in drought and submergence research. Large number of anther culture derived doubled haploid populations have been obtained from crosses involving the tropical
japonica breeding lines CT6241-17-1-5-1 and CT9993-5-10-1-M. Results of the survey on DNA polymorphism among these lines and the RL indica germplasm were as
high as 57%. The DH lines will be used as the mapping populations for inheritance
studies for genes controlling tolerance for drought and submergence.
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2. Submergence tolerance in four rice varieties. Ten-day-old seedlings were grown and
submerged for 6 days under greenhouse conditions. Survival was scored after a week of
desubmergence (average of 4 replicate rows of 20 seedlings; error bars = SEM). After
T.L. Setter 1993 unpublished report.
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Strategies for improving
productivity of upland rice on acid
soils in humid climate of Indonesia
R. E. Soenarjo and Z. Lamid

Permanent and sustainable land-use systems are critical for avoiding degradation in
the 19 million ha where upland rice is harvested annually worldwide. Many upland
rice farmers practice slash-and-burn and shifting cultivation, leading to increasing
erosion and loss of land. Although it contributes only about 5.2-6.7% of total rice
production, with grain yields of 1.9-2.2 t/ha, upland rice will play an important role in
boosting rice production in the future as more and more lowland rice land is lost to
non-agricultural purposes, particularly in Indonesia. Upland rice is mostly planted on
fragile soils of variable slope exhibiting major constraints. These constraints include
soil acidity, poor soil fertility, and occurrence of weeds, diseases (particularly blast),
and insect pests. Traditional rice varieties show inherently low productivity, while the
modern ones have not yet been able to perform satisfactorily under these adverse
conditions. Research is needed in at least five broad areas to improve productivity of
upland rice: yield stability, yield ability, agronomic characters, grain quality, and
socioeconomic factors. Improving upland rice productivity will provide an entry point
for alleviating poverty and enhancing sustainability.

Permanent and sustainable land-use systems are critical for avoiding degradation
in the 19 million ha where upland rice is harvested annually worldwide (IRRI
1993). In Indonesia 1.21 to 1.25 million ha of upland rice areas contributed 5.2 to
6.9% total rice production in the 5 years 1988-1992 (Table 1). Uplands account for
about 14% of the rice land in the country with grain yields of 1.92 to 2.18 t/ha.
Although the direct contribution of upland rice to the national economy is not
great, it will become more important in the coming decades in terms of area cultivated and yield potential as more and more productive lowland rice areas are lost
to non-agricultural purposes.
At present, upland rice-growing areas are found in some remote areas, where people
depend on upland rice for food and shifting cultivation is generally practiced. However,
permanent cultivation is commonly practiced by transmigrant farmers. Those areas are
flat to undulating or sloping areas with Oxisol (Latosol), Ultisol (Red Yellow Podsolic),
and intceptisol or acid brown forest soils (Syarifuddin et al 1986, Arya 1990). Those

acid upland soils are fragile and exhibit major constraints (acidity, infertility, susceptibility to erosion) as well as unreliable rainfall (alternating droughts and wets) during the
upland rice-growing season (Oldeman and Woodhead 1986).
Table 1. Wetland and upland rices in Indonesia 1988-1992 (CBS 1992).
Rice ecosystem

Year
1990

1991

1992 a

1988

1989

8.93

9.37

9.38

9.17

7.84

39.32

42.37

42.83

42.83

37.04

4.41

4.62

4.57

4.62

4.73

Wetland
Harvested area (mill. ha)
Production (mill. t)
Production (t/ha)
Upland
Harvested area (mill. ha)

1.21

1.16

1.12

1.11

1.25

Production (mill. t)

2.36

2.35

2.35

2.36

2.73

1.92

2.04

2.09

2.12

2.18

Total production (mill. t)

41.68

44.73

45.18

44.68

39.77

Upland contribution (%)

5.66

5.25

5.20

5.28

6.86

Production (t/ha)

a Jan- Aug 1992.

In addition to physical aspects of upland rice environments, biological factors may
be an equal constraint to improved crop productivity. These include varietal choice,
weeds, diseases (blast), insects (seedling flies), and nematodes. The other important constraints to be considered are socioeconomic, particularly the poor resource base of farmers. Although several improvements to crop and soil management practices have been
recommended as a result of research, farmers still for the most part practice their own
technologies using local or improved cultivars without appropriate crop management
(Buharmant et al 1994). This is because of lack of knowledge and extension services.
Upland rice research and development should therefore target yield stability, higher
yield potential, improvement of agronomic characters and practices, grain quality, and
socioeconomic improvements, and be coupled with a national policy reorientation and
an effective upland rice extension program. These will provide an entry point to alleviating farmer poverty and enhancing sustainability of upland rice-based farming systems.

Major constraints to upland rice productivity
As noted, the major constraints commonly observed in improving upland productivity are either physical (climate and soil problems), biological (diseases, insects,
weeds, and nematodes), or socioeconomic.
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Physical constraints
Climate. Upland rice production is totally dictated by the weather, especially rainfall,
over which there is no control. Even in humid climate regions, average grain yield
therefore cannot be expected to increase dramatically as was achieved with irrigation.
At present, increased upland rice production in Indonesia is more due to expansion of
cropping area than to improvement in crop productivity. In practice, farmers need
good short- and long-range weather forecasts for a particular region to avoid dramatic
drought risk. Such forecasts are seldom available or reliable.
In Indonesia, farmers usually plant upland rice during August-September. However, due to environmental exploitation (particularly tropical rainforest destruction),
the rainfall season is tending to change and so is the planting time of the crop. In fact,
there is no fixed planting season. It is very difficult to find upland rice crops relatively
the same age in different farmer’s fields. Furthermore, seasonal stresses (drought)
may be expected to occur and affect seasonal grain yield.
Moisture stress is the primary limiting factor in the growth and yield of upland
rice. Generally, soil moisture stress occurs in rice when 50% of total available soil
water is depleted (Van Dat 1986). Rice is sensitive to water stress, particularly at
reproductive stage, or from 20 days before to 10 days after heading, which may cause
a decline in grain yield or no yield at all. Therefore, an improved upland rice variety
able to cope with drought stress should be developed, with a deeper and stronger root
system, greater root mass, and moderate recovery ability. IRRI (1993) has signalled
that such characteristics could be developed through a breeding program linking
high-yielding cultivars that are generally susceptible to drought to traditional lowyielding varieties which are moderately resistant to drought stress.
As well having uncontrollable effects on growth and yield of upland rice, rainfall may also directly influence the other agroclimatic factors that bear on the crop,
namely temperature, solar radiation, and relative humidity. Since Indonesia lies
along the equator (tropical region), those agroclimatic factors are relatively favorable to upland rice. Nevertheless, some consideration should be directed to relative
humidity, particularly the influence of high relative humidity on the incidence of
diseases such as blast.
Soil problems. Soils in humid climate of Indonesia where upland rice is commonly cultivated belong to Ultisol and Oxisol groups, which are highly weathered,
infertile soils. SARIF (1985) indicated that the dominant upland rice environment
in the country is considered to be a long-season, infertile one. Prolonged weathering under warm and humid conditions has resulted in constituents that are insoluble. The content of weatherable minerals is negligible. As a result, the natural
supply of nutrients which normally comes from weathering of mineral is low in
these soils. Arya (1990) stated that these soils are rich in non-crystalline constituents such as oxides and hydroxides of iron and aluminum. The mineralogical study
by SRI (1979) indicated that these upland soils are acid, with high aluminum satu-
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ration, and that their contents of organic matter, nitrogen, phosphorus, and base cations are critically low, and would be subject to rapid loss when virgin soils are
brought into cultivation.
AS highly weathered soils, they may be quite low in cation exchange capacity
(CEC), the ability of the soil material to absorb, retain, and exchange nutrient cations.
Therefore, management of soil fertility in highly weathered soils entails management
or manipulation of the factors that lead to increase in CEC.
Physically, Ultisols and Oxisols are clayey in texture, of low bulk density or high
porosity, and with low to very low mechanical impedance (clay content increases
with depth) in the range of 3 to 7 kg/cm3. SRI (1979) reported that these factors lead
to high infiltration rates and permeability, resulting in accelerated soil erosion and
fertility deterioration when they are improperly managed.
Based on the previous discussion, soil-related agronomic constraints in the
Oxisols and Ultisols in humid climate upland soils are infertility or low fertility, acidity, aluminum toxicity, reduced root growth, rapid loss of organic matter, and susceptibility to erosion (undulating or sloping areas).
Biological constraints
Varietal choices. There are few high-yielding varieties that are adaptable to acid
soils. Although 19 improved varieties were released by the Indonesian Government
from 1960 to 1991 (CRIFC 1991), only one variety (Laut Tawar) may have moderate
tolerance to acid soils and have potential grain yields of 3-4 t/ha. However, multilocation trials indicate that its grain yield responses to physical and biological environmental constraints are unstable (Zen et al 1992). At present, farmers are growing
traditional cultivars with grain yields averaging 1.0 t/ha. They say that they are not
planting the new varieties because of the high inputs needed, which they cannot
afford, or because they do not know where to get the seed. An ideal plant type suggested by IRRI (1993) needs to be researched and introduced during the next decade.
Weeds. Weed infestations in upland acid soils where upland rice is grown are
more severe and serious than in wetland rice in terms of species, density and frequency of their distributions. Lamid (1992) identified 67 weed species associated
with upland rice grown in upland acid soils. Ten of them were most common weed
species (Table 2). Weed problems also contribute to high production costs which
small farmers cannot support. Alternative control measures are searched, and farmers
commonly practice hand weeding twice, sometimes three times depending on the
seriousness of weed infestation in upland rice-growing season.
Diseases. Two major upland rice diseases in humid climates of Indonesia are blast
(leaf and neck) caused by Pyricularia oryzae and brown spot caused by Helminthosporium oryzae. Blast is the more serious disease, particularly neck blast, as it may significantly reduce grain yields. Although brown spot does not significantly affect
grain yield, it may reduce grain quality. On upland rice, water stress, soil problems
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(acidity, sandy soil, low water-holding capacity, and soil nutrient imbalances)
increase the incidence of disease (Van Dat 1986).
Table 2. Ten important weed species associated with upland rice (Lamid 1992).
Species

Family

Ageratum conyzoides L.

Asteraceae

Borreria laevis (Lam.) Griseb.

Rubiaceae

Cyperus rotundus L.

Cyperaceae

Digitaria ciliaris (Retz.) Koel.

Poaceae

Digitaria satigera Roth ex Roem & Koel

Poaceae

Echinochloa colona (L.) Link

Poaceae

lmperata cylindrica (L.) P. Beauv.

Poaceae

Mimosa invisa Mart. ex Colla

Fabaceae

Portulaca oleracea L.

Portulacaceae

Synedrela nudiflora (L.) Gaertn

Asteraceae

In West Sumatra, there are nine blast races infecting upland rice (Amril and Yanuar 1992). The more dominant races were detected from isolates IG-1, ID-5, ID-15.
IC-15, IG-32, and IH-1. The incidence of particular races changes with seasonal rainfall and soil fertility status.
Insects. There are several insect pest species affecting upland rice. They include
stem borer, brown planthopper, leaf rollers, grain bug, and seedling fly. The most
important of these, in terms of effect on growth of upland rice, are seedling fly and
grain bug (Manti et al 1992). The current control measure is spraying with a recommended insecticide. However integrated pest management, possibly without a chemical component, may be an alternative control measure.
Socioeconomic constraints.
Upland rice farmers in humid climate of Indonesia are generally poor and use less
than adequate management inputs, such as little or no fertilizers, and no pesticides.
Production is self-sufficient and frequently farmers lack access to advanced technologies. Slash-and-burn and shifting cultivation, and a mixed cropping pattern, are common in upland rice production and average yield is low. New cropping systems using
high cash inputs and modern technologies cannot be recommended under these conditions, but low or moderate technologies may be acceptable.
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Improving upland rice productivity (SARIF's experience)
Soil problems
Upland rice growth in the acid soils typical of the humid tropics is limited by a
number of factors including low pH, Al and Mn toxicity, and deficiencies of P, Ca,
and Mg. Diagnostic studies on nutrient-limiting factors indicate that, among the
macronutrients supplied, N, P, and K have important roles in improving upland rice
growth and grain yields (Table 3). Also, the absence of magnesium results in relatively low numbers of grains per panicle and reduced grain yield. These data also
indicate that the absence of certain micronutrients may limit yields of upland rice.
Under 60% aluminum saturation, soil amendment by application of 40 kg P/ha,
with or without Ca, significantly increased grain yield of upland rice (Table 4). However, crops receiving 40 kg P and 400 kg Ca/ha appeared to be healthier (greater vigor
and lower incidence of blast) than those receiving only 40 kg P/ha. Dry matter yields
following soil amendment were also significantly higher. The indications are thus
that phosphorous is more critical than calcium in upland acid soils. Application of
calcium and magnesium markedly increases the availability of these nutrients, and
reduces A1 saturation at 20-40 cm depth (Table 5).
P application to upland acid soil, in combination with lime, may have resulted in
an increase in available soil P (Table 6) and increases in upland grain yield up to two
seconds later (Table 7). Application of NPK to upland acid soil does not, by itself,
improve rice grain yield (Table 8). Thus, additional lime at the rate of 0.5 times
exchangeable aluminum seems to be necessary.
These research findings show that upland acid soils have high aluminum saturation and are deficient in nutrients (particularly P, Ca, and Mg). Therefore, soil
amendment to make these nutrients available should be considered, together with
proper management and the introduction of new, improved cultivars with high
absorption efficiency.
A problem in cultivating upland acid soils, particularly in sloping areas, is rapidly
declining soil productivity (especially soil organic matter content). This will be more
severe when rainfall is high. Soils which are poor in organic matter will lose their
buffering capacity, and fertilizer efficiency will decrease as fertilizer is lost from the
soil near the rhizosphere. Strategies to increase soil organic matter by alley cropping
systems using regularly pruned hedgerow trees may have increased the organic matter content of soil (Table 9), and improved alley crop (upland rice) growth (Table 10).
This alternative technology is also useful for erosion control.
Screening cultivars to acid soils
Acidity, low soil fertility, and aluminum toxicity are the main constraints to high and
stable rice yields on upland acid soils in the humid climate of Indonesia. Using tolerant genotypes is a simple and economic way to overcome the problems. Nine of 15
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entries tested on upland acid soils were evaluated as promising, with relatively stable
grain yield, whether at low or high N application (Table 11). Three entries of upland
rice produced grain yields of 2.13-2.74 t/ha, while the varietal yielded only 1.33 t/ha
(Table 12). The same upland rice cultivars may respond differently to change in management practices (Table 13).
Table 3. Effect of macro- and micronutrient imbalance on panicle density, neck blast, and
grain, straw, and dry matter yield of upland rice, Sitiung Research Station, 1991-1993
(SARIF 1994). Dashes indicate no data available.
Treatment

Panicle
number (%)

Neck blast
(%)

Grain yield

Straw yield

Dry matter

(t/ha)

1st season (WS. 1991/1992)
Control

6.8 b

1.194 c

3.672 c

4.866 f

N

8.8 ab

1.710d

4.1 22 d

5.832 d

P

8.5 ab

1.693 d

3.696 e

5.389 e

K

9.7 a

2.142 c

4.512 c

6.654 c

Ca

10.3 a

2.358 b

5.092 ab

7.450 b

2.066 c

8.3 ab

4.002 d

6.068 d

S

10.5 a

2.591 a

5.202 a

7.793 a

Zn

10.4 a

2.492 ab

4.916 b

7.408 b

Complete

10.6 a

2.634 a

5.154 a

7.788 a

2.517 a

5.136 ab

7.653 ab

Mg

Complete + lime

9.9 a

2nd season (WS. 1992/1993)
Control

6.9 c

26.4 a

1.749 f

3.461 d

4.21 0 c

N

10.1 b

12.1 d

1.201 e

3.524 d

4.725 d

P

10.8 b

14.2 bcd

1.319 d

3.853 bc

5.172 c

K

11.9 b

14.4 bcd

1.486 c

3.602 cd

5.088 c

Ca

12.9 b

12.8 d

1.677 b

4.094 ab

5.771 b
5.858 b

Mg

12.5 b

13.6 cd

1.702 b

4.1 56 b

S

14.4 a

12.6 d

1.905 a

4.117ab

6.022 ab

Zn

14.0 a

13.7 cd

1.735 b

4.386 a

6.121 ab

Complete

14.6 a

16.2 b

1.906 a

4.245 a

6.151 ab

Complete + lime

14.4 a

15.4 bc

1.947 a

4.344 a

6.291 a

In-column means followed by a common letter are not significantly different at 0.05 DMRT.
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Weeds

Weeds may become a serious constraint to upland rice production if they are not
appropriately controlled. Crop failure caused by weed infestation on upland rice has
frequently been reported. Farmers usually control weeds by hand weeding twice and
sometimes three times during the upland rice-growing season, using simple tools. At
Sitiung, 41 weed species belonging to 15 families has been identified in upland acid
soil. Their distribution and relative importance vary depending on whether or not
intensive cultivation is practiced in upland rice-based farming systems. However,
five major weed species have been identified in the study area and in other upland
areas (Table 14). Control strategies should be focused on these.
Table 4. Effect of soil amendment on panicle density, neck blast, and grain, straw, and
dry matter yield of upland rice, at Sitiung Research Station, 1991-1993 (SARIF 1994).
Soil amendment
P

Ca

Mg

S

Panicle
density (m2)

Neck blast
(%)

Grain yield

Straw yield

Dry matter

-------------------(t/ha)----------------

1st season (WS 1991/1992)
0

0

0

0

117d

18.6 a

1.542 c

3.639 e

5.181 d

40

0

0

0

203 c

14.2 b

2.673 b

4.603 b

7.276 bc

40

400

0

0

222 ab

12.8 c

2.895 ab

4.992 ab

7.887 a

40

60

0

0

204 c

13.2 bc

2.684 b

4.639 cd

7.323 bc

40

40

20

0

209 bc

9.8 c

2.744 ab

4.778 bc

7.522 b

40

60

0

24

199 c

12.1 cd

2.622 b

4.407 d

7.029 c

40

0

60

24

209 bc

11.3 d

2.721 b

4.614 cd

7.335 bc

40

40

20

24

228 a

9.1 c

2.993 a

5.074 a

8.067 a

2nd season (WS 1992/1993)
0

0

0

0

69 f

26.4 a

0.808c

3.041c

3.849d

40

0

0

0

125 c

20.3 bc

1.553 d

3.646 d

5.199 c

40

400

0

0

189 a

16.6 c

2.395 a

4.342 ab

6.737 a

40

60

0

0

149 cd

21.2 b

1.925 c

4.001 c

5.926 b

40

40

20

24

165 bc

18.9 cd

1.976 c

4.116 bc

6.092 b

40

60

0

24

154 bcd

20.8 bd

2.082 b

4.422 ab

6.504 a

40

0

60

24

142 d

20.9

b 2.071 b

3.809 cd

5.880 b

40

40

20

170 b

18.2 de

4.484 a

6.624 a

24

2.140 b

In-column means followed by a common letter are not significantly different at 0.05 DMRT.
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Blast
The severity of blast in upland rice is compounded by nutrient status in the crop tissue, particularly nitrogen. The higher the rate of N applied, the more severe the incidence of leaf and neck blast (SARIF 1994). Therefore, N application to maintain low
leaf and neck blast incidences should not exceed 90 kg/ha, with 60-70 kg/ha the optimum for high yielding cultivars. However, traditional cultivars (cv. Arias), which are
non-responsive to high N application (33-45 kg N/ha is sufficient) may be more
resistant to neck blast than cvs. Laut Tawar and CT-6169. This may be the main reason why cv. Arias is more popular in farmers' fields in the Sitiung area, even though it
has low yield potential.
Table 5. Selected soil fertility characteristics at two depths (0-20 and 20-40 cm), after first
and third crops of upland rice under different soil amendments, Sitiung Research
Research Station, 1991-1993 (SARIF 1994).
Soil amendment (kg/ha)
P

Ca

Mg

S

Ca (me/100 g)
0-20

20-40

Mg (me/100 g)
0-20

AI sat. (%)

20-40

0-20

20-40

1 st season (WS 1991-1992)
0

0

0

0

1.26

0.60

0.66

0.32

60

77

40

0

0

0

1.29

0.61

0.66

0.31

57

74

40

400

0

0

3.03

0.79

0.78

0.42

37

54

40

60

0

0

1.37

0.64

0.60

0.32

60

69

40

40

20

0

1.38

0.64

0.81

0.38

54

68

40

60

0

24

1.34

0.72

0.81

0.31

55

59

40

0

60

24

1.26

0.66

1.15

0.46

53

62

40

40

20

24

1.35

0.71

1.02

0.42

53

62

2nd season (WS 1992-1 993)
0

0

0

0

1.08

0.58

0.61

0.33

62

76

40

0

0

0

1.16

0.61

0.59

0.30

55

76

40

400

0

0

3.26

0.77

0.76

0.38

34

49

40

60

0

0

1.39

0.66

0.62

0.33

58

68

40

40

20

24

1.38

0.62

0.79

0.37

58

71

40

60

0

24

1.38

0.74

0.69

0.33

56

58

40

0

60

24

1.24

0.66

1.19

0.47

52

60

40

40

20

24

1.31

0.69

0.98

0.44

53

61
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Nematodes
Researchers have previously stated that insects, diseases, and weeds may be a biological constraint to upland rice production per se. Nematodes may compound the effects
of these constraints, though little is known of how much nematodes affect growth and
yield of upland rice. Nematode populations in upland acid soils, in terms of species
and density, vary with soil characteristics, agronomic cultural practices, and crop
varieties. The five most important genera occurring in soil where upland rice is grown
are given in Table 15, together with information on frequency of occurrence and population density. At present, use of the nematicide Carbofuron is the only control
measure suggested.
Table 6. The effect of P application and different rates of lime application on soil P at two
depths after first and second upland rice crops, Sitiung Research Station, 1991-1993
(SARIF 1994).
Treatment
Lime (t/ha)

After 1st crop WS 1991 -1992

P (kg/ha)

After 2nd crop WS 1992/1993

Sampling depth (cm)
0-20

20-40

0-20

20-40

(ppm - Bray II)
No lime

1

2

0

7.58

7.92

5.73

5.84

20

8.28

5.67

7.29

6.02

40

10.19

6.44

7.25

5.78

60

11.23

6.48

8.91

6.11

80

12.44

6.21

9.28

5.92

0

7.94

6.61

6.82

5.91

20

12.47

6.821

1.21

6.28

40

13.54

6.071

2.38

6.08

60

16.46

7.161

3.27

6.31

80

16.04

6.291

3.09

6.14

0

7.76

6.87

7.86

6.07

20

9.83

6.42

8.82

5.59

40

10.37

6.73

9.41

6.28

60

12.69

6.911

0.92

6.12

80

12.83

7.121

0.79

6.14
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Table 7. Yields of upland rice and soybean under different rates of phosphorus and lime,
Sitiung Research Station, 1991-1993 (SARIF 1994).
Treatment
Lime (t/ha)

Upland rice,wet
season 1991-1992

Soybean, dry
season1992

P (kg/ha)

No lime

1

2

Upland rice,wet
season 1992-1993

(t/ha)

0

1.486

0.273

0.869

20

2.261

0.488

1.392

40

3.1 81

0.475

1.430

60

3.127

0.478

1.500

80

2.439

0.525

1.369

0

1.851

0.445

0.945

20

2.673

0.680

1.423

40

2.687

0.705

1.336

60

2.51 9

0.780

1.434

80

2.372

0.743

1.301

0

2.045

0.403

0.929

20

2.81 3

0.708

1.403

40

2.590

0.830

1.378

60

2.426

0.790

1.397

80

2.808

0.783

1.413

Table 8. Effect of NPK fertilizer and lime on grain yield (t/ha) of upland rice grown in red
yellow podzolic soils, wet season 1989-1990.
Input

Sumatra
Sitiung

Sulawesi

Tm. Bogo

Average

Puriala

No input

0.5

0.5

1.3

0.8

NPK (45-90-60)

1.5

1.5

3.2

2.1

NPK + Lime 0.5 ex AI

2.7

2.5

3.7

3.0

2.0

3.4

2.7

NPK + Lime 1.5 ex AI
Source: Burbey and Abdullah (1992).
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Table 9. Organic matter content (%) of the soil before starting first rice crop and after
finishing the rice crop, Sitiung Research Station, 1993/94 (SARIF 1994).
Hedgerow/fertilizer
Flemingia

Organic C (%)

Total N (%)

Ca (me/100 g)

AI sat. (%)

No fertilizer
Half rate

2.36
2.34

0.22
0.24

1.55
1.52

54

Full rate

2.41

0.25

1.81

34

2.06
2.11
2.14

0.19
0.1 9
0.21

1.32
1.81
1.73

56
48

2.22
2.26
2.27

0.21
0.23
0.22

1.89
1.62
1.84

56
51
42

1.92
2.05

1.62

2.17

0.20
0.20
0.22

2.07
1.89

59
54
49

1.89
1.92
1.98

0.1 8

1.84

62

0.1 7
0.1 9

1.86
2.08

56
49

46

Pineapple
No fertilizer
Half rate
Full rate
Banana + Flemingia
No fertilizer
Half rate
Full rate
Coffee + Grass
No fertilizer
Half rate
Full rate

58

No Hedgerow
No fertilizer
Half rate
Full rate

Note: Initial soil analysis for organic C = 2.1 9%, Total N= 0.21. Exch. Ca = 1.81 me/100 g AI sat. = 61%.

Table 10. Biomass dry weight and grain yield of upland rice at different hedgerow plants
and fertilizer application, Sitiung farmers’ fields, wet season 1991/1992 (SARIF 1994).
Hedgerow plant

Fertilizer applied

Average

No fertilizer

Half rate

Full rate

Flemingia

3.765

4.157

4.008

3.977 a

Pineapple

3.876

4.137

4.281

4.130 a

Banana + Flemingia

4.082

4.267

4.379

4.209 a

Dry matter yield (t/ha)

Coffee + Grass

3.812

4.004

4.091

3.974 a

No hedgerow

3.626

4.114

4.045

3.928 a

Average

3.831 b

4.135 a

4.161 a

Grain yield (t/ha)
Flemingia

1.784

1.963

1.675

1.807 a

Pineapple

1.638

1.971

2.067

1.892 a
1.788 a

Banana + Flemingia

1.798

1.742

1.824

Coffee + Grass

1.753

1.796

1.748

1.765 a

No hedgerow

1.794

1.848

1.795

1.812 a

Average

1.853 b

1.684 a

1.822 a

Averages followed by the same letter are not significantly different at 5% level DMRT.
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Table 11. Performance of the best entries compared to Laut Tawar variety on acid soil,
Sitiung Research Station, wet season 991/92 (SARIF 1994).
Entries

Yield (t/ha)
Low N

NPK

Yield
increase
(%)

Yield
(kg/day/ha)

Tillers

Neck blast
(%)

Low N NPK Low N NPK Low N

Best
entries

NPK

2.6

2.9

+11

25

28

6

8

0

2

*

CT6510-24-1-2

2.3

3.2

+39

22

31

7

8

6

6

*

B5524f-st-30-14

2.4

2.5

+4

23

25

7

9

4

8

IRAT169 F 10/6-B

2.3

3.0

+30

22

28

9

10

11

20

*

IRAT169 F 10/6-D

2.8

3.0

+7

28

29

7

8

8

12

*

IRAT216

2.6

2.8

+8

25

27

8

8

9

11

lR55411-50

2.5

2.4

-4

23

23

8

8

0

4

BR319-1

2.3

3.0

+30

21

28

9

11

4

1

*

lR60080-47

2.0

3.0

+50

19

28

8

8

0

6

*

lR53236-280

2.5

2.8

+12

24

26

9

9

0

6

IR55423-01-A

2.5

2.9

+16

22

26

9

9

0

2

lR55425-09

3.2

3.9

+22

31

37

9

9

7

7

*

7

8

0

0

*
*

CNA5626

lR55433-63

3.1

3.3

+6

29

30

lR60080-45

2.6

2.9

+12

25

28

7

8

4

5

LAUT TAWAR

2.0

1.8

-10

18

17

8

8

0

4

NPK = 40-20-12.5 kg N-P-K/ha.
Low N = 30-0-0 kg N-P-K/ha.

Table 12. Screening varieties/lines of upland rice to acid soil, Sitiung Research Station,
wet season 1992/1993 (SARIF 1993).
Varieties/lines

Height

Productive
tiller/hill

Grain yield
(t/ha)

Blast
(%)

Scoring

B6144f-Mr-6-0-0

111

12.7

2.74

1

3

B6149f-Mr-6-0-0

114

12.6

2.13

1-3

5

lR60080-32

115

10.5

2.13

0-1

1-3

1-3

3-5

lR62761-27

116

6.4

1.97

lR60080-49

122

8.9

1.80

3-5

1-3

lR63381-165

106

10.8

1.63

0-3

1 -3

lR62759-15

130

9.1

1.57

0-3

1 -3

97

11.1

1.33

3

3-5

Laut Tawar (check)

a

a 1 = resistant, 5 = moderate susceptible.
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Table 13. Selected plant characteristics of several upland rice cultivars under different
cultural practices, farmers' fields, Sitiung I (SARIF 1994).
Cultural practice/
cultivar

Panicle density
(/m2)

Filled grain
(%)

Age of flowering
(DAS)

Neck blast
(%)

Grain yield
(kg/ha)

Researchers' cultural practice
CNA5626

142

87

76

7.8

3.242

B5524

156

85

76

11.2

3.067

I RAT21 6

148

89

77

6.4

3.278

Laut Tawar

148

86

79

10.3

2.822

98

91

117

7.2

1.421

138

88

71

8.6

2.766

Arias
Average
Farmers' practice
CNA5626

102

84

78

6.3

1.269

B5524

88

81

77

9.3

1.052

IRAT216

94

85

77

7.9

1.176

Laut Tawar

92

78

81

10.2

1.072

Arias

76

88

117

4.3

1.095

Average

90

83

86

7.6

1.133

Table 14. Relative importance of weed species associated with upland rice at selected
farmers' fields, Sitiung I, II, IV, V and Sitiung Research Station, wet season 1992 (SARIF 1994).
Relative importancea

Weed species
Sitiung I b

Sitiung II

194

41

Paspalum distichum

28

21

Digitaria ciliaris

20

48

lmperata cylindrica

11

Borreria laevis

Sacciolepis indica

Sitiung IV

Sitiung V

91

68

87

87

14

89

25

29

9

Cyperus iria

28

Celocasia sp.

26

C. hirtus

18

A. compressus

14

P. dilatitum

49

Ageratum conyzoides

79

Eleusine indica

Sitiung Sta.

17
17

a Based on summation of relative density, frequency, and biomass.
b Total numbers of weed species for Sitiung I, Sitiung II, Sitiung IV, Sitiung V, and Sitiung Sta. are, respectively,

11, 23, 10, 15, and 16.
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Table 15. Frequency and density of nematodes from 141 samples of soil and roots of
upland rice grown at Sitiung Research Station and farmers’ fields, wet season 1991-92
(SARIF 1994).
Genus

Root samples
Density/g/dm3

soil

Soil Samples

Frequency (%)

Density/g/dm3 soil

Frequency (%)

Pratylenchus

955

66

1297

53

Meloidogyne

118

16

1026

10

Criconema

-

-

287

19

Xiphinema

-

-

2364

11

13

525

10

Helicotylenchus

7

Research strategy
Problems of upland rice are complex and difficult to resolve. The new technologies
which are currently being generated will require at least 5 years to perfect and deliver.
Their objectives will take into account any changes in socioeconomic conditions,
political/national development, farmers’ capabilities, and growing conditions likely
to accrue over the next decade.
Research findings have highlighted the potential of upland rice to make an important contribution to national rice production through attainment of yields of around 3
t/ha. Attainable yield may be achieved with attention to crop and soil management
and the socioeconomic circumstances of farmers.
Five major research strategies to improve the productivity of upland rice can be
identified, as follows.
1. Improved production stability. Susceptibility to pests, particularly blast, seedling
fly, grain bug, and weeds may be the major concern, together with physical or
chemical stresses such as drought, chemical toxicities (Al, Fe, Mn), and low fertility soils. Low input technology may have to be generated, including: introduction
of stable, resistant cultivars; neutralizing aluminum; increasing root zone depth or
nutrient recycling.
2. Low-yield ability. Many traditional upland rice varieties do not respond to favorable growing conditions. They tend to lodge, have low-tillering capacity, and produce excessive vegetative growth when fertility levels are high. The level of
inputs cannot be high in upland rice cultivation for many reasons: risk, inputs
costs, and poverty of the farmers. These may be approachable by methods of
nutrient recycling.
3. Agronomic characters. The available upland rice germplasm does not often fit the
season (too late or early), tends to lodge, is susceptible to shattering, produces too
few tillers of uneven maturity, and has inadequate seed dormancy. It also germinates unevenly, grows slowly, and does not compete well with weeds. Cultivars to
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overcome these characters are needed. These should also have deep and thick
roots with good recovery from drought conditions.
4. Grain quality. Most upland varieties in Indonesia have acceptable grain quality,
sometimes excellent, but other varieties are not always favored by consumers.
The cooking quality, amylose content, milling outturn, grain size/shape, and other
visual characteristics are all important considerations.
5. Socioeconomic factors. Several socioeconomic factors influence Indonesian
farmers on whether and how they will grow upland rice. These include markets,
economic returns, needs of the farmers and their families, and availability of
inputs. Therefore, different plant types are required for different agro-socioeconomic environments.
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Rice breeding research strategy
in the Mekong Delta
Bui chi Buu, Nguyen thi Lang, Phung ba Tao,
and Nguyen duy Bay

Rice varieties needed to exploit the full potential of the ecosystem must be adapted
to many constraints such as acid sulfate and saline soils, drought, and water-logged
situations. Rice types include rainfed lowland, irrigated, and deepwater, with pests
such as brown plant hopper, sheath blight, blast, and bacterial leaf blight.
Introduced irrigated varieties include IR64 which occupied about 20% of the total rice
area of the delta from 1986 to 1990, and was still cultivated extensively in 1994.
Many varieties were selected from introduced lines, such as OM86-9 (lR32429-473-2-2) and MTL 58 (lR13240-108-2-2-3). The institute made over 2,000 crosses to
develop suitable cultivars for different rice ecosystems. These included OM80,
OM269, OM997 for irrigated and OM723 for rainfed lowland. About 1,500 local
cultivars and a hundred populations of three wild rice species, Oryza rufipogon, Oryza
nivara, and Oryza officinalis, have been collected, catalogued, and evaluated. This
resource material has provided donors for biotic and abiotic stresses. The coastal
rainfed lowland rice areas need varieties adapted to water depths of 30-50 cm,
growth duration 120-140 days (in some cases 100-110 days), drought tolerance in
the seedling stage, and tolerance to salt instrusion before the wet season (EC = 4-6
dS/m) or tolerance to acid sulfate soils (pH= 4.0-4.5). Phosphorus deficiency is one
of the biggest problems in the delta and we are developing selection criteria for Pefficient rices. Pure line selections of local rices such as Nang-Tay-Dum have
improved yields by 15-25% over the original parents. Acid sulfate tolerance should
be incorporated, as well as long, slender grains, non-chalky, and slightly soft cooking
characteristics. The Thailand-Vietnam collaborative rice research program on floodprone rice is providing useful materials for field testing.

The Mekong Delta in Vietnam is the downstream part of the Mekong river basin. It is
an area of great production potential and its development is of crucial importance to
Vietnam's economic prosperity and food balance. In 1993 Vietnam produced 21.9
million t of rice, of which 10.7 million t (49%) was produced in the Mekong Delta.
Both rainfall and river flow have pronounced seasonal patterns. Periods of water
excess alternate with periods of water shortage. About 2.4 million ha is currently used
for agriculture and aquaculture. Total rice growing areas cover approximately 1.7
million ha, with 40% rainfed lowland.

The main agroecological zones (Table 1) are strongly acid sulfate soils located in
the Plain of Reeds (Dong Thap Muoi). Long Xuyen Quadrangle, and Ca Mau Peninsula, and saline soils form a narrow fringe along the coast (Long An, Tien Giang, Ben
Tre, Tra Vinh, Soc Trang, and Minh Hai provinces).
Annual precipitation ranges from about 2,400 mm in the western part of the delta
to 1,300 mm in the central part, and 1,600 mm in the east (Fig. 1).
The duration of the rainy season is from May to November. Inundation usually
starts in August and ends in November.
Based on the prevalence of two major hydrological stresses: inadequate or excess
moisture (Garrity et al 1986), rainfed lowland in the delta can be subdivided into two
main categories:
Rainfed shallow, drought and submergence-prone;
Rainfed medium-deep, waterlogged.
There are also much smaller areas of rainfed shallow, favorable land. However,
breeding objectives other than tolerance for drought, submergence, and stagnant flooding are not clearly related to cultural type (Mackill 1986). Pest and disease problems, as
well as adverse soils are more related to geographical location than to cultural type.
Table 1. Agroecological zones in the Mekong Delta.
Zone

Description

1

Alluvial soils areas with fresh water

2

High coastal plain: includes alluvial and acid sulfate soils with salt water
intrusion in the dry season

669

3

Low coastal plain (Ca Mau peninsula): includes potential acid sulfate
soils (Sulfaquents or Sulfaquepts) and is affected by tidal flood and
heavy rain, poorly drained, salt water instrusion

684

4

U Minh forest (peat soils): largely growing Melaleuca trees

195

5

Tidal coastal plain: includes swampy tidal areas from Long An to Minh
Hai growing mangrove forests

21 6

6

Dong Thap Muoi flooded area: includes large areas of acid sulfate soils
(Sulfaquepts), deeply flooded from August to November

496

7

Old alluvium area: in Long an and Dong Thap Muoi provinces along the
border between Vietnam and Cambodia

123

8

Ha Tien lowland area: acid sulfate soils, some salt water instrusion,
high organic matter, flooding in rainy season, well drained

218

9

That Son mountain area
Total

Source: NIAPP 1993.
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Area ('000 ha)
1,200

42
3,843

This paper deals with rice breeding for less favorable ecosystems for tolerance to
salinity, phosphorus deficiency, and some major agronomic characters adapted to the
rainfed ecosystem.

Early research
The delta was divided in the Master Plan into eight regions which have different soils,
rainfall, and population densities. The following regions were distinguished (State
Committee of Planning 1993):

1. Annual rainfall pattern, Mekong Delta, Vietnam.
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Central Delta
Plain of Reeds
High Terrace
Eastern Coastal Zone
Ca Mau Peninsula
West Bassac
Long Xuyen Quadrangle
Coastal Fringe
Rainfed ecosystem can be found mainly in the Coastal Fringe and on Ca Mau
Peninsula. Smaller areas occur in High Terrace, Eastern Coastal Zone, and Plain of
Reeds.
Generally, rice varieties needed to exploit the full potential of the ecosystem must
be adapted to water depth of 30-50 cm, growth duration of 120-140 days (in some
cases 100-110 days), drought tolerance at seedling stage, and tolerance to salt instrusion before the wet season, or tolerance to acid sulfate soils, brown plant hopper,
blast, and bacterial leaf blight.
Acid sulfate soils in the Mekong Delta are mainly Sulfaquepts (partly highly
organic), smaller areas of Sulfic Tropaquepts, and highly organic Sulfaquents (Van
Breeman and Pons 1978). Most of the soils are poorly drained, hence less developed
and comparatively younger than those in Thailand. Potential acid sulfate soils in tidal
swamps (Ca Mau Peninsula) do not acidify as long as the tidal effects continue. In
such areas, rice can be grown only along river banks where tides back up fresh water
every day especially in the wet season.
However, the key to improving productivity for rice in such problem soils lies
mainly in good water management, especially in lowland areas with highly acid Sulfaquepts. Rice improvement is possible in slightly acid sulfate soils (pH=4.0-4.5),
with organic matter. Phosphorus deficiency and iron and aluminum toxicity are found
only in strongly acidic soils.
Pure line selection
Varietal improvement efforts have provided farmers with the best materials available from pure line selection (local rice), introduction (mostly from IRRI), and
hybridization.
Pure line selection of local rices such as Nang-Tay-Dum, Ba-Bong, and Tau-Binh
(floating rice), and Mot-Bui, Trang-Chum, Trang-Lun, Trang-Lua, and Tep-Hanh
(deepwater rice) have improved yields by 15-20% over the original parents.
Introduced varieties
These include IR36 from 1978-1982, IR42 which was identified in 1981 and subsequently cultivated on nearly 200,000 ha in Minh Hai and Soc Trang provinces, Mahsuri from India cultivated on large scale areas in Tay Ninh, Kien Giang, Long An, and
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near Ho Chi Minh City 1982-1986. IR64 occupied about 20% of the total rice area of
the delta from 1986 to 1990, and was still cultivated extensively in 1994. OM86-9
(IR32429-47-3-2-2), and MTL58 (IRI 3240-108-2-2-3) were popular with farmers
from 1988 to 1990, and IR19660-13 1-3-3-3-3 from 1990 to 1993, IR50404-57-2-2-3
from 1992- 1994.
The extra early rice varieties with 60-75 days duration (OMCS lines) brought
from India and selected by CLRRI along with those existing in the country gained
popularity. Basmati 370 from India and Khao-Dawk-Mali 10.5 from Thailand have
been identified as good export quality rices. Khao-Dawk-Mali 105 was multiplied
and found to perform well in Soc Trang and Long An provinces in 1993. Adequate
seed was availaible for an extensive popularization program during 1994. Another
export quality rice also identified for inclusion in the program was Jasmine 85 from
USA. Unfortunately, the variety is very susceptible to brown plant hopper, bacterial
leaf blight, and ragged stunt.
Hybridization
The Institute has made over 2,000 crosses to develop suitable cultivars for different
rice ecosystems. Some varieties were made available for cultivation after rigorous
testing (Table 2). Popular lines were OM80 from 1987-1990, OM576-18 and
OM59-7 from 1989-1992, OM296 from 1989, OM43-26 from 1990-1992, and
OM269, OM997 from 1993-1994. OM723 was particularly well adapted to saline
areas (1992- 1994).
A cost/benefit analysis showed it cost US$20,000 to breed and release the rice
variety OM80 by CLRRI in 1988. In that year alone 150,000 ha of OM80 were grown
in the Mekong Delta giving a gross return of about US$4 million.
Germplasm collection
About 1,500 local cultivars and a hundred populations of three wild rice species,
Oryza rufipogon, Oryza nivara, and Oryza officinalis, have been collected, catalogued, and evaluated. This resource material has provided donors for biotic and abiotic stress (Buu et al 1992) (Table 3).
Thirty characters were recorded. Some cultivars were considered as good combiners as follows:
brown plant hopper resistance

Lua-Thom, Ba-Le

blast resistance

Sa- Mo- Ran, Te-Tep, Ba-Le

salt tolerance

Nang-Co, Than-Nong- Do, Soc-Nau

high grain density index

Lua-Giau

grain filling duration

Sa-Mo-Ran

grain filling rate

Bong-Huong
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Table 2. CLRRI rice varieties developed through hybridization and released by the
National Seed Board.
Designation

Parentage

Year

Duration a

OM91

900/1R747-B2-6

1986

A1

lR36/IR5853-229

1987b

A2

Hungary/lR48

b

1990

A1

OM59-7

OM91/IR9782-111-2-1-2

1990 b

A1

OM59-71 (upland)

OM91/IR9782-111-2-1-2

1991

A1

OM296

IR48/Than-Nong-Do

1990

A2

OM44-5

OM90/BD18 (lR36/IR5853-229)

1990

A2

OM43-26

Nep-Thom/lR19794-8-3-1

1992

A1

OM269

lR32843/lR2307-247-2-2-3

1993 b

A1

OM723-7

lR2307-247-2-2-3/A69-1

1993

b

A2

OM997

Colombia/lR64

1994 b

A1

OM80
OM576

a A 1 :90-105 days, and A 2 : 106-120 days.
b

Nationally released.

Table 3. Evaluation of rice germplasm at CLRRI to some biotic and abiotic stresses.
Problem

No. of entries
showed tolerance/
screened

Good donor

Brown plant hopper

36/496

Lua-Thom, Ca-Dung-Do

White back plant hopper

20/257

Doc-Phung, Ba-Thiet

Blast
Bacterial leaf blight
Sheath blight

39/1150
50/890

none/120

Drought at seedling stage

327/1422

Elongation ability (10 cm/day)
Aluminum toxicity (30 ppm)
Salinity at seedling stage(10 dS/m)
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Nep-Hoa-Vang

none/319

Ufra nematode

Submergence

Te-Tep, Sa-Mo-Ran, Ba-Le

Nang-Tay-Dum, Nang-Tri

3/328
19/149
6/91
25/418

Nang-Tay Bong-Dua, Tau-Binh
Sa-Quay, Ba-Chuc
Nang-Co, Than-Nong-Do, Soc-Nau

Rice breeding for less favorable areas
Salt tolerance
In the delta, saline coastal soils cover approximately 703,000 ha. Salt instrusion
occurs from December to May. At that time, there is no rain and farmers wait for rain
to grow their rice. Efforts have been made to identify a parameter that could be used
as the criterion for mass screening. Parameters generally proposed are leaf injury rate
at seedling stage, sterility after heading, and Na + /K+ ratio in the shoot under saline
conditions. Salinity effects in the rice plant are very complicated. Plants under saline
conditions suffer from morphological and nutritional effects that in turn are modified
by various environmental factors, so it may not be feasible to select a single parameter (Akbar et al 1986).
Breeding materials from local rices and improved genotypes were tested with
Pokkali and A69-1 as tolerant checks, and IR28 as susceptible check.
Salinization was imposed on 3-week-old seedlings by adding 50 ml NaCl of concentration of 0.5% and 1.0% once a week. The pots were irrigated with normal water
on the other days as and when required. All observations were made 1 and 2 weeks
after salinization.
Sodium and potassium contents were measured by flame photometer, polyamines
by spectrophotometer (Bay 1993).
Screening for salt tolerance was carried out in the net house with EC = 9.57 -9.95
dS/m and under field screening (Gia Rai-Minh Hai) with the EC = 6.0-7.4 dS/m using
18-day-old seedlings compared with the above checks (Tao et al 1992).
Some promising lines obtained were:
OM344

(Mahsuri / IR42)

OM723

(A69-1 / NN6A)

OM861

(Ba-Thiet / IR42)

OM916

(BG380-2 / A69-1)

OM924

(lR29723-143-3-2 / OM80)

OM1571

(A69-1 / OM87-9)

Some introduced lines, such as IR37109-61, BW298-2, CSR9, CSR10, and
CSR13, had good recovery scores and high yields under field testing in the target
areas. OM723-7 was released by National Seed Board in 1994.
Two tolerant rice varieties, CSR10 (M40-431-24-114 / Jaya) and CSR13 (CSR1/
Basmati 370//CSR5), obtained from India, were used to investigate biochemical changes
under saline conditions with two salt sensitive varieties: IR20 and IR8 (Bay 1993).
Salinity caused an increase in sodium content in salt tolerant as well as sensitive
varieties. Salinity caused a drastic decrease in potassium content of salt-sensitive
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varieties, whereas it caused a marked increase in potassium content of salt-tolerant
varieties at all concentrations of salt at both stages of growth (Table 4, Fig. 2)
Tolerant rice cultivars decreased the Na + toxicity by maintaining a high level of K+
(Krishnamurty et al. 1987, Prat and Fathi 1990). Salinity tolerance (low Na+/K+ ratio in
the shoot) is governed by both additive and dominance gene effects (Gregorio and Senadhira 1993).The trait exhibited overdominance and is controlled by at least two groups
of genes which exhibit dominance. The first group may control Na+ exclusion and the
other K+ absorption. The K+ /Na+ ratio in shoots of the tolerant genotypes was greater
than in the sensitive genotypes under salinization (Fig. 2). The ratio was greater than in
the sensitive cultivars at different Na + /Ca++ ratio (Subbarao et al 1990).
Table 4. Effect of salinity levels on accumulation of dry matter, and on endogenous
sodium and potassium contents in whole plants of salt-tolerant and sensitive rice
varieties.
Variety

CSR10

CSR13

IR20

IR8

Treatment

Dry matter

Sodium content

(g/plant)

(meq/g dry wt.)

Potassium content
(meq/g dry wt.)

1wasa

2was

1was

2was

1was

2was

control

0.58

1.38

0.64

0.74

0.92

1.12

0.5%NaCI

0.49

1.01

0.82

1.30

1.34

2.60

1.0%NaCI

0.45

0.90

0.88

1.60

1.64

3.20

control

0.61

1.17

0.90

0.96

1.10

1.38

0.5%NaCI

0.47

0.77

1.16

1.80

1.32

2.72

1.0%NaCI

0.37

0.68

1.26

2.42

1.58

3.00

control

0.51

1.22

0.82

0.94

1.20

1.40

2.22

0.85

0.96

0.54

0.46

0.5%NaCI

0.32

0.64

1.26

1.0%NaCI

0.28

0.43

2.14

3.00

control

0.63

1.42

0.60

0.70

1.00

1.36

0.5%NaCI

0.41

0.84

0.98

1.56

0.82

0.94

1.0%NaCI

0.36

0.71

1.38

2.14

0.58

0.68

0.06

0.10

0.20

0.47

0.22

0.33
0.49

LSD 0.05(variety)
0.01

0.09

0.15

0.30

ns

0.34

LSD 0.05(var. × concentration)

0.06

0.11

0.21

0.55

0.26

0.39

0.01

0.09

0.17

0.40

ns

0.39

0.57

a was =weeks after salinization.

The salt-tolerant varieties were responsive to salinity by maintaining a high level
of spermidine and spermine as compared with non-salinized seedlings in both periods
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of growth, and the level of putrescine increased slightly in salinized seedlings in comparison with non-salinized plants in both periods of growth (Bay 1993). The salt-sensitive varieties were associated with maintaining high level of putrescine and with
low levels of spermidine and spermine in salinized seedlings in both growth stages
(Table 5). Katiyar and Dubey (1990) noted that salinity caused a remarkable increase
in total polyamine levels in rice seedlings: at 14 dS/m putrescine level doubled in sensitive varieties. Polyamines, including putrescine, are known to stimulate the growth
of plants, suggesting that the endogenous concentration of these amines can be
growth limiting (Smith 1982, 1984). Spermine and spermidine have also been found
to prevent activation of chloroplast fructose- 1,6-biphosphatase (Costa and Bagni
1983, Costa et al 1984). The presence of spermidine synthase in chloroplasts indicates that spermidine may be an important modulator of fructose- 1,6-biphosphatase
in vivo (Sindhu and Cohen 1983). Putrescine accumulates in plants in response to a
wide range of stress conditions, notably in K + and Mg++ deficiencies, with NH4+
feeding during acidification and high salinity (Altman et al 1982, Young and Galston
1983, Flores et al 1984, Smith 1984). Putrescine concentration also increases with
osmotic shock and desiccation (Flores and Galston 1984). Cation/anion balance may
explain the increase in putrescine found with desiccation or osmotic stress, but the
considerable accumulation of proline in drought and salinity may be analogous, and it
is possible that putrescine accumulates as an innocuous and easily sequestered storage product during adverse conditions (Smith 1984).

2. Effect of salinity on K/Na ratio in rice plants two weeks after salinization.
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Table 5. Endogenous total polyamine, putrescine, spermidine, and spermine levels in
shoot system of salt-tolerant and sensitive rice varieties (µmol/100 g fresh weight).
Variety

Treatment

Polyamine
1was

CSRlO

CSR13

IR20

IR8

a

2was

Putrescine
1was

2was

Spermidine
1was

Spermine

2was

1was

2was

control

134

175

60

73

57

67

17

35

0.5% NaCl

174

238

63

80

80

107

31

51

1.0% NaCl

228

342

65

83

106

155

57

104

control

150

198

64

83

63

74

23

41

0.5% NaCl

179

244

68

95

72

92

39

57

1 .0% NaCl

227

346

73

99

99

145

55

102

control

167

228

74

99

71

88

22

41

0.5% NaCl

205

298

103

156

77

95

25

47

1 .0% NaCl

240

338

103

184

82

101

28

53

control

157

228

68

97

66

86

23

45

0.5% NaCl

192

291

98

141

68

95

26

55

1.0% NaCl

223

330

122

166

73

102

28

62

9

12

3

6

3

9

6

2

LSD 0.05(variety)
0.01

13

18

4

9

5

ns

10

3

LSD 0.05(var. x conc.)

10

19

3

8

5

11

8

4

0.01

15

27

5

11

7

16

11

5

a was = weeks after salinization.

P deficiency
Acid sulfate soils (1.68 million ha) are characterized by high acidity, high levels of
potentially toxic aluminum, and poor fertility. Severely acid sulfate soils, which
cover 0.55 million ha have little agricultural possibilities. Moderately or slightly acid
sulfate soils (1.05 million ha) can be used for agriculture, provided good water management and fertilizer are applied.
Both acid sulfate and saline soils of the delta are deficient in P. P deficiency is the
most common problem in the rainfed areas of the delta. P reacts with Al and Fe, and
forms insoluble compounds in acid sulfate soils. There is an urgent need to develop
rice varieties which absorb and use P more efficiently.
A screening technique was addressed by IRRI design through the International
Rice Acid Lowland Soils Observational Nursery (IRALON). The nursery was set up
to be conducted in a split plot design with two replications. Entries were the main
plots. The P fertilizer rates are the subplots, treatment I: no phosphorus added, and
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treatment II : with 40 kg P2O5 added as triple superphosphate. 80 kg N/ha was applied
to both the treatments. These experiments were maintained in the same plots for many
continuous seasons. IR36 and IR64 were used as checks.
There were significant differences between two P treatments on growth duration,
plant height, panicles/m2 , filled grains/panicle, 1000-grain weight, and grain yield.
However, the differences were significant in the wet season, not in the dry season
(Fig. 3). The relative yield index was calculated as follows:

Y: yield obtained with P, and y: yield obtained without P

3. Relative yield index of three rice varieties under two phosphorus treatments (see text
for explanation).
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Under field conditions at 0 Mon, phosphorus deficiency testing has been conducted for 3 years in the same plot (pH=5.2, organic C = 3.2%. total P = 0.04%, available P = 4.16 mg/100 g[Bray 2], CEC=23.0 meq/100g). From the second (1992) and
the third (1993) years, the entries consistently performing well were (Anh and Tan
1992, 1993):
OM723-11

(A69-1 / NN6A)

OM16B

(mutant from lR2070-199-3-3-6)

OM742-15

(KT1 / IR64)

lR46292-24-2-2-1-2

(Chenab 64-117 / IR60 // lR13540-56-3-2-1)

OM1588

(IR36 / OM43-26)

Performance of a P-efficient strain remains relatively stable at both normal and
poor supply of P to the plant, whereas in the case of P-inefficient strains performance
is abruptly lowered under P-stress conditions (Gerloff 1976).
Tolerance of a variety to P-deficiency is a result of its high P-uptake ability
(Koyama et al 1973). Efficient rice varieties tend to absorb high amounts of P and
also utilize it effectively when grown in P-deficient conditions (Orticio 1984, Katiyal
1984). P-uptake efficiency of rice plants remains high at low soil P but decreases in
increasing soil P (Frageria et al 1988, Srivastara et al 1984).
Selection criteria used have been ratio of tiller production between P-deficient
and P-adequate condition (IRRI 1988), shoot dry weight, root dry weight and number
of tillers (Frageria et al 1988), and acid phosphatase activities in rice roots (IRRI
1993).
Tolerance for Al toxicity/P deficiency has been reported to be a quantitative character which is controlled by more than one pair of genes showing transgressive segregation (Cutrim 1981). Broad sense heritability estimates for Al toxicity/P deficiency
expressed by root growth capacity in nutrient solution are high ranging from 50-87%
(Camargo 1984).
Through multi-seasonal rice yield trials in acid sulfate soil (Dong Thap Muoi station), three groups were identified as follows:
Tolerant

IR 13240-1 08-2-2-3, OM576

Slightly tolerant

IR60, lR50404-57-2-2-3, IR64, and OM90-2

Poorly tolerant

IR66, OM44-5, OM43-26, KSB54.

P contents in rice leaves were 30 mgP/100 g, 24 mgP/100 g, and 15 mgP/100 g
tolerant, slightly tolerant, and poorly tolerant varieties, respectively (Phung
1994). Recently, IR60 and IR50404-57-2-2-3 have been the leading varieties in
the area.
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Flood-prone rice
Flood-prone rice area in the delta is estimated at 0.6 million ha. New irrigation canals
in the Mekong Delta have enabled conversion of more than 300,000 ha of single crop
floating rice land to two crops of irrigated rice grown between floods. Farmers can
produce up to eight times the yield of a single crop of floating rice in An Giang and
Dong Thap provinces. However, not all of the results associated with irrigation have
been positive. Reduced fish production, environmental damage, and reduced economic efficiency have been linked to high fertilizer and pesticide use.
Leading cultivars are Chet-Cut, Nang-Tay-Dum in floating rice areas, and MotBui, Lun-Can, Tep-Hanh, Nep-Ba-Bong in deep water rice. Studies are in progress to
determine the most appropriate production systems such as rice + fish, rice + mangrove, etc. for the remaining 0.6 million ha of deepwater rice in the delta. The Thailand-Vietnam collaborative research program on flood-prone rice is providing useful
materials for field testing. Promising lines noted so far are: HTAFR84036-9-3, HTA
60, HTAFR84035-B-16-7, HTAFR84017-0-R-3-1, DWCT82-B-107-17, and
DWCT82-B-90-18.
Agronomic traits
The nature of gene action for some agronomic traits in rice was studied to develop
salt-tolerant and high-yielding rice varieties (Buu and Tao 1993). Heterosis was
recorded in grain yield, panicles per hill, and plant height. It was due to dispersed
dominant and interacting genes, and genes with dominance and epistatic properties
that were in linkage disequilibrium.
Under saline conditions, filled grains per panicle had the largest direct effect on
yield (Buu and Truong 1988). Filled grains per panicle and sterility percentage appear
to be the most reliable indices for selection under the conditions.
The existence of non-additive gene effects for yield components was noted,
except for 1000-grain weight (Tao et al 1992). There were at least five groups of genes
to govern the plant height of deepwater rice varieties growing in the coastal saline
areas.
Good combiners for the sink size characters were recognized from traditional cultivars such as Lua-Giau, Ba-xe-giai, and Bong-huong (Lang 1994). Otherwise, IR36
and IR46 were well adapted to slightly acid sulfate soil, and were good combiners for
chlorophyll b, leaf area index at flowering, number of panicles per hill, and harvest
index (Lang 1994). Additive and non-additive gene effects were confirmed by diallel
and triple test crossing for high grain density index (HDI), grain filling duration
(GFD), and grain filling rate (GFR). Heterosis is due to additive × additive interaction
in case of GFD and both additive × additive and dominance × dominance in case of
HDI and GFR (Lang 1994). HDI in primary branches of the panicle was not correlated to grain yield, but its genotypic correlation with the total dry matter at harvest
was high.
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Breeding materials
The breeding materials used so far in breeding program of the Cuu Long Delta Rice
Research Institute are as follows:
Aluminum toxicity

Tau-nut, Sa-quay, Ba-chuc

P deficiency

lR46292-24-2-2-1-2,

Submergence tolerance

FR13A, Moc-Tuyen, lR33277-1-507-1-1-3,

Salinity

A69-1, lR29723-143-3-2, IR68, Nang-co, Than-nong-do

Acid sulfate soil

Mahsuri, IR36, IR48, Doc-Phung, IR60, Oryza rufipogon.

Improved plant type

lR2307-247-2-2-3, IR42, IR13240-10-1, IR72

Grain quality

Mot-bui, Lua-Thom, Nep-Thom, IR64

Bacterial leaf blight

DV85, Nep-hoa-vang

Brown plant hopper

lR50404-57-2-2-3, OM576, OM997, lR49517-23-2-2-3-2

OM723-11
lR38683-35-2-9-12

Besides, materials from IRRI shuttle breeding program were also used: lR54719 : lR31917-453-2/ Oryza officinalis, and lR54742 : IR31917-45-3-2/ O. officinalis /IR31917-45-3-2.

Looking to the future
Research has focused on rice germplasm and environmental and cultural factors
involved in adaptation to various stresses. The new tools of biotechnology will produce more rice cultivars that tolerate the constraints and produce high yields.
In the next 10 years, further progress is expected in the following research areas:
Understanding genetic and physiological backgrounds of new plant type with
high yielding potential
Diversifying brown plant hopper resistance donors in rice breeding program
Characterizing blast and bacterial leaf blight pathogen populations in different
regions of the delta and other parts in the country and facilitating marker-aid
selection to tag effective disease-resistance genes
Improving grain quality (intermediate amylose and gelatinization, no chalkiness,
long slender grain).
For salt tolerance:
Identification of rice germplasm for salt tolerance
Analysis of mechanisms of salinity tolerance
Identification, isolation, and introduction of genes associated with salinity tolerance
Development and evaluation of salt-tolerant germplasm using recombinant DNA
technology and other molecular biology methods
Combination of tolerance for salinity and submergence.
Most of the coastal salinity in the delta is associated with flooding due to tidal
fluctuation, so that submergence tolerance will be required. Breeding for salinity tolerance is highly feasible because there is no antagonism between high yields and salt
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tolerance (Shannon and Akbar 1978). Attention should be paid to somatic hybridization for transfer of salt tolerance from wild relatives to cultivated indica genotypes.
For phosphorus deficiency:
This is one of the biggest problems in the delta, development of a new variety
involves the following steps:
Identification of the target environment
Identification of genotypes with desired traits (in both exotic and local sources)
Determination of their mechanism and inheritance (mechanism of P uptake)
Determination of an appropriate breeding program.
Selection criteria for P-efficient rices, for example based on acid phosphatase
activity in rice roots, should be implemented. Sensitive varieties had the lowest activitiy, and tolerant varieties the highest (IRRI 1993).
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New rice varieties for the highlands
of Madagascar: a tool for improving
the productivity and income in rice
based farming systems
X. Rakotonjanahary

Plains and valleys in the highlands represent about-one third of the Madagascar rice
area; rice cultivation occupies almost 60% of the cultivated area and forms the most
important agricultural activity. The average yield for the last 20 years oscillated
around 1.9 t/ha. The constraints on production are fluctuations in the rainfalldependant water regime, phosphorus deficiency, iron toxicity, low exchange capacity
soils and low use of inputs, and blast and sheath rot.
From 1960 to 1985, research recommendations were based mainly on the use of
the best varieties tested under relatively controlled conditions, good irrigation
management, and timely cultural operations, such as transplanting 30- to 45-day-old
seedlings in lines combined with the use of rotary weeder and application of
moderate level inputs. However, the extension of these varieties has not reached
more than 10% of the highlands rice area: the widespread area with a fluctuating
water regime and poor rice-growing conditions has not been affected. Taking into
account the means of most farmers and the factors limiting rice yield, new varieties
must have wide adaptability, and be more appropriate to the rainfall-dependant
water regime. Better varieties and improved practices could promote yield increases
of 1 to 2 t/ha and production increases of 375,000 to 750,000 t in the highlands in
the near future.

The highlands of Madagascar, altitude > 1000 m, have a population density of about
39 persons/km2 and constitute the most populous areas of the island. The area planted
to rice is about 400,000 ha, of which 375,000 ha are lowland rice and 25,000 ha
upland rice. Rice production recently registered about 880,000 t (MPARA 1988),
which corresponds to an average yield of 2.2 t/ha.
The first crop, or vary s/ha, begins at the end of the cool season and ends at early
rainy season. The second crop is the rainy season crop or vary vakiambiaty; it is the
main crop. A third crop may be grown; this is the vary aloha, for which the nursery
bed has to undergo a relatively severe winter period and the harvest time often coincides with heavy rainfall, keeping the paddy fields flooded. The recorded average

yield for the two first season crops is around 1.9 t/ha; it is higher for vary aloha, about
3 t/ha (Price Waterhouse Associates 1989).
Factors that influence rice production are:
lack of credit, leading the rice grower to depend only on family manpower and to
rely on low levels of inputs.
the predominance of simple tools which consists mainly of “angady”, a longtoothed spade, and the rotary weeder (Randrianaivo 1989); animal-drawn ploughs
are scarce and motorized machinery more so.
the prevalence of smallholdings, less than 0.5 ha, mainly located in the inland Valleys, and irrigated by gravity feed.
the common use of farmyard manure provided at the rate of 5 t/ha, and rarely combined with mineral fertilizers; the latter are usually applied in moderate amounts
(50-300 kg/ha).
In most rice areas of the highlands, there are socioeconomic constraints, most
importantly:
difficulty in collecting and transporting agricultural products because of poor roads.
high cost and scarcity of chemical inputs, mainly at the stage of rice crop establishment.
Furthermore, soils have, in general, a low exchange capacity and are phosphorus
deficient; sometimes they are iron toxic. In phosphorus-deficient soils, heading is
delayed and spikelet sterility increased, whereas plant height and tillering are drastically reduced (Yoshida 1981). This results in a decrease of grain and biomass production. The iron toxicity is characterized by bronzing or discoloration of the old leaves.
This may be accompanied by a decrease in tiller number and reduced vegetative
growth. In the case of severe toxicity, growth ceases and the plant dies. Newly developed ricelands are often peaty and poorly drained.
From the 1960s to 1980s, the recommendations given in every irrigation district
included: respecting the agricultural calendar, and transplanting 30- to 45-day-old
seedlings in lines combined with the use of a rotary weeder and the application of
inputs at moderate rates, e.g NPK 60:26:50 kg/ha. In parallel, many varieties were
tested on research stations under relatively controlled but similar conditions, and the
best were released to farmers. However, the impact on rice production was limited.
The extension of these recommended varieties, estimated from field visits conducted
jointly in 1984 by IBPGR (International Board of Plant Genetic Resources) and
FOFIFA (Foibem-pirenenena Fikarohana ampiharina amin’ny Fampandrosoana ny
Ambanivohitra), did not exceed one-tenth of the rice growing areas (FOFIFA-IBPGR
1984) and the average yield recorded for the highlands, was relatively low and levelled at about 2.0 t/ha.
It has been observed throughout the highlands that only paddy fields having good
irrigation could be covered by the extension service. In fact, good water management,
timely cultural operations, and application of fertilizers at moderate rates, are practi-
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cal in a very few paddy fields. The areas with a fluctuating water regime, strongly
linked to the rainfall and characterized by late irrigation, and/or alternating drought
and flood, although much more extensive, were not considered. Often, the hydrologic
pattern is characterized by submersion of the paddy field at an early stage of plant
growth, or even by deep flooding just after the rice crop is transplanted and before the
seedlings become firmly anchored, leading to a great number of missing hills. Deep
water in the paddy field, due to the difficulty of drainage greatly entends the rice
growth period; this results in high spikelet sterility, because of low temperatures at
the end of the season. Moreover, early-maturing varieties do not tolerate the transplanting of old seedlings (FOFIFA-DRA 1987).
This type of rice cultivation may be described as “rice cultivation for subsistence”. Under these severe conditions, the local rice populations in polymorphous
mixtures, usually with a long straw and sensitive to lodging, remain the most cultivated plant types. Some of them have important characteristics like photoperiod
insensitivity and tolerance to low temperature, which allow them a greater flexibility
for growing in different seasons (Rakotonjanahary 1993).

Objectives
To improve the productivity of rice-based farming systems, the priorities are:
the acquisition of wide adaptability for the majority of rice areas and a greater flexibility for growing during different seasons. These imply a higher tolerance to major
constraints, mainly an unstable water regime, unfavorable soil conditions (deficiency in major elements, toxicity), and diseases (mostly blast and sheath rot).
the acquisition of earlier-harvesting lines in order to reduce the duration of work in
the paddy field on the one hand, and permit profitable off-season cropping such as
vegetables or cereals (wheat, oats), on the other. Provided there is adequate irrigation water, a shorter duration crop also allows two rice crops a year with the same
variety or at least the exploitation of rice ratoons in the dry season for cattle feed.
the promotion of intermediate plant height to avoid lodging.
the improvement of grain quality by increasing translucence, milling recovery,
and nutritional characteristics.

Materials and methods
The genetic material was constituted from traditional populations collected during
the last 10 years in the highlands and which remain to date the most cultivated. This
material originates from altitudes of 750 to 1800 m, with different water regimes and
diverse soil types. Introduced lines from different countries and belonging to diverse
working collections as varieties recommended by research or already released to
farmers were also included in the program.
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Starting from the differentiation of lines in the traditional populations on the basis
of their morphological (plant height, plant architecture, grain type, etc.) and physiological (adaptation to fluctuating water regime, growth duration) characteristics, and
the introduction of foreign material to enlarge the working collection and to widen the
available genetic potential, the characterization and evaluation of the material were
undertaken in three steps.
Varietal screening for tolerance to major constraints: low temperature in vary
aloha season, phosphorus deficiency, iron toxicity, diseases (neck blast, sheath
rot). A regular intercalation of the sensitive check, every 5 or 10 varieties to be
characterized, was used for the varietal screening.
The preliminary test of tolerant lines in diverse ecologies where a fluctuating water
regime is prevalent; this may include a late irrigation, and/or alternating flood and
drought conditions. Flooding may vary from year to year: generally, water depth in
the paddy field exceeds 40 cm and can reach 80 cm; the duration of flooding varies
from 2 weeks to 1 month. Drought condition implies 3-6 weeks without irrigation.
The systematic evaluation of the productivity of the best varieties under moderate
rates of fertilizers, e.g 60:26:50 kg/ha NPK during three seasons. The most cultivated variety in each environment served as a reference for the level of a productivity. The statistical design was usually a randomized complete bloc with 3 to 4
replications.

Results and discussion
Experiments over 3-4 years showed significant varietal differences in the variables
tested; the coefficients of variation obtained generally ranged from 3 to 20%.
Some local selections, such as Rojomena 137-2, Rojomena MJK, and Latsika
112-1, and the imported lines, IR15579-135-3, IR20910-B-67, B3453F-SR-6-3, and
IR15579-24-2, have been observed to be very well adapted to the constraints and conditions of the highlands; their average grain productivity was higher than that of the
check Rojofotsy 1285 (Table 1). Grain yields from these materials vary from 4.5 to
5.0 t/ha in the farmers’ fields under a natural water regime. However, all these local
selections are susceptible to blast, especially when fertility level is increased under
intensive cultivation.
Data reported in Table 2 show that short plant height, low fertile tiller number,
and short panicle length resulted in low grain productivity. Although the line
SR3044-78-3 has 10 fertile tillers, this characteristic alone did not give high productivity, because the other quantitative traits have low values (plant height 61 cm; panicle length 14 cm)
Data reported in Table 3 show that, under farmers’ conditions, grain productivity
is positively correlated with fertile tiller number, plant height, spikelet fertility and
panicle length. Usually, the total tiller number is negatively correlated with grain
yield.
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Table 1. Agronomic and physiological characteristics of selected varieties
different soil constraints, rainy season, central highlands, Madagascar.
Name

Blast
score a

Iron toxicity
score a

Phosphorus
deficiency
scorea

Height
(cm)

Growth
duration

under
Yield
(t/ha) b

(d)

IR15579-135-3

1

3

3

90

160

5.0

lR15579-24-2

1

3

3

90

160

5.0

IR20910-B-67

1

3

3

90

160

5.0

Rojomena 137-2

8

4

3

90

165

4.5
5.0

Rojo MJK

9

4

3

100

165

Latsika 112-1

8

4

3

90

165

4.0

Rojofotsy 1285

9

6

3

90

170

4.0

a Tolerance score according to Standard Evaluation System (IRRI, 1988), using a 60N-60P O kg/ha fertilizer
2 5

application on iron toxic soils and 60N-60K2 O kg/ha on phosphorus- deficient soils.
b

Average of 3 years, from 1990/1991 to 1992/1993 rainy season in replicated trials.

Table 2. Agronomic characteristics of six introduced lines and a local variety in
phosphorous-deficient rainfed area, with drought a in rainy season 1989-1990, Mahitsy,
Madagascar.
Variety name

IR15579-135-3

FTN

b

Average Weight of
height
1000 filled
(cm)
grains (g)

Fertility of
spikelets
(%)

Panicle
length
(cm)

Productivity of
12 sample-hills
(g)

9

83

28

90

19

21 0

10

90

29

90

20

202

Chianang 2

6

80

22

95

19

173

Chianang 242

8

80

24

95

21

190

SR3044-78-3

10

61

32

92

14

129

B2982b-3-3-1-4

10

83

29

82

20

152

8

99

34

83

22

180

lR15579-24-2

Rojo 20-2 (local check)

a Drought of 3 weeks duration occurred at the early stage of plant growth, about 2 weeks after transplanting.
b FTN: average fertile tiller number per hill, using 20 cm × 20 crn spacing and 60 N -60 K O kg/ha fertilizer appli2

cation. Sample size : 4 adjacent hills.
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Table 3. Correlation matrix of five variables on 10 varieties resistant to iron toxicity in
varietal trial, rainy season 1990-1991, Manjakandriana, Madagascar.
X1
X1

X2

1.000

X3

X4

X5

-0.216

0.478**

0.425*

1.000

-0.434*

-0.254

1.000

0.710**

0.631**

1.000

0.433*

X2
X3
X4
X5
X1
X2
X3
X4
X5

0.612**
-0.108

1.000

= yield.
= number of fertile tillers.
= plant height.
= panicle length.
= spikelet fertility.

Results in Table 4 indicate that wet seeded rice is better than transplanting when
the latter is practiced late in the season. In well-prepared land, good crop establishment and limited weed growth were observed (Rakotonjanahary et al 1994a).

Table 4. Effect of direct seeding vs late transplanting in the rainy season 1992/1993 on
agronomic characteristics of the variety Tche Kouai, in Lac Alaotra, Madagascar.
Treatmenta

Fertile tiller nb

b

Height (cm) 1000 grain wt (g) % empty grain Yield (kg/ha)

1

23.7 a

70.0 b

24.0

5.5 c

2864 b

2

28.3 ab

83.3 a

24.0

8.9 c

3464 a

3

18.9 b

72.6 b

23.0

20.3 b

1704 c

4

20.0 b

78.3 a

23.0

39.7 a

1424 c

F

9.2*

5.7*

1.42ns

108.0**

108.5**

CV (%)

10.5

5.6

3.8

13.8

6.7

a Treatments:

1- Direct seeding by dibbling, without fertilizer,
2- Direct seeding by dibbling with fertilizer (90 N kg/ha),
3- Transplanting without fertilizer,
4- Transplanting with fertilizer (90 N kg/ha).

b Fertile tiller number on 4 sample-hills.
Values followed by the same letter are not significantly different at 5% level:
**: highly significant,
*: significant,
ns: not significant.
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Crosses between local selections and favourable introduced ones have resulted in
some new lines, such as MR10214-3-2-3-1 and MR10309-B4-1-1-2, which are earlier and more tolerant to flooding (Table 5). The selection was based on overall
behaviour, the percentage of survival, and earliness. The Rojo populations showed a
lower tolerance to frequent flooding, compared with the progeny lines. The best lines
began to flower 60 days after submersion; their plant height was intermediate (Rakotonjanahary et al 1994b). Line MR10309-1-1-2-2 is 20 days earlier than Rojofotsy
1285.
Table 5. General behaviour of some progeny lines in a flood-prone area, rainy season
1993/1994 a , Mahitsy, Madagascar.
Percent survival

Growth duration (days)

MR10214-3-2-3-1

Line

80

155

MR10259-3-1-2-1

80

155

MR10309-1-1-2-1

80

155

MR10309-1-1-2-2

40

150

MR10309-1-2-1-3

70

160

MR10309-B4-1-1-2

80

155

Rojofotsy 1285 (check)

30

170

Rojomena MJK (check)

40

165

a Due to occurrence of two successive cyclones, plots were completely submerged at 20th day after transplant-

ing, during two days, when the plants were at early growth stage; then, a 50-cm water depth stayed in the field
during 20 days, followed by a 30-cm water depth until maturity.

Conclusions
In general, varieties with intermediate height tolerate frequent flooding and early submersion of the paddy field better than lines with short height such as semi-dwarf
indica or japonica types. This adaptation is linked to a faster growth of the seedling
and results in higher productivity.
The varieties which performed better for the highlands have two important phenotypic characters: intermediate height (90 to 110 cm) and moderate total tiller number,
ranging from 7 to 10. These are combined with remarkable physiological characters
at the reproductive stage: a high percentage of fertile tillers corresponding to 90 to
100% of the total tiller number, and high spikelet fertility between 88 and 96% without staggered maturity on the different tillers. Other morphological and physiological
characters of importance for the highlands are: seedlings with fast growth; plants with
erect leaves; tolerance to phosphorus deficiency; resistance to iron toxicity; tolerance
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to low temperature at tillering and reproductive stage; insensitivity or low sensitivity
to photoperiod; resistance to diseases, mainly blast and sheath rot; earliness (growth
duration varying from 150 to 160 days in the rainy season); and tolerance to, and fast
recovery from, submersion and/or drought. These characteristics concur with the
preferences of rice growers, particularly plant height and panicle length (20 to 22
cm), grain compacity (4.5 g/m2 ), spikelet fertility, and earliness.
By extension of these new varieties in different rice-growing areas in the highlands, the average yield increase is estimated to be from 1 to 2 t/ha and the total rice
production increased by 375,000 to 750,000 t. Farmers’ incomes may also be
increased by an off-season crop, owing to shorter duration of varieties used.
Hybridization by simple and multiple crosses between the local selections and
the best introduced lines is important in developing varieties for the very specific
constraints of the highlands. Highly tolerant to adverse conditions such as fluctuating water regime, phosphorus deficiency and low temperature, local varieties have
complementary characteristics to introduced lines which provide resistance to
lodging, earliness, resistance to blast, and higher productivity under better management conditions. Use of crosses is the best way to accelerate introduction of the
combined benefits of adaptability of local varieties and high productivity of introduced lines.
In farmers’ fields with fluctuating water regime, transplanting 60-day-old seedlings is an inadequate cultural practice. Damage by tloods occuring just after transplanting must also be avoided; however, in direct seeding, varieties more appropriate
have to be identified. A deep root system combined with rapid growth of the rice plant
for improving drought resistance, must also to be developed. The technology package
offered to farmers who face the complex constraints of the highlands rice cultivation
must be improved.
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Varietal improvement strategies
for the rainfed lowland environment
of the Lao PDR: 1995-2000
Phoumi Inthapanya, J. M. Schiller, Surapong Sarkarung,
Jawee Kupkanchanakul, and Viravanh Phannourath

Rainfed rice production in the Lao PDR accounts for approximately 98% of
cultivated area and 96% of production. Rainfed lowland rice accounts for
approximately 64% of area and 74% of production. The dependence on rainfed
cultivation makes national production very susceptible to drought, with year-to-year
variability of up to 20% not being unusual. In an effort to achieve greater rice selfsufficiency, official policy is to expand the area and production in the rainfed
lowland environment by approximately 27 and 65%, respectively, by the year 2000.
Part of this productivity increase is aimed for through a 30% increase in average
yield, from 2.9 to 3.8 t/ha.
The rainfed lowland ecosystem of Laos can be divided into four main subecosystems: favorable (10%), drought-prone (60%), drought- and submergence-prone
(20%), and submergence prone (10%). The focus of the current varietal improvement
is mainly the drought-prone and, drought- and submergence-prone subecosystems.
Varieties currently grown in the rainfed lowland environment are almost
exclusively glutinous, with more than 85% of the area being sown to traditional,
photoperiod sensitive cultivars. By the year 2000, it is aimed to provide farmers with
a choice of varieties with a combination of improved yield potential, early to medium
maturity with photoperiod sensitivity, improved drought tolerance, resistance to gall
midge, blast, and bacterial leaf blight, and adapted to modest technology inputs,
while maintaining grain quality and cooking characteristics. Strategies to achieve
this include:
reselection, evaluation and utilization of indigenous rice germplasm;
introduction, evaluation and direct use of introduced breeding lines/varieties from
neighboring countries with similar environments and desirable crop characteristics;
hybridization, observation, selection, screening and yield testing of advanced
breeding lines;
multilocation testing of promising lines to verify their performance under on-farm
conditions with farmer participation; and
shuttle breeding practices linked to the Thai-IRRI and Rainfed Lowland Rice Consortium breeding programs.

Between 1990 and 1994, the Lao National Rice Research Program released
three improved varieties (Niaw Thadokkham 1, Niaw Thadokkham 2, and Phone
Ngam 1) which are being widely adopted by farmers. Two of these varieties have
incorporated IRRI parentage.

Rice is the primary crop and staple food of Laos. More than 97% of the rice growing
area in the country is under rainfed conditions. In 1993 rainfed lowland rice
accounted for approximately 64% of the area and 74% of production. Upland rice
occupies about 34% of the area. The remainder (about 2%) is irrigated rice. The
rainfed lowland rice area can be classified (IRRI 1984) as shallow rainfed and be
further subdivided into four categories: favorable (10%), drought prone (60%),
drought and submergence prone (20%), and submergence prone (10%). The average yield of rainfed lowland rice is about 2 t/ha which is low, relative to other countries in the region. Apart from the relatively low-yielding nature of glutinous rice,
erratic rainfall and poor soil fertility contribute significantly to the low productivity
of this environment.
Total annual rice production ranges from 1.4 - 1.6 million t (although it dropped to
1.25 million t in 1993 due to drought conditions). Most production is consumed
domestically, with less than 5% traded. Rice shortages occur in abnormally dry years,
although much of the area under upland cultivation has a rice deficit of some degree
almost every year. To achieve greater rice self-sufficiency, the government has set a
production target of 2.2 million t by the year 2000. Almost 65% of the increase is
scheduled to come from the rainfed lowland environment through 27 and 29%,
increases, respectively, in the area cultivated and average yield (from 2.9 to 3.8 t/ha).
The improved yield can be achieved only through a combination of varietal improvement, soil fertility management, and improved agronomic practices.

The rainfed lowland environment of Laos
The area cultivated to rainfed lowland rice in the Lao PDR consists of flat to gently
undulating lowland and alluvial plains and terraces adjacent to the Mekong River at
elevations of about 100-300 m (IRRI 1993), and a series of generally narrow valleys
in the north of the country. About 80% of the rainfed lowland area is located in the
provinces of Champassak, Savannakhet, Khammouane, Vientiane, Saravane, Xieng
Khouang, Borikhamxay, and Vientiane Municipality. In many of these provinces
rainfed lowland rice accounts for more than 80% of production (Fig. 1).
The climate is classified as tropical, warm and humid, and is dominated by monsoons, especially the southwest monsoon from May to September. Average annual
rainfall in much of the rainfed lowland area ranges between 1200 and 1500 mm, but in
the provinces of Vientiane, Khammouane, Saravane, and Champassak it averages 2000
mm or above, and in the more mountainous areas can exceed 3000 mm. About 70% of
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annual precipitation falls during the period June to September; it normally declines in
early-mid October, from which time there is usually no sustained rainfall until the start
of the next wet season. In general, total rainfall in the Lao PDR is regarded as sufficient
for rice cultivation. However, its erratic nature can sometimes result in flooding and at
other times drought. In general, crop damage due to drought is greater than damage due
to flooding. Drought during the early part of the growing season can result in relatively
large areas being left unplanted. Drought immediately after transplanting causes poor
crop establishment. Drought during the reproductive phase causes spikelet sterility.

1. Importance of rainfed lowland rice production among provinces of the Lao PDR.
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Temperatures are highest from April to early May, during which time readings
exceeding 35°C are occasionally recorded in the central and southern agricultural
areas. December and January are the coldest months. Minimum temperatures of 15°C
and lower are recorded in most parts of the country. In the northern more mountainous region, the night temperature often drops to below 10°C.
Soils in most of the rainfed lowland environment of the central and southern
regions are highly weathered, moderately acid, sandy loam, loam, and loamy sands.
Classified mainly as Alisols, Acrisols, Cambisols, and Gleysols, they have low levels of N, P, and sometimes K. Low organic matter and CEC are also common. They
have a low water-holding capacity on account of their high sand and low clay content. About 5% of the area in Savannakhet province in the upper southern region is
slightly saline. In the valleys of the northern agricultural region, the soils are generally more fertile and have a higher clay content and water retention capacity, and
are therefore less drought-prone.
Rainfed lowland rice farmers in the Lao PDR generally use farm manure in the
seedbed but seldom in transplanted fields due to its limited availability. The
resource-poor farmers rarely use commercial fertilizers. Research undertaken over
the period 1991-94 has shown that widespread acute P deficiency must be alleviated to achieve yield improvements in response to N application or green manure
(GM) cropping (Lathvilayvong et a1 1995). GM crops such as Sesbania sp. are
capable of playing an important role as sources of nitrogen when grown immediately before the wet season rice crop.

Characteristics of varieties currently grown in the rainfed lowland
environment
Single crop, monorice culture is the most important production system in the rainfed
lowland environment. Each farmer grows 2-4 rice varieties with as many as 30 different varieties in individual villages. Most varieties are glutinous, photoperiod sensitive, traditional types (Table 1).
Early maturing varieties are normally planted in the upper terraces where water
supply is less certain. These varieties flower from mid-to-late September and are harvested from mid-to-late October. Late maturing varieties are usually grown in the
lower terraces where water availability is more certain but where submergence can
occasionally be a problem. These varieties flower from mid-to-end October and
mature from mid-to-end November. Medium maturing varieties are often grown in
the middle terraces; they flower in early-to-mid October and are harvested in earlyto-mid November. The percentage use of early, medium, and late varieties is approximately 20, 50, and 30%, although these proportions vary with locality. Yields in the
lower terraces are generally higher than those in the middle and upper terraces due to
soil fertility differences (Fujisaka 1990).
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Table 1. Popular rice varieties in the rainfed lowland environment of the Lao PDR.
Province

Variety name

Vientiane and
Vientiane
Municipality

Khitom Hank Nak
Hom Tung

T

G

Mid Oct

-

T

G

End Sep-Oct

Slight aroma

Dok Tiou

T

G

End Sep-Oct

Slight aroma, blast
susc., adapted to poor
soil

Dok Mai

T

G

Mid Oct

Soft rice grain

Borikhamxay

Khammouane

Savannakhet

Saravane and
Champassak

Plant Endosperm Flowering
type a
type a
date

Remarks

Dor Deng

T

G

End Sep-Oct

-

Chao Deng

T

NG

Early Oct

Wide adaptability, good
for processing

Chao Peuk Deng

T

NG

Early Oct

Good for processing

Mak Yom

T

G

Mid Oct

Soft rice grain

Dam Dan

T

G

Mid Oct

Soft rice grain

Hay Na Suane

I

G

End Sep-Oct

Wide adaptability,
drought resistance

Mak Yorn

T

G

Mid Oct

Soft rice grain

Phouang Malai

T

G

Mid Oct

Sturdy culm

Tah Mai

T

G

Early Oct

-

Mae Hang

T

G

Mid Oct

-

Hang Hee

T

G

Early Oct

Sanpatong Dor

I

G

End Sep-Oct

Adapted to poor soils

-

Ee Ang

T

G

End Sep

Adapted to poor soils

Pah Kheng Khao

T

G

Mid Oct

Heavy grain, blast susc.

Hom Nang Nuan

T

G

Mid Oct

Slight aroma, blast susc.

Ee Phone

T

G

Early Oct

Wide adaptability, blast
susc

Nang Ang

T

G

End Sep

Wide adaptability, salinity tolerance

Nang Nee

T

G

Early Oct

Salinity tolerance

In Tob Hom
Mak Fai

T

G

Early Oct

Submergence tolerance

T

G

Eearly Oct

Dor Boun Ma

I

G

Early Oct

Adapted to poor soils,
susceptible to GLH

Mak Hing

T

G

End Oct

Susceptible to blast

Ee Loup

T

G

Early Oct

-
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Table 1. (Cont’d.) Popular rice varieties in the rainfed lowland environment of the Lao PDR.
Province

Variety name
Ee Khao Gnan

Phongsaly
Houaphanh

G

End Oct

Sturdy culm

Dor Vieng

T

G

Early Oct

Wide adaptability

T

G

End Sep

Adapted to poor soils

Kon Kam

T

G

Early Oct

-

Lai

T

G

Early Oct

-

Kai Noi

T

G

End Sep-Oct

Aromatic rice, popular in
northern provinces

T

G

Early Oct

Slight aroma

Chao Nah

T

NG

End Sep

Good for processing

Meuang Nga

T

G

Mid-Oct

Blast resistance, low
damage by gall midge

Ta Khiet

T

G

End Sep

Blast resistance

Chao Meuang
Sing

T

NG

End Sep

Good for processing

T

G

End Oct

-

T

G

End Oct

-

T

G

End Oct

Low damage by gall
midge

Dor Lai

T

G

End Oct

Big panicle, sturdy culm

Luang Namtha Meuy (Hok)
Meuang Luang
Luang Prabang Mae Tor

Sayabouly

T

Remarks

Mak Kham Dor

Xieng Khouang Lah
Oudomxay

Plant Endosperm Flowering
typea
typea
date

Leua Gnia

T

G

End Oct

Vang Tong Noi

T

G

End Oct-Nov -

Mae Hang Tob
Euk

T

G

Mid-Oct

Susceptible to blast

Mae Tor

T

G

Mid-Oct

Low damage by gall
midge

a T= Tall, I = Intermediate, G = Glutinous, and NG = Nonglutinous.

In the selection of traditional varieties, farmers have given particular attention to
their eating quality and adaptability to the environment. The yield potential of these
varieties is relatively low. Introduced varieties, mainly from Thailand, have recently
become popular, the most widely used being: RD6, RD10, and KDML105. Their
adoption diffusion is mainly in areas adjacent to the Mekong River where there have
been opportunities for direct seed exchange among farmers. However, since 1992,
there has been increasing adoption of modeRN Lao rice varieties. The most popular are
“Niaw Thadokkham l”, “Niaw Thadokkham 2”, and “Phone Ngam 1”. Two of these
varieties have incorporated IRRI parentage.
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Rice productivity and national policy
Annual production from 1971 to 1993 and government policy projections to the year
2000 are shown in Figure 2. Fluctuations in annual production reflect the nature of
production constraints in the rainfed environment, particularly the occurrence of
drought. During the 1950s and 1960s, increased output resulted almost exclusively
from an increase in the planted area (Barker et al. 1985). Between 1972 and 1977, it
was the result of the combined increase of the area planted (60%) and increased yield
(40%); this trend has continued to the present (Bourdet 1993).

2. Historical trends in rice production 1971-1993 (adapted from Bourdet 1993, NSC
1993) and Lao Government policy projections to the year 2000.

In an attempt to achieve a higher degree of rice self-sufficiency, an annual rice
production target of 2.2 million t by the year 2000 has been set. This represents a 5%
annual increase and a 65% increase over 1992 production (Table 2). Most of the
increased production is aimed for from the rainfed environment through a combination of increased yields (29%) and increased cropping area (27%). At the same time,
it is planned to reduce the area of cultivation in the upland environment by about
90%, from 200,000 to 15,000 ha. Only 11% of total rice production is expected to
come from the irrigated environment (Table 2). This highlights the importance of
continuing research in the rainfed lowland environment.
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Rainfed lowland rice varietal improvement
The availability of improved varieties is regarded as one of the most important technology components in helping the government achieve its production target. The general
objective of rice cultivar development for the rainfed lowland environment is to provide
farmers with a choice of varieties with a combination of the following characteristics:
improved yield potential, early-to-medium maturity with and without photoperiod sensitivity, improved drought tolerance, resistance to gall midge, green leafhopper, blast
and bacterial leaf blight, and adapted to modest production inputs, while maintaining
acceptable grain characteristics and cooking quality. The characteristics most sought in
varieties for each sub-ecosystem in the rainfed lowland environment are listed in Table
3. The more immediate objectives are improved yield potential, early-to-medium maturity, tolerance to drought stress, resistance to gall midge and green leafhopper, while
retaining good grain characteristics and eating quality.

Desirable characteristics of rainfed lowland rice
Type of endosperm and grain characteristics
Glutinous endosperm types with acceptable grain characteristics and eating quality
similar to Niaw Sanpatong are essential. Non glutinous varieties are also desirable
due to the increasing demand for non glutinous rice in urban areas; however, the
greatest consumer demand will remain for glutinous types.
Photoperiod sensitivity
Photoperiod sensitivity is an essential characteristic in most rainfed areas. However,
photoperiod insensitive varieties are also desired for favorable sub-ecosystems.
Growth duration
Short-to-medium growth duration varieties are essential to avoid the effects of late
drought caused by the early cessation of monsoon rains. Early maturing varieties are
also important in order to provide continuity of rice supplies in areas where smallholders encounter regular deficits near the end of the wet season. Growth duration of early
maturing varieties should be not less than 120 days for insensitive varieties, with flowering between the middle and end of September for photoperiod sensitive varieties.
Plant type characteristics
Semi-dwarf to intermediate plant types are necessary for farmer acceptability.
Drought resistance
Drought resistance at the vegetative phase is essential. Drought avoidance characteristics for the reproductive and ripening phases are also important.
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608,035

Whole country

2.47
1,502
628,600

172,000

26,600

430,000

2.70

1.04

3.83

3.30

1,700

179

102

1,419

Prodn ('000 t)

571,000

21,000

50,000

500,000

Area (ha)

I

Submergence prone

a S=Semidwarf, I = lintermediate.

S-l

Sensitive

Sensitive

Flowering from end
Oct to early Nov

Flowering from mid
to end Oct

Flowering from end
Sept to early Oct

Sensitive

S-l

Drought and
submergence prone

120-135 days

Insensitive

S-l

Drought prone

120-135 days

S

Favorable

Growth duration

Insensitive

Plant Photoperiod
type a sensitivity

Sub-ecosystem

3.85

2.38

5.00

3.80

Yield (t/ha)

2000 b

2,200

50

250

1,900

Prodn ('000 t)

Glutinous

Glutinous

Glutinous

Glutinous

Glutinous

3.5-4.5

4.0-5.0

4.0-5.0

4.0-5.0

5.0-6.0

Submergence tolerance, resistant to
BLB, BS ,BI

Tolerance to drought and submergence,
resistant to BI, BLB, GM, GLH, BPH

Drought resistance, adapted to poor
soils, resistant to BI, BLB, GN, GLH, BpH

Drought resistance, adapted to poor soils,
resistant to BI,BLB,GM,GLH,BPH

Highly responsive to N application, resistant
to BI, BLB, GM, GLH, BPH

Endosperm Yield potential Reactions to biotic and abiotic stresses
type
(t/ha)

Table 3. Characteristics sought in improved varities for the rainfed lowland environment of Laos.

a Source: Basic statistics about the socioeconomic development in the Lao PDR (NSC 1992).
b Policy projections of the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry for the Lao PDR.

200,000

55
294

3.57

15,535

1.47

1,153

2.94

392,500

Yield (t/ha)

Area (ha)

Area (ha) Yield (t/ha)

Prodn ('000 t)

1995 b

1992 a

Rainfed upland

Irrigated

Rainfed lowland

Rice environment

Table 2. Rice production statistics for 1992 and Lao government policy projections to year 2000.

Problem soils
In most areas the need for inputs of phosphorus and nitrogen is recognized for yield
improvement. However, varieties are desired that are highly responsive to low levels
of inputs. Adaptability to iron toxicity has been suggested for some areas.
Insect pests and disease resistance
The main insect problem in the rainfed lowland area is gall midge damage. Resistance
to this pest and green leafhopper are desired; bacterial leaf blight, brown spot and
blast are currently problems of secondary importance but are expected to increase in
significance with increased input levels.
Submergence tolerance
Submergence tolerance at the vegetative phase is important in submergence prone
areas in the central and southern regions where short-term flooding occasionally
occurs.
Low temperature tolerance
Low temperature tolerance at the reproductive phase is desirable in medium-to-late
maturing varieties for the more northern provinces, where it is not uncommon for
crop maturity to be delayed as a result of a drop in night temperatures near the end of
the growing season.
Varietal

improvement strategies for the

period

1995-2000

Improvement of indigenous rice germplasm
Laos is rich in glutinous rice germplasm diversity. The importance of this indigenous
rice germplasm is generally acknowledged. More than 85% of rice varieties currently
grown in the rainfed lowland environment are traditional cultivars. Their superior
characteristics—eating quality and grain characteristics, good general adaptability to
biotic and abiotic factors—make them popular among Lao farmers. Many of these
cultivars have a long history of cultivation. In an attempt to exploit this indigenous
rice germplasm, several activities have been initiated.
Collection and preservation. Up to 1989, the International Rice Germplasm
Center had registered 1,452 accessions from the Lao PDR (Inthapanya et al 1991);
532 accessions were collected from 12 provinces in the period before 1975. A further
1097 accessions were collected in 1975. Only 28 samples were collected in the tenyear period 1979-1989. The National Rice Research Program, with Lao-IRRI Project
(Lao-IRRI 1994) support collected a further 1,013 accessions between 1991 and 1993
(Table 4). These consisted of 451 lowland (412 glutinous and 39 nonglutinous types)
and 562 upland (474 glutinous and 88 nonglutinous types) accessions.
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-

-

-

-

-

-

Houaphanh

Khammouane

Luangnamtha

Savannakhet

5

209

17

G =glutinous; NG = nonglutinous

Total

Xieng Khouang

Vientiane

15

386

40

14

2

-

-

-

116

160

21

-

35

-

-

-

Saravane

-

-

G

71

10

-

-

-

-

16

39

4

-

2

-

-

NG

Upland

1991

3

-

-

66

8

38

Oudomxay

Phongsaly

2

44

Luang Prabang

Champassak

-

-

-

NG

G

Lowland

39

Borikhamxay

Province

681

69

19

69

-

39

23

-

-

-

-

5

178
-

-

11

25
245

-

-

37
-

-

-

G

-

-

7

51

4

-

2

-

-

-

-

-

13

-

2

9

3

-

25

-

-

G

-

14

4

-

-

-

-

-

7

-

3

-

-

NG

Upland

1992

-

-

-

-

-

NG

Lowland

-

39

Total

111

33

-

-

-

-

20

-

30

-

28

-

-

Total

-

164

13

-

-

7

5

-

6

64

11

58

-

G

17

1

-

-

-

3

-

-

2

3

-

8

-

GN

Lowland

37

-

-

-

-

-

-

3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3

-

-

NG

-

37

-

-

G

Upland

1993

221

14

-

-

7

8

-

-

8

67

51

66

-

Total

Table 4. Rice germplasm collection in Laos during 1991-93 (Adapted from lnthapanya et al 1991 and Kanyavong et al 1993).

1013

116

19

69

7

8

198

245

63

67

116

66

39

total

Grand

Past collection efforts have not been systematic. It is recognized that increased
efforts need to be put into the further collection of the indigenous material in order to
provide a genetic basis for later varietal improvement. This recognition has been
reflected in Lao government support for a SDC-IRRI Biodiversity Project to be initiated in Laos in 1995 with three main objectives:
collection and ex-situ conservation of wild and cultivated rice varieties;
on-farm conservation of traditional varieties; and
strengthening germplasm collection by NARS.
This project will also extend to Cambodia, Myanmar, Vietnam, and Thailand. The
target species to be collected include O. sativa, O. granulata, O. nivara, and O.
rufipogon.
Characterization and evaluation. Past collections have been characterized for
their morphology, agronomic characteristics, type of endosperm, etc, at the National
Agricultural Research Center (NARC) in Vientiane Municipality. Screening for their
reactions to problem soils, adverse environmental conditions, pests, insects and diseases, is being conducted at IRRI in the Philippines and in Thailand through linkage
with the Rainfed Lowland Rice Research Consortium.
Reselection and utilization. The unique grain characteristics of the indigenous
glutinous varieties are likely to be the most important traits needed to be maintained
while efforts are made to improve their yield potential. Improvements to the yield
potential of local rice cultivars can be expected by panicle row or pure line selection
and will be the procedure used to improve the potential of local Lao cultivars in the
short term. In the longer term, hybridization and selection among the segregating
population needs to be carried out.
Utilization of introduced breeding lines/varieties
The rice varietal improvement program in the Lao PDR is still at an early stage of
development. Apart from reselection and utilization of indigenous rice cultivars,
the introduction and utilization of other relevant and readily available breeding
materials and varieties is also of importance and is an ongoing activity of the varietal improvement program. The main sources of introduced materials are IRRI and
Thailand. It is anticipated increased introductions will be made from China, Vietnam, Myanmar, and Cambodia. IRRI can play an important role in mobilizing these
breeding materials through the Thai-IRRI Program and the Rainfed Lowland Rice
Research Consortium.
Shuttle breeding program
Current breeding procedures and shuttle breeding activities are shown in Figure 3.
Crosses for the rainfed lowland rice program in Laos are being made at IRRI in the
Philippines and in Thailand. Early generation breeding materials are to be grown in
observation nurseries in Laos. It is recommended that the early generation materials
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be generationally advanced through RGA at IRRI in the Philippines. The advanced
lines are to be tested for grain characteristics and their reactions to major diseases
(blast, bacterial leaf blight, brown spot), insects (stem borer, gall midge, brown plant
hopper, green leaf hopper), and problem soils (acidic, iron toxicity) at IRRI in the
Philippines, and in Thailand through the Thai-IRRI Project and the Rainfed Lowland
Rice Research Consortium. Advanced lines are to be entered into observational yield
trials (OYT) in Laos. Promising lines from the OYT will in turn be entered into replicated yield trials (RYT) at research stations in Vientiane Municipality and the provinces of Champassak, Sayabouly, and Luang Prabang. The very promising lines
selected from RYT will be tested in multilocation trials and then grown on demonstration plots for final verification. Data collected for lines to be considered for
release will be submitted to the Seed Committee of the Ministry of Agriculture and
Forestry for evaluation and verification. At the same time, breeder seed will be produced for seed multiplication.

3. Stages in the development of improved cultivars for the rainfed lowland environment
of the Lao PDR.
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Medium-term independent crossing program
Apart from the aforementioned varietal improvement strategies, an independent
crossing program is under preparation in Laos. This is regarded as necessary on
account of rice cultivar development program in Laos placing emphasis on glutinous
types. The programs in most other countries of the region are largely based on
nonglutinous types.

Constraints to varietal improvement
In spite of its importance to the country’s economy, the rice varietal improvement
program in the Lao PDR is at an early stage of development, when compared to other
countries in the region. Major constraints include:
Limited sources of breeding materials
Breeding for glutinous rice is the first priority in Laos, while it is of low priority in
most other countries in Southeast Asia. The availability of glutinous rice materials in
other parts of the world is limited. This means that the Lao breeding program is unable to depend to any large extent on obtaining genetic material from the programs of
other countries.
Lack of scientists trained in plant breeding and related disciplines
At present only a small number of scientists and technicians have been assigned to
work in the Lao national varietal improvement program. Further, few of these staff
have a knowledge of, and experience in, breeding techniques. The need for additional
staff and the further training of all staff is an urgent priority of the national program.
Limited facilities
Screening houses and other facilities have yet to be adequately developed to meet the
needs of a national program.

Achievements
Efforts to develop new higher-yielding rice varieties for the rainfed lowland environment of the Lao PDR have been under way since 1991; three varieties with improved
plant type and higher-yielding ability were released in 1993. They are: Niaw
Thadokkham 1 (formerly IR43069-UBN-507-3-1-2-2), Niaw Thadokkham 2 (formerly KKNLR75051-PMI-65-3-1-l), and Phone Ngam 1 (formerly IR43086-UBN505-2-3-2-1). The parental materials and characteristics of these varieties are shown
in Table 5. Their popularity is increasing among farmers.
As well as the three released varieties, several promising lines are currently under performance verification testing before release procedures being initiated. These lines are:
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Niaw Ubon 1. Thai recommended glutinous rice variety of tall stature, photoperiod sensitive (flowers in mid-October), average yield 3.0-4.0 t/ha, good performance in the central and southern provinces of Laos.
IR46463-CPA-5-2-1-1. Breeding line from the Thai-IRRI program, semidwarf
stature, photoperiod insensitive (130 days growth duration), good performance in
the central and southern provinces of Laos with an average yield of 4.0-5.0 t/ha.
L 16 1-7-3-2-11. Breeding line from Vietnam, semidwarf stature, photoperiod
insensitive (135 days growth duration), good performance in the central and
southern provinces of Laos with an average yield of 4.0-5.0 t/ha.
Table 5. Characteristics of three improved varieties released for the rainfed lowland
environment in 1993.
Variety name

Niaw Thadokkham 1

Niaw Thadokkham 2

Parentage

SPT77149/IR1342310-2-3

lR2061-214-3-14-8/RD UBN6721/IR19660-31
4-2-2

Yield range (t/ha)

3.5-5.0

3.5-5.0

3.5-4.0

Plant type

Semi-dwarf

Semi-dwarf

Semi-dwarf

Endosperm type

Glutinous

Glutinous

Glutinous

Photoperiod sensitivity

Insensitive

Insensitive

Insensitive

Growth duration (d)

135-140

135-140

130-135

MR

MR

MR

BLB

MR

S

MR

BPH

MR

S

S

GLH

S

S

R

GM

S

S

S

Preferred areas

Central, northern,
and southern Laos

Central Laos

Southern Laos

Biotic reactions

Phone Ngam 1

a

BL

a MR = moderately resistant, R = resistant, S = susceptible, BL = blast, BLB = bacterial leaf blight, BPH = brown
planthopper, GLH =green leafhopper, GM = gall midge
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Evaluation of a glasshouse
screening method to select for
drought resistance in rainfed
lowland rice
S.A. Henderson, V. Kamboonruang, and M. Cooper

Water stress has been identified as one of the major environmental factors
contributing to reduced and variable grain yield of rice under rainfed lowland
conditions in Thailand and the Lao PDR. A glasshouse technique has been proposed
as a screen to identify drought resistant lines. The objective of this study was to
evaluate the merit of the current screen and to identify opportunities for
improvement. A total of 34 lines was evaluated in the glasshouse screen at 4 sites
in Thailand in 1992 and at the same 4, and one additional site in 1993. The lines
were also evaluated for grain yield in a multi-environment experiment conducted in
north and northeastern Thailand in 1992 and 1993, and the Lao PDR in 1993, and
for drought resistance in a dry season screen in 1993 and 1994. The merit of the
glasshouse screen was evaluated by assessing (1) the size of error in the screen, (2)
the consistency over sites and years of the drought resistance ratings from the
glasshouse screen, and (3) the relationship between the glasshouse droughtresistance rating and yield in the multi-environment trials. Experimental error was
large in the glasshouse screen, reducing the reliability of determining differences in
drought resistance among lines. For the 4 sites used in both years, the glasshouse
screen was found to be consistent at three but not at the remaining site. Reasons for
the differences between sites are discussed. In general, there was a poor
relationship between the glasshouse ratings for drought resistance and yield in the
field. The reasons for the poor relationship and strategies for improving the
glasshouse screen are discussed. It was concluded that the current system of
glasshouse screening was inadequate for identifying lines with drought resistance
under field conditions. Current research is focusing on improving the screen and
assessing alternatives.

Drought has been identified as one of the primary factors resulting in reduced and
large year-to-year variability for grain yield of rice cultured under rainfed lowland
conditions in Thailand and Laos (Somrith and Awakul 1979, Chang et al 1979, Pushpavesa et al 1986, Schiller et al 1991). Screening for drought-resistant lines may pro-

ceed through final grain yield but would occur more efficiently and quickly if
screening for specific traits, linked to grain yield under drought in the field, could be
conducted.
One technique that has been proposed as an indirect screening method for drought
resistance is the visual drought scoring of water-stressed plants in the field known as
the standard evaluation system (Chang et al 1974, IRRI 1975). This screening was
initially conducted under upland conditions (Chang et al 1974) but has been extend to
rainfed lowland environments where an association between the amount of leaf death
assessed visually (drought score) and leaf water potential was found (Chang et al
1979). Ingram et al (1990) concluded that this screen showed promise, as genotypic
differences in grain yield were significantly correlated with differences in drought
score in one season.
O’Toole and Maguling (1981) proposed a technique to screen for drought resistance by recording drought score in a glasshouse and they found considerable variation among lines. This technique is currently in use in the Rice Research Institute in
the Thai Department of Agriculture. However, its effectiveness for identifying lines
with drought resistance under field conditions needs to be evaluated. To be effective
the glasshouse screen should provide a consistent rating of lines across years and
locations, and there must also be a relationship between drought resistance in the
glasshouse and grain yield in the field.
One objective of the current study was to evaluate the effectiveness of the glasshouse screen in Thailand by determining the consistency of the screen over 2 years
and 5 locations. A second objective was to compare drought resistance in the glasshouse to grain yield of lines measured in the wet season in Thailand and Laos and also
drought resistance using drought score and leaf rolling score assessed in the dry season.

Materials and methods
The glasshouse experiment was conducted at 4 locations in 1992 and 5 locations in
1993. In 1992 it was conducted at Phimai (PMI), Sanpathong (SPT), Sakhon Nakhon
(SKN) and Ubon (UBN). In 1993 it was conducted at the same locations plus Phan
(PAN) in northern Thailand. The experiments were conducted in the wet season
between July and December.
The glasshouses contain 2 large beds on either side of the glasshouse. In 1992 the
experiment was conducted with 2 replicates in one bed and was designed as a randomized complete block. At Ubon there were 4 replications across the 2 beds. Water
was withheld 4 weeks after sowing. In 1992 there were 24 lines grown at each location but 9 of the 24 lines differed between Sakhon Nakhon and the other stations due
to low seed availability (Table 1).
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Table 1. Varieties used in the glasshouse in 1992 and 1993.
Lines used at all locations except SKN in 1992

Lines used at SKN in 1992

RD6

RD6

KDML 105

KDML 105

NSG19

NSG19

IR43450-SKN-506-2-2-1-1

IR43450-SKN-506-2-2-1-1

IR43506-UBN-620-2-1-1

IR43506-UBN-620-2-1-1

LPT123

LPT123

KPM148

KPM148

RD10

RD10

RD23

RD23

Chiangsaen (CH)

Chiangsaen (CH)

IR29

IR29

Lemont

Lemont

E-nawn

U-dorn

IR52532-SKN-23-B-1-3

IR52532-SKN-23-B-1-3

Leum-Dern

Leum-Dern

BKKBR82027-NSR-8-1

BKKBR82027-NSR-8-1

IR43062-PMI-B-15-1-2-2

IR49835-SRN-16-R-1-5-1

IR43049-CPA-51110-3-3-1-1

IR51128-SKN-42-B-1-4-1

Leuang-Dawk-Koon

Khi-Kwai

Chabah-Sarahn

Jao-Noi

Lum-Narai

Khao-Noi

Khao-Lao

Hawm-Sa-Dung

Jurnpah-Tawng

Jao-Daw

Puang-Sawan

Khao-Lao

In 1993 the number of replicates at all locations was increased to 4 with 2 replicates in each bed. Chiangsaen was grown as a grid plot at 56 different positions across
the two beds in order to quantify the extent of variation from plot to plot. The lines
were the same as those used in 1992 with the exception of IR29 which was replaced
with IR20.
In both years the lines IR29 (or IR20), Lemont, RD23 and RD10 were grown in a
separate sub-block to the other lines and located at one end of the glasshouse in both
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years. These 4 varieties are relatively short compared with the other lines and this
blocking was conducted to avoid the possible effects of shading on the performance
of the lines. Chiangsaen was grown as a border row in both years.
In 1992 the experimental plots consisted of 4 rows (10 cm apart) and in 1993 there
were 3 rows per experimental plot. In each environment the seeds were germinated
and then transplanted 2 days later. The seeds were planted in mid-late August in both
years with the exception of Sakhon Nakhon in 1992 where the seeds were planted in
late September. Water was withheld at approximately 4 weeks after sowing in 1992
and 1993.
Measurements
Drought, leaf rolling, and recovery score were recorded according to the standard
evaluation system for rice (IRRI 1975) where drought score could take the values 0
(no leaf death), 1, 3, 5 (50% of leaves dead), 7, or 9 (all plants apparently dead) and
leaf rolling varied between 1 (no rolling) and 5 (leaves fully rolled). Drought and leaf
rolling scores were recorded at several times in the stress period but in this report only
one measurement for each of these characters is included in the analyses which is the
drought score measurements where Chiangsaen has an approximate value of 7; a criterion used currently in the Thai glasshouse system. For leaf rolling score the measurement where there was most variation amongst lines was included in the analysis
for 1993, and in 1992 where Chiangsaen has an approximate, average leaf rolling
score of 3 across the morning and afternoon. At most sites leaf rolling and drought
scores were measured between late September to mid-October. At Sakhon Nakhon
these characters were scored at a later date due to the later planting at this site. Plant
height was measured before the stress period began. The damage due to leaf blight at
Sanpathong in 1992 was also scored according to the standard evaluation system
(IRRI 1975).
Comparison between performance in glasshouse and grain yield and drought
score and leaf rolling score in the field
The grain yield in the field was measured in Thailand and Laos at 24 environments in
the 1992 and 1993 wet season as described by Henderson et al (1996). The relative
grain yield is calculated here as the ratio of grain yield in five of the lowest yielding
environments (Ubon 1992, 1993; Khok Samrong 1992; Phitsanulok upland 1992;
Chum Phae 1993) and in grain yield in five of the highest yielding environments
(Phitsanulok lowland 1992; Phrae 1992; Sanpathong 1992, 1993; Surin 1992).
In the field, drought score was measured in a slightly different manner where it
could take the values 0 (no leaf death), 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (50% of all leaves fully dried), 6, 7,
8, or 9 (all plants apparently dead) but leaf rolling score was measured according to
the same scale as the glasshouse. Drought score was recorded in several environments in the wet season; Khon Kaen upland in 1992 and 1993, Phrae in 1993, Phitsan-
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ulok upland in 1992, Ubon in 1992 and 1993, and Vientiane and Champassak in Laos
in 1993. It was often recorded several times in one environment and the measurements used in this report were those where phenotypic variance among line means
was highest. Measurement dates were generally in October or November but leaf rolling score at Khon Kaen upland and drought score at Phitsanulok upland were measured in early September.
Measurements of drought and leaf rolling score were also made in the dry season
in the field at Phitsanulok, Sanpathong, Surin, and Khon Kaen. The rice was direct
seeded or transplanted in January or February in 1993 and 1994, and both drought
score and leaf rolling score were measured frequently, when and if, they occurred at
each location.
Analysis of variance
A combined analysis of variance was conducted on the drought score, recovery score,
leaf rolling score, and plant height data from the glasshouse experiments. The model
adopted was

where p ijklmis the phenotypic observation on line i in plot m of replicate 1 at site k in
year j;
i = 1 ,..., n g , j = 1 ,..., n y, k = 1,..., nl, l = 1 ,..., nr, m = 1,..., n s;
µ is the grand mean;
gi is the effect of line i N ( 0 ,

2

g);

yj is the effect of year j N ( 0, s 2y);
lk is the effect of site k N ( 0 , s 2l )
( r/ ( yl )) jkl is the effect of replicate 1 within year-site combination jk N ( 0 , s 2 r )
( yl ) jk, ( gy ) ij, ( gl ) ik , ( gyl ) ijk are the interaction effects between the main effects;
( e l ) ijkl is the interaction effect between line i and replicate 1 within year-location combination jk (referred to as Error 1) N ( 0 , s 2 e l ) ; ( e 2 ) ijklm is the plot effect m associated
with line i in replicate 1 within the year-site combination jk (referred to as Error 2)
N ( 0 , s 2 e 2)
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The objective of the analysis of variance was to estimate the magnitude of the variance components and their approximate standard errors for the effects of the model.
The analyses were conducted using the method of residual maximum likelihood
(REML) (Patterson and Thompson 1971, 1975; Harville 1977) assuming all effects in
the model were random.
The components of variance were used to estimate line mean repeatability ( hL2)
for each attribute as

where the components of the equation are as defined above. Repeatability was estimated assuming the lines were tested in randomized complete block experiments
with 4 replicates at 5 locations in 2 years, therefore ns = 1, nr =4, ny = 2, and nl =5.
Pattern analysis
Pattern analysis was used to investigate the nature of the line by environment interactions identified by the analysis of variance. Before the pattern analysis, the line
drought score, leaf rolling, or recovery score data were transformed to standardized
data following Fox and Rosielle (1982) by subtracting the environmental means and
dividing by the square root of the phenotypic variance within each environment. This
standardization was done to relate the pattern analysis methodology to selection theory applied in plant breeding (Cooper and DeLacy 1994). A three-way, three-mode
pattern analysis (classification and ordination) was conducted on the three attributes;
drought score, recovery score, and leaf rolling score in the afternoon. The three-way
mixture method of Basford and McLachlan (1985) was used to group the lines based
on their performance for all three attributes over all the environments. This analysis
was conducted for a set of 24 lines grown at all locations except Sakhon Nakhon in
1992, the 23 lines in common in 1993, and the 17 lines in common in SKN in 1992.
An ordination of lines, environments, and attributes was conducted using the singular
value decomposition method. The results of the ordination were presented as joint
plots (Basford et al 1991) considering the first three vectors for the lines and environments on the first attribute vector. The grouping of the lines was superimposed upon
the ordination of lines. The assessment of “drought resistance” of the lines from the
1992-93 glasshouse screen was compared to the previous drought resistance ratings
by the Thai scientists.
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Results
Glasshouse analysis of variance
The estimates of year variance from the combined analyses are generally small for all
attributes with the exception of leaf rolling score in the afternoon (Table 2). There
was little variation among locations for leaf rolling score but it was larger for drought
score and particularly for recovery score. The year by location interaction was large
for recovery and leaf rolling score but smaller for drought and leaf rolling score in the
morning.
Table 2. Estimates of variance components, their approximate standard errors and line
mean repeatability for drought score, recovery score, leaf rolling score in the morning
and afternoon and height for the combined analysis of the multi-environment
glasshouse trials.
Source

Attribute
Drought score

Year (Y) s2y

Recovery
score

Leaf rolling
score (m)

Leaf rolling
score (a)

Plant height

0.100 ± 0.236 0.000 ± 0.394 0.038 ± 0.107 0.342 ± 0.608

0.00 ± 21.65

0.148 ± 0.233

0.314 ± 0.816

0.000 ± 0.093

0.000 ± 0.221

5.99 ± 37.31

0.000 ± 0.186

0.756 ± 0.834

0.043 ± 0.119

0.320 ± 0.297

57.7 ± 46.6

0.536 ± 0.192

0.548 ± 0.224

0.288 ± 0.097

0.135 ± 0.047

3.03 ± 1.32

0.128 ± 0.180

0.533 ± 0.364

0.145 ± 0.076

0.173 ± 0.070

67.2 ± 18.8

G×Y s 2(gy)

0.261 ± 0.161

0.001 ± 0.201

0.012 ± 0.028

0.000 ± 0.023

0.72 ± 1.73

G×Ls 2(gl)

0.685 ± 0.217

1.716 ± 0.509

0.336 ± 0.078

0.178 ± 0.055

6.83 ± 3.12

Locations (L) s

2

s

Y×L s 2(yl)
Reps/(YL) s2(r/yl)
Line (G)

G×Y×L

s2

g

s2

0.275 ± 0.184

0.524 ± 0.414

0.000 ± 0.050

0.089 ± 0.0463

7.89 ± 3.15

s2

0.422 ± 0.159

0.001 ± 0.204

0.000 ± 0.033

0.000 ± 0.020

29.5 ± 1.89

2

1.779 ± 0.137

5.510 ± 0.331

0.862 ± 0.052 0.513 ± 0.031

0.27

0.50

(gyl)

Error 1 ( e 1)

(e1)

Error 2 ( e 2) s (e2)
hL2 a

0.60

0.75

–
0.94

a Line mean repeatability estimated assuming the lines were evaluated in 3 replicates at 4 locations over 2 years.

A relatively large component of variation was identified for replicates within environments. This large variation may result from a lack of uniformity in the development of the water stress at different positions within the glasshouses.
For drought score, all three components of line by environment interaction were
larger than the component of variation for lines. Consequently, there was a low line
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mean repeatability for drought score, indicating that the lines could not be reliably
screened for this attribute. For recovery score there was little line by year interaction.
However, both line by location and line by year by location interaction components of
variance were larger than the line component of variance. The line mean repeatability
for recovery score was moderate, suggesting that the lines could be more reliably
screened for recovery score than for drought score.
The line mean repeatability for leaf rolling score measured in the afternoon was
higher than that measured in the morning and both were higher than the estimates for
drought score and recovery score. For leaf rolling score measured in the morning
there was little or no variation among years and locations and year by location interaction. However, for the measurements taken in the afternoon there was an increase
in the magnitude of the components for years and year by location interaction. The
largest interaction component of variation was that for line by location interaction for
both the morning and afternoon measurements.
The error variance was large for all drought resistance characters and was mainly
due to plot to plot variance (Error 2). For drought score, error 1 was also large.
The line component of variance for plant height was large and was the largest
component of variance (Table 2). There was little line by environment interaction but
the error and year by location interaction components of variance were large. However, the line mean repeatability was high for plant height.
Glasshouse: relationships between attributes
The phenotypic correlation of the characters showed that leaf rolling score in the
morning was strongly associated with leaf rolling score in the afternoon (Fig. 1d).
Hence, in subsequent analyses only leaf rolling score in the afternoon was considered. There were weaker but significant (P<0.05) positive linear relationships
between recovery score and drought score, recovery score and leaf rolling score and
drought score and leaf rolling score (Fig. 1).
Glasshouse: pattern analysis
The 24 lines were allocated into three groups on the basis of leaf rolling, drought and
recovery score using a three-way three-mode cluster analysis. The lines were divided
into a drought-resistant group (Group 1) with generally lower values for all attributes
and a drought-susceptible group (Group 2). However, within the putative droughtresistant group 1, four lines were partitioned into a separate group, 3. The lines in this
third group had a low score for all attributes at SPT92, SPT93, and PAN93 (Fig. 2),
whereas the value of the drought-resistance attributes of Group 1 in these environments were higher and closer to the performance of Group 2. Group 2 rated consistently high for all attributes indicating that under these screening conditions it could be
considered as drought susceptible.
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1. Relationships between drought response characters based on best linear unbiased predictors for average performance across the glasshouse experiments. The graphs are as
follows: a) drought score versus recovery score ( r = 0.76 P<0.05); b) drought score versus
leaf rolling score in the morning ( r = 0.61 P<0.05); c) drought score versus leaf rolling
score in the afternoon ( r = 0.65 P<0.05); d) leaf rolling score in the afternoon versus leaf
rolling score in the morning ( r = 0.94 P<0.05); e) leaf rolling score in the afternoon versus
recovery score ( r = 0.68 P<0.05); and f) leaf rolling score in the morning versus recovery
score ( r = 0.61 P<0.05).
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2. Environment-standardized drought response character for lines classified into 3
groups by the three-way three-mode cluster analysis at each of the 9 environments a)
drought score data; b) leaf rolling score; and c) recovery score in the afternoon. The lines
are Group 1 —, Group 2 - - - - - -, and Group 3. . . . . .
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The results of the first three vectors of the ordination of the environments and
lines on the first attribute vector are presented on joint plots (Fig. 3). The first three
vectors accounted for 55% of the total environment-standardized variation for the
characters drought, leaf rolling and recovery score. The lines (vectors from the origin) are drawn for the environment vectors while the text represent the abbreviated
names of the rice lines. The length of the vector indicates the importance of a particular environment to differences in that component; in this case the combined drought
score, leaf rolling score, and recovery score rating (Basford et al 1996). To determine
the response of any particular rice line in any environment, a perpendicular can be
drawn to the corresponding vector. The point at which the perpendicular intersects is
equivalent to finding the inner product between the vector to a particular rice line and
the environment vector. If this is a large and positive value then this indicates a much
larger than average response in that environment while a large negative value indicates a much smaller than average response in that environment. Parallel environment vectors indicate that the environments discriminate among lines in a similar
way while vectors at 180° indicate very dissimilar responses. Environment vectors at
90° indicate independent responses.
In this case Vector 1 and Vector 2 distinguished between two sets of environments, with SPT92, SPT93, and PAN93 providing a similar discrimination among
lines, which contrasted with the discrimination at SKN92 and SKN93, PMI92, and
PMI93. Considering the ordination of the lines together with that of the environments, the two contrasting sets of environments rated different lines as “drought
resistant”. For example, in SPT92, SPT93, and PAN93, the lines IR43062-PMI-B15-1-2-2, IR43049-CPA-510-3-3-1-1, Leuang-Dawk-Koon, and Jumpah-Tawng,
which comprised Group 3 from the classification, were given a low rating but a
higher rating at the SKN and PMI locations (Fig. 3). Uncontrolled factors may
explain these results. For example, at SPT92 there was a significant linear relationship between drought score and leaf blight scores made on the seedlings, and the 4
lines in Group 3 had the lowest scores (Fig. 4). Furthermore, in 1993 at SPT there was
a problem with nematodes in the soil and these 4 lines appeared to be the most resistant.
The UBN screen gave different results in 1992 and 1993 (Fig. 3). UBN92 was
similar to the PMI and SKN environments, while UBN93 was similar to the SPT and
PAN environment. Vector 3 distinguished between UBN and the other locations,
emphasizing that UBN was showing different results to those of the other locations.
This contrast was largely a function of the higher rating for the drought-resistance
attributes for the two lines Lemont and Chiangsaen, and to a lesser extent KPM1 48,
particularly in UBN93.
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3. Joint plots of the first three vectors for the line and environment ordinations showing
the environments and the discrimination among the lines in each environment on the first
three vectors for environment-standardized drought, leaf rolling and recovery score. The
two graphs are: a) vector 1 against vector 2; and b) vector 1 against vector 3. Vectors 1, 2,
and 3 explain 24, 20, and 11 % of the total variation, respectively.
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4. Mean drought score at Sanpathong in 1992 plotted against the mean leaf blight score.
The rice lines are represented by the group they fall into from the classification shown in
Table 2. The line shown is the fitted regression ( r = 0.82, P<0.05).

Glasshouse compared with Thai ratings for drought resistance
There was a lack of correspondence between the previous Thai ratings and the division into drought-resistant (Group 1) and drought-susceptible lines (Group 2) in the
glasshouse screening system (Table 3).
Glasshouse compared with dry and wet season results
Grain yield averaged across all the wet-season multi-environment field trials (METs)
is related to the date of flowering (Fig. 5a). A quadratic function can be fitted to these
data and an optimum date of flowering can be identified. Lines that flower earlier
than the optimum do not develop as much dry matter and therefore have a lower yield
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potential (Fukai and Boonjung, these proceedings, pages 657-674) while lines that
flower later than the optimum are subject to a terminal stress. The ratio of grain yield
in the low-yielding environments to that in the high-yielding environments (that is
relative grain yield) is related to the date of flowering and it reflects the ability of a
rice line to escape a terminal drought by flowering earlier (Fig. 5b).

Table 3. Drought resistance ratings for 24 lines grown across the majority of glasshouse
environments in 1992 and 1993.
Line name

Combined 1992/93 based
on classification

Thai drought resistance
rating

RD6

2

R

E-Nawn

1

R

KDML 105

2

R

IR52532-SKN-23-B-1-3

1

R

NSG19

2

R

Leum-Dern

2

R

IR43450-SKN-506-2-2-1-1

2

R

BKNBR82027-NSR-8-1

1

R

IR43506-UBN-320-2-1-1

1

R

IR43062-PMI-B-15-1-2-2

3

R

LPT123

2

R

IR43049-CPA-510-3-3-1-1

3

R

KPM148

2

R

Leuang-Dawk-Koon

3

S

Chiangsaen

2

S

Lum-Narai

2

S

Khao’-Luang

2

S

Chabah-Sarahn

2

S

Jumpah-Tawng

3

S

Puang-Sawan

2

S

RD10

1

S

RD23

1

S

IR29

1

S

Lemont

1

S
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5. The date of flowering across all environments plotted against: a) the mean grain yield a quadratic function was fitted to the data ( r = 0.92, P<0.05); and b) the relative grain yield,
that is, the ratio of grain yield in the low-yielding environments to grain yield in the highyielding environments.
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The best linear unbiased predictors (BLUPs) for drought score, leaf rolling score,
and recovery score for the 34 lines were plotted against those for grain yield from the
field trials (Fig. 6). There were no significant relationships between any of these characters and grain yield. Similarly, there were no significant relationships between drought
score from the glasshouse screen and drought score BLUPs averaged across time from
the dry-season screen or those from the wet-season METs when all glasshouse environments are considered (Fig. 7). However, there is a weak association between drought
score in disease-free glasshouse environments and the dry season drought score. There
is no significant relationship between drought score and relative grain yield.

6. The best linear unbiased predictors for a) drought score; b) recovery score; c) leaf rolling score in the morning; and d) leaf rolling score in the afternoon for all 34 lines grown in
at least one location across the 2 years, plotted against grain yield data for the same lines
measured in the multi-environment trials in the wet season.
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7. The best linear unbiased predictors (BLUPs) for drought score averaged across all
environments in the glasshouse plotted against: a) BLUPs for drought score in the dryseason METs, b) mean drought score in the wet-season METs, and c) the relative grain
yield, that is, the ratio of grain yield in the 5 lowest yielding sites to the 5 highest yielding
sites, and the BLUPs for drought score in the disease-free environments (SPT, PMI and
UBN) plotted against d) BLUPs for drought score in the dry-season METs ( r = 0.54 P<0.05,
e) mean drought score in the wet-season METs, and f) the relative grain yield.
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For leaf rolling score there is also no relationship between all glasshouse environments and those scores from the dry-season and the wet-season METs and the relative
grain yield (Fig. 8). When the leaf rolling scores from the disease-free glasshouse
environments are considered, there is no significant relationship with leaf rolling
score in the dry season (Fig. 8d), a weak positive relationship with leaf rolling score in
the field trials in the wet season (Fig. 8e) and a weak negative relationship with relative grain yield (Fig. 8f).
Weak negative associations were found between relative grain yield from the wetseason METs and drought score and leaf rolling score measured in the dry-season
METs and also with absolute values of grain yield (Fig. 9). There was a positive relationship between drought score from the wet-season METs and drought score from
the dry-season METs (Fig. 9e) but there was no significant relationship for leaf rolling score (Fig. 9f). Significant negative relationships were found between leaf rolling
score and drought score in the wet-season METs and relative grain yield (Fig. 10a,b)
and between grain yield BLUPs and drought score from the wet-season METs (Fig.
10c), but there was no significant relationship between leaf rolling score in the METs
and absolute grain yield (Fig. 10d).

Discussion
In order for an indirect screen to be useful as a tool to select for high grain yield in the
target environment three general criteria should be met: there needs to be a low error
within each environment to allow reliable discrimination among a large number of
lines; there must be a consistency when using the screen at different locations; and
there must be a strong genetic correlation between the performance of the lines in the
indirect screen and grain yield in the target environments. The current glasshouse
screen did not meet any of these criteria.
In the glasshouse experiments, the experimental error was estimated to be larger
than the line variance for each of the drought response attributes; drought score, leaf
rolling score, and recovery scores. Analyses on the 1992 data set alone indicated a
large experimental error, and a number of modifications were made to the experimental procedure in an attempt to reduce the size of this error in 1993. To reduce any error
that may be due to differences between scorers, a number of training sessions were
conducted on scoring, and a standard set of photographs was developed for use by
each scorer. In addition, the replicate number was increased from 2 to 4, to more
effectively accommodate error. Despite these attempts to reduce error, the experimental error was estimated to be high in 1993 also. The results suggest that most of
the error was due to variation from plot to plot across the beds.
Phenotypic relationships were identified between all of the drought response characters (Fig. 1). Leaf rolling score in the afternoon was strongly associated with leaf rolling score in the morning suggesting that the same form of response is measured in both
cases. This finding is consistent with other studies (Henderson et al 1993).
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LRS BLUPs glass (ex. dis. sites) LRS BLUPs glass (ex. dis. sites)

8. The best linear unbiased predictors (BLUPs) for leaf rolling score averaged across all
environments in the glasshouse plotted against: a) BLUPs for leaf rolling score in the dryseason METs, b) mean leaf rolling score in the wet-season METs, and e) the relative grain
yield, that is, the ratio of grain yield in the 5 lowest yielding sites to the 5 highest yielding
sites in the METs in the wet season, and the BLUPs for leaf rolling score in the diseasefree environments (SPT, PMI and UBN) plotted against d) BLUPs for leaf rolling score in
the dry-season METs, e) mean leaf rolling score in the wet-season METs (r =0.63, P<0.05),
and f) the relative grain yield ( r =-0.50, P<0.05).
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9. The best linear unbiased predictors (BLUPs) for drought score in the dry season METs
plotted against: a) BLUPs for grain yield (r = -0.469, P<0.05), b) the relative grain yield
(r = -0.33, P<0.05) mean leaf rolling score in the wet-season METs, and c) mean drought
score from the wet-season METs (r = 0.53, P<0.05), and the BLUPs for leaf rolling score in
the dry-season METs plotted against d) BLUPs for grain yield in the wet-season METs, e)
relative grain yield ( r = -0.42, P<.05), and f) mean leaf rolling score from the wet-season
METs.
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10. The relative grain yield plotted against: a) the mean drought score from the wet-season METs ( r =-0.68, P<0.05), and b) The mean leaf rolling score from the wet-season
METs ( r =-0.55, P<0.05), and the mean grain yield across 24 environments plotted against
c) the mean drought score from the wet-season METs ( r =-0.38, P<0.05) and b) the mean
leaf rolling score from the wet-season METs.

These results suggest that leaf rolling score is not a mechanism that is utilized to
avoid drought but is a symptom of the stress level of the plant. If the former hypothesis were correct we may have expected to see a negative relationship between drought
score and leaf rolling score.
The phenotypic relationships suggest that using the information on all drought
response characters may provide more information than any single attribute. Classification and ordination was therefore conducted on the three traits, drought score, leaf
rolling score, and recovery score.
The screen was also found to be inconsistent across locations with the line × environment larger than the line component of variance for each character (Table 2).
Drought score was particularly influenced by this form of interaction and it had a low
line mean repeatability. The form of the screen was also found to be inconsistent
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between 1992 and 1993 at Ubon. This inconsistency across locations may be partly
related to the presence of other uncontrolled factors: for example, leaf blight and
nematodes were identified as a problem in Sanpathong in 1992 and 1993. In particular, a set of 4 lines had lower values for the drought resistance characters at the sites
Phan and Sanpathong and may therefore be nematode and/or leaf blight resistant. To
make the screen more effective, other factors such as these will need to be controlled
each time an experiment is conducted. For instance, the use of nematode-free soil and
seedling treatment to control seedling blight could have overcome some of the problems observed in these experiments.
Soil or water quality factors may also contribute to variation in drought response
characters in different environments. For instance, Phimai was thought to have a
salinity problem in 1992 and this may have contributed to the amount of leaf death,
independently of the effect of drought (IRRI 1975, 1983).
Despite the large line × environment interactions, a group of lines was identified
as susceptible with higher values for drought response characters across all locations. This group included the cultivar Chiangsaen which had been previously identified as a susceptible check in the Thai screening system. Another group of lines,
Group 1, was identified as resistant, with lower values for all drought response
characters at Phimai in 1992 and 1993 and Ubon in 1992. This division into
drought-resistant and susceptible did not correspond to the previous Thai rating
(Table 3).
The results from the wet-season METs show that a large part of the variation in
grain yield in the field was related to the date of flowering (Fig. 5). The glasshouse
screen does not take into account the time of flowering or differences in drought
resistance during flowering, but measures drought resistance in the vegetative
phase. It is perhaps not surprising then that there is no relationship between grain
yield from the wet-season METs and the four drought response characters measured in the glasshouse. Thus, the last of the three criteria for an effective screen is
also not being met.
There was little association between drought score in the glasshouse and the field,
a finding similar to that of Henderson et al (1993) who attributed the lack of association to different rates of stress development in the glasshouse and field environments.
Such an effect may have also contributed to the lack of association between drought
score in the glasshouse and in the wet season in the field in these experiments.
The relative grain yield estimation reflects the ability of a rice line to escape a terminal drought by flowering early. There are a number of traits that correlate with this
relative measure of grain yield. These include leaf rolling score in disease-free environments in the glasshouse, drought and leaf rolling score in the field in the dry season, and drought and leaf rolling score in the field in the wet season. These
correlations indicate that earlier lines sometimes have lower drought-resistance ratings based on these characters. It is not known why this is so.
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Drought scores measured in the wet-season and dry-season METs show some
promise as measures of drought resistance in the field, as both characters are weakly
related to grain yield (Figs 9 and 10).

Conclusions
The current glasshouse screening system was inadequate as an indirect screen for
selecting high yielding lines in drought-prone environments in the field in the north
and northeast of Thailand and Laos.
In order to make the screen more useful, the causes of error, both plot-to-plot and
between replicates, must be identified. In addition, experimental designs could be
used which minimise the effect of plot-to-plot variation. There is also a need to control other factors that contribute to leaf death independently of drought, such as leaf
blight and nematodes. Further investigation could then be conducted to determine the
environmental factors which contribute to line × environment interactions under both
the glasshouse and the field conditions.
The glasshouse screen may be important for identifying early vegetative stress but
such a stress appeared to have little impact on yield in the wet-season METs. Hence, it
maybe more appropriate to devise a screen which assesses differences in drought
resistance expressed during panicle development and flowering.
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Screening of rice cultivars for
tolerance to preharvest sprouting
D. S. de Z. Abeysiriwardena, R. P. Edmond, and S. G. J. N. Senanayake

Preharvest sprouting is a common problem in rainfed rice. Cultivar selection for
tolerance to preharvest sprouting is tested with mature seeds on the decapitated
panicle and on threshed seeds. This method has not been successful in selecting
tolerant cultivars. Hence, a study was undertaken to measure preharvest sprouting
potential of several cultivars, using threshed seeds, seeds on the decapitated
panicle, and seeds on intact plants. No association was found between the
germination of seeds on the intact plant in the field and the germination of either
threshed seeds or seeds on the decapitated panicle. Mature rice seeds germinate
much better on the intact plant in the field than after isolation either as decapitated
panicles or as single seeds. Hence, preharvest sprouting should be tested by
germinating seeds on the intact plant in the field. Degree of tolerance to sprouting
tested on the intact plant varied among cultivars and this was consistent over
seasons. Thus, the germination of seeds on the intact plant in the field appears
promising as a selection tool for tolerance to preharvest sprouting in rice.

Germination of seeds while on the parent plant before harvesting is referred to as preharvest sprouting. Preharvest sprouting in rice Oryza sativa L. is always detrimental.
During wet weather or when the crop lodges into standing water at maturity, grains
begin to germinate on the parent plant. Thus, cultivars tolerant to preharvest sprouting should be developed for areas where this is a problem.
Rice matures about 30 days after heading in the tropics (Tanaka and Vergera
1967), at which time 90% of the grains in the panicle are free from greenish tint. The
moisture content in rice grains rapidly decreases as grains mature and the lowest grain
moisture content is recorded at maturity (Yoshida 1981). The moisture content of rice
seeds at harvest maturity is generally more than 14% wet basis (wb) in the tropics.
The desirable grain moisture content for an acceptable harvest at maturity is between
20 and 25% (wb) in rice (Mikkelsen and DeDatta 1980). Moisture content in mature
rice seeds at the onset of germination ranges from 30 to 40% depending on temperature (Yoshida 1981). The rice panicle has an open structure so that every grain in the
panicle is wetted by rains or when the crop lodges into standing water. Continuous
wetting of rice panicles at maturity results in preharvest sprouting. This implies that
external wetting of rice panicles while on the parent plant at maturity increases the

moisture content of seeds above 30%. Thus, rice seeds on the parent plant at maturity
are normally dry enough to prevent preharvest sprouting but can take up externally
supplied water to a level favorable for germination.
Seed dormancy prevents preharvest sprouting in rice (Jennings et a1 1979; Yoshida 1981) and in other cereals such as wheat (Harrington 1949; Belderok 1968). A
negative linear correlation between preharvest sprouting and period of seed dormancy in rice has been reported (Chen et a1 1980; Seshu and Sorrels 1985). Intensity
and period of seed dormancy have been studied for incorporating seed dormancy in
cultivars to prevent preharvest sprouting in rice (Mandal and Mitra 1985; Kundu et a1
1985). Strand (1980) reported that germination inhibitors in chaff structures and
moisture conditions of the inflorescense are also cultivar characters that affect tolerance to preharvest sprouting in cereals. Seed dormancy was responsible only for 49 to
64% of the variation in sprouting tolerance. Sprouting on decapitated spikes of wheat
is also sensitive to spike morphology.
Testing the degree of seed dormancy in harvested seeds and measuring the aamylase content or similar methods after exposing the decapitated spikes or
threshed seeds to conditions favorable for sprouting have been used to determine
preharvest sprouting tolerance in cereals (Strand 1980). Preharvest sprouting in
rice has been determined by testing germination either in seeds on the decapitated
panicle or in the threshed premature or mature seeds (Yasue and Asai 1969; Sarma
and Patnaik 1980; Mandal and Mitra 1985; Kundu et a1 1985; Seshu and Sorrels
1985; Murthy et a1 1986). Similar tests to determine preharvest sprouting tolerance
in wheat have also been reported (Derera et a1 1976, 1977; Upadhyay et a1 1988;
Paterson and Sorells 1990).
Our experience in the wet tropics showed that breeding for either a long period or
a high intensity of seed dormancy could not often prevent preharvest sprouting in rice
to the expected level. This is an indication that the reported association between preharvest sprouting (as tested either with the decapitated panicle or on threshed seeds)
and postharvest seed dormancy in rice is misleading. Kruger (1976) indicated that
sprouting in the inflorescense under field conditions can be quite different from seed
germination under laboratory conditions. Derera et a1 (1977) suggested that tolerance
to preharvest sprouting in cereals is complex and should be denoted as tolerance to
rain rather than referring to it as dormancy in a loose sense with special reference to
wheat. Thus, investigating whether germination of seeds on the intact plant in the
field (preharvest sprouting) can be measured by the germination of threshed seeds
and the seeds on the decapitated panicle in rice at maturity would be interesting. This
information might be helpful to develop a promising screening procedure in selecting
sprouting-tolerant rice cultivars. A suitable procedure to germinate seeds on the intact
plant in the field has not been reported for rice. McMaster and Derera (1976) have
presented a procedure that involves rain simulation to test sprouting tolerance in cereals only when seeds on the decapitated spikes are used as the testing material. Thus,
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the objectives of this paper are 1) to present a procedure to test germination of seeds
on the intact plant in the field, and 2) to study the association of percentage germination between seeds on the intact plant in the field and seeds on the decapitated panicle
and threshed seeds at maturity in rice.

Materials and methods
The study was conducted at the Regional Agricultural Research Center, Bombuwela,
Sri Lanka during the two rice-growing seasons. The first season (Yala) was from
March to August 1991 and the second season (Maha) was from September 1991 to
February 1992. Each season involved a two-factor factorial experiment, factors being
cultivar and method of testing germination, and was conducted in a RCBD with two
replications.
Eleven cultivars from the parental stock of the rice breeding program representing
a wide genetic range were used in the study (Table 1). The cultivars in each replicate
were planted in single rows of 2 m length at a spacing of 30 × 15 cm. In the first season seeds from each cultivar were tested at maturity for germination using four different methods: 1) seeds on the intact plant in the field (represents preharvest sprouting),
2) seeds on the decapitated panicle immediately after harvesting, 3) threshed seeds
Table 1. Rice cultivars used in the study and their status and source of origin.
Origin
Country
Sri Lanka

Status

Cultivar

Area
Bombuwela

Improved

BW100
BW288-2
BW293-2
BW297-2

Batalagoda

Improved

BG90-2
BG400-1

Ambalantota

Improved

AT73-1

Dry zone

A natural mutant of
cultivar K8

K8 (M)

Wet zone

Traditional cultivar

Herath Banda

Philippines

IRRI a ,

Improved

lR8

Malaysia

not available

Improved

Mahsuri

Los Baños

a Indicates International Rice Research Institute.
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immediately after threshing, and 4) threshed seeds seven days after threshing. Rice
panicle was considered matured when more than 90% of the grains in the panicle
were free from greenish tint.
Preharvest sprouting was tested on 4-5 panicles from three different plants in each
cultivar per replicate. Rain simulation was not possible in the field so rice plants were
bent with care without damaging the stems and panicles were immersed in standing
water in the field for about 18 h by keeping a weight on the base of the panicle. This
was similar to lodging into standing water. Then the panicles were wrapped in pieces
of wet gunny with both ends tied and enclosed in polythene bags to prevent drying up.
The plants with the wrapped panicles were kept erect by tying them to sticks. Five
days after, the germination percentages of the seeds on the panicles were recorded by
counting the number of germinated and ungerminated filled seeds on the panicles.
Selection of panicles, their 18 h wetting, and the germination test for the seeds on the
decapitated panicles were the same as for the intact plant. The panicles were harvested at the same time as the panicles were immersed for preharvest sprouting and
treated immediately. Treated panicles were then kept in aluminum trays in the field
near the parent plants until the germination count was taken. For the germination tests
of the threshed seeds immediately after threshing and 7 days after threshing, 6-8 panicles were harvested from each cultivar in each replicate at the same time as the panicles were immersed for preharvest sprouting. Immediately after harvesting, the
panicles were hand threshed and a 100 seed sample (> 14% moisture) from each cultivar in each replicate was tested for germination. Only the fully filled good quality
seeds were selected for the test sample in order to minimize any unpredictable variation in seed germination. Seeds were kept in 9-cm petri dishes lined at the bottom
with one piece of blotting paper and soaked in water for about 18 h. The excess water
was then drained and petri dishes were covered. These petri dishes were placed
together with the decapitated panicles in aluminum trays in the field near the parent
plants. Five days later, the percent seed germination was recorded. Remaining seeds
from the same panicles were sun-dried (14% moisture) and tested for germination 7
days after threshing. Seed selection and the germination test were similar to the previous treatment.
In all the germination tests, seeds were considered germinated when the hull over
the embryo ruptured. All the germination tests were conducted under the normal temperature range prevailing at the harvesting period in the particular season. In the first
season, average temperature during the test period was 29.5°C while in the second
season it was 27°C.
In the second season, the treatment structure was slightly changed. The same set
of cultivars was used but germination tests on the seeds on the decapitated panicle and
on the seeds 7 days after threshing were not included in the second season experiment, for reasons that are given in the discussion. Experimental procedures and the
respective germination tests were the same as in the first season.
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Data obtained were statistically analyzed using arcsine transformation since germination percentages were observed in both extremes. An analysis of variance was
run for each season, and data from two seasons were combined to study the seasonal
effect. Only the treatments that were repeated in both seasons were used in the combined analysis. Using the original data, correlation coefficients were estimated
between percent germination of seeds on the intact plant, seeds on the decapitated
panicle, and threshed seeds. Correlations of percent germination of seeds on the intact
plant and percent germination of threshed seeds between seasons were also estimated. Appropriate curve fitting between variables was primarily decided on the
basis of plot diagrams.

Results and discussion
In the first (Yala) season, the temperature was slightly higher and rains were more frequent than in the second (Maha) season during the grain ripening period. The approximate average temperature during the grain ripening period was 30°C in the first and
27°C in the second. The data obtained in both seasons are presented in Table 2.
In the first season, mean squares for cultivar, method of testing germination, and
the interaction effect of cultivar × method of testing germination were highly significant. Aging of dried seeds even for 7 days, broke seed dormancy at varying rates
among cultivars. The lowest germination percentage was recorded in the seeds immediately after threshing for all the cultivars used in the experiment. This implied that
the highest degree of dormancy could be found in the seeds immediately after threshing in rice. In all the cultivars used, the germination percentage of seeds on the decapitated panicle was also significantly lower than that of the seeds on the intact plant in
the field. The linear correlation coefficient of the association between the percentage
germination of seeds on the intact plant in the field and on the decapitated panicle (r =
0.35) was not significant at the 5% probability level. Thus, preharvest sprouting cannot be represented or predicted by the percentage germination of seeds on the decapitated panicle in rice. However, germination of seeds on the decapitated panicle was
equal to that of threshed seeds in the majority of cultivars and a little higher than that
of threshed seeds in a few cultivars.
Mendoza et al (1982) also observed slightly higher germination of seeds on the
decapitated panicle than of threshed seeds in rice. The linear correlation coefficient of
the association between the germination percentage of seeds on the decapitated panicle and that of the seeds immediately after threshing (r = 0.92) was highly significant.
These results suggested that the effect on seed germination of the removal of the panicle from the plant is almost the same as the effect of removing seeds from the plant.
Slightly higher germination of seeds on the decapitated panicle than of seeds immediately after threshing found in some cultivars may be due to the residual plant effect in
the decapitated panicle. Based on this information, in the second season experiment
we examined only sprouting of seeds on the intact plant in the field and germination
of seeds immediately after threshing.
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Table 2. Germination (%) of seeds at maturity under different methods of testing
germination for 11 rice cultivars in the first (Yala) and second (Maha) seasons at
Bombuwela, Sri Lanka.
Cultivar

First season

Second season

Method of testing germination
Intact plant

Decapitated
panicle

At threshing

7 days after
threshing

84

9

2

2

77

9

BW288-2

7

4

3

7

30

30

BW293-2

23

4

1

2

68

25

BW100

Intact plant

At threshing

BW297-2

94

5

4

8

89

62

BG90-2

29

15

12

14

53

20

BG400-1

26

8

4

4

70

22

AT73-1

41

11

7

11

76

24

K8 (M)

82

37

26

38

84

31

Herath Banda

41

5

3

7

60

62

IR8

27

14

7

26

78

29

Mahsuri

82

11

7

32

95

77

SE for the treatment combinations of cultivar × method of germination in the first season = 3.05 (for transformed
data) and SE for the treatment combinations of cultivar × method of germination × season in the combined
analysis over seasons using seeds on the intact plant and threshed seeds at maturity = 2.79 (for transformed
data).

In the combined analysis of variance, mean squares for cultivar, method of testing
germination, season, two-way interaction effects of cultivar × method of testing germination, cultivar × season, and the three-way interaction effect of cultivar × method
of testing germination × season were significant at the 1% probability level. In general, percentage germination of seeds in the second season was much higher than that
in the first season. This is because percentage seed germination of all the cultivars
under both methods of seed germination increased in the second season relative to
that in the first season due to the seasonal effect. Similarly, on average, percentage
seed germination of the intact plant was much higher than that of threshed seeds and
some cultivars had higher seed germination than others. However, average effects of
season, method of germination, and cultivar are not of much interest. What is of interest is the differential response of cultivars to different methods of germination in different seasons.
In both seasons, the percentage germination of seeds immediately after threshing
did not significantly exceed that of seeds on the intact plant or preharvest sprouting in
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any of the cultivars used. In all the cultivars, except “BW288-2” in both seasons and
“Herath Banda” in the second season, percentage germination of seeds on the intact
plant was significantly higher than that of threshed seeds. The linear correlation coefficients between the percentage germination of seeds on the intact plant and that of
threshed seeds were 0.33 in the first season and 0.38 in the second season and both
were not significant at the 5% probability level. Thus, no association exists between
preharvest sprouting and the germination capacity of threshed seeds. In addition to
the higher germination of seeds on the intact plant in the field than that of threshed
seeds, and the highly significant interaction effect of cultivar × method of testing germination in both seasons, the correlation studies also suggested that preharvest
sprouting cannot be defined by germination capacity of seeds on the decapitated panicle and threshed seeds at maturity in rice.
Preharvest sprouting in rice should be tested on the seeds on the intact plant in the
field and this appears promising to screen rice cultivars for sprouting tolerance. Germination of threshed seeds and seeds on the decapitated panicle measures the degree
of seed dormancy after harvest but not the preharvest sprouting tolerance in rice.
A satisfactory explanation for higher germination of seeds on the intact plant than
that of threshed seeds is beyond the scope of the present study and would be the subject of another paper. However, one can reasonably assume that the seed dormancy
may be either suppressed or not fully induced at different degrees depending on the
cultivar since seeds are attached to the mother plant. Seed dormancy is expressed in
its highest degree only on isolated seeds soon after isolation. Thus, not only seed dormancy but also some other plant factors may determine preharvest sprouting in rice.
Cultivar differences for preharvest sprouting as tested on the intact plant in the
field varied between seasons in a predictive manner, while cultivar differences for
percent germination of seeds soon after threshing varied between seasons unpredictably. The relationship between preharvest sprouting of cultivars as tested on the intact
plant in the field in the first (Yala) season and that of second (Maha) season was logarithmic and this relationship could be explained by the following equation;
Y = -2.84 + 20.17 InX
where Y = preharvest sprouting of a cultivar in Maha season, -2.84 = intercept on Y
axis, 20.17 = regression coefficient, and X = preharvest sprouting of the cultivar in
Yala season. The correlation coefficient ( r = 0.864) of this relationship was highly
significant. However, BW100 and IR8 showed somewhat unexpected deviation from
the regression. Preharvest sprouting of cultivars in the first season was used as the X
axis of the relationship because cultivar variability for preharvest sprouting was
higher in the first season than in the second season. The higher variability between
cultivars, the higher the efficiency in selection. In addition, preharvest sprouting percentages at both extremes were recorded only in the first season. However, neither a
linear nor nonlinear relationship was found between percent germination of threshed
seeds of cultivars in the first season and that of in the second season. Thus, testing pre-
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harvest sprouting on the intact plant in the field in the second season experiment provides only a consistent assessment of the trait over seasons.
Since relative sprouting tolerance as tested on the intact plant in the field was consistent among cultivars over seasons, evaluation of cultivars for sprouting tolerance
became easier. BW288-2 was the most desirable cultivar to prevent preharvest
sprouting damage in both seasons. Cultivars BG90-2, BG400-1, BW293-2, and IR8
could be ranked next in the relative sprouting tolerance scale. Herath Banda and At
73-1 were superior to only BW297-2, BW100, Mashuri, and K8 (M), which were the
most susceptible cultivars for sprouting in both seasons.
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Prioritization and development of
breeding strategies for rainfed
lowlands: a critical appraisal
R. Thakur

Rainfed lowlands, including flood-prone ecosystems are a complex rice-growing
environment where the crop encounters many constraints. A combination of traits is
required for adaptation and some, such as submergence in lowland and elongation
in deepwater, are over-emphasized. Local land races developed through numerous
selection cycles are adopted to survive. Success in irrigated breeding led the same
strategy being adopted for these ecosystems, based on theoretical considerations.
However, modern varieties have so far hardly been adopted. Eastern India is an
example in this context where local land races are predominantly grown. This
necessitated a reorientation of breeding methodologies.
The paper describes a systems approach to breeding, the main inputs being the
farmers’ indigenous skills, local land races, their utilization, and overall initial
selection of segregating materials for at least two generations at adverse farms
where elite cultures were also screened. Photosensitive or insensitive segregants
with long BVP were suitable. Varietal adaptation transcends lowland boundaries and
it was difficult to demarcate it from flood-prone deepwater characteristics.
Varieties developed and screened through this process may not yield dramatically
but their stability was remarkable over the years of the trial described. This led to
their immediate adoption. Rajshree, for example, has been widely adopted in
lowland in two years. Data indicate that these ecologies could be raised to optimum
productivity if a farming systems research approach, and involvement of
beneficiaries, are integrated in the breeding strategies.

The impact of the Green Revolution is hardly visible in 14.9 million ha of rainfed lowlands in eastern India. So vast is this area that it is being increasingly realized at various
levels of development administration in India that a major part of the answer to the
problem of future agricultural production in the country must come from it. Other
regions of the country have achieved faster agricultural growth, while this region has
remained static. This calls for 1) a close analysis of the constraints to the generation
and adoption of improved technology, and 2) the formulation and implementation of
policies that would facilitate the better utilization of available technology.

In this context, Bihar having the largest area under rice in India (5.4 million ha)
represents a typical eastern state where yield in rainfed lowland/deepwater rice cultivation is very low. The area is covered by traditional system of rice cultivation and is
managed mostly by resource-poor farmers (Saran et al 1990). More than 50% of the
total rice area is covered by these ecological zones where harvest is primarily influenced by environmental and socioeconomic factors.
The implication is that both on-station research and a farming systems approach
involving collaboration between farmers and researchers are needed. Farming systems research and extension (FSR/E) projects operating in eastern India with Ford
Foundation support have applied an integrated approach to understand the systems
and have provided favourable solutions. The FSR/E approach has also provided alternative methodologies for technology generation and has created a favorable environment to integrate many national projects within a FSR/E purview (NAARM 1991).
This paper describes a systems-based breeding method to develop adaptable technologies for rainfed lowland and deepwater ecosystems. Farmers were involved from
the outset. Based on the experience and successful results obtained in a cluster of four
representative villages, linkage between station and on-farm research is suggested.

Agroecosystem analysis
A multidisciplinary team made agroecosystem analyses of the four representative villages, mainly using the rapid rural appraisal method. Four land types were clearly
identified based on water regime, soil characteristics, and farming systems. Rainfed
lowland, including deepwater, constitute more than 60% of the rice areas in the villages, which were highly diverse. Traditional varieties with poor management were
grown in these ecologies in the wet season. There was no evidence of modern varietal
technology. Land depressions of different shapes and sizes, caused by shifting river
courses come under these ecologies and are spread throughout north Bihar. Saucershaped depressions are called Chaur. Demarcation between lowland and deepwater
is not always clear cut. Rainfed lowland is characterized by 1) irregular hydrology, 2)
delay in the monsoon, often leading to delayed sowing and planting, 3) flash flooding, causing inundation at various crop growth periods and intermittent drought if the
monsoon is erratic 4) poor stand establishment and suboptimal plant population, and
5) continued use of photosensitive tall varieties which are prone to lodging.
Transplanted deepwater areas have similar constraints to those found in lowlands.
However, in deeper parts of Chaur direct seeding of rice mixed with mungbean, fodder sorghum, and sesame is common. Major constraints in directly sown crops in
deepwater are: 1) unpredictable hydrology, 2) absence of rain in summer causing
severe drought and affecting rice as well as mixed crops, 3) poor plant population,
and 4) sudden floods causing damage to rice.
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A tall, photosensitive Bakol land race was found to be the predominant rice grown
both in rainfed lowland and shallow deepwater conditions. A few farmers were also
growing Desaria and Assamia (floating types) land races in deepwater, and Baster
Darmi and Jagar in lowland. Bakol has adaptability to late sowing and planting and
tolerance to drought. It lacks elongation ability.

Station research for varietal development
There have been few breeding trials and there are few breeding methodologies to
screen varieties suitable for adverse rainfed lowland situations. Varietal trials are
grown under normal dates of sowing and planting, with recommended inputs. Performance is judged on average yield. This procedure is applied in national and state
trials. In deepwater conditions, varietal performance is judged singly under direct
sown condition. The suitability of mixer crops is not given due weight at state and
national research stations, though mixed cropping of rice is very common.
Segregating breeding lines are usually grown and selected at the research station
without being subjected to the rigors of environmental stresses. To overcome these
weaknesses, breeding strategies were planned to link on-farm and on-station research
in order to develop varieties suited to rainfed lowland and shallow deepwater conditions.

Intervention and trial design
Keeping in mind the existing farming systems and water depth pattern in these rice
ecosystems, on-farm trials were planned as follows. Selected materials generated at
research stations were first included in an on-farm research trial. Based on performance, a few selected genotypes were then included in on-farm trials conducted on a
large number of sites for three years. Farmers were partners in the planning and execution of the trials which were designed to enable even semiliterate farmers to grasp
the implications of their results.
On-farm research trial
Eight elite improved rice germplasms, differing in maturity and height, and the local
cultivar Bakol were included in this trial. The trial sites, one in each village, were
selected in cooperation with farmers and the trials were conducted under farmers’
management practices with three replications on plot sizes 24 to 30 m2 in RBD. This
research trial had two purposes: 1) to offer an alternative choice of varieties, and 2) to
verify the performance of these improved cultures. Monitoring was arranged at postflowering period jointly with farmers. Based on performances in yield and maturity, a
few entries were selected for specific on-farm trials. This flow of rice varietal evaluation from on-station to on-farm research and then to on-farm trials continued till
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1992. Two cultivars, Sudha and TCA 48, in the photosensitive group (as is Bakol),
and Rajshree, in the earlier maturity group, were identified during the first year. They
were included in the on-farm trial, as well as remaining in the research trial (Table 1).
On-farm trial
Trial design was simple: the test variety was grown with local variety in 500-1000 m 2
area under farmers’ management practices at sites which, though not very uniform,
were mostly nearer the edges of the Chaur. Altogether there were 54 on-farm trials
with Rajshree, and its performance was rated excellent (Table 2). In the drought years
of 1990 and 1991 it did remarkably better than the long duration Bakol which faced
severe drought in the absence of rain in September-October. Rajshree, because of its
earlier maturity, was virtually unaffected.
Table 1. Performance of rice varieties in on-farm research trial under rainfed lowland
ecosystem of Bihar, India.
Variety

Duration

Height

(days)

(cm)

Average yield (kg/ha)

Remarks

1992 a 1993

1989

1990

1991

3b

3

4

2

3

TCA 48

185

155

2445

2345

3912

1836

PSR 1209-2-3-2

150

140

-

-

-

-

TCA-214

190

150

2039

-

-

-

Sudha

185

147

2358

2514

3418

1662

2630

Rajshree

145

130

2840

2737

421 5

1772

31 60 Highly stable

Mansarowar

155

95

2004

-

-

-

-

IET7591

156

135

2149

2215

-

1334

2275

SBR3013

165

120

2245

2380

-

-

-

IET7552

170

130

2168

1915

-

558

2386

TCA84-3

150

145

-

-

3146

1694

2837

SBR119-13-3-1

148

165

-

-

3736

1007

2938

SBR38-150-2-4

136

140

-

-

3415

508

-

Bakol (Local)

175

160

2135

1832

3118

1262

2424

LSD at 5%
CV%

3200
- Very late

6.20

6.31

18.48 19.37 15.26 14.75 10.27

10.62

13.34

10.72 13.22 10.55 15.22 16.18

a Unprecedented drought year.
b No. of sites.
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3240 Released as Vaidehi

Sudha was also trialed under transplanted conditions against Bakol at 18 locations
over 3 years. It performed fairly well but, like Bakol, it was drought affected in 1991.
It does, however, have superior grain quality. TCA48 has now been found to be a better variety overall.
Suitability of rice varieties for mixed cropping with mungbean was investigated.
Three improved rice varieties — Janki, Sudha, and TCA48 (Vaidehi) — were direct
sown mixed with mungbean (NP18) at two farm sites in 1993. Reduction in yield was
maximal in Sudha (30%) followed by Janki (20%), and TCA48 (15%). At the time of
harvest of mungbean, the rice crop showed yellowing of leaves and retarded growth.
TCA48 was least affected. More data are needed to confirm the finding which has
wide scope in production technology.

Screening of segregating population
The following four F3 bulk populations were grown in farmers’ fields in Biraul and
Bakhtiyarpur:
TCA 177 (floating, tall)/IR48 (DW)
Sudha (deepwater, tall)/Purple (DW)
Sudha (deepwater, tall) Rajshree (Tall)
Janki (deepwater, tall) Pankaj (DW).
The bulk populations were direct sown separately in March in rows in deepwater
Chaur lands. They faced drought in vegetative growth and floodwater from July.
Early flowering plants were rejected. Surviving plants were selected, and those with
good ear length and suitable flowering, were again bulked in F4 generation. Seed
from single panicles was selected and grown at the research station for further selection. The Sudha/Rajshree population was most promising. Many progenies were uniform in the F5 generation while the TCA177/IR 42 population was least uniform.
Initial evaluation of selected progenies in adverse conditions was encouraging.
Table 2. Results of on-farm trial on rice variety Rajshree conducted under lowlands/
shallow deepwater ecosystems of Bihar, India.
Village

No. of sites
1990

1991

Yield (kg/ha)
1992

1990

Choudharytola

3

3

7

2536(2132)

Dhobgama

4

9

4

Bakhtiyarpur

3

4

Gwalatola

2

9

1991
a

1992

2646(1945)

3048(1436)

3615(1638)

3817(1639)

3140(1238)

3

3415(2241)

3618(1932)

3845(1537)

3

3517(1948)

4435(1614)

3937(1008)

a Yield of local variety in parantheses.
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Prioritization of research agenda
The on-farm data highlight the need to establish a two-way linkage between on-farm
and on-station research. Rainfed lowland/deepwater cropping is an example where
priorities at research station level do not match actual growing conditions, both at
state and national levels. Semi-dwarf varieties, responsive to input application and
with record yields, are screened and released but they do not match the adverse conditions encountered in the fields. Mansarowar and Salivahan, both released for lowland, and with very high yield potential failed. Rajshree, a tall variety, was successful
because it is adapted to late sowing and planting and has adaptability to adverse conditions (Table 1). Nevertheless, adaptation to delayed sowing, planting, and adverse
conditions are seldom assessed while selecting a cultivar.
ICAR-IRRI consortium trials have, however, taken up the problem and genotypes
are also tested for late planting. To determine whether cultivars which are adapted to
adverse conditions as found in on-farm research trial are also suited to delayed planting is further tested by consortium trials. Rajshree is now widely adopted and is the
ruling variety in the villages (Thakur 1990).
Mostly photosensitive cultivars — TCA48, Sabita, and Sudha — showed better
stability in yield in consortium trials. Rajshree in Mahsuri duration was among the
better suited modern varieties, and has better tolerance to cold at anthesis. Failure of
HYVs under adverse conditions, as found in on-farm research trials over 4 years,
clearly indicates that they have limited scope of adoption. These cultivars perform
well with good management but poorly when challenged with adverse conditions,
drought, or delayed planting. Local land races, on the other hand, are well adapted
and continue predominant plantings. Efforts have been made both at state and
national level in the past and no variety with large-scale adaptation has been developed through hybridization. This has necessitated modification of the ongoing breeding program to meet farm requirements. As our diverse lowland environments cannot
be tailored to suit the variety, we must change our strategy for variety development to
suit the environments (Maurya et al 1988). Secondly, segregating generations need to
be grown under adverse conditions, rather than evaluating uniform cultivars at the
end. Following this, selections made in the segregating generations under adverse
conditions resulted in progenies with remarkable yield potential. It has been rightly
said that, if agriculture research is to address farmers’ needs, it has to be accountable
to the farming people through decentralization (Axin 1990). There is considerable
rethinking as to how to link on-station with on-farm research so that the benefits
accrue to the needy farmers. The lack of success of modern technology in rainfed ecosystems has led to a reorientation in approach.
Varietal adaptation at farm level has crucial role in successful adoption of a technology. Plant breeding is roughly half of crop research and represents about half of
the potential for progress; genotype-environment effects are consequently very
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important. There must be substantial area of interest between plant breeding and onfarm research yet to be exploited (Simmonds 1985). There have been efforts to modify breeding strategy to develop adaptable technology. Maurya et al (1988) tested F5
generation in farmers' fields before release. Based on the poor performance of new
genotypes in adverse conditions, it has been suggested that selections not be carried
out under ideal agronomic conditions (Goet 1989). There are no clear and well
defined methodologies to follow. However, our experience shows that at least two
generations must be grown in actual sites. Varietal technology developed through this
process has no risk of being rejected by farmers. This could be applicable to deepwater breeding also. However, varietal interaction with mixer crops has not been
researched. There is clear-cut difference and some varieties, e.g. TCA48, have better
compatibility than Sudha. This is possibly due to the erect habit of TCA48 which
makes it least affected by the growth of mixer crops.
Varietal release methodology
State agriculture, university, and coordinated crop improvement projects have a mandate to release varieties based on the overall performance of the cultivars at the experimental station, and also in minikit testing. Varieties developed through this process
have mostly been adopted in risk-free situations. Rainfed ecosystems have various
niches and vary from region to region; varietal adoption is consequently uneven. For
example, varieties suitable for deepwater Chaur lands of Bihar do not match the
requirements in adjoining states, and vice versa. In fact, farmers grow different varieties in different regions. A few varieties will therefore not serve the purpose. Release
of numerous varieties rather than just a few has been considered (Jain and Banerjee
1982). Varietal release procedure therefore has to be modified in risk-prone environments. Performance of TCA48 in farmers' fields under adverse conditions has led to
its release as Vaidehi, which also gives stable research station yields (Thakur 1994).
Pure line selection, though abandoned with the advent of modern varieties and better
technical information, is still relevant in these ecologies. Jaladhi I and Sabita in West
Bengal, and Kamini and Vaidehi in Bihar have been released and have gained popularity. Release will ensure pure seed production and eventually lead to stability in production. This breeding methodology was first suggested by Thakur and Mishra
(1992). In a short time, it has made a visible impact on production. Hybridization,
however, has long-term use for variety release. It will ultimately serve its purpose
when we have also the varieties required for adoption in harsh environments that are
dynamic in respect of water regime, disease/pest pressures, and soil deficiencies.
North Bihar, which used to be largely flood-prone, has become drought-prone over
the past 4 years due to lower rainfall. Farmers began searching for medium-duration,
then long-duration established cultivars for the higher parts of lowlying areas. The
solution lies in framing breeding strategies in a system context, with the cooperation
and active participation of farmers as partners.
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Farmer participatory research
for the selection of rainfed rice
cultivars
A. Joshi and J. R. Witcombe

The KRIBHCO Rainfed Indo-British project (KRIBP) operates in three adjoining
districts, Panchmahals (Gujarat), Jhabua (Madhya Pradesh), and Banswara
(Rajasthan). Although the National Agricultural Research Program (NARP) classifies
the three districts in different agroecological zones, they have much in common, with
low (700-1100 mm per annum) rainfall, and sloping, infertile, shallow soils. Farmers
grow rice in shallow soils without irrigation and very limited inputs.
After a participatory rural appraisal and an extensive search process for suitable
cultivars, 19 cultivars of rice were identified with characteristics similar to local
varieties. Of these, seven have been tested in farmer-managed trials in farmers'
fields. Varieties were evaluated by assessing farmers' perceptions on many traits
using a number of participatory approaches including farm walks, group discussions,
and individual household questionnaires.
The participatory trials revealed a number of important characters that would
have not been revealed in breeders' trials, and the degree of agreement on farmers'
perceptions was very high between discussion groups. The most preferred variety
was Kalinga III, which was released in 1985, and yielded considerably more than the
local landraces. The predicted rate of spread of this preferred variety is very high.
Under India's state level release procedure, it has only been officially released in
Orissa, several thousand kilometers from the project area and had not previously
been grown by farmers in the project area. We conclude that the participatory
approach is a rapid and cost effective method of identifying farmer-preferred
cultivars. Such cultivars may not be released in the areas where they are preferred by
farmers because of the cultivar testing system employed. The varieties of rice
recommended by the state governments in the three project states have commonly
been identified using data generated in coordinated on-station trials with substantial
external inputs. Such cultivars fail under the low-input, low-fertility soils of our farmermanaged trials.

The Krishak Bharati Cooperative Limited (KRIBHCO) is a national cooperative society producing and marketing chemical fertilizers and seeds. It is implementing UKOverseas Development Administration (ODA) financed project in three western states

of India. The KRIBHCO Rainfed Indo-British project (KRIBP) is farmer participatory,
and has a strong focus on poverty alleviation and gender issues. The project area is three
adjoining districts, Panchmahals (Gujarat), Jhabua (Madhya Pradesh), and Banswara
(Rajasthan). Although the National Agricultural Research Program (NARP) classifies
the three districts in different agroecological zones, they have much in common, with
low (700-1 100 mm per annum) rainfall, and sloping, infertile, shallow soils.
Plant breeding by government organisations has produced cultivars that yield significantly more than local landraces, particularly in high-yielding environments with
high application of purchased inputs. However, even under low or zero input conditions improved cultivars can produce significant increases in crop yields. Moreover,
since improved varieties tend to respond more to increased inputs they can encourage
farmers to adopt improved agronomic practices. However, in common with many
areas of India where farmers use little or no purchased inputs, there is a very low
adoption of improved cultivars in the KRIBP project area. Participatory rural appraisals (PRAs), a diagnostic technique pioneered by NGOs in India, have determined
several reasons for this. Many improved cultivars currently on the market do not meet
the needs of farmers. They have one or more undesirable traits such as too long a
duration, undesirable grain colour, or poor cooking quality. Many farmers believe
that seed of improved cultivars will give no benefit without additional inputs, such as
fertilizer or irrigation, and they either cannot afford, or cannot acquire them. In many
cases, the farmers’ perceptions that improved cultivars require improved inputs may
be due to the traditional “package” approach of scientists and extension workers.
However, many improved cultivars are of too long a duration for marginal environments and require additional inputs, most particularly irrigation in drought-prone
environments. Finally, even if there are appropriate varieties for farmers, there is no
reliable external seed supply in most of the less accessible parts of rural India.
Alternative approaches for identifying cultivars that are acceptable to farmers
have been suggested and tried by a number of authors. Chambers (1989) reviewed
work on providing farmers with varied genetic material. In rice, Maurya et al (1988)
have tested advanced lines with villagers in Uttar Pradesh and successfully identified
superior material that was preferred by farmers. In Rwanda, farmers selected 21 varieties from a wide range of bean cultivars grown in their fields that were first selected
by them in on-station trials (Sperling et al 1993). In Namibia, Lechner (W.R. Lechner, Mahanene Research Station, Oshakati, Namibia, 1991, pers. commun.), used
farmer evaluation of pearl millet in on-station trials to identify a cultivar that was subsequently released and became popular. These are just a few examples of an increasing number of farmer participatory varietal evaluation programs.
We describe here the work in KRIBP on the farmer participatory identification of
upland rice varieties. This work forms part of the crops program of the project, in
which farmers choose appropriate cultivars by participatory research, in a wide range
of crops including maize, chickpea, black gram, and pigeonpea.
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Materials and methods
Project environment
The project villages have a range of soils from medium to shallow Vertisols in the
valley bottoms, and shallow, stony, Alfisols on the hills. Much of the land is sloping,
subject to severe soil erosion, and under subsistence farming with an average landholding of less than 1 ha. Maize is the principal crop, but upland, direct-drilled rice is
a major cereal in the area.
In the rainy seasons of 1992 and 1993 the rainfall was below average, and in
1993 there was a 45-day drought that commenced 30 days after most farmers had
sown their crops.
Participatory rural appraisal
Participatory rural appraisals (PRAs) were conducted to determine the major characteristics of the local cultivars. This was done by focused group discussions (FGDs),
and a number of PRA techniques such as assessment of local landraces by their ranking for multiple traits, (matrix ranking). The FGDs were conducted by community
organisers in their villages, after an initial phase of rapport building had been completed. In the FGDs reported below the farmer groups were of between 6 to 20 individuals, and women farmers were always included in these groups. No attempt was
made at the time to represent all wealth classes in the groups, but subsequent analysis
found that usually all socioeconomic classes perceived by the community were represented adequately.
Search and procurement process
To identify suitable cultivars a search process was carried out for cultivars released at
the national and state level that matched or were superior to the local landraces for
traits identified as important in the PRAs. Particular attention was paid to find statelevel releases from outside of the project area. Two methods were used. Personal visits to plant breeders in Indian Council for Agricultural Research institutes, state agricultural universities, and seed producers, and a search of published information.
In the states in which KRIBP is operating, visits were made to the three agricultural universities, and in Gujarat and Madhya Pradesh to district level officials in
state departments of agriculture, and officials in state seed corporations. Outside of
these states visits were made to the Indian Agricultural Research Institute, New
Delhi, the Directorate of Rice Research, Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh, the Central
Rice Research Institute, Cuttack, Orissa, and the Narendra Dev Agricultural University in Uttar Pradesh.
The literature is helpful for cultivars released up to and including 1985 as all
released material is published in the “Handbook on Cultivars” (Tunwar and Singh
1985). Thereafter, information is more difficult to obtain as the “national catalogue”
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(MOA 1993) does not list the characteristics of the varieties. Long after the search
process was completed it was found in a second visit in 1994 to the Central Rice
Research Institute, Cuttack, that there is a more detailed compilation of rice cultivars
that includes releases up to 1991 (CRRI 1992).
Once cultivars were identified in the search process, attempts were made to procure seed of them from breeders and from commercial sources.
Farmer-managed participatory research trials (FAMPAR trials)
Conduct of the trials. The varietal trials were carried out with farmers in farmer-managed participatory research (FAMPAR) trials. The trials were divided into introductory and adaptive trials, and the methods used were different in each level of trials
(Table 1, Fig. 1). The trials were made as simple as possible. Each participating
farmer was randomly assigned a single variety, and asked to grow it alongside the
local variety in the same field under the same management. Each farmer was given
two 1-kg bags of seed. The second bag of seed was for resowing if it should be
required. The farmer sometimes grew a row of different crop between the two cultivars to mark the plots. Farmers were asked not to change the management of the crop
in any way. The average plot size with 1 kg of seed was 100 m 2 which is much larger
than that used in advanced on-station trials.
In 1992, five cultivars were tested on a total of 45 farmers’ fields in FAMPAR
introductory trials in two villages. Each cultivar was tested with four farmers in one
village and five farmers in the other, making nine farmers for each cultivar. In addition, four more cultivars were tested in on-station trials by Dr R.S. Triphati of
Rajasthan State Agricultural University, Banswara as part of a larger randomized
block design trial.
In 1993 in the introductory trials there were 25 participating farmers in six villages, making a total of 150 farmers. In each village five cultivars were grown and
every cultivar was replicated across five farmers. The cultivars were Kalinga III,
Sathi-34-36, Jaldi Dhan-1, Jaldi Dhan-3, and GR-3. In 1994 in the adaptive trials
Kalinga III was grown in three villages in 25 paired comparisons with the local.
Evaluation of the trials. In the introductory trials, data were collected by means
of group discussions with the participating farmers, called focused group discussions (FGD), before and after harvest, on all aspects of the crop including taste,
market value, threshing characteristics and storability. So that all varieties could
be compared in the discussions, farm walks were organised so that the participating farmers visited each other’s plots. The FGDs were followed by questionnaires
completed for individual households, called household level questionnaires
(HLQ), in which the household’s reaction to the variety was assessed by means of
a detailed questionnaire, to provide analyzable data of the farmer’s perceptions of
the varieties.
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Method

Method

Give small quantities of seed to Performance and acceptability usually monifarmers to cultivate in their
tored by informal (anecdotal) methods.
fields under local management,
One variety per farmer. Plot
size small.

Promote identified varieties
in villages which have not
had the introductory trials, or
been exposed to them, so
no demand for seed exists.

Evaluation

Released variety. Performance and acceptability using monitored by formal methods
(FGD, HLQ, estimating area under production) or informal (anecdotal) methods.
Unreleased variety. Collect data to support
release proposal. Quantitative measures of
yield required.

Evaluation

Evaluation

Can be used in the same way as
Advanced Varietal Trial-1, but will
only be used when logistically
more convenient as the plot size
is smaller than in AVT-1.

Wider dissemination

Arrange for visits of seed producers and suppliers, scientists and
extension workers from SAUs,
Departments of Agriculture, KVKs
and NGOs. Facilitate release of
unreleased varieties using evaluation data from the trials.

Wider dissemination

If the number of entries is large then conduct Exposure visits,
trials on farmers' fields and/or research staFGD,
tion. All varieties in each trial. Trials are rand- quantitative data.
omized and replicated on the research station.

Method

For larger number of entries

Purpose

(c) Adaptive in new village (AVT-2)

Method

Sell seed to farmers to cultivate
in their fields under local management. Farmer may choose
to purchase more than one
variety. Plot size will be large.

Purpose

Promote identified varieties
in villages which have had
the introductory trials and so
a demand for seed exists.
Obtain further information.

(b) Adaptive in village previously exposed to cultivar (AVT-1)

Farm walks, Focused
Group Discussions
(FGD), household level
questionnaire (HLQ).

Evaluation

For small numbers of entries

Test the suitability Give free seed to farmers to
of new varieties.
try in their fields under local
management. One variety per
farmer in small plot.

Purpose

(a) Introductory

Table 1. Farmer participatory research (FAMPAR) varietal trials.

Results
Participatory rural appraisals (PRA)
Crop-related, issue-focused PRAs were conducted in the villages of Chatra Khunta
(Rajasthan) in August 1992, Kompura (Rajasthan) and Jaliyapada (Gujarat) in October 1992, Bor (Gujarat) and Sarjumi (Gujarat) in November 1992, and Palasiyapada
(Madhya Pradesh) and Naganwat Choti (Madhya Pradesh) in December 1992. Seven
direct-drilled rice landraces, and three transplanted rice landraces were identified
(Table 2). It was found that direct-drilled rice was much more important than transplanted rice. All of the direct-drilled landraces were early maturing, and were of tall
or medium plant height (Table 2).

1. A flow chart of the FAMPAR trials showing the types of trials and the promotion of
entries over years.
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Table 2. Local rice varieties identified by participatory rural appraisals in five villages in
1992.
Cultivar

Maturity

Plant height

Grain type

Husk colour

Sathi

80-85

Intermediate

Short bold

Straw

Dabda

80-85

Tall

Medium bold, coarse

Straw

Dhibri

80-85

Intermediate

Short bold, coarse

Straw

Dangar

85-90

Tall

Short bold, coarse

Straw

Patharya

90

Tal I

Short bold, coarse

Black

Rati Panai

90

Tall

Short bold, coarse

Reddish brown

Mota Jeera

90-95

Tall

Short slender

Straw

Nani Jeera

90

Intermediate

Short slender

Straw

Kala Jeera

100

Intermediate

Medium slender

Dark brown

Jhat Jeera

110-120

Tall

Long, moderately slender

Light brown

Direct drilled

Transplanted

Search and procurement process
The extensive search process described in the materials and methods found 19 suitable cultivars from seven sources (Table 3). We have been unable to obtain seed of
three of these, and for another three testing is delayed until 1995 because of difficulties in obtaining seed. In some cases, the identified varieties do not meet the requirement of matching the characteristics of the farmers’ cultivars in terms of plant height,
GR-3, GR-5, JR-75, and Poorva, but as they were officially released in the project
area for dryland farming they were included.
Rainy season 1992
These trials were conducted in collaboration with an NGO Sadguru Water and Development Foundation, Dahod, Gujarat in two of their project villages, Gangardi and
Jhari Bujarg, in Gujarat. All of the material was of the more easily obtainable released
cultivars for Madhya Pradesh and Gujarat. However, in the below average rainfall in
1992, and on the low input conditions of the farmers’ fields, all of the cultivars, with
one exception, produced little or no grain (Table 4). The only cultivar that was liked
by farmers was Sathi-34-36, an old variety (released in 1955) with tall plant height.
This stresses the importance of the PRA and the search process in matching an important character such as plant height with the local material.
None of the further four varieties that were tested in on-station trials were found
promising (Table 4).
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Table 3. Rice cultivars identified in the search process.
Cultivar

Duration Plant height
(days)

Prasana

99-95

Grain
typea

Organisation of
originb

Year of

Area of

release c

release d

Year tested in
participatory
researche

Intermediate

LB

DRR

1986

AP

1995

GR-3

100-105

Dwarf

MB

GAU

1978

Gujarat

1992,1993

GR-5

95-100

Dwarf

SB

GAU

1985

Gujarat

1992

Sathi-34-36

95-100

Tall

SB

GAU

1955

Gujarat

1992,1993,1994

Sukhvel-20

-

Intermediate

MB

GAU

1955

Gujarat

NA

80

Extra dwarf

MB

JNKVV

1986

MP

1992

95-100

Intermediate

MB

JNKVV

1976

MP

NA

JR-75
Laloo-14
Purva

90

Extra dwarf

MB

JNKVV

1981

MP

1992

Heera

65-68

Intermediate

SB

CRRl

1989

Orissa

1995

Kaliyani II

62

Intermediate

LB

CRRl

1988

Orissa

1995

Kalinga III

75

Intermediate

LS

CRRl

1985

Orissa

1993, 1994

NR

-

1992
1992

-

IET7566

-

-

RAU

NR

-

RAU

IET7978

-

-

-

IET8681

-

-

-

RAU

NR

-

1992

RRU-5

-

-

SB

RAU

NR

-

1992

LB

NDAU

1978

Nagina-22

85-90

Intermediate

NA

UP

Jaldi Dhan-1

75

Intermediate

LB

IARl

NR

-

Jaldi Dhan-2

75

Intermediate

LB

IARl

NR

-

1992

Jaldi Dhan-3

75

Intermediate

LB

IARl

NR

-

1993

a

1992,1993

LB = Long, bold, MB =Medium bold, SB =Short bold, LS = Long slender.
DRR = Directorate of Rice Research, GAU = Gujarat Agricultural University, JNKVV = Jawahar Lal Nehru Krishi Vishwa Vidhalaya (MP), CRRl = Central Rice Research Institute, RAU = Rajasthan Agricultural University,
NDAU = Narindra Dev Agricultural University (UP), IARl = Indian Agricultural Research Institute.
b

c

NR =Not released.

d

AP = Andhra Pradesh, MP = Madhya Pradesh, UP = Uttar Pradesh.

e NA

= Not available.
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Table 4. Participatory trials, Gujarat, rainy season 1992.
Cultivar

Results

Participatory trials
JR-75

Rejected. Too short. No seed set.

Poorva

Rejected. Too short. No seed set.

GR-3

Not liked by farmers. Set some seeds.

GR-5

Rejected. Failed to flower.

Sathi-34-36

Liked by farmers.

On-station trials
IET7566

Rejected. Yielded significantly less than local check, Pathariya

IET7978

Rejected. Yielded significantly less than local check, Pathariya

IET8681

Rejected. Yielded significantly less than local check, Pathariya

RRU-5

Rejected. Yielded significantly less than local check, Pathariya

Rainy season 1993
Comparison of cultivars. In 1993 five cultivars were tested in six KRIBP villages in
FAMPAR trials with 150 participating farmers. Each cultivar was grown by five
farmers in each of the six villages. Farmers' perceptions were assessed by FGDs and
HLQs.
Jaldi-Dhan-3 was considered to be higher yielding than the local landrace by only
10% of the farmers, and Jaldi Dhan-1 by less than 10% of them. For clarity, we
present the data for only three cultivars, the two most preferred and the least preferred
for yield (Fig. 2a,b,c). Kalinga III was the cultivar most consistently considered to
yield more than the local (Fig. 2a), Sathi-33-36 was regarded as higher yielding than
the local by about half of the farmers, and GR-3, the only cultivar released in any of
the three states, was perceived to be the lowest yielding entry in the trial by far (Fig
2a). This remarkably low yield was equally obvious to the project team members.
A comparison of farmers perceptions of earliness shows that GR-3 is probably
low yielding because of its lateness (Fig 2b). Kalinga III was perceived to be earlier,
and Sathi-34-36 to be of a similar maturity to the local (Fig 2b). Sathi-34-36 was
regarded as being taller than the local, whilst Kalinga III was considered to be of a
similar height to the local (Fig 2c). The low yield of GR-3 could be further explained
by its apparent short height (Fig 2c).
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2. Farmers perceptions of yield, time to bloom, and plant height of five cultivars in comparison to the local shown over six villages in three states, rainy season 1993.
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Performance of Kalinga III. The farmers’ perceptions of Kalinga III, the most
preferred cultivar, were evaluated in six villages. For yield there was perfect agreement that Kalinga III was higher yielding in all villages in Madhya Pradesh and
Gujarat (Fig. 3a). From observations of farmers’ fields, Kalinga III was seen to be
considerably higher yielding, and its remarkable performance in Naganwat Choti was
not atypical (Fig. 4). However, perceptions that Kalinga III was higher yielding than
the local were far less marked in Rajasthan, but it was always considered to be so by
50% or more of the farmers (Fig. 3a). The probable reason is that the land is less sloping and more fertile in these Rajasthan villages, so that the advantage of Kalinga III,
which is highly adapted to low input conditions is reduced.
In all villages, Kalinga III was perceived to be earlier than the local (Fig 3b). The
two villages in Gujarat probably have a taller local, as only in these two villages was
Kalinga III perceived to be shorter than the local (Fig. 3c).
The reaction of farmers to Kalinga III in focused group discussions showed a high
degree of concurrence for perception of quality traits (Table 5). Nearly all groups perceived Kalinga III as having thin husks, and giving a low proportion of broken grains
on dehulling (Table 5).
Rainy season 1994
The acceptability of Kalinga III was confirmed by seed sales at unsubsidised rates to
farmers of 3.5 t in more than 20 villages (Table 6). Seed demand was limited by seed supply, as the demand could not be met fully. More efficient seed distribution by KRIBP in
Rajasthan biased the sales in favour of that state. In villages where no seed was sold large
areas were sown to Kalinga III from farmer-saved seed. In addition 415 kg of seed of
Sathi-34-36 was supplied to two villages, and again demand could not be met in full.

Discussion
The methodology was designed to ensure that farmers were not given varieties to test
that were obviously unacceptable because of an easily identified character such as
grain colour, or long duration. Hence, the first step was to conduct PRAs to identify
the major characteristics of the local landraces. A search process was conducted to
identify suitable improved cultivars to provide a large “basket of choices” (Chambers
1989) to farmers. The testing of identified cultivars was done in the most appropriate
environment, the farmers’ fields under normal farmer-managed conditions. All the
major farmer-relevant parameters were measured, e.g., taste, cooking quality, market
value, by FGDs and HLQs, and not just the limited set of characteristics measured in
plant breeders’ trials. Farmers were the most important component in the research,
and identification and adoption of varieties were more rapid and easier because of
their participation.
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3. Farmers perceptions, on a village-to-village basis, of yield, time to bloom, and plant
height of Kalinga III in comparison to the local in six villages in three states, rainy season
1993.
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4. Performance of Kalinga III (right) compared to local cultivar (left) in a farmer’s field in
Naganwat Choti, Jhabua, Madhya Pradesh. rainy season 1993.

PRA and the search process
The PRA in the villages proved to be a quick and effective method of identifying and
characterizing the landraces the farmers grew. From the results of the trials it is
clearly an essential first step in choosing which cultivars should be tested with farmers. Those entries that differed from the locals by being longer maturing or shorter
invariably failed.
The search process proved to be more difficult than anticipated, largely because of
the unavailability of up-to-date published information on which cultivars are released
and what are their major characteristics. Even when there is useful published information (e.g., Roy 1989) copies are not widely available. Unpublished information was
therefore an essential part of the search process. For such unpublished information,
plant breeders at regional and national research institutes were the most useful sources.
State departments of agriculture were able to provide information only on released cultivars recommended in the package of practices by the Krishi Vigyan Kendras (farm
science centres). The time and costs involved in a search process that required personal
visits were considerable, and are probably more than many NGOs could undertake.
However, without this search process, the most promising cultivar would not have been
identified. Indeed, any NGO operating in our project area that restricted the search to
cultivars recommended by the official system would have failed to identify a suitable
cultivar adapted to the project area.
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Table 5. Farmers’ perceptions of Kalinga III grown in rainy season, 1993.
Village

Date

Number
of
farmers

Comments

Palasiyapada
22 Dec 93
(Madhya Pradesh)

10

“The variety yields highest of all. Grains are long and
slender and good. The husk color is light straw, better than the local. It is early maturing with no evidence of any insects. Can be direct-drilled on
uplands with low rainfall. Will fetch a better price in
market than the local. De-husking is better than the
local, with no breaking of grains.”

Jaliyapada
(Gujarat)

13 Jan 94

6

“Earlier than the local by 15 days, and higher yielding than the the local. No insect attack. A good variety for a low rainfall year. Taste is good, better than
the local. Grain is thick, and husk is thin. Milling quality is good. The grains do not break on dehusking.”

Sarjumi (Gujarat)

12 Jan 94

6

“It is early maturing (10-15 days earlier than the
local). Due to the thin husk, dehusking is easy, while
in the local the husk is thick so dehusking takes
more time and effort. The taste is very good. Good
looking grains, long and slender. This year the local
has failed due to low rainfall, while Kalinga III
escaped the drought and has yielded more.”

Kompura

30 Oct 93

13

“Overall this is a very good variety. Early maturing,
good grain size and taste. Market price is definitely
higher than that of the local. This variety can be
sown late. The grain yield of this variety is less than
the local, but its stover yield is equal. After threshing
the grain remains unbroken, while the grain of the
local often breaks into two parts. The husk of this
variety is thin.”

The next step was to obtain seed. Since there is no centralised procurement mechanism, many letters had to be sent, and personal visits made, to seed-producing agencies. It has taken us several years to obtain seed of most of the released cultivars
identified in the search process, and in many cases only small quantities could be
obtained. KRIBP has had to multiply the seed of several of the cultivars to be able to
include them in the FAMPAR trials.
Recent government policy in agricultural research and extension envisages a
greater role for NGOs (National Agriculture Technology Project Workshop, Gujarat
Agricultural University, Anand, Gujarat, 1994). Information and seed need to be readily available for NGOs, or any organisation, to use the methodology of providing a
basket of choices to farmers. The latest information needs to be published and accessible. The provision of a basket of choices would also be facilitated by a better mechanism of making relatively small quantities of seed available for participatory research.
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Table 6. Sales of Kalinga III seed in project villages in 1994.
Village

State

Bor

Gujarat

12

160

Sarjumi

Gujarat

15

226

Umariya

Gujarat

3

25

Palasiyapada

Madhya Pradesh

12

40

Bijouri

Rajasthan

10

144

Chatra Khunta

Rajasthan

17

200

Kompura

Rajasthan

36

547

Kaliya

Rajasthan

-

350

Mathura Khali

Rajasthan

48

252

Mona Dungra

Rajasthan

15

150

Ratanamal

Rajasthan

7

35

Sadera

Rajasthan

16

65

Samlaser

Rajasthan

-

600

Simalda

Rajasthan

Total

Number of farmers

2
193

Quantity (kg)

25
2819

Information on the most readily available source of seed should be included in any
compilation of rice cultivars.
The KRIBP approach differs from Maurya et al (1988) because recourse to
advanced lines is not considered essential. (However, the testing of advanced lines is
a desirable component of farmer participatory research.) Instead, the emphasis here
has been on the search for appropriate cultivars that have already been bred, but
because of highly imperfect procedures for release and popularization, are unknown
in large parts of India. If released cultivars are used any NGO or government organization can, in principle, procure seeds, and if suitable varieties are identified, the provision of large quantities of seed to the farmers is more rapid and simple. Our
assumption was that plant breeders had already bred suitable cultivars, but that testing
had not been done in relevant environments.
Trial evaluation
Farmers’ perceptions varied little between the villages in the FGDs, particularly for
traits involved in grain quality. This contrasts with the situation commonly found in
multilocational on-station trials, where the ranking of cultivars differs greatly between
test locations. For example in a 64-entry trial in 13 locations in 1982 the ranking of
Kalinga III varied between 1st and 60th (Fig. 5). The yield data that were collected in
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1994, to support release proposals for Kalinga III, supported the data on farmers’ perceptions obtained by means of FGDs and HLQs. We believe that the quality of data on
farmers’ perceptions from well-conducted participatory trials is so convincing, that it
is more useful and reliable than conventional yield data. Unfortunately, such data do
not command the scientific respectability of data from replicated yield trials, so
resources have to be spent on collecting yield data only to repeat the conclusions found
by farmers’ perceptions. There would appear to be a disagreement between scientists
who readily accept an approach based on people’s perceptions, rather than relying on
the multilocational yield trials that are supported by plant breeders and statisticians.

5. Performance of Kalinga III in All India Coordinated Rice Improvement Project preliminary varietal trial, rainy season, 1982.

Major conclusions concerning varietal identification
Kalinga III, a cultivar that is not released in any of the three states in which the project
is situated, was the best performing cultivar. All of the released material recommended for those states performed poorly in the low-input, low-fertility, droughtstressed environments of the project area.
The coordinated project system implicitly seeks to identify cultivars with wide
adaptation, and has had much success in identifying excellent cultivars for high input
irrigated agriculture. Not only does it seek widely adapted cultivars, but there is a bias
in favor of environments that give higher yields. This is because inputs in the trials are
much higher than those used by resource poor farmer. In the analysis of the trials,
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low-yielding environments are deliberately
higher-yielding environments contributing
yields on which selection is based. Hence,
cultivars with specific adaptation to more

excluded, and simple arithmetic results in
the most to the across-location mean
there is a need for a system of identifying
fragile environments.

State-level breeding and release systems can enable some plant breeders, such as Dr
Srinavas Rao of CRRI who bred Kalinga III (J. K. Roy, CRRI, Cuttack, India, 1994,
pers. commun.), to breed for targeted agroecological zones. Kalinga III was rejected
from the coordinated trials after only 2 years of testing, but was released in Orissa using
data from off-station trials in Orissa. An analysis of data from the coordinated trials
shows that Kalinga III performed poorly in the preliminary varietal trials of 1981 and
1982. However, high levels of inputs were used in these trials. The test locations considered in the across-location analysis were in higher yielding agroecological zones, and
the experimental errors, as assessed by coefficients of determination, were high.
Clearly, the state-level system is useful since it allows the release of a cultivar, such as
Kalinga III, that is adapted to a specific agroecological zone.
Clearly, when a cultivar is released and has a significant adoption rate in a state,
there should be a mechanism for testing the cultivar in similar agroecological zones in
other states. More than 10 years elapsed between the release of Kalinga III and its
testing in Rajasthan, Gujarat, and western Madhya Pradesh. This was despite the
undoubted acceptability of the cultivar as demonstrated by its spread to Bihar and
eastern Madhya Pradesh without the support of official release.
State-level breeding is a two-edged sword. It can be used to release cultivars
adapted to specific environments within the state, but it can also hinder the popularisation of cultivars that originate from other states. Thus, a cultivar such as Kalinga III
that is clearly adapted to low fertility, drought- stressed environments, requires
release in three states, even though Jhabua, Panchmahals, and Banswara are in similar
agroecological zones. If a system of release by agroecological zone is not in place,
state release systems delay or prevent the release, and hence the popularisation, of
farmer-acceptable cultivars.
The data presented here show how effective and reliable farmer-managed trials are
in identifying appropriate cultivars for resource-poor farmers. Such methodology needs
to be more widely accepted, particularly in the submission of release documents, and to
be incorporated as an essential component in more rice breeding programs. A system
suggests itself, whereby breeding efforts and evaluation are concentrated at the state
level with emphasis on testing on farmers’ fields. Cultivars released at the state level
and proven to be successful by their adoption, would be promoted to zonal coordinated
project trials. Since the number of entries in the trials would be smaller in such a system,
cultivars could be tested in much larger plots than normal, and on-farm testing incorporated as an integral part of the system. This differs significantly from the current system
in which entries are tested in national coordinated projects with no farmer involvement
until the late stages, often not until after release.
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Wider adoption by both NGOs and governmental organisations of the farmer-participatory methodology advocated here should result in rapid adoption of higher
yielding cultivars in the fragile environments of India. This will give significant
increases in production. We have estimated that the accumulated additional value of
the farmers’ rice crop in the project area due to the adoption of Kalinga III is likely to
be between $550,000 to $840,000 by 1996, depending on whether the highest or lowest rate of adoption is assumed. Participatory farmer-managed trials would be of
enormous benefit to plant breeders at the state level, and a partnership between breeders and NGOs would be the most cost effective strategy.
To make the wider adoption of these participatory approaches more practicable,
the process of acquiring information and seed from government sources needs to be
simplified. In particular, release information for all the States of India needs to be
widely and publicly accessible.
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Use of near infrared reflectance
spectroscopy (NIRS) for
estimation of total non-structural
carbohydrates in rice plants: a
new tool in screening for
submergence tolerance
P. Thongbai, M. Kongchum, D. W. Puckridge, T. L. Setter,
E. A. Conocono, G. D. Batten, and N. Supapoj

The total non-structural carbohydrate (TNC) content, comprising soluble sugars (SS)
and starch (S), in rice plants before submergence is usually highly correlated with the
degree of submergence tolerance and should therefore be a good criterion for
selection of this character. Unfortunately, conventional analyses of TNC are
inconvenient for mass selection, but recently Near Infrared Reflectance
Spectroscopy (NIRS) has been used to rapidly determine TNC in wheat and rice
plants. Experiments reported here made a preliminary search for an appropriate
calibration of NlRS for screening over a wide range of cultivars and treatments. Two
sample sets of one cultivar of rice from Australia (Y1 and Y2) and one set of 10
different cultivars from Thailand (TI) were analysed for TNC content with two
different wet chemistry methods and the results compared for calibration of NIRS.
Both sample sets provided good calibration equations for starch (R2 = 0.998 for Y1
and 0.994 for T1). The NIRS equation derived from Thai samples (T1) gave a good
prediction for starch in a set of samples collected from Australia (Y2) (R 2 = 0.883).
This result supports the possibility of using a multi-varietal set of samples as an
effective calibrating set. However, although the NlRS equation derived from
Australian samples (Y1) successfully predicted starch in the Y2 samples (R 2 =
0.917), it failed to predict starch in the Thai (TI) samples (R 2 = 0.252). These
results demonstrate that NIR machines with fixed filters, based on equations
determined from 1-2 cultivars, are unsuitable for estimating a wide range of rice
cultivars. The discrepancy also indicated that, for successful prediction by NIRS, the
rice samples may need to be similar to the calibrating sample sets in terms of (1)
physiological age, (2) processing between harvesting and extraction, and (3)
methods of chemical analysis. The estimated TNC from a standard set of plants was

compared using six different methods of sample handling and extraction. The
soluble sugars, starch, and TNC were highest (13% SS, 9%S and 22% TNC) in the
samples which were immediately frozen in liquid N followed by freeze-drying and
finally oven-drying; while the lowest values were obtained from oven-drying (10% SS,
4%S, and 14% TNC). Microwave-drying resulted in the highest loss of SS but the
lowest loss of S compared with the other treatments, suggesting that microwavedrying might be more acceptable for mature plants, which tend to be high in starch
relative to soluble sugars, than for seedlings which are relatively high in soluble
sugar.

At least 22 million ha, or 16%, of the rice lands of the world, are subject to flooding
(Khush 1984). These areas support more than 100 million people and increasing the
yield is necessary to keep pace with the demand for food. In areas where crops can be
completely submerged for up to 10 days, submergence tolerance is necessary for
plants to survive. Screening for submergence tolerance is used to identify tolerant
cultivars (IRRI 1994). The most common method of testing for submergence tolerance is by evaluating survival of 15-30-day-old seedlings after they have been submerged for 5-10 days. This is done in special ponds or submergence tanks with water
control (IRTP 1980, Vergara 1985, Mackill et al 1993). However, soluble sugars (SS)
and starch (S), which together make up total non-structural carbohydrates (TNC),
accumulated in the rice plants before submergence have been reported to be highly
correlated with the degree of submergence tolerance (Palada and Vergara 1972, Vergara 1985, IRRI 1992, Kundu et al 1992). A measure of TNC in the plant at an early
stage should therefore provide a good alternative screening technique for submergence tolerance (Palada and Vergara 1972, Setter 1992) provided a rapid and economic method can be found.
TNC can be chemically, biochemically, chromatographically, and physically
quantified by several methods which are well documented and discussed in detail
elsewhere (Southgate 1976, Duffus and Duffus 1984, Dey 1990). The usual steps for
chemical and biochemical analyses of TNC comprise extraction and assay of the
extractant for soluble sugars, followed by solubilization, hydrolyzation, and assay of
the residue for starch (Batey and Ride 1982, Beutler 1988, Rose et al 1991). These
methods, however, are slow, expensive, and sometimes use dangerous chemicals
which make them unsuited for rapid analysis of large numbers of samples during
mass selection (Hendrix 1993). TNC can also be analysed spectroscopically using
scanning and transmitting electron microscopes, X-ray diffraction, nuclear magnetic
resonance, or by Near Infrared Reflectance Spectroscopy (NIRS) which is more efficient and less expensive in terms of sample preparation (Duffus and Duffus 1984,
Morison and Karkalas 1990). Recently, Batten et al (1990, 1991,1993) were routinely using NIRS to rapidly determine TNC and nitrogen content in rice plants at
panicle initiation (PI) for N fertilizer recommendations in Australia.
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The technology of using NIRS was originally developed by the United States
Department of Agriculture for rapid determination of carbohydrate, protein, oil, and
moisture in grain products, with little or no sample preparation. NIRS measures the
relative intensity of near infrared light absorbed at different wavelengths by the
chemical bonds of the sample constituents, and then uses a calibration equation which
quantifies the relationship between near infrared reflectance (NIR)/absorption and
results from a laboratory reference method to compute the concentration of a product
constituent. The accuracy of this conversion is measured by the R2 of the correlation,
the standard error of calibration (SEC), and the standard error of prediction (SEP).
Steps for suitable NIRS calibration are therefore (1) selecting a set of samples with a
wide range of constituent levels, (2) laboratory analyses for the constituent, (3) scanning the sample set with NIRS, (4) construction of calibration curves using correlation statistics such as multiple linear regression (MLR), principal component
regression (PCR), or partial least square regression (PLSR), and (5) validating this
calibration with another set of samples (Barns 1994, Shenk and Westerhaus 1994).
This report is from a preliminary investigation used to search for an appropriate
calibration of NIRS for TNC in rice plants which could lead to a new technique for
screening rice for submergence tolerance. Results are tested for TNC measurement
over a wide range of rice cultivars and treatments.

Materials and methods
Plant materials
Three sets of rice (Oryza sativa L.) shoot samples were used for chemical analyses
and NIR calibration. They were: (1) 53 samples of the Australian rice cultivar Amaroo with different levels of N fertilizer (Set Y1) which were collected in 1993 from
farm fields near Yanco, Australia; (2) 1-month-old seedlings of 10 different cultivars
from a 1994 experiment with 7 nitrogen and phosphorus treatments in Thailand (Set
T1); and (3) 62 Amaroo samples with different levels of N fertilizer collected at PI
stage near Yanco in 1992 (Set Y2).
A fourth set, consisting of stems of IR72 collected at heading stage from a 1994
spacing experiment at IRRI, Philippines, was used to compare the effect of different
methods of sample handling and processing on SS, starch, and TNC content.
Harvesting and sample preparation
All rice samples from Yanco were whole shoots at PI stage collected early in the
morning by Australian farmers. The plants were immediately dried by the farmers in
650W microwave ovens for approximately 3 min/100 g fresh weight until uniformly
dry (little or no change in dry wt). The microwave drying was to stop metabolism
before sending the samples to Yanco Agricultural Institute the same day for analysis.
As soon as the samples arrived at the Institute, drying was completed in an oven at
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70°C until constant dry weight before chemical and NIRS analysis. In Thailand, the
1-month-old whole shoot samples were collected in the morning and immediately
frozen with dry ice to stop metabolism. After arriving at the laboratory, they were first
dried in a 650W microwave oven and then put in a 70°C drying oven to determine dry
weight and prepare for further analysis.
The IR72 plant samples collected in the Philippines followed a standard laboratory procedure in which main stems were collected in the afternoon. Each sample
consisted of 2 main stems and there were 4 replicates. Six different methods of
processing were tested:
T1. Keeping plant samples in ice from the field to the laboratory, freezing with
liquid N, then freeze drying, followed by oven drying before chemical extraction.
T2. Keeping in ice in the field, bringing to the laboratory and immediately extracting fresh samples.
T3. Storing in ice then oven drying before extraction.
T4. Freezing with liquid N in the field, microwave drying, followed by oven drying before extraction (method used in Thailand where liquid N was replaced by
dry ice).
T5. Freezing with dry ice in the field, followed by freeze drying and oven drying
before extraction.
T6. Samples taken from the field without ice, then oven dried at 70°C before
extraction.
Wet chemistry analysis
Portions of each rice sample were used to analyse for TNC content with two different
wet chemistry methods. In Method 1, the samples from Yanco were ball milled and
analyzed for TNC as described by Batten et al (1993). This was a modified method of
Batey and Ride (1982), in which starch was solubilized with thermostable alpha-amylase before complete hydrolysis with an amyloglucosidase. The method is being used
by Batten et al (1993) as their standard method for calibrating NIR. For Method 2, samples were analysed by the method of Setter (1994), in which samples were extracted by
80% ethanol and the extractants assayed for soluble sugar with anthrone. The residues
were then ball milled before being assayed for starch using a modified method of Beutler (1988), solubilizing starch in boiling water before amyloglucosidase hydrolysis, and
finally assay of glucose colorimetrically by its coupled reaction with a mixed solution
of peroxidase-glucose oxidase enzyme and ortho-dianisidine dihydrochloride.
NIR scanning and calibration
Each dried sample was ground in a cyclotec mill (Tecator) with a 0.50 mm screen,
then scanned by an Infralyzer 450 (Technicon) NIRS using 19 filters with wavelengths ranging from 1445-2336 nm. The corresponding TNC values from wet chemistry measurements were also entered into the program to develop the calibration
curves. The reflectance records from the NIRS scans of each of the two calibrating
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sample sets and their corresponding TNC content from wet chemistry were correlated
by multiple correlation using the Infralyzer Quantitative Calibration Program
Ver.5.10 or APC software (Bran and Luebbe Co. Ltd). These two calibrations were
tested for validation with the Yanco samples (Set Y2) collected in 1992, using the
same software. Analyses of variance and t-tests were also used for the data.

Results and discussion
Wet chemistry analysis
Details of sample set used and a summary of their chemical analysis for SS, S, and
TNC are given in Table 1. Percent soluble sugar, starch, and TNC of the samples from
Thailand were lower than samples from Yanco, which might be due to the difference
in their physiological ages (Yoshida 1972). In sample set Y1, which was analysed by
both methods, the TNC from Method 2 tended to be higher than from Method 1.
Comparison of these two analyses, in Table 2, showed that TNC using Method 1 was
significantly different from %SS and %TNC, but not %S, of Method 2. It might be the
case that Method 1, according to Batten et al (1993), was assaying only starch and not
the ethanol soluble sugars, as did Method 2. Therefore, Method 1 may be appropriate
for the mature plant sample at PI which is relatively high in starch, but is questionable
for seedlings high in soluble sugars. However, both methods are complicated and
time consuming, and thus not appropriate for mass selection. The standardization of
chemical analysis needs more investigation.
Table 1. Details of sample sets used in this study.
No.

1.

2.

3.

Sample
set

Description

T1

Thailand 1994; 10 1 month
different varieties
from N&P response
experiment.

Method 2
(Setter, 1994)

Australia 1993; sin- Panicle
gle variety Amaroo initiation
from different farm
fields near Yanco.

Method 1
(Batten et al 1993)

Y1

Y2

Plant
ages

Wet Chemistry
method

Method 2

Australia 1992; sin- Panicle Method 1
gle variety Amaroo initiation
from different farm
fields near Yanco.

Summary of results (%DW)
Items

Min

Max

Mean

SS

1.34

7.06

2.55

S

0.21

4.24

1.68

TNC

1.35

9.67

4.20

TNC

1.17

21.46

8.08

SS

2.55

8.30

5.03

S

2.74

11.00

7.72

TNC

5.13

16.98 12.76

TNC

2.29

29.50 14.48
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Table 2. t-test comparing percent total nonstructural carbohydrate (TNC), % soluble
sugar (SS), and % starch (S) analyzed by Method 2 (Setter 1994), to % TNC analyzed by
Method1 (Batten et al 1993. Samples from Yanco 1993 (Y1).
Method 1

Mean
Variance
Observations
Pooled Variance
df
t

Method 2

%TNC

%TNC

8.080

12.757

%SS TLS
5.035

%S TLS
7.721

24.934

11.674

4.025

8.636

31

32

32

32

61

61

61

-4.350

3.194

0.350

**

**

18.195

ns

Calibration curve for NIR
Figure 1 shows the calibration curve for starch derived from data set T1 from Thailand, and Figure 2 the calibration for data set Y1 from Australia in 1993. Both sets of
data provided good calibration with acceptable R2 (R2 = 0.994 for Thailand and 0.998

1. NIR calibration curve derived from a set of samples (T1) of 1-month-old seedlings of
rice of 10 different cultivars grown in Thailand in 1994.

for Australia), although the ranges of starch contents were different. The Thai samples, which were for 1-month-old seedlings ranged from 0.2 to 4.5%. whereas the
Australian samples taken at PI stage of growth ranged from 1 to 22%.

2. NIR calibration curve derived from a sample set (Y1) of a single rice cultivar Amaroo
collected at panicle initiation near Yanco in Australia in 1993.

The equation derived for the Thai samples, when used to predict starch for the
1992 Australian Y2 sample set (Fig. 3), provided a fair correlation (R2 = 0.883). This
result indicates the possibility of using a multi-varietal set of samples as an effective
calibrating set. and for the use of NIR as a tool for varietal screening. The discrepancy
might be due to the fact that samples from Thailand were younger, collected from different cultivars, and analyzed for starch by a different method to those from Australia.
This speculation was supported by the results in Figures 4 and 5. These show that the
equation derived from the single cultivar 1993 Yanco samples (Yl), although it provided good estimations for the Yanco 1992 sample set (Y2) with the same cultivar and
same age of plants, with R2 =0.917 (Fig. 4), poorly estimated TNC for the multi-varietal set of samples from Thailand, R2 =0.2524 (Fig. 5). More study is needed to determine which factor causes the discrepancy in estimation of starch, but for successful
prediction by NIR the rice samples probably need to be similar to the calibrating sample sets in terms of physiological age, processing between harvesting and extraction,
and methods of chemical analysis.
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3. Percent of starch measured and predicted by NIR for samples in the 1992 set (Y2) of a
single cultivar of rice collected at panicle initiation in Australia, using the calibration
derived from the Thai sample set T1, which were different in cultivar, plant age, and
chemical analysis methods.

Method of sample handling from harvesting to extraction
The 6 methods of sample treatment gave considerably different values for measurement of %SS, %S, and % TNC in stems of IR72 (Table 3). Treatment 5, where plants
were frozen in the field, then freeze dried before oven drying, gave the highest percentages of all constituents.
The relative values of other treatments compared with Treatment 5 indicate the
extent of loss of starch and soluble sugars which can occur with different methods of
handling. If metabolism is not stopped immediately after harvesting, losses can be
over 20% for soluble sugars (T2 and T6) and as much as 50% for starch with only
oven drying (T6). Losses of soluble sugars and starch were considerable for freeze
drying followed by microwave drying. Microwave drying resulted in the highest loss
of soluble sugar, approximate 34% lower than soluble sugars in T5, but starch was
only 24% lower than T5, the lowest loss compared with the other treatments. Microwave drying might also have resulted in carbohydrate loss due to chemical breakdown. The reasons for this need further examination. Drying samples in a microwave
oven could be more acceptable for mature plants, which tend to be high in starch relative to soluble sugars, than for seedlings which are relatively high in soluble sugar.
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Table 3. Soluble sugars (SS), starch (S) and total nonstructural carbohydrates (TNC)
expressed in percent of dry weight and loss of those parameters compared to T5.
Treatments

Description

T5

Liq.N-FD-OD

Soluble sugars

a

-OD b

Starch

TNC

Average
(%DW)

Relative
to T5

Average
(%DW)

Relative
to T5

Average
(%DW)

Relative
to T5

13.11 a

100

8.76

100

21.87

100

20.01

91

T1

Ice-Liq.N-FD

13.42 a

102

6.30

72

T3

Ice-OD

11.15ab

85

5.40

62

16.55

76

T2

Ice-Fresh extract

9.75 ab

74

6.09

70

16.23

74

T4

Liq.N-Microwave.

8.68 b

66

6.66

76

15.34

71

T6

Harvest-OD

10.04 ab

77

4.38

50

14.01

64

ns

ns

a Freeze drying for 78 hrs.
b

Oven drying at 70°C for at least 48 hrs.

4. Percent of starch measured and predicted by NIR for samples in the 1992 set (Y2) of a
single cultivar of rice collected at panicle initiation in Australia, using the calibration
derived from the sample set Y1 which was the same cultivar and with similar age and
chemical analysis (Yanco) method.
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5. Percent of starch predicted for the sample set T1 from Thailand, seedlings of 10 cultivars 1-month-old and IRRI chemical analysis, using the calibration curve derived from
set Y1 from Australia, which were from a single rice cultivar at a different age and with a
different chemical analysis method.

Conclusion
According to results presented here, with appropriate calibration NIRS can give good
estimates of TNC in plant samples of different ages. After drying and milling, NIR
scanning can be done in less than 2 min per sample, with no chemical costs, and is
therefore a promising tool in screening for submergence tolerance. To achieve more
precise estimations of carbohydrates by NIR, the calibration equations should be validated by another sample set of the same cultivars and stages of development, appropriately assayed with the same chemical methods as for the sample used to construct
the calibration equations.
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Conventional and innovative
strategy of rice breeding for
rainfed lowlands of Cambodia
O. Makara, R. C. Chaudhary, and E. L. Javier

About 86% of the 1.9 million hectares of riceland in Cambodia is grown to rainfed
lowland rice. Varieties for rainfed lowland are differentiated into the following
maturity groups in decreasing hectarage, namely: late (strongly photoperiod
sensitive), medium (weakly to strongly photoperiod sensitive) and early (photoperiod
insensitive to slightly sensitive) duration groups. Collection of traditional varieties
jointly done by CIAP, Department of Agronomy and nongovernment organizations
from 1989 to 1993 produced 6,000 samples, of which about 1,900 were identified
as distinct accessions.
Development of varieties mainly through hybridization and selection was initiated in
1989, giving emphasis on medium and late duration rices. Photoperiod sensitive
traditional varieties were always used as one of the parents in crosses with modern
varieties. Selection for desirable maturity, plant type and resistance to drought and
submergence is given emphasis. Development of male sterile photoperiod sensitive
lines and male sterility facilitated composites using IR36 male steriles are in progress.
A large number of foreign germplasm are being introduced every year through
INGER and other sources and are subjected to multilocation testing for several
years. IR66, Kru, IR72, and IR Kesar were released as early duration varieties while
Santepheap 1, Santepheap 2, and Santepheap 3 were released as medium duration
varieties.

Cambodia lies between 102° and 108°E, and 10° and 5°N. It is bordered by Vietnam in
the east and southeast, Laos in the north, Thailand in the north and northwest, and the
Gulf of Thailand in the south. The daylength varies from 11 hours 52 minutes to 13 hours
11 minutes. Mean maximum and miminum temperature ranges are 30-36°C and 2125°C, respectively. Average annual rainfall is 1343 mm, mostly during May to October.
In 1993, rice was cultivated in 1.9 million ha (2.5 million ha in 1967), of which
about 92% and 8% were planted in the wet and dry seasons, respectively. The former
was roughly divided into 86% rainfed lowland, 6% deepwater, and a very small percentage of rainfed upland. Cambodian ricelands are generally acidic with low organic
carbon, phosphorus, and cation exchange capacity. The national average yield is 1.3
t/ha, which is not sufficient to satisfy the per capita consumption of 172 kg of the 9

million inhabitants. With 2.7% population growth, Cambodia needs 33% more rice
over the next 10 years.
Civil unrest over the past 30 years led to the deterioration of rice research and
development efforts in the country. The green revolution brought about by seed
(modern varieties), fertilizer, and water management technologies by-passed Cambodia. IR36 was the first modern variety that reached farmers' fields 10 years after its
release in other countries. With the implementation of the Cambodia-IRRI-Australia
Project (CIAP) in 1989, the rice research and development program of Cambodia is
moving rapidly towards the improvement of rice production and productivity of ricebased cropping systems. The rice varietal improvement program is one of the
research components of CIAP.

Rice varietal requirement for rainfed lowlands
About 13, 35, and 38% of the riceland in Cambodia are grown to early, medium, and
late duration rainfed lowland rices. Early duration rice varieties are also grown in the
dry season (8%). They mature in less than 120 days and are predominantly photoperiod insensitive with a few slightly sensitive ones. During the wet season, they are
often sown in May or August and harvested around September or November. During
the dry season, they are planted in receding areas in November to December and harvested in March to April. Modern plant types (dwarf to intermediate stature, erect
leaves, high tillering) are suited to areas growing early duration rices. Medium duration varieties mature in 12l-150 days and are often photoperiod sensitive. They are
seeded in July and flower in mid-October to mid-November. Late duration rices
mature in more than 150 days and are photoperiod sensitive. They are seeded in May
to July and flower in mid-November to mid-December. The rainfed lowland areas,
particularly those grown to medium and late duration rices, are generally unfavorable
because of the uncertainty in terms of occurrence, duration, and quantity of rainfall. It
is desirable for rice varieties to have tolerance to drought. submergence, and even
delayed transplanting (60-day-old seedlings). Resistance to biotic stresses such as
gall midge, brown planthoppers, stemborers, and sheath blight is also desirable. Tolerance to low levels of phosphorous and high concentrations of iron are other important attributes needed in poor Cambodian soils.

Rice breeding strategies
Germplasm resources management
Germplasm collection. It is believed that Cambodia is situated on the eastern fringe
of the center where rice originated. Thus genetic diversity is bound to be visible. No
wonder then that for every 400 ha there exists a cultivar.
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In the late 1970s, there was a policy to ban cultivation of deepwater (floating) and
late rice. Almost no cultivation was done in the deepwater rice area of 329,000 ha
(Tichit 1981). With no germplasm storage facility, farmers maintained their varieties
by growing annually. Farmers were moved to new areas where they often could not
match their rice varieties with the ecological diversity in the new sites. Thus, most
deepwater rice varieties and some late duration rice were permanently lost.
With the current open door policy of the government, it is expected that new rice
technologies like modern varieties will gain rapid acceptance and as a consequence,
cultivation of many traditional varieties will be greatly reduced. Thus, CIAP
embarked on genetic resources conservation from its inception.
In 1971, the IRRI germplasm bank had 55 Cambodian rice varieties (25 direct and
30 from indirect sources). About 460 varieties were maintained at Battambang rice
research station in Cambodia in 1972. These along with varieties collected in 1972 by
an IRRI team and totalling 756 were stored at the International Rice Research Institute (IRRI).
A collaborative effort between CIAP, the Department of Agronomy, and nongovernment organizations has been under way since 1989, collecting, characterizing
and preserving germplasm. Of more than 6,000 samples collected from various parts
of the country, about 1,900 were identified as distinct accessions. The current collection represents about 95% of the traditional rice cultivars in 17 of the 21 provinces in
Cambodia.
Evaluation, cataloguing and preservation. CIAP collections are being evaluated
systematically. During the dry season (February seeding) characters evaluated are
drought tolerance, drought recovery and photoperiod sensitivity. During the wet season (June seeding), 50 agromorphological traits are examined, covering the following:
Item
Seedling

No. of characters
1

Leaf

13

Culm

6

Panicle

3

Awn

7

Grain

12

Physiological

3

Resistance

4

Two catalogs (Sahai et al 1992a,b) were prepared describing 1246 and 348 accessions, respectively. Accessions are preserved at the IRRI Gene Bank in Cambodia
and at IRGC, IRRI, Los Baños.
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Photoperiod sensitivity as survival trait. A significant finding of screening the
collections is that Cambodian varieties have varying degrees of photoperiod sensitivity. Of 1,594 evaluated for photoperiod sensitivity, 74.9% were strongly sensitive,
18.8% were essentially sensitive, 3.9% were slightly sensitive, 0.7% were essentially
insensitive, and 1.7% were insensitive.
The evolution of rice as a photoperiod sensitive short-day plant must have adaptive significance. In the area of origin of cultivated rice, short day and long night may
have implications in regard to the rainfall pattern (gradual rainfall reduction with
reduction in day length); temperature (gradual rainfall reduction with reduction in
temperature), light intensity (reduction in rainfall with gradual reduction in solar radiation), and humidity (gradual reduction in humidity with reduction in daylength).
Farmers adjust their activities around the photoperiod sensitivity of rice. Photoperiod
sensitivity permits flexibility in seeding (April to July) and transplanting (20 to 100
day-old-seedlings). Also, farmers can plan crop establishment such that heading will
be in bird-free period, maturation will take place before temperature drops, and harvesting will be done when flood or stagnant water recedes.
Varietal development
Collection, purification, and testing of local and foreign introductions constitute the
fastest method of generating high-yielding cultivars for the various ecosystems of
Cambodia. However, this strategy becomes less effective over time when demand for
more environment-specific characteristics is not met by the available local and foreign accessions. To meet the need for such varieties, a base population segregating
for desirable combinations of attributes should be available for selection.
Hybridization and selection. Realizing the importance of photoperiod sensitivity
in Cambodian rice production and the limited number of other national breeding programs developing photoperiod sensitive lines, a hybridization program involving
Cambodian medium and late duration photoperiod-sensitive varieties has been
undertaken. Since 1989, 444 F1 populations have been produced (Table 1). Bulk (harvest in bulk a segregating population), modified bulk (bulk seeds of selected plants)
and pedigree methods are used in generation advance. Some 241 segregating populations were handled in 1994.
Some segregating populations are subjected to abiotic stresses. Fifteen-day-old
seedlings are submerged for 2 weeks in water tanks and those that survive are subjected to drought screening. Surviving seedlings, which by then are about 60 days old,
are transplanted in the field for further selection. Three generations of bulk selection
have been done and promising lines will be identified.
MSFC. Male sterility facilitated composites (MSFC) are generated using IR36ms
(male sterile) as female, and traditional medium and late duration varieties as male
parents. This is a novel method of breeding for rainfed lowland types. The number of
recombinant types and their frequencies are restricted by tight genetic linkages.
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MSFC favors linkage break up. Increasing the number of parents to create a population of open-pollinating individuals further enhances variability in the resulting population. The three MSFC that have been developed are CIRCOMP91-1-CS with 12
crosses, CIRCOMP92-1 with 40 crosses, and CIRCOMP92-2 with 44 crosses. The
first and last two composites have undergone 2 and 1 cycle of open pollination,
respectively, wherein only seeds on male sterile plants are collected.
Table 1. Number of F 1 and segregating populations handled in Cambodia, 1989-1994.
Generation

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

19

151

95

116

63

F2

-

27

123

80

13

F3

-

-

27

101

95

-

27

100
26

F1

F4

-

-

F5

-

-

5

-

F6

-

-

-

7

-

-

-

-

-

7

F7

IR36ms is a photoperiod insensitive, dwarf variety with Cina cytoplasm. To transfer the genetic male sterility to a photoperiod-sensitive background with intermediate
to tall stature, several crosses were made with Cambodian photoperiod-sensitive varieties. After two cycles of backcrossing followed by selection, a number of lines have
been isolated in IR36ms/Chhuthana which are genetically male sterile and photoperiod sensitive. Backrossing and selection will be continued.
Mutation breeding. Mutational rectification of plant type with minimum alteration of the geneotype of desirable traditional varieties was conceived as an important
approach to improve rainfed lowland varieties. For this purpose, well-adapted Cambodian varieties such as Somaly, Toul Samrong 2, Phcar Sla, Sambak Kraham, Angkar Sar, and Changva Prum were treated with 0.5% EMS. In the M2 generation,
variability was noted in three populations only, which were advanced to the M3 stage.
A large number of M 6 lines involving variety Mahsuri obtained from India were also
evaluated. From this population 43 lines have been advanced for M7 testing.
Varietal testing
Researcher-managed yield trials. The identification of the varieties to be released to
the farmers involves three stages of researcher-managed yield trial, namely: observational, preliminary, and advanced yield trials. The observational yield trial (OYT) is a
nonreplicated trial which may involve as many as 200 entries. Emphasis is placed on
visual merit of a line (plant type and phenotype acceptability, and some important quantitative characters such as maturity, yield, and plant height). The preliminary yield trial
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(PYT) is a replicated trial conducted in at least 2 locations. It is composed of promising
entries identified in OYT. Quantitative characters are emphasized. The top entries in
PYT are tested in advanced yield trial (AYT). This is a replicated trial involving more
replications and conducted in several locations and seasons or years. Yield data are analyzed along with the results of screening tests for other attributes such as resistance to
biotic and abiotic stresses, and grain qualities. Thus, all varieties released have been
thoroughly tested for their adaptability and stability of performance.
Since its implementation, the rice varietal improvement program has relied for its
varietal testing project on local collections, breeding materials generated in international research institutes, particularly IRRI, and breeding programs of other countries
with similar interests. In most instances, varieties developed from other countries
become available to CIAP via the International Network for Genetic Evaluation of
Rice (INGER) Cambodia also receives breeding lines directly from various rice
breeding programs at IRRI.
The number of test entries evaluated in various trials for different maturity groups
is given in Table 2. In general, there were more entries in the early and medium duration groups than in the late duration group. Most entries for early duration trials and
photoperiod insensitive entries for medium duration trials were foreign accessions.
From 1989 to 1993, INGER contributed 269-464 new foreign accessions every year
(Table 3), which was generally more than those obtained directly from other foreign
institutions. Most of the late duration entries are local collections.
Table 2. Number of test entries evaluated in various trials for different maturity groups of
rainfed lowland ecosystems of Cambodia, 1989-1994.
Maturity

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

364

400

367

255

252

313

group
Early

63

521

566

451

432

254

Late

186

165

21 0

330

185

123

Total

443

1086

1143

1036

869

Medium

690
~~

On-farm adaptive trials. New varieties released are channeled into the on-farm
adaptive trial (OFAT). The trial seeds are sent to various cooperators in the provinces
through officials of the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, Provincial
Cabinet of Agriculture, and nongovernment organizations. Cooperators contact the
farmers and explain to them the purpose and field layout of the trial. It is recommended that the field be located near the road or major walkway of the village for
other farmers to see. The trial is conducted by farmers in their fields using their own
resources, management practices, and the best local variety as check. The plot size is
20 × 5 m. Frequent visits are made by the cooperators and the project staff to the sites.
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Non-participating farmers are invited during field days. Farmers decide for themselves whether to adopt or reject a variety based on their own observations. Since
1990, CIAP has conducted more than 1,100 on-farm variety trials.
As a technology transfer strategy, OFAT allows farmers to select the approrpriate
varieties given their particular agroecological and socioeconomic conditions, serves
as a demonstration plot, and favors the rapid dissemination of new varieties by being
a seed source. The last item is critical in Cambodia which does not have a seed industry. OFAT also serves as a linkage between researchers and farmers, with the latter
providing to the former feedback on the merits and weaknesses of released varieties
and what character combination farmers hope to see in future releases.
Table 3. Number of rainfed lowland rice breeding lines and varieties from foreign
institutions received through the International Network for Genetic Evaluation and
Utilization of Rice (INGER) and other sources, 1989-1993.
Year

INGER

Other sources

Total
423

1989

423

1990

464

146

61 0
491

-

1991

344

147

1992

269

264

533

1993

350

127

477

Total

1850

684

2534

Varietal releases
A total of 7 varieties has been approved by the Rice Varietal Release Committee for
rainfed lowlands of Cambodia (Table 4). IR66, IR72, and Kru (Chaudhary et al 1991)
were released in 1991 and IR Kesar in 1993 (Chaudhary et al 1993) as early duration
varieties for both dry and wet seasons. Santepheap 1, Santepheap 2, and Santepheap 3
are medium duration varieties released in 1992.
Results of OFAT for early duration varieties are given in Table 5. Recommended
varieties had generally higher yield than the local checks, with the yield difference
being more pronounced in the dry season. Most farmers preferred the new varieties
over the local checks. IR66 had the highest yield and was given the highest rating
from 1990 wet season to 1993 dry season. In the 1993 wet season, it was replaced by
IR Kesar. IR Kesar obtained the highest yield and was preferred over other entries.
In OFAT for medium duration varieties, Santepheap varieties obtained generally
higher mean yields than the local check (Table 6). More farmers preferred
Santepheap varieties than the local check. Farmers differed in varietal preference as
in OFAT for early duration varieties.
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Table 4. Recommended lowland rice varieties from 1991 to date in Cambodia and their
parentage and cytoplasmic background.
Variety

Parentage

Cytoplasmic background

Early duration
IR66

IR13240-108-2-2-3/

Cina

lR9129-209-2-2-2-1
IR72

lR19661-9-2-3//

PTB33

lRl5795-199-3-3/
lR9129-209-2-2-2
Kru

lR4432-53-33/

Cina

PTB33//IR36
IR Kesar

lR24632-34-2/

Cina

IR31868-64-2-3-3-3

Medium duration
Santepheap 1

Meedon Hmwe/

Meedon Hmwe

IR21313-39-3-2
Santepheap 2

SPR7215-1-25-5/

Santepheap 3

Pankaj/Sigadis

Gon Gaew 81

IR20925-238-2
Marong Paroc

Future plans
Germplasm collection and evaluation will be continued. The remaining provinces in
which collections have to be made when security improves are Preah Vihear, Ratanakiri, Mondulkiri, and Kratie. Varietal development will continue to focus on the
development of photoperiod sensitive varieties.
During the INGER rainfed lowland monitoring visit to India, Bangladesh, and Cambodia on 12 October-1 November 1994, it was noted that photoperiod sensitivity is a critical characteristic for many unfavorable rainfed lowland areas. However, countries/
regions could differ in varietal requirements for flowering time or degree of photoperiod
sensitivity. For example, flowering beyond October is not desirable in some areas in India
but is desirable in Cambodia. Thus, a plant breeder in one station is discarding many lines
that could be potentially valuable for other research stations. INGER is currently designing worldwide trial aimed at finding varietal probes for photoperiod sensitivity. Varietal
probes will be an indicator for identifying breeding lines in one site that can be useful
other sites. This will hasten the flow of more useful breeding materials among countries.
The breeding program in Cambodia hopes to benefit from this INGER strategy.
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Local check

3.0

3.1

3.0

2.9

-

2.9

IR72

Kru

IR Kesar

Local check
2.5

-

2.6

2.7

2.9

3.9

4.4

4.3

4.7

1992

2

-

2.0

10

2.2

10

33

-

-

-

-

1990

2.4

2.2

-

3.1

3.5

3.5

3.8

1993

-

13

11

35

12

16

8

9

1991

First

4

-

22

16

53

1

28

21

45

1992

-

4
14

30

13
13

-

24

7
21

37

21

2

12

14

19

1991

1

-

-

-

1990

-

-

10

6

45

1993

Farmers' preference (no.)

6

-

26

44

16

9

27

30

19

1992

Second

16

16

22

24

-

1

36

38

11

1993

aMean yield based on 51 trials for 1990 wet season (WS), 39 trials for 1991 dry season (DS), 90 trials for 1991 WS, 80 trials for 1992 DS, 91 trials for 1992 WS, 81 trials
for 1993 DS and 124 trials for 1993 WS.

2.6

-

3.1

3.2

3.9

-

IR66

Wet season

4.3

-

4.4

-

IR72

Kru

4.7

1991

-

1990

IR66

Dry season

Entry

Yielda

Table 5. Yield (t/ha) of, and farmers' reactions to, early duration varieties in on-farm trials, 1990-1993.

Farmers differ in their choice of what new varieties they will grow based on
OFAT. Given this consideration, the program will support more frequent release of
new varieties. This will allow new varieties to find their own niche in a very diverse
rainfed lowland ecosystem and add to the current genetic diversity in the field.
Table 6. Yield (t/ha) of and farmers’ reactions on medium duration varieties in on-farm
trials, 1992-1993.
Entry

Farmers’ preference (no.)
Yielda

Santepheap 1

First

Second

1992

1993

1992

1993

1992

1993

2.7 (87)

2.3 (56)

18

12

20

10

17

33

18

Santepheap 2

2.9 (87)

2.4 (57)

17

Santepheap 3

3.1 (87)

2.5 (57)

35

18

15

13

Local check

2.5 (87)

2.3 (55)

0

9

2

4

a

Mean yield based on the number trials given in parentheses.
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New plant types for deepwater
rice aimed at optimizing tillering
characteristics
A. M. Mazaredo, E. V. Laureles, and T. L. Setter

Field studies during the 1992 and 1993 wet seasons at IRRI sought to quantify yield
differences of deepwater rice (DWR) as affected by number of main stems relative to
primary or nodal tillers. Tillering was manipulated by varying plant density (20, 40,
80, 160, or 320 plants/m2) with nodal tillering predominant at low densities and
main stems predominant at high densities. The effects of genotype versus
environment were evaluated in the field by comparing growth of a DWR cultivar (HTA
60) at 80 cm water depth with high-yielding irrigated rice (IR) cultivars (IR72 or IR74)
grown at 10 cm water depth. These different ecotypes were grown at the same
nutrition and grain filling periods for all cultivars.
Yield was highest in DWR plants with high numbers of main stems and no nodal
tillers per unit area. HTA 60 with many main stems yielded more than 5 t/ha during the
wet season, and this was not significantly different from the yield of IR72 grown under
similar nutrient inputs. Yield increases in DWR planted at high density were positively
correlated with LAI (r 2 = 0.87), number of spikelets/m2 (r 2 =0.9), and number of main
stems/m2 (r2 =0.76) in 1992. Seasonal effects were also demonstrated.
Comparative growth of IR alongside DWR cultivars enabled removal of genotype
and environment interactions and established that a DWR cultivar grown in 80 cm of
water can produce a yield comparable to a high-yielding IR cultivar grown under wet
season conditions in 10 cm water. Production efficiency of plant types with different
tillering characteristics now needs to be evaluated under more controlled conditions
at the same LAI and sink size.

Deepwater rice (DWR) is grown in an environment where floodwater ranges from
more than 50 cm to about 400 cm for more than a month during the growth period.
Cultivars that elongate and grow in more than a meter of floodwater are specifically
termed floating rice (Catling 1992). Yields of traditional DWR types are unstable and
normally less than 2 t/ha (Catling 1992).
Grain yield depends on the amount of dry matter produced and N uptake after
flooding. If dry matter is less than 1.5 t/ha or N uptake less than 2 g/m2, grain yield
was reduced (Puckridge et al 1991). Increased N supply is likely a critical factor.

The optimum plant type for DWR grown at 0.5-1.0 m water depth with high dry
matter production is not clear. Nodal tillering ability was originally thought important
and recommended by numerous DWR scientists (Mukherji 1975, Maurya 1975,
Perez and Nasiruddin 1975, Beachell 1975). However, subsequent studies on Jaladhi
1 and Jaladhi 2 showed that nodal tillers contributed approximately 23-26% to grain
yield at a water level of 80-115 cm. Nodal tillering was therefore suggested to be valuable in breeding rice that tolerates deepwater relative to plants with equal numbers
of mainstems/unit area (Datta and Banerji 1979).
Other experimental results suggested that nodal tillering was associated with low
yields. Pot experiments of the DWR, Leb Mue Nhang and Kalar Harshall, showed
that most of the yield came from main stem and primary tillers. Although Leb Mue
Nhang had more nodal tillers than basal tillers, most were ineffective and panicle sterility was high, thus contributing only 1% to the final yield (Setabutara and Vergara
1979).
Under circumstances where tillers are lost due to pests and diseases, nodal tillering may be particularly important. For example, nodal tillers contributed 7 to 48% of
yield when basal tillers were reduced by excision from 0 to 75%, respectively, in
Habiganj Aman I (Gomosta et al 1982).
The importance of nodal tillers was highlighted in the 1989 proposed design of
the future plant type for flood-prone ecosystems (IRRI 1989). Nodal tillers emerging
from main and primary tillers are expected to contribute more than 60% of yield to
compensate for decrease in plants and basal tillers after flooding (IRRI 1989). During
the DWR research planning meeting in Thailand in 1992, this proposed future plant
type was criticised due to its open canopy, low LAI, and nodal tillering characteristics
not consistent with high-yielding irrigated rice cultivars.
Improvement of plant type for DWR is important to increase and stabilise yields.
This study was conducted to determine whether the optimum plant type for DWR
grown at 0.5-1.0 m water depths should involve extensive nodal tillering, main stems
with primary tillers, or main stems alone. Other work focused on a comparison of
yield potential of DWR and IR rice under the same environmental conditions except
for water depths. This information is important for selecting ideal plant types and for
crop management which affects tillering characteristics and optimises yield of DWR.

Materials and methods
Two types of rice cultivars (Oryza sativa L.) were used in experiments in 1992 and
1993: 1) IR72 (1992) and IR74 (1993), which are modern high-yielding irrigated rice
(IR) that flower 85 and 95 days after sowing, and 2) HTA 60, which is an improved
and photosensitive deepwater rice (DWR) from Thailand that flowers in November
(Los Baños, Philippines).
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Plants were grown during the wet seasons (WS) in two cropping years, DWR in a
pond and IR in an adjacent irrigated plot in the same agroclimatic environment at the
central research farm of the International Rice Research Institute (latitude 14°13'N,
longitude 12l015'E). Sowing of DWR was in June while IR cultivars were sown so
that they flowered and had grain filling at the same time under the prevailing agroclimatic conditions (Table 1). Two-week-old seedlings were transplanted with 1 plant/
hill at an initial density of 320 plants/m2. After 28 days some treatments were thinned
to a plant density of 20, 40, 80, and 160 plants/m2. Each plot was 5.5 × 4 m2 and replicated 4 times in a randomized complete block.
Fertilizer application was split into 60:40:40 and 20:0:0 kg/ha NPK, basal and
top-dressed 4 weeks after transplanting. Water depth for 1) IR was maintained at 1020 cm in the whole growing period until mid-flowering, and for 2) DWR was 10-20
cm in the first 30 days, then increased to 40 cm, and subsequently to 80 cm at the rate
of 5 cm every 4 days. Water level for DWR was maintained at 80 cm from 62 days
after transplanting until mid-flowering and then slowly lowered until maturity.
Light interception (PAR) was monitored at each plant density. In DWR, readings
started from 0 days after increasing water to 40 cm, i.e. 0DAT up to flowering. Measurements were made at 15-day intervals using a Sunfleck ceptometer with an 80 cm
long quantum sensor bar (Model 3F-80; Decagon Devices, Inc. Wash.) in 4 locations
of each plot. Light underwater was measured using a Licor underwater Quantum Sensor (Model LI192SA) attached to a Quantum/Radiometer/Photometer (LICOR
Model LI- 189) 10 and 20 cm below water level. Leaf area was measured from 5
plants collected at random from each plot using a Licor Area Meter, Model 3100. TilTable l. Average daily agroclimatic conditions ± SEM during grain filling of DWR and IR
grown in 1992 and 1993 WS (IRRI Meteorological Office).
Climatic condition

Difference a (%)

Year
1992

1993

15.3±4.2

11.7±4.2

-24

4.6±3.0

3.7±2.7

-20

Maximum

29.1±1.0

29.2±1.4

–

Minimum

22.2±1.3

24.1±0.6

+9

Mean

25.6±0.6

26.6±0.7

+4

Rainfall (mm/day)

2.4±5.3

18.2±28.5

+66

Windspeed (m/sec)

1.7±0.5

1.7±0.7

–

Solar radiation (MJ/m2)
Sunshine (h)
Temperature (°C)

a Difference

between values in 1993 relative to 1992.
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lering pattern was monitored throughout the growing period. Plant height, internode
length, and dry weight of each plant part was measured from 10 plants in each plot.
Yield was taken from 4 m 2 in each plot. Yield contribution from each tiller type
was taken from 10 plants in each replication at harvest. The number of plants barvested in 4 m 2 was counted to determine the survival of the plants in each treatment.
Samples collected were oven dried at 80-85°C for 4 days before weighing. In IR cultivars, the above were also measured, but only at PI, flowering, and maturity.

Results and discussion
Plant height and internode length of DWR
DWR plants elongated more rapidly at higher than lower densities during increases in
water depth up to the maximum of 80 cm. Internodes also tended to increase more
rapidly with increase in plant density. When increases in water depth ceased (62 days
after transplanting), the low and high density plants had equal total internode lengths
and plant heights, and there was no difference in these measures between flowering
and harvest (data not presented).
Tillering pattern of DWR
Main stems with primary tillers were observed before increases in water level
occurred (0DAT, Fig. 1). Water reached maximum depth of 80 cm 35 days after
water treatment (DAT). Nodal tillers emerged from the nodes below the water level in
low density treatments, and these were first observed at panicle initiation (90 DAT).
They were more concentrated on the main stems, which conforms with earlier observations (Setabutara and Vergara 1979). Lower density plants had more primary tillers
and nodal tillers, while higher density plants consisted mostly of main stems with few
or no primary tillers. Different types of tillering for the same genotype were successfully manipulated by growing plants at different densities.
Light interception
Light interception (LI) increased with increase in plant density (Fig 2). It also
increased with growth in both cultivars (IR72 not shown). In high-density plots, LI
tended to decrease as plants approached flowering while in low-density plots it continued to increase due to emergence of nodal tillers.
Results of LI suggest that emergence of nodal tillers may be related to greater
light penetrating into the canopy. Nodal tillers occurred at the lowest two densities at
PI (Fig. 1) which would be consistent with LI of about or below 50% (Fig. 2). This
relationship of nodal tillering to light is supported by observations in deepwater areas
where weeds are not controlled. Here, nodal tillering does not occur. With increasing
light interception and plant density, there was a decrease in plant survival (Table 2).
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Stem development and leaf area index (LAI)
Survival of stems of DWR was lower at higher densities (Table 2) and these results
were consistent for development of DWR during exposure to increasing water levels,
e.g. Kupkanchanakul et al (1988). This and the greater tillering of the IR cultivars
resulted in about 3-fold greater stems for IR than DWR (Table 2). However, DWR
compensated for this with about a 3-fold greater leaf area per stem (Table 2).
The flag leaf of HTA 60 ranged from 14 to 23% of the leaf area (Table 2). The portion of the leaves below water level was approximately 5% of the total leaves. LAI

1. Tillering pattern of HTA 60 at different plant density and days after water treatment
(DAT). 0DAT includes secondary tillers. Each set for 20, 40, 80, 160, and 320 plants/m2
respectively (A.M. Mazaredo, E.V. Laureles, and T.L. Setter, unpublished).
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was >85% higher in high density plants and increased with increase in growth at all
planting densities. In the higher density plots, however, it tended to decrease during
the reproductive stage, while in the low density plots, LAI increased due to the emergence of nodal tillers from panicle initiation to flowering (Fig. 3).
Yield and yield components
In 1992, grain yields significantly increased with planting density in both HTA 60
and IR72. The increase was correlated with an increase in LAI ( r 2 =0.87 and 0.809
respectively; calculated from Table 3) and the number of' main stems/m2 in DWR
(r 2 =0.76 calculated from Table 2). Yield of DWR was more than 5 t/ha and comparable to IR at high density (Table 3). About 35-60% of the total yield was contributed by
main stems in high density plots (Table 4). Nodal tillers contributed less than 20% of
the yield in low density plots (Table 4). The ratio of percent yield to percent number

2. Light interception of HTA 60 at different plant density and stages of growth after water
treatment (DAT) (A.M. Mazaredo, E.V. Laureles, and T.L. Setter, unpublished).
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of tillers (calculated from Table 4) was higher in main stems (1.0-1.8) than in nodal
tillers (0.4-0.8). This suggests that a higher proportion of main stems relative to nodal
tillers will further increase yield. This would have to be evaluated in treatments where
LAI was maintained constant.
Another complicating factor in interpretation of experiments presented here was
the change in sink size in different treatments. With the increase of LAI at different
densities the sink size also increases (Table 5). Yield was positively correlated to the
number of spikelets/m2 in both DWR (r 2 =0.896) and IR (r2 =0.617).
Panicle number per plant significantly decreased with increase in density (Table
5). Although low density plants have more panicles/plant these panicles did not compensate for the number of panicles in the higher density plot/unit area (Table 5). Panicles from low density plots were bigger, with more spikelets than panicles from high
density plots, but 1000-grain weight and harvest index did not differ significantly
(Table 5). A yield of 60% from nodal tillers (IRRI 1989) seems unlikely based on our
observation that when plants had an average of 1 nodal tiller/main stem they

Table 2. Survival, total stem (number/m 2 ), leaf area (% area from flag leaf) of stem at
flowering, and yield ± SEM from tillers of HTA 60 and IR72 at different plant densities.
IRRI, 1992 wet seasons (A.M. Mazaredo, E.V. Laureles, and T.L. Setter, unpublished).
Density plant/m

Surviva

Stem

leaf area

(%)

m2

cm2/stem

Main

Yield from tillers (g/panicle)
Primary a

Nodal

DWR: HTA 60
20

84.5a

98d

219(14)a

5.62±0.50

4.39±0.14

3.75±0.12

40

88.0a

146c

270(18)a

4.41±0.41

3.52±0.56

2.11±1.3

80

81.8a

159bc

205(20)a

4.01±0.54

3.30±0.27

0

160

78.9a

223ab

154(25)b

3.47±0.26

2.79±0.48

0

320

53.41b

259a

178(23)b

3.02±0.44

3.14±1.20

0

20

100

287c

75(22)a

2.18±0.09

1.52±0.30

0

40

100

413b

81(23)a

2.01±0.19

1.34±0.15

0

80

100

438b

82(22)a

1.96±0.23

1.19±0.10

0

160

100

484b

94(20)a

1.49±0.08

1.21±0.08

0

320

100

744a

90(19)a

1.52±0.11

1.00±0.10

0

IR: IR 72

a Includes secondary and tertiary tillers for IR72.
Means of each character in each cultivars followed by the same letter are not significantly different at 5% level.
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accounted for only 17% of yield (Table 4). Plots with high ratios of nodal tillers had
the lowest yield/ha of any plant type (Table 3).
Seasonal effects on yield
Agroclimatic environment differed in the two cropping years. Average solar radiation was 24% higher in 1992 than in 1993 and there was a longer average daily sunshine during grain filling. Rainfall was higher and more erratic in 1993 (Table 1). The
yields in 1993 may have been lower than 1992 (Table 3) because of this. Improved
climate may have therefore been responsible for the higher LAI in 1993 (Table 3).
Yoshida and Parao (1976) have shown a close correlation between grain yield of lowland rice and LAI at flowering but the yield was consistently higher when LAI is high.

3. Leaf area index of HTA 60 at different plant density and stages of growth after water
treatment (DAT) (A.M. Mazaredo, E.V. Laureles, and T.L. Setter, unpublished).
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Table 3. Leaf area index (LAI) at flowering and yield of DWR and IR varieties grown at the
same location and flowering date in different densities resulting in different tillering
plant type (M for main stem, P for primary tillers, and N for nodal tillers). IRRI.
Density
plant /m2

Tillering
plant type

LAI

Yield (t/ha)

1992

1993

Mean

1992

1993

Mean

MPM

2.1±0.6

3.1±0.4

2.6

3.3±0.4

3.1±0.6

3.2

40

MPN

3.7±0.6

4.4±0.2

4.1

4.3±0.3

3.9±0.5

4.1

80

MP

3.1±0.5

4.5±0.4

3.8

4.0±0.5

3.9±0.5

4.0

160

MP

3.4±0.5

4.9±0.7

4.2

4.8±0.4

3.0±0.4

3.9

320

M/MP

4.6±0.5

6.9±0.6

5.8

5.3±0.6

3.5±1.4

4.4

MP

2.3±0.3

2.6±0.6

2.4

4.0±0.3

3.5±0.5

3.7

40

MP

3.3±0.4

3.5±0.3

3.4

4.2±0.2

4.0±0.2

4.1

80

MP

3.2±0.6

4.5±0.4

3.8

4.5±0.5

4.2±0.3

4.3

160

MP

4.5±0.4

5.1±0.2

4.8

5.9±0.7

4.1±0.2

5.0

320

M

6.1±0.3

7.0±0.5

6.5

5.6±0.5

3.8±1.3

4.7

Deepwater rice: HTA 60
20

Irrigated rice: IR72 or IR74
20

Table 4. Yield contributions from different tillers of HTA 60 and IR72 at different plant
densities. IRRI, 1992 (A.M. Mazaredo, E.V. Laureles, and T.L. Setter, unpublished).
Plant density
plants/m2

Percent yield contributions by weight (number)
Main

Primary a

Nodal

DWR: HTA 60
20

18(14)

65(65)

17(21)

40

26(15)

65(65)

9(21)

80

40(36)

60(64)

0

160

53(48)

47(52)

0

320

55(56)

45(44)

0

20

11

89

0

40

17

83

0

80

28

72

0

IR: IR 72

160

36

64

0

320

55

46

0

a Includes secondary and tertiary tillers for IR72.
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Table 5. Yield components of HTA 60 and IR72 at different plant densities. IRRI, 1992
(A.M. Mazaredo, E.V. Laureles, and T.L. Setter, unpublished).
Plant density
plant/m2

Panicle

Spikelets
/m 2

HI

/plant

/panicle

20

7.0±1.1

116.5b

213.9±12

24.9

84a

26.5

0.30

40

4.7±0.7

163.7b

176.8±17

28.9

81 b

26.7

0.31

80

2.8±0.3

181.7b

169.5±24

30.8

82b

26.6

0.31

160

2.1±0.3

270.3a

144.6±14

39.1

84a

26.7

0.29

320

1.8±0.1

334.4a

139.6±30

46.7

87a

28.0

0.34

x

10 3

1000 grain

/m2

filled (%)

wt (g)

HTA 60

IR72
20

13.4±0.8

265.5c

88.3±15

23.4

73a

24.7

0.48

40

8.5±1.0

337.0c

81.6±07

27.5

68a

25.4

0.46

80

5.2±0.7

398.0bc

73.1±11

29.1

70a

26.5

0.48

160

3.5±0.4

516.0b

66.5±09

34.3

73a

25.1

0.48

320

2.3±0.1

720.0a

66.9±09

48.2

70a

26.5

0.48

Means of each character in each cultivars followed by the same letter are not significantly different at 5% level.

Conclusion
From this study, development of different types of tillering in DWR and IR was successfully manipulated by altering plant densities: 1) low density plantings showed a
high percentage of nodal tillers; and 2) high density plants had a high percentage of
main stems with and without primary tillers. Yields differed between plants which
had different proportions of main stems, and primary and nodal tillers as a result of
differences in LAI and number of spikelets/m2. Since there is a positive correlation
between the sink and the source, the results do not conclusively show that plants
which differ in tillering pattern will have different yields. To verify the hypothesis
that a greater proportion of main stems would bring greater yield potential, it would
be important to evaluate the productivity of the different tillering types at the same
LAI and sink strength.
This study has demonstrated that comparative growth of IR alongside DWR enabled removal of genotype and environment interactions. It is noteworthy that with a
N-supply of 80 kg/ha, the DWR cultivar grown in 80 cm of water produced comparable yields to the best current high-yielding IR variety grown under wet season conditions with 10 cm water. Research on crop management to maintain DWR at high
densities is therefore an important priority for increasing yield potential.
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Table 6. Plant type for deepwater rice grown in areas with less than 100 cm water depth.
Characteristic

Future plant types
IRRI (1989)

Proposed

dark green long erect

dark green long erect

+

+

Retained characteristics:
Leaves
Internode elongation
Nodal rooting
Root development

+

+

early

early

+

+

multiple

multiple

Grain dormancy

+

+

Submergence Tolerance

+

+

Kneeing ability

+

+

Photoperiod sensitivity
Disease and insect resistance

New/modified characteristics:
Yield potential (t/ha)

4-5

>5

Lodging resistance

prone

thick stem

Primary tillers

1

2-3

Plants/area

X

2-3 X

Number of leaves/plant

15

>9

Stems/plant
Panicle (number/plant)
Spikelets/panicle
Nodal tillering

6

<3

5-7

2-3

150-200

>150

4 out of 6

reduced

Finally, it is important to clarify that while experiments presented here were aimed
at evaluating the importance of main stems over nodal tillers for DWR, the potential
for nodal tiller development is still crucial in this environment. In unfavourable floodprone ecosystems, DWR may easily lose tillers due to adverse environmental conditions, and pests and diseases. A high-yielding DWR might therefore be expected to
have a large panicle and stems, 1 to 2 primary tillers/plant or main stem only, reduced
nodal tillers, probably a greater LAI and efficient grain filling (Table 6).
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Improvement of rice genotypes
for tidal wetlands: an alternative
strategy
M. A. Salam and G. M. Panaullah

Six photoperiod-sensitive, tall and lodging resistant advanced lines were
developed for the rainfed lowland rice (RLR) ecosystem. Their yield potential of
4.5-5.0 t/ha fell to 2.7 t/ha (mean yield), similar to the local check (Nokchimota,
2.6 t/ha), when they were grown in the high tidal period (HTP) in a tidal wetland
environment. The yield reduction was attributed to prevalence of daily high and
low tidal pressures and high tidal depths (30-50 cm) successively for 20 days
from the date of transplanting, i.e. from 5 to 25 September, affecting percentage
survival of hills and production of effective tillers. Delaying transplanting of these
lines to 4 October and the low tidal period (LTP) was shown to be promising.
During LTP tidal depths fell to less than 20 cm. All the improved genotypes were
identified as suitable for LTP transplanting with yield potentials of 3.5-4.3 t/ha,
while the local check yielded 1.5 t/ha. This paper discusses this and other
advantages of developing advanced lines adapted to LTP plantings, as an
alternative strategy for sustainable agriculture in tidal wetland rice production
systems of Bangladesh.

Tidal wetlands occupy about 1.7 million ha in southern Bangladesh (Nasiruddin
1994). The usual feature of these areas is the occurrence of daily tidal flooding of
between 30 and 60 cm depth, with some extremes up to 80 cm from June to September, then falling sharply to 20 cm in late September (IFAD 1993). Field conditions in
this high tidal period (HTP) of the year are unsuitable for any crop but rice.
Transplanted rice is grown in the HTP environment. The success of the crop
depends on the tidal inundation pattern in a particular year which makes the environment the most fragile among the rice production systems in the country. A group of
tall, photoperiod-sensitive rice varieties has been growing in this environment. Their
yield potential is about 2.0 t/ha (Nasiruddin 1994). Other constraints are submergence tolerance, percent hill survival, and weak crop establishment due to the prevalence of daily high and low tidal pressures and high depths of standing water (30 cm
or more) from transplanting to the vegetative phase of the crop.

Farmers use aged (40-60 d) seedlings for transplanting when the seedlings are
sufficiently tall and strong enough to withstand submergence, tidal pressure, and
reduce percent hill survival. Several hundreds of photoperiod-sensitive improved
genotypes were evaluated in HTP but with very limited success (BRRI 1992, IFAD
1993). On the other hand, the fields enter favorable rainfed lowland conditions
from late September, when high tide depth falls to 20 cm (IFAD 1993). Also, soil
moisture remains at field capacity until December. BR22 and BR23 were recommended for delayed transplanting at the end of September, with yield potentials of
3.5 t/ha (Kabir and Miah 1989). Thus, the need to bypass the high tidal periods and
identify genotypes adaptable to the low tidal period (LTP), for late September to
early October transplanting, was recognized.
This study was conducted to show the performances of selected genotypes in
HTP and LTP field conditions in tidal wetlands and favorable RLR environments in
Bangladesh.

Materials and methods
Six tall, photoperiod-sensitive (PS) genotypes developed for the RLR ecosystem
were selected by observing their 15 September transplanting at Gazipur. These
advanced lines, along with BR23 and MV rice with photoperiod sensitivity, and a
local check Nokchimota, were grown in the RLR field at Gazipur. The same set of
lines was transplanted to HTP and LTP in tidal wetland fields at Bakerganj. Thirtyday-old seedlings were transplanted on 4 August for the RLR trial, while for HTP
and LTP trials transplanting was on 5 September and 4 October using 54-day-old
seedlings. At all transplanting times, 3-4 seedlings per hill were used. The field was
laid out in a RCB design with three replications. The unit plot size was 5.1 m × 6
rows with a spacing 25 × 15 cm.
The HTP and LTP trials were set up in adjacent fields with similar levels and fertilized with N only (60 kg ha) in equal splits, one during land preparation, the other at
20 DAT. The RLR trial was fertilized with 80-60-40 kg NPK/ha with the usual practice of 50% N + all P and K at the time of land preparation and the remaining N at 20
DAT. Daily high tide was recorded at 12 noon and low tide at 5 p.m. from the experimental plot at Bakerganj from mid-June to mid-November.
Seedling height was recorded at 54 days after seeding, the date of transplanting
the HTP trial. Percent hill survival in this trial was recorded at the time of maturity.
Data on the dates of flowering were taken from each of the trials when 50% of hills
in a plot showed emergence of panicles from their boots. Plant height and panicle
count were obtained at maturity in all trials from 10 plants in a plot excluding
boarder rows and plants surrounded by any missing hills. Grain yield was obtained
from the whole plots.
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Results and discussion
Tidal pattern
Figure 1 shows the depths of daily high and low tides in the experimental fields at
Bakerganj, from mid-June to mid- November. Depths ranged generally from 30 to 50
cm up to 25 September with occasional higher peaks up to 86 cm. They then fell
sharply to 10-20 cm, successively falling further to 6 cm on 15 November. A similar
trend was found at this site in 1992 (IFAD 1993).

1. Daily high and low tidal patterns in an experimental field at Bakerganj, Bangladesh
from mid-June to mid-November 1993.

Fields flooded to these depths for such long periods are unsuitable for any crop
but rice. The usual practice in this area is to transplant local rice varieties such as Nokchimota and Kumragoir as tall seedlings (50-60 cm) from mid-July to mid-September, i.e. during HTP. Therefore, the crops often suffer from tidal inundation.
However, these fields attain favourable rainfed lowland conditions from late September (Fig.1) with an additional advantage of no moisture stress up to the end of
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December. Delayed transplanting to late September has been the usual practice in
flood-prone RLR environments where moisture stress is a great problem from early
November. However, observations of tidal patterns and prevailing field conditions
indicate the possibility of avoiding HTP and thereby utilizing LTP to facilitate
growth of rice in the tidal wetlands in Bangladesh.
Seedling height
Fifty-four day-old seedlings were measured on 5 September, the date of transplanting of the HTP trial, in a tidal wetland field at Bakerganj. All the advanced lines
showed seedling height potential of 50-60 cm, similar to the local check, Nokchimota (59 cm), whereas the modern variety BR23 had 35 cm seedlings (Table 1).
Because of this shortness of seedling height MV rices could not be adapted to tidal
wetlands. Importantly, farmers observed seedling height and day-to-day tidal
depths in their fields, scheduling HTP transplanting accordingly from mid-July to
mid-September with a variation of seedling ages between 40 and 60 days. However, the attainment, in the improved genotypes, of seedling tallness equivalent to
the local variety (Table 1) fulfilled the long-felt requirement to alleviate the constraint of HTP transplanting in tidal wetlands.
Table 1. Some morphoagronomic performances of advanced breeding lines grown
during the high tidal period (HTP) in the tidal wetland field at Bakerganj, Bangladesh,
1993.
Designation

Seedling height (cm)

Survival (%)

Date of flowering Plant height (cm)

BR4761-3B-208-1

54

89

12 Nov

128

BR4766-3B-44

57

90

12 Nov

127

BR4973-45-9-2

50

87

14 Nov

134

R4974-23-1-6-1

58

87

14 Nov

135

BR4974-27-4-1-1

60

87

14 Nov

136

BR5226-17-1-1

59

87

12 Nov

131

BR23 (MV.CK)

35

67

12 Nov

110

Nokchimota (LV.CK)

59

90

22 Nov

136

4

-

LSD (0.05)

7

6

Plant height
Table 1 shows the mature plant height of test materials from the HTP trial. All
breeding lines had similar stature (127-136 cm) to Nokchimota (136 cm), while
BR23 was the shortest (110 cm). These advanced lines and Nokchimota reached
their height potential of between 150 and 160 cm when they were grown in a
rainfed lowland field at Gazipur. The local variety characteristically lodged at the
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booting stage when all the breeding materials showed lodging tolerance scores of
3-5 (IRRI 1988) at the hard dough stage only, similar to BR23. The pattern of lodging susceptibility and tolerance for local and MV rices was expected because of
their relative statures. On the other hand, introduction of lodging tolerance to
improved genotypes as tall as local varieties (150- 160 cm) is a notable advance in
rice varietal improvement.
Flowering date and photoperiod sensitivity
Flowering time is an important trait for rice varieties adapted to tidal wetlands.
Since transplanting is staggered around HTP (mid-July to mid-September) with
aged seedlings (40-60 days) to cope with occurrence of tidal water in the field up to
mid-November (Fig. l), the varieties should have photoperiod sensitivity, flowering some time in November so that the crop could be harvested when fields become
dry in December.
Table 1 shows flowering dates of materials for the HTP trial transplanted on 5
September with 54-day-old seedlings. All the advanced lines and the modern PS variety, BR23, flowered around mid-November, 8-10 days earlier than the local check
Nokchimota. Again, Nokchimota was later by one week than BR23 and the breeding
lines (flowered on 4-6 November) when 30-day-old seedlings were transplanted on 4
August in a RLR field at Gazipur. Moreover, these advanced lines flowered 10 days
earlier (20-22 November) than Nokchimota (30 November) when 54-day-old seedlings were transplanted at LTP on 4 October in a tidal wetland field at Bakerganj.
These flowering data clearly indicate adjustment of flowering times of advanced
materials with staggerdness and aged seedlings for HTP and LTP transplanting in the
tidal wetlands. In addition, the improved genotypes have the advantage of being 10
days earlier than the local variety. This is especially important for LTP transplanting
because of the onset of the cold period from late November (IFAD 1993), and is critical for panicle emergence and spikelet fertility.
Percent hill survival
Hill survival is a unique constraint for HTP transplanting in tidal wetlands. Percent
hill survival is influenced by high and low tidal pressure and depths. Under usual tidal
situations the percent hill survival varied from 80 to 90% in HTP transplanting
(unpublished data). Similar counts were obtained in the local check and all advanced
lines except BR23, in which survival was significantly lower at 67% (Table 1). So
low a percentage hill survival in a modern variety was possibly due to its shorter seedling height (Table l), making it prone to submergence at transplanting and for the
succeeding 20 days (Fig. 1). However, the usual loss of 10-20% of hills at HTP has
great impact when the total area of tidal wetlands is considered. Possibly this constraint on rice production will be difficult to overcome so long as high tides remain
and rice is transplanted at HTP.
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Grain yield
All the advanced lines and BR23 had similar yields (4.5-5.0 t/ha), and Nokchimota a
significantly lower yield (2.6 t/ha) in the RLR environment at Gazipur (Table 2). This
low yield potential of the local check in favorable field conditions was due to its lodging
susceptibility at the boot stage. On the other hand, the breeding lines showing lodging
resistance combined with high yields. This result conforms with Yoshida (1981).
Table 2. Grain yield of advanced breeding lines and a local check variety grown at
Gazipur (rainfed lowland) and Bakerganj during high tidal period (HTP) and low tidal
period (LTP).
Line designation

Yield (t/ha)
Gazipur

Bakerganj HTP

Bakerganj LTP

BR4761-3B-208-1

4.50b

2.10b

3.50e

A

C

B

BR4766-3B-44

4.60ab

2.00b

4.20ab

A

C

B

BR4973-45-9-2

4.80ab

3.00a

4.30a

A

C

BR4973-23-1-6-1

4.70ab

3.20a

A

C

BR4974-27-4-1-1

4.60ab

3.20a

A

C

5.00a

3.13a

A

C

B

B23

4.50b

3.00a

3.60de

A

C

B

Nokchimota (check)

2.60c

2.80a

1.50f

A

A

B

BR5226-17-1-1

B
3.90bcd
B
3.80cde
B
4.00abc

Means followed by same letter are not significantly different by DMRT (5%). Small letters indicate comparison
within a location and capital letters for between locations.

The yield potential of each breeding material and BR23 fell significantly (2.0-3.2
t/ha) in the HTP trial at Bakerganj (Table 2). These yields significantly increased
(3.5-4.3 t/ha) when the lines were grown in LTP rather than HTP, except for Nokchimota, which yielded 1.5 t/ha at LTP. This poor performance of the local variety at
LTP transplanting is the consequence of flowering delayed by 10 days (30 November) compared with the advanced lines (20-22 November) and the onset of cooler
temperatures at the end of November (IFAD 1993). Perhaps farmers have long
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known of this characteristic of local varieties, and delayed planting is therefore not
found in tidal wetlands.
However, this could have been normal practice in the flood-prone RLR environment. BR23 is recommended for RLR planting up to the end of September (Kabir and
Miah 1989). The performance of BR23 and advanced materials was promising even
when their transplanting was delayed up to 4 October in a tidal wetland field at Bakerganj (Table 2). The results in Table 2 show clearly that all the breeding lines performed
better than BR23, except BR4761-2B-208- 1 which is similar to a modern variety.
Most importantly, the mean yield of advanced materials was 2.7 t/ha in HTP
(similar to the local check) while it increased to 4.0 t/ha in LTP. This yield variation
was found to be associated with the number of panicles produced per plant. All the
test lines, including modern and local checks, produced 10-14 panicles per hill at
RLR. The number of panicles per plant fell to 5 or 6 in HTP, but rose again to 7-8 in
LTP. The tidal environment, i.e. daily high and low tidal pressures and high water
depths (>30 cm) at the date of transplanting and for the succeeding 20 days (Fig. l),
may have affected physiological processes in the production of effective tillers in
the HTP trial.
These results indicate the importance of recognizing a shift from HTP to LTP cultivation in developing genotypes for tidal wetlands in Bangladesh. The alternative
strategy is expected to yield the following benefits:
Ease of transplanting and crop management operations, since the fields remain
favorable for lowland rice cultivation from late September
Flexibility in transplanting schedule, using photoperiod-sensitive improved genotypes from late September to early October and by observing day-to-day tidal patterns and water depths in the fields in a particular year
Assurance of hill survival and maintenance of the potential plant populations per
unit area for yield maximization
A net benefit of 1.0 t/ha in grain yield by growing during LTP rather than HTP.
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Genotype × environment
interaction and selection methods
for identifying improved rainfed
lowland rice genotypes
L. J. Wade, S. Sarkarung, C. G. McLaren, A. Guhey, B. Quader,
C. Boonwite, S. T. Amarante, A. K. Sarawgi, A. Haque,
D. Harnpichitvitaya, A. Pamplona, and M. C. Bhamri

This paper describes the research approach used to examine genotype × environment
interaction and selection methods for identifying improved genotypes of rainfed lowland
rice. Briefly, field experimentation, agroclimatic analysis, crop simulation, and pattern
analysis are used in combination. The objectives are to characterize sites, quantify and
explain G × E, evaluate current selection methods, and develop more effective selection
strategies for traits likely to confer improved adaptation to the rainfed lowlands.
Experiments are being conducted at selected locations of the Rainfed Lowland Rice
Research Consortium. At each location in each season, 100 advanced breeding lines
are grown, together with five probe or reference genotypes. The probe genotypes are
chosen to represent the range of crop duration, drought resistance, and weed
competitiveness likely to be encountered in the advanced breeding lines, and they
occur more frequently in the trial design. This permits more detailed measurements to
be taken on the probe genotypes, to aid interpretation of the simpler observations
taken on the breeding lines. So that site uniformity may readily be quantified, two of the
probe genotypes are planted as non-random checks in a systematic grid at each site.
These two checks comprise one early-maturing semidwarf and one late-maturing
traditional cultivar, the extremes from the five probe genotypes. The breeding lines
themselves are chosen to include lines which would be selected and others which
would be rejected in the breeding program for each of the traits currently evaluated.
Crop phenology, drought score, disease reaction, plant height, phenotypic
acceptabillty, and grain yield are recorded for all plots. On designated plots of the probe
genotypes, leaf area, dry weight, rootgrowth, water extraction, leafwater potential, leaf
relative water content, and plant nutrient uptake are also measured. Daily
meteorological data (maximum and minimum temperature, radiation, rainfall, and
evaporation), and soil physical and chemical characteristics (soil description, textural
classes, pF, conductivity, and nutrient status by layer) are obtained for each site. The
procedures adopted, and ways in which the data may be used to meet the objectives,
are described and illustrated using some data from the 1994 experiments. Further
improvements to the research approach, and related topics worthy of research
attention, are also discussed.

In rainfed agriculture, crop performance is highly variable and unpredictable.
Yields are strongly influenced by seasonal characteristics, and by spatial heterogeneity over soil types, topographic sequences, and agrohydrologic conditions. These variables, in turn, interact with the cultivar chosen and the cultural practices employed.
As a result, the interaction between genotype and environment is highly significant,
complicating the task of identifying an improved cultivar or better cultural practice.
In order to be higher yielding on average, the desired cultivar or practice should be
more stable over environments, with a reduced probability of crop failure. This is
especially important in subsistence agriculture, where the survival of the farmer and
the family is largely dependent on the season’s harvest.
Rainfed lowland rice is grown on approximately 40 million ha in South and Southeast Asia (Fig. l), by some of the poorest subsistence farmers in the world (IRRI
1993). With yields averaging only 1.5 t/ha, rainfed lowland rice encounters an environment more complex than for any other rainfed crop. Because rainfed lowland rice is
grown in bunded fields without water control, hydrologic conditions may fluctuate
from submergence to drought, with major consequences for root growth, nutrient
availability, and weed competition (Garrity et al 1986). Various systems of crop establishment are employed, from direct dry-seeding to transplanting, and seedling vigor,
weed competitiveness, and capacity to withstand stress are influenced by the choice.
Most surveys of constraints to rainfed lowland rice production indicate that drought,
weeds, submergence, socioeconomics, and soil physical and chemical characteristics
are the major problems (Widawsky and O’Toole 1990). The ultimate research challenge is the combination of seasonal variability, spatial heterogeneity, agrohydrologic
complexity, and their interactions with genotype and management.
Consequently, selection of improved genotypes of rainfed lowland rice is difficult. Success would be dependent upon defining the target environments, identifying
traits which confer improved adaptation to the key constraints, developing effective
selection methods for those traits, and understanding and predicting the performance
of the resulting genotypes over environments in the rainfed lowlands.
This paper describes the integrative approach which is being used to examine
adaptation of rice to the rainfed lowlands of South and Southeast Asia. The approach
involves the use of field experimentation, pattern analysis, and crop simulation.
Experiments are being conducted at selected locations of the Rainfed Lowland Rice
Research Consortium, which provides collaborative linkage in strategic research
between IRRI and leading institutes in India, Bangladesh, Thailand, Indonesia, and
the Philippines. In the first cycle of research, 100 advanced breeding lines and five
probe or reference genotypes are being grown at each site, with more detailed measurements being taken on the probe genotypes. Research on genotype × environment
interaction is being used to assist the development of selection procedures and their
use in breeding better cultivars. Pattern analysis is used to define target environments
and genotype groups in terms of interaction effects, and to identify suitable probe
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genotypes. Crop simulation modeling is used as an integral component of these activities, because the target environment is complex and unpredictable, and the traits of
interest are strongly interactive with environment.

1. Predominant rainfed lowland rice areas, and key sites of the Rainfed Lowland Rice
Research Consortium in South and Southeast Asia (IRRI Information Series No. 1).

The objectives are:
To examine site heterogeneity, and the impact of alternative experimental designs
and sampling strategies on standard errors.
To examine genotype × environment interaction using pattern analysis, in order to
define suitable target locations and probe genotypes, and to help identify traits and
germplasm conferring improved stability over environments.
To characterize target environments for rainfed lowland rice using agroclimatic
analysis and crop simulation, with special reference to the probability of occurrence of key constraints at selected sites.
To determine cumulative distribution functions for yield of probe genotypes over
locations using crop simulation, and to relate the performance of the advanced
breeding lines to these distributions.
To quantify progress in selection for the traits currently examined in the breeding
program for rainfed lowland rice.
To examine the likely impact of incorporating alternative traits on yield performance and stability, using crop simulation.
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To examine methods of selecting for more complex traits which would be
expected to confer improved adaptation to the key constraints of the rainfed lowlands.
To consider the appropriateness of the target environments for the stated objectives, and ways to determine whether they are suitable for making the desired
selections, or whether modification of those environments is desirable.
To link more detailed research on specific traits from other parts of the program to
this framework.
To consider the expansion of this concept to address the complexities of the management × environment interaction.
The first cycle of experiments was planted at the start of the 1994 wet season. This
paper describes the procedures adopted, and focuses on ways to use the data to meet
the objectives. Experiences from the first season are used to examine how to further
improve the study. Opportunities to employ these procedures to further understand
the constraints of the rainfed lowlands are also considered.

Materials and methods
Locations
In the first cycle of research, experiments were planted at Ubon (Thailand),
Rajshahi (Bangladesh), Raipur (India), and Tarlac (Philippines) in 1994, and Jakenan (Indonesia) should be added in 1995 (Fig. 1). Characteristics of these sites are
briefly outlined in Table 1. These locations represent a range of soil types, planting
methods, seasonal favorabilities, and yield expectations. Because no germplasm is
known which is capable of conferring adaptation to both the flood-prone and the
drought-prone ecosystems of the rainfed lowlands, the first cycle of research is targeting drought-prone environments, since drought is commonly considered the
major limitation. Nevertheless, short-term flooding and submergence may still be a
feature of the drought-prone ecosystem.
Treatments and experimental design
At each location, the treatments comprise 100 advanced breeding lines (Table 2),
chosen to represent all combinations of the array of traits currently employed in
the selection program. The breeding lines are chosen to include lines which would
have been selected or rejected in the breeding program for each of the traits currently evaluated. The 5 probe lines, chosen to differ in crop duration, drought
resistance and weed competitiveness, will occur more frequently in the trial
design. This will permit more detailed measurements to be taken on the probe
lines, which should assist interpretation of the simpler observations taken on the
breeding lines.
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Site heterogeneity, and difficulty in obtaining suitably precise measurements, are
recognised as major problems for research in the rainfed lowlands. Consequently, the
field layout at each site permits alternative experimental designs and sampling strategies to be evaluated for their capacity to reduce standard error. Within each of the
three replicates at a site, the 100 advanced breeding lines are grown in a 10 × 10 lattice, with the five probe genotypes planted as a 5 × 5 latin square (Fig. 2). Additional
plots of the five probe genotypes are also provided to permit more intensive destructive sampling. So that site heterogeneity may readily be quantified, two of the probe
genotypes are also planted in a systematic grid at each site. These two nonrandom
checks will comprise one early-maturing semi-dwarf and one late-maturing traditional cultivar, the extremes from the five probe genotypes. The non-random check
plots, the probes, and the extra probes are set up as additional columns of plots interspersed within the 10 × 10 lattice, making the complete design a matrix of 15 rows ×
33 columns (Fig. 2). It was proposed to retain this design and the original list of
entries for two seasons.
Table 1. Characteristics of the sites used for the G × E and selection experiments.
Country

Key site

Umbrella agency

Site focus/expertise

Subecosystem

Bangladesh

Rajshahi,
BRRl regional
station

Bangladesh Rice
Research
Institute

Moderate drought,
photoperiod
sensitivity, soil
physical conditions

Drought-prone

India

Raipur,
lndira Gandhi
Agricultural
University.

Indian Council of
Agricultural
Research

Drought, nutrient
deficiency

Drought-prone

Thailand

Ubon Rice
Research Center

Department of
Agriculture

Severe drought,
soil physical
conditions, low soil
fertility, phosphorus
deficiency, blast,
weeds

Drought-prone

Indonesia

Jakenan,
Central Java
Jakenan Expt.
Station (under
Sukamandi
Research Inst.
for Food Crops)

Central Research
Institute for Food
Crops

Dry direct seeding
(gogorancah),
potassium
deficiency

Philippines

Tarlac/Pangasinan

International Rice Rainwater conserResearch Institute vation, nutrient,
tillage properties

Drought- and
submergenceprone

Favorable
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Table 2. List of entries used in the 1994 G x E and selection experiments.
1. lR55736-62-3-1-33
2.IR60243-CPA-7-1-1-1
3. lR63945-17-B-2
4. CT10006-1-1-3-1-2
5. lR60221-1-1-3-1-2
6. IR8
7. lR55008-10-3-3-3-3
8. lR62580-68-1-3
9. IR60298-PMI-18-1-3
10. IR54977-UBN-6-1-3-3-3
11. lR61079-33-1-2-2-3
12. RD6
13. Mahsuri (Check 2)
14. NSG19 (Check 3)
15. NC492 Sabita (Check 4)
16. RD15
17. IR20 (Check 5)
18. lR63086-1-37
19. lR57491-42-2-2-3-3
20. lR634428-29-2-3-2
21. KDML 105 (Check 1)
22. lR58307-210-1-2-3-3
23. lR66469-17-5-B
24. lR66479-18-1-B
25. IR66481-3-1-B
26. lR66481-9-5-B
27. lR66494-4-2-B
28. lR66499-1-5-B
29. lR66506-5-1-B
30. lR66516-8-2-B
31. lR66516-9-1-B
32. lR66516-9-2-B
33. IR66516-11-3-B
34. lR66516-12-6-B
35. lR66516-15-2-B
36. lR66516-17-5-B
37. lR66516-22-1-B
38. lR66516-24-3-B
39. lR66516-29-4-B
40. IR66516-31-1-B
41. lR66879-2-2-B
42. lR66879-4-4-B
43. lR66882-4-1-B
44. lR66882-4-2-B
45. lR66882-4-4-B
46. lR66506-5-3-B
47. lR66516-33-6-B
48. lR66516-37-7-B
49. IR66879-1-14
50. lR66879-8-1-8
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51. lR66879-19-1-B
52. lR66879-19-2-B
53. lR66879-20-2-B
54. lR66879-20-3-B
55. IR66881-1-1B
56. lR66883-10-2-B
57. IR66883-11-1-B
58. lR66883-18-2-B
59. IR66883-18-3-B
60. lR66883-44-3-B
61. lR66889-19-3-B
62. lR66889-20-1-B
63. lR66889-29-2-B
64. lR66889-37-1-B
65. lR66889-37-5-B
66. lR66893-5-2-B
67. lR67057-29-2-B
68. IR54977-UBN-6-2-2-1-1
69. lR58306-80-B-2-3-3-1
70. lR58306-80-B-3-1-1-1
71. lR58307-210-1-2-3-3-2
72. lR58821-23-8-1-2-1
73. lR58823-53-8-3-3-3-1
74. lR62553-38-3-3-1
75. lR62553-38-3-3-2
76. lR55829-B-22-1-3-3
77. lR59782-2-2-1-2-1
78. lR60216-139-3-1-2
79. lR60251-75-2-3-1-3-1
80. lR62591-4-1-3
81. lR62597-8-1-2
82. lR63497-1-3-1
83. lR19382-42-3-3-2-1
84. lR56549-137-2-2-1-3
85. IR57458-PMI-7-B-1-1-1
86. lR58926-2-3-1-2-2
87. lR58938-61-2-2-1-1
88. CT8556-37-1-3-1 -M
89. CT10069-27-1-6-M-3
90. lR63429-23-1-3-3
91. CT9895-5-1-M-4-M-1
92. CT9155-2-3-1-2-M-1 -M
93. lR64315-27-8
94. lR58829-B-49-1-12
95. CT9897-50-3-M-3-M
96. CT9897-55-2-M-3-M
97. CT9897-55-2-M-6-M
98. IR57546-PMI-1-B-2-2
99. LOCAL CHECK1
100. LOCAL CHECK2

Data collection
To simplify the seed preparation, planting, recording, and data entry and analysis,
computerized planting lists (Table 3) and field books (Table 4) are provided to each
site. A computer disk with a spreadsheet file of the field book is also included, to
facilitate data entry and analysis.
At each site, a physical and chemical characterization of the soil is obtained (soil
description, textural classes, pF, conductivity, and nutrient status by layer), and daily
meteorological data (maximum and minimum temperature, radiation, rainfall, and
evaporation) are recorded. For each plot, recordings are taken on the full array of
observations normally obtained in breeding trials, including crop phenology, drought
score, disease reaction, plant height, phenotypic acceptability, and grain yield. On
designated plots of the probe lines, leaf area, dry weight, root growth, water extraction, leaf water potential, leaf relative water content, and plant nutrient uptake are
measured. Depth to the water table and depth of ponded water are also recorded.
Data analysis
For each site, the data are subjected to analysis of variance for lattice, latin square,
and randomized complete blocks designs. Spatial analysis of site heterogeneity will
be carried out using two-dimensional autocorrelation models on the non-random
checks (Cullis and Gleeson 1991). The latin square, lattice and randomized complete
blocks designs will also be evaluated for their ability to control site heterogeneity in
one or two dimensions. Cross-site data are then subjected to pattern analysis (DeLacy
and Cooper 1990). Genetic parameters are obtained for the probe genotypes. The
development, growth, and yield of the probe lines may then be simulated over sites
and years, using the appropriate crop simulation model (CERES-RICE, Ritchie et al
1987; ORYZA-1, Kropff et al 1993; ORYZA-W, Wopereis et al 1994). Such simulations are used to help quantify seasonal variation and to help explain genotype × environment interaction. The likely impact of incorporating alternative traits is examined
by altering the appropriate parameter in the model and simulating crop performance
for a combination of sites and years. The cumulative distributions for crop yield are
suitable for economic analysis, and quantify risk of crop failure.

Results and discussion
Site heterogeneity
For each site in turn, spatial heterogeneity is examined using two-dimensional autocorrelation models for the nonrandom checks and for the full data set. Any improvement in
precision resulting from use of lattice or latin square designs relative to randomized complete blocks is noted. Standard errors for the various traits are examined in order to determine the adequacy of sampling strategies. These analyses should permit refinements in
experimental design and sampling strategy to be made in the second cycle of research.
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PROJECT: RO31, SITE: UBON, THAILAND

(Plot number on top, entry number below, rows 1 to 5, columns 1 to 32)

2. Replication 1 of the field plan used for the genotype × environment and selection experiments at Ubon, Thailand in 1994. The five
probe genotypes are planted as a 5 × 5 latin square in columns 7, 12, 17, 22, and 27 of each replicate, within the 10×10 lattice of the
100 advanced breeding lines. Two of the probe genotypes are planted in a systematic grid in columns 1, 3, 16, 18, 31, and 33, for site
uniformity analysis. The five probe genotypes are repeated in columns 2 and 32, for destructive sampling purposes. The complete list
of entries is provided in Table 2.

REPLICATION 1

DESIGN: 10×10 triple lattice with regular checks and imbedded 5×5 latin squares for probe varieties.
LATTICE SEED = 87587 RCDD SEED =37564 LATIN SQUARE SEED = 243532

FIELD PLAN

Table 3. Seed preparation list for the G × E and selection studies at Ubon, Thailand in
1994, showing the number of plots required, and actual plot numbers for each entry.
Trt Designation
1
lR55736-62-3-1-33
IR60243-CPA-7-1-1-1
2

Nplots Plot numbers
3
29 302 407
3

54 250 344

3

lR63945-17-B-2

3

13 269 444

4

CT10006-1-1-3-1-2

3

76 317 454

5

lR60221-1-1-3-1-2

3

19 207 410

6

IR8

3

39 285 371

7

lR55008-10-3-3-3-3

3

162 277 467

8

lR62580-68-1-3

3

20 270 401

9

IR60298-PMI-18-1-3

3

81 242 459

10

IR54977-UBN-6-1-3-3-3

3

153 239 477

11

lR61079-33-1-2-2-3

3

25 294 404

12

RD6

3

13

Mahsuri (Check 2)

24

2 22 32 50 93 106 107 144 167 187 197 210 246 248 291
304 332 337 362 390 393 408 451 479

14

NSG19 (Check 3)

24

4 7 35 55 65 78 126 149 172 200 215 230 253 276 316 324
357 365 375 395 413 433 436 484

15

NC492 Sabita (Check 4)

24

17 45 68 73 98 109 121 159 171 192 220 233 238 263 281
309 347 385 392 398 403 428 441 489

16

RD15

17

IR20 (Check 5)

18

IR63086-1-37

3

143 180 422

19

lR57491-42-2-2-3-3

3

158 287 472

3
69

113 260 384

145 255 417
1 5 18 27 31 36 40 49 66 67 83 84 97 101 102 111 115 131
132 133 150 154 163 166 177 183 196 201 205 214 231 232
235 249 258 262 266 267 280 286 296 297 298 314 315 328
331 348 352 361 366 370 379 396 397 414 423 427 431 432
442 445 446 461 462 463 474 480 493

20

lR63428-29-2-3-2

21

KDML 105 (Check 1)

69

22

lR58307-210-1-2-3-3

3

61 284 338

23

lR66469-17-5-B

3

155 191 476

24

lR66479-18-1-B

3

87 224 483

25

lR66481-3-1-B

3

30 184 400

26

lR66481-9-5-B

3

26 178 402

27

lR66494-4-2-B

3

118 202 350

28
29

lR66499-1-5-B

3

91 245 491

IR66506-5-1-B

3

23 237 405

30

lR66516-8-2-B

3

46 275 374

3

136 308 426
3 12 16 33 34 47 51 60 64 69 82 88 99 100 116 117 130 134
135 139 148 164 168 181 182 198 199 216 225 229 234 243
247 259 264 265 271 282 295 299 300 313 319 329 330 333
342 346 363 364 378 380 381 394 399 412 418 429 430 447
456 460 464 465 469 478 494 495
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Pattern analysis
Pattern analysis of G × E interaction is used to identify stable entries and desirable
traits, since the combination of advanced breeding lines will allow traits to be analyzed in the same manner as the breeding lines themselves. Environments which provide the most effective separation of genotypes or traits are determined. Genotypes
which would be the most effective probes for discriminating among advanced breeding lines are defined using pattern analysis, and the reasons why explored using direct
analysis of the data and crop simulation. Likewise, data for individual traits may also
be explored.
Crop simulation
Crop simulation is used to quantify seasonal variation, to explain genotype × environment interaction, and to examine the potential impact of putative traits. Firstly,
sites may be characterized for the expected timing and duration of water deficit.
This would permit consideration of how representative are conditions at each site in
each season, relative to the long-term expectation. Selection pressure may need to
be adjusted for seasonal conditions. Alternatively, effort may be needed to ensure
suitable conditions are provided for screening purposes, for example, by installing
rainout shelters.
Table 4. Sample of the field book for recording of data in the G×E and selection
experiments. The section shown is for the additional plots of the probe genotypes from
Replication 3 at Ubon, Thailand in 1994.
PLTa

ROW COL

REP HBK VBK TRT

332

11

2

3

0

1

17

IR20 (Check 5)

365

12

2

3

0

1

15

NC492 Sabita (Check 4)

398

13

2

3

0

1

14

NSG19 (Check 3)

431

14

2

3

0

1

21

KDML 105 (Check 1)

464

15

2

3

0

1

13

Mashuri (Check 2)

362

11

32

3

0

2

21

KDML 105 (Check 1)

395

12

32

3

0

2

14

NSG19 (Check 3)

428

13

32

3

0

2

13

Mashuri (Check 2)

461

14

32

3

0

2

17

IR20 (Check 5)

494

15

32

3

0

2

15

NC492 Sabita (Check 4)

Designation

aPLT, ROW, COL, REP, and TRT refer to plot number, row number, column number, replicate number, and
treatment number as indicated in Figure 2. HBK and VBK are codes for horizontal and vertical block number for
the lattice and latin square designs, and are used in the statistical analysis.
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Secondly, performance of the probe lines may be simulated over a wider range of
sites and years than the experimental program would allow. This would indicate the
performance and stability of the probe lines in the full array of environments likely to be
encountered in the rainfed lowlands. In conducting the simulations, care must be taken
to ensure that the genotypes and traits are robustly modeled and suitably validated, and
that the starting conditions for the simulations are representative of the target environment (Wade et al 1994). The intent is to have a probe genotype for each of the major
groups identified by pattern analysis. Simulations for the probe genotype would then be
used to indicate the likely performance and stability of the advanced breeding lines
which constitute the group.
Finally, the likely impact of incorporating alternative traits is examined by altering
the appropriate genetic parameters in the model and simulating crop performance for a
combination of sites and years. Since the data collected here will permit parameter values for the probe genotypes to be defined with confidence, manipulation of them will
have a stronger basis than in other circumstances. If the trait is robustly modeled and suitably validated, and the parameter values chosen are indicative of the potential variation,
this evaluation should be unbiased. For progress in selection, the trait should be subject
to strong genetic control and its phenotypic expression should be readily observed. If not,
the genes responsible for the trait will need to be tagged with molecular markers.
Progress in selection
Progress in selection is evaluated by analyzing the performance of lines with and without
the traits currently sought in the breeding program. If entries differ in the presence or
absence of alternative traits which may or may not confer an adaptive advantage, these
data may be used to evaluate directly the consequences of including new traits in the
breeding program. These experiments could also be used as a basis for developing selection methods for new traits considered worthy of inclusion in the breeding program based
on evidence from direct analysis, physiology research or crop simulation. Thus, the G × E
experiments could link detailed physiology, crop simulation, and plant breeding.
Physiological interpretation
The more detailed measurements on the probe genotypes are used to quantify the constraints at each site, and to aid understanding of the responses of the advanced breeding
lines. This may help to explain the visual symptoms commonly observed, but rarely
understood, in breeding nurseries. Drought score is one significant example. Considering the underlying physiology may lead to development of meaningful systems for
characterizing the timing, duration and intensity of drought at a site, using a combination of visual observations. It may be possible to develop a bioassay for conditions at a
site using phenotypic response of selected probe genotypes, in order to determine the
suitability of the site as a selection environment. This concept is explored further in a
companion paper (Wade et al 1996).
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Some yield responses at Tarlac and Ubon in 1994
Tables 5 and 6 present data for 18 and 21 lines from the G ×E experiments at Tarlac and
Ubon in the 1994 wet season. At Tarlac, conditions were quite favorable, with the crop
yielding 4.0 t/ha on average (Table 5). Genotypes differed significantly, while replicate
means were similar. For each entry, however, yields for individual plots often differed.
The low-yielding lines had either low or high values in replicates 3 or 4. Some of the
high-yielding hybrids had either low or high values in replicates 1 and 2. The standard
error for an entry was 0.43 ma, for a coefficient of variation of 10.8% at this site.
In contrast, the Ubon site encountered some severe drought stress, producing an
average yield of only 1.84 t/ha (Table 6). Here the analysis of variance suggests genotypes do not differ, but replicates were highly significant. Often, the value for replicate 1 was higher, but the value for replicate 2 or 3 was similar to replicate 1 for some
entries. Interestingly, the standard error for an entry was 0.47 t/ha, quite similar to that
at Tarlac. With the lower yields obtained here, however, the coefficient of variation
was 25.3%. Because of the high coefficient of variation, many researchers would discard the Ubon data as being too variable, but in fact, the precision of measurement
was similar at Tarlac and Ubon.
These results raise a number of questions. What is the cause of within-site variability, and what can be done to reduce it? By using more sophisticated designs and
analyses, can we improve the precision of measurement, and thus more readily
detect significant differences? Results from one site in one year are not necessarily
representative of the long-term? Can we use pattern analysis and crop simulation to
help quantify and understand the manner of genotype response over environments?
By characterizing sites, can we understand why some entries do well in some sites
but not in others? Are the patterns of genotypic response over environments clarified, if the probabilities for the expected timing duration and intensity of drought
stress are known for the different sites? Can we use this understanding to help identify traits and trait combinations likely to confer an adaptive advantage in different
target environments? Can we use these experiments to develop and test selection
procedures for these traits using the breeding lines? Can we evaluate the likely
impact of incorporating these traits by examining data for preceding lines with or
without the trait in question?
Lessons from the first cycle of research
Analyses of data from the first cycle may result in some changes in the details of the
approach. The probe genotypes may need to be changed to more effectively discriminate the responses of advanced breeding lines over environments. The current set of
environments may need to be expanded to adequately represent the array of conditions
in the rainfed lowlands. Perhaps more than one environment may be necessary at each
Consortium site, in order to adequately reflect the range of seeding methods, planting
times, topographic positions, and levels of soil fertility which may occur in each region.
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Table 5. Grain yield of 18 early (100-110 DAS) maturing genotypes from the G × E
experiment, Victoria, Tarlac, 1994 WS. Analysis of these data as a randomized complete
block design is also shown.
Genotypes

Entry
no.

Grain yield (t/ha)
I

II

III

IV

Mean

4

2.24

1.77

1.83

1.48

1.83

CT8556-87-1-3-1-M

69

2.60

2.85

2.94

1.61

2.50

CT10069-27-1-6-M-3

70

2.81

2.43

1.82

2.49

2.39

CT9155-2-3-1-2-M-1-M

72

2.88

2.78

2.96

3.26

2.97

lR63428-29-2-3-2-2

20

5.16

4.44

4.17

4.06

4.46

lR66888-4-4B

45

3.53

4.75

3.38

3.42

3.77

IR58025A/BR1356-13-2-1R

75

5.16

3.76

6.01

4.13

4.77

IR58025A/BR168-28-23R

76

4.46

4.20

3.48

4.21

4.09

IR58025A/IR25912-81-2-1R

78

3.24

4.20

3.74

4.28

3.86

IR58025A/IR29723-143-3-2-1R

79

6.75

6.49

5.15

6.21

6.15

IR58025A/IR34686-IR9-1-21R

81

4.21

4.24

5.30

3.93

4.42

IR58025A/IR49461-128-3-3-3R

83

5.19

4.64

3.70

4.11

4.41

IR58025A/IR54566-157-1-3R

85

4.70

5.39

4.98

5.34

5.10

IR58025A/lR54852-129-1-2-3-2R

87

3.20

4.52

4.13

3.94

3.95

IR58025A/IR58029-169-3-2-3R

88

3.26

4.91

4.59

4.78

4.38

CT10006-26-3-M-1

IR58025A/IR58110-144-2-2-2R

89

3.88

3.94

4.16

5.54

4.38

IR58025A/MR19340-1215

92

3.82

5.46

4.76

4.18

4.56

IR58025A/RP633-76-1R

94

3.82

3.80

3.83

4.00

3.86

3.94

4.15

3.94

3.95

4.00

Mean

Source of variation

df

Mean square

Replicate

3

Genotype

17

3.931 **

0.432

Error

51

0.370

Total

71
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Table 6. Grain yield of 25 entries from the G × E and selection experiment at Ubon,
Thailand in 1994. Analysis of these data as a randomized complete block design is also
shown.
Genotypes

Entry no.

Grain yield (t/ha)
I

II

III

Mean
1.99
1.39

lR54977-17-5-B

10

3.03

0.82

2.12

lR66469-17-5-B

23

2.35

1.18

0.63

IR66506-5-1-B

29

1.56

0.99

1.54

1.36

lR66879-2-2-B

41

2.36

1.75

1.51

1.87

lR66882-4-4-B

45

2.16

1.78

1.40

1.78

lR66516-37-7-B

48

1.49

1.47

2.20

1.72

lR66879-8-1-B

50

3.44

1.32

1.48

2.08

lR66879-19-1-B

51

1.47

1.09

0.98

1.18

lR66879-20-2-B

53

2.32

2.60

1.03

1.98

lR66883-11-1-B

57

2.34

1.59

1.78

1.90

lR66883-18-2-B

58

1.11

0.44

1.98

1.18

lR66883-18-3-B

59

2.76

0.91

1.69

1.79

lR66889-20-1-B

62

2.34

1.13

0.83

1.43

lR66883-5-2-B

66

2.72

2.45

1.18

2.12

lR64397-1-3-1

82

2.53

2.15

1.56

2.08

IR57458-PMI-7-B-1-1

85

2.61

1.49

2.19

2.10

lR63429-23-1-3-3

90

2.74

1.80

2.54

2.36

CT9897-50-3-M-3-M

95

2.00

2.15

2.89

2.35

CT9897-55-2-M-3-M

96

2.20

1.11

2.08

1.80

CT9897-55-2-M-6-M

97

2.74

2.06

1.53

2.11

IR57514-PMI-5-B-1-2

100

2.83

0.44

2.52

1.93

1.02

2.17

1.84

Mahsuri

13

2.33

NSG-19

14

2.41

1.59

2.07

2.02

IR20

17

2.15

1.70

2.40

2.08

KDML105

21

1.67

1.59

1.14

1.47

2.31

1.46

1.74

1.84

Mean

Source of variation

df

Mean square
4.609**

Replicate

2

Genotype

24

0.330

Error

46

0.323

Total

72
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To accommodate additional sites, the size of the experiment should be reduced, since
all cooperators, while supporting the research strongly, have complained that the experiment is too large. The site uniformity analyses may permit the nonrandom check plots
to be deleted. Two replicates may be adequate with lattice designs. The number of
breeding lines may be reduced while still meeting the objectives. Two locations are
likely to be sown at each consortium site in 1995, with each experiment reduced to less
than half the current size.
NARS scientists have expressed interest in setting up two related but less detailed
experiments. The first could examine G × E for recent releases from each country across
the sites of the Rainfed Lowland Rice Research Consortium. The second could evaluate
G × E for recent releases in a wider range of sites within the country. These complementary proposals arising from the NARS scientists themselves are an excellent example of
benefits from collaboration in strategic research between IRRI and the NARSs.
Management × environment
The G × E concept should also be extended to examine the interaction with choice of
location and management more thoroughly. Two genotypes may be adequate for this
purpose. The G × E experiments are currently grown with a management regime similar
to that adopted by farmers in the region. G × E interactions may be substantially altered
by seeding method, fertility level, topographic position, and planting time, and a related
set of experiments may be worthwhile to examine this properly. Such a M × E series
could examine the extent of yield limitation due to nutrients and water, and whether genotypes differ in their capacity to adapt to this range of conditions. This is considered an
important issue, since what factors actually constrain yield at some Consortium sites is
not yet clear. Consequently, a second series of experiments on management × environment interactions is proposed for the 1995 wet season.

Conclusions
Genotype × environment interaction is significant in unpredictable rainfed environments, making progress in selection more difficult. This paper has presented a case
for an integrative approach, utilizing multi-location experiments with probe genotypes, pattern analysis, and crop simulation modeling to help understand the characteristics of the target environments, the patterns of genotype response, the traits
which may confer an adaptive advantage to the key constraints, and methods of
selecting for those traits. Topics for further research were also considered.
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Wide hybridization for enhancing
resistance to biotic and abiotic
stresses in rainfed lowland rice
D. S. Brar and G. S. Khush

Several biotic and abiotic stresses affect productivity of rainfed lowland rice. Wild
species of Oryza are an important reservoir of useful genes for resistance to these
stresses. A series of hybrids has been produced through embryo rescue among rice
and several wild species. Useful genes for resistance to grassy stunt virus, bacterial
blight (BB), brown planthopper (BPH), and blast have been transferred into rice from
wild species such as O. nivara, O. longistaminata, O. officinalis, O. minuta,
O. latifolia, O. australiensis, and O. brachyantha. Grassy stunt virus resistance from
O. nivara has been bred into several rice cultivars and these varieties are
commercially grown in several rice-growing countries. Similarly, elite breeding lines
with BPH resistance derived from O. officinalis are grown as commercial varieties in
Vietnam. Advanced backcross progenies derived from crosses of rice and wild
species such as O. brachyantha, O. officinalis, O. ridley, and O. rufipogon are being
evaluated for the transfer of resistance to yellow stemborer and tungro, and
tolerance to flooding and acid sulfate conditions. Isoenzyme and RFLP markers are
being used to characterize alien introgression. Analyses of introgression lines
indicate that mechanism of alien gene transfer is probably genetic recombination
through crossing over rather than substitution of whole or large segment of
chromosomes of wild species. The gene(s) for BPH resistance introgressed from O.
australiensis into rice was found to be linked with RG457 at a distance of 3.68±1.29
cM. Such close linkage is useful in marker-based selection while transferring BPH
resistance from introgression lines into other elite breeding lines.

The wild species are an important reservoir of useful genes for various economic
traits such as disease and insect resistance, increased tolerance for abiotic stresses,
new sources of cytoplasmic male sterility, and improved quality characteristics. In
the past, several successful gene transfers have been made from wild species into crop

plants, notably those for rust resistance in wheat (Knott 1971, Sears 1972), grassy
stunt and brown planthopper (BPH) resistance in rice (Khush 1977, Jena and Khush
1990), mildew and crown rust resistance in oats (Aung and Thomas 1976), and resistance to several pests in tomato (Rick 1982). The role of wild relatives in crop
improvement has been emphasized in several reviews (Sears 1972, Frey 1983, Brar
and Khush 1986, Khush and Brar 1988, 1992, Sitch 1990, Jiang et al 1994).
The genus Oryza, to which the cultivated rice belongs, has 24 wild species. Oryza
sativa (2n = 24, AA) is the predominant cultivated species, while O. glaberrima (2n =
24, AA) is cultivated in a limited area in western Africa. The wild species of rice have
either 2n = 24 or 48 chromosomes with AA, BB, BBCC, CC, CCDD, EE, and FF
genomes. The genomic constitution of some species such as O. ridleyi, O. granulata,
and O. meyeriana is not known. Rice is grown under a wide range of agroclimatic
conditions and several factors such as unfavorable temperature, water and soil conditions, and diseases and insects, affect its productivity. Genetic variability for some
traits such as resistance to tungro, sheath blight, and yellow stemborer, and salinity
tolerance, is limited in the cultivated germplasm and wild species offer enormous
potential for the transfer of useful genes for rice improvement.
Several incompatibility barriers limit the production of wide-cross hybrids and
the transfer of useful genes. Sitch (1990), Sitch and Romero (1990) and Khush and
Brar (1992), and Brar and Khush (1994) have reviewed various approaches to overcome these barriers. Techniques of chromosome banding, RFLPs, and in-situ hybridization, have become important for characterizing introgression of alien genetic
variation and for molecular tagging of alien genes. Protoplast fusion among sexually
incompatible species is being explored to obtain somatic hybrids, cybrids, and
organelle recombinants. Tissue culture of wide hybrids has the potential to enhance
chromosomal exchanges and alien gene introgression. With the advances in the techniques of chromosomal manipulations, cell culture, and molecular biology, the future
outlook for wide hybridization in rice seems more promising than before.
The main objectives of the wide hybridization in rice are:
Widening the rice gene pool by transfering useful genes for disease and insect resistance and tolerance to abiotic stresses from wild species into elite breeding lines of rice.
Precise characterization of alien genetic variation using isoenzyme and RFLP
markers and tagging of introgressed alien chromosome segments.

Approaches in wide hybridization
Identification of useful variability in the wild species germplasm
Production of hybrids between elite breeding lines of rice and wild species
through embryo rescue
Backcrossing with the recurrent rice parent followed by embryo rescue to produce
fertile progenies
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Evaluation of advanced disomic progenies for transfer of useful trait(s)
Monitoring alien introgression using isoenzyme and RFLP markers. Chromosomal location of gene(s) using monosomic alien addition lines (MAALs)
Tagging of introgressed alien genes with molecular markers.

Production of interspecific hybrids and advanced backcross progenies
The abortion of embryos at different stages of development is a characteristic feature of
wide crosses. Embryo rescue has been successfully used to produce a series of interspecific and intergeneric crosses in a large number of crop plants (Khush and Brar 1992).
Hybrids have been produced through embryo rescue between elite breeding lines
of rice and several accessions of wild species representing BBCC, CC, CCDD, EE,
and FF genomes (Table 1) (Brar et al 1991). Crosses of rice with Porteresia coarctata
(2n = 48), a salt-tolerant species, have not been successful so far. The hybrids
between rice and various Oryza species have been produced with the objective of
transferring genes for resistance to BPH, BB, blast, sheath blight, tungro disease, and
yellow stemborer. The F1 hybrids involving rice and wild species other than AA
genome are completely male sterile and are backcrossed to the respective recurrent
rice parents. Progenies are advanced through embryo rescue in subsequent backcrosses until plants with 2n = 24 and 25 chromosomes become available. The plants
with 2n = 25, referred to as monosomic alien addition lines (MAAL), have normal
chromosome complement of rice and one chromosome from wild species.
Table 1. Hybrids produced between cultivated rice (Oryza sativa) and wild species
following embryo rescue.
Cross-combination
Cultivated × wild species
O. sativa (AA) × O. officinalis (CC) 2n = 24
O. sativa 2n = 24 × O. eichingeri (CC) 2n = 24
O. sativa 2n = 24 × O. rhizomatis (CC) 2n = 24
O. sativa 2n = 24 × O. minuta (BBCC) 2n = 48
O. sativa 2n = 24 × O. latifolia (CCDD) 2n = 48
O. sativa 2n = 24 × O. alta (CCDD) 2n = 48
O. sativa 2n = 24 × O. grandiglumis (CCDD) 2n = 48
O. sativa 2n = 24 × O. australiensis (EE) 2n = 24
O. sativa 2n = 24 × O. brachyantha (FF) 2n = 24
O. sativa 2n = 24 × O. ridleyi 2n = 48
O. sativa 2n = 24 × O. granulata 2n = 24
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MAALs have been produced containing alien chromosomes of five wild species;
12 chromosomes of O. officinalis, 11 of O. latifolia, 8 of O. australiensis, and 7 each
of O. minuta and O. brachyantha. These MAALs serve as an additional source of
alien genetic variation.
Hybrids between rice and AA genome wild species have been produced through
direct crosses without using embryo rescue for transfer of genes for biotic and abiotic
stresses; transfer of tungro resistance from O. rufipogon (Acc 105908), for tolerance
to acid sulfate soils ( O. rufipogon Acc 106412) and increased elongation ability ( O.
rufipogon CB751).

Gene transfer from wild species into rice
A number of useful genes have been transferred from wild species into rice (Table 2).
Khush (1977) transferred a gene for grassy stunt resistance from O. nivara (AA
genome) to rice through backcrossing. The grassy stunt resistance has been bred into
several rice cultivars now being grown in many rice-growing countries. Similarly, a
gene ( Xa-21 ) for bacterial blight resistance has been transferred from another AA
genome wild species O. longistaminata into rice (Khush et al 1990). The Xa-21 confers resistance to all 6 races of bacterial blight in the Philippines. Jena and Khush
(1990) transferred genes for resistance to three Philippine biotypes of BPH from O.
officinalis into the elite breeding line IR31917-45-3-2. The derived lines have also
shown resistance to BPH populations in India and Bangladesh. These lines are free
from undesirable features of wild species such as grain shattering and poor plant type,
and are at par in grain yield with the recurrent parent. They are being used as parents
in rice breeding at IRRI and in various national programs. From the cross of O. sativa
× O. officinalis, three breeding lines resistant to BPH have been released as varieties
in Vietnam; IR54741-2-44-15-24-3 as MTL 98, IR54741-34-10-6-2 as MTL 103 and
IR54741-10-5-1 as MTL 105. Genes for resistance to blast, BB, BPH, and Wbph
have been transferred into rice from several wild species such as O. officinalis, O.
minuta, O. australiensis, O. latifolia, and O. brachyantha (Jena and Khush 1990,
Amante et al 1992, Multani et al 1994, unpublished results) (Table 2).
Advanced progenies derived from O. sativa × O. brachyantha and O. sativa ×
O. ridleyi are being evaluated for the transfer of resistance to yellow stemborer.
Backcross progenies and F4 populations have been produced for the transfer of tungro tolerance involving IR64 × O. rufipogon (Acc 105908) and for tolerance to acid
sulfate conditions involving IR64 × O. rufipogon (Acc 106412). Several elite
breeding lines with increased elongation ability have been derived from the crosses
of rice with O. rufipogon.
Introgression has also been obtained for various morphological traits such as
awning, maturity, purple stigma, black hull, and red pericarp from various wild species into rice.
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Molecular markers for characterization of alien introgression and gene
tagging
RFLP markers provide a unique opportunity to monitor alien gene introgression and
to tag genes governing traits of economic importance. Recently, RFLP maps have
become available in a number of plant species including maize, tomato, potato, lettuce, barley, and rice. These maps are of great value in genetic and breeding research.
In rice, a molecular map consisting of more than 600 RFLP markers has been developed (McCouch et a1 1988, Tanksley et a1 1992).
Table 2. Progress in the transfer of genes for tolerance to biotic and abiotic stresses
from various wild species into rice.
Donor wild species (Genome)

Accession
number

Grassy stunt resistance

O. nivara (AA)

101 508

Bacterial blight resistance

O. longistaminata (AA)

Trait transferred to O. sativa
(AA genome)

O. officinalis (CC)

100896

O. minuta (BBCC)

101141

O. latifolia (CCDD)

10091 4

O. australiensis (EE)

100882

O. brachyantha (FF)

101232

Blast resistance

O. minuta (BBCC)

101141

Brown planthopper resistance

O. officinalis (CC)

100896

O. minuta (BBCC)

101141

O. latifolia (CCDD)

10091 4

O. australiensis (EE)

100882

O. granulata (unknown)a

100879

Whitebacked planthopper resistance

O. officinalis (CC)

100896

Yellow stemborer resistance

O. brachyantha (FF) a

101 232

(unknown) a

100821

O. ridleyi
Sheath blight resistance

O. minuta (BBCC)b

101 089

Tungro tolerance

O. rufipogon (AA) a

105908

(CC) b

105220

Increased elongation ability

O. rufipogon (AA) a

CB751

Tolerance to acid sulfate soils

O. rufipogon (AA) a

10641 2

0. rufipogon (AA) a

106423

O. officinalis

a Material under test.

b Advance backcross progenies being produced.
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Both isoenzyme and RFLP markers detect extensive polymorphism between rice
and wild species and have proved useful genetic markers in characterization of alien
genetic variation. Introgression was obtained for O. latifolia alleles of seven isoenzyme
loci ( Pgi-1, Pgi-2, Pgd-2, Mdh-3, Amp-1, Amp-2, Est-5 ) in the advanced generation disomic progenies derived from O. sativa × O. latifolia crossing. Similarly, introgression
was detected from O. minuta for five loci in disomic derivatives of O. sativa x O. minuta.
Gene(s) for BPH resistance introgressed from O. australiensis (Acc 100882) have
been tagged with the molecular markers. One of the introgression lines, IR65482-4136-2 derived from the cross of IR31917-45-3-2 × O. australiensis resistant to BPH
biotype 1 of Philippines, was used in RFLP analysis (Table 3).
Table 3. Reaction to BPH in the recurrent parent, wild species, and introgression line.
Reaction to BPH biotypesa

Material
1

2

3

IR31917-45-3-2 (recurrent parent)

S

S

S

O. australiensis (Acc 100882)

R

R

R

lR65482-4-136-2-2 (introgression line)

R

R

R

a R = resistant; S = susceptible.

Monosomic alien addition line analysis showed that the gene(s) for BPH resistance
are located on chromosome 12. Thus, RG probes mapped to chromosome 12 were used
in RFLP analysis. All the 14 probes were polymorphic in recurrent parent and wild species; however, only RG457 detected introgression from O. australiensis to the introgression line. Cosegregation for BPH reaction and RG457 was determined from the F2
data (Fig. 1, Table 4). The results showed that the gene for BPH resistance is linked with
RG457 with a distance of 3.68±1.29 cM (Ishii et al 1994). Such close linkage is useful
in practicing marker-based selection while transferring BPH resistance from the introgression line into any elite breeding line and in monitoring alien gene introgression. We
are similarly tagging other genes introgressed from various wild species into rice.

Alien gene introgression
RFLP analysis of the introgression line for BPH resistance derived from O. sativa × O.
australiensis indicates that the genes for BPH resistance have been introgressed from O.
australiensis into chromosomes 12. Meiotic chromosome analysis of the F1 hybrids of
O. sativa × O. australiensis shows lack of homology between the chromosomes of the
two parents (Nezu et al 1960, Morinaga 1964) or limited homology (Shastry and Rao
1961, Li et al 1963). Multani et al (1 994) reported occurrence of zero to eight bivalents in
the F1 hybrid and transfer of several traits from O. australiensis to O. sativa in the back-
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cross progenies, thereby showing crossing over between chromosomes of the two species. RFLP analysis of BC 2 aneuploid plants of O. sativa × O. brachyantha also showed
evidence of recombination between chromosomes of A and F genomes (unpublished
data). Similarly, introgression from O. officinalis into O. sativa was detected for 11 of the
12 chromosomes through RFLP analysis (Jena et al 1992). Replacement of sativa alleles
with the corresponding alleles from officinalis and australiensis in the introgression
lines, supports the occurrence of crossing over in transferring the segments of wild species chromosomes to O. sativa. RFLP analysis showing introgression for only 1 of the 5
probes for chromosome 10 and 1 of the 14 probes of choromosome 12 from O. australiensis into rice further supports the mechanism of alien gene transfer by crossing over
rather than by substitution of a complete chromosome or a chromosome arm.
Table 4. Cosegregation for BPH resistance (biotype 1) and RG457 in F2 derived from the
cross of recurrent parent lR31917-45-3-2 (BPH susceptible) with introgression line
lR65482-4-136-2-2 (BPH resistant).
RG457a
genotype

No. of plants with BPH reactionb
Resistant (RR)

11

Resistant (R/S)

0

4

12

2

22

23

Total

25

a

Total

Susceptible (SS)
23

27

57

0

59

2

0

25

63

23

111

1 = allele from recurrent parent; 2 = allele from introgression line.

b F genotype determined from BPH reaction of F progenies.
2
3

Future outlook
Various biotic and abiotic stresses lower rice productivity. Wide hybridization offers
great potential to incorporate genes for tolerance to these stresses. Genes for resistance to grassy stunt, BPH, BB, and blast have successfully been transferred from different wild species into rice. Pyramiding of such genes would enhance durability of
resistance to diseases and insects. Widening the gene pool of rice through wide
hybridization should get priority for traits where there is limited variability in the cultivated rice germplasm, such as resistance to yellow stemborer and sheath blight, and
tolerance to salinity and acid sulfate soils. Intensive efforts are needed to screen wild
species germplasm, particularly for abiotic stresses, and incorporate such useful variability into rice using various biotechnological approaches. Enhanced recombination
between genomes of wild and cultivated species is needed for the precise transfer of
useful traits. There is a need to intensify strategic research to understand the extent
and process of introgression of alien chromosome segments using RFLP and in situ
hybridization techniques.
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RG457

1. RFLP pattern in the F2 population of a cross of a BPH-resistant introgression line (P1)
with the recurrent parent (P2), M = Lambda DNA digested with HindIII (IRRI 1993).
Total DNA was digested with EcoRI and probed with RG457 on chromosome 12. Also
indicated are the results of BPH resistance tests performed on F3 progeny of the 16 F2
plants. R = true breeding for resistance, S = true breeding for susceptibility, R/S = segregating for resistance. The seventh F 2 individual from the marker lane shows the only
recombinant event between phenotype for these 16 F 2 individuals.
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Studies on the alterations of Pdc
gene expression in transgenic rice
A. Grover, M. A. Hossain, M. E. Huq, J. D. McGee, W. J. Peacock,
E. S. Dennis, and T. K. Hodges

Improved anoxia tolerance is an important agronomic trait for rice since it can
possibly (i) enable the plants to survive under flash-flooding conditions, and (ii)
make feasible direct- seeding of rice seedlings. This trait is particularly desirable
for those rice types which are agronomically-superior but are flooding-sensitive.
Previous studies have indicated that an increased rate of ethanolic fermentation
may have a role in providing plants with anoxia tolerance. One of the primary
effects of anoxia is the reduction in respiratory activity resulting in reduction in
levels of ATP and accumulation of NADH. Ethanolic fermentation enables the
pyruvate to be routed through an alternative pathway causing low levels of ATP
production and, concomitantly, regeneration of NAD for the continuation of
respiration, albeit at low levels. Pyruvate decarboxylase (PDC) which catalyzes
irreversible conversion of pyruvate to acetaldehyde, and alcohol dehydrogenase
(ADH) which catalyzes the terminal step of converting acetaldehyde into ethanol
and carbon dioxide are the two important enzymes for the ethanolic fermentation
pathway. PDC is a crucial protein in this respect since (i) it is the first enzyme
channeling carbon towards this pathway, and (ii) acetaldehyde, the end product of
its reaction, is an extremely toxic metabolite. We are attempting to improve anoxia
tolerance in rice by engineering altered levels of PDC . We have made plasmid
constructs which should alter the levels of PDC in transgenic rice. The promoter of
the Pdc gene is being analyzed in order to understand the basis of its inducibility in
response to anaerobic conditions.

Agronomically, the practice of cultivating rice can be categorized into the following
four ecosystems: (a) upland, (b) rainfed lowland, (c) flood-prone, and (d) irrigated.
Flooding is one of the major stresses affecting growth and yield of rice. Flooding
leads to the plants encountering anaerobiosis, or oxygen deprivation, as gas diffusion
from the atmosphere to the soil is limited during flooding. Extended exposure to such
conditions can cause irreparable damage.

Breeding approach for improved tolerance to flooding in rice
To date, no rice variety is available that can grow vigorously in flooded soil.
Yamauchi et al (1993). at the International Rice Research Institute, carried out studies
to establish whether germplasm suitable for direct sowing under flooded soil exists.
They screened 256 accessions having diverse genetic background and 404 accessions
having desirable agronomic characters. Their experiments revealed that several collections from northeastern India and Bangladesh (for instance, FR13A, JC148,
JC178, ASD1) are distinctly superior under flooding conditions. Thus, they could be
used as parents in breeding programs aiming to develop varieties ideal for planting in
areas prone to flooding, or for direct seeding.
It has been further speculated that if the traits of stem elongation ability and submergence tolerance were combined in semi-dwarf rice varieties, the adaptability of
such a genotype against flash floods could be increased (Jackson et al 1982a). Tests
conducted by Saha Ray et a1 (1993) indicate that both these characters could be combined in the same genotype, provided genes for submergence tolerence like those
from FR13A and Kurkaruppan are available. However, as most flooding-tolerant
types have other agronomically-undesirable traits, it would be useful if the modern
techniques of genetic engineering could be employed to transfer genes for submergence tolerance into a background of other desired genes in order to produce highyielding flooding-tolerant rice types. We have initiated a research program which
aims at altering the efficacy of fermentation pathway in rice for improving their
flooding response.

Effect of flooding stress on respiratory reactions
Anaerobiosis (i.e. anoxia – total absence of oxygen, or hypoxia – lower oxygen availability) is directly related to respiration. During glycolysis, glucose is converted into
pyruvate (Fig. 1). Under normal oxygen availability, there is oxidative decarboxylation of pyruvate to form acetyl coenzyme A (acetyl CoA) in living cells. This unit is
then completely oxidized to CO2 by the citric acid cycle (Fig. 1). Under conditions of
hypoxia/anoxia (as in the case of flooding) a switch to a fermentation pathway of respiration occurs. This transition is important to generate ATPs (although at low levels)
and to permit oxidation of reduced NADH (Walker et a1 1987). In the altered scheme
of respiration, pyruvate is metabolized in the following two ways:
(i) Pyruvate is reduced to lactate in a NADH-dependent step. This reaction is catalyzed by lactate dehydrogenase (LDH).
Pyruvate + NADH + H + ® Lactate + NAD+
(ii) Ethanol is formed from pyruvate via a two-step conversion. The first step
involves the decarboxylation of pyruvate which is catalyzed by pyruvate decarboxylase (PDC).
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Pyruvate + H+
Acetaldehyde + CO2
The second step is the reduction of acetaldehyde to ethanol in a reaction catalyzed
by alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH).
Ethanol + NAD+
Acetaldehyde + NADH + H+
Induction of these pathways follows a set order. Under normal conditions, the pH
of the cytosol is basic, i.e. approximately 7.4. Therefore, PDC which has an acidic pH
optimum, i.e. approximately 6.8, remains inactive during the transition from the aerobic to the anerobic mode of respiration (Morrell et al 1990) and LDH is functional.
Lactate production results in a fall in cytoplasmic pH, thus inducing PDC activity
(Davies et al 1974, Roberts et al 1984). The question of how toxic ethanol is to cellular activities has been examined by some workers. Generally, when plant cells are
subjected to anoxia/hypoxia, ethanol is produced at concentrations of 2 mM to 50
mM (Perata and Alpi 1993). On the other hand, it has been shown that high, nonphysiological concentrations of exogenously-supplied ethanol are required to cause
the symptoms of anoxia-related injuries (Jackson et al 1982b). For instance, only
when the concentration of ethanol is as high as 600 mM, is growth of rice seedlings
inhibited by 50% (Perata and Alpi 1993). On the basis of these arguments, it appears
that ethanol accumulation may not be an injurious event.
During the formation of ethanol from pyruvate, acetaldehyde is synthesized
which has been shown to be highly toxic if accumulated (Perata and Alpi 1991, Perata
et al 1992). However, the coupled reaction of conversion of acetaldehyde into ethanol
through ADH should ensure that this toxic species does not accumulate.

1. A model showing that the pyruvate formed in the glycolytic cycle is subsequently
metabolized in two alternative pathways depending upon the availability of oxygen.
PDC, pyruvate decarboxylase, ADH, alcohol dehydrogenase.
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Special attributes of rice plants suitable for surviving under flooded
conditions
Tolerance to oxygen-deprivation is a species-dependent phenomenon. Seeds of only
some species are endowed with the capacity to germinate in anoxia and very few can
tolerate even a short span of hypoxia. Rice is an unusual crop in this sense since it can
germinate and grow in waterlogged soils to some extent. However, the growth of rice
seedlings under anoxia is a deviation from the normal pattern (Alpi and Beevers
1983, Atwell and Greenway 1987). When 4-d-old IR54 rice seedlings were subjected
to flooding conditions by submerging them in water through which nitrogen gas was
continuously bubbled, both roots and shoots showed stunted extension growth (Fig.
2). Branching of the primary root was conspicuously affected by the anoxic conditions (Fig. 2). Treated seedlings retained more green tissues than untreated control
seedlings maintained in darkness, possibly because normal senescence-related chlorophyll breakdown in anoxia-treated seedlings was not affected by the lack of oxidative environment (unpublished data).

2. Influence of anaerobic conditions on the morphology of rice seedlings. IR54 rice seedlings were germinated and grown under normal conditions for 4 d. Subsequently, the
seedlings were transferred to aerobic or anaerobic (generated by submerging seedlings in
water through which nitrogen gas was continuously bubbled) conditions, in dark for 72 h.
Seedlings maintained in anaerobic conditions show stunted extension growth of root and
shoot tissues as well as reduced branching of the root axis, as compared to control.

High amounts of ethanol are reportedly formed in rice during anaerobiosis. It is
estimated that 98% of the ethanol produced in rice seedlings is dispelled into the surroundings (Bertani et al 1980). PDC and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase
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(GAPDH) are induced in rice under such conditions (Ricard et al 1989, Rivoal et al
1990). Anaerobiosis also increases the levels of ADH activity in rice, indicating an
efficient switching on of the fermentation system (Bertani et al 1980) and ability to
remove acetaldehyde. Both the levels of lactate dehydrogenase and the levels of lactic
acid production are very low in rice (Rivoal et al 1991), indicating that cytoplasmic
acidification is not a major event in rice (Menegus et al 1991). a -amylase, which carries out the conversion of starch to fermentable carbohydrates, is induced during
anoxia in rice (Perata et al 1992). These carbohydrates support the enhanced elongation in rice under elevated water levels, and thus are important for anaerobic germination (Perata et al 1992).
Besides these, several other characteristics enable rice to survive flooding. In rice,
aerenchyma are richly developed in the roots, internodes and leaf sheaths which aid in
dispersal of gaseous oxygen in the plant body (John et al 1974). In deep water rice, the
leaf is corrugated and covered by waxes. This feature imparts hydrophobicity to the
leaf and it also aids in the formation of air layers between the leaf surface and the surrounding water (Raskin and Kende 1983).

Molecular events associated with flooding stress
Sachs et al (1980) reported that maize roots respond to anoxia by ceasing the synthesis of aerobic proteins and synthesizing a new set of polypeptides. They found that
during the first hour of anaerobiosis, there is increased synthesis of a class of
polypeptides with molecular weights of approximately 33 kDa. These proteins were
christened as transition polypeptides (TPs). During the next hour of anaerobic treatment, the synthesis of another group of polypeptides called anaerobic polypeptides
(ANPs) was initiated. ANPs have since been identified in several plant systems,
including those of rice. Importantly, most of the ANPs have proven to be the enzymes
of the glycolytic and fermentation pathway, indicating that alteration in respiratory
activities constitute one of the earliest responses to flooding.
One such ANP has been identified as PDC (Rivoal et al 1990). An increase in
activity of PDC is observed under anoxic conditions (Laszlo and Lawrence 1983,
Kelley 1989) and Western blotting experiments have confirmed that the PDC protein
is accumulated during anoxic conditions (Kelley 1989). Genes coding for Pdc have
been cloned and characterized in several plant and bacterial species, including Zea
mays, Neurospora crassa, Saccharomyces aureus, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Kluyveromyces marxianus, and Zymomonas mobilis (Kelley et al 1991, Peschke and
Sachs 1993), but so far there is no published work on rice. Our group has identified
three distinct genomic clones for Pdc DNA sequences from an IR54 genomic library
using the maize Pdc gene as a probe (Hossain et al 1994, Abstracts of the Seventh
Meeting of the Rockefeller International Rice Program). Our Southern results show
that a total of 4 to 5 different-sized fragments hybridize with the various Pdc gene
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probes, indicating that there are 4 to 5 genes governing PDC synthesis in rice (Grover
et al 1994, Abstracts of the Seventh Meeting of the Rockefeller International Rice
Program). We have examined the expression profiles of the various genomic clones
by Northern analysis to work out their differential expression. We find multiple transcripts rapidly induced when we employ the full length Pdc gene 1 as probe (Grover
et al 1994, Abstracts ofthe Seventh Meeting of the Rockefeller International Rice
Program).
We have obtained and sequenced a full-length Pdc cDNA (Pdc cDNA1) clone
corresponding to genomic clone 1 which is rapidly and predominantly expressed in
Northern blotting experiments. We used this cDNA for our objective of altering levels of PDC enzyme in transgenic rice. We have coupled the Pdc coding region to a
number of promoters for this purpose (Fig. 3):
1. 35S promoter-adh intron-Pdc cDNA 1 - tnos (Sense orientation of the Pdc gene).
2. 35S promoter-adh intron-Pdc cDNA 1 - tnos (Antisense orientation of the Pdc
gene).
3. Actin promoter-Pdc cDNA 1- tnos (Sense orientation of the Pdc gene).
4. Actin promoter-Pdc cDNA 1 - tnos (Antisense orientation of the Pdc gene).
5. 6X ARE’S (Anaerobic Responsive Elements) promoter-adh intron-Pdc cDNA
1-tnos (Sense orientation of the Pdc gene).
6. 6X ARE’S promoter-adh intron-Pdc cDNA 1 - tnos (Antisense orientation of the
Pdc cDNA) .
Plasmid DNA of these constructs is being introduced into transgenic rice at Purdue University.

Analysis of the Pdc gene promoter
In the constructs shown above, promoters (such as CaMV 35S, actin and 6X ARES)
from heterologous systems have been employed to alter expression levels of the Pdc
gene. It is equally important that we characterize the Pdc promoter itself for driving
high level Pdc expression. We have commenced sequencing and characterizing the
Pdc promoter. Work on other anaerobically-induced genes (such as Adh) has
revealed that the induction of the corresponding mRNA synthesis is controlled by
two regions upstream of the transcription start site. A conserved nucleotide sequence
found in these regions with a consensus sequence of its core element TGGTTT
(called the anaerobic response element or ARE) is considered crucial for anaerobic
inducibility (Olive et al 1991). We find multiple core motifs with sequence TGGTTT
in the Pdc 1 gene promoter. Using the Pdc 1 genomic clone, we have made the following constructs:
1. Pdc 1 promoter-gus A-tnos (a transcriptional fusion).
2. Pdc 1 promoter-actin intron-gus A-tnos (a transcriptional fusion).
3. Pdc 1 promoter-gus A-tnos (a translational fusion).
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Construct 2 in particular was found to be highly efficient for the expression of the
Gus gene when shot into wheat and maize suspension cells, barley aleurone cells or
electroporated into rice protoplasts. To elucidate the genetic elements responsible for
the anaerobic inducibility of the Pdc gene, we made a library of promoter deletions.
From this library, seven clones with variable lengths of the Pdc promoter were chosen
and sequenced. Subsequently, the Gus A gene was cloned at the 3’ end of each of the
deletion and constructs were again sequenced using nos-specific and Gus A-specific
primers. The precise positions of these deletions are shown in Figure 4. When introduced into rice protoplasts by electroporation, all deletions showed Gus A activity
and there was a progressive decline in Gus A activity with the reduction in the length
of the Pdc promoter.

3. Plasmid constructs to alter the level of PDC protein in transgenic rice. Full-length
cDNA corresponding to the Pdc genomic clone 1 was cloned 3’ to three different promoters (CaMV35S, Actin 1, and 6X ARES) in sense and antisense orientations. All constructs
also contained an intron (Actin 1 or Adh 1) towards the 5’ end of the Pdc cDNA.
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The deletion of Pdc promoter from - 1190 to - 1008 caused a near 4-fold reduction
in Gus A activity (Fig. 4). Importantly, the region of 186 bases from - 1190 to - 1008
has consensus ARES as found in other anaerobically inducible genes (unpublished
data). A similar pattern of the loss in Gus A activity was noted when we shot these
constructs into maize suspension cells. The level of anoxia of these tissues is
unknown, more satisfactory would be to shoot these constructs in intact seedlings.

4. Nested deletions of the promoter region from Pdc 1 genomic clone. Seven clones representing variable lengths of the Pdc promoter are shown. The length of the promoter starts
from the transcription start site which is +1. Gus gene was cloned towards the 3’ end of all
the constructs. Actin 1 intron has also been cloned towards the 5’ end of the Gus gene in
all the constructs. Plasmid pDMC 205 is the control plasmid which has promoterless Gus
A gene (D. McElroy, CAMBIA, Div. of Plant Industry, CSIRO, Canberra, Australia).
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Conclusions
Protocols for stable genetic transformation of rice have been adequately standardized employing polyethylene glycol - mediated protoplast transformation, electroporation, Agrobacterium and biolistic methods (McElroy and Bretell 1994). The
first and foremost task for transformation is the identification of the desired gene(s)
with which the plant should be transformed. Anoxia tolerance can be effected in
plants at two levels- first, by providing a high energy status to the plant by introducing genes that would increase the flux of carbohydrates via the glycolytic pathway
(examples of such genes include those of sucrose synthase and a-amylase) and second, by increasing the efficiency of the enzymes involved in the fermentation pathway. We have made some progress towards manipulating Pdc levels in rice. The
PDC protein mediates the first step of ethanolic fermentation pathway. We have
identified the Pdc gene which is strongly expressed in response to anoxia. We have
made plasmid constructs for changing the expression patterns for this gene using
three different promoters. We are characterizing the Pdc promoter so that we can
use it to derive high PDC levels in future. Rice transformation using the constructs
made by us is in progress at Professor Thomas Hodges’s group at Purdue University. After the transformants are obtained, progenies will be analyzed for Pdc levels
and correlation between Pdc levels and submergence tolerance determined.
Recently, plasmid constructs to over-express the Adh gene in cotton and rice have
been made (Setter et al 1991, Proc. Fifth International Programme on Rice Biotechnology; Ellis et al 1994, Seventh Rockefeller Rice Biotechnology Meeting). As a
long-term goal, we will attempt to enhance expression of both Pdc and Adh genes
so that the efficiency of the whole pathway of ethanolic fermentation can be
enhanced.
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Genetic analysis of rice varietal
ability to stimulate associative N2
fixation using 15N-dilution method
and RFLP markers
P. Wu, G. Zhang, J. K. Ladha, N. Huang, and S. R. McCouch

Significant diversity in rice varietal ability to stimulate associative N2 fixation has been
demonstrated during last two decades. To investigate the genetic background of the ability,
15
N-dilution method using soil available N as a reference and RFLP techniques were used.
High broadsense heritability of the ability was observed in pot experiments. Orthogonal
contrasts and interval mapping analysis were used to detect genetic factors as well as gene
actions. The population size required for orthogonal contrasts is discussed. Similar results
were observed from orthogonal contrasts and interval mapping analysis. Four putative
QTLs located on 4 chromosomes were identified. Additive effect was found to be
predominant, but partial dominance existed and complete dominance of one QTL was also
detected. Significant epistatic interactions with additive × additive and dominant ×
dominant effects were identified.

Significant differences in rice varietal ability to stimulate associative N2 fixation have
been recognized during last two decades (Yoshida and Ancajas 1971, Lee et al 1977,
Watanabe et al 1979, Hirota et al 1978, Barraquio et al 1986, Ladha et al 1986, 1987,
1988, Wu and Ladha 1994). It would be attractive if it were possible to exploit varieties with higher biological nitrogen fixation (BNF) ability because such varieties
would enhance BNF without requiring a change in current practices and would not
impose major socioeconomic or environmental constraints (Ladha et al 1993). It is a
prerequisite to understand the genetic background of the varietal variation in the ability before initiating a breeding effort to develop varieties which can support enhanced
N2 fixation. It has been reported that rice genotypic ability to enhance BNF in rhizosphere seems heritable and may be considered as a quantitative trait (Iyama et al
1983, Dommergues 1978). However, these studies were based on acetylene reducing
activity (ARA) assay which is not a quantitative and time-integrated method. Measured rates therefore cannot be easily or accurately extrapolated to obtain a quantitative estimation of the amount of N2 fixed (Roger and Ladha 1992).

15 N-dilution is currently the most accurate time-integrated method of estimating
the contribution of N2 fixation. Although the reliability of the 15N-dilution method
using soil available N as a reference (Pareek et al 1990, Rarivonson and Ladha 1992)
made it possible to quantitatively analyze rice genotypic variation in BNF ability, the
application of the method in large-scale screening programs is limited because of the
time-consuming and sophisticated procedures required for preparing 15 N-enriched
and stabilized soil and samples for 15N analysis. For this reason, investigation of
molecular markers linked to the putative genetic factors conditioning the ability
would provide a valuable tool for selection for genotypes. The advent of methods for
detecting DNA has resulted in the effective coverage of some plant genomes with
genetic markers, thus permitting the localization of quantitative traits loci (QTLs) of
interest. The well-developed rice restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP)
map (Causse et al 1994) allows genetic evaluation of QTLs associated with quantitative traits of interest in rice (Wang et al 1994, Champoux et al 1995).
In the present study, the genetic background of the ability was investigated using
the 15N-dilution method and RFLP markers. An F2 population derived from rice varieties IR42 (indica IRRI release) and Palawan (javanica, Philippine landrace) was
used for testing materials. The two parents were previously identified as having
higher and lower ability, respectively, to enhance N2 fixation in the rhizosphere
(Ventura and Watanabe 1983, App et al 1986, Ladha et al 1988). The enriched 15 Ndilution method using soil NH4 +-N as a reference, and the population size required
for orthogonal contrast were also assessed.
15 N-dilution

method using soil

15NH + -N
4

as a reference

The method is based on the assumption that the 15N/ 14 N ratio of N absorbed from
soil is the same for plants under comparison. It has been reported that 15N abundance
in soil available N decreased sharply after the growth of rice, and that slight differences in growing pattern may result in apparent differences in 15N contents at harvest
(Witty 1983). Therefore, 15N-stabilized soil and similar growing patterns for materials to be compared are required in 15N-dilution experiments using soil available N as
reference. It has been demonstrated that if 15 N enrichment of soil available N is stabilized, the 15 N-dilution method using soil available N as a reference provides accurate
and reliable estimates (Pareek et al 1990, Rarivonson and Ladha 1992). In the present
study, residual 15N soil and stabilized 15 N-enriched soil were used. The residual 15N
soil was collected from field microplots enclosed by iron coats. in which the soil had
been labeled by applying 15 N-labeled fertilizer as (NH 4 )2 SO4 2 years previously. The
prepared soil was incubated under flooded conditions with frequent mixing. The stabilized residual atom 15 N% excess obtained after 2 months of incubation was
0.026±0.001. To prepare the stabilized 15N-labelled soil for the experiment, the soil
collected from the IRRI farm was sieved through a 1 cm screen and incubated in a
concrete pool under 5 cm of water. Seventy-five grams of 15N-labelled (75%)
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(NH,)2 S0, was dissolved in about 5 liters of tap water and applied uniformly to the
pool which was covered with plastic film. The soil was thoroughly mixed weekly.
Four replications of the soil sample were randomly collected from the incubation
pool at 30-day intervals to examine the stabilization of 15 N in 2M KC1 extractable
NH 4 + -N of the soil. It was shown that the atom 15 N% excess fell markedly at the start
of incubation, approaching a stable value of 0.292±0.003 after 120 days (Fig. 1).
The effect of growth of rice plants on the soil 15 N stabilization was examined by
analyzing soil samples during the whole growing period in another experiment with
15N-stabilized soil. No significant variation in atom 15 N% excess of soil NH + -N was
4
found (data not shown). The results indicate that the assumption that 15N/ 14N ratio of
N absorbed from soil is the same may be met by using 15 N-stabilized soil under
flooded condition, and that the genotypic ability to dilute 15 N in rhizosphere can be
evaluated using the soil 15 NH 4 + N as a reference.

1. Atom 15N% excess in 2M KC1-extracted NH4 + -N (KC1:soil = 3:l) of the incubated soil
at different sampling times (n=4).

Phenotypic Performance and RFLP Analysis
Two 15 N-dilution pot experiments were conducted in a greenhouse at IRRI. The first
pot experiment (1992), usedresidual 15N labeled soil and small pots containing 1.5 kg
of soil. Twenty replications of each of the parents and 197 F2 plants, were individually
potted. Before planting 15-day-old seedlings from a seedling tray, 0.5 g of P and K per
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pot as CaHPO4 and KCl were incorporated into the soil, but no N fertilizer was
applied. The pots were randomly arranged and maintained under flooded condition
throughout the growing season. The second pot experiment (1993) used large pots
containing 10 kg of soil. Twenty replications of each of the parents, and 231 F2 plants,
were used. The atom 15 N% excess of the soil used was as shown in Figure 1, and the
experimental procedure was the same as in the first experiment.
A significant difference in atom 15 N% excess was found between the two parents
in both the experiments (Table 1). IR42 showed a significantly higher ability to dilute
15N abundance in the rhizosphere. The difference was in the larger small pot experiment than in the large pots, indicating that a more limited soil N supply may favor the
performance of superior genotypes in N2 fixation in the rhizosphere. Broadsense heritability as high as about 95% was also observed in both of the experiments (Table 2).
Normal segregations of atom 15 N% excess were observed in F2 plants, with averages
of 0.019±0.003 and 0.218±0.019 in the first and second experiments, respectively.
Some transgressive variation was observed.
Table 1. Orthogonal coefficients and the percent frequencies (data in parentheses) of
marker genotypes for gene action analysis.
Gene action

df

Marker 1

2

Marker 2

2

Linear (add.)

1

Quadratic (dom.)

1

L× L

1

L × D (D × L)

1

D×D

1

Orthogonal coefficient

1

0

-1

(25)

(50)

(25)

-2

1

(25)

(50)

(25)

1

-1

0

(12.5)

(12.5)

(75)

1

-1

2

-2

0

(12.5)

(12.5)

(12.5)

12.5)

(50)

1

-2

4

(25)

(50)

(25)

One-hundred-and-four informative RFLP markers were selected from 250 DNA
probes developed from rice genome DNA (RG), cDNA of oat (CDO), and cDNA of
rice (RZ) spaced at less than 20 cM intervals throughout all 12 chromosomes according to the published rice RFLP map (Causse et al 1994). Percentage of polymorphism
of the tested probes was about 60, 56, and 40% for RG, CDO, and RZ, with one or
more of the six enzymes tested (Table 2).
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Table 2. Percentage of polymorphism detected by six restriction enzymes, 120 RG, 35
CDO, and 45 RZ probes randomly used.
Restriction
enzyme

Probe (random
used)

Polymorphism (%) for each
enzyme

Eco RI

RG

19

Eco RV

RG

28

Scal

RG

22

HindIII

RG

22

Xba l

RG

22

Dral

RG

21

Eco Rl

CDO

4

Eco RV

CDO

32

Sca l

CDO

20

Hind III

CDO

32

Xba l

CDO

28

Dral

CDO

16

Eco Rl

RZ

10

Eco RV

RZ

13

Scal

RZ

10

Hind Ill

RZ

21

Xba l

RZ

5

Dral

RZ

13

Polymorphism (%) for six
enzymes

60

56

40

The results in Table 3 showed that the enzyme-probe combinations with highest
percentages of polymorphism are EcoRV/RG (28%), Eco RV and Hind III/CDO
(32%), and Hind III/RZ (21%). It is notable that percentage of polymorphism of RG is
similar for the six enzymes but those of CDO and RZ are different for different
enzymes. EcoRI and Xba I showed markedly lower polymorphisms for CDO (4%) and
RZ (5%). The DNA extracted from tiller plants of 231 F2 plants was scored using the
selected 104 informative RFLP markers. An example is shown in Figure 2. The majority of RFLP loci fit the expected 1:2:1 segregation ratio. Fourteen percent of marker
loci exhibited segregation distortion toward the indica parent and 6% toward the javanica parent. The linkage map developed using the program Mapmaker/l.0 (Macintosh) from the 104 REP markers was similar to the linkage map developed at Cornell
University (Causse et al 1994) but the recombination fraction between linked markers
was generally larger, probably because the population was derived from an intersub-
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specific rather than an interspecific cross. Sixteen percent of marker loci showed a
dominant/recessive segregation pattern such that only two marker genotypes could be
identified. Multiple-copy fragments were observed for some markers. Generally, only
a single polymorphic fragment was scored and mapped among the copies.
Table 3. Means of atom 15N% excess of the parents (n = 20), and F2 plants from two pot

experiments, and broadsense heritability of the trait measured from the small pot
experiment in 1992.
SamPle

Atom 15N% exc. small pot Atom
(1992)

15N%

exc. large pot
(1993)

Variance h2 [(Vp - V e)/Vp]

IR42

0.015±0.001

0.189±0.007

2.44E-07

Palawan

0.024±0.001

0.246±0.008

6.38E-07

0.019±0.003

0.218±0.019

1.48E-05

F2

Plant b

a

95%
a V = apparent variance, V = environmental variance = (V
2
p1 + V p2)/2, and h = ratio of genetic variance to
p
e
apparent variance.
b Numbers of F plants used were 197 (1992) and 231 (1993).
2

2. The polymorphism of marker loci RG944 in the F2 plants derived from a cross between
Palawan and IR42. The plants DNA was digested with enzyme Xba I.

Population size required for orthogonal contrasts
Orthogonal contrasts have been used for detecting marker loci associated with phenotypic variations and the gene actions (Edwards et al 1987, Martin et al 1989, Stuber et
al 1987). In orthogonal contrasts for detecting an additive effect of individual marker
loci, theoretically 50% of individuals will be missed due to substitution of orthogonal
coefficients for marker genotypes, and as many as 75% of individuals can be missed
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for epistatic effect analysis (Table 1). It has been demonstrated that population size
affects the number of QTLs that can be detected at a particular significance level
(Lander and Botstein 1989), thus the missing of individuals may affect the efficiency
of orthogonal contrasts. The minimum population sizes required for detecting additive effect of a putative QTL at type I error of 1% and type II error of 10% were estimated with different genetic parameters. The population size required depends on
heritability (h 2 ) of the trait, ratio of dominance to additive effect (k), and recombinant
fraction (r). Under the condition of h 2 = 0.5, the minimum population size of 50 individuals seems to be satisfied for detecting a linkage between marker loci and QTLs
when the recombinant fraction is less than 25cM and the k value is from 0 to 1.25 (Fig.
3). In our case, at least 57 (25% × 231) individuals could be used for the analysis of
additive × additive epistatic effect on the trait, therefore the population size was satisfied for orthogonal analysis. This was confirmed by the consistent results obtained
from orthogonal contrasts and from the interval mapping analysis using Mapmaker/
QTL (Fig. 4).

3. Minimum sample size required to statistically detect linkage at type I error of 1% and
type II error of 10% when h2 = 0.5 as a function of K (ratio of dominant to additive effect)
and r (recombinant fraction) between marker loci.

ldentificating QTLs and gene action analysis
Three marker loci — RG381 on chromosome 1, RG944 on chromosome 3, and
RZ588 on chromosome 6 — were detected with significant (P < 0.001) linear contrast, and marker loci RZ730 linked to RG381 and RZ329 linked to RG944 showed
significant (P < 0.01) linear contrast. Two linked marker loci, RG1094 and RG247,
on chromosome 11 showed, respectively, significant (P < 0.01) linear and quadratic
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contrasts (Fig. 4). Maximum LOD values of 5.7, 4.7, 4.5. and 3.0 were identified on
four intervals flanked by RG944 and RZ329, RG381 and RZ730, RZ588 and RG213,
and RG1094 and RG247, suggesting four QTLs may be located on the four intervals.

4. Chromosome location of detected QTLs. The solid-filled bars on chromosome 1, 3, 6,
and 11 represent supporting intervals containing QTL underlying atom 15N% excess
variation. The marker loci with significant contrasts and non-allelic interactions are indicated as above. Designations to the right represent marker names. The map distances in
cM are calculated based on the Kosambi function.

The ratio of dominance to additive effect (D/A) of the four putative QTLs was
0.45, 0.70, 0.33 and 1.00, which is consistent with the results from the orthogonal contrasts (Fig. 4). Epistatic effects were observed between marker loci RG955 and
RG801 with significant (P < 0.001) additive × additive interaction effect, and between
RG955 and RZ742 with significant (P < 0.001) dominant × dominant interaction
effect (Fig. 4). The cumulative contribution of the four QTLs could explain about
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45% of the total variation in atom 15N% excess across the population. The QTLs
flanked by RG381 and RZ730 (15.7%) and RG944 and RZ329 (13.5%) showed
higher contributions to the total variation than the other two QTLs; 8.9% for that
flanked by RZ588 and RG213, and 7.8% for that flanked by RG1094 and RG247.

Future perspective
IR42 is known to perform well in N-poor soil (Ponnamperuma 1979). The present
study suggests that its good performance in N-poor soil may be attributed, at least partially, to its higher ability to enhance N2 fixation in the rhizosphere. It has been estimated that 35-40% N absorbed by rice is contributed by N2 fixation in irrigated fields
(Roger and Ladha 1992). Our results demonstrate that under N-limited conditions, the
higher ability to stimulate associative N2 fixation would be important to improvement
of N supply in rice rhizosphere. Although the factors which affect the rhizosphere are
complex, the identification of at least four QTLs associated with the ability to stimulate associative N2 fixation in this study provide useful tools for further investigation.
Near isogenic lines containing QTLs of interest would provide useful material for
investigating under what conditions these genetic factors are associated with higher N2
fixation and, specifically, whether they are responsible for the production of substances which interact with diazotrophs in the soil. The availability of molecular markers associated with 15N% excess opens a new approach to the study of associated N2
fixation and paves the way for using these markers to assist in the development of rice
varieties capable of stimulating biological nitrogen fixation in the rhizosphere.
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Molecular tagging of gall midge
resistance genes in rice
S. K. Katiyar, Y. Tan, Y. Zhang, B. Huang, Y. Xu, L. Zhao, N. Huang,
G. S. Khush, and J. Bennett

Rice gall midge, Orseolia oryzae Wood-Mason, is a major rice pest across much of
South and Southeast Asia. Different biotypes of Orseolia oryzae are known to exist.
The present status of Asian rice gall midge biotypes across Asia is reviewed.
The resistance to rice gall midge in a Chinese cultivar Duokang #1 was found to
be governed by a single dominant gene that provides resistance against all four
biotypes of gall midge identified in China.
An F3 population prepared from a cross between Duokang #1 and Feng Ying Zhan
#1 was used in combination with PCR-based bulked segregant analysis to identify
molecular markers linked to the gall midge resistance gene. The mapping population
was phenotyped for gall midge resistance against Chinese biotype 1 (from Huaxian)
at GAAS, China. DNA isolation and analysis were performed at IRRI. Aliquots of DNA
(2 µg) from each of 12 lines with phenotypic score 0 (resistant) and from each of 12
lines with phenotypic score 100 (susceptible) were combined to produce two sets of
bulked DNAs. The DNA bulks along with the DNA from the parental cultivars Duokang
#1 and Feng Ying Zhan #1 were screened with random amplified polymorphic DNA
(RAPD) markers and polymorphic amplification product tested for linkage to the gene
controlling the gall midge resistance in the F3 population. A RAPD marker
OPM6(1400) was identified as being tightly linked to the gall midge resistance gene of
Duokang #1. This marker is now being mapped on the rice genome, which should
enable identification of close flanking markers to be used in marker-aided selection.
Using similar approaches and an F3 mapping population prepared from a cross
between IR36 and Taichung 65, a gall midge resistance gene of IR36, is currently
being mapped.
The results indicate that F3 segregating population in combination with RAPD and
bulked segregant analysis provide an efficient method for molecular mapping of gall
midge resistance genes in rice and facilitate the possibility of early selection of
resistance genes in plant breeding programs through marker-aided selection.

The Asian rice gall midge, Orseolia oryzae Wood-Mason (Diptera: Cecidomyiidae), is
a significant pest in the irrigated and rainfed ecosystems of India, China, Thailand,
Cambodia, Vietnam, Indonesia, Myanmar, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Lao PDR, etc. causing 10-100% yield losses (Prakasa Rao 1974, Anonymous 1981, 1991, Lai et a1 1984,

Tan et al 1993). Similarly, the related species Orseolia oryzivora, the African rice gall
midge, is a problem in Nigeria and several other African countries (Ukwungwu et al
1989, Ukwungwu and Joshi 1992, Taylor et al 1995). Insect pressure is highest in wet
seasons when the atmospheric relative humidity is consistently high. Periods of dry
weather in the rainfed ecosystem reduce insect pressure and are a limitation in screening breeding material for gall midge resistance. DNA marker technology provides a
means of selecting for gall midge resistance even in the absence of the insect.
Genome research in general, and rice genome research in particular, have advanced
rapidly over the last five years (Toenniessen 1993). New techniques for detecting DNA
polymorphism, such as polymerase chain reaction (PCR) combined with RFLPs and
RAPDs, have made it practical to develop and utilize molecular genetic linkage maps.
The molecular markers are discrete, co-dominant or dominant, non-deleterious characters that are unaffected by the environment and free of epistatic interactions. Many
opportunities now exist for the exploitation of genetic markers in crop improvement.
They can be used in breeding programs to follow the inheritance of important genes and
can further be useful in pyramiding multiple genes for resistance to varying insects,
fungi, viruses, and bacteria, in order to achieve the durable resistance. Prerequisite to
this goal is the need to quickly locate markers linked to specific regions of the genome
which are important in controlling the desirable trait(s). Michaelmore et al (1991) have
described the bulk segregation analysis method to identify RAPD markers linked to
major genes conferring resistance to downy mildew in lettuce. This method has since
been used in a variety of plants including rice. The applications to rice have included the
detection of region-specific DNA markers (Monna et al 1993), quantitative trait loci of
large effect (Wang and Paterson 1994) and a major gene ( Gm 2) for resistance against
Indian biotype 1 of gall midge (Mohan et al 1994) In this manuscript, we report the use
of the same approach to identify a RAPD marker linked to a Chinese gall midge resistance gene in cv. Duokang #1. This gene confers resistance against all four biotypes of
gall midge present in China (Tan et al 1993). We begin with a brief review of the Asian
rice gall midge biotypes present in major rice-growing countries.

Asian rice gall midge biotypes
Here, as in most writing on gall midge, the term "biotypes" is used in a provisional
and operational sense to mean the different genotypes of an insect that display differential responses on a set of donors. The term is not intended to imply that the insect
genotypes are known to display the gene-for-gene relationship with their host that has
been shown for wheat and Hessian fly (Gallun and Khush 1980, Cox and Hatchett
1986). One of the earliest indications of the existence of biotypes of Asian rice gall
midge was the differential reaction of test donors in different countries (Fernando
1972). Since then, many regional, national, and international collaborative studies
have been undertaken to detect and define different biotypes of gall midge.
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A review of the literature indicates the presence of at least five biotypes in India.
four in China, two in Sri Lanka, and one each in Thailand and Indonesia (Anonymous
1981, 1991, Nair and Devi 1994, Prakasa Rao and Kittur 1989, Kalode and Bentur
1989, Shaw et al 1981, Lai et al 1984, Kudagamage and Gunawardena 1989, Singh
1989). These biotypes differ in their host range, presumably depending upon the
resistance genes present in the cultivars. The present status of the biotype variation in
Asian rice gall midge is presented in Table 1 and the distributions of these biotypes in
India and China are depicted in Figures 1 and 2. The presence of different insect biotypes is adjudged from the differential reactions of a defined set of crop varieties (differentials) to pest populations over a number of locations at a regional, state, or
country level. The existence of biotypes must be taken into account by breeders wishing to produce cultivars for regions endemic for gall midge.
Table 1. Asian rice gall midge (Orseolia oryzae) biotypes in different countries.
China a,b
I

II

India c,d,e

III

IV

Indonesia f Thailand f

I

II

Ill

IV

V

Sri
Sri
Lanka B f LankaP f

Eswarakora
(W1263)

MR S

R

S

R

S

R

S

R

S

R

S

S

OB 677
(Ptb/Ek)

MR R

S

S

-

-

-

-

-

R

S

R

R

Ptb 21

S

S

S

S

R

R

R

R

S

S

S

R

R

Siam 29

R

R

S

S

R

R

S

S

R

R

S

R

S

Leuang 152

R

R

S

S

R

R

S

S

R

R

S

R

R

TN 1

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

Daqiuqi

R

R

R

R

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Duokang #1

R

R

R

R

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

R = Reststant, S =Susceptible, MR =Moderately Resistant, B = Batalagoda, P = Peradeniya.

a Lai et al (1984); b Tan et al (1993); c Kalode and Bentur (1989); d Nair and Devi (1994); e Anonymous (1992);
f

Anonymous (1981).

Tagging of Chinese gall midge resistance gene
Gall midge is one of the most serious pests in southern China. Biotype studies from
1979-1993 showed that all six differentials listed in Table 1 are susceptible in Mexian, Wuhua, Fenkai, and Xinyi regions to the Chinese GM biotype IV (Lai et a1 1984).
Among the genotypes susceptible to Chinese biotype IV are those carrying the
mapped Gm2 gene. Recently, Tan et al (1993) reported that cv. Daqiuqi provides
resistance against all the four biotypes of gall midge identified in China. Its single
dominant gene, which is non-allelic to the Gml of W1263, is now being used in
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breeding programs in Guangdong and is present in the derived line Duokang #1. It is
the mapping of this gene that we now describe.
An F3 mapping population was prepared from a cross between Duokang #1 (gall
midge resistant) and Feng Ying Zhan #1 (susceptible) and 160 lines were phenotyped
for gall midge resistance at GAAS, China in July 1994. Plants were evaluated in the
screenhouse using Chinese biotype I (from Huaxian), biotype IV (from Yangsha),
and the standard evaluation system of IRRI. Of 160 lines, 29 showed complete resistance and 13 showed complete susceptibility. Seeds from the 160 F3 lines were also
grown at IRRI. Leaves of 6-week-old plants were harvested tor DNA extraction.

1. Asian rice gall midge biotypes in India.

DNA was prepared from fresh leaves as described by Tai and Tanksley (1990). Two
bulks were composed for RAPD analysis, following Michaelmore et al (1991). DNA (2
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µg) from each of 12 lines with phenotypic score 0 and each of 12 lines with phenotypic
score of 100 were pooled to make the resistant and susceptible bulks, respectively. These
bulks were used as target-DNA for RAPD analysis along with DNA from the parental
cultivars Duokang #1 and Feng Ying Zhan #1. The two bulked samples and both the parents were screened with random 10-mer oligonucleotide primers obtained from Operon
Technologies, Inc. (Alameda, Calif.). to generate RAPD products. The amplification
reaction conditions were as described by Williams et al (l990) with minor modifications.
Five microliter samples containing approximately 100 ng of genomic DNA template and
5 pmol of single decamer primer were used in a 25 µl reaction that contained 0.5 units of
Taq polymerase, 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.3), 50 mM KCl, 1.5 mM MgCl 2 , 0.001% gelatin, 100 µM each of dATP, dCTP, dGTP, and dTTP, overlaid with 25 µl of mineral oil
before amplification. Amplification was carried out for 45 cycles each of 1 min at 94°C
1 min at 34°C, and 2 min at 72°C using the fastest available ramp in a Perkin-Elmer
Cetus thermal cycler Model No. 480. Amplification products were analyzed on a 1.5%
agarose gel and visualized by staining with ethidium bromide.

Results
A RAPD marker amplified by OPM6 10-mer primer was identified as being tightly
linked to the gall midge resistance gene of Duokang #1. From the several bands evident in each lane, a polymorphic band of around 1.4 kb was identified which was
present in the resistant parent (Duokang #1) as well as in the resistant bulk, but absent
from both susceptible parent and susceptible bulk lanes. This was the preliminary evidence that the locus corresponding to the l.4 kb band co-segregates with gall midge
resistance. To confirm co-segregation, DNA from the parents and the individuals
used to construct the bulks were examined with primer OPM6. All 12 resistant lines,
like the resistant parent, gave the 1.4 kb band, whereas only 2 of the 12 susceptible
lines amplified this band. Finally, the 1.4 kb product was monitored by RAPD analysis in a set of 26 resistant (0% infestation) and 26 susceptible lines (91 - 100% infestation). The 1.4 kb marker was amplified in all 26 resistant lines but in only 5 of 26
susceptible lines (Table 2, Fig. 3). Subsequently, the linked amplified product of the
RAPD marker was excised from agarose gel and the DNA was purified by the “Geneclean” kit (Bio 101 Inc). The purified DNA was reamplified using the same primer
that identified the RAPD polymorphism. This product was nick translated for use as a
probe on a standard mapping population. i.e., a set of 135 double haploid lines
derived from a cross between IR64 × Azucena (Huang et al 1994). Initial observations indicate that the gall midge resistance gene of Duokang #1, which confers resistance against all four biotypes of China, is located in the region between RG214 and
RG 163 markers on chromosome 4. Interestingly, the potential position of the identified RAPD marker (present study) is very close to the earlier mapped Gm 2 gene
derived from Siam 29 (Mohan et a1 1994). At present, we are in the process of finding
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out the co-segregation of the Gm locus and neighboring RFLP markers to fine-map
this gene and to identify flanking markers for use in marker-aided selection. The
cultivars to which the gall midge resistance gene of Duokang #1 will be transferred
include several high-yielding, good quality rices used in hybrid rice production in
China.

2. Asian rice gall midge biotypes in China.

Tagging of gall midge resistance gene of IR36
Using similar approaches, a gall midge resistance gene of IR36 is being mapped. The
F3 mapping population was prepared from a cross between Taichung 65 and IR36.
The Gm gene in IR36 provides resistance against biotype 1 of India and biotype 2 of
Sri Lanka. The population is being phenotyped in both countries and molecular analysis is under way at IRRI.
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Table 2. Phenotypic scoring and allelic composition at OPM6 RAPD locus across 26
resistant and 26 susceptible F3 lines.
F3 Family
no.

Percentage of infested
plants/family

Phenotype

OPM6 RAPD locus

10

0.00

Resistant

+

28

0.00

Resistant

+

35

0.00

Resistant

+

47

0.00

Resistant

+

48

0.00

Resistant

+

49

0.00

Resistant

+

51

0.00

Resistant

+

54

0.00

Resistant

+

60

0.00

Resistant

+

102

0.00

Resistant

+

103

0.00

Resistant

+

104

0.00

Resistant

+

107

0.00

Resistant

+

113

0.00

Resistant

+

116

0.00

Resistant

+

118

0.00

Resistant

+

120

0.00

Resistant

+

121

0.00

Resistant

+

123

0.00

Resistant

+

124

0.00

Resistant

+

125

0.00

Resistant

+

129

0.00

Resistant

+

150

0.00

Resistant

+

151

0.00

Resistant

+

157

0.00

Resistant

+

Resistant

+

2

93.5

Susceptible

-

3

100.00

Susceptible

-

4

100.00

Susceptible

+

159

0.00
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Table 2. (cont'd) Phenotypic scoring and allelic composition at OPM6 RAPD locus
across 26 resistant and 26 susceptible F3 lines.
F3 Family
no.

Percentage of infested
plants/family

Phenotype

OPM6 RAPD locus

7

100.00

Susceptible

-

8

96.8

Susceptible

-

9

100.00

Susceptible

+

17

93.8

Susceptible

+

36

96.0

Susceptible

-

37

96.3

Susceptible

-

39

93.1

Susceptible

-

42

100.00

Susceptible

-

44

96.6

Susceptible

+

52

100.00

Susceptible

-

53

100.00

Susceptible

56

100.00

Susceptible

-

58

100.00

Susceptible

-

62

100.00

Susceptible

-

68

96.4

Susceptible

-

73

100.00

Susceptible

-

96

92.3

Susceptible

+

99

93.8

Susceptible

-

105

100.00

Susceptible

-

115

96.8

Susceptible

-

134

96.4

Susceptible

-

139

96.6

Susceptible

-

156

92.6

Susceptible

-

+Product present as dominant amplification product.
-Null allele.
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3. Tagging of Chinese gall midge resistance gene. Cosegregation analysis at
OPM6(1400) RAPD locus across 22 resistant and 22 susceptible F3 lines.

Integration of gene tagging and rice breeding
An important aspect of these studies is the use of F3 mapping populations. Although
F2 populations can be used to map DNA markers, the earliest population that can be
used to map most phenotypic characters is the F3. Gm resistance is typical of the characters that can be satisfactorily phenotyped by progeny analysis of F3 seedlings
derived from individual F2 plants. Replication of phenotyping within one season is
also possible with an F3 population. Bulked segregant analysis imposes another reason for using F3 rather than F2: it is necessary to use F3 phenotypic data to identify
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those F2 lines that breed true for resistance or susceptibility and those that are heterozygous and show segregation among F3 progeny. Accurate tagging of a gene requires
that the F 3 population consist of at least 160 lines: about 40 lines will breed true for
either resistance or susceptibility, while 80 lines will show segregation.

Discussion
The economic importance of gall midge derives from the catastrophic effect of the
insect in certain localities in seasons when the rainfall pattern and other factors favor
infestation. The plant cannot adequately compensate for the tillers lost to galls. Additional tillers are produced in response to gall formation, but they are usually unproductive. In all probability, they are a response to the loss of the apical dominance
normally exerted by the shoot meristem.
Gall midge’s preference for particular climatic conditions makes the insect a sporadic pest in some areas but endemic in others. DNA markers for gall midge resistance enable inheritance of the genes to be followed even in the absence of the insects.
The all-or-nothing phenotype of gall midge infestation has forced breeders to concentrate on major genes for resistance. Recent examples of the breakdown of major
gene resistance through the emergence of new biotypes (Kudagamage and Gunawardena 1989, Bentur and Kalode 1987) raised eight important questions:
Can durable resistance against gall midge be achieved?
Can it be achieved through the pyramiding of major genes or should more effort
be directed towards finding sets of minor genes?
Are there untapped sources of gall midge resistance among the rice germplasm?
Can genetic engineering provide novel forms of resistance?
How do gall midge “biotypes” differ from one another?
Is a gene-for-gene relationship emerging for rice and gall midge?
Is integrated pest management likely to help achieve a solution to the gall midge
problem?
Can the parasites and predators of gall midge, such as the wasp Platygaster
oryzae, offer a chance for improved biocontrol of the insect?
Many independent sources of gall midge resistance are now known, and the
genetic studies to establish the allelic relationships among these genes is on-going.
The INGER Gall Midge Nursery has over the years helped breeders to exchange and
evaluate germplasm. The Asian Rice Biotechnology Network (ARBN) has recently
linked with INGER to add to the nursery, the parental lines used in the construction of
mapping populations for locating gall midge resistance genes. If parental lines show
interesting levels of resistance, mapping populations of 100-200 F3 lines can be despatched for phenotyping in different localities where different biotypes occur. The
output of such international collaborations will be the identification and mapping of
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major genes. DNA marker technology can then be used to pyramid the different genes
that are effective against each biotype to test the durability of multigenic resistance.
Table 1 shows that each differential may exhibit different reactions to infestation
in different locations across Asia. Is a gene-for-gene relationship likely for gall midge
and rice? Of 40 putative examples of gene-for-gene relationships between plants and
pathogens (Table 3), fungi feature 32 times, bacteria 3 times, and viruses 5 times
(Thompson and Burden 1992). There is only one well-established gene-for-gene relationship between a plant and an insect: that of Hessian fly on wheat (Gallun and
Khush 1980, Cox and Hatchett 1986). Like gall midge, Hessian fly belongs to the
cecidomyiid family. Obanni et al (1989) list 20 genes in wheat identified for Hessian
fly resistance and 11 biotypes of Hessian fly in the USA alone. To investigate
whether a gene-for-gene relationship exists between gall midge and rice, it would be
desirable first of all to establish in a common genetic background a set of tester lines
each carrying a different resistance gene and then to test the reaction of each putative
biotype against each gene. However, it would also be desirable to establish a set of
gall midge lines each carrying a different (dominant) avirulence gene. Without these
preliminary steps to clarify the genetics of host and insect, interpretation of any tests
of the gene-for-gene hypothesis would be difficult and perhaps impossible.
Table 3. Gene-for-gene interactions between plants and parasites. Data from Thompson
and Burdon (1992) and Gallun and Khush (1980).
Insects/pathogens
Bacteria
Fungi
Viruses
Insects
Total

No. of putative examples
3
32
5
1
41

DNA marker technology has revealed substantial conservation of genome organization among rice, wheat, maize, and rye (Ahn et al 1993, Kurata et al 1994, Devos et
al 1993). Although the total amount of DNA per genome varies by more than a factor
of ten among these crops and the haploid set of chromosomes varies from 7 to 12, collinearity of genes and other markers exists over large segments of these genomes.
This finding has led to the expectation that gene mapping in one cereal crop will assist
gene mapping in other cereals. Genes for resistance to Hessian fly in wheat may be
homologous to genes for gall midge resistance in rice. Location of wheat genes for
resistance to hessian fly may therefore help in the location of genes for gall midge
resistance in rice, and vice versa. The finding that two gall midge resistance genes (or
alleles) reside near locus RG214 of chromosome 4 in rice suggests that one or more of
the 20 known Hessian fly resistance genes may be located on the long arm of the chro-
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mosome 2 homologous group in wheat (Kurata et al 1994). A hessian fly resistance
gene on chromosome 2L of rye has been transferred into wheat (Hatchett et al 1993).
Since this rye chromosome arm is homologous with chromosome arm 2L of wheat, it
would be interesting to determine whether this gene maps to a locus homologous with
RG214. We note also that Ma et al (1993) have mapped Hessian fly resistance genes
onto specific loci of wheat chromosomes 3 and 6. It may be that some of the known
but unmapped gall midge resistance genes reside at the corresponding loci in rice, i.e.,
on rice chromosomes 1 and 2, respectively. The mapping of gall midge and Hessian
fly resistance genes would be greatly accelerated if the hypothesized homology
between them did prove to exist.
Genetic engineering for gall midge resistance is also a feasible approach. Insecticidal genes such as Bt toxins, proteinase inhibitors, and other toxins could be linked
with promoters that are expressed in the shoot meristem to provide protection against
one or more biotypes of the insect. The main difficulty with this approach for gall
midge is that the lack of an artificial diet for the larvae makes it difficult or impossible
to screen proteins for their toxicity; it will be necessary to transform plants first with
genes that encode proteins potentially toxic to gall midge and then find out which are
indeed effective.
Gall midge is parasitized by several other insects, most notably the wasp Platygaster oryzae (Kobayashi et al 1991). It is commonly observed that more than 95% of
larvae inside plants examined at the end of the season are parasitized. While it is true
that this heavy level of parasitism brings the rice infestation cycle to a close and
reduces the inoculum for the next season, the damage for the current season is already
done. Further work is required to determine whether there is scope for increasing the
field level of this natural enemy early in the season and whether that would reduce the
incidence of galls.
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DNA marker-assisted breeding for
disease resistance in rice
S. Hittalmani, T. Mew, G. S. Khush, and N. Huang

Rapid progress has been made in mapping many agriculturally important genes with
DNA markers in rice, which has laid down the foundation for marker-aided selection.
To examine how the marker-aided selection could be used efficiently, accurately and
cost-effectively, we determined the role of several factors on marker-aided selection.
These factors include variation of recombination frequency between populations,
single vs flanking marker-aided selection, PCR-based vs Southern-based markeraided selection, and the effective use of restriction enzymes in generating specific
amplicon polymorphism. A protocol for marker-aided selection was developed
keeping these factors in mind. This protocol was used to pyramid genes with the
ultimate goal to increase the level and durability of blast resistance of rice varieties.
Three blast resistance genes previously mapped (TAG 81:471) were fine-mapped.
The tightly linked markers flanking the genes were tested for marker-assisted
selection of resistant plants. The accuracy of selecting the resistant plants with
closely linked marker was more than 90% while 100% accuracy was obtained when
the two flanking markers were considered simultaneously. Pairwise crosses were
made between isolines carrying the genes Pi-1, Pi-2, and Pi-4. The homozygous
plants containing two resistance genes Pi-1 and Pi-2, Pi-1 and Pi-4, and Pi-2 and Pi- 4
were identified in the F2 progenies of the pairwise crosses by the flanking markers
and were confirmed in the F3 by blast inoculation test and by DNA marker analysis.
The homozygous plants carrying two genes were further crossed and the markerassisted selection for plants with three genes combination is in progress.

DNA markers developed in the past decade have opened up a new avenue to map genes
of economic importance. It is believed that the integration of DNA marker technology
with plant breeding promises a new horizon in major gene mapping; gene transfer from
wild species; analysis of quantitative traits, and studies on the genetic relationship
among the species. In rice, rapid progress has been made, particularly in the area of
mapping major and minor genes for biotic stresses. Table 1 lists some major genes for
resistance to biotic stresses in rice which have been reported to be linked to DNA markers. The mapping of these major genes has greatly increased our understanding of their
distribution and chromosomal location. The mapping of these genes also provides the
opportunity for marker-assisted selection in rice breeding.

Selection for linked DNA markers helps identify individuals with target traits in
segregating populations, thus making it easier for selection at any stage of the rice
growth. Futhermore, the accuracy of selection can be significantly increased if the
trait itself cannot be accurately evaluated by phenotyping. Therefore, it is believed
that marker-aided selection can increase breeding efficiency. At IRRI, we initiated
the marker-aided gene pyramiding program to enhance level and durability of resistance to bacterial blight and blast. We examined the accuracy of marker-aided selection with a single or flanking markers, compared to the efficiency of PCR-based and
RFLP-based marker-aided selection. We derived a protocol for marker-aided selection, which is accurate, efficient, cost-effective, and complementary to the existing
breeding methodologies.
Table 1. Rice genes for disease and insect resistance tagged with DNA markers.
Gene

Trait

Donor

Chromosome

Reference

Pi -1(t)

blast

LAC23

11

Yu et al 1991

Pi -2(t)

blast

51 73

6

Yu et al 1991

12

Yu et al 1991

Pi -4(t)

blast

Pai-kan-Pao

Pi-5 (t)

blast

Moroberekan

4

Wang et al 1994

Pi -7(t)

blast

Moroberekan

11

Wang et al 1994

Pi -10(t)

blast

Tongil

5

Naqvi et al 1994

Pi - zh(t)

blast

Zhaiyeqing

8

Zhu et al 1993

BR14

blast

Apura

12

Yu et al 1991

BR26

blast

Apura

12

Yu et al 1991

Xa -1

BB

Kogyoku

4

Yoshimura et al 1992
Yoshimura et al 1992

Xa -2

BB

Tetep

4

Xa -3

BB

Chugoku45

11

Yoshimura et al 1992

Xa -4

BB

IR20

11

Yoshimura et al 1992
McCouch et al 1991

Xa -5

BB

lR1545-339

5

Xa -?

BB

Long grain

8

Zhang et al 1994

Xa -21

BB

O. longistaminata

11

Ronald and Tanksley 1991

Wph- 1

WBPH

N-22

7

McCouch and Tanksley 1991

Hbv

hoja blanca

Fanny

12

Tohrne pers. comm.

Gm -2

gall midge

Siam 29

4

Mohan et al 1994

Bph -10(t)

BPH

O. australiensis

12

lshii et al 1994

Glh

GLH

ARC11554

4

Sebastian (unpublished)
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This protocol for marker-aided selection includes the following steps
Fine-mapping for a single or flanking markers;
Converting RFLP, RAPD markers into sequence tag site (STS);
Generating specific amplicon polymorphism (SAP);
Breeding application.

Fine-mapping for flanking markers
The mapping of resistance genes with DNA markers (Table 1) lays the foundation for
DNA marker-assisted breeding. However, the mapping population and breeding population are generally different. Although we expect that the selection efficiency is
dependent upon recombination frequency between markers and target genes, it is also
known that variations in recombination frequencies occur. It is therefore important to
know the effect of variations in recombination frequency between markers and genes
in different populations on the accuracy of marker-aided selection.
Variation of recombination frequency among populations
It is commonly known that the recombination frequency between loci (say, a DNA
marker and a target gene) varies from population to population. To evaluate this
quantitatively, recombination frequencies between 10 intervals on rice chromosome
11 over three F2 populations are compared (Table 2, Abenes et al 1994). Results indicate that the absolute variation is much smaller for closely linked loci. Therefore, to
increase selection accuracy, we need to identify closely linked markers for the target
gene(s). Marker/gene distance larger than 5 cm would not be suitable for markeraided selection and more closely linked markers are needed for marker-aided selection to be effective. This step is called fine-mapping.
Fine-mapping of the three blast resistance genes
Major genes for rice blast resistance Pi- 1, Pi-2, and Pi-4 have been mapped on chromosome 11, 6, and 12 respectively (Yu et al 1991). Pi-1 is reported to be linked to
RFLP marker RZ536 with a crossover distance of 14.0±4.5 cM, Pi -2 is closely linked
to RG64 with a crossover distance of 2.8±l.4 cm. and Pi-4 is 15.4±4.7 cM away from
RG869 and 18.135.5 cM from RZ397. The distances between the markers and Pi -1
and Pi -4 are relatively large, and flanking markers for Pi -2 have not yet been found,
hence, tightly linked markers are needed for marker-aided breeding to ensure higher
selection accuracy and efficiency.
At least 9 RFLP markers close to the regions of each of the blast resistance genes in
the respective chromosomes were investigated. To identify more polymorphism in the
parental survey, more restriction enzymes were used in addition to the five enzymes used
in original gene mapping. Three mapping populations (F 2 and F3 ) were derived from
crosses between the susceptible recurrent parent CO39 and each of the 3 isolines.
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Table 2. Recombination frequency (in cM) in three F2 populations of rice crosses.
Marker interval

F2 population
1

RZ536-RG303
RG303-RG1109

2

3

WA a

SD a

12.5

24.3

16.0

16.56

4.67

4.8

1.4

8.0

5.1 8

2.56

RG1109-CD0520

0.8

0.0

0.0

0.32

0.39

CD0520-pTA818

6.1

5.5

4.1

5.22

0.89

pTA818-RG103

6.2

5.4

1.0

4.10

2.39

RG103-CD0365

2.4

6.6

3.5

3.79

1.67

CD0365-RG2

16.1

17.3

19.5

17.63

1.50

RG2-RG167

17.2

17.4

27.3

20.96

4.85

RG167-RG247

4.5

8.2

1.1

4.12

2.75

RG247-RG1094

35.0

35.3

9.2

25.59

12.53

a

WA = Weighed average. SD = Standard deviation.

The F3 mapping populations were test-inoculated with IRRI blast isolates 101 and
V89013 in two separate trials. At least 15 plants per family were grown and inoculated 21 days after sowing. Disease reaction was evaluated 7 days after inoculation
and individual plants of an F3 family were scored as resistant or susceptible. Linkage
of donor alleles and resistance phenotype was confirmed by Chi-square analysis. The
genetic distances between markers and resistance genes were estimated using the
computer program MAPMAKER (Fig. 1).

1. Fine-mapping of three blast resistance genes.
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As mentioned earlier, RG64 is closely linked with Pi-2 on chromosome 6, and
RG869 and E397 are linked with Pi-4 on chromosome 12, but at a closer distance. A
new flanking marker, RG241 was identified to be 5.2 cM from Pi-4. For Pi- I, an
RFLP marker, Npb181, was found to be more closely linked (3.5 cM) than RZ536
(11.4 cM). The closer distances obtained in this study may be attributed to the larger
mapping population sizes used than in the previous mapping study.
Selection based on a single marker
Closely linked DNA markers have been identified for rice blast and bacterial blight
resistance genes. We started using a single marker to identify a bacterial blight resistant gene in a segregating population (Abenes et al 1993). The identification of the
resistance gene, Xa -21, in F2 population was based on a closely linked marker,
pTA818 (Ronald et al 1992). The F3 family was also analyzed using conventional
progeny testing method to determine the presence of resistance gene. The results of
the two approaches are compared in Table 3 and the accuracy of single marker-aided
selection is about 91%. The 9% inaccuracy might reflect error in phenotyping or the
variation in recombination frequency from mapping population to breeding population.
Selection based on flanking markers
In theory, this minor inaccuracy in single-marker-based selection can be corrected if
flanking markers are used for marker-aided selection. We tested this with the blast
resistance gene, Pi-2, which has been previously mapped with RFLP marker RG64
(Yu et al 1991). We found a flanking marker, RG456, and used both the flanking
markers, RG64 and RG456, to perform marker-aided selection (Table 4). Selection
accuracy was 100% in identifying homozygous resistant plants from a segregating F2
population. Thus, to ensure accurate marker-aided selection, the target gene must be
tagged with flanking markers within a distance of 5 cM from the gene. This should
ensure a marker-aided selection accuracy of 99.75%.
Table 3. Genotypes of F 2 plants for Xa -21 gene as determined by a PCR marker and
progeny tests.
PCR analysis
Genotype
RR

Rr

F3 progeny test

Accuracy (%)

No. of plants

Genotype

No. of plants

34

RR

31

Rr

3

RR

4

Rr

24

28

91.2

85.7
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Flanking markers are sometimes difficult to find. Figure 2 shows four different
RFLP maps for the fine-mapping of Pi -4. All maps have about the same LOD score
and are likely to reflect the true map. Map A is the best in terms of LOD score. Map C,
however has the same RFLP marker order as determined by Causse et al (1994). Map
D is more similar to that determined by Yu et al (1991). The selection of markers to be
used in such situations can be quite arbitrary. This is not an uncommon phenomenon,
due to the small population size and the genetic distances between the markers.
Inaccurate phenotyping could be another reason the target gene may be located onto
a segment of rice chromosome but cannot be unambiguously assigned to a specific map
point on the chromosome. In such cases, the supposedly flanking markers may not
really flank the genes. This is one of the pitfalls of flanking marker-aided selection.

2. Four possible RFLP maps showing the location of Pi -4(t) gene.
Table 4. Marker-aided identification of Pi -2(t) gene in a segregating population.
Prediction
RG456
RR

(31)a

Progeny test
RG64

RR

Rr(53)

RR

(25) a

25

Rr(6)

2

RR(4)

4

Rr(44)

1

Rr

Rr(1)
rr(24)

a Number of plants predicted to carry the indicated genotype.
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Accuracy of
prediction
100%

4

43

rr(5)

rr(25)

rr

97.7%
5

1
24

100%

Converting RFLP, RAPD into Sequence Tag Site (STS)
Major genes in rice are mapped with RFLP or RAPD markers. Although the RFLP
markers can be used for marker-aided selection, the procedure requires the use of
Southern analysis, which is expensive and time-consuming. RAPD analysis is fast
and relatively economical, but the results of RAPD markers are sometimes nonreproducible and in many cases, are population-dependent. Standard PCR technique
is quick, reliable and cost-effective. Therefore, RFLP and RAPD markers should be
converted into STS by DNA sequencing. Based on the DNA sequences, primers can
be synthesized for PCR analysis.
We compared the accuracy and efficiency of PCR-based approach and Southernbased approach in identifying a blast resistance gene Pi-2 (Hittalmani et al 1995). It
was shown that the gene Pi-2 can be accurately identified with both the approaches
but the PCR-based approach is much simpler, quicker, and less expensive. Standard
PCR can be performed with very little DNA. DNA from just a few broken cells from
leaf bits is adequate and the DNA extraction step is thus simplified or even eliminated. A project to convert several hundred mapped RFLP markers into STS is being
conducted at IRRI (J. Bennett, personal communication). When completed, large
number of STS would be available for marker-aided selection.

Generation of Specific Amplicon Polymorphism (SAP)
The use of PCR in marker-assisted selection requires the generation of Specific
Amplicon Polymorphism (SAP) such as PCR-based RFLP (PBR) (Williams et al
1991, Ghareyazie et al 1994) to follow the segregation of a target gene. In most desirable cases, Amplicon Length Polymorphism (ALP) between gene donor and recipient can be obtained; and thus represents the simplest and fastest way of detecting
polymorphism. Digestion of PCR products with restriction endonucleases (4-base
cutters) increases the level of polymorphism as well as the number of alleles in rice
(Ghareyazie et al 1994). It is important to know how often ALP and PBR can be
observed in rice for marker-aided selection.
To answer this question, Ghareyazie et al (1994) analyzed the data obtained from
a rice germplasm consisting of 35 Iranian, 3 indica, and 2 japonica varieties. The
DNA was amplified with 14 sets of primers synthesized based on the sequenced
information of the mapped RFLP markers. Amplicons were digested with 9 different
restriction endonucleases (4-base cutters), regardless of the presence or absence of
polymorphism (ALP). Pairwise comparison among the 40 varieties for
polymorphism was then carried out. To calculate the abundance of PCR-based RFLP
(PBR) for marker-aided selection, it is assumed that the segregating populations for
selection in a breeding program be derived from pairwise crosses. Alleles in PBR are
defined as polymorphisms detected by one enzyme or enzyme combinations. The
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abundance of ALP and PBR was calculated. Out of the 9895 pairwise comparisons,
1277 pairs of varieties (13%) were detected as ALP. This percentage of ALP in rice is
obviously not high enough for general use in marker-aided selection. Additional
polymorphisms were generated by restriction digestion of PCR products. The
number of alleles increased for many marker loci. Of 8859 pairwise comparisons it
was found that 2501 pairs were polymorphic (28%). Since the total number of
enzymes available is much higher than used in the study by Ghareyazie et al (1994), it
is expected there are more than 28% PBR in rice. Since marker-aided selection is
developed to complement classical phenotype-based selection, we do not expect to
perform marker-aided selection on all target genes. If we assume that marker-aided
selection will be performed on one third or half of the target genes in the future, we
can basically rely on ALP or PBR for this purpose. Accuracy, ease and speed of ALP
and PBR are therefore attractive and should be included in plant breeding programs
where marker-aided selection is to be used.
Frequency of restriction sites in rice
PBR is generated by restriction digestion of PCR products. It has been found that the
frequency of restriction sites varies from enzyme to enzyme. In rice, it has been
shown emperically that a few enzymes such as Hinf I. and Rs a I are used more often
than other enzymes such as Cfo I and StyI (Williams et al 1991, Ghareyazie et al 1994,
1995). To examine the frequency of restriction sites and to determine which enzyme
should be used for PBR analysis, we scanned the restriction sites used in rice DNA
sequences which have been deposited in GenBank. A total of 189kb rice DNA
sequences was scanned and some results are shown in Table 5. It is clear that some
enzymes cut rice DNA more frequently than expected, giving the ratio of observed
restriction sites to the expected sites higher than one. For other enzymes, the ratio is
less than one, indicating that the use of restriction sites is much lower than expected.
This table should be useful to guide the generation of PBR in rice.

Marker-assisted selection in breeding program
A successful marker-aided selection program requires the identification of important
target traits that are difficult to select in the field using conventional approaches. We
should therefore avoid performing marker-aided selection on traits that can be easily
evaluated in the routine breeding programs. Marker-aided selection is assumed and
should be complementary to the existing breeding methods. It is important to note
that, in spite of efforts to reduce cost, molecular techniques remain relatively expensive at present and require highly trained personnel.
One of our marker-aided selection programs aims at pyramiding genes for resistance to rice blast. Rice blast is the most devastating disease in rice production. While
host-resistance is considered to be the most effective approach to control blast disease,
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rice varieties with a single major resistance gene become susceptible within a few
years of varietal release. Incorporation of more than one gene into a variety is considered to be a better strategy for breeding varieties with broader spectrum and longer
lasting resistance (Ezuka and Sakaguchi 1978). In normal course of evaluation, identification of individuals with more than one gene is difficult or sometimes impossible
when specific races of pathogens are not available. In such situations, linked DNA
markers are handy for identification of the plants with more than one gene.
Table 5. Frequency of restriction sites (RE) in rice.
Enzyme

RE

OBsite

OB/EP

Aci l

c/cgc

823

1.12

Alu l

ag/ct

948

1.29

Bst UI

cg/cg

602

0.82

Dde l

c/tnag

491

0.67

Fnu 4HI

gc/ngc

1303

1.77

Hae III

gg/cc

722

0.98

Hha l

gcg/c

678

0.92

Hin fl

g/antc

492

0.67

Mae l

c/tag

425

0.58

Mae II

a/cgt

412

0.56

Mae III

/gtnac

442

0.60

Mbo l

/gatc

814

1.10

Mse l

t/taa

848

1.15

Msp l

c/cgg

71 4

0.97

Nla III

catg/

1030

1.40

Nla lV

ggn/ncc

634

0.86

gt/ac

631

0.86

Sau 96I

g/gncc

455

0.62

Scr FI

cc/ngg

641

0.87

t/cga

689

0.93

Rsa l

Taq I

OB = observation, EP=expected site = 737 sites.

We initiated the gene pyramiding program using three near-isogenic lines carrying
blast resistance genes Pi -1, Pi -2, and Pi -4 (Mackill and Bonman 1992). These three
genes have been mapped with RFLP markers (Yu et al 1991) and fine-mapped to
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obtain closely linked DNA markers for marker-aided selection (Fig. 1). Pairwise
crosses were made between the near-isogenic lines, C101LAC ( Pi-1) and C101A51
(Pi-2), C101LAC and C101PKT( Pi-4), and C101A51 and C101PKT. The F1 plants
were allowed to self-fertilize to obtain approximately 150 F2 plants for each cross.
DNA was extracted from fresh leaves of the F2 plants of all three populations. The
Southern filters for all progenies were prepared for each cross and probed with the
RFLP markers linked to the genes (Table 6). RFLP marker. RG64 linked to Pi-2, has
previously been sequenced and polymorphic PCR marker generated. Therefore, PCR
analysis was performed instead of Southern analysis.
Table 6. DNA markers linked to blast resistance genes.
Gene
Pi -1

Chromosome
(t)

Pi -2(t)
Pi -4(t)12

6

Linked markers

Distance

11Npb181/RZ536

3.5 /7 cM

RG64/RG456

2.1 /6 cM

RG241/RZ397

5.2/3.3

cM

The scheme to select the plants with two genes in homozygous condition is shown
in Figure 3. In the cross between near-isogenic lines Cl0lA51 (Pi-2) and
Cl0lPKT (Pi-4), homozygous resistant plants were selected by RG64 marker (both
RFLP and PCR). This marker is linked to Pi-2 at 2.1 cM (Fig. 1). The selected resistant plants (Fig. 4) were further analyzed to select resistant plants homozygous for Pi4, by probing the filters with the marker RZ397. Similarly, RFLP clones, RZ536
(linked to Pi-1) and RZ397 (linked to Pi -4), were used for Southern hybridization to
select plants homozygous for Pi -1 and Pi-4 genes. Ten plants were selected as they
showed the same banding pattern as their resistant parents. C101LAC and C101PKT,
suggesting that these lines carried both genes in homozygous condition. In the same
way, markers linked to both resistance genes ( Pi- 1 and Pi -2) in the other population
were used to select plants carrying both genes in the F2 progenies. All selected plants
based on single marker were further analyzed by flanking markers and their genotypes
confirmed. The resistance of plants selected by flanking markers was further tested by
blast inoculation and markers in F3 generation. Rice plants carrying two resistance
genes were thus produced by marker-aided selection. We are in the process of testing
these lines in the blast nursery and with various isolates. The information on the interaction between resistance genes and interaction between the pathogen and the lines
with more than one gene will be reported in the near future.

Conclusion
Marker-aided selection in rice breeding provides a new and powerful tool to breeders
for selecting plants carrying target genes in any stage of rice growth. The potential
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benefit of marker-aided selection in breeding programs is to reduce time and cost in
selecting for characters which cannot be evaluated or are very difficult to evaluate by
conventional approaches, thereby improving the breeding efficiency. Nevertheless,
as pointed out in this study, there are several factors which affect the efficiency of
marker-aided selection. These factors should be considered when a marker-aided
selection program is initiated to ensure the accuracy of the selection program based
on DNA markers. It is difficult to select plants with multiple resistance genes based
on phenotype alone because the action of the one gene could mask the effect of the
other, unless appropriate testing procedures are available. The use of DNA markers
permits the selection of plants with more than one gene without phenotyping. The rice
plants with two resistance genes, selected on the basis of linked DNA markers, exemplify the power of marker-aided selection. With the availability of PCR primers for all
the RFLP marker-linked genes, simple and rapid marker-aided selection could be
adopted in rice breeding programs.

3. Scheme to combine the three major blast resistance genes, P i-1, Pi-2 and Pi-4.
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4. PCR banding pattern of RG64 marker linked to Pi-2 blast resistance gene segregating in the F2 population of the cross C101A51(isoline for Pi-2) and C101PKT (isoline
for Pi-4). The PCR products were digested with HaeIII restriction enzyme to obtain
polymorphism.
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RFLP mapping of genes controlling
yield components and plant height
in an indica x japonica DH
population of rice
B. Courtois, N. Huang, and E. Guiderdoni

We assessed the number and distribution of QTLs for several quantitative traits
contributing to yield elaboration (panicle number, number of grains per panicle,
sterility, and thousand grain weight) and to plant stature (plant height, panicle
length, and panicle exsertion). We evaluated a population of 110 DH lines derived
from an indica × japonica cross (IR64/Azucena) for these traits, under irrigated
conditions in a replicated trial. An RFLP map with 135 polymorphic markers had been
previously established for this population. Between 8 and 12 QTL were found
associated with each yield component with relatively few QTL shared between traits.
Eight QTL were identified for the yield per plant which is comparatively less than one
would have expected for such a complex trait. One reason could be that the number
of panicles per plant and the number of spikelets per panicle were strongly
negatively correlated in the population and acted in a compensatory way with neutral
effect on yield. However, most of the QTL involved in yield control were also involved
in the control of at least one of the yield components. Twelve QTL were associated
with plant height, some being common with those linked with exsertion and panicle
length, probably due to pleiotropic effects. One segment, explaining the major part of
the variability, is located on a region of chromosome 1 also known to include sd-1, a
major gene affecting plant height. We compare the number of QTL identified with the
effective number of genes involved as defined by quantitative genetics models. We
discuss further steps to confirm these putative QTL and the usefulness of markeraided selection for these traits.

For a plant breeder, yield is one of the most complex, as well as the most important,
traits. The ideotype for an ecosystem generally specifies the desired organization of
the major yield components. In Southeast Asia, under upland conditions, “panicle
weight” types, i.e. plants with limited number of tillers but high number of spikelets
per panicle, are often preferred by rice farmers. This architecture is typical of most of
the traditional upland varieties and is recognized as potentially efficient by physiologists (Peng et al 1994). In segregating generations, as direct measurement of yield is

difficult, breeders are generally relying on an indirect selection for yield components
to screen their lines. Nevertheless, the genetic control of the yield components and
their interrelationships are still not well understood.
The traditional upland varieties are often very tall and susceptible to lodging as
soon as improved cultural techniques, including mineral fertilization, are introduced. Under upland conditions, medium plant height is generally considered a
desirable trait. A decrease in plant height is expected to bring modifications to the
internode length or number. Affected by them, panicle exsertion and panicle length
are important breeding traits: a good exsertion is important to limit sheath disease
problems and a long panicle is considered as a necessary if not sufficient condition
for heavy panicles. It is worth investigating if these traits can be improved independently.
Highly saturated molecular marker linkage maps are available in rice (Nagamura
et al 1993, Causse et al 1994). It is now possible to use these maps and the derived
ones to establish associations between marker alleles and genes controlling agronomically important traits. Most of these traits are supposed to be polygenically controlled. Quantitative genetic models gave an insight into the genetic control of a trait but
molecular markers go further, permitting not only determination of the number of
chromosomal segments controlling a trait (quantitative trait loci or QTL) but also
their location on a given chromosome with relative precision. It is also possible to
separate in a genetic correlation the part due to pleiotropy (common QTL) from the
part due to linkage disequilibrium (trait-specific QTL).
The goal of this study was to assess the number, distribution, and overlap of
QTL controlling complex of traits, a group of yield components, and a group of
traits related to plant stature. The study can be seen as the start of a wider evaluation
of the effects of genotype × environment interactions on yield components and
plant stature at the molecular level. These traits are strongly affected by the environment. Lamkey and Lee (1993) note: “the understanding of G × E interactions
will improve only with knowledge of how genes are regulated by environment and
will, then, require an understanding of the genetic architecture of the traits”. This
first study may also permit assessment of the potential of molecular marker-aided
selection for these traits.

Material and methods
Plant material
A population of 135 DH lines was generated at IRRI through in vitro anther culture
(Guiderdoni et al 1992). It was derived from an F1 hybrid between IR64, an indica
variety adapted to irrigated conditions, and Azucena, a traditional upland japonica
variety from the Philippines. Because insufficient seed was available for some of the
lines, a sub-population of 110 lines was used in the trial.
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Field experiment
The experiment was conducted under irrigated conditions at IRRI, Los Baños, Philippines from December 1993 to April 1994 (dry season). The plants were transplanted
in the field 24 days after sowing. The experimental design was a randomized complete block design with two replications including the 110 DH lines and the two parents. The individual plot consisted of three 5-m long rows, 0.30 m apart with
individual plants 0.25 m apart within rows. The usable part of the plot consisted of the
19 plants of the central row. Border plants were discarded. Normal phytosanitary precautions were taken to protect the crop from pests. No disease was observed.
Two groups of traits were studied. The first group included the yield components
(number of panicles per plant; number of spikelets per panicle, sterility, thousand
grain weight), the yield per plant and some related traits (panicle length, panicle
weight, number of tillers 60 days after sowing and at maturity) and traits which are
known to influence yield (duration). The second group included plant height and
related traits (panicle length, panicle exsertion). Tiller measurements were made on
the main tiller, with the same tiller used for all characteristics.
RFLP map and linkage analysis
An RFLP map was established from the initial population of 135 DH lines (Huang et
al 1994). Six restriction enzymes ( DraI, EcoRV, HindIII, ScaI, Xba I, EcoRI) were
used for the parental polymorphism survey. A total of 135 informative RFLP markers
distributed throughout the 12 chromosomes were used to survey the DH lines. A linkage map was then established using the program Mapmaker (Lander et al 1987) with
the Kosambi mapping function used for calculation of recombination frequencies and
genetic distances.
Statistical analyses
The continuity and normality of the distributions were assessed graphically through
frequency histograms of line means followed by calculation of coefficient of skewness and kurtosis (Pearson and Hartley 1966). The percentages of sterility were transformed with the arcsine square transformation before analysis. An analysis of
variance was performed for each trait based on a mixed model (fixed block effect and
random genotypic and residual effects) to check for the presence of genetic variability. The genetic and residual variances were estimated by equating mean squares to
their expectations and solving for their components. The broad sense heritability was
estimated as the ratio of the genetic variance to the total variance.
The genetic correlations between traits were established as r = sij / s i s j where sij
is the genetic covariance between trait i and trait j and si and sj the genetic standard
deviations for traits i and j , respectively.
Two methods (Choo and Reinbergs 1982, Snape et al 1984) were used to estimate
the number of effective genes controlling a quantitative trait in a DH population
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derived from an Fl hybrid. The first value is derived from the square of half the range
2
of the two extreme DH lines divided by the genetic variance {k = [(max - min)/2] /
2
s g}. The second value is derived from the square of the deviation of the most
extreme DH line from the population mean, divided by the genetic variance [k = (max
2
2
- mean) /s g]. This partly overcomes the risk in the first method that the DH line containing all the increasing or decreasing alleles will not be in the sample.
One-way analyses of variance were conducted using SAS software to determine
whether there were significant associations between marker loci and morphological
traits (single marker approach). The threshold of significance was set at 1%. At the
same time, the program Mapmaker QTL (Lander et al 1987) was used to locate the
most important QTL between flanking markers using maximum likelihood estimates
(interval mapping). The LOD score was then set to 2. The percentage of phenotypic
variance explained by these QTL was also estimated by the same program.

Results and discussion
Statistical parameters
The means and standard deviations of the DH population for the different traits are
presented in Table 1 together with those of the parents. The histograms of frequency
distributions were continuous for all traits.
The analyses of variance performed for individual traits showed that the genotypic effect was highly significant, indicating the presence of genetic variance for all
traits. The genetic variances as well as the broad sense heritabilities for each trait are
given in Table 1. Broad sense heritabilities ranged from 50 to 95%. Plant height factors have high heritability while the yield components, notably the tillering ability,
are more influenced by the environment. The range of heritability concurs with what
is known on these traits.
Genetic correlations between traits are shown in Table 2. For plant height, they
confirm previously observed positive correlations with panicle length and exsertion
and strong negative correlation with the number of tillers at maturity in similar indica
× japonica crosses. For yield components, the correlations reflect the contrasting
architecture of the two parents, Azucena with a “panicle weight” plant type, IR64
with a “panicle number” plant type. The panicle weight is a composite of three elementary traits (number of grains per panicle, thousand grain weight and sterility) 50
its genetic analysis is of limited use. However, panicle weight could be of practical
interest as it is relatively rapid to score. It is very strongly positively related to the
number of grains per panicle and negatively with sterility. As suggested by Gravois
and McNew (1993), it could be used as a substitute for yield evaluation in normally
fertile material or, associated with the tillering ability, in a selection index as an indirect way of evaluating yield, as its heritability is higher than that of the yield. Panicle
length is not, on the other hand, a good index of number of grains per panicle.
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No spikelets per

29.5

plant b

24.0

30.4

15.9

178

4.65

8.3

8.3

28.6

+6.4

141.5

6.4

131.5

Azucena

3.9-31.9

18.8-39.6

5.2-50.2

76-292

1.57-5.58

7.6-20.8

7.6-23.9

17.9-32.4

-9.1-8.3

59-157

3.7-13.7

114-150

DH range

18.6

26.4

21.7

152

3.42

12.0

12.5

25.7

+1.4

103.1

8.9

129.8

DH mean

6.3

3.6

10.0

40

0.86

2.4

2.7

3.0

3.6

21.8

1.8

7.3

DH sd

276.990

12.014

82.463

1415.240

0.654

4.71 0

6.436

8.802

12.719

473.851

2.41 9

50.721

s2G

254.110

1.570

38.01 8

382.090

0.177

2.694

3.072

0.489

1.136

25.775

2.052

3.326

s 2e

52%

88%

68%

79%

79%

64%

68%

95%

92%

95%

54%

94%

h2

8

11

9

12

9

8

8

15

8

12

7

11

Number of
QTL

7-8

9-14

6-10

8-14

6-7

9-16

10-20

6-7

6-9

5-6

10-11

6-8

Number of
genes a

d5

observations per plot.

b 1 observation per plot.
c 10 observations per plot.

a Determined from quantitative genetics models. First value from half the range of the two extreme DH lines; second value from deviation of the most extreme DH line
from the population mean.

Yield per

25.7

5.8

Thousand grain weight b

Sterility d

110

2.76

panicle d

weight d

Panicle

18.8

No panicles at maturity c

23.2

+1.4

18.6

length c

No tillers at maturity c

Panicle

Panicle

73.5

Plant height c

exsertion c

11.4

122.5

Tillering 60 das c

Duration b

IR64

Table 1. Statistical parameters of the DH population. Genetic and environmental variances, broad-sense heritabilities, number of
QTL and effective genes involved (IRRI, Philippines, 1994).

Table 2. Genotypic correlations between traits (IRRI, Philippines, 1994).
DUR

T60

HGT

EXS

PAN

NBP

NBT

PWT

NBG

STR

TGW

DUR
T60

0.12

HGT

0.27

-0.13

EXS

0.35

0.13

0.64

PAN

0.08

-0.20

0.76

0.25

NBP

-0.13

0.52

-0.59

-0.25

-0.50

NBT

-0.16

0.39

-0.36

-0.31

-0.55

0.96

PWT

-0.06

-0.16

0.40

0.26

0.45

-0.66

-0.70

NBG

0.01

-0.20

0.20

0.08

0.26

-0.57

-0.60

0.93

STR

0.02

-0.35

0.15

-0.07

0.27

-0.20

-0.10

-0.22

0.00

TGW

-0.03

-0.07

0.46

0.23

0.54

-0.27

-0.25

0.23

-0.26

0.22

YLD

-0.49

0.23

-0.10

0.02

0.11

-0.03

0.27

0.08

-0.55

-0.08

-0.11

DUR = Duration: T60 = Tillering 60 days after sowing; HGT = Plant height; EXS = Panicle exsertion; PAN =
Panicle number; NBP = Number of panicles at maturity; NBT = Number of tillers at maturity; PWT = Panicle
weight; NBG = Number of spikelets per panicle; STR = Sterility; TGW = Thousand grain weight: YLD = Yield
per plant.

Yield components
The single marker approach indicates that between 8 and 12 QTL, dispersed on 6 to 9
chromosomes, are associated with each yield component, as can be seen in Figure 1.
For the most significant QTL (LOD>2), a more precise location is given in Table 3,
using interval analysis. There is limited overlapping between the chromosome segments involved in the control of the different yield components, except for segments
on one arm of chromosome 1. The QTL located on chromosome 1 between markers
RZ801 and RZ730 is common between thousand grain weight, number of panicles
per plant, and plant stature. None of the putative QTL explains more than 20% of the
phenotypic variation, with the exception of the RZ801-RZ730 segment for TGW.
The yield per plant itself appears to be controlled by 8 QTL which is somewhat
fewer than one would have expected for so complex a trait. Nevertheless, most of the
QTL involved in yield control were also involved in the control of at least one of the
yield components. An explanation could be that the number of panicles and the
number of spikelets per panicle—traits for which the parental lines have strongly
contrasted architectures—are negatively correlated and their combined effect can be
relatively neutral in terms of final yield. These traits are related to indica /tropical
japonica morphological differentiation. What is observed in this cross might be true
for other indica × tropical japonica crosses but cannot be extrapolated to crosses
between varieties with similar architecture.
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Table 3. Localization of the main QTL identified by interval mapping (LOD>2.0), LOD
value and percentage of variance explained by the markers.
Flanking
markers

Chr

RZ801RZ730

1

RG690RZ19

1

RG256RG95

2

RZ58=
RZ318

2

RG 144RG348

3

RG179CD0337

3

RG910RG418X

3

RZ590RG214

4

RG163RZ675

4

RG788RG91

4

RG91RG908

4

RG908RG190

4

DUR
LOD
% var. expl

17.5
63.6

EXS
4.9
24.1

PAN
7.6
35.5

NBP

NBG

STR

TGW

3.2

5.3

16.9

25.1

YLD

2.1

LOD
% var. expl

8.7

LOD

2.4

% var. expl

9.5

LOD

3.1

% var. expl

14.9

LOD

6.8

% var. expl

25.8

LOD

2.7

% var. expl

11.5

LOD

3.7

% var. expl

15.6

LOD

4.3

% var. expl

16.8

LOD

3.8

% var. expl

17.9

LOD

2.9

% var. expl

12.0
2.1

LOD

8.6

% var. expl
2.4

LOD

9.5

% var. expl

RZ422RZ228

9

LOD
% var. expl

RZ228RZ12

9

LOD
% var. expl

CD093RZ625

10

RZ625RG241

HGT

10

2.2
9.8
2.5
10.1

LOD

2.7

2.1

% var. expl

10.9

8.6

LOD

2.7

% var. expl

10.9

DUR = Duration; HGT = Plant height; EXS = Panicle exsertion; PAN = Panicle number; NBP = Number of Panicles at maturity; NBG = Number of spikelets per panicle; STR = Sterility; TGW = Thousand grain weight; YLD =
Yield per plant.
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1. Localization of putative QTL controlling yield components identified through singlemarker approach (threshold 1%).

Another unavoidable bias in this evaluation relates to the fact that IR64 is adapted
to irrigated conditions while Azucena is an upland cultivar. Evaluation under irrigated conditions thus favors IR64-like varieties. Nevertheless, irrigated conditions
during the dry season represent the best compromise for this indica × japonica material, as under upland conditions the growth of IR64 and IR64-like varieties would be
seriously hampered by drought, blast, and sheath diseases.
Some of the DH lines were partly sterile, explaining the unusual importance of
genetic correlation between sterility and yield (-0.549). This phenomenon is well
known in the progenies of indica × japonica crosses, whatever the method of fixation.
Oka (1988) showed it resulted from the fixation of a combination of complementary
sets of alleles from both parents. One of the QTL identified, linked with markers
RG690 and RZ19 on chromosome 1, is at the same place as one of the QTL identified
by P. Wu et a1 (unpublished results) in the F2 progeny of another indica × japonica
cross IR42 × Palawan. The QTL on chromosomes 7 and 12 are also found in Wu et al
study in very close proximity. During seed increase rounds, most of the highly sterile
lines were eliminated from our sample which is thus under-representing the sterility
alleles and reducing the chance of their identification.
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The number of tillers is strongly linked to the number of panicles (there were few
unproductive tillers in our conditions) and the 8 QTL identified were identical for
both traits. We evaluated the tillering at an early developmental stage (data not
shown). The 7 QTL influencing tillering 60 days after sowing were notably different
from the 8 QTL influencing later stage tillering.
Plant height and associated traits
With the single marker approach, 12 chromosomal segments were found associated
with plant height. The locations of these QTL are shown in Figure 2. All these segments were common with those associated with exsertion, and some of them with
panicle length. Such an association is likely to be due to pleiotropic effects rather than
multiple QTL clustered in the marker linked genomic region. It is notable that the
interval analysis confirms an identical location for the QTL on chromosome 1. A
demonstration of pleiotropic effects of genes controlling medium plant height on
panicle length and leaf length was also established in other DH populations (Courtois
1991) using quantitative models (Snape and Simpson 1981, Jinks et al 1985). The
important point for a breeder is that, in such a cross, the potential to maintain good
exsertion while decreasing plant height is restricted.

2. Localization of putative QTL controlling plant stature and related traits, identified
through single-marker approach (threshold 1 %).
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The variation in the magnitude of the QTL effect is particularly strong for plant
height, showing that traits quantitative in appearance can be controlled by a mixture
of genes with nonidentical effects. Thompson (1975) demonstrated that, even with as
few as one or two loci controlling most of the variation. continuous phenotypic distributions approaching normal distributions, could be obtained, notably when environmental effects were involved.
One of the segments, explaining the major part of the variability for plant height
(63%) and a significant part of the variation for exsertion and panicle length, is
located on a region of chromosome 1 also known to include sd- 1, a major gene affecting plant height (Aquino and Jennings 1966, Suh and Heu 1978). The recessive sd- 1
gene controls the semi-dwarfism of Dee-geo-woo-gen. It was used in the IRRI breeding program to decrease plant stature and improve harvest index. It is notable that
Dee-geo-woo-gen is included in the parentage of IR64 (IRRI 1985). The negative
pleiotropic effect of sd-1 found on panicle length and thousand grain weight, and the
positive effect on tillering ability, were observed by Xia et a1 (1991) in a different
background.
Comparison number of genes-number of QTLs
The number of genes or QTL controlling a trait is of great importance for a breeder to
evaluate the likelihood of genetic progress. The more genes involved, the more difficult it will be to improve the trait. We evaluated in parallel the number of effective
genes involved as defined by quantitative genetic models (Choo and Reinbergs 1982,
Snape et a1 1984) and compared this estimate with the number of QTL identified. The
simplifying assumptions underlying the models (equal effects of individual loci,
absence of epistatic relationships and linkage desequilibrium, absence of genotype ×
environment interaction) are classical in quantitative genetics. The failure of any of
the hypotheses induces an overall underestimation of the number of genes involved
(Snape et a1 1984). For the yield components and related traits, the estimated number
ranges from 6 to 20. The correspondence is relatively accurate with the results of the
single marker approach (Table 3), the number of QTL being generally included in the
range given by the two biometrical methods. For plant height and related traits, the
estimated number is lower, ranging from 5 to 9. The difference in the values coming
from QTL analysis is thus more pronounced. Nevertheless, the assumption that all
genes have equal effects is clearly not the case for plant height in this cross where a
major gene with strong effect is associated with a number of genes with small effects.
If the number of genes could be considered as a minimum estimate, due to partial
failure in the assumptions, the number of QTL identified is not absolute. It depends
on the threshold chosen, a somewhat arbitrary decision. We set the type I error or
false positive risk at 1% for each individual comparison which means a risk of 70% of
at least one false positive for the 135 markers according to Lander and Botstein’s formula adapted to rice (Lander and Botstein 1989). With a higher threshold, we would
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have identified fewer QTL, but would have increased the risk of type II error (not
accepting QTL as a segment with real effect). As our final goal is to determine how
QTL are influenced by environment, we deliberately chose not to be too stringent.
The same approach was adopted by Edwards et al (1992) and Bubeck et al (1993) for
similar reasons. In any case, Thompson (1975) hypothesized that the number of loci
involved was probably of the same order as the number of major mutant loci. For
plant height, for example, the known dwarf mutants are no fewer than 60 in rice
(Kinoshita 1989). Robertson (1985) confirmed that QTL could be isoalleles of known
major mutants. Nevertheless, the definition of what to recognize as QTL should be
improved by an understanding of their biological function. This understanding is
lacking in most cases and the number of loci controlling the traits remains in dispute.
Comparative mapping with more advanced cereals, and the use of candidate genes as
probes, could be useful sources of information in this respect. For example, when
cloned, genes involved in the gibberellic acid pathway could be tested against QTL
for plant height.

Conclusion
These results were obtained at one site during one season experiment. If they are confirmed by previous and recent data for plant height and derived traits (N. Huang 1993,
unpublished results; B. Courtois 1994, unpublished results), they are obviously more
contestable for the yield components, as this group of traits is strongly affected by the
environment. As the identification of a QTL is linked to the phenotypic performances, which depend on both genetic and non-genetic influences, such an experiment
should be repeated in several seasons and in different environments. A more accurate
system for evaluation of yield could be settled with a sub-sample of the varieties to be
able to confirm the localization of the putative QTL and evaluate the variations in
their role according to the environment.
The study of the influence of the environment on QTL is a growing area of
research. Preliminary studies on other crops have given very diverse results ranging
from low (Stubber et al 1992, on maize) to major effects (Paterson et al 1991, on
tomato; Bubeck et al 1993, on maize).
The genetic background in which these QTL are exerting their effects is also very
important and, according to some results, more important than the G × E interactions
(Beavis et al 1991, Bubeck et al 1993). It could be particularly true in rice because of
the structure of the species divided in two major varietal groups morphologically,
physiologically and genetically different. Because of the polymorphism requirement,
we studied yield components in a cross between two varieties belonging to two different groups with different plant architectures. A population derived from a cross
between two “panicle weight type” varieties would probably give different results.
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Nevertheless, even with these limited results, molecular markers proved to be a
very powerful tool for genetic analyses, allowing progress beyond conventional
genetic models.
The number of QTL involved in the control of each individual trait and the limited
amount of variance they individually explain make it difficult to imagine their use in
selection. Breeders seldom work on individual traits but try to combine good expression of different traits, making the situation more difficult to handle. None of the traits
studied is very difficult to score but most of them are relatively strongly influenced by
the environment. The marker-aided selection could be seen as a way to improve the
precision in the phenotypic evaluation, complementary rather than exclusive to it.
The most likely approach is a molecular marker index of selection including both
molecular marker information and phenotypic scores, as suggested by Dudley
(1993). The molecular marker information could, at the same time, be of major help
in the management of diversity. Nevertheless, this assumes that the technique can be
made rapid enough to follow the rhythm of annual crop breeding programs and that
the cost of the technology falls substantially.
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